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defense policies.. Addressed finally is the gb ect -of circumstances which
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might lead the USSR to use armed forces as a political instrument in the future

Soviet armed forces were used as a political Instrument, -as defined, on

187 occasions between June 1944 and June 1979. Soviet milita.y units were used
coercively in 155 or roughly four-fifths of these actions. In the remaining
32 operations, cooperative political-military diplomacy was practiced. TVo-

fifths of the total number of incidents took place between 1967 and 1979.

Soviet armed forces wet,, :- uncertain means for achieving specific politi-
cal objectives abroad. The occuirencz of positive outcomes in incidents and
their retention for at least a few years varied greatly with contextual circun-
stances and with how Soviet military power was utilized. The real tzation of
favorable outcomes of a broader quality important to Soviet interests also was
problematic.

As a discrete political instrument, Soviet milita'y power was little short

of a flop when it was used in specific inatances to intimidate regimes not to
the Kremlin's liking in Eastern Europe. To reverse political change in this
region, military suppression and its accompanying rewards and costs were neces-
sary. Moscow did achieve its operational objectives vis-'a-vis Peking in the
1969 crisis with China, but many months of military activity elapsed first and
the Kremlin finally had to raise the possibility of waging nuclear war. By
going to suci, extremes to purchase a secure border with China in the short term
a dynamic extremely prejudicial to Soviet security and glob.l Lvterests in tnelong term was set in motion.

Cautious and subtle coercive Soviet diplomacy in response to situations of
U.S.-involved conflict on the Korean Peninsula and in the Vietnam War were more
fruitful. In these affairs, U.S. behavior did conform to the objectives of
Soviet political-military activities. In each of these actions the use of
Soviet armed forces was extremely prudent aad had very limited goals, however.
The Kremlin's care to delimit sharply its objectives and uze of force to coerce
the United States during conflicts in Northeast and Southeast Asia, if success-
ful in meeting restricted goals, was received poorly by fraternal cowmunist
nations threatened by the United States and wh&se allegiance Moscow was con-
cerned to retain,

Failures were not unknown in the third world and the USSR did not obtain,
as a result of coercive diplomacy on behalf cf allies there, positions of
standing able to withstand serious differences of interest. And too, the rami-
fications of incidents to which the United States, China and European NATO
nations were attentive included serious debits. Nevertheless, outcomes related

to Soviet operational objectives in the third world were by and large positive
in the short term and were retained over tha next several years. Soviet
military units served particularly well in coercing antagonists of third world
allies of the USSR.

Invariably the USSR used military power with great deliberation, and
particular circumspection was exhibited when the United States was an actor.
In the third world, where esential Soviet security interests were not at risk,
as compared with crises in Europe and along the Sino-Soviet border, Soviet
military units were orchestrated prudently and in some instances with great
subtlety, illustrating considetable understanding of local sensibilities.
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Chapter 1

For centuries pr;--, r, t10 :,'~e era Russia was a major power in

Eurasia. The militar. col'-.Dse c. Germany and Jaj-' n in the Second World

War and postsiazz wpaknless of Weste-r, Zuropc ant Chia left t~he USSR one of

two great poi,er. in the w~orld. How. vei-, during the quarter century that

fnll-veeJ '.o, Id War II, %. S'.vltet 'inic,-ti was f:A~. *.'2inferior

to the Un~t-A qtw-2vzi in net ass,'ssmenta of globl1 bliXI.'ary capability.

In these years "be 13.i d St.,%tes was generally consid~ered dominant in 1

Sovi,.,t and Eastern European ground anu' ai~r cupabilities vis-a-vis NATO.

This is no longer true: The *J'.SDI h~as achieved strategic parity and a

powerful forward deployed Soviet navy now challenge~s U.S. fleets.

J Furthermore, from the late 1960s into the mid-1970s, Soviet ground and

eft capabiiities increased markedly relative to those of NATO while in

the east, large Soviet forces were deplay..±& along the Sino-Soviet border.

Soviet armed forces serve most importantly to deter aggrcassion

against the USSR and to defend the Soviet homeland. Mlilitary

power has al5 bpen a critical instriment of Soviet foreign policy, serving

as a means for expariiLg fid prest:Lil.ag Soviet authority in Eastern Europe

and influencing other couiit regimes; responding to actions by the

'U1nited States, American allies and China perceived as threatening to the

security of the USSR; and obtaining favorable relations with t*' . new nations

that emerged out of former colonial empires. As the k~remlin has become
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increasingly confident in recent years about the USSR's military

security, the significance of Soviet armed forces as a tool of diplomacy

has loomed larger. Three decades ago Soviet -ilitary diplomacy, as a

:unction of the deployment and reach of the Red Army and its air support,

extended not very far beyond the periphery of the Soviet Union. Reality

today includes an impressive blue water na--, the ability to move

airborne divisions and large volumes of military cargo intercontinental

distances by air, and the broadsword backing of a wide range of nuclear

armaments. While Soviet military power continues to be addressed heavily

to Europe and Asia, the development of an ocean-going navy and a large

strategic airlift capability have lengthened Moscow's reach beyond these

bordering areas to distant waters and the third world.

In the past dozen years, Soviet armed forces were used to suppress

political change in Czechoslovakia, present a massive military threat

to China, and caution the behavior of neighbors such as Rumania and

Japan. In addition, Mosciw emplaced more than 20,000 military personnel

in Egypt to provide that nation air defense againrt Israel; Soviet

air force, naval and airborne units played important roles in the 1973

Middle East war; naval forces flying the Red Star were active in the

1970 Jordanian crisis and in the 1971 Indo,-Pakistani war; and Soviet air

and naval operations influenced th., outcomes of the 1975-76 civil war in

Angola and 1977-78 Ethiopian-Somalian conflict. Soviet combat aircraft

-also participated in civil wars in Yemen, Sudan and Iraq, and Red Star

naval vessels were on the scene luring the 1973 Cod War between Great

Britain and Iceland, the 1974 Cyprus crisis, the 1979 China-Vietnam conflict,

01
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and in the midst of little noticed internal crises in Somalia,

:11 Sierra Leone and other nations. While serious examination and

discussion are necessary to realize the range, meaning, and impli-

cations of these interventions, we need not go further to state that

the USSR has acquired a large military projection capability and has

used it on a sizable number of occasions in its pursuit of foreign

policy objectives globally.

There is nothing extraordinary about the Kremlin using armed

forces to attain political objectives abroad. United States policy-

makers have turned to the military as an instrument of coercive or

cooperative diplomacy on more than 200 occasions since the Second

World War. These actions ranged from sending a single ship to visit

a foreign port as a symbol of American support of a nation, to the

crisis deployment of major ground, air, and naval units and the alert

of strategic nuclear forces. 1/ Recent examples of U.S. political-

military operations in 1978-79 included the heavily publicized 1978

TEAM SPIRIT exercise in South Korea (called the largest since the

Korean War) to reaffirm U.S. security commitments to South Korea and

Japan; the alert of airborne troops and transport by U.S. C-141

aircraft of soldiers from Morocco, Senegal and Gabon to Zaire to

insure that nation's territorial integrity against insurgents

operating out of Angola; the low-keyed but very special visit by

the U.S. frigate Vreeland to Somalia after the Ethiopian-Somalian

conflict had cooled down; and the dispatch of a squadron of F-15

4 _
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visit by the U.S. frigate Vreeland to Somalia after the Ethiopian-

Somalian conflict had cooled down; and the dispatch of a squadron of F-15

aircraft and then two AWACS (Airborne Warning and Control System) planes

and a naval task group led by the aircraft carrier Constellation to

reassure Saudi Arabia after the Shah was deposed in Iran and Soviet- 4

supported South Yemen undertook an incursion into North Yemen. 2/

Nor has political-military diplomacy been the e:clusive domain of

the superpowers. During the Ethiopian-Somalian conflict, in addition to

the USSR's provision of military advisers and airlift of large volumes of

military materiel to Addis Ababa, many thousands of Cuban fl.;I&aLng men and

advisers also supported Ethiopia's war effort, as did a number of Israeli

military personnel. Egyptian military aircraft were reported carrying

armamen-s to Somalia, which may have received further military aid from

Saudi Arabia, Iran and perhaps even China. Meanwhile, alongside Soviet and

U.S. naval vessels near the northea&;t African coast steamed British and

French warships. 3/

Elsewhere in Africa, and besides the continuing presence of Cuban !

regiments in Angola and Ethiopia, 4,000 French soldiers and a French aircraft

carrier in the Red Sea stood guard over Djibouti's newly gained independence;

2,500 French troops and a squadron of Jaguar aircraft were helping Chad

check an insurgency, as reportedly were Egyptian troops; French fighter

afreraft were intervening against the Algerian and Soviet-backed Polisario

"Tebels seeking control over the former Spanish Sahara claimed by Morocco and

Mauritania; in 1977-78 French transport aircraft brought Moroccan and then

Frcach battalions to Zaire to repel insurgents in Shaba Province; and in 1979
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Libyan air force transports reportedly ferried troops and cargo into

.Uganda in support of President Idi Amin against intervention sponsored

by Tanzania. 4/

Africa was not the only stage for these affairs. For example, in

1977 Britain deployed troops to Belize to insure its territorial integrity,

and to Bermuda to help check zacial unrest. In 1978 a host of nations

dep,'oyed military units to Leba,,.r in a4dition to the Syrian army and

regu.ar presence overhead of J- :li fighter planes; Venezuela emplaced

aircr.ft in Costa Rica as a warning to the Somoza regime against

Nicaraguan military intervention; and China, Vietnam and Cambodia directed

an assoitmenL of military signals at each other in Southeast Asia. 5/ *1
The use of armed forces for purposes other than war is, of course,

not a post-World War I! phenomenon. Great nations and nations not so great

have engaged in political-military diplomacy through the ages; so Xerxes

spared the spies in Greece in order that they might report the awesome power

marshalled by the Persians, the Athenians sought to coerce the Melians, and

the godo of the Aegeans and other anci.ent peoples, we are told, demonstrated

their powers mightily on their leaalf and, at times, against them. 6/

Like other nations, the USSR has conducted its foreign affairs through

a broad range of means. Security alliances, treaties of friendship and

cooperation, and other international agreements have been entered into.

Advantage has been taken of the Soviet Union's historic role in the

-international communist movement and permanent United Nations Security

Council seat. Trade arrangements and economic aid have been carefully

contoured; the Soviet media and scientific, technical, cultural and athletic
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missions have been orchestrated; and covert activities and personal

diplomacy have been practiced regularly. As a consumate totalitarian

state, the USSR, more than most other nations, has exercised these various 1"
instruments on a tight rein. 'Military force" has been viewed, "not as an

independent factor but rather as a component of a complicated system of

interaction among various factors--economic, political, diplomatic,

ideological, cultural, moral-psychological, etc." 7/ However, in

consequence of the loss in the USSR's revolutionary fervor, the weaknesses

of the Soviet economy, and the essential unattractiveness of Soviet life

(its intellectual brnality, the continued shortages and poor quality of] goods and services, and omnipresence of authority) the Soviet Union, as

compared with other major powers, has been especially reliant upon its

armed forces as a means of influence in international affairs.

Soviet Armed Forces and International Relations

This study focuses on the use of Soviet armed forces as a discrete
foreign policy instrument-that is, on Soviet military operations meant to

achieve specific objectives abroad at particular times. Before pursuing

this relatively limited perspective, it is important to realize the broader,

multidimensional role of armed forces in the conduct of Soviet foreign policy

and their global significance to international relations. Military resources

influence the achievement of a nation's objectives abroad not only at

!particular moments in time, but on an ongoing everyday basis. The general

characteristics and continuing deployments of armed forces are at least as

Important to the maintenance of national security and success in foreign
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policy ,'s those discrete political-military operations carried on from time

to time. The overall military disposition of a nation is, moreover, an

important determinant of outcomes at those junctures when military units

are used in non-routine ways.

"Politics is the reason, and war is only the tool," Lenin wrote

comnenting on Clausewitz's widely accepted view of war being "nothing but a

continuation of politics by other means." S/ Armed forces serve political

ends in peacetime on a continuing basis, diffusely as they affect decisions

derived from international power equations, and specifically where they

give confidence to friends facing unyielding pressures and deter hostile

activity by antagonists. The military can also display a nation's

technology to the interest of its economic wares, acquire useful relationships

by training foreign armed forces, serve as a symbol of friendship and trust

via warship visits to foreign ports, and so forth. Moreover, and

notwithstanding the conscious use of the military, a nation's foreign

relations cannot but be affected by the size and c'saracter of its ared

forces, their normal deployment and operations, their reputation in combat,

and their past usage.

The significance of Soviet armed forces to the environment of international

relations and the perspective within the USSR of the dynami . taking place in

recent years has been expressed by a prominent Soviet defense intellectual as

follows:

The Soviet Union and other socialist countries, by virtue
of their increasing military potential, are changing the balance
of forces in the international arena in favor of the forces of
peace and socialism. This is ezerting a very sobering effect on
extremist circles in the Imperialist states and it is creating
favorable conditions for achieving the Soviet foreign-political
goals in the international arena. 9/

I;
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The Foundation: Strateic Nucleaz Forces

First and foremost, the USSR is recognized globally as a great nuclear

power, equaled only by the United States in abi'.ty to wreak destruction

upon the planet. The Soviet nuclear arsenal, vhich affords the USSR the

status of "superpower," is the principal .'oundation of the USSR's

international position and the base upon which its foreign relations are

conducted. Lacking these armaments, Moscow's ability to meaningfully

orchestrate conventional armed forces would be wholly insecure and its

diplomacy wcmnd not be greeted so seriously. Looking at some indices of

the strauegic balance, the ratios of USSR to U.S. forces in 1978 were 1.2:1

for delivery vei.cles (total numbers of ICEMs, SLBMs and heavy bombers),

0.4:1 as concerned force loadings (total numbers of missile warheads and

bombs), and 1.2:1 with reaard to nuclear throw-wei.,t (2.2:1 counting only

missile warhead exploaives). 10/

Evaluating the strategic nuclear balance in his 1978 report on the

military posture of the United States, Secretcry of Defense Harold Brown's..

, 't was that "a rough strategic nuclear equilibri.um exists between the

two superpowers at the present time. Neither country enjoys a military

advantage; neither is in a position to exploit its nuclear capabilities for

political ends. The situation is one of standoff or stalemate. Mutual

strategic deterrence and assential equivalence are in effect." ll/

As a consequence of this rough strategic parity, which the USSR built

up to slowly, the United States' preparedness to use nuclear weapons against

the Soviet Union in retaliation for Soviet aggression against American allies

was doubted by many; U.S. policymakers appeared to become more fearful of
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provoking conventional military confrontations with Moscow; and the United

States came to accept a Soviet role in international affairs globally.

American allies were made more doubtful about what they could expect from

the United States in crises, Soviet allies were made more confident, and all

n.stions were given reason to accord Soviet positions increased respect.

But while the USSR has closed the gap in strategic forces with the

United States only during the past decade, it should not be forgotten that

the Soviet Union has presented itself to the world as a nuclear power and

derived political advantage from this stature throughout most of the post-

World War II era. The USSR carried out its first atomic weapon test in 1949

and detonated a thernonuclear device in 1953. Although bomber aircraft able

'zo make round-trip flights to the United States (the MYA-4 Bison and TU-20

Bea:) became available only in 1956-57, medium-range Soviet aircraft, able

to make one-way journeys to North America as well as round-trip flights to

Europe and Japan, were deployed beginning in 1948. 12/ The threat of nuclear

war directed at U.S. allies in Eurasia was further reinforced by the

deployment of MRBMs in the USSR beginning in 1955. 13/

Moscow 's termination of the U.S. nuclear monopoly and then nuclear threat

to Western Europe occasioned or reinforced a series of defense decisions by

the West in the early and mid-1950s having major foreign policy and other I
political implications. 14/ Already at this time, when the United States

still retained a large lead over the USSR in strategic capability, anxiety

ideveloped that "the two nuclear forces would now deter each other and cancel

each other out - while Soviet ground forces were free to roll westward." 15/

$Vestern concern was further raised by analyaes suggesting, "on the basis of

existing production rates and expected expansion of industrial capacity," a
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two-to-one Soviet advantage over the United States in long-range bombers

by the end of the 1950s. 16/

The launch of Sputnik I in October 1957, succeeding Sovier space shots,

and Moscow's claims about the progress of its ICBM program were in the end

overplayed by Nikita Khrushchev, but in the interim-between 1957 and the

Cuban missile crisis-Soviet diplomacy benefited mightily from the improved

image of USSR military power brought about by these achievements and

accompany.ng Soviet rhetoric. With the United States widely perceived to be

five years behind the USSR in space and missile technology, the Soviet Union

seemed to many to have gained the upper hand in the cold war. Western

Europeans saw the USSR gaining great military advantage over the

United States and Americans worried about the '"missile gap." 17/ While

morale in the West sagged, Soviet allies and friends in the third world had

their confidence buoyed. Western governments, although less pessimistic than

their citizens, became less confident. Horelick and Rush have written about

the U.S. reaction as follows:

Being uncertain about the strategic nuclear balance, the
West found it difficult to assess the aims of particular Soviet
moves. Whereas the Soviet leaders could plan their initial moves
with confidence tha. they ran no risk of provoking war, the United
States leaders were uncertain as to the risks involved in various
alternative countermovcs and therefore felt constrained to respond
cautiously. This caution, in turn, strengthened Soviet reliance
on American restraint in the :old war and increased the USSR's
confidence that it could control the risk of war stemming from itsI actions. 18/

At least partly in reaction to the exposure of the missile gap, Soviet

nuclear advances were then underestimated in the mid- and late-1960s. 19/

" IThe perception of USSR-U.S. strategic parity in the 1970 developed, it

would seem, principally as a result of the USSR's continuing deployment of
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ICBes and missile-carrying submarines after the United States set limitsI upon the size of its strategic forces. Whereas 44 percent of those

interviewed in a poll 1n Britain in early 1963 believed the USSR to be at

least "equal" to the United States in "strength in nuclear weapons," 40

percent saw this to be the case in mid-1971. The respective percentages

in similar polls taken at these same times were, in France, 49 percent and

36 percent, and in West Germany, 37 percent and 35 percent. By contrast,

in early 1977 63 percent of those polled in Britain, 58 percent in France,

and 60 percent in West Germany perceived the USSR "equal" or "ahead" of "Che

United States in nuclear strength. This change, together with perceptions

of increased Soviet conventional military power, no doubt had much to do

with increased NATO concern about U.S. readiness to defend Europe. "How

much trust do you feel we can have in the Vnited States to come to our

defense?" Between 1968 and 1975 the percentage of those who had a "great

deal" of trust fell in polls taken In Britain from 39 percent to 22 percent,

in France from 18 percent to 9 percent, and in West Germany from 22 percent

to 13 percent. A large decline in confidence also took place in Japan. 20/

The Conventional Storehouse

It is also recognized within the USSR that "international relations

have...been greatly influenced by convention l armed forces." 21/ Soviet

military men entered the postwar world with a very favorable reputation.

The retreat before the Wehrmacht in 1941-42 to the suburbs of Moscow and

the Volga, iollo .ing upon the poor performance of the Red Army in the

1939-40 Winter War in Finland, denuded Stalin's military as po'rly generaled,

7)
_ _ _ _ _
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ill-equipped, and disorganized, and stirred memories of the Russian

performance in the face of Napoleon's onslaught in 1812. Unlike the

French emperor's legions, however, the German army did not enter Moscow

and then unravel of its own accord. It was halted in battle and then

driven back to Berlin wi.th a vengeance. Stalingrad provided a mighty

land counterpart to the battles of Midway and the Coral Sea, as did Kursk

and the great Russian summer offensive of 1944 to the island hopping by

U.S. Marines in the Pacific War and the Allied landing at Normandy and

breakout in France.

When the curtain finally fell in 1945 an incredible seven and one-half

million Soviet combat fatalities had been suffered, 22/ but the Red Armuy

had obtained an image of tenacity and resilience in homeland defense

approaching legend; on the offensive, words like sledgehammer and

steamroller seemed to describe its character. While the Russian soldier

was viewed as expecting and giving little quarter, he was seen in the end

to be led by a competent officer corps and directed by talented planners.

Russia appeared unconquerable as a result not only of its size, 
weather, and

natioual resistance, but owing, too, to its soldiers. Directed toward other

lands, they were to be feared. This performance a third of a century ago

1 is still remembered. The Red krmy's reputation was not harmed by the

August 1945 Far Eastern campaign and tle suppression of the revolt in

Hungary in 1956 and the 1968 intervention in Czechoslovakia.

- Of great impact upon Europe and Asia since the Second World War has

been the continued large size and high quality of the Red Army and, more

recently, of Soviet Frontal Aviation (ttctical air forces). Prior to the
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Korean War, when U.S. armed forces were drawn down to about 1.4 million

.in number, Moscow's demobilization left about 4-5 million Soviets in arms. 23/

In the late 1970s Soviet armed forces manpower totalled roughly 3.6 million,

including 1.8 million Red Army personnel and another million in Frontal

Aviation and air defense forces (PVO Strany). 24/

Whether intended or not, the Red Army has often been perceived

especially powerful owing to its large number of divisional formations, of

late numbering 169, as compared, for example, with the U.S. Army and Marine

Corps which, though mustering 966,000 personnel, are formed around a total

of only 19 divisions and a small number of brigades. 25/ This 8.9:1 ratio

of USSR to U.S. divisions as compared with only a 1.9:1 ratio in manpower is

explained by the smaller size of Soviet divisions, many of which are also

kept at less than full strength, and a lesser emphasis on support activities.

It is debatable whether the Soviet approach to divisional size is more

sensible militarily; that the notion of 169 divisions has often made a

particularly powerful political impression is clear, bowever. A second

frequently used index which has tended to magnify the image of Soviet ground

force power is the tank count: Soviet forces are said to have about 50,000

tanks in service while the United States is listed as having only &bout

12,700 tanks. 26/ Focus on the tank in power evaluations that do not

seriously consider tank quality, different strategies, airpower and particularly

anti-tank capabilities has further enhanced the political impact of the Red

Army.

Aside from influencing Western defense spending, the salience of

numerical indices like division and tank counts, which exaggerate Soviet

N'
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military power, has also led to argument that Western governments have

been induced "to make important concessions to the Soviet Union,

accomodating Soviet demands that would otherwise have been rejected out

of hand, or.. .ignored." 27/ It has been argued further that "in the case

of NATO, overstatement has led to strategies of desperation, particularly

with respect to the threatened prompt use of nuclear weapons. The effect

* of overstating the strength of the Soviet Army has been not only to get a

smaller NATO force but also to reduce the incentives for the NATO countries

to make the NATO armies fully combat ready." 28/ But if certain ways of

evaluating military power have exaggerated Soviet capabilities, we should

also not lose sight of the central point: The Red Army, by any standard,

is a massive and well-equipped force for war in Eurasia and has hcavily

influenced the attitudes and behavior of neighbors and Soviet allies in

their dealings with the USSR, both consciously and non-rtonsciously, since

the Second World War.

The political shadow cast by Soviet military power in Eurasia grew

expecially heavy after the intervention in Czechoslova.ia in August 1968

and clashes with China in early 1969. Not only were nriw Soviet armies

permanently deployed in Eastern Europe and the Far East and the totl number

of Soviet divisions increased; Soviet divisions were also enlarged in size,

new tanks and other armored vehicles were deployed in large numbers, and

mobility was enhanced generally. This Increased forward deployment,

-firepower and capability for rapid movement afforded Moscow a force structure

more closely aligned to its military doctrine, which has emphasized high-speed

offensive operations led by heavy armor and mobile artillery. 29/ :reparedness

4 1



for rapid and massive military advance into foreign lands has made the

USER's neighbors not only more anxious, but also, perhaps, more open to

Soviet influence. In the absence of these military developments, which

NATO did not attempt to counter until the mid-1970s, Western nations might,

for example, have been more demanding in the Conference on Security and

Cooperation in Europe (CSCE) negotiations or not accepted the FinAl Act

when they did; or linked these negotiationsi more closely to progress in

talks on Mutual and Balanced Force Reductions (MBFR).

kccompanying the buildup in Soviet ground forces that began in the

lve . 60s was a major expansion and improvement in the quality of Frontal

Aviation. For many years the USSR retained large numbers of World War II

vintage planes. Not until the early 1960s were Soviet tactical air forces

l equipped with at least first generation jet aircraft. 30/ Nevertheless,

like the Red Army, the capabi'3.ties of Soviet tactical air forces were

overestimated throughout the cold war. Although Red cir forces lagged in

obtaining all-weather multi-pvr)ose Jet aircraft incorporating advanced

avionics and firepower systems, much was said about their numbers, which

were made even more impressive by comparisons including only U.S. and Soviet

"deployed" combat aircraft or aircraft in Europe. 31/ And though Western

analysts who looked at the quality of Soviet aircraft might have beet, more

confident than those who did not, it was of further significance that third

world nations, which began to obtain Soviet aircraft along with other

-armaments in the mid-1950s, were impressed by the USSR's military technology.

Ironically, just as taae West began to assess Soviet airpower more

meaningfully, the USSR began to deploy large numbers of versatile and more

, I
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capable aircraft, able to reach distant targets, penetrate sophisticated

defenses, and deliver large amounts of ordnance, thus reinforcing the

perception of Soviet forces being increasingly prepared for powerful

offensive operations. 32/ Nevertheless, while the West sought to accommodate

Moscow in the first half of the 1970s, the continuing buildup of Soviet

ground and air forces in Europe, as well as in Asia, appeared in the latter

half o." the decade to lead NATO to regroup politically and strengthen its

armed forces and become more stalwart in East-West relations, developments

decidedly not in the USSR's interest.

If the Red Army and its supporting tactical aviation mark the Soviet

Union as a great power in Eurasia, the forward deployment of a modern navy

beginning in the mid-1960s and then production of a large number of long-

range transport aircraft bought the USSR status as a global military power

of rank with the United States. Until the mid-1960s, Soviet surface

warships were restricted in deployment to coastal waters. Operating only

out of bloc ports and dependent upon a posture of invincibility when at sea,

Soviet submarines, which did ply the Atlantic and Pacific in number, were

of little political value. The establishment of a continuous Soviet

surface navy presence in the Mediterranean in 1964 and thert permanent

deployments in West African waters and the Indian Ocean and regular

appearances in the Caribbean afforded the USSR status as a naval power able

to intervene with conventional military force on the world's oceans and at

.shores far distant from the USSR. Moscow's widespread usage of these forces

thereafter in crises both great aad small transformed this perspective further.

Of no small significance has beet the modernity of the Soviet navy.
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Although a number of older gun cruiser and destroyers have been retained,

a large proportion of those cruisers, destroyers and escort vessels that

first- appeared on the high seas in the latter 1960s were of new construction

and missile-armed. The poliical vlue of these systems and the credibility

of the Soviet navy was dramatically reinforced when a Soviet supplied

Egyptian patrol boat sank an Israeli destroyer with one missile in October

1967. To this impression was added the commissioning in 1968, of the USSR's

first air-capable vessel, the Moskva, which combines the characteristics of

a helicopter carrier and cruiser. A half decade later the Kiev, able to

accommodate V/STOL (Vertical/Short Takeoff and Landi-.,) aircraft, was

launched. Despite these ships having been designed for anti-submarine

warfare and their lack of capability to project power ashore--unlike U.S.

aircraft carriers, whose principal mission is tactical air support--theyn

have afforded the impression of a burgeoning Soviet carrier capability and,

thereby, added to the USSR's political currency in international affairs.

Not unimportant either is the relative size of the Soviet navy.

Although largely related to the block obsolescence cf World War II built

U.S. warships that v're retired from service in the late 1960s and early

1970s, it was thereafter observed by many that the Soviet inventory of

major operational surface combatants was greater than that of the United

States. 33/ Soviet navy men, for their part, have not been oblivious to

the political utility of warships. Navy commander-in-chief and Admiral of

:the Fleet Sergei G. Gorshkov has written and spoken frequently abot the

"peacetime" value of navies and the Soviet navy in particular. In a major

treatise published serially in 1972-73, he wrote:

W~
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The Navy possesses the capability to vividly demonstrate
the economic and military might of a country beyond its
borders during peacetime.

The Soviet Navy is a powerful factor in the creation of
favorable conditions for the building of Socialism and

Communism, for the active defense of peace, and for
strengthening international security. 34/

Of further importance to perspectives of Soviet military power and

the USSR's ability to exercise influence in distant arenas has been the

development of a long-range heavy-lift air transport capability. Into

the mid-1960s the Soviet Union lacked an ability to airlift sizable amounts

of personnel or equipment to any significant distance. Production of the

first Soviet tactical airlift plane, the AN-8 am, did not begin until i
1956. The more advanced AN-12 Cub, able to carry 100 troops or 20 tons of

cargo and available beginning about 1959, had a range of only 1,500 miles. 35/

By contrast, the much earlier developed U.S. C-130 Hercules could carry similar

loads over a range twice as great. In 1967, the Soviet air force began to

take delivery on the AN-22 Cock, able to carry a load of about 88 tons a

distance of 3,000 miles. 36/ Although only a small number of these aircraft

were prcduced, as compared, for example, with the U.S. C-141 Starlifter, whicn

began to enter the U.S. Air Force inventory in 1965, the AN-22 gave Moscow the

ability to impress upon the world the image of a growing and serious strategic

airlift capability.

After it was observed that the USSR was not a participant in the relief

effort following the devastating earthquake in Peru in 1970, Moscow reacted

to this unflattering perception by showing off its new airlift capgbility,

transporting disaster assistance halfway around the world. 37/ A second

demonstration, of a rather different sort, v-'as mounted during the 1973 Middle

11
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East war. In the mid-1970s Soviet airmen began to take delivery on a

new long-range transport aircraft, the IL-76 Candid,. This plane, although

in a class with the C-141 rather than the more capable U.S. C-5 Galaxy,

has been produced in large number. Soviet airlifts to Angola in 1975-76

and Ethiopia in 1977-78 further reinforced international consciousness of

the USSR's ability to move troops and military equipment in volume by air

intercontinentally. In summary numerical terms, the aggregate lift

capacity of Soviet Military Transport Aviation more than doubled between

1965 and 1977. 38/

Armed Forces Activities

Aside from their character, numbers, equipment and deployment, Soviet

armed forces also make themselves known and influence the environment of

Soviet foreign relations by their activities. A military exercise wiy be

used to support coercive diplomacy dur'na a crisis and in other instances

to signal foreign nations of the seriousness of a specific claim or

commitment. Most military exercises, though are carried out for more

general purposes: militarily, to practice and improve the talents and

techniques of soldiers, sailors and airmen for war and to learn about the

strengths and weaknesses of doctrine and equipment; and, politically, to

impress upon foreign observers the credibility of continuing commitments,

or to gain recognition for a nation as a power t0 be reckoned with.

Soviet ground and a. r exerciies in Europe and Asia regularly show off

the capabilities of Soviet forces and their preparedness for conflict.

The increased forward deployment of "oviet armed forces in the late 196 0s

and their expanicon in numbers and qualitative ispiovements in equipment

- - --,* ,~ ~ -- A-*-
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were accompanied by increases in the size and diversity of Soviet maneuvers.

The combination of field exercises in Eastern Europe, European Russia,

Central Asia and the Far East, together with more specialized logistics,

air defense and staff maneuvers form a continuous round of military

operations which, as a demonstration of practice and seriousness, reinforce

respect for the USSR and keep salient images of these armed forces as being

ever ready for action and of the USSR as a great power. Thus Party Chairman

Brezhnev, commenting on the DVINA exercises held in the USSR in 1970, felt

the moment propitious to declare that 'at the present time no question off any importance in the world can be solved without our participation, without

taking into account our economic and military might'. 39/

At the same time, Moscow has been concerned that these exercises should

not alarm the West. Entwined, it would appear, with the Kremlin's interest

in a European security agreement and other relations with the West,

beginning about 1973 the Soviet media began to downplay Warsaw Treaty

exercises in Europe. 40/ After the Final Act of the Conference on Security

and Cooperation in Europe was signed in Helsinki in August 1975, military

exercises were able to be used to impress the West and for confidence-

building insofar as the Act called for the advance release of details about

maneuvers and foreign observation. 41/ Thus, for example, an exercise

codenamed BEREZINA in the Belorussian Military District of the USSR in 1978

was witnessed by U.S., West German, French, British, Belgian, Dutch and

-Swiss military observers. 42/ Of further significance, Soviet ard WTO

maneuvers ahve been relatively small in size as compared with those conducted

annually by NATO. While the bloc stages exercises more frequently than does

* p ,M , , , . . . +
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NATO, they usually involve no more than about 25,000 personnel. By

contra;t, the NATO 1978 AUTUMN FORGE set of exercises included the

partic:Lpation of more than 300,000 troops. 43/ rhe point is not that

these Wes-.ern exercises may appear menacing to the USSR and its allies,

but that Moscow uses this disparity to its advantage iv propaganda

directed at the third world about the peaceful intentions of the USSR

as compared with the West.

Perhaps the most important political purposes of joint exercises

as well as of other cooperative activities carried out by Sovi.t and

Eastern European military personnel are the maintenance of a strong bond

between the armed forces of the USSR and other Warsaw Treaty nations,

and the image of the USSR as both all powerful in the region and committed

to defending Eastern Europe against the West and particularly West Germany. 4/

In addition to imparting a common military doctrine and complete weapons

standardization upon the bloc, Moscow uses joint exercises to increase the

identification and respect held by Eastern European nations, and particularly*

their armed forces, for the USSR. The late Soviet defense minister and

Politburo member Marshal A.A. Grechko, related:

Joint troop and command and staff exercises play a large
role in strengthening military cooperation. By accomplishing
common missions in the course of such exercises, the soldi-ers
of fraternal armies come to know each other more closely, learn
together the art of modern combat, understand better their
international duty, and become Imbued even more deeply with a
feeling of friendship and respect, and of mutual trust and
understanding. It can be said with complete Justification that

- joint exercises are a genuine school of inviolable friendahip
and combat comradeship of soldiers of the fraternal armies.
They demonstrate the growing defensive might of the socialist
states and motivate personnel of the allied armies to defend
the revolutionary achievements of the peoples. 45/

\4
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Descriptively accurate about its primary purpose, FRIENDSHIP-79 was the

codename given joint Soviet-Czech army exercises held in 1979.

To offset the imperial appearance of Soviet armed forces in forward

exercises, maneuvers in East Germany, for example, will typically include

Polish as well as Soviet units; those in Poland, East German and

CzeCho.lovakian troops; and so forth. After Rumania refused to allow

other Warsaw Treaty armies to exercise on its soil in the 1960s, joint

comand and staff exercises, to which Bucharest did not object, took on

a special significance; one in 1978 saw Rumanian, Bulgarian and Soviet

officers in Rumania being directed by treaty couander Marshal Viktor

Kulikov. 46/ A second device is for joint exercises to be directed by

a home country comander. Thus exercise SHIELD-76, held in Poland in

September 1976 with 35,000 Scviet, Polish, East German and Czechoslovakian

military personnel participating, was directed by Polish defenise minister,

General W. Jaruzelski. 47/

Joint naval exercises, including East German and Polish warships,

are also held to strengthen alliance bonds. Soviet navy commander-in-chief

Admiral S.C. Gorshkov has comented:

The development and deepening of combat cooperation

between Soviet military sailors and sailors of the allied
fleets are promoted by the improved coordination of action
among the naval forces at all operational levels and by the
holding of joint voyages and exercises, which have become a
good school of international education. 48/

After the first large-scale Soviet naval maneuvers in open waters-

the Norwegian Sea-in 1961, the Soviet navy entered on a pattern of holding

such exerctises every other year. In the smmers of 1965 and 1968 somewhat

IY
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larger maneuvers were held in the Atlantic area and as the Soviet

squadron in the Mediterranean expanded, it too established a prominent

exercise pattern. In 1970 and 1975 worldwide w:ercises were held (OKEAN

'70 and '75), the latter including operations by 200 ships in the Atlantic,

Pacific and Indian Oceans and adjacent seas as well as flights by long-

range naval reconnaissance aircraft based in the USSR, Cuba, Guinea, South

Yemen, and Somalia. 49/

Of course, expanded naval exercises, like ground maneuvers, new

procurements and forward deployments, may stimulate further defense

spending and create greater unity among nations hostile to or suspicious

of Seviet foreign policy, rather than lead antagonists to accommodate

Soviet interests and objectives. Where nations do not have the will or

means, though, they risk a loss in initiative and independence in their

international relations. Thus, for example, Scandinavian nations feel

continued pressure as a result of large and frequent exercises by the

Soviet Baltic and Northern Fleets.

A further contribution by the navy to Soviet peacetime and noa-crisis

diplomacy are routine port visits. Sending warships to a distant port to

show off the reach of a nation's military power and the state of its

technolog& has long been used as a means to impress foreign peoples,

while Lhe fact of the visit, the welcoming of visitors aboard ship, and

organized good deeds by sailors going ashore have bee used to help create

-,or reinforce friendly bilateral relations. In additifm to visiting Warsaw

Pact nations, Soviet naval vessels were reported to bore visited aibout 75

different countrie between 1953 and 1974. 50/ At fint the Red Star was

4,
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seen primarily in northern European and a few Mediterranean ports. Then,

following the forward deployments by surface groups into the Mediterranean,

the Atlantic, the Indian Ocean and West African waters in the 1960s and

1970s, visits began to be paid to nations all along the Mediterranean

littoral, as well as ones in sub-Saharan Africa, the Caribbean, the

Persian Gulf, and South Asia. In 1977 Soviet warships paid more than 600

visits to foreign ports. 51/ This presence is highly calculated as a

means for diffusely supporting the foreign interests of the USSR. In

Admiral Gorshkov's words:

Our warships are calling with continuing greater frequency at
foreign ports, fulfilling the role of 'plenipotentiaries' of
the Socialist countries.

The friendly visits of Soviet navymen make it possible
for the peoples of many countries to become convinced with
their own eyes of the creativity of the ideas of Comunism,
and of the genuine equality of all nationalities in the Soviet
state, and to gain a concept of the level of development and
culture of representativet of the most varied regions of our
immense Motherland. They see warships embodying the
achievements of Soviet" science, technology, and industry, and
establish friendly contacts with representatives of the most
diverse strata of population of our country. Soviet navymen,
froz admirals down to seamen, are bearing the truth about the
first Socialist country in the world, about Communist ideology
and culture, and about the Soviet way of life to the masses of
peoples of other states. They are clearly and convincingly
spreading the ideas of the Leninist peaceloving policy of the
Communist Party and the Soviet government through many
countries of the world. It is impossible to overestimate the
significance of this ideological influence. 52/

In recent years Soviet military aircraft have also visited foreign

nations on missions of goodwill. Aside from special &ppearances at other

Warsaw Treaty airbases, in 1978 Soviet airmen also visited Finland and

France, for example. 53/ The visit to France was paid by a squadron of
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MIG-23s and was led ty an air force 1ieutenant genera). The appearance

of what was probably the USSR's best fighter aircraft and presence of an

officer of such rank indicate the desire by Moscow to put its best foot

forward, as a show of esteem for France and to Impress the French with

the level of Soviet military technology. At the end of this visit Tass

reported, pleased: "The French press has devoted much attention to the

official visit of the Soviet air force units. The newspapers particularly

note its significance for the further development of traditional ties

between the two countries and peoples..." 54/ What is of further interest,

this visit followed up Gne by French aircraft to the USSR a year earlier,

thus pointing up stil . arother way in which Soviet aimed forces personnel

are used to support friendly bilateral relations. 55/

In addition to occasional visit3 to the USSR by nonallied air force

units and naval vessels--for example, the visit by two Turkish destroyers

to Odessa in 1978, 56/ Soviet military men each year play host to hundreds

of military and civilian guests who Erc invited to observe exercises or

military installations, discuss subjects of mutual interest, celebrate

military and other holidays, *tc. Thus in 1977, for example, the commander

of the Algerian navy participated in the Black Sea Fleet review on Soviet

W avy Day and a U.S. Army brigadier general lectured Soviet officers at the .

Institute of Military History in Moscow; 57/ and in 1978-79, high-level

military delegations visited the Soviet Union from cocntries as diverse

-as Cuba, Syria, EigerLa and Peru. 58/ Then, too, there are those visits

abroad by Soviet military delegations. In addition to trips to "fraternal"

countries such e Cuba and Vietnaa, and to third world nations that purchase

3
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armaments from the USSR like Libya and Algeria, ranking Soviet military
men also may be found periodically in countries not so attached to the

USSR. In 1977 first deputy defense minister, General S. L. Sokolov

led a delegation to Jordan, and in 1978 Admiral Gorshkov paid a visit to

Sweden, the object in both instances being, we may presume, to promote

better bilateral relations. 59/

The hosting in the USSR of foreign armed forces delegations is, of

course, entirely aside from the training of foreign military men at Soviet.

armed forces schools and other facilities. Of the training given to

military men from other communist states, Marshal Grechko wrote: 'Vhile

successfully mastering comprehensive ideological-theoretical, military and

technical knowledge within the walls of Soviet military academies, the

officers of fraternal countries are imbued with a feeling of profound

respect for the heroic past of the Soviet people and its armed forces, and

w1ch a spirit of military friendship and comradeship." 60/ Such objectives

also have applied, no doubt, to those students from less developed nations

who hzve been going to the USSR for a quarter of a cei.tury. Between 1955

and 1977 41,875 military personnel from several dozen third world countries

received training in the Soviet Union, 61/

Not to be forgotten either are those Soviet military assistance team%

in other communist nations and the third world. Through 1977 the IUSSR

delivered $21.0 billion in armaments to less developed countries. The

_nwber of Soviet military personnel abroad to instruct third world mil tary

personnel in 1977, when about $3.3 billion in arms deliveries were made,

may be estimated at more than eight thousand. 62/ Of course, military

advisers and special delegations sent abroad as well as training and other
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hosting within the USSR, although meant to obtain goodwill and even

influence, are uncertain instruments. Often, things look better from a

distance; so hosts to Soviet military personnel and foreign military

visitors to the 1USSR may sowietimes find Soviet behavior and methods or

the USSR as a nation less than appealing.

Diecrete Political-Military Operations

The procurement and deployment of large strategic and conventional

armed forces together with the favorable reputation of Soviet military

men, the high quality of their equipment, and their routine activities

are fundamental to: the role played by the USSR in world politics on an

everyday basis; the continuing security interests of the USSR, particularly

the deterrence of hostile behavior by the United States and by neighbors

in Europe and Asia; and the attention paid Moscow when, frem time to time,

world order or peace are endangered abruptly and the heartbeat of

international relations zigzags with excitement or uncertainty. Yet

despite rhe ,,o0,301, poverful military posture, it has regularly utilized

the military either as the principal means of, or for a helping hand in.

achieving specific foreign policy o.z;ives at particular times. These

discrete political operations by Soviet armed forces units are the sub~act

of this study.

Our interest thus lies in a middle ground, when Soviet military men

-were called upon to do something special, between war amd the routine.

This no smill space has been one of great diversity, both in tbe contextual

character if incidents and the i sage of Soviet armed forces. In some

;
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instances the Kremlin haw Seen faced suddenly by a serious threat to a

major interest and had nly a brief time to respond; in others Soviet

leaders became graduall., aw-r, of an opportunity. The armed forces drawn

upon to meet these and the numerous other circumstances in which political-

military diplomacy has been practiced and the activities of these units have

been no less varied. Soviet leaders have utilized a single warship,

arrayed a fleet, used naval and air forces in combinaton, turned to the

Red Army, and so forth as circumstances have appeared to warrant and

military capabilities have allowed. As to the operations themselves, new

deployments have been made, units have been rEinforced, special exercises

and visits have been carried out, guns have been fired, foreign personnel

have been transported, etc.

Definition of a Discrete Political-Military Operation

Notes like the above provide a feel for the subject of this examination

and mak- obvious why some military activity is considered a discrete
Spolitical-military operation and is thus of direct interest in this study,

and why other behavior by Soviet armed forces units may be of no more than

indirect concern. Yet there are many instances in which this might be

unclear. To further clarify the basic concept under study, the following

definition is offered:

A political use of the armed forces occurs when physical
actions are taken by one or morL compouents of the uniformed
military services as part of a deliberate attempt by the national
authorities to influence, or to be prepared to influence, specific
behavior of individuils in another nation without engaging in a
continuing contest of violence. 63/

-- s
Thu, pliicl se of Soviet armed forces was inferred if five

Ths -political.
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elements were present in a situation.

1. A physical change in the dispostion (location, activitv cr

readiness) of one or more component units of the armeo forces had to

occur. Mere references by Soviet leaders to the military (verbal threats

or statements of support) were not enough to qualify. Military activities

were taken to include: the use of firepower; the establishment,

disestablishment or special extension of a permanent or temporary

presence abroad; a blockade; an interposition; an exercise or demonstration;

tho escort or transport of another actor's armed forces or materiel; a

visit by a military unit to a foreign location; a non-routine reconnaissance,

patrol, or surveillance operation; or a change in rLadiness status.

Readiness measures included changes in alert status, the mobilization of

reserve forces, and the movement of uinits toward cr away from specific

i locations.

2. Behind thiL activity there had to have appeared a consciousness

of purpose. Only J, a-se cases when a specific political impact in a

foreign nation coulc oe perceived as an objective of the national ommand

authority--that is, a member of the Politburo--in initiating action, :ias a

military operation considered to constitute a political use of the armed

forces.

3. Soviet decisionmakers must have sought to attain their ojectlves

at least initially 'y gaining influence in a target state, not by

:physically imposing their will. Generally speaking, armed forces may ba"

used either as a political or as a martial instrument. When used as a

martial instrument a military unit acts to seize an objective (occupy
t4
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territory) or to destroy an objective (defeat an amy). In short,

• attainment of the lmme.' ate objective itself satisfies the purpose for

whizh the force was used. When used as a political instrumert, the

objective is to influ-nce the behavior of anotber actor-that is, to

cause an actor to do smie hing that he would not otherwis2 do, or not to

do so ething that he would do otherwise. Tnus, the activity of the

military units themselves does not attain the objective; goals are

achieved through the effect of the force on the perceptions of the actor.

4. Soviet leadeys must have sought to avoid a sustained contest of

violence or war. Although a war may result from a use of the armed forces

which otherwise meets the terms of the definition, the initiation of war

must not have been the intent of the action.

5. Some specific behavior had to have been desired of a foreign

actor. A use of Soviet armed forces had to have been directed at

influencing particular behavior in a discrete situation, or at least to

have occurred because of concern with specific behavior.

Behavior Outside of the Definition

The concept of a political use of Soviet armed forces utilized in

this study may be further clarified b-, pointing out exclsded classes of

military activity.

1. Direct defense of the realm. Actions by Soviet armed forces units

to definitively terminate a foreign threat to the tISSR or a Soviet position

abroad were not constiered political--military operations. On a sizable

number of occasions since the Second World War Soviet fighter aircrafc

have fired at or near foreign aircraft claimed to be fiylag in the airspace

k_
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of the USSR or one of its allies. Some of these aircraft were shot down

or were otherwise made to land; some simply disappeared; others were

fortunate enough to be able to reach a hospitable destination. In most

of these instances the Soviet action did not appear related to any specific

foreign policy goal, but rather seemed meant as a military termination of

the intrusion. Aside from the rigorous protection of sovereignty, the most

Soviet leaders seemed to have had in mind-to the extent actions did not

appear directed by local command--was to demonstrate the effectiveness of

the USSR's defenses and to deter similar approaches by foreign aircraft in

the future. 64/ Likewise excluded from this examination are the large

number of seizures by Soviet patrol vessels of foreign-usually Japanese--

fishing vessels operating in or said to be overfishing Soviet claimed or

protected waters.

There is also an exit side to this class of affairs. In the absence

of any particular political context, Soviet troops in Eastern Europe--

particularly East Germany, Berlin, and Austria before the end of the

occupation there-have enforced rigorous transit checks upon travelers

going abroad, and shot and arrested would-be escapees to the West. In one

instance in 1949, Russian troops went so far as to escort a Hungarian

soccer team in Vienna; in another, 20 years later to the day, Soviet MIGs

attempted to prevent an aircraft hijacked by two East German youths from

landing at Tegel airport in West Berlin. 65/ In the late 1S40s and early

1950s small numbers of troops were also utilized to arrest regime opponents

in Eastern Europe and to conduct break-ins and kidnappings in West Berlin.

(In virtually all of these incidents the Soviet objective lay in the action
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itself and, otherwise, only in deferring individuals generally in occupied

lands from acting similarly.

2. The continued presence of forward deployed forces; nondiscriminating

political deployments; and operational deployments. The establishment, I

disestablishment or change in the quality of a military presence aimed at a

specific set of circumstances is, of course, viewed as a political use of

the military under the terms of the definition. The psychological

reinforcement provided by the ongoing presence of Soviet units in a foreign

nation or distant sea is not considered as an incident, however. Although V

Soviet garrisons in Eastern Europe and the continuing display of the flag

by the Fifth Eskadra in the Mediterranean, for example, may be of great

importance to Soviet foreign policy, these steady-state deployments do not

constitute discrete political-military operations. Not counted either as an

incident is the establihment of a permanent deployment seemingly aimed at

a region generally and not calculated to influence behavior narrowly defined

or related to an immediate set of circumstances. Thus while the creation bf

the West African Patrol in 1970 in response to a Portuguese attack on Guinea

is considered as a discrete political-military operation, the establishment

of a Soviet navel presence in the Indian Ocean beginning in 1968 is not.

Falling further beyond the bounds of the definition are deployments of

newly developed weapons and force changes that seemed to have as their

primary purpose strategic nuclear deterrence or the improvement of war-

-fighting capabilities-for example, the eiting of land-based ICBM(s, the

launching of ballistic missile submarines, the deployment of surface

combatants in the North Atlantic, and tthe modernization of ground forces in
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Europe. A distinction is also made between the emplacement of forces

abroad to support a foreign nation and the acquisition of a military base

to improve the operational effectiveness of Soviet armed forces. Whereas,

for example, the Soviet air defense of Egypt in the early 1970s is

considered an incident, the use of a Cuban airfield by Soviet long-range

nava] reconnaissance aircraft, enhancing Soviet surveillance of the

Atlantic Ocean, is not so regarded.

3. Routine Military Activities. Most military exercises, visits and

surveillance operations form part of a normal pattern of activity to

maintain or improve cowbat abilities and are not conducted to achieve

measured political objectives at definite times. While the political

purposes they may serve are diffuse, they are sufticiently explained by

continuing military concerns-to be better prepared for conflict, to obtain

information about antagonists, and for naval vessels to take on supplies

and obtain shore leave for personnel. Following this line, we also do not

consider as a political use of the armed forces Soviet monitoring and

harassment of Western naval operations on the high seas; airborne, seaborne,

and satellite intelligence-gathering activities; overflights of foreign

territory for the apparent purpose of testing readiness and defenses; or

approaches to foreign military and civilian aircraft in international

airspace.

4. Goodwill Diplomacy. In addition to excluding "business" visits by

Soviet warships to foreign ports that are carried out as a cost-effective

means of maintaining forward deployments, we further do not consider most

of those appearances the Soviets term "friendly unofficial" or "official

1.
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goodwill" visits. 66/ While purposes of logistic support and crew rest

also may be served by these latter-termed visits, these are carried out

primarily as an expression of friendship to the host nation and are meant

to facilitate Soviet diplomacy and bilateral relations. They fall outside

the definition, however, insofar as their purpose is general and not geared

toward influencing particular foreign behavior or a precise situation abroad.

Also of this sort are disaster relief operations by Soviet military men,
who have assisted in the wake of natural calamities in Eastern Europe and who

flew aid to Peru after the 1970 earthquake there. Humanitarian interests

aside, these actions to relieve suffering may be carried out with a political

result in mind; namely, the establishment or reinforcement of friendship and

of a positive image of the USSR. Still, they are not meant to achieve

particular foreign policy goals. 67/ The same may be said about most arms

transfer agreements and the sending abroad of military training teams, staff

advisers, skilled technical personnel and construction directors, the

practice of which may be dated back te Lenin's day when military assistance

was given to Ataturk and the Kuomintang, as well as to Iran, Turkey and the

German Reichswehr. 68/ Although these actions may be important to the

success of Soviet foreign policy and are clearly weant to support diplomacy,

they are usually not aimed at achieving specific objectivefs in time. More

fundamentally, though, an arms transfer is not an operation carried out by

armed forces units; nor in the sense of interest here are those military

-assistance activities of Soviet military persnnnel-our focus being on

actions by Soviet operational combat and combat support units. Hence we do

not consider for the purpose of this study any Soviet arms sales or military

assistance activities.
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5. Non-military Operations. To further assure clarity, It is,

perhaps, also useful to relate that our interest lies only in actions

by uniformed military units. Excluded on this ground are covert activities

in foreign nations, the transport of armaments and foreign military

personnel by civil aircraft and merchant vessels, and violent actions by

Soviet civilians abroad--for example, the illegal landing in 1956 by 30

Soviet herring fishermen in the SheLmW Disnnds in Warch of one of their

number seeking political asylum in Great Britain. 69/

6. Statements about Soviet Military Power. Kremlin leaders and the

Soviet media often make reference to Soviet military power in statements

of warning to antagonists and support for friends. Nikita Khrushchev was

a practitioner of "rocket-cattling," as it was called during the cold war.

Although Soviet statements about the USSR's military power generally have

not been as strident during the Brezhnev era--as much the result, perhaps,

of the USSR's real increase in military capabilities as of a consciously

changed style of diplomacy-references to Soviet armed forces continue to

be made by Moscow routinely as well as in crises. 70/ We, of course, are

interested in the coupling of a verbal or written statement about Soviet

military power with a discrete military operation aimed at achieving specific

foreign policy objectives. A statement alone, though, is not considered a

discrete political-military operation. To qualify as an incident, an

element of the armed forces of the USSR must have been alerted or redeployed,

wor have performed some special activity ained at attaining a political goal.

Caveats and Sources

( Notwithstanding the exclusion by definition of these other forms of

Soviet behavior as discrete political-military operations and thus as

'C,
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incidents of direct interest in this study, virtually all of these types

of activity cre taken up to some extent as necessary background or as

actions related to instances %hen Soviet armed forces units were used as

a discrete political instrument, On a number of occasions, moreover, a

form of activity normally excluded was taken to constitute an incident--

for example, when Soviet military units visited foreign nations, attacked

Western aircraft, imposed special transit controls or seized Japanese

fishermen as part of a particular foreign policy campaign aimed at

achieving specific goals abroad.

Also included as incidents are several instances when Soviet naval

ships were used to clear blocked waterways in third world countries in the

wake of a major military conflict. Moscow seempd to hav relatively

specific foreign policy objectives and international politics appeared very

much at play in these situations, as compared, for example, with relief

operations following natural disasters. At quite the other end of the

spectrum, we also consider as incidents the suppression of d4ssidence in

East Germany in 1953 and in Hungary in 1956. Although the USSR, in the end,

did impose its will by physical force, it did not enter into a war or

sustained contest of violence with foreign armed forces in these incidents.

Thie Kremlin probably also was hopeful that the initial appearance of Red

Army formations or relatively small doses of violence would suffice and,

later, saw the use of firepower as a caution to areas of East Germany and

.Hungary not in revolt. Unable thus to discount a Soviet concern to use the

military to "influence" behavior in these two instances, we include them

and consider the use of force in these incidents representative of the limit
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able to be tolerated by our definition of a political use of the

military.

Readers will recognize that while the above definition and elaboration

are necessary to the isolation of that colony of events sharing features of

critical interest, considerable care and attention to detail were necessary

for navigating this course. In several instances there was no escaping a

need to make close judgment calls about whether a certain activity did or

did not qualify as an incident. And like the sound offered by different

but competent musicians playing from the same score, interpretations of

complicated notes may vary. The argument, however, is that those who would

take the time and repeat this research effort would arrive at a list

extremely similar, although not necessarily identical, to the list of

:icidents presented in Appendix A. 71/

A wide variety of sources were utilized to determine the occurrence of

incidents. The materials inspected included studies of Soviet foreign

relations and crisis behavior, histories of Soviet military actions,

regional and national political histories, surveys and chronologies of

international events, memoirs by political and military leaders, and

unclassified and declassified U.S. government records. No classified records

of any sort were examined. Appendix B presents the complete bibliography of

materials considered as potential sources of incidents or of supportive data.

It is difficult to know whether or not Soviet political uses of the

uailitary other than those that were determined to have occurred have gone

unrecorded, are recorded only in classified documents, or did not appear in

the materials examined. The amount of effort expended in the incident search

and the variety and number of sources examined may give readers confidence
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that a very large portion of those incidents rccorded in unclassified

materials have been identified. 72/

In instances of uncertainty about the accuracy or veracity of

essential datr-for example, an otherwise unsupported newspaper story

written while an incident was purportedly breaking-scholars and other

analysts thought to be acquainted with the event in question were contacted

for advice. On the basis of this support a number of events were either

validated as incidents, or judged to have been less than real or as

falling outside of definitional bounds. Hence we did not include as

incidents, for example, reports abcut Soviet submarines carrying arms to

Hukbalahap insurgents in the Philippines early in the cold war, participation

by Soviet combat pilots in fighting between North and South Yemen in 1972, a

series of ICBM tests across Soviet Asia just prior to a visit by Secretary

of State Kissinger to China in 1973, or Soviet electronic warfare being

directed by Soviet warships in the Mediterranean against Egypt during the

brief conflict between Libya and Egypt in 1977. 73/ Bits and pieces of data

related to incidents were also subjected to outside scrutiny.

If some incidents have been missed, these were most likely very small

military operations which, although meant to be especially meaningful, were

mistakenly perceived as routine or normal actions having no specific foreign

policy objective. That the USSR used armed forces in n crisis or a crisis

occurred in which Soviet military units played a role and that that info:.mation

'has gone unreported seems less likely. Also missed, perhaps, were a few

incidents in which the sole Soviet military activity was military air transport

and the numbers of aircraft and flights made were very small. A very brief

41
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deployment abroad of a very rmall number ef ground troops or atrmen

may, too, have gone undetected, notwithstanding our search effort and

idei tification of a number of these types of cases.I Nor in many instances could we be completely confident about the

accuracy of information prtvding spEcific numbers of Soviet naval, troop

and aircraft units. Often the data available were estimates based on

partial --bservations and calculation rather than tiord a_ comr'-e-

a, rical counts. Some reports were contradictory and a sizable proportion

contained some degreee of difference. In still other instances da:a were

puzzling or implausible. Detective work, advice from others and the

exercise of judgment were thus requisite here, too. To further increase

confidence, and serving the purpose of aggregate analysis as well, the

analysis of Soviet armed forces usage data is done largely in terms of

categories-for example, incidents iv.lving no more that ene air regiment

versus ones in which more than one air regiment were utilized; actions

including the participation of no more than one battalion, more than one

battalion but no more than one division, or more that one division; and so

forth.

On the basis of our definition, guidelines, and search of materials,

187 incidents were identified in which Soviet armed forces units wcre used

as a discrete foreign policy instrument between June 1944 and June 1979.

The Second World War ended in Europe in May 1945 and officially in the

-Pacific theater four months later. By the latter date the Red Army occupied

in whole or in part a dozen cotmtries ane Stalin had used this presence to

lever political developments in these nations and to obtain territorial and
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economic concessions from them. It also seems clear that these

objectives were in mind before Soviet troops set foot outside the USSR

and became of prime importance to Moscow in bilateral relations as soon

as foreign areas were cleared of Axis military forces. Because it is

extremely difficult to determine when Soviet forces in a country began

to turn from the task of fighting to the role of political guarantor, we

use as the beginning dates of these incidents the month and year In Which

Red Army troops first entered a foreign country. Using this guideline,

Soviet political-military diplomacy since the end of the Second World War

may be said tc have been practiced first in Eastern Europe in the s umer

of 1944. June 1944 marks the entry of the Red Army into parts of pre-war

Poland and Firiland that were soon to become sovereign USSR territory.

June 1979 represents an arbitrary cutoff date necessarily imposed upon

the reseerch effort.

Goals and Paths of the Analysis

The goals of this study are: to determine the historical record of tbe

use of Soviet armed forces as a political instrument since the 'Secornd World

War-that is, to identify and describe the political context of incidents

and related Soviet armed forces usage; to gain an understanding of the

USSR's readiness to use military power in the pursuit of foreign policy

objectives and williogness to accept risks in doing so; to reach concii.sions

about the short- and longer-term utility of political-ailitary operations to

-Soviet interests and foreign policy goals; and to realize the iroplications

of this Soviet behavior for U.S. inerests and American foreign and defense

policies.
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Chapter two, which p:esents an aggregate atialysis of the 187

incidents identified within the perioc, examined, provides a summary

overview of constancy and change in the circumstances drawing discrete

Soviet political-military operations, the types of armed forces used

by Moscow, and the activities of those ,units. Chapters three through I
five, which also look back in time at the use of Soviet armed forces as

a foreign policy instrument before World War II, elaborate on this

analysis and dib-.uss the significance of discrete coercive operations

with reference to Soviet expansionary behavior and the defense of

communist regimes, the secuiity of the USSR, and influence in the third

world. These chapters also discuss the pertinence of Soviet historical

memories, political change within the USSR, the structure of international

relations, developments in Soviet military capabilities, the sifgnificance

of prior Kremli commitments and related rhetoric, and Soviet thinking

about the rslitical use of the military.

Part two presents eight sets of case studies done by specialists, to

obtain a micro-understanding of the phenomenon under examination and an

in-depth foundation for reaching conclusions about, first, the utility of

discrete political-military operations to Soviet interests and foreign I
policy objectives, A-nd second, the implications of this diplomacy for U.S.

interests and behavior abroad. Each analyst was asked to carry out in-depth

examinations of two or more incidents and to compare them with reference to

a single set of questions focusing on: (1) the concerns and objectivea of

Soviet policymakers; (2) their usage of armed forces units and t!her forms

of diplomacy; (3) the concerns and objectives of the foreign targets of this

-_ I
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Soviet diplomacy; (4) the role of thire yarties; (5) outcomes of incidents

and their relationship to the USSR's use of armed forces; (6) implications

for Soviet and U.S. interests and foreign and defense policies.

The key interest in the process of selecting sets of incidents for

examination was to obtain diversity in situational context and

structure and in Soviet armed forces usage. Those characteristics of

special concern and the exemplary incidents chosen included the presentation

of direct threats to the security of the USSR (the Sino-Soviet border[ conflict) and Soviet authority in Eastern Europe (crises in Hungary,

Poland and Czechoslovakia); situations in which major U.S. armed forces

elements were turned to (the Korean and Vietnam wars; the Pueblo. EC-121 and

)[1!976 crises on the Korean Peninsula; and the 1967 and 1973 wars in the

Middle East); third world situations in wnich U.S. armed forces did not

play a role (the Egyptian-Israeli conflict in i969-70, and insurgpncies in

Sudan and Iraq in the early 1970s; the Angolan civil war and Ethiopian-

Somalian conflict; and two West African crises in the late 1960s and early

1970s). These different sets also display diversity in regional setting,

level of initial locsl violence, and the types of Soviet armed forces

utilized and their activities. Another concern was to focus on incidents

in the post-Mhrushchev era. Exceptions were made for the Korean War and

the 1956 revolts in Hungary AiCd Poland to allow pairings with later events

of great interest--the Vietnxr War dnd the 1968 intervention in Czechoslovakia,

.-respectively. An understanding of the ISS'a use of force in these earlier

incidents is also relevant to continuin& concerns about similar types of

crises that might occur again in those same places. 74/

4

4
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While each different set of cases was selected with an eye toward

diversity, the individual cases that were joined to comprise each set

were chosen from the perspective of obtaining comparability, to the extent

possible, in circumstances of important interest, regional location, the

usage of Soviet armed forces, and so forth. Hence conclusions are drawn

at the end of each of these chapters on the basic; of two or more experiences

sharing significant commonality.

Part three perZurms three functions: First, drawing upon the

experiences examined in part two, and supplemented by other incidents

discussed earlier in the study, an overall evaluation is presented of the

effectiveness of Soviet political-military operations--that is, their utility

to the satisfaction of Soviet foreign policy objectives, Considered thereafter

are the implications of this evaluation for U.S. interests and foreign and

defense policies. Addressed finally is the subject of circumstances which

might lead the USSR to use armed forces as a political instrument in the

future.

-4.
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Chapter 2

AN AGGREGATE VIEW

The 187 incidents in which Soviet armed forces were used as a

political instrument during the 35 years between June 1944 and June 1979

are surely a heterogeneous set. The military units turned to by Moscow

and the political context leading to their interjection varied enormously,

ranging from the timely visit by a single ship to improve relations with

another nation--as, for example, when the cruiser Sverdlov joined the naval

procession celebrating Queen Elizabeth's coronation in June 1953--to actions

such as were taken in Hungary in 1956, the Cuban missile crisis, along the

Sino-Soviet border in 1969, and the 1973 Middle East war.

To obtain a perspective on these incidents It is useful to examine their

variation in geostrategic context and location, the parties that were involved

in them, preceding everts, and the types and sizes of -oviet military units

that were employed and their activities. Of further interest are changes

ever time, linkages to wider developments in international relationships,

domestic changes in the USSR and In the United States, and the strategic and

conventional military capabilities of the superpowers. A critical preliminary

distinction is that between coercive and cooperative Soviet political-military

actions.

Soviet Foreign Policy and Discrete Political-Military Operations

As an instrument of diplomacy, Soviet armed forces usually were used

coerci.vely to deter an antagonist from behaving differently or to compel Ene

performance of some action; for example, the exercises and cxher operations

in the spiing and early summer of 1968 to intimidate the Dubcek government,

(first to cut short and then to reverse the political change it was

...... .. ..I
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shepherding in Czechoslovakia. At the same time, and often more importantly,

coercive military activity may reinforce or improve relations with a friend

that perceives this action to be supportive, as the regimes in East Germany

ard Poland viewed Soviet pressure on Czechoslovakia in 1968. 1/ The

provision of Soviet missile crews and pilots to Egy.pt in 1970 to defend

against deep penetration raids by Israeli aircraft reinforced Moscow's

relationship with Cairo and the Arab wor:ld generally as much as it compelled

Israel's termination of these attacks.

The Kremlin has also used military units cooperatively to improve

relations with another nation or to obtain other foreign policy objectives

witnout raising the specter of coercion. At important junctLres. military

visits--as by a Soviet MIG squadron to France in 19.1 in advance of a state

visit by Party Chairman Brezhnev and Premier Kosygin. and that by the guided

missile destroyers Boyky and Zhguchy to Boston harbor in 1975 to strengthen

detente--have often provided highly visible signs of regard and friendship.

Aklong with expanded trade, cultural exchange and other meanis of dinlomacy,.

these operations have served frequently to support the retention or

development of important relationships. A similar purpose has been served

by withdrawals of occupation forces; as, for example, by the departure of

Soviet military units from Porkkala (Finland) and Port Arthur and Dairen

(China) in 1955. Other Soviet withdrawals, such as those from Czechoslovakia

at the end of 1945, from North Korea in 1948 and from Austria in 1955, have

been designed to also achieve the retrenchment of Western armed forces.

Soviet military men were used coercively in 155 or roughly four-fifths

of the 187 incidents uncovered; in the remaining 32 incidents Moscow
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practiced cooperative political-military diplomacy. This imbalance is

explained by several factors. First, there is much less alternative to

the use of armed forces as a coercive instrument than to their usage as

a cooperative means uf diplomacy. Ezonomic aid, special trade arrangements,

personal visits and other forms of diplomacy have also been available to

Soviet leaders for the improvement of foreign relationships; they also

seem to have been more meaningful as c ressions of friendship. As a

coercive instrument, though, nothing is more meaningful than the use of

military power. Second, and relating to our identification of a political

use of armed forces, routine military activities were not considered

incidents. 11nce the very large number of Soviet naval visits paid to

foreign Parts each year that support Kremlin policy objectives diffusely

:e excluded by definition. So, too, as related earlier, are disaster

relief operations and a tumber of other types of political-military I
operations in nonconflict situations. The number of opportunities for

Moscow to curtail or terminate occupations has also been limited.

On the average, Soviet leaders turned to the military as a coercive

and cooperative policy instrument within the t ms of this study's

definition 4.4 and 0.9 times per year respectively during the period

examined. These averages are not norms, however. Consider figure 2-1.

The annual frequencies of these two basic '.'es of inaidents are better I
understood in terms of the sub-periods shown in table 2-1. With reference

to these eight segments, Soviet political-military operations will be

examined in the following terms: actions to expand directly the realm of

communism and to defend that community, initiatives to secure specific

'Ll
J~AW,
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Table 2-1. Numbers and annual frequencies of coercive and cooperative
incidents by time period a

Coercive incidents Cooperative incidents

Annual Annual
Time Period Number frequency Number frequency

June 1944-March 1946 21 11.5 3 1.6

April 1946-May 1953 32 4.5 1 0.1

June 1953-September 1956 6 1.8 10 3.0

October 1956-December 1962 29 4.6 2 0.6

January 1963-April 1S67 7 1.6 1 0.2

May 1967-November 1974 46 6.0 13 1.7

December 1974-October 1977 5 1.7 2 0.6

November 1977-June 1979 9 5.4 0 0.0

a. For example, 29 coercive incidents took place between October 1956 and
December 1962, a period of 6.25 years. Dividing 29 by 6.25 yields the
frequency of 4.6 incidents per year.

-

4,

.
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security interests in the west and in the east, and Soviet attempts to

increase or maintain influence in the third world. Tables 2-2 and 2-3

present percentages of coercive actions by strategic context and region

for each of the time frames distinguished.

At the end of and immediately followirg the Second World War Soviet

military power was used in adjacent areas in Europe and Asia to expand

the Soviet domain and to support the establishment of communist regimes

loyal to the USSR. 2/ Periodically thereafter, and particularly in

response to eruptions of independent behavior in Eastern Europe, the

Kremlin turned to Soviet military men to defend these gains. Armed forces

were also used frequently in the pursuit of security objectives in the west,

especially in Central Europe following the immediate postwar expansion

until Stalin's death and after the restoration of Soviet authority in

Eastern Europe in 1956-58 until the Cuban missile crisis. Thereafter

occurred the full flowering of the Sino-Soviet conflict. This threat and

Khrushchcv's failures over Germany and Berlin and in the missile crisis

seem to have led his successors to accept the lines drawn earlier in the

west. At a later date this perspective was reinforced by the rise of

power of the Social Democratic Party in West Germany. Thus after the early

1960s, consequential coercive Soviet political-military operations outside

Eastern Europe and serving important USSR security interests directly were

all in the east, pointed at China. Soviet military activities aimed at the

third world were first evider-ed following the 1956 Suez crisis, but it was

not untii the 1967 Middle East war that the USSR began to use armed forces

to importantly affect de'elopments in the Middle East, Africa and southern

Asia.

1W ktr-oy"
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War's End and Cold War

In June 1944 the Red Army stormed across the prewar Soviet frontiers

in the west in pursuit of the retreating armies of the Third Reich. Between

then and March 1946 when military withdrawals were made from Iran, China and

Bornholm Island (Denmark) and Moscow tempered its claims to the Turkish

provinces of Ksrs and Ardahan and its demand for joint control of the

Dardanelles, Soviet armed forces were used as a policy instrument principally

to expand the territory of the USSR and communist community.

In Eastern Europe as well as in Southwest and Northeast Asia Stalin

sought territorial concessions and political control, and used military power

to support this design. Beyond territorial aggrandizement, which satisfied

many interests, the Red Army also served in Europe and Asia to assure specific

Soviet security objectives. Of the greatest importance was the removal of

U.S. military forces butting, and in, what was taken to be the USSR's sphere

of influence. Stalin refrained from atcempting to establish puppet governments

in Germany, Austria, Czechoslovakia and China immediately after the war.

Instead, Soviet and U.S. troops were withdrawn jointly from Czechoslovakia in

December 1945 and from China in early 1946, and from Austria eventually in

1955. In Germany, where Soviet interest was strongest, Stalin decided only

in 1947-48 on a course of full control and imposition of Soviet-style orthodo'xy.

In the next seven years, framed at the outset by the containmant thesis'

taking hold in the United States and Moscow's acceptance of the "two camps"

line, and at the close by Stalin's death in March 1953, Soviet military men

served most importantly to support security objectives in Centr&l Europe, the

consolidation of the expanded Soviet sphere of influence and the defense of

,,,
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that realm. Fully one-third of the USSR's political-military operations in

these years were related to Germany or West Berlin, Moscow's concern

focusing first on the USSR's future relationship between East and West

(the 1948-49 crises) and then the prospect of West Germany's rearmament

(the incidents in 1950-53). 3/ Shows of force were also directed in the

west at Denmark, Sweden, Yugoslavia and Iran when those nations appeared

drawn toward alliance with the United States and sought U.S. armaments.

Within the Soviet sphere during the late 1940s, the Red Army watched

over the sovietization of Eastern Europe and North Korea. In February 1948

Soviet troops massed on Czechoslovakia's borders in support of the communist

seizure of power in Prague. Moscow also found out, though, that it would

have to defend positions if it wanted to kee them. Although Stalin chose

not to invade Yugoslavia after the 1948 bieak with Tito and Soviet military

men did not accompany North Korean troops in their invasion of South Korea

in 1950, Soviet military power was yet made present in both of these instances,

Moscow threatening intervention in Yugoslavia in 1949 and, after the onset of

the Korean War, emplacing ground forces in China and later air and ground

units in North Korea. Internal regime threats in Czechoslovakia and Albania

in 1951 also were responded to by the emplacement of Soviet military units.

Cooperative Soviet 1litical-military actions in the immediate postwar

period and the remainder of Stalin's years were comprised of those four

withdrawals already mentioned, three of which coincided with similar actions

-by the United States. Standing against these withdrawals were 53 coercive

uses of military power.

A
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The Soviet "Peace Offensive" and Resumption of Cold War

Stalin's successors quickly embarked on a "peace offensive" directed

at the West such that more than three-fifths of the incidents that took

4 for example, military controls were relaxed in Austria, a Soviet warship

joined in the naval review celebrating Queen Elizabeth's accession to the

throne in Great Britain, a special naval visit was paid to Sweden and, in

1955, Soviet troops withdrew from Austria and Porkkala (Finland).

In attempts to improve or reinforce relations with communist nations,

Soviet military men were also withdrawn from Port Arthur and Dairen (China)

and pointed naval visits were paid to ports in Yugoslavia, Albania and

China. Moreover, of six coercive actions in this period, three were highly

defensive in nature (East Germany and Bulgaria in 1953, and Poland in June

1956). In no instance did the Kremlin provoke a crisis in these years

which, generally speaking, were marked by cooperative gestures to improve

relations with the West and cooperative and coercive actions to maintain

authority and influence with communist regimes.

In June 1956, three years after the first popular uprising in Eastern

Europe (in East Germany in 1953), workers demonstrating in Poznan demanded

political change in Poland and an end to Soviet domination. A month later,

in the Middle East, President Garal Abdul Nasser nationalized the Suez Canal.

The surface outburst in the Polish streets was suppressed without much

difficulty and for three months negotiations went on over the future of the

Suez Canal. The ferment in Polend and elsewhere in Eastern Europe continued

to increase however, as did Great Britain's and France's frustration in

' " - ' :='" ' : ' .... "r " ' -"' ' ...... ' -' - t " : ... " ' -- " - - - ' ... - *7 1
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dealing with "resident Nasser. Those eruptions in Poland and Hungary in

October 1956 and the British-French-Israeli attack on Egypt that same month

marked a hardening in Soviet attitudes toward heterogeneity among communist

nations, an increased Soviet involvement in the third world and, as a

consequence to both, increased East-West hostility. These developments

were closely reflected in the Kremlin's use of armed for-es.

Coercive, not cooperative, political-military operations filled the

next six years and in as great a frequency as in the Stalinist period after

the onset of the cold war. Of 29 coercive actions between 1956 and 1962,

two-fifths were for the purpose of defending Soviet positions in Eastern

Europe. Most of these 12 incidents were brought on directly or indirectly

by the Polish and Hungarian crises, and all took place in the two years

following those events. The 1958 withdrawal from Rumania, one of two

cooperative actions in this six year period, signalled Moscow's confidence

that its authority in Eastern Europe was satisfactorily restored.

Having reestablished control within its sphere of influence, the

Kremlin then attempted to affect developments in the West, particularly

West Germany's future relationship with NATO, the emplacement of nuclear

weapons on West German soil, and Western access to and control of WestI

Berlin. Including the 1958-59 and 1961 Berlin crises and the Cuban missile

crisis, all of these Soviet probes were intended to directly support the

USSR's security position vis-a-vis the United States and NATO. In contrast

to the earlier "peace offensive" years, cooperative Soviet political-

military operations directed toward the West were entirely absent during

this period of high cold war.

, ,
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A third type of incident during these years and one new in kind was

the Kremlin's use of military power to contest for influence in the third

world. Notwithstanding Moscow's threats during the Suez crLis, no Soviet

military action to support Egypt was taken at that time. This form of

entry into the third world first occurred during the Syrian crisis of

August-October 1957. In the next half decade Soviet military units were

also called upon in response to crises in Lebanon, Indonesia, the Congo

and Laos. Soviet political-military actions prior to the Syrian crisis

took place only in Europe or Northeast Asia or were related to Turkey and

Iran. Three-fifths of these earlier incidents concerned, most directly,

contiguous nations; all others were focused elsewhere in Europe.

Lulls and Storms

Following the Cuban missile crisis and until the Middle East crisis in

the spring of 1967 that led to the June War, Soviet leaders shunned the

military as a policy instrument. 4/ Military intervention in the third

world was cut short and the only probe of the West--related to the 1964

Cyprus crisis--was a minor one. More noteworthy was a timely Soviet naval

visit to France in 1966 coinciding with President Charles DeGaulle's

weakening of French ties with the United States and courting of Moscow.

Those several infringements upon Western access to Berlin in these years

were essentially reactions to what Moscow perceived as provocations--for

example, the Bundestag's meeting in West Berlin in April 1965. More

important during this period were Soviet actions in the east in response

to the USSR's worsening relations with China and, in particular, to Peking's

questioning the demarcation of the Sino-Soviet border and provocation
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of violent border clashes. The outbreak of the 1967 Middle East conflict

was followed by something of a storm in Soviet political-military activity.

Fifty-eight incidents or one-third of the total number of Soviet political-

military operations in the 35 year period examined took place between the

spring of 1967 and the end of 1974.

Causing Moscow great concern during this period was its loss of

control in Czechoslovakia in 1968. The August invasion by the USSR and its

allies followed a number of Soviet-led shows of force. Thereafter Moscow

also saw fit on several occasions to threaten Rumania over the latter's

independent behavior. Serious demonstrations in Poland in 1970 over price

increases were a further cause of concern and political-military activity

in the name of defending orthodoxy in Eastern Europe. Conflicts between

the United States and other communist nations--that is, North Korea and

North Vietnam-also led to political-military diplomacy by Moscow, and in

1969 regular naval visits supportive of Cuba were inaugurated.

After restoring its authority in Prague and placing Bucharest on

notice, the Kremlin responded forcefully in early 1969 to provocation by

Peking along the Sino-Soviet border. Following a Chinese ambush of Soviet

troops in the Ussuri River area in March 1969, it appears that the USSR

itself then provoked a series of clashes and, further raising the seriousness

of this situation, ordered a large-scale buildup of Soviet forces in the Far

East that did not peak for a half decade.

- Related to the increased possibility of conflict with China and

induced, perhaps, by the political change in West Germany in 1969, Soviet

political-military operations directed at the West in th late 1960s and

£
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early 1970s were largely cooperative in nature. Rather than provoke a

crisis after the United States determined in 1970 that a Soviet strategic

nuclear submarine base was being established in Cuba, Moscow quickly withdrew

the offending submarine tender and related personnel. The only hostile

military actions in the west were minor ones directed at Iran (1973) and

Yugoslavia (1974) and attempts to weaken relations among NATO nations, as

during the 1973 Cod War between Great Britain and Iceland and the 1974 Cyprus

crisis. Small demonstrations hindering Western access Lo Berlin followed

what Moscow again considered provocations by Bonn.

What gave this period further distinction was the USSR's widespread and

sustained military involvement in the third world during these years. The

Middle East was again the dominant focal point. Unlike its actions in the

Syrian and Lebanon crises a decade earlier, though, these new interventions

by the USSR included powerful thrusts in situations of intense violence,

representing a strong Soviet commitment to allies and willingness to take

risks in dealirg with their adversaries. Beyond the Middle East, a sizable

number of political-military operations--18 all told--were mounted in or

adjacent to the Persian Gulf, the African Horn, South and Southeast Asia,

and West Africa. As compared with those earlier forays in the Congo and Laos,

these interdictions marked a qualitative increase in seriousness as well as

an expansion in number.

The mid-1970s saw a new downturn in Soviet political-military activity.

-No operations were registered in Eastern Europe or the Far East and a sharp

drop in the frequency of incidents was also evidenced in the third world where

only Moscow's intervention in the Angolan civil war during late 1975-early 1976

4 A
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was especially notewo., dy. Those airlifts to the USSR's Angolan ally in

early 1975 and to Al;pria to support the Polisario rebels in 1976 were

very small affairs and a 1976 naval presence complementing a U.S.

appearance off the coast of Lebanon during the civil war in that nation

was strictly pro forma. As will be seen, what was dramatic about the

Kremlin's involvement in the Angolan conflict in 1975-76 was not the size

of the Soviet forces that were used--only a small number of units were

called upon--or an engagement by those units in violence. What caused

consternation in the West was Moscow's logistical as well as other support

of thousands of Cuban figh~ing men in Angola while the United States remained

militarily aparL from that conflict. Complementing a lower frequency in the

number of Soviet coercive operations was a relative absence of discrete

cooperative actions. The two that did occur both took the form of naval

visits, one to the United States at the high point of detente in 1975 and

the other to Italy following the 1976 elections there. Although the Kremlin

did provoke NATO by its action in Angola, it thus also sought to use military

units to impiovc relations with the United States and Europe. The only directly

discordant note recorded was a missile firing into waters disputed with Norway.

This relative quiescence in discrete Soviet military operations was

followed by a surge of activity at the end of the decade; not in a large

number of hotspots in the third world where the danger of Soviet military

intervention was perceived as serious iy many in the West, but in support of

the ruling regime in Ethiopia in particular and in East Asia where the Kremlin

responded militarily to a number of initiatives by China. Even more so than the

intervention in Angola two years earlier, the Soviet involvement in -he Horn
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of Africa in 1977-78 Lonstituted a singularly important action chat was

not complemented by other behavio- that could be cumulatively perceived

as a .*3ttern of resort to coercive diplomacy in the third world. Indeed,

such behavior was not otherwise practiced by the USSR in Africa, the Middle

East or southern Asia. Following the winter of 1977-78, during which Soviet

personnel also engaged in air defense activities in Cuba while the Cuban

military presence in Africa was being expanded, the focus of Soviet

political-military diplomacy shifted to Asia in response to: i) Peking's

unsubtle and hard-hitting anti-Soviet diplomacy aimed at alliance formation

against the USSR; and 2) worsening relatiovs between China and Vietnam, a

Soviet ally. In the brief period between the spring of 1978 and the following

winter Peking stimulated six coercive operations by Moscow, including actions

on the Sino-Soviet border, an airlift to Vietaam and naval support of Hanoi,

and a close-by warning to Japan. No discrete cooperative AcLions by Soviet

armed forces units were detected during this period. 5/

Soviet Armed Forces Usage

The Kremlin turned most frequently to ground force units whei looking

to t,- miiitary to underpin its foreign policy. Red Army men or ship-based

nAval infantry were used in 107 or 57 percent of the 187 incidents (see

fi ,~rw- 2-2). Grotund units alone 4ere turned to in one-third of the 187

in,I ,ts. ground1 forces also participated in combined operations with air

o- *,P untq tlvdividuglly (34 and 8 incidents respectively) and with both

tho, other two bnsic force types together (9 incidents).

'..,;ace r,,,,n units were used .n 105 incidents. In almost all,

A 'A
N,,tS,6 b 4~' '
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if not every one of these actions, the participating troops were drawn

from the Red Army. Those exceptions were several instances during the

first postwar decade when naval infantrymen may have comprised the units

in question. Ship-based infantry, either Red Army or naval troops, rarely

played a role. They were definitely used apart from land-based units only

once and together with the latter on only three occasions. 6/

Air units were used in 80 incidents, but infrequently alone. When

Soviet leaders turned to these forces, it was usually to combat elements--

that is, to fighter or bomber units--which played a part in almost one-third

of the total number of incidents and in almost three-fourths of those

operations in which aircraft were called upon. The other most frequently

used aircraft type was transpurt aircraft (24 incidents). Reconnaissance

aircraft and helicopters of various types were made use of rarely as

instruments of foreign policy.

Although the Soviet navy was called upon least frequently as compared

with ground and air units, naval units were used alone in 43 incidents--

somewhat less t1- the figure ior ground units, but more than the number of

operations in which air elements were alone engaged. Called upon invariably

when the navy was turned to were surface warships of cruiser, frigate,

destroyer or escort classes. These types of vessels played a role in four-

fifths of the operations in which naval vessels participated. Besides surface

warships, Soviet decisionmakers turned most often to their aubmarine forces

"(16 incidents).

The Soviet navy has never procured airtraft carriers of the type

displayed by the U.S. Navy rzince the Sccond World War. Vessels combin.Lng'~!
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the characteristics of a cruiser and carrier and capable of handling a

number of V/STOL (vertical/short takeoff and landing) aircraft and

helicopters were deployed first in the late 1960s. These Moskva-class

and Kiev-class ships, as they are known, played a role in only two

incidents, one being to support the Suez Canal clearing operation in

1974 and the other to shadow U.S. Sixth Fleet vessels covering the

evacuation from Lebanon in June 1976.

This general picture of Soviet armed forces usage contrasts sharply

with the United States experience since the Second World War. American

policymakers have turned to the navy most frequently when they have used

military power to support their diplomacy. In the three decades following

the end of World War II, warships, and more often than not aircraft

carriers, were called upon in four-fifths of the more than 200 instances

when U.S. armed forces were used as an instrument of policy. 7/ U.S.

ground forces were brought to bear in less than one-fourth of these

incidents, and in those operations the usual element was a Marine force

aboard amphibious vessels rather than land-based troops drawn from the U.S.

Army.

The most similar aspect of the Soviet and U.S. experiences has been

the usage of air units. Land-based (as distinct from carrier-borne)

aircraft were used in 47 percent of U.S. political-military operations and

in two-fifths of those Soviet actions under examination in this study. In

-part, the difference in U.S. and Soviet usage of ground and naval forces and

the relative similarity in their land-based air force utilization has been

related to the types of forces available to decisicimakers in Moscow and

VX4l
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Washington. Of more fundamental importance, however, have been the

circumstances and places where the USSR and the United States ha4e used

military power as a policy instrument.

Ground Forces

Insofar as ground forces were used in more than one-half of the

incidents in which Soviet military units were used to support foreign

policy and four-fifths of those 187 actions uncovered were coercive, we

would expect that these ground force operations would have been generally

hostile. What is of interest is that they were almost always so. Only

one-tenth of the incidents in which ground units participated were

cooperative in nature. Such forces played a role in more than

three-fifths of those Soviet coercive political-military operations and

in less than one-thir,' of those actions in which a military expression of

friendship was offered. The cooperative actions consisted entirely of

troop withdrawals or the relaxation of military controls in occupied countries.

Only rarely were Soviet ground units injected into conflictive

situations between other nations when the USSR was not directly involved

or into internal crises outside Eastern Europe. The great majority (86

percent) of the incidents in which ground forces were used related to the

occupations growing out of World War II and threats presented to Soviet

security directly, or to the loyalty and security of other communist regimes.

These incidents took place in Eastern and Central Europe, Northeast Asia and

Southwest Asia (Turkey and Iran). In essence, Soviet ground forces were used

in countxies contiguous to the USSR or were targeted at countries adjacent to

(ones in which the Red Army was resident.

............
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The decline in hostile political-military 
actions directed at the West

after the Cuban missile crisis and the rare utilization of ground units in

third world actions meant a lessening usage of ground forces over time as

compared with calls to sea and air units, at least until the late 1970s.

As table 2-4 points out, whereas 
ground units played a role 

in every

political-military operation in 
the 1944-46 period and more often 

than not

during the next two decades, they were called upon in one-third of the

incidents between 1967 and 1974, not at all between 1975 and 1977, but in

almost half of those actions in 1978-79. The burst in the late 1970s,

when ground units were used in four of nine incidents, was a function of the

upsurge in Soviet coercive behavior responsive to aggressive Chinese diplomacy.

Those 24 incidents in which ground units were turned to during the years

1967-74 and 1978-79 included 15 operations in response to threats presented

to Soviet authority in Eastern Europe and by China; four relatively pro forma

exhibitions over Berlin; and five actions in response to developments beyond

Europe and Northeast Asia.

Ground units were used in a little more than one-tenth of the incidents

in the third world. With the exception of the Indo-Pakistani War in 1971 V

when :-d Army movements occurred on the Sino-Soviet border, all of these

ections were related to developments in the Middle East. Four of these six

incidents, and by far the more serious orchestrations, took place in the late

1960s and the 1970s.

- In turning to ground forces, Soviet leaders regularly used units

totalling more than a division in size; such was the case in nine out of ten

of the incidents for which data were available. 8/ This absence of half

V.
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Table 2-4. Ground force usage in incidents over time

Annual frequency Ground force of More than a division
of incidents any size used used as a percent-
in which ground as a percentage age of ground

Time period units were used of all incidents force incidents

June 1944-March 1946 13.1 100.0 91.7

April 1946-May 1953 3.5 75.8 69.2

June 1953-September 1956 2.4 50.0 a

October 1956-December 1962 3.4 67.7 75.0

January 1963-April 1967 1.2 62.5 a

May 1967-November 1974 2.6 33.9 100.0

December 1974-October 1977 0 0.0 a

November 1977-June 1979 2.4 44.4 a

a. For each of these four periods, data were available for less than five
incidents. However, more than one division was used in six of the eight
incidents for which data were available during these four periods.

A;,
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measures to make the point when ground forces were called upon was thus

a constant. To determine the fate of Eastern Europe and Northeast Asia

after World War TI, to actively suppress the rebellions in Hungary in 1956

and Czechoslovakia in 1968, and to deal with the threat presented by China

in the late 1960s, the usage of large armed forces is easily understood.

However, in the many other instances when shows of force were made to

threaten or cajole foreign leaders, it is plausible that instead of using

more than a division, Soviet decisionmakers might have used a battalion, a

regiment or only one division. A division after all comprises no small

number of personnel. 9/ What explains this penchant for large-size

demonstrations?

In part, this tendency may be related to the continuous availability

in Europe and Asia of massive Soviet land forces. An estimated 12-15

million Soviet citizens were under arms at the end of the Second World War.

Peace only brought this number down to about 4-5 million by 1948, after

which Soviet troop strength was increased. Notwithstanding a decade of

intermittent reductions in force that began in 1955, Moscow maintained at

the end of this period an army of 140 divisions. After 1965 the number of

Soviet divisions was igain increased to include, in 1978, 31 divisions in

Central and Eastern Europe, 44 divisions in the Far East and 94 divisions

elsewhere in the USSR--169 division all told. 10/ Hence Soviet leaders

have always had an ample supply of ground forces in Europe and Asia to

-carry out large-size shows of force without great strain.

More fundamentally, though, the large size and deployment of Soviet

ground forces and tneir massive usage as a political instrument may be

1244
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related to essential USSR security concerns, historically based and

ideologically driven or sanctified. First and foremost, Soviet leaders

have always sought to establish and maintain in neighboring nations

regimes friendly to the USSR. What the Kremlin h-s meant by friendly

has been not merely an absence of claims upon or hostility directed at

the USSR and normal trade and cultural relations. Both Stalin and his

successors have interpreted friendly relations with neighboring nations

(including Germany, Yugoslavia and Japan) as including Pn absence of non-

Soviet foreign influence in these nations and, where possible, Soviet

domination and control. Only then has Moscow felt assured that a neighbor

would not act against the USSR. The upshot of this mentality has been a

low threshold level of threat perception and a tendency to see any

weakening or reversal of the Soviet position in adjacent lands calamitously.

Moreover, any opportunity has been perceived as a gain necessary for Soviet

security. The Romans were willing to deploy a full legion to beseige a

few hundred rebels at Masada in the Judean desert (A.D. 70-73); the Kremlin

has done no less to maintain its dominion. 11/ Insofar as the stakes have

always been viewed as great, Moscow's regular usage of relatively large

forces to achieve objectives is not so surprising.

Also of no small importance, in Europe and Asia the targets oZ Soviet

coerzive activities have been either nations fielding armies of some size

and bearing modern weapons, or domestic movements capable of obtaining

widespread support and mobilizing large numbers of citizens. These

opponents then have been formidable; to make the point and coerce their

behavior, the use of substantial for-.es has been considered necessary.

1/
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The same may be said about Soviet ground force actions related to the

Middle East: The enemy in these instances was Israel, whose air and

armored forces have been among the finest in the world.

Air Forces

Soviet air units were used almost exclusively as a coercive instrument.

Combat, transport, reconnaissance or other military aircraft or helicopters

played a role in 50 percent of Soviet coercive political-military operations

and in only 9 percent (three incidents) of the cooperative actions. The

usage of air units was not nearly as restricted to Europe and Northeast

Asia as the utilization of ground forces. Whereas these two regions

accounted for nine-tenths of the ground force actions, such was the case for

only three-fifths of the air operations.

More closely paralleling the full set of incidents, one-fourth of

Soviet political-military operations in which aircraft or helicopters

played a role were in the third wo Id. These incidents, including conflicts

between foreign nations and in':ernal regime threats of one kind or another,

usually presented no direct or even indirect threat to the security of the

USSR, but rather offered opportunities to gai. or maintain influence. Air

support was not only what was usually called for In these incidents; it

represented a lesser form of commitment than did ground units. Soviet

airpower played an even larger part in actions in Europe and neighboring

areas in Asia aimed at expanding or defending Soviet authority and influence,

being used in 37 percent of these incidents. It5 most important role,

though, has been to support Soviet security interests in direct confrontations

with the West and China.

•
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Although combat aircraft were used in only one-third of the

incidents in Europe and Northeast Asia, these actions represented three-

fourths of the operations in which such aircraft participated. Incidents

related to Cuba account for another 5 percent. Only nine combat aircraft

operations related to the third world; but of these, seven took place in

1967-79. Whereas combat aircraft were used in sizable numbers in Europe

and Northeast Asia (more than one air regiment participated in two-thirds

of these incidents), small units were the norm in the third world. No

more than one air regiment was used in seven of the nine incidents in which

combat aircraft were employed in these regions.

More regularly used in the third world were transport and

reconnaissance aircraft and helicopters. Of 24 incidents in which transport

units were used, two-thirds were in these ±ands, particularly the Middle

East and Africa. Nine of twelve incidents in which reconnaissance aircraft

or helicopters played a political role were also in the third world. The

number of aircraft used in these actions typically totalled less than one

air regiment. The Middle East accounted for all but one of those operations

in which more than one air regiment was used.

This limited use of non-combat aircraft in third world areas as

compared with the large-scale use of fighter and bomber aircraft in Europe

and Northeasi Aria further indicates not only the lesser commitment of

Soviet policymakers in these third world incidents, but also Moscow's

-careful calculation in approaching those latter operations. ExplanatLon for

the typically large-size combat aircraft involvements in Euzope and

( Northeast Asia is the same as that for the massive use of ground forces in
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these regions, namely, the availability of forces, the regular perception

of great threat or opportunity, and the capabilities of antagonists.

Naval Forces

The navy has been the principal tool of Soviet cooperative military

diplomacy; Soviet warships participated in 59 percent of these incidents.

Communist and third world nations with which the Kremlin -was attempting to

improve relations were the targets on a number of occasions, but the most

frequent focus of these actions--archtypically a port call by one to three

warships--were Western European nations when Moscow sought to improve

relations at important crossroads or to otherwise cultivate special

relationships. Discernible in each of these instances is a Soviet interest

in weakening NATO unity or relations between a neutral nation and NATO.

Notwithstanding the navy's special role in cooperative Soviet military

diplomacy and the fact that warships participated in only one-third of the

coercive incidents, in 73 percent of the incidents in which naval units

played a role, their ptirpose was to coerce. The navy, moreover, was the

Kremlin's preeminent instrument of coercive military diplomacy when the

Kremlin looked beyond nations contiguous to the USSR and Central Europe.

Naval vessels participated in three-fifths of these incidents, air and

ground units in one-half and one-fourth respectively. From another

perspective this role was even more pronounced: Incidents in these distant

locations accounted for 78 percent of the actions in which warships were

used for coercive purposes, but for only 42 percent of Soviet air operations

and 17 percent of those ground actions.

Coercive Soviet naval diplomacy began to be practiced regularly only

1nir"
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in the late 1960s; 72 percent of these operations occurred in the years

1967-79. Although their focus was usually in the third world (54 percent),

warships were also used on a number of occasions to demonstrate support

for distant communist regimes facing danger (North Korea, Vietnam and Cuba);

to increase pressure on disloyal communist regimes (Yugoslavia in 1949,

Poland in 1956 and more recently Rumania); in crises with the United States

related to the Soviet presence in Cuba; and in crises between NATO nations

that did not directly involve the United States. Together, these actions

totalled more than one-fourth of Soviet coercive naval operations.

Surface combatants provided the usual expression of coercive naval

diplomacy. Cruisers, frigates, destroyers or other escorts were involved

in no less than 82 percent of these incidents. The typical operation took

one of two forms: a visit or offshore presence by one or two such vessels,

often accompanied by a submarine, minesweeper, amphibious craft, oiler or

other type of ship, in a situation where violence was not immediately

present; an offshore presence or naval demonstration of one form or another

by a rather large number of surface combatants supported by other vessels.

All those coercive operations involving our or more surface warships took

place after 1966. 12/

Warships other than surface combatants--for example, submarines--were

used much less frequently and almost never alone. The most likely reason

for this is that Soviet leaders believed that surface warships would make a

-greater visible impression upon foreign leaders than other types of vessels;

after all, it was perceptions tha': they were trying to influence, Two

(important developments beginning in the late 1960s, however, were the use of
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amphibious vessels to transport foreign forces and military equipment and,

in several instances, to raise the specter of Soviet ground units being

landed ashore; and the new availability to Soviet leaders of Moskva-class

and Kiev-class carriers. The latter vessels, although geared for anti-

submarine warfare operations and not, like U.S. aircraft carriers, for

projecting airpower ashore, nevertheless present a greater visual image of

military power than other types of Soviet surface vessels. Amphibious

vessels have been able to provide for the material needs of allies by

transporting their personnel and equipment under the protection of the Red

flag and by allowing for the nearby presence of Soviet ground forces.

Like the simple significance of the availability of ground and air

forces in Europe and Northeast Asia, Moscow's frequent coercive usage of

warships beginning in 1967 may be related in part to the forward deployment

of the Soviet navy and the consequent readiness of naval vessels for

participation in these operations. A continuous Soviet naval presence was

established in the Mediterranean in 1964; in 1968 Soviet wa ships appeared

in the Ir.dian Ocean; and beginning in 1970 they were regularly in West

African waters. The Soviet naval presence in the North Atlantic and Pacific

Oceans also was enlarged during these years and in 1970 the Soviet r.r ; held

Okean, its first major worldwide exercise. 13/

These deployments allowed familiarity and greater confidence and

provided a more readily available military option to Soviet policymakers.

Psychologically and logistically it was easier to call upon and reinforce

units already forward deployed than to send out warships from home water5

to seas where a Soviet naval presence had not been established. No do,,bt
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Moscow's confidence was strengthened further by the improved quality of

Soviet warships by contemporary standards in the late 1960s as compared

with the Soviet navy a decade earlier and years previous still. 14/

Soviet naval forces, like ground and air units, have been procured

and deployed essentially for deterring attack on the USSR and missions

of war, not discrete political operations. 15/ Their primary targets

are U.S. ballistic missile and attack submarines and U.S. aircraft carriers,

to prevent a nuclear attack on the Soviet Union and to increase the security

of Soviet nuclear submarines. The presence of U.S. carriers and submarines

in the North Atlantic, Pacific and the Mediterranean drew large Soviet

deployments to these seas. The much smaller numbers of vessels flying the

Red Star in the Indian Ocean and South Atlantic seem more directly

related to foreign policy objectives.

In many instances the use of only small numbers of naval vessels

appeared tailored to the situation at hand; for example, the deployment of

only two warships near the coast of Ghana in 1969 after that West African

nation had seized two Soviet trawlers was probably better suited to achieving

the release of those vessels than was a large demonstration of Soviet naval

power. In other instances, though, the fact that the Soviet naval presence

was small see-as to have reflected lesser capabilities-consider, for example,

the dep'.oyment near Cuba of only a half dozen submarines during the 1962

missile crisis--or the desire by the Kremlin not to overcommit itself or act

-unnecessarily provocative in distant arenas; note, for example, the Soviet

deployment of only two surface combatants in West African waters during the

( Angolan conflict in 1975-76.
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Naval actions, though, imply smaller concern and greater hesitation

than do the emplacement of ground and air forces which, once effected,

afford less flexibility and appear a firmer pledge. In the third world,

in supporting distant cotmaunist regimes, and in taking advantage of rifts

within NATO, Moscow was willing to show off Soviet military power, to

increase the risk to antagonists and sometimes to comit Itself by the

forward deployment of ground or air units, as when it provided Egypt's

air defense in the early 1970s. Usually, though, Scviet leaders sought to

retain a substantial degree of flexibility, which naval units were able to

provide best of all insofar as they could connote definite interest while

remaining ambiguous as a signal of commitment, being able to be advanced

and retired from the scene with lesser disturbance tc international

relationships than could ground or air units.

The rare usage of ship-based infantry, even in crises, is a further

connotation of Soviet concern to retain as much flexibility as possible

when dealing with distant situations. The USSR currently maintains five

naval infantry regiments, one each with the Northern, Baltic and Black Sea

F:leets and two with the Pacific Fleet. 16/ The vast proportion of these

troopf; are based in the USSR or aboard ships :L home waters. Unlike the

Unitad States, which has deployed a Marine Battalion Landing Team (BLT)

aboi.rd amphibious vessels in the Mediterranean and two of these forces in

the western Pacific for several decades, the USSR has maintained no units

approaching this size at a distance. In part, this might be related to

the Soviet navy's inability to provide tactical air suppcrt for naval

infantrymen serving in seas far from the USSR. Another possibility, though,

k-
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is that Soviet leaders may have sought to avoid implying intervention by

Red troops.

Nor have sizable Soviet naval infantry units been forward deployed at the

outset of crises in prepaxation for the contingency of landing in support

of an ally. When Israeli forces rapidly surrounded the Egyptian Third Army

on the West Bank during the 1973 Middle East war and Cairo pressed Moscow

ini desperation, the Kremlin's ground force options were to alert airborne

forces in the USSR or actually fly those units to Egypt. Not wanting to

abandon its ally, but also seeking to hold its cards as closely as possible,

Moscow chose the former course.

Activities of Forces

Table 2-5 presents frequencies of the activities Soviet forces engaged

in during incidents. The first and larger group of activities listed under

each major force type--ground, air and sea--comprise those that were coercive

either in nature (for example, a blockade) or in the situational context of

the incident (some naval visits, for example). The activities grouped

secondly, below each major force type, comprise cooperative operations

carried out by those force types.

The most frequent ground force activity was, quite simply, forward

deployment-to guarantee Moscow's authority in neighboring nati3ns, to insure

the security of the USSR, or to maintain Soviet influence abroad. On only

two occasions--Cuba in 1962 and Egypt iii 1970--were ground force emplacements

made outside Europe or Northeast Asia. Forces already emplaced were sometimes

retained in position in a new political context or for di.fferent purposes.

Two other frequent styles of expression were exercises (or other forms of

demonstration) and blockades of varying severity of West Berlin or to containP_
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political disturbances in Eastern Europe.

Violent action by Soviet ground forces was Infrequent and, until thI

Kremlin faced the upsurge of popular sentiment in East Germany in 1953,

not notable. Of great significance afterward were the suppression of

political change in Hungary in 1956 and in Czechoslovakia in 1968, the

engagement in hostilities with China, and the air defense of Egypt. These

actions say a great deal about what Moscow was willing to accept

historically and the distance the Kremlin was willing to go when faced by

those infrequent circumstances. It is worth adding that Soviet air defense

units in Cuba in 1962 might have been prepared to respond militarily against

a U.S. attack on that island. It is not unlikely that a Russian crew was

responsible for shooting down a U.S. U--2 aircraft over Cuba during the

missile crisis. Thus it might be inferred that when Moscow was willing to

send ground units far afield, those units were deployed for more than

demonstration purposes.

Empla,:ements and exercises were the principal ways in which air units

were used to make a political point. Of particular significance, not only

were Soviet air units deployed to the third world beginning in 1967; in

several instances they appeared to engage in hostilities. More frequent,

though, was the use of transport aircraft to rapidly move military equipment

to the third world. In 1976 Soviet long-range transport aircraft were also

used effectively to airlift Cuban troops to Angola.

- SomewhEt analogous to the forward deployment of ground and air units

as a means of coercion, the most frequent activities of naval vessels were

to establish a nearby "presence," visit a foreign port in support of an ally,
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and exercise on the high seas. Truly violent action--that is, the use of

gunfire or missiles---was not practiced in any instance. Perhaps the most

noteworthy action in this direction was the harassment of U.S. warships

in the Sea of Japan after the U.S.S. Pueblo was seized by North Korea in

1968. Soviet naval vessels were also used to transport military equipment

to third world nations and to transport military units of third world nations.

Force Movements

Forces already in the theater where an incident was focused were alone

deployed forward in 61 percent of the incidents. Retention of units in place

and withdrawals accounted for a furthet 5 and 6 percent, respectively.

Out-f-theater forces alone were moved forward in only 16 percent of the

incidents. Both in- and out-of-theater units were forward deployed in no

more than 12 percent of the cases.

In broad terms, the preponderance of in-theater actions is explained as

follows: Large units were deployed within theaters where Soviet security

interests were great, where Moscow intended to provoke incidents, or where

the Kremlin's anxiety threshold was low and provccation was expected--that

is, in Eastern and Central Europe and Northeast and Southwest Asia; and these

situations did not get out of hand in terms of Soviet regional military

capabilities. Excluding rearward movements, in-thaater units were thought

adequate in as many as 91 percent of the incidents in Central Eulrope and in

95 percent and 81 percent of those actions in nations contiguous to the USSR

in the west and east, respectively. The comparatively lower figure relating

to Soviet Asia might be expected to rise over time if there are further

incidents between the USSR and China, considering the large Soviet military

* * *
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buildup along the Sino-Soviet border that was completed in the early

1970s. Only in-theater units were deployed in connection with a

border clash reported to have occurred in late 1974, a major Soviet

military demonstration in early 1978 and, shortly thereafter, a brief

Soviet border incursion into China.

In-theater units were fully up to the expansion of Soviet

authority at the end of te Second World War. Out-of-theater u:its

may have been called upon, however, in up to one-fifth of the coercive

operations directed at insuring the loyalty or security of commnunist

regimes. Such deployments were much less frequent when Moscow felt

the USSR's security was threatened in the west or sought to gain

advantage in that direction as compared with such incidents in the

east. In-theater units alone were relied on in more than 90 percent

of the former, but in only three-fifths of the latter.

Three-fifths of the incidents in which only out-of-theater forces were

forward deployed took place in the third world as did two-thirds of the

operarions requiring both in- and out-of-theater forces. Although the USSR

did estabiish continuous naval deploymonts in the Mediterranean, Indian

Ocean and West African waters between 1964 and 1970, the proportion of

incidents in which out-of-theater forces were called upon to respond in the

third world was virtually the same in the Lwo activist periods of 1956-62

- and 1967-74. Of great importance, however, the proportion of actions in
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which in-theater units were not at all available dropped from 60 percent

in the first period to 33 percent in che second. 17/ It is reasonable to

suppose that in-theater units might have been available much less olden for

coerci'e actions than cooperative ones in that the former were more crisis

responsive or otherwise took place on shorter notice. This was not the

case, however. The comparative figures for coercive actions alone in the

two activist periods were 56 percent and 31 percent, respectively.

Although Soviet leaders found it necessary to turn to forces distant

from the scene in almost two-thirds of the incidents between 1967 and 1974

when third world coercive actions were conducted, the Kremlin was also able

to turn to units already within the theater on two out of every three

occasions. Those operations requiring both in- and out-of-theater

deployments were almost always made in response to inter.tate crises-that

is, in conflictive situations between nations. In-theater or out-of-theater

units alone tended to be used in response to intra-state situations; those

latter actions also generally required the use of only lower lelels of force.

The interstate incidents did not necessarily present greater opportunities

or threats to Soviet interests. Clearly, though, they did require a greater

degree of military effort.

Out-ot-theater units were called upon most frequently to respond to

incidents in sub-Saharan Africa, South Asia and Sovtheast Asia. In-theater

units alone were able to be turned to in only one-fifth of these incidents.

-By way of comparison, this last was truL of two-fifths of those operations

directed at the Middle East and North Africa. This is explained by the

( large Soviet naval presence in the Mediterranean since the late 1960s.

-L-
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Major Combined Operations and Confrontations

What was -he cortext of the most substantial displays of Soviet

political-military power? This question has already been considered to

an extent in those separate examinations of Moscow's usage of ground, air

and sea units. It is of further value, though, to look at a subset of

incidents including only large combined operations, defined here as actions

in which two of the three following size forces participated: a ground

force larger than one division; a combat air unit larger than one regiment;

a naval force incliding more than five surface combatants. It is not

suggested that each of these three force elements is the equivalent of the

other two, but rather that each represents a large combat potential in its

own terms. The choice of the particular force levels is not entirely

arbitrary. These unit sizes represent, to a degree, modal choices by the

Kremlin at the upper end of earth of the three scales.

Soviet combined military operations meeting the above definition were

conducted in 18 percent of the 155 coercive incidents and may have taken

placs in an additional 10 percent. Morc than four-fifths of this total

subset of 44 actions were directed at Europe r Contiguous territories in

Asia and three-fifths of the total occurred before Stalin's death. Those

actions in this first decade were largely aimed at expansion in the context

of the end and immediate 3ftermach of the Second World War. Other operations

during this period focueed on the defense of those new positions and attempts

-o influence the Western allies' policies toward Germzay.

Table 2-6 list& the incidputs that took place after Stalin died. The

difference between these and those earlier operations lies in the prominence

after Stalin's death of actions to maintain Soviet authority in Eastern
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Table 2-6. Major coercive actions by USSR forces since Stalin's death

Crisis in Hungary November 1956

U.S. intervention in Lebanon July 1958

Western presence in Berlin July 1961

Cuban missile crisis October 1962

Border dispute with China ? 1965

Border di.4pute with China February 1967

Relations with Czechoslovakia July 1968

Relations with Czechoslovakia August 1968

Relations with Rumania a August 1968

Security of regime in Czechoslovakia October 1968

Border dispute with China March 1969

Security of Egypt February 1970

West Germany-USSR treaty a October 1970

Relations with Rumania a June 1971

Arab-Israeli war - 1 October 1973

Arab-Israeli war - 2 October 1973

Cyprus conflict July 1974

Relations with China a April 1978

China-Vietnam War a February 1979

a. Definitional criteria possibly met.

*1
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Europe (32 percent), the need beginning in the 196 0s to respond to

threats presented b- China (26 percent), and Soviet willingness in the

late 1960s and early 1970s to become heavily engaged militarily in the

Mediterranean area (21 percent). The Berlin and Cuban missile crises,

representing the great probes of the Khrushchev era, are now two decades

in the past and do not seem likely to recur. The demonstration of

support for East G.rmany in 1970 following the signing of the Treaty of

Moscow, rather than being perceived as a Soviet threat, was a rcaffirmation

of the USSR-GDR alliance and more illustrative of the cold war's ending than

anything else.

Strategic Nuclear Forces

It is important to finally consider the use-or more accurately, the

apparent non-use-of Soviet strategic nuclear forces as a political

instrument. Although on a number of occasions and particularly during the

Khrushchev era, Soviet leaders verbally or by other diplomatic gesture

raised Lhe prospect of using nuclear weapons against foreign nations, in

only one instance were we able tc locate data confirming that the USSR raised

the alert status of forces presumably included in strategic nuclear attack plans

during a crisis. Not surprisingly, that incident was the Cuban missile

crisis. 18/ No information was discovered that would deny the statement that

the USSR has never redeployed st:ategic force Lnits during a crisis. To be

very confident about these matters is impossible, however.

We were unable to find any iuseful information about actual crisis

comunications between Soviet political leaders, military comanders, and
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the operators of missile-laden submarines, land-based missiles and nuclear-

capable bombers. Not found either vere data about what, if anything, vent

o~i during per'iods c'L tension at Sc'vlet a-zr or submarine bases--that is,

about activities that might 'B.. ea:e. in increase or absence of change in

alert status. Nc-- finally.v * d ve M_'xd numerical counts of strategic

submarines and aircraft ;n spec-Ifiz lo.-ations during crises. Bearing this

ignorance in mind, it would not te sbocking -x leav-n that- at least some

Soviet strategit _,it's 'a,- their al~ert ezatis raisued or were redeployed

during c>..o q itr, Thina in 19fiS OT tI'e 1?6, Borll. crisis, or that

Soviez strav:z ,c inits weie redeployed d.Iing tim .2ii clIisi. Other

incidents in Q.UCVI act:OnS WOu11 10L have baen increil r h

1973 Middle East War, t'i. 1S68 Cizechos.,.vakiu intervention and eve. the

1958 Offshore Islans crisis, the 1956 Sltz arisis and the intervention

in 1Pungary that fall.

What can perhaps be said &,out puoliciy unknown demonstrative 1noes of

Soviet strategic forces during crises with confidence is the following:

First, the Kremlin did not attempt to draw foreign attention to these

actions, un!!.ke the behavior of U.S:. I..rswho on a number of occasions

since the Second World War did not want the possibility that the United

States might resort to nuclear weapons to be discounted. Second. if the

targets of svzh Soviet moves perceived this behavior, they did not make

that information publ".c. Vulua',le files about these matters are undoubtedly

available cou i. classified basis within the U.S. and perhaps other governments.

* Whether even they might be definitive is impossible to tell from the outside.

( Having confessed a failure to locate more than one incident -*n whi :h

. ....
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Soviet strategic forces were used as a political instrument within the

bounds of our definition, it is worth mentioning why this could be an

accurate finding. For one thing, political leaders in Moscow, as compared

with U.S. policymakers, may have been more concerned historically with the

problem of command and control. The normal levels of alert of Soviet

strategic forces are much lower than those of U.S. strategic forces and

in crises Soviet leaders may have been above all else anxious to restrict

the risk of accident or unauthorized action. As related elsewhere:

Something is far more likely to go wrong when forces are
spring.-loaded for action than when they are at rest. An
unauthorized or accidental launching of nuclear weapons
h la Dr. Strangelove, is more likely in a force at high
readiness than in one at low readiness. 19/

Second, when the strategic position of the USSR was one of gross

inferiority and mutual assured destruction was not certain, Soviet leaders

may have considered the orchestration of nuclear forces during the Suez,

Offshore Islands or Berlin crises, for example, profoundly dangerous

insofar as the United States might have been provoked to carry out a

preemptive first strike. Third, if a discrete use of strategic nuclear

units failed to deter or compel Western behavior in an era of nuclear

inferiority, what then?, Soviet leaders might have asked themselves. A

nuclear attack on Britain, France, West Germany or Taiwan? Or one on the

United States? Except as concerned the future of West Germany, to take this

path was to accept a course of national suicide on behalf of uncertain allies

-that were pursuing their own local objectives. Insofar as the Kremlin

perceived its behavior over Berlin and the PRC's shelling of the Offshore Islands

as probes, almost certainly it anticipated the possibility of having to
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back off in the face of strong U.S. responses. To blink after escalating

to the nuclear level was to brook an incomparable diplomatic disaster--as

Khrushchev learned in the Cuban missile crisis. The Soviet interest was to

keep the focus on conventional capabilities in Europe and Asia.

Prior to the full-scale suppression in Hungary in 1956 and August 1968

entry into Czechoslcakia, Moscow was given strong reason to believe that

these acts would not evoke a Western military response. To alert or deploy

strategic forces concurrently with these interventions could be reasonably

considered by the Kremlin as unnecessary political provocations of the West.

Besides being unwilling to itself go to the nuclear level on behalf of

Egypt following the U.S. DEFCON 3 alert during the 1973 Middle East war,

the Kremlin may have perceived this too to be an act unnecessary to the

fulfillment of any immediate Soviet objective or other interest. That the

USSR did alert or deploy strategic force units during the 1969 Sino-Soviet

crisis when this threat was raised otherwise diplomatically is more plausible.

The United States as an Actor

The United States was an actor in 61 percent of the incidents in which

USSR military units were used coercively; U.S. armed forces were used as a

policy instrument in at least one-half of those situations in which

Washington chose to become involved. 20/ The United States was not a

participant in incidents between the USSR and People's Republic of China

and tended to steer clear of Kremlin actions to maintain its authority in

Eastern Europe. The superpowers confronted each other most regularly on

the periphery of the Soviet sphere of influence in the west, and in the

third world.

.4
. o "
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Although the stakes may have been high and the United States or the

Soviet Union were often prepared to become engaged more heavily if necessary,

small military confrontations or dual appearances on the scene by U.S. and

Soviet military units occurred much more frequently than did situations in

I ich Moscow and Washington ordered the deployment or alert of very large-

size forces. The two Germanys and the Middle East were the places of

most frequent heated contact.

U.S. armed forces were used almost always to support allies suffering

Soviet pressure directly or in a conflictive situation with a Soviet ally.

T'ae United States backed its NATO allies in Europe, mutual defense treaty

allies and CENTO and SEATO members and protocol nations in Asia, and

various friends and clients in the Middle East and sub-Saharan Africa.

Alongside of or depending on the USSR in these incidents were the bloc

nations in Eastern Europe, the USSR's other fraternal allies (North Korea,

North Vietnam, Cuba, and China until the late 1950s), and Moscow's

respective allies and clients in the third world.

The postwar occupations were established by mutual agreement.

Notwithstanding their suspicion of each other, the entry of both U.S. and

Soviet troops into Germany, Austria, Czechoslovakia, China and Korea at

the end of World War II did not lead immediately to a sense of confrontation

where U.S. and Soviet lines met. In later years, moreover, it was only in

Europe that the USSR or United States led the way toward confrontation.

"Both sides viewed their behavior in this region necessitated by critical

security interests. Elsewhere the superpowers tended to be drawn in by

regional antagonists, as in Asia by North and South Korea and by India and
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Pakistan, and in the Middle East by the Arab-Israeli conflict and strife

between aliies in the Arab world.

Washington and Moscow were similarly enticed into a number of internal

conflicts, including the civil war that resumed in China after Japan's

surrender, and ones in Lebanon, Indonesia, Laos and the Congo in the late

1950s and early 1960s. In these instances, however, the USSR and United

States did not confront each tar' mili.tarily as they did in those

interstate crises cited ab-,-. fhe tendency in internal situations rather

was for one or both of the superpowers to play only a supportive role or to

orchestrate a show of force in a way implying an intent not to be drawn

into a military confrontation--for example, the Soviet exercises in the

USSR's Trans-Caucasian and Turkestan military districts following the U.S.

intervention in Lebanon in 1958.

The superpowers did not both use their armed forces in response to an

internal crisis after the early 1960s. One reason for this was perhaps the

heightened opposition within the international comunity to intervention in

the domestic affairs of third world nations. A recognized government could

obtain the military backing of one superpower, but it became increasingly

costly for the other superpower to back its internal opposition overtly.

If an internal crisis developed into one between nations, as the 1970 Jordan

crisis did when Syrian armored units crossed the Jordanian border, the

barrier to military involvement by both the United States and the USSR was

lowered insofar as the conflict became one between client states. Moreover,

while covert action could weaken a regime, the prospect of a discrete

( political-military operation being able to bring down a regime was almost
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always small. Large-scale military aid and superpower armed forces

support given to an established government was a more certain ticket.

Military involvement by both superpowers was possibly more likely

in an internal crisis when no recognized government existed, as in Angola

in 1975-76. But even in that instance the USSR became heavily involved

militarily only after it was clear that the United States would not do so

and that the Kremlin's client already had the upper-hand politically in

the international community. That the United States did not use military

force in Angola and the USSR waited as long as it did was also indicative

of the relative inability of non-state actors to gain the superpowers' full

adherence to their cause. Playing a further role after the early 1960s

were the greater caution of Khrushchev's successors ano the increased

opposition in the United States, as related to the Vietnam War, to new

foreign entanglements. Backing a fraternal ally, alliance member or a nation

with which there existed long-time ties of interest or friendship was one

thing; it became quite another to use military force to support only a

potential friend,

Further along this line, after the Cuban missile crisis neither the

United States nor the USSR attempted to make gains at the expense of the

other by provoking the other directly with military means. Concomitantly

there occurred no crisis confrontations between the North Atlantic and

Warsaw Treaty nations. While the superpowers became entangled supporting

-friends elsewhere, their European allies, although interested bystanders,

found no reason to lessen the pace of improving relations with one another.

U.S. military men played a role in a dozen incidents is which the
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Kremlin coercively used forces meeting the above definition and in another

eleven in which ground, sea or air units alone of a size large enough to

meet the definition were used. For the most part, these 23 incidents (see

table 2-7) may be grouped in the following terms: joint occupations at the

end of the Second World War; cold war crises between the superpowers

directly or indirectly; conflicts between U.S. and Soviet ellies related

to the Middle East.

Of the greatest importance is the fact that with the exception of the

incident in Southeast Asian waters in May 1972, all of those confrontations

after the Cuban missile crisis were the result of situations that entrapped

the superpowers; neither the USSR nor the United States planned or initiated

these incidents. Even in the Cyprus crisis, when the USSR did appear to act

in a way adding further to NATO's disarray, Moscow had images to protect,

both as a power to be reckoned with in eastern Mediterranean regional affairs

and as a Warsaw Treaty ally (of Bulgaria). As compared with those other

incidents listed in table 2-7 since the missile crisis, this incident and

that in May 1972 were the ones in which the sense of superpower military

confrontation was weakest. Although both the Soviet Union and United States

used armed forces to signal interest and concern during these years, the

prospect of violent conflict between the superpowers was not great at all.

Very large Soviet and U.S. naval forces played a role in all but one

of the incidents following the Cuban missile crisis listed in table 2-7.

The threat of major Soviet gzrmd unit involvement arose in three of these

incidents; Soviet combat air units were deployed in none. Thus generally

speaking, after 1962 cuperpower military confrontations-at least in terms

2 ' -0, ,' ,4 , . -
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a

Table 2-7. Incidents when U.S. and major USSR armed forces were used a

Political future of Czechoslovakia January 1945

Political future of Germany January 1945

Political future of Austria March 1945

Political future of China August 1945

Political future of Korea August 1945

Economic influence in Manchuria November 1945

Security of Port Arthur and Dairen February 1946

Dispute over Turkish provinces and Dardanelles March 1946

Future of West Germany and Berlin June 1948

Security of China during Korean War Late 1950

Security of North Korea during Korean War ? 1951

U.S. intervention in Lebanon July 1958

Western presence in Berlin July 1961

Emplacement of missiles in Cuba July 1962

Cuban missile crisis October 1962

Egypt-Israel political crisis May 1967

Arab-israeli war June 1967

Seizure of U.S.S. Pueblo by North Korea January 1968

Jordan-PLO-Syria conflict September 1970

U.S. response to N. Vietnam Easter Offensive May 1972

Arab-Israeli war- . October 1973

Arab-Israeli war - 2 October 1973

Cyprus conflict July 1974

a. USSR tsed ground units larger than one division, more than five major
surface combatants, or more than oe air regiment.
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of the proximity of military units-took place at sea. There can be

little doubt that this was heavily related to the responsive rather than

initiatory character of the USSR and U.S. involvements in these situations

and concern by both Moscow and Washington to retai, maximum flexibility

while issuing political-military signals. Moscow's threat to deploy

airborne units during the 1973 Middle East war was made only after Israeli

forces surrounded the Egyptian Third Army on the West Bank following the

cease-fire, leaving Cairo exposed.

The Cuban missile crisis seemed to teach the superpowers that direct

provocation could be extremely dangerous, that the course of such a crisis

could not be planned, and that withdrawal could be exceedingly difficult.

A lesson of the October War was chat simply not seeking a game of chicken

was not enough; friends could yet create or get themselves into a situation

where one or both superpowers felt compelled to lend a hand. Strutting

about a naval task force does not lower the threshold to superpower conflict

as much as other military actions can, but when friends confront each other,

the superpowers may be called upon to do more and can find refusal difficult.

The necessary rule would seem to be a warning by each superpower to its

friends that defense support is one thing, but that they have no insurance

on the other side of the line.

An examination of U.S. behavior during the quarter century of 1956-79

seems to lead to the conclusion that the United States became less inclined

-toward confrontat,)n with the USSR during the course of these years. If the

three activist period in this era are looked at alone, we find that U.S.

armed forces were turnel to in up to two-thirds of the incidents in which
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the Kremlin ordered coercive military operations in 1956-62, but in no

more than one-third of those in 1967-74 and in only one-fifth of the

incidents in 1977-79. Of the two other periods in these years, U.S.

military operations occurred in almost three-fourths of those coercive

incidents in 1963-67 and in two-fifths of those in 1974-77. The higher

frequencies in the two periods of lesser activity by the USSR do not

iadicate greater activism, but rather continued U.S. willingness to

confront the USSR to a limited extent. In neither of these two periods

did the superpowers fate off in a major military confrontation.

In broad terms, what appears to have happened was the following:

First, the Cuban missile crisis signalled an end to a period of Soviet

probes aimed directly at the West to which the United States regularly

responded on the basis of deeply felt security interests. Second, in

2the late 1950s and early 1960s, the extended thesis of containment made

it imperative to anticipate and meet Soviet threats in the then emerging

third woirld. In some instances-as, for example, in the Congo and Laos--

U.S. actions, rather than anticipating Soviet intervention, may iu fact

hhve provoked that involvement. In the next several years the USSR did

not use military power provocatively either in Europe or the third worlA

and chose not to respond seriously to the deepening U.S. involvement and

then full entry into the war in Southeast Asia. Other U.S. political-

military operations in these years were focused heavily in the Caribbean

-area. With the exception of the fighting in Yemen, naor conflictive

situations did not develop in the Middle East during that time. Although

the Kremlin may well have become deeply involved in a serious Arab-Israeli
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confrontation had one occurred then, Moscow was not prepared to become

engaged in more distant situations in South Asia, the Persian Gulf or

sub-Saharan Africa, let alone in the Caribbean.

When the USSR responded to threats presented in Eastern Europe and

by China in the late .960s, the United States determined to steer clear

of these incidents. At the same time, the continued absence of hostile

Soviet behavior directed at Western Europe and then dramatically improved

relationship between the USSR and West Germany meant for an absence of

superpower confrontation over the Eurasian Cape. Those confrontations

that did take place were occasioned by interstate crises in the Middle

East and South Asia, and Moscow's increased, though still very limited,

willingness to support communist allies outside Eastern Europe vis-h-vis

the United States. The United States did not, however, militarily challenge

the large number of Soviet political-military operations directed at

supporting third world regimes against internal threats.

During the next several years (1974-77) the Middle East and South Asia

were relatively quiescent; and while the United States withdrew completely

from Indochina, the USSR showed itself unwilling to support provocative

behavior by North Korea--consider Moscow's non-response to the United States

display of force following the murder of two U.S. Arr.N officers by North

Korean scldiers i. the Korean demilitarized zone in 1976. When U.S. and

Soviet military forces did appear together on the scene of a conflict in

-the third world, the potential for serious confrontation was minimal,

certainly insofar Ps U.S. objectives and intentions were concerned. Wiien

the Kremlin airlifted armaments to Algeria in early 1976 destined to 3upport

4~i



the Polisario rebels in the former Spanish Sahara, the U.S. response was

to send the Sixth Fleet flagship Little Rock to visit Morocco; and

when U.S. and Soviet warships appeared together in the eastern Mediterranean

in June 1976, the occasion was the U.S. evacuation from Lebanon.

Notwithstanding U.S. rapprochement with China, Washington remained

wholly unwilling to play a military role in confrontations between the USSR

and China in the late 1970s. When the Carter adminisZration did decide to

show U.S. interest in the Somalian-Ethiopian conflict in 1978, the means

chosen was a very small naval ptesence in the Red Sea. Although the United

States would probably have acted forcefully in any serious Arab-Israeli

confrontation and have opposed Cuban armed forces supported violence in the

Caribbean area, U.S. willingness to become militarily engaged elsewhere in the

third world was minimal both where the USSR was and was not involved. The one

other dual appearance, and one which well describes the reality of U.S. and

Soviet military activity toward each other in the late 1970s, was a feather-

strLtting of continued rights by each superpower in Berlin in early 1978. 21/

Correlates of Coercive Soviet Diplomacy

Chapters three, four and five pursue in greater depth an historical

evolutionary perspective of the circumstances in which coercive Soviet

political-military operations have occurred and Soviet force usage in these

incide-ts. Respectively, these chapters examine actions by Moscow: 1) to expand

.its authority around the periphery of the USSR and to insure the loyalty and

allLancc of communist regimes; 2) to insure the security of the USSR: 3) to increase

and maintaiu Soviet influence in the third world. It is interesting to

4!
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consider tinally in the way of aggregate analysis whether the annual

frequeucies of Soviet coercive actions in toto or of those incidents

falling into each of the above three subsets are statistically related to

certain indices reflecting international and domestic changes that might

have *fluenced Soviet decisionmakers in relatively straightforward and

simple incremental fashion.

Did the USSR engage in coercive political-military diplomacy more

frequently when its strategic nuclear capabilities vis-a-vis the !United

States improved? When the Soviet economy or defense spending expanded

more rapidly? When U.S. confidenze faltered or Presidents of the United

) States were politically weaker or U.S. defense spending was in decline?

When tension grew between the Soviet Union and the United States? Or did

the USSR simply act and react to some proportion of threats and opportunities

as they arose? To get at answers to these questions, the following indicators

were examined as independent variables: the ratios of U.S. to Soviet

strategic nuclear delivery vehicles and strategic nuclear warheads; 22/

percent changes in the gross national product of the USSR and Soviet defense

spending; 23/ Standard and Poor's average annual composite stock price index

which, discounted for inflation and real economic growth, presents itself as

as indicator of U.S. buoyancy; 24/ the average annual percent of those

interviewed in the Gallup poll who voiced approval of the President's

performance; 25/ the percent change in outlays (spending) by the U.S.

Department of Defense; 26/ indices of behavior directed by the superpowers

at each other used by the Department of Defense for general crisis forecasting;

( 27/ a list of crises compiled exclusively from Soviet sources. 28/
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No significant correlation was found between either of the two indicators

of the strategic nuclear balance that were utilized and the overall annual nuwiber

of Soviet coerLive actiorns or those incidents in each of the three individual

subcategories that were e.amined. 29/ This is true of the period in full

since the Second Viorld 'ar as well as of the post-Khrushchev era wli.ch was

considered independently. IIowevet, these correlations, while small and

statistically in.ignifinant, were almost uniformly negative--that is, as the

USSR closed the gap with the United States in strategic nuclear weapons, the

frequency of Soviet political-military op;-rations did tend tc increase. A

cor::elatfon of -.42 was found between the annual ratio of U.S. to USSR force

loadings and the annual number of incidents in the third world since 1965.

Continuous series data on Soviet defense expenditures are available only

for the period since 1967. Not the value in current or constant currency,

but the percentage change in real defense spending was examined. During the

decade of 1968 to 1977 these figures ranged from roughly one percent (in 1970)

to more than six percent (in 1968). 30/ Again, although no statistically

significant correlations were found, the direction of the L.igures suggested

the existence of some very broad association. 31/ No statistical or other

relptionship could be inferred from correlations between the frequencies of

incidents and the rate of growth of the gross national product of the bSSR.

If the Improvement in the strategic balance and increaied defense spending

did give greater confidence to Soviet leaders and embolden them or give them

more to work with, they were not euphorically impelled by upward swings of

the economy. Nor can L be said that lesser growth rates bred foreign

military adventures as a political outlet for economic disappointment.
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Another thought was that the Kremlin might be influenced by

fluctuations in U.S. self-confidence, willingness to spend on defense, or

the strength of the Presidency. The residual of the Standard and Poor's

average annual stock price index--after the separation out of what might

be considered the impacts of inflation and real economic growth--was used

as a measure of investors' outlook and surrogate for U.S. national spiriL.

Did Soviet polittcal-military diplomacy occur more frequently when America

was "down"? Statistically, the answer is a clear uo. Nor was the Kremlin

encouraged by declines in U.S. defense spending or deterred by increased

U.S. military expenditures, notwithstanding the discounting from annual

• . defense budgets during the Korean and Vietnam wars the financial

costs of those conflicts. 32/ A small but statistically significant -.37

correlaticn was found, however, between the annual number of incidents

in toto and the average annual percentage of those interviewed by the

Gallup poll who approved the President's performance--that ia, Soviet armed

forces were used more often when Americans voiced less approval of the

performance by the President. A distinct possibility, of course, is that

the lower standing of Presidents in the Gallup poll might have reflected,

at least in part, increased Soviet political-military activity. 33/

During the past two decades sociaL scientists have developed a number

of sophisticated measuLas utilizing events data banks for the purpose of

forecasting future international behavior including periods of crisis and

-favorable relations between nations. Ore measure developed for the U.S.

Department of Defense is a tension scale of coopercative-conflictive behavior

directed by nations at one arother which makes use of the 14oad Event Interactior.

I
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Survey (WEIS) data. 34/ A. examination of the annual indices of "tension"

radiated by the United States coward the Soviet Union and the reverse

yielded no associations with the frequency of discrete Soviet political-

military operations for the period of 1968-77 for which data were available.

Another plausible in"Icator of forthcoming Soviet political-military

diplcmacy that was considered was the recognition of crises by Soviet

elites. Analysts have compiled a list of 386 international crises, as

perceived in the USSR, between 1946 and 1975 on the basis of a search of:

Soviet origin chronologies, tezts dealing with international events, crisis

"management" literature and statements in v'l' United Nations; Comunist

Party of the Soviet Union congress statements; and the memoirs of Nikita

Khrushchev. 35/ It might be thought that the fluctuation in the annual

number of crises perceived in the USSR would be reflected in the freqaency with

which Soviet leaders turned to the armed forces for foreign policy support.

This was not the case, however, either for the three decade period examined

overall or the post-Khrushchev period considered separately. The Kremlin:

did not simply respond to some proportion of opportunities and threats as

they arose.

What the above adds up to is that the factors examined do not allow

a simple lineat explanation of Soviet coercive diplomacy; which is not to

say that the strategic balance, Soviet defense spending, confidence in thc

President and other variables that were looked at are unimportant and do nc-L

contribute to an explanation. While some variables would sees. more important

than others, the point is that the relationships, whether complex or general,

cannot be viewed in easily quantifiable terms and that a perspective

-ft-
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implicitly based upon such thoughts is almost certainly mistaken. Thus,

for example, although it surely did make a difference that an environmen:

of practical strategic parity replaced one of gross Soviet strategic

inferiority, it cannot be argued that each small increment of change in

this direction led to more frequent Soviet political-military activity.

As will be seen in later chapters, what seems to count is the general

mind-set of the Soviet leadership which does not manifest its metamorphosis

incrementally. 36/ Thus, for example, a stat:istically significant correlation

of -,60 is obtained between Soviet third world actions and a simple three

value scaling of years to reflect changes in the gross Soviet strategic

position--that is, by allocating a value of three (3) to each of those

years when the USSR had no intercontinental nuclear delivery system, a two

(2) to years of clear Soviet strategic inferiority, and a one (1) to years

since 1969 when the ratio of U.S.:USSR nuclear delivery vehicles dropped

below two-to-one. And a -.54 correlation (p <.05) is cbserved between the

annual frequency of Soviet political-military diplomacy generally and a

simple weighting of years to reflect ralitical transitions in the USSR (by

hypothesizing that in the first several years after a Stalin or Khrushchev

is replaced the new leadership is not at all adventurous, that in the few

years imediately thereafter there is a pendulum swing to the use of force

frequently, and that following in turn is a more moderate level of activity

falling between those two ear3'er periods). 37/ These types of association

are better discussed in the more traditional %erms of the chapters that

follow.
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Footnotes

1. Philip Windsor and Adam Roberts, Czechoslovakia 1968: Reform,

Repression and Resistance (Institute for Strategic Studies, 1970), pp. 28-30.

2. The only expansionary military action turned up in later years was a

subtle show of force in 1975 in the form of a missile test it waters of the

Barents Sea disputed with Norway.

3. In two incidents, one in September 1950 and the other in January

1951, Soviet troops attempted to seize small pieces of the French and British

sectors in West Berlin.

4. Major developments affecting Soviet strategic and conventional

military power were, of cource, set in motion during that time.

5. Insofar as it sometimes takes a substantial amount of time to uncover

the circumstances of non-coercive armed forces activities, it Ic po'sible that

a nAmber of operations perceived as unstimulated by particular political

developments were indeed considered special by Soviet leaders. A ninth

coercive action was a step-up in the number of Soviet patrols in West Berlin

following R refusal by the United States, Great Britain and France to eurtail

their patrols in East Berlin.

6. Ship-based ground units may have been used alone or in conjunction

with land forces in an additional eix incidents, five of which occurred

after 1967.

7. Data on U. S. armed forces usage are drawn from Barry M. Blechman and

Stephen S. Kaplan, Force Without War: U. S. Armed Forces aA a Political

Instrument (Brookings, 1978).
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8. Ground force size was estimated for 14 percent of the incidents

abunt which force size data were obtained. One-half of the 39 incidents

for which data were insufficient to afford estimates concerned actions

related to West Berlin.

9. At full strength, a Soviet motorized rifle division musters 12,000

personnel; armorcd and airborne divisions number 9,500 and 7,000 respectively.

Jeffrey Record, Sizing up the Soviet Army (Brookings, 1975), pp. 11-12.

10. Thomas W. Wolfe, Soviet Power and Europe, 1945-1970 (Johns Hopkins

University Press, 1970), pp. 10-11, 39-40, 164-69; International Institute

for Strategic Studies (hereafter IISS), The Military Balance, 1978-1979

(IISS, 1978), p. 9.

11. On the significance of the Roman siege of Masada, see Edward N.

Luttwak, The Grand Strategy of the Roman Empire (Johns Hopkins University

Press, 1976), pp, 3-4.

12. Data were unavailable on the number of surface combatants used in

thirteen incidents, five of which took place before 1967.

13. Robert G. Weinland, "Soviet Naval Operations-Ten Years of Change,"

professional paper no. 125, (Center for Naval Analyses, August 1974), pp. 1-5.

14. Barry M. Blechiman, The Changing Soviet Navy (Brookings, 1973), p. 3.

15. Barry 1. Blechman and others, The Soviet Military Buildup in U.S.

Defense Spending (Brookings, 1977), p. 11.
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16. IISS, The Military Balance, 1978-79 (IISS, 1978), p. 10.

17. A figure is not provided for the activist period beginning in

late 1977 because of the paucity of incidents occurring in the third world

between 1977 and 1979.

18. Richard E. Neustadt and Graham T. Allison, "Afterword," in

Robert F. Kennedy, Thirteen Days: A Memoir of the Cuban Missile Crisis

(Norton, 1971), p. 113.

19. Joseph J. Kruzel,"Military Alerts and Diplomatic Signals," Ellen

P. Stern, ed., The Limits of Military Intervention (Sage, 1977), p. 89.

20. U. S. armed forces were definitely used in 52 percent of the

incidents in which Soviet military power was used coercively and the U.S.

was an actor; U.S. forces may have been alerted in an additional 19 percent

of these incidents.

21. In January 1978, after the United States refused to abolish or

limit its military patrols in East Berlin, the USSR increased its military

presence in West Berlin.

22. Data compiled by Robert P. Berman of The Brookings Institution.

End-of-year ratio of force loaaings: number of nuclear weapons deployed on

U.S. and Soviet intercontinental ballistic missiles, submarine-launched

ballistic missiles, and long-range bombers; on U.S. intermediate-range

ballistic missiles and bombers when they were deployed in Europe; on U.S.

forward deployed aircraft carriers when they were included in plans for
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strategic strikes. "Department of Defense Annual Report, Fiscal Year

1979" (1978; processed), and previous reports; "Statement of Secretary

of Defense Melvin R. Laird Before a Joint Session of the Senate Armed

Services Committee and the Senate Subcommittee on Department of Defense

Appropriations, on the Fiscal Year 1971 Defense Program and Budget"

(February 20, 1970; processed), pp. 56-59; "The Development of Strategic

Air Command, 1946-1973" (SAC, 1974; processed); Stockholm International

Peace Research Institute, World 3rnamencs and Disarmaments: SIPRI

Yearbook 1974 (MIT Press, 1974), pp. 105-.10; International Institute for

Strategic Studies, The Military Balance, 1971-1972 (London: IISS, 1971),

p. 56; Norman Polmar, Aircraft Carriers (Doubleday, 1969), pp. 503-08,

596-600.

23. Data provided by the Central Intelligence Agency, Office of

Strategic Research (for Soviet dzfense spending) and Office of Economic

Research (for Soviet gross national product). GNP growth figures were

derived from calculations of factor cost prices in 1970 rubles. Continuous

series data were available for the period since 1951 for Soviet GNP and

since 1967 for Soviet defense spending.

24. Standard and Poor's Trade and Securities Statistics, 1976 Edition

(Standard and Poor's, 1976), p. 4, and updated material; Economic Report of

the President, transmitted to the Congress January 1978 (GPO, 1978), p. 257.

An index of national confidence was constructed by dividing the 1946 U.S.

gross national product by the current year gross national product and

I- multiplying by the Standard and Poor's index figure for the current year.
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25. George H. Gallup, ed., The Gallup Poll, vols. 1-3 (Random

House, 1972); The Gallup Opinion Index, report nos. 56 (February 1970),

138 (January 1977), and 165 (April 1979).

26. Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Comptroller),

"National Defense Budget Estimates for FY 1977" (OASD-Comptroller, 1976),

p. 95, and later editions.

27. Data collected and scored by Early Warning and Monitoring

Project, International Public Policy Research Corporation (McLean, Va.);

based on a method presented by Judith Ayres Daly and Thomas R. Davies,

in The Early Warning and Monitoring System: A Progress Report (McLean, Va.:

Decisions and Designs, Inc., July 1978), pp. 70-104. Data available for

years since 1966.

28. As presented by Robert B. Mahoney, Jr. and Richard P. Clayberg, in

Analysis of the Soviet Crisis Management Experience: Technical Report

(Arlington, Va.: CACI, September 1978), pp. 3-1 to 3-43.

29. Using .95 as the level of confidence required for rejecting the

null hypothesis.

30. See footnote 23.

31. For all incidents annually, r - .42; and for those actions geared

-to the direct expansion or defense of communism abroad, r - .59.

32. Figures on the costs of the Korean and Vietnam wars were obtained

from the Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Comptroller), Program/

Budget Division.
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33. To disentangle this knot completely requires an examination of

the timing sequence of Soviet actions and changes in the rating of the

President and the separation out from the latter of the effects of other

influential events in the interim between polls. Of further interest,

perhaps, r - -.39 for 1965-77; p >.05.

34. See footno.e 27.

35. Mahoney and Clayberg, Analysis of the Soviet Crisis Management

Experience, pp. 2-15 to 2-27.

36. Readers might want to note that simple leaes and lags of variables

that were done in supplementary calculations yielded no fruitful results.

37. With this in mind, the following scores were awarded: For the

years 1946-52, two; for 1953-55, three; for 1956-58, one; for 1959-64, two;

for 1965-67, three; for 1968-70, one; for 1971 onwards, two.

(
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EXPANIOI AND DEFENSE OF COIMUNISM

Leon Trotsky did not believe communism in Russia could survive

without revolution elsewhere in Europe. By the vid-1920s, though, the

*dominant line was Stalin's belief that "socialism in one country" was

possible--that is, the Soviet Union could make it on its own.

Until the incorporation of territories to the west between 1939

and 1941, the spread of communism abroad remained, with one exception,

a distant goal. The exception was Outer Mongolia where the USSR gained

dominion beginning in 1921 when, at the end of the Russian Civil War,

Red Army troops and a Mongol force, together numbering about 13,000,

defeated a White Russian army in the area near Kiakhta. Soviet troops

then remained in Outer Mongolia until at least 1925 to support the

consolidation of power by a new People's Revolutionary Government.

Soviet military men developed the Mongolian Pt.ople's Revolutionary Army

in their image and continued to serve t.his new Red Army--as it was

renamed in 1930--as advisers and staff officers. 1/ In 1932 and 1934

Soviet troops helped suppress internal rebellions against the Mongolian

People's Republic--precedents for interventions in Eastern Europe in

later years.

Red military men were unable to extend the boundaries of communism

'in the west during the Civil War years: In the winter of 1917-18 White

-Finns fought Red Finns supported by Bolshevik troops and the Baltic

Fleet over the future of Finland. From their island fortress of Sveaborg

____ _____ . ./- .~ -. .
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and their ships near the shore nf the Finnish capital, Red sailors

dominated lelsinki until they were Imobilized by ice and then forced

to withdraw by advancing German forces. Nor wat Lentn unwilling to take

aivantage of a revolt against the Shah of Iran in 192C. Supportina the

insurgents were Bolshevik soldiers and naval vessel3, and a So)viet

Republic of Gilan was even established in northern Iran. A rctreat was

sounded only when it became clear that a very large Soviet intervention

was necessary to obtain success. Major battle by the Red AxLy in the

west was afforded only in the case of Poland where Red army mer. -wheeled

as far as the gates of Warsaw before they were driven bacx by forces

led by Josef Pilsudski. Before the Bolshevik troops were forced to

retreat a Polish Provisional Revolutionary Comittee war briefly

established in Bialystock. 2/

After Adolph Hitler became chancellor in German7 the Red Army was

increased in size from a decade long strength of 561!,000 to S40,000; by

1936 1.3 million Soviet citizens were in arms. However, when Eitlar

occupied himself with Spain, Austria, and Czeckvislovakta during the next

several years, Stalin carried out r, mssive purge of the Soviet armer:

forces. Only after Hitler turned east Rfter sezing the westemn half

of Czechoslovakia did Stalin become seriously concerned about var. 3/ Thvs

uo August 23, 1939 GeCran foreign minister Joachim Yon Ribbeutrop end

his Soviet counterpart Vyxsheslav M. Mo3.otov put their si natures to the

Treaty of Non-Aggression Between Germany and the Union of Soviet Sociallst

Republics. In making this pact, Hitler inured that the ftwasion of

Poland, beginning on September 1. old Id Co w:, only -olth Britala and

fma
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rrance. and arot also v~ith R,-saia. StaliD souaht for Germany's energies

to be spenit In the vest and :;-I gain tine for the USSR to strengthen

itself further. A "Secret Additional V'rotocol" to the alliance offered

the following matei.ial incantives:

1. uthe tvznt of a territorial and political rearrangent
of th~e areas belonging to the Baltic states (Finland,
Estonia, LatviA, Litiuania) the northern boundary of
Lithuania shall represtnt the boundary of the spheres of
iniluence of Germany and the USSR....

2. In the event of a territorial and political rearrangement
of the are.*s belonging to the Polish state the spheres of
iafluence of Germany and the USSR shall be bounded
apjproximp-tcly by the line of the rivers Narew, Vistule, and
San. The question of whether the intereats :!f both parties
make desirable the maintenance of an independent Polish
ctate ... can only tbe definitely determined in the cour.se of
further political developments...

3. With rega.-d to Southeastern Euirope attention Is called by
the Soviiet side to its interest in Bessarabia ... 4/

On September 1?, 1939, while the Polish armed forces we-re beling

destroyed by the Nazi on'nlaught from the vest, the Red1 Army crossed the

Folish frontier on a broad rora extending frota Latvia to Rumania. Pre-

saging the Soviet Manchuriar campsign in 1945, the occupation of ".stern

Poland was accomplished within days. A ftirther secret agrevient between

Ber~lin and Mloscow on ieptember 28 traded Lublin Province in eastern Poland

to Germany in return for the cession of Lituania to the Soviet sphere.

whereupon Moscow forced "mutual trade and aid agreement;s" upon Estonia

(September 219), Latvia (October 5) and Lithuania (October 10). Wh1at was

'of gireat la-ortance for I4oscor, the agreements allowed the establishment

of Soviet military bases In these nations, undermining completely their

pbility to resist formual annexation to the USSR lest that a year later. 5/I
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Finland's turn was nct; but Helsinki was not bullied by Soviet

diplomacy, including Moscow's threat to use force. Finally on November

29, 1939 the USSR declared war or. its northern neighbor which, after an

heroic defense, *^king for a very poor showing by the Red krzy, vas

forced to end its resistance in March 1940, The ters of surrtnder

included the cession of Finnish territory adjacent tu Leke Ladoga nuar

Leningrad, Hango, and large tracts along the central and northern portions

of Finland's border with the USSR. 6/

Moscow's adherence to the secret protocol of the Nrzi-Soviet Pact

was made complete when following an ultiatum given on June 23, 1940,

Rumania offered up Bessarabia and Northern Bukovina to occupation

by the Red Army. This Rumanian coda and the incotporation of Estonia,

Latvia and Lithuania into the USSR just deys earlier were precipitated

by the unexpectedly quick fall of Frarce.

The principal objective of these actions was to inprove the tSS s

strategic position vis-a-vis Germany. The territorial gaiiu6 fciloving

the Nazi-Soviet pact allowed the Red Army to Ptaud roughly cne handred

milts further west in Europe, Improved -normously the -oviet positioa in

the Baltic and Gulf of F.4nland, and advanced the fror-tizz away from

Leningrad. Notwithstanding the wisdom of "he agreement, 'hich allowed

Hitler to face west and east s8quentlally rather than at rhe awme ti:e,

the tactics of Soviet politicsl-ailtary actioa ir Odvancing the USSR's

position were keen. Signifi.tantly, the one bump in the road occurred

when Mof,;ow turned to its arned forces not for influence, but as an

Instrument of force-that is, in the Winter War with 'inland.
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Gains AfLer the Second World War

Imed.ately &Azer V-.r.r Wav 11 Soviet geopolitical I.f! itnce vas

Incressed dramatlally. The Xe4 Azry played a vwjor role In this develop-

ment by occupylt Po".uid , Ruzgvr,, .uszi3, 1ilgaris, eastern up-rmany and

northern i'orea, and b 9ar-'iuC behind lw.a! co~unlats in Yugoulavin and

Czechoslovakia. M/isco .i ieird po* the c.,.cumstances I.n which the war

ended to *sLtbi.h acCZOsZ the USSR's frontie-s comunis., regimes

satisfyin, botr Ideologictl s'd stetist objectives.

Stalin ws not 1nrlai-xible in his util~zitton of Soviet military power

and did not have the Red Arzy ntord fast to support local comwinistg in

all circumstances: vitdrawals were aade from China, Ir-un, and Czech-

oelc-oakia; a conunist regime was n, t established in Austria; and no coup

of the CrecholTvaklauL $Enre or of any other type was at&epted Pa Finland.

Szalin v* also wil3in; to back off 4fter probi$.g ior veaknesses in Turkey.

Esrern Europe

The opportuvity for tha ezpansion of Soviet influence arose beginnirng

in Januar'y 191:4 vhcn the Red Axmy crossed the prewar German-Ru;!slan border,

thtt it. the IN139 '.ai-.ovit pacc porttLion lipe In ?olaad, In early

April 'X944 So'iet, troops entered Ruuan.A, theroacr overwhelmed

5ul~agia, and surged L£nto Ytnosl-%via. Then vith its .lUnks cf-vered, the

led A&y began its $rcht urch eaztward th.ough Htzgar7,Czechoslovakia

and ?ider i, into Aut.riD and finally Cersarsy and erlts.

As jrctouned by the Yalta nd Potedto confron ts and a treaty

with Ilarazw signN in Auxaust 1945, the USSR tcquired from Poland the

thrAt Frcvinces "st of the Ct rzco line. Finland vas sgai.n forced te

ffer up the Xterirortss lost during the Winter War a" uas made to lase
(

_7 ..

L'z
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to the USSR for 50 yeais the naval base of Porkalla-ldd on the Gulf of

Finland. Ruan.aia was forced to cede Northern Bukovina and Bevsarabia

to Soviet soverei.uty, while from Czechoslovakia the USSR obtained Sub-

Carpathian Ruthenia. Germany's loss to the Soviet Uni'= was East Prussia.

In short, Aside from the Baltic states, which were formally Incorporated

into the USSR in 1940, the essence of Mosccw's other gains in 1939-40

were legitimized after the Second World War by agreements signed by

Allied or former Axis nations.

Critical to .-hese cessions was the occupation of the territories

in question by missive Soviet military formations. To some extent the

agreements reached with the USSR recognized what were taken by many as

legitimate Soviet demands for reparations and insurance of the USSR's

future security. But notwithstanding rympathy for both the Soviet Union's

suffering during the war and interest in a more forward position in

Eastern Europe, these wcrrants were siEned, more than anything else, as

acknowledgments of Soviet military power and ar a form of domage

limitation. Not to have come to tens Nuch as these rl.sked infuriating

Stalin from a position of weakness and raised the possibility of the

Kremlin opening its mouth even wi6er.

The agreements at Teheran, Yalta and Potsdam all supported the

establishment of postwar regimes in Eastern Europe "democratic and

friendly" to the USSR. 7/ Stalin's concern tws the latter, although be

Ailigentl established "people's democricies" in the occupied nation.,

41 which were joined by Czechoslovakia in February 1948. Of no small sig-
I--

nificance to the successful finale of the Czech drama, if not a necessary

condition, was the massing and anneuvers by the Red krmy just across
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Ctec'oslovakia's borders. Llthough the Czech comurists did told or

contcol the most Important positions of goverment and even obtained the

support of the army chief-of-staff, this authority and support may be

I 1mportp.ntly attra uted to sensitivities about contiguous Soviet military

power. 8i

The guarantor of sovietization in Eastern Europe and purges of

Lastern European comunists whom Mosccw did not consider loyal tnough

in the late 1910s was the continued d~ployment of the Red Army in these

nations. One-half to one million Soviet troops remained in Eastern

gmrope after the war. Group Soviet Forces Germany included 22 divisions

and upporting tactical aircraft. Up to eight divisions and supporting

aircraft were emplaced in Poland, Hungary, Czechoslovakia and Rumania.

And behind these formations were the 50-60 divisions in the western military

districts of the USSR. -8y vay i-f contrast, the United States, Great Britain

and Frarce so reduced their forces that together they maintained only ten

divisions in Western Europe prior to the Korean War. United States troops

in the region numbered approximately one-hundred thousand and worldwide

totalled only 1.5 million. 9/

The Balkans

The usage of $)viet mil-tary power in the Balkans presents an interesting

'tontrast to the pattern followed in Fastern Europe proper. The Red Army

found its way !nto Yugoslavia only for a brief moment. In 1944-45 Stalin

felt the existenct of stron,* ties with and, no doubt, the ability to dominate

ithe Yugosl&v communists who, as a rpsult of their leading role in the

partisan movement, witre dome.itcally well rooted and able to gain quick

,ontro in the wake of the Cermau army'. retreat lefore the Russian legions.

. ... • .... ............ ...... --.-- ..
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Hence the Red Army was not diverted to the occupation of Yugoslavia after

the liberation of Belgrade, but was directed out of the country to obtain

the liberation and occupation of other prizes. 10/ Stalin was correct

about the ability of the Yugoslav communists to consolidate their position

without the direct help of Soviet military pouer, but was terribly mistaken

about Tito's and his colleagues' willingness to accept the USSR's leading

role in decisions affecting Yugoslavia.

Albania was completely Lypassed by the Red Army. Moreover, between

the oustei" of the Nazis and the break with Tito in 1948, Moscow considered

Albania within Yugoslavia's sphere of influence. It was at least half

expected that Belgrade would actually incorporate the country as Moscow

had the Baltic states earlier. Milovan Djilas has reported that Stalin

sggested this as late as January 1948 at a Kremlin meeting. 11/ At a

February 1948 meeting in Moscow Stalin expressed a different view, however,

and opposed vigorously Belgrade's deployment of an air force fighter

regiment and plani to dispatch two divisions to Albania. (The issue,

though, was Yugoslavla's exhibition of foreign policy independence, not

Albanian sovereignty.) 12/

Beginning in July 1948, Tirana used the crisis in Soviet-Yugoslav

relations that had erupted in March to denounce Belgrade's influence in

Albania. Yugoslav econom.tc, mi'llitary, and other missions were forced to

withdraw, and various bilateral agreements were terminated. As replace-

rients, Soviet military and other missions were sought, Albania's objective

beirn to obtain the USSR as a guarantor of its independence. 13/ Stalin

meant to inczease Soviet influence in Albania and isolate Belgrade.
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Thus Russian arms, equipment and advisers poured in and the Albanian

armed forces were remodeled in the Soviet image. 14/

As in Tu~oslavia and Albania, the Bulgarian Communist Party too

anjyed a degree of popularity, and unlike in Poland, Hungary, Rumania

and what became East Germany, there was no reason for concern about

nvtionalist, anti-Russian sentivrnts. Rather the opposite was true;

which is not to say that purges and more brutal means of eliminating

oyposition were not necessary before local communist control was con-

solidatti. 15/ This accomplished, though, Soviet military units were

withdrawn from Bulgaria in December 1947, 16,/ Moscow has had no reason

to regret this withdrawal, unlike that from Rumania in 1958. The

Bulgarian Communist Party remained the most loyal ruling communist party

in the world.

Korea

As long as the Great Patriotic War lasted in Europe, Stalin war

pleased to abide by the terms of the Soviet-Japanese Neutiality Pact

signed in Moscow on April 13, 1941. On April 4, 1945, with the end of

the war in Europe in clear sight, Stalin denounced the pact, xnd during

the next four months 39 Soviet divisions were redeployed to the Far Last,

doubling the Red Army's size in that theater to about 1.6 million xen.

On August 9, 1945, three days after Hirochima, but also three months to

the day after VE-Day as Stalin prmised at Yalta, a massive Soviet

'.offensive was mounted against Japanese forces in Manchuria and %orea. 17/

-_ Making the most of their careful preparations, overwhelming superiority

and the weakened state of the enemy, Soviet armed forces occupied in

I,
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approximately eleven days all of Manchuria, Korea south to the 38th

parallel, and the nouthern part of Sakhalin Island. 18/ Only in part

can this offensive be related to the objective of insuring thp defeat

of Japan, for it also afforded the USSR influence over the political

future of East Asia. Moscow used the opportunity to attemnpt the establish-

uent of communist regimes in Korea and China and to improve its long-term

security position.

Soviet troops occupied northern Korea in accordance with prior

Allied agreement. Unlike in China, however, where Moscow sought only to

strengthen the position of the local communists, Soviet military power

in Korea was utilized to guarantee the establishment of a full-fledged

communist regime under the leadership of Kim Il-sung. Like a number of

others who formed the leadership of what eventually became the Korean

Workers Pzrty, Kim hd earlier fought with the Red Army in Europe and

entered Korea in the uniform of a Sov:iet offi.cer. 19/

The full establisment of a communist regime in Korea was accomplished

in stages in a time context not tco dissimilar from the concurrent political

change being shepherded in its Eastern Europe. Notwithstanding the facade

of a coalition government by Korean nationalists and communists, real

power rea.ted with Soviet authorities who used the occupation to confirm

couatrol by Kim and his asocciates. in 1946 th& formiation of a new socio-

economic order got underway, and in 1947 a communist-dominated North Korean

,.eople's Assembly w&2 elected. A constitution was ratLfid in july 1948

and in September the formation of the Democratic People's Republic of

Korea was formally announced. With this final step accomplished Moscow

felt confident enough to terminAte the Red Army presence in North Korea.
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The withdrawal was completed in late 1948. 20/ Also by this time, the

Nationalists had been driven out of Manchuria, and Chiang Kai-shek's

forces had begun to crumble. Thus the regime created in Pyongyang

represented not a thin geostrategic extension of Soviet influence, but

a buffer to Chinese and Soviet security in Northeast Asia.

Withdrawals and Failures

Moscow also sought to use its military power in China and Iran after

the war to establish regimes sharing Marxist-Leninist ideals, supportive

of Soviet state interests, and amenable to Moscow's direction. As in

Germany and Korea, the Red Army occupied substantial portions of China

and Iran and supported local communist parties. In the end, though, the

Red Army withdrew from these countries without communist regimes able to

stand on their own having been established.

In Manchuria the Soviet military comm'and under Marshal R. Ta Malinovsky

began to support the communists almost immediately upon the termination of

hostilities, notwithstanding the Treaty of Friendship and Alliance Between

the Republic of China (the Nationalists) and the USSR signed on August 14,

1945. Within three months more than 200,000 Chinese comunist troops had

been infiltratea into the area. Of further importance was the handing over

of captured Japanese arm, .o these forces and their being allowed to recruit

among ex-Manchukuon army personnel and enlist as local police. Chinese

-Communist Party organizational efforts also were facili'iated.

On the other hand, uncertainty that the Chinese communists would

triumph led Moscow to allow Nationalist troops to be airlifted to Manchuria

in November 1945. At the same time an attempt was sade to wrest long-term

.----.. . ... . .
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economic concessions from the Chiang Kai-shek government; as in Germany,

a massive amount of industry in Manchuria was stripped. That the National-

ists were allowed to gain control over south-central Manchuria prior to the

Soviet withdrawal, finally achieved in April 1946, and the fact of the with-

drawal itself seems to have been linked tothe landing of more than 100,000

U.S. troops in northern China and Soviet concern that the United States

might become more directly involved in deciding the future of China than

it had been up until then. With the situation in China fluid and a

communist triumph uncertain, Moscow seems to have concluded that a favor-

able outcome was more likely in the absence of Soviet and U.S. forces (which

too were withdrawn) than otherwise.

Aside from the role Stalin imagined U.S. armed forces might otherwise

play, there was also to be considered the security of the Soviet naval base

at Port Arthur and speci&_ rights in Dairen, obtained formally in the Yalta

agreement and further sanctified in the aforementioned treaty with the

Nationalists. (A further Yalta and Chinese concession to the USSR was the

restoration of joint ownership of the Manchurian Railway.) In late 1945

and early 1946 U.S. aircraft flew quite near and in some instances over

these Soviet positions and in early March 1946, just prior to the Soviet

withdrawal, these positions were reinforced and overflying U.S. military

aircraft were fired upon. 21/

Further toward an explanation of the Soviet military withdrawal from

Manchuria iv the midst of ongoing conflict in China, Moscow's relationship

with the Maoist forces was aot especially close. For one thing, the Maoist

forces owed Moscow little in terms of past support, going back to the 1920s;

also, the ideological distance between the two was not small. Not
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surprisingly, the Soviets sought at various junctures to give advantage

( to the more loyal comxunist group led by Li Li-s-n. 22/ After the Soviet

withdzawal the Kremlin afforded Mao little militacy support during the

Chinese Civil War, going only so far as to occupy in 1947 Raiyang Island,

which the USSR may have wanted to hold onto itself, and to harass Chinese

nationalist aircraft at the very end of the war--after it was clear that

the United States would not militarily oppose a comunist triumph in China.23/

At almost precisely the same time that the 300,000 Soviet troops

occupying Manchuria were withdrawn in April 1946 Moscow recalled its force

of 60,000 troops emplaced in northern Iran. The Red Army entered Iran

originally in 1941 in joint agreement with Britain to safeguard the oil

fields and ensure the security of the couthern supply route to the USSR.

Moscow also used the opportunity to create the counist led Tudeh Party

and to establish, in December 1945, an Autonomous Republic of Azerbaijan

and a Kurdish People's Republic. Soviet intentions were thus blatant.

What was equally clear, Moscow did not intend to recall the Red Army in

accordance with the agreement made at Teheran in 1943 until these

structures were made firm. Indeed, in October 1945, fresh Soviet forces

were sent into Azerbaijan and in Novtber Iranian troops in Tabriz were

given the choice--really an jltimatum--of either soving south or Joiniig

a unv Azerbaijani army. When an Iranian relief force then moved toward

TatLri-', it was halted by Red Army units. 24/ That Stalin was vi'ling to

back off in Iran only a few months later seems to have been heavily

related to the sudden and strong interest taken by the United States in

- the Inte*im. As President Truman saw it, "the Soviet Union pe;:sisted in

(

i! ........................ ~
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its occupation until I personally saw to it that Stalin was informed

that I had giver, orders to our military chiefs to prepare for the movement

of our ground, sea and air forces. Stalin then did what I knew he would

do. He moved his troops out." 25/

Taker togethar, the decisions not to have Soviet troops stand fast

in either China or Iran appear to have been occasioned by (1) a concern

to limit the level of U.S. hostility to the USSR while Eastern Europe was

being secured; and (2) an unwillingness to risk Soviet prestige or security

in crises with the United States over these territories. In the wake of

the Red Army's departure from Azerbaijan, Iranian troops quickly terminated

communist control in the area and carried out a program of tough repression.

No doubt, Stalin understood this.

A third event in what in retrospect was a retrenchnent by Moscow of

its position in Asia while power was being consolidated in Eastern Europe

was the failure to take forceful action to obtain the cession of territory

from Turkey and joint control of the Dardanelles. On the basis of the 1939

Nazi-Soviet Pact, the allies' agreements it Yalta and Potsdam, the Soviet-.

Chinese treaty of 1945, and the postwar peace treaties, the USSR expanded

to include the Baltic atates, the eastern half of prewar Poland, chunks

of Finland, Rumania and Czechoslovakia, the southern half of Sakhalin

Island and Kurile islands, naval bases in Porkalla and Port Arthur, special

rights in Dairen and joint control of the Manchurian Railway. Considering

these concessions, the fact that Turkey was not supportive of Soviet

interests during the war, and the weakness of Britain and until then

disinterest by the United States, it is not surprimiug that in 1945

Moscow called upon Ankara to give up the provinces of Kars and Ardahan

- - *'t,'.;- ~ ~ - * -.
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and allow tite USSR a naval base in the area of the Straits. The two

provinces, moreover, had been part of Russia at one time in the past. 26.1

In support of these demands Moscow concentrated large numbers of

troops along with armor and aircraft on the Bulgarian &nd Iranian frontiers

with Turkey in early and mid-March 1946; at the same time Moscow was

announcing its retention of Soviet military units in Iran. 27/ Also as

in the case of Iran, though, Moscow backed off by April--on the 5th of

which the U.S.S. hissouri docked in the harbor of Istanbul in a symbolic

show of U.S. military power and interest in Turkey. 28/ Stalin clearly

was not interested in a serious crisis with the United States over the

Soviet position i Southwest Asia.

Preserving the Communist Communilty

Soviet leaders rave always picturtd the USSR as the first state and

beacon of the communist world. For their part, the other members of this

community have been pleased to make claim to Moscow's succor and to allow

the Krem lin to feel responsible for their security.

Until at least 1965, though , what Soviet loaders said about their

commitment to the security of other communist nations was not a good

means for predicting Kremlin bebavio . Between the end of the Second

World War and the aid-1950s Soviet leaders probably understated their

degree of commitment to Eastern Europe, while .n the next decade, into

the Vietnam War, Moscow's willingness to militarily support communist

regimes outside of Eastern Europe was overstated. Whatever the rhetoric,

though, the use of Soviet military uuits to support fraternal nations Las

alwa~ys been prudent where the risk of coaflict with the United States has

(
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existed. Rhetoric and military action have been in greater concordance

since 1965 when Khrushchev's succtsaors had to respond tothe Unitad States'

Initiation of the air war against North Vietnsm.

The Special Importance cf Eastern Europe

Between 1943 and 1948 Moscow signed treaties of friendship and mutual

aid with the various nar.ions of Eastern Europe. The Soviet security

commitments in these agreements, though, were directed at future aggress: on

by Germany %hich, In the Amiediate postwar context, was a divided and

occupied nation. 29/ Soviet statements after the Second World War avoided

military comitments to the new communist r*gimes in Eastern Europe.

Marshal Konew, fot exawple, related on Armed Forces Day 1951: "the Soviet

Armed Forces reliably protect the peace vhich has been won, the sacred

frontiers of our motherland, and the state interests of the USSR." 30/

The term "state Lriterests" might caution those who would upset arrangeruents

of concern to the Kremnlin; but this vagary did not postulate a commitment

C to anything in particular.

Stalin might 'have withdr.avn from all or some of the occupied Eastern

European nations if, for example, one year after the war the United States

had threatened to use nuclear weapons @Sainst the USSR. In light o! the

U.S. demobilization by then, no such demand would have been credible tn

the absence of a nuclear threat; nor would any Western conventional

military probe or other action toward t:.ts end have been successful.

Sev.et militcry power in Europe was probably adequ;te to the task of

conventional defense in 1945; it surely was in 1946.

Actually U.S. demobilization and domestic political circumstances made

it Impossible for the Truman administration to contemplate threntening war

. . ~ 4 4 . . . . . . o ... ~ o-
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against the USSIL ecept upon severe provocation bv Moscow in a region nnt

%.ynsidered a part of the Soviet sphert--for example, Western Europe or

perhaps the Middle East. Excepting the Berlin blockade, Stalin did not

offer such provocaticii and Soviet stateents of cotitzent to the nascent

communist egines in E.stern Europe were restrained. Meanwhile the Red

Army, by its size ani d-ployment in the region, was an effective guarantor

of Szviet hegemony in any circarastance other than the threat of nuclear

wat. Not sufficient by itself, rhetoric to this effect was not necessary.

Such stattment was afforded wi.h less risk upon Soviet acquisition of

atz -ntermadate and then intercontinental nuclear weapons delivery capnbility.

It was also more in ?.-eeping with the personality of ,Nikita Ktrushchev.

The comitmnent by the USSR expressed in the Treaty of Warsaw signed in

1955 vs not gratuitois, however, being motivated in large part by the

'United States' decision to rua.r West Germany. Moscow was not alone in

Its concern that a rearmed Federal Republic might in tine act aggressively

to) upse- the de facto postwar settlements in Central and Eastern Europe;

Europeans generally were anxious about this developmer.*.. Eastern Europeans

were appreciative of article four of the Treaty of Warsaw which daclared:

In the Qvent of &med attack in Eurcpe on
one or more of the parties to the Treaty
by any state or group of states, each of
the Parties to the Trea.y ..shall Imed.ately...
come to the assistance of the EaLe or Stats
attacked vth all such means as it deep's
necess&iry, including armuti force....

•The treaty and the organization it esttbl~shed served other Soviet

Interests: j1/

The Red Army's continued deployment in )Xa tern Europe was legitimized,

a matter of fedlate impcrtance Insofar as the basis for the presence of

(



Soviet military men in Rumania and Hungary was the USSR's occupation of

Austria. It was not coincidental that Moscow was willing to formally

conclude the Austrian State Treaty only on May 15, 1955, the day after

the Treaty of Warsaw was signed. The letter #lso reinforced the perception

of the USSR and nations of Eastern Furope as a bloc and provided an

institutional means for the USSR to transmit lints of policy to bloc

members. Of further value, the Warsaw Treaty Organization(WTO) sanctioned

the integration of its signatories' aroed fvrces under the unified command

of Soviet officers. Soviet military leaders have since worked hard to use

the WTO as an Instrument to dispose Eastern European mili.ta'y men favorably

to the USSR. 32/

Intervention in Eastern Europe

Of course, the purpose of Soviet military power in Easte.'n Europe goes

beyond interest in forward defense of the USSR and guaranteeing the

sovereignty of these nations, The West, for its part, hs never Seriously

probed the USSR's position in the region; the only manifest use of Soviet

military power in response to unprovoked Western military action during

the past third of a century has beer to attack and shect down single

NATO aircraft intruding into Eastern European airspace. Making the record

complete are those reports in 1951 of several dozen Soviet aircraft being

sent to Albania to help intercept planes carrying emigre guerrillas and

leaflets. 33/

The continued torward deployment of the Red Ary has also guaranteed

-,the existence of communist regimes in Eastern Europe Qnd their allegiance

to the UESR. Large-size Soviet armed forces have been called upon on a



number of or~casions to rtspond to undesirable polittcal dcvelop~ent.-. In

xhe region. The degree to which Moscow has been willing to go in using

wailit&:y power to suppress political change in Eastern Europe would appear

related to three concerns: 1) the continued &xisrence of a Marxist-Leninist

re-gine of unquestioned authority; 2) the danger of the disside.nt state

leaving the WTO, and of its joining the Western alliance-, and 3) the degree

of expected resistance to the use of Soviet armed forces. Mere disloyalty

by co~unist regimes In Eastern Europe has not been enough to bring about

violent Sov.,et military action. Thus the Rod Army forcefully intervened

in East Germany in 1953, in Hungary in 1956, and in Czechoslovakia in

1968. But M~oscow vent only 50 far as shows of fctce when it responded in

1.9, 1951 and, it would appear, again in 1974 to Yugoslovia's independent

course; in 1956 to the Poznan. demonstrations and Poland's "October," and

to the 1970 demonstrations in Poland; and in 1968 and 1971 to Rumaniia'%;

beterodoxy.

Insurrections in the Street

In late May 1953, three months after Stalin's death, the Esst German

goveriment raised production norms in a number of industries to improve

economic efficiency. East Berlin workers responded angrily and on Jut~e 16

staged large demonstrAtions. Quickly the fervor in the streets led to

verbal and physicmi Attackv, on comill tist off icials, the hauling dc-%'n of

the red flag from p;3blic- buildings, and a siege of the govermea. The

next day three Soviet slechani2ed diviisions sealed off the city, seized

key points within 1-t and sy~,ce:,itically onded the insurroction by force

of arms, killing or wounding perhaps a thousand people. 341 Similar

scones wer* repeated In Fegdeberg, Leipzig, Dretden sind other East German
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cities to whizh news of the East Berlin insur: ection had spread. We

may surmise that Walter Ulbricht's East German regime was as mortified

by these events as Moscow.

If a loyal communist regime was to continue to exist in East Germany,

the only answer was Soviet military power. Not until 1952 did the USSR

decide to create a real East German army out of the Garrisoned People's

Police, which in May 1953 numbered about 100,000. The transition to a

regular army had not been n.ampleted when the June riots erupted. More-

over, the performance of these unitc on the first day of the uprising was

mixed; they could not have been depended upon to suppress the rebellion. 35/

Finally, while Moscow pictured the Red Army in the GD". as a guest come to

protect East Germany against Western aggression, the USSR ond net the

Ulbricht regime held legal rights in Berlin which theoretically remained

under four power control. In the event of a sizable disturbance Ir. West

Berlin, although not in West German cities, the Western allies almost

certainly would have turned to their military power at hand to restore

order.

Moscow responded to popular demonstrationa in Poland in 1956 and in

1970 quice differently. In late June 1956, after a delegation from a

large Poznan engineering enterprise failed to obtain satisfactory coucessions

on wages and benefits frcm the goverment, the factory workers called a

strike and took to the streets where they were joined by large numbers of

other citizens. In short order the protest turned into soaething of an

-uprising against the regime. A prison was opened, the headquarters of

the security forces was attacked, dnd &long with slogans such as 'we want

bread' were heard chants of 'dorn with the Soviet occupation', 'down with

C.
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Communism' an 'down with dictatorship'. 36/ Warsaw and other Polish

cities remained quiet, however, and no sense of siege existed. The

Polish regime, led by Edw&rd Ochab and Josef Cyrankiewicz, responded by

having Poiish armored unite do what Coviet tanks and troops had done
! three ymars earlier in last Germany, though it meant killing or -iounding

several hundred Poles by the time the turmoil was quelled and the streets

were made clear. The effectiveness of Warsaw's response obviated any need

for Moscow to or, ,er Soviet military units to openly intervene. The only

role of the Red Army in these events was thus limited to patrolling the

rolis-East German border to apprehend demonstrators seeking escape

through the GDR to the West.

A decade and a half later a goverment economic decision was again

respousible for setting off violent unrest in Poland. Just before Christmas

the Gomulka regime mad(, known a broad range of 1970 price increases that

were expected to add 20 percent to the average family food bill as well

as major boosts to the costs of fuel and clothing. Notwithstanding the

announcement at the same time of pr:tlc reductions for household and other

consumer goods and a new bonus system, the next day--December 14, 1970--

rioting broke out in Gdansk and spread to nearby towns in the Baltic area.

The Communist party and other public buildings and a Soviet merchant ship

were set afire, polit 'cal au. hnrities were attacked, and barricades were

buit; und in other major F(oish c-Ities workers forced industrial slowdowns

and engaged in other forn of deonstration. 37/

Though umbarrassed and forced to retreat on its economic pronouncements,

the leadership in Uarsaw riesponded firmly to restore order. Two Polish

divisimns were deployed north and together wi.th large police formations

suppressed the distutbances forcefully, causing bfidreods of casualties.
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A Danish journalist sav the 'brutality at Itast as great as that used t.uy

the Nazi militia in Copenhagen during tbe war'. L8/ If M~oscow did not

like this citizen outburst, it tgain. had no cause to doubt Warsaw's

overall control and intent and competence to restore local authority.

As in 1956, Red Amuy units acted only to ceal off ?oland's western

border. As a matter of further precaution, it alsts Ippears that Soviet

military units in East Germany were moved north toward the Baltic area.

It is also possible that in response to the turmoil in P'oland in both

1956 and 1970 sizable Soviet military units elsewhere in Eastern Europe

or the USS5Z were placed on alert for possible deployment.

In each of these three ca,-es of popular outburst, the local

commnist regime perceived the situation at hand as a threat to

its authority and was willing to support or itself followei a course

of action satisfying Sov.iet interests. What brought about manifest

Soviet intervention in East Germany in 195r3 but not 4.n Poland ir Jtvre 1956

or 1970 was, most essentially, the GDR governmeat's inability to i-tself

rapidly restore control. In this circumstance, the massive and xready

Soviet military presence in East Germany, the importance of Germany

to the USSR and Soviet legal Jurisdiction in ;;'art Berlin ment an

extremely low threshold to interention.

Assertions of Independence

Quite diffpreyit circumstrnces were presented to the! Iremlin by

Yugoslavia in the late 1.940s, Poland and Hungary in the fall of 1956,

and in later years by Rumania, Czechoslovkia and. Yugoslavia #gain.

Thretts and military d&uonstrations were the Krins reactions to

those develop&--nts in Yugoslavia, Poland wad Rumwiia, while for

Htmgary and C?.echcoslovviia milita,.y suppressicn was the end res~'t.

Why this difference Ahen in each of these instances the USSRl was faced
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by a disobediet government? Perspectives of security and ideology

would havc provided as much justification for interventious to terminate

Yugoslavia's independent course, Poland's "October," or Rumaniats heterodoxy

as for those actions in Hungary and Czechoslovakia. What then explains

the USSR's dlffering behavior? Aside from idiosyncratic factors, the keys

again appear to be local regimc control over its populace and the course of

domestic events;the degree of regine adherence to Maixist-Leninist political

precepts and retention of formal alliance with the USSR; and %he capacity

and will of the regime tc resist Soviet intervention by force. Regarding

the last point Christopher Jones has argued the case in the following

terms:

An East European Communist who has obtainEd
control of his party and his country by taking a
stand as both a natioaalist and socialist can
deter a Soviet military intervention if he makes
three things clear to Moscow: (1) his at-wy and
people will go to war in defense of their national
sovereignty; (2) the party members who collaborate
with the Soviets will be charged with treason;
(3) the East European Communists under attack will
continue their resistance underground or in exile. 39/

Yuaoslavia: The One That Got Away

In June 1948, tfter exchanging harsh polemics for months, the

Soviet controlled Cz mmist Information Bureau (Cominform) fini!!y

expelled the "Tito clique" from the bloc and world commnist movement.

At the same time, 3ulgaria and Albania began to pro--oke border incidents

with Yugoslavia, apparently to intimidate bellpade and exhaust its

defense forces. Withstanding this pressure, Yugoslavia was subjected

in August-November 1949 to what seemed an ultimatum signed by V. Molotov

S!
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and the presence on its borders of up to nine Soviet divisions. These

forces were supplemented by Rumanian and Bulgarian (and perhaps Hungarian)

military formations. 40/

Yugoslavia's original sin lay in its unwillingness to accept

Soviet dictation of its iomestic affairs and i.:tra-bloc behavior. What

appears to have prompted Moscow's show of force in 1949 was Belgrade's

request for a U.S. Export-Imoort Bank credit. President Truman acceded

to this request in August and in September a loan of $20 million

was annoumced. Further loans were arr-Lged in October from the

International Monetary Fund ed the World Bank (Intern.'tional Bank

for Reconstruction and Development).

Nevertheless, Stalin could have had little doubt that Tito

was a committed communist or that he and his colleagues intended to

maintain a "dictatorship of the Iro!stariat.' Indeed, Yugoslavia

hadin Zbigniew Brzezinski.'s words, "the most orthdoox, the Rost

Stalinist, the most Soviet type of regime in East Europe." 41/

Tito persecuted non-Communists as well as Cominform commtrists.

Previously Belgrade bad been at the forefront within the bloc

denouncing imperialism and taking hostile initiatives even agairst

the United States--as whe, it shot i.t and forced down two U.S.

aircraft, threatened to seize Trieste by force, and held trials

in which those in the dock were smccused of being imperialist

agents. Moscow could also mderstad that it hvd drive'

Yugoslavia into economic relations with the West.

The Yugoslav !:orrades, though, unlike other or todox cor.mumists

in Sastern Europe, were home grown mad bad good rapport with the p- pulace.
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As a result of his wartime leadership, Tito himself was an immensely

popular figu-;e. Re also appeared t'o have the means and intent to resist

Soviet intervention, first by organized combat in the field and thereafter

by guerrilla warfare, such as the German army was subjected to during World

War 11. Stalin was not willing to incur the cost of major fighting and

casualties, the prospect of serious long-term resistance, and the risk of

the United States airlifting military aid to Yugoslavs. The West had just

recently defeated the Berlin blockade and in April 1949 the North Atlantic

Treaty had been signed. As U.S. diplomats reported, Stalin was prepared

only for a "war of nerves." 42/

A new threat appeared directed at Yugoslavia in September 1951 when

Soviet bombers painte6. with Yugoslav markings massed i~ear its borders. 43/

This 2ction was probably in responr'e to recent high level visits exchanged

by Washington and Belgrade-including the Yugoslav cbief-of---taff and U.S. Mutual

Security administrator Averell Harriman-and the beginn.ng of U.S. military

assistance to Yugoslavia. Insofar as the Red Army waa net at this time

concentrated on Yugoslavia's borders, no Soviet threa;: to actually invade

vas detectable.

It is of further interest that a quarter of a century' and several

cycles of Soviet-Yugoslav relations later, large-scale Soviet and Hungarian

troop movements were reported close to Yugoslavia's border with Hungary in

September 1974, apparently as a cauion to Pelgrade which then had on

trial a group of alleged "Cominforziats" (pro-Soviet communists). ±4/

Tito could infer from this circumstance a warning by the Kremlin that

an anti-Soviet campaign in Yugosltvia would lead to dangerous tension

between the two nations. something highly undesirable to the aged marshal
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who had to contemplate what circumstances might lower the likelihood to

Soviet intervention following his death. Belgrade thereafter sought to

smooth out its relations with Moscow and its Eastern European neighbors

and to dispel the image of confrontation that had developed. 45/

Poland's "October" and the Hungarian Revolution

As the road to and from Germany, and as its immediate neighbor

to the west, important political developments in Poland have always

been of great significance to the USSR. So the Kremlin was horrified

in October 1956 on learning that it was the intent of a majority of

the Polish commuist party (Polish United Workers Party) politburo

to politically resurrect Wladyslaw Gomulka and oust the Stalinist

hard-line and pro-Soviet minority members--the so-called Natolinist

faction, including Polish defense minister and military commander

Konstantin Rokossovsky, a Soviet marshal of Polish ancestry.

Gomulka, who had been a victim of Stalin's purges in the late 1940s

and who had languished in prison as a result of his championing

national commnism in the late 1940s was to be elected to the Polish

Politburo and First Secretary of the Party. 46/

To Warsaw to head off this prospect flew a Soviet delegation

that included Soviet Politburo members Khrushchev, Mikoyan, Iolotov

and Kaganovich, the commander-in-chief of the Warsaw Pact and some

ten other Soviet generals. 47/ While the Kremlin leaders raged at

their Polish coumterparts, ominous So-iet military movements were

also underway. Beginning in early October the number of Soviet

divisions in Poland was increased from three to seven, three of these

additional uniLs entering from East Germany and the fourth from the USSR.

!Q
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Those Soviet divisions normally stationed in western Poland meanwhile

moved east, toward Warsaw, and stopped only when they were less thaan

100 miles from the capital. Soviet warships appeared in the Gulf of

Gdansk. Needless to say, Soviet forces within Poland could have been

further reinforced; it would be incredible to think Soviet units in

the western USSR were not then on a high state of alert.

Like the Yugoslavs, the Poles did not behave like lcembs, however.

The 50,000 man Polish internal security force was mobilized, factor),

workers were armed, and Gomulka appeared ready to make a dramatic -radio

speech calling upon the Polish people to resist Soviet interveiftion

as strongly as possible. The Polish armed forces, notwithstanding.

its Soviet and pro-Soviet commanders, also could not be counted upon

by Moscow, and might well have turned on the Russian forces if they

had been called upon by Gomulka to do so; Polish air force units

provided Warsaw regular reconaissance data on the movwments of Soviet

troops. The determination of Gomulka and his supporters was perhaps

evidenced most strongly when Polish troops standing before a Soviet tank

column 25 miles from Warsw stopped their advance.

Gomulka, though, also offered the Kremlin delegation important

assurances: The complete authority of the Party was going to be

maintained; movement toward liberalization was not going to be allowed

to proceed; and anti-Soviet sentimnts were not going to be tolerated.

Warsaw did not differ with the USSR on important elements of security

or foreign policy; the Poles wanted only greater control over their

domestic affairs. In short,Gomulka presented the Jaage, kot of an

I , ° ~.................. ....... ... ...~- .... o...oo. ........ -
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Those Soviet divisions normally stationed in western Poland eanwhile

moved east, toward Warsaw, and stopped only when they were less than

100 miles from the capital. Soviet warships appeared in the Gulf of

Gdansk. Needless to say, Soviet forces within Poland could have been

further reinforced; it would be incredible to think Soviet units in

the western USSR were not then on a high state of alert.

Like the Yugoslavs, the Poles did not behave like lambs, however.

The 50,000 man Polish internal security force v-qs mobilized, factory

workers were armed, and Gomulka appeared ready to make a dramatic radio

speech calling upon the Polish people to resist Soviet intervention

as strongly as possible. The Polish armed forces, notwithstmding

its Soviet and pro-Soviet comnanders, also could not be coimted upon

by Moscow, and might well have turned on the Russian forces if they

had been called upon by Gomulka to do so; Polish air force units

provided Warsaw regular reconaissance data on the movements of Soviet

troop:. The determination of Gomulka and his supporters was pexhaps

evidenced most strongly when Polish troops standing before a Soviet tank

column 25 miles from Warsaw stopped their advance.

Gomulka, though, also offered the Kremlin delegation important

assurances: The complete authority of the Party was going to be

maintained; movement toward liberalization was not going to be allowed

to proceed; and anti-Soviet sentiments were not going to be tolerated.

Warsaw did not differ with the USSR on important elements of security

or foreign policy; the Poles wanted only greater control over their

domestic affairs. In short,Gomulka presented the image, not of ank
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anti-Soviet demcrat or liberal comm:wtist, but of a tough Marxist-

Leninist who promised continued strong Polish-Soviet ties on a fiTWr

foudi-.tion. Although probably unconvinced, the Soviet l4ers left

Warsaw willing to give Gomulka tine to prove hiitself. They were not

disappointed, particularly insofar as they might have reflected further

on the prospect of intervening Suviet fo:ces neetng fierce rtsistance

and incurri.ng the long-term hatred of the Polish people.

Only thiee days after the Khrushchev-Govulka standoff in Warsaw

and idlitary confrontation near the capital, the Kremlin faced a

political explosion in Humgary. Prompted by events in Polaad, ut

related more funfmentaily to the process of de-Stalinization within

Htmgary that had occurred pr viously, 4 very poor economy, and

in the end to the dspised pro-Soviet government of Erno Gero's

political irrezoluion in dealing with demands by workers, intellectuals

and students, the people of Budapest took to the streets on October

23. By day's end the great statue of Stalin had been toppled, a number

of demonstrators had been shot, the people were obtaining arms,and

Hungarian troops, sent to quell the disturbance, had joined the

demonstrators. With the situation out of control and the .rebellion

spreading, three Soviet armored divisions were called upon to restore

order. On October 20-22 and, it would seea, related to earlier studant

activism in Budapst, floating bridget had been aisembled on the Soviet-

Hurgariart frontiers, Soviet officers on leeve in Rumania had been

recalled, and Soviet forces in western Hungary had begun tc move toward

the capital. 48/
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Un~willing to engage in full-scale combat,bowever, the Kremlin

witnessed a standoff in the Hungarian streets, as the dissidents

attacked Soviet tanks with Jtklotov cor.ktails and responded to Soviet

fire by erecting barricades and otherwise entrenching themselves.

After several days of strtet fighting Moscow allowed Gero to be

geplaced e~s Party first Secretary by Janos Kadar and permitted Imre

Nagy' to fori. a new gove-tnuent. Like Gomulka in Poland, Nagy had been

& Stalin-era purge victim and had substantial public support. Tw'o

days later, with a seinhlancE- PC conti restored, Soviet forces

begat to withdrai. from the capital.

As in O~e case of Poland, this retrenchmecnt seems best explained

as a &-cision by the Kremlin to stand back and tait and see--that is,

to give the ,kCw leadership in Hungary a chance to show that it could

restore Marxist-Leniiist order befoxe taking the consequenti&'l ster.

of imposing a definitive milita-y s~lution. Despite the analogy, Nagy,

who quickly tppeazed the dominant figure, was not a Hungarian Gomul.ka,

and the street situation in Hungary was radically different from in

Poland. Worker, piovincial. and military councils became the order of

the day, the workers mid students did not give up their arms, the

security police were subjected to violent popular repression, und

demands rose for a poroclamation of neutrality and the withdrawal of

all Soviet troops from Htangary. Unable to control these further

developments and being himselF sympathetic to them, Nagy responded by

ab~olishing the one-party state and, after new movements by Soviet troops

were re-orted, announced Hunary's wi thdrawal from the Warsaw Pact.
~.P
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These developr.nts Moscow could .ot accept; its answer was the Red

Army.

Within days 200,000 Soviet troops and 2,000-2,500 tanks were

enggfA. in suppressing the movement toward independence in Hungary,

those units already in the country being reinforced by di-isions drawn

from the USSR, Rt'n.a and Poland. Soviet air strikes supported

these ground forces which, ofter sealing Humgary off from the West

and Budapest within it, used whatever violence was necessary to

destroy its opposition. At least several thousand Hunarians were

killed and many thousands mDre were wounded do r'ng the fighting which,

beginning on November 4, lasted a full week. Terror, to strike

fear ir.tc C ,e populace, was also practiced.

--hile facing this crisis, Mbscow was also concerned that the

combination of Pclands "t00'obe-r" and the uprising in Hfigary might

spread to other Eastern uropean nations. Hence as a precautionary

move, Soviet armo2ed units were deployed to Iulgaria, from which the

Red Army had withdrawn in 1948; additional forces were deployed to East

,Aeruwny; replacement divisions for those sent to Hungary rumbled into

Ruman.a; and 20-40 divisions massed close to crussing points on the

Soviet-Polish border. 49/

R ue'ss and the Rumanian Coda

Unlike limgary in 1956, the threat presented to the USSR by

CMechos; vakia in 1968 evolved over many months. The D bcek jovernment,

wzeovei, rt-taired nuch greater control over developments than did lure
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Nagy; nor were street demonstrations or any other form of popular

insurrection a part of this picture. The slow evolution of events

in Prague, the lack of popular violence, and absence of anti-Soviet

sentients expressed oy the Czech government explains the equally

gradual snd hesit.vt bu,.Idup of the Kremlin's will to intervene

forcefully and, along that road, the demonstrative use of Soviet

militanz• power in the months preceding the August invasion.

I, Jwiua7y 1968 the pro-Soviet and Stalinist Antonin Novotny

was replzced in h~s position as First Secretary of the Czech

comanist party by Alexander Dmbcek. Two months later the emergence

oi a free press was apparent. Then in April, Prague issued the "Action

Program," a document that allowed a role to other political pariies,

the rehabilitation of the victims of talinism, and a general regime

humaniL;tiop. Talk of Prague seeking a major loan from West Germany

was a further sign of umraveling. The last was particularly threatening

to the East German government; both the Go ulka regime in Poland and

East Berlin were snxious that the liberalization in Czechoslovakia would

be seen by their own citizens as an example to be folluwed. 50/

The Kremlin was willing to abandon Novotny and to countenance

some degree of party reform in Czechoslovakia, but the free rein that

the end of censorship allowed was profoumdly upsetting as was the

mo-mment toward a multi-party state. Moscow wanted the Czech

Lcadership to rieturn to prior censorship, which was formally abandoned

in June, to prohibit the expression of anti-Soviet sentiments, sni .s

strictly control the activitieg of the liberal radicals who were pushing

.4 (
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for further reforms. No less upsetting were periodic calle in the media

for a Crechoslovakian position of neutrality in inter-ational affairs.

Perhaps most angerIng of all to the USSR was the August 10 publication

in Rude Pravo of draft party statutes ending dmocratic centralism within

the Czech communist party, while scheduled for September 9 in CicA-oslovakis

was the Fourteenth Extraordinary Party Congress during which pro-Soviet

Central Committe members wete expected to be ousted and replaced by

Dubcek followers who would then velidate the political change that had

taken place. 'The Warsaw Pact uust react before thtis Party Congress can

take pltce,' said Gomulka. 51/

With democratic factionalism and m unrestrained press in Prague

in the offing, the Kremlin had good reason tc believe vbat ..s

influence, let alone control, over evers im C:echoslovakia had eroded

drastically and was about to be terainwted. Another Yugoslavia or

Rumania might have remained tolerable; a Gomulkaist Ciechoslovakia

almost certainly would have bee-,. But Zhe Czech situz:ion in August

1968 resembled Hungary in 1956, minus cmly the street chaos after.

Ire Nag1 had become premie-. Narxis-.-Le.ninist party principles were

being abandoned and it was -etsonabie to conjecture that, if allowed

to, eventually Czechoslovakia would be coopted to the West. For a.1

this political danger, Prague did not threaten to forcefully resist

military intermention by the tSSR iad other Karsaw Treaty w.ebers;

nor could any preparations or other indicators of thi.' intent be

-.iA-cerned. Thus it was reasonable foz the Kremlin to conclude that

those grave political dange.rs it perceived could be aborted it short

order without major violence. The only real danger was the impact of

1*
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this action upon the USSR's international imaae and other relationships.

This was not inhibiting enough.

On August 20 Soviet and .llied armed forces that were to total an

estisate6 400,000 men (29 divisions) began crossing Czechoslovakias

frontiers, supported by a S6viet tactical air-army L, d transport

aircraft that brought sn airborne division into the :ountry on the

night of the invasion. The Soviet divisions weie Pbout equally

drawn from the USSR and elsewhere in Easte-n Europe--no Soviet

-Forces were permanently garrisoned in Czechoslovakia before the

intervention. Poland and East Germany each prr.vided no less than

two divisions; less than division-5ize umits were sent by Hunfary

and Bulgaria. 52/ Althoi.gh it was prepared for n:': ous contingencies,

this invasion force aet no conveational o- guerrilla resistance and

secured its military objectives in short order. The USSR and its

allies built up toward this intervention for many months, however,

;ot only in their increased frustration and verbal diplomacy, but also

in their use of military power.

In March, just after liberalism had begun to flower in Prague,

Soviet and East German troops exercised on short notice near the GDR-

Czech border while Dubcck was being t&' tt the Dresden meeting of

Warsaw Pact leaders then taking place that things were going too far

in Czechoslovakia. 53/ After the Action Program was published, Red

Army urnits in East Germany and Poland were reported wving toward

Czechoslovakia. 54! And, at the end of May, while the Czech central

committee was discussing further reforms, Warsaw Treaty staff exercises

were held in Czechoslovakia. In preparation for full field exercises,

1( $0
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Soviet, Polish and East German units began entering Czechoslovakia in

early June. Tn the midst of the exercises, which began on June 20, Czech

newspapers printed the Two Thousand Words manifesto. lavs ed over the

naes of a number of" prominent signatories, this document called

for a faster-paced democratization and resistance to Soviet pressure.

Although the field exercises in Czechoslovakia ended on July

2, it was not until early August that the participating Soviet

units were completely withdrawn. On top of this pressure, Moszow

orchestrated beginni-ag in the latter part of July Exercise NIEMEN.

Billed as the "largest logistical exercises" in Soviet history,

these joint air and ground maneuvers by Soviet, East German, Polish

and Hungarian forces spanned these four nations' borders with

Czechoslovakia. 55/ Among this exercise's special touches were simulated

nuclear operations and the Kremlin's calling up oi reservists. Also

in July, Soviet navy head Admiral S.G. Gorshkov commanded joint

naval operations, including Polish and East German vessels, in

northern European seas and the North Atlantic. This exercise, cole-

named SEVER, has been seen as "a part of a larger Soviet effort to

deter Western intervention (or counterintervention) in Czechoslovakia...

one part of a widespread and unusually blat.int influence attempt." 56/

Finally, immediately following the NIEMEN exercise which ended on

August 10, new maneuvers were begun in the USSR, Polvid and GDR, and

several days later in Hungary. These proved to be the countdown and

cover for the invasion.

S-
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As soon as Ctechoslovakia wa- secured the Kremlin took the

further step of imparting a serious warning to Rumania to watch its

behavior. Bucharest had entered upon in independent course a half

decade earlier and had caused Moscow geat chagrin by its diplomacy

in the Sino-Seviet dispute, the Arab-Israeli conflict and ot.,er

matters, including those earlier developments in Czechoslovakia.

Prior to the invasion, R.manian party leader Ceaisescu had been

warmly received in Prague and the Rmanian exampie had lent the

Czechs strong 'oral support. Bucharest also had refused tc take

part in auy of the exercises nentioned above or the invasion.

The Rumanians thus may not have been tou surprised in the last

days of August when Soviet forces in Bessaraibia were reinforced and

a military buildup in Bulgaria was reported. Why was Rumania spared

from invasion, though, it may be O.i..? One pert of the answer, I believe,

has been summed up best by Philip Windsor, as follows:

Rumania had never challen&ed tae "leading role of
the Party;" on the contrary, it ceaselessly reaffirmed
it. Rumania did not threaten, as Czechoslovakia had

threatened, to make nonsense of the principles by which
political life in the USSR and the states of Eastern
Europe was conducted, by showing that socialism could
be achieved wlhout the totalitarian apparatus of state
and party control. On the contrary, it ceaselessly
reaffirmed the necessity for sruch control. Even farther,

j the original Rumanian quarrel with the USSR dated from
the Soviet ceciaion to de-Stalinize. . . the Kumanian
challenge was based on an uitrTamcntanism wore papist

than the Pope. 57/

SuchArevt also amde it known that it woald figrt if Wa.Saw

Treaty forees entered the coumtry. A week before the Czech invasion.

Ceausescu related that Rumania was stren-thening its ilitary capability,

( and on the day of the invasion Rumanian armed forces adister Colonel-
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General Ion lonita ordered his forces to be ready to defend the nation

'at a noment's notice 58/ In sum, Rumania's independent course

presented the Kremlin and its Eastern Eurorean allies with a fundamentally

different and less serious political Vareat than did Czechoslc,, Pak

while, ,mlike Prr.gue, Bucharest coi,.,,!d with this the threar of

:resistance to intervention.

Of further significance to the Kremlin were the ramifications

of intervention in Rumania. Only doubtfully would Yugoslavia

ave lent Bucharest practical support in the face of aggression;

it is also difficult to believe the Ikited States would have

done much. Nevertheless, Soviet intervention against a resistant

Rumania would have ignited a much more serious international crisis

than did the occupation of Czechoslovakia, one which Mosccw could

not be as certain about controlling. In a speech on August 30,

President Johnson, after suggesting that the intervention in

Czechoslovakia ight be repeated elsewhere in the days ahead in

Eastern Europe, warned in words borrowed from Shakespeare's

Julius Caesar: "Let no-one unleash the dogs of war." 9/ This

dimension of uncertainty and risk may have further reinforced Soviet

hesitancy about suppressing Bucharest's insolence and independence,

to the extent such action was given serious consideration.

The Kremlin again used military power to caution Rumania in

1971. What particularly upset Moscow then were new initintives by

Ducharest in its ,elations with China and the perception of Rumania's

entering into an ii .eoiwl Balkan federation hostile to the USSR. It

. .......... ............. -....-.- "-.'-- --.-.. .....
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was disclosed in April that Rumanian diplomacy had been dLrected at

promoting improved relations between the United States and China,

Bucharest had also recently improved its relations with Albania giving

rise to speculation about a Belgrade-Bucharest-Tirana axis. Thus in

early June, while Rumanian party leader Ceausescu was visiting China,

the USSR mounted t major military exer-ise near Rumania's borders.

For twElve days ten Soviet divisions (including one airborne division)

and the Black Sea Fleet carried out maneuvers ,hich could not but cause

anxiety in Rumania, as did a request to allow three Soviet divisions to

transit Rumania to Bulgaria to conduct maneuvers there. Then in August

Soviet, Hungarian and Czechozlovak troops condkted exercises in Hungary

near the Rumanian border. These quite abnor-a1 iianeuveis coincided with

a Warsaw Pact conference in the Crimea from which Rumania was excluded,

an action unprecedented since the Bratislava meeting in 1963 prior to

the occupation of Czechoslovekia. The Crimean conference communique

condemned "right-wing and left-wing opportunism"--read Rumania and

Yugoslavia on the one hand and China on the other. 60/

Afterwards the Soviet, Polish, Czechoslovak and Hungarian media

launched a major campaign against Rumania, which unlike Yugoslavia and

Albania, had not been written off by the Kremlin. Moscow was made more

anxious by reports in mid-August of a visit in the fall by Chinese Prenier

Chou En-lii to Rumania as well as to Yugoslavia and Albania. In Lhe end,

though, the Kremlin absorbed Bucharest's further quest for independence,

mollified perhaps by Chou En-lai's not visiting the Balkans after all and

by President Tito'u arguments when Soviet Party Chairmap Brezhnev

I
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visited Yugoslavia with a reported month's notice in September.

Soviet maneuvers scheduled to be held in Bulgaria, the first in five

years, were cancelled at this time, a move which seemed to signal an

end to the tension that had been building up.

The Brezhnev Doctrine

The treaties signed In the 1940s with the USSR by Eastern European

nations did not sanction Soviet intervention Into their domestic affairs

or other intrusion upon their sovereignty. Rather these treaties

stressed national independence and the equality of the parties. 61/

The Brezhnev Doctrine was an attempt to legitimize Soviet military

intervention in Czechoslovakia as well as elsewhere in Eastern Europe

as might occur in the future. Making particular reference to the in-

vasion of Czechoslovakia, but having a general applicability, "Sov-

ereignty and the International Duties of Socialist Countries," printed

in Pravda on September 26, 1968, contained the following passage:

The weakening o.' any of the links in the
world socialist system directly affects all the
socialist countries, which cannot look on
Indifferently when this happens. Thus, with
talk about the right of nations to self-deter-
mination the anti-socialist elements in
Czecboslovakia actually covered up a demand
for so-called neutrality and Czechoslovakia's
withdrawal from the socialist community.
However, the implementation of "self-determina-
tion" of that kind or, in other words, the
detaching of Czechoslovakia from the socialist
community would have come Into conflict with
Czechoslovakia's vital interests and would
have been detrimental to the other socialist
states. Such "self-determination," as a re-
suit of which NATO troops would have been
able to come up to the Soviet borders,

. .. ... .-. . - C-. - I 
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while the community of European socialist
countries would have been rent, would have
mcroached, in actual fact, upon the vital
Interests of the peoples of these countries
and would be In fundamental conflict with
the right of these peoples to socialist
self-determination. 62/

The following week Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei Gromyko told

the U.N. General Assembly:

The countries of the socialist commonwealth
have their own vital interests, their own
obligations, including those of safeguarding
their mutual security and their own socialist
principles of mutual relations based on fra-
ternal assistance, solidarity and international-
ism. 63/

Finally, Party Chairman Brezhnev tolV the Fifth Polish Party

Congress on November 12, 1968:

..when internal and external forces, hostile
to socialism, seek to reverse the develop-
ment of any socialist country whatsoever
in the direction of the restoration of the
capitalist order, when a threat to the cause
of socialism arises in that country, a threat
to the security of the socialist commonwealth
as a whole-this already becomes not only a
problem of the people of the country concerned,
but also a comaor problem and the concern of
all socialist c'untries. 64/

That the Soviet military command also perceived intervention

into the domestic affairs of Eastern European nations as an institu-

tional mission was made clear by Soviet Politburo member and Defense

Minister Marshal A.A. Grechko. "Soviet Armed Forces," he affirmed

In a 1971 treatise:

keep vigilant watch over the aggressive

larigues of the imperialists, and are ready
at any moment with all their might to cone
to the defense of the socialist victories

( ..
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of the allied states. Giving international
aid to Czechoslovakia...was a clear manifes-
tation of the fraternal unity of the socialist
nations and their armies. 65/

In Czechoslovakia this "watch" was confirmed by the establish-

sent of a Soviet Central Group of Forces of five divisions--as in

aungary after 1956, when the Soviet garrison there was increased

from two to five divisions. 66/

Supporting Fraternal Allies

Moscow has not afforded direct military support to communIst

movements seeking power in the third world. Since the 1948 coup in

Czechoslovakia six nations have obtained communist regimes: China

(1949), North Vietnam (1954), Cuba (1961), and South Vietnam,

Cambodia and Laos (all in 1975). The support given the Chinese

communists in the 1940s has already been described. Soviet military

personnel did not aid the Viet Minh against the French or the seizure

of power by Fidel Castro, who did not .ec.lare himself or be3in to

adhere to Marxist-Leninist precepts until after he was in office.

Nor was such help given to North Vietnam, the Khymer Rouge (Cambodia)

or the Pathet Lao (Laos) in support of their actions in the former

SEATO protocol states.

The closest Moscow has come toward providing direct military

support to a communist movement in the third world occurred in the

early 1960s when supplies were air transported to the Pathet Lao and

their North Vietnamese mentors in Laos. This aid was first given to

tVe noncommunist Kong Le-Souvanna Pho&a government in Laos, however.

The similar help gliven the Pathet Lao-North Vietnamese forces in Laos

i
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took place after that government was driven out of Vientiane by the U,.S.

supported forces of General Phoumi Nosavan. Motivated by a continuing

concern to counter Chinese Influence and interest in weakening the U.S.

porture in Southeast Asia, Soviet policy was then directed at the

restoration of a neutralist government In Laos rather than the

establishment of a conn.iist regime. 67/

The essential task of discrete Soviet political-military operations

in Eastern Europe, it was observed, has been to contain and suppress

systemic political change and alternative policy courses sought from

within by the governments and peoples of these nations. Beyond probes

by individual Western military aircraft from time to time, the West has

not directed specific military threats at Soviet allies i, Eastern

Europe. The closest things to exceptions ocurred in 1946 when the

United States responded to Yugoslavia's shooting at and otherwise forcing

down a number of Western aircraft and to incidents over the sovereignty

of Venezia Giulia and Triesto by deploying a number of B-29 nuclear

bombers to Europe, where they flew along the border of Soviet-occupied

territory. Yugoslavia was then considered to be under Stalin's thumb. 68/

Serious external threats were presented in later years to fraternal

Soviet allies outside Eastern Europe, however. North Korea, China, Cuba

and North Vietnam were at one time or another all subjected to the threat

or reality of attack by U.S. armed forces. In the face of continuing

and specific danger to these allies the USSR provided them large volumes

of armaments, economic assistance and technical support; but Soviet armed

forces units were used only In very limited wrys and then with extreme

caution.

oo . ..t. . ..
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In the Korean Wr, the Qq emoy and Cuban missile crises, and the

Vietnam War, I.oscow was more concerned to avoiu1 conflict with the United

States than it was to protect the sovereignty and secuzity of these

aliies. Although the latter may not have expected the USSR to go to

war on their behalf, they did seem to expect the Kremlin to do mar2 than

it was willing to do, particularly during the Khrushchev era in light of

Soviet rhetoric in this period. These allieg of Moscow may have even

felt something of a right to powetful Soviet political-military

demonstrations to caution the United States against directing military

action at them.

The Korean War

When the Red Army departed North Korea in the fall of 1948 it left

behind. in the words of a U.S. National Security Cotmucil memorandum, "a

well organized 'People's Army', officered in part by Soviet citizen

Koreans who formerly served in th2 Red Army, and advised by Red Army

personnel attached to the Soviet 'Embassy' 4n north Korea." 69/

Thereafter the USSR provided Pyongyang a large volume of armaments and

advisory assistance and at some point in 1949-50, Khrushchev has implied,

Soviet combat air units were redeployed to North Korea. 70/

But while Stalin allowed Kim Il-smg the maems for war against the

south, shorly before this cnterprise was launched the USSR withdrewa all

of its "advisors who ware with the North Korean divisions and ragEments,

as well as the advisors who were serving as ronsultants and helping to

build up the army." 71/ Khrushchev tells us that when he questioned this

actlon, Stalin "snapped back at me. 'It's too dangerous to sAcp our
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advisers there. They might be taken prisoner. We dor't want there to

be evidence for accusing us of taking part in this business'." 72/

Assuming the veracity of Xhrushmhev's report, it is nevertheless

difficult to determine whether those Soviet pilots and aircraft, forvard

deployed to North Korea earlier, were also withdrawn prior to the

Invasion or were pulled back shortly after the conflict began; they were

gone by the time the U.S.-led United Nations forces entzred North Korea

after the successful landing at Incaon. It also seems certain that

Soviet pilots never flew over territory not held by North Korean ground

forces; no Russian airmen were ever shot down over U.N. held territory.

Of further importance: Soviet ships and submarines never interfered with

U.S. naval operations In the Sea of Japan or Yellow Sea; Moscow failed

to respond militarily to the accidental bombhig by U.S. aircraft of a

Soviet airfield near Vladivostok in October 1950; and United Nations

forces were allowed to completely overrun North Korea in the fall of

that year. 73/ The weight of indication supports strongly a view of the

USSR as being extremely anxious to avoid provoking a U.S. attack on the

Soviet Far East enJI I .hxt Soviet ailitary Intervention in

North Korea would lead to a nev world war.

If Soviet airuen were in North Korea when Kim launched his attack,

this could be viewed as an mportant sign to Pyongyang of Moscow's

comitzent to at least the defense of North Korea, even if it might not

be a deterrent to the United States Insofar £s this presence was so

tightly maskeed. By contrast, the U.S. Air Force aid report Soviet

aircraft as being present in the area of Shanghai at this time, presumably

*o I4-
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to deter and defend against bombing by ChLnese nationalist Lircraft

coming from Taiwan. 71/ If a Soviet air presence in North Krzea did

exist end had not been masked, it would have risked causing the United

States to reconsider the exclusion of South Korea from the announced

U.S. "defense perimeter ." Presumably, Stalin expected North Korea to

triumph in a conflict with the so,,th and believed, on the basis of

previous U.S. public statements and other behavior, that in the absence

of known Soviet intervention the United States would stand aside fro--

this fratricide. Another hypothesis worth mentioning, though, Pyongyang

may have oegun these hostilities one or even two months earlicr than had

been previously planned and, thus, before an also previously scheduled

withdrawal of Soviet air units. 75/

Chinese, not Soviet, ground forces entered the war after U.F forces

routed the North Koreans and gained control of the entire rnrep- ?P!nsu0z.

Only after the U.N. forces were pushed back and a new front was formed did

Soviet air units reenter the picture. Sometime in 1951, it would seem,

the USSR deployed approximately two air regiments to North Korea, rotating

these squadrons frequently thereafter. Again, though, it is impossible to

say much about their activities. oscow never advertised this presence

and no Soviet pilots were ever brought down over U.N.-held territory.

While perhaps as many as 1000-1500 Soviet pilots were rotated through

these umits, it appears that, at most, their role was to fly defensive

actions. Soviet ground forces also were depliyed after the froat was

stabilized and U.S. objectives were annoticed to be limited. In late 1951

U.S. intelligonce sources placed the total number of Soviet military men ft

Ateliec 4ore pae
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up to about 25,000, including a 5,000 man artillery division and 7,500

antiaircraft artillery personnel. 76/

Out of consideration of Soviet security interests, Staliu was probably

willing to take military action n the event of a Western attempt to vrest

control of northeast China. It may not have been coincidental that a

Soviet aircraft fired on a U.N. fighter patrol in September 1950 just after

an airfield in Manchuria was strafed. Prior to China's entering the war

U.S. intelligence assessments noted the presence in Manchuria of "Soviet-

type jet aircraft" and fifteen Red Army divisions (including or excluding-

the presentation is unclear-46,000 Mongolian Army troops and 40,000 Soviet

artillerymen in Chinese military attire.) At a later date Soviet air units

in lanchuria engaged U.S. aircraft in defensive operations on a number of

occasions, and in one instance unmarked Soviet aircraft operating out of

the USSR clashed with U.S. navy aircraft. Soviet sources have spoken of

the transfer of "several St,.. eir A isions to Chtnn's Northeastern

previnces" and claimed that "in the ensuing air battles Soviet flyers shot

down scores of U.S. aircraft." 77/

All things considere-d, Soviet military activity during the Korean

War was designed most importantly tc not provoke a war between the USSR and

the United States; secondly, to avoid a neighboring U.S. military threat to

the Soviet Far East; thirdly, to maintain a strong alliance with its

comunist neighbors; and only fourthly, to insure the security of those

neie.bors' citi:oens and territory. Notwithstanding the combat engagement

orf Soviet aircraft and Sround air defense unlts and deployments first to

China and then North Korea, Soviet behavior is best characterized as

I--
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cautious and prudent, and not given to recklessness or serious risk-taking.

The usage of Soviet air units in. combat in 1951-53 appeare to have been

allowed only after General Douglas MacArthur wa. fired and the Traman

administration made absolutely clear its inLention to wage only a limited

war and its willingness to accept something close to the status quo ante.

It is very questionable whether China perceived military support rendered

to it by the USSR adequate; it is even more doubtful that the North Koreans

were satisfied.

In the dozen years following the Korema War, China, Cuba and North

Vietnam also faced major danger from the United States and had need of

strong Soviet political-miltary support. Notwithstanding its rhetoric

previous to these crises, the USSR behaved prudently in these instances

too. In each of these cases, as during the Korean War, the Y-remlin

llo-wed no military activity that could be seriously expected to bring

about open U.S.-Soviet conflict. And too, as during the Korean War, the

limit to which Moscow appeared willing to go in supporting these allies

was air defense.

Soviet aircraft atle to deliver nuclear weapons to the United States

became operational in 1954-55. ,On Armed Forces Day 1955 Marshal Yonev

stated that in addlcion to defending the USSR, the Red Army was "the

defender of the interests of the working people cf all nations." Although

this did not represent any specific commitment, the Marshal also chose to

aention at this time the USSR's baving "atomic and hydrogen weapons at its

disposal." 78/

Real expansion in the USSR's expressed willingptss to use military

MA 4 LA
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power to 6efend its allies followed the 1957 launching of the first

Sputnik. Nonintervention by the Wett In the 1956 political crises in

Poland and Hungary and active U.S. opposition to Iritain and Frince in

the Suez crisis that fall probably provided additional confidence. Thus

n May Day 1958 Marshal Mallnovsky was able to say: "The Soviet Army,

Air Force and Navy are Ptrong enough to thwart any attempts of Imperialist

reaction to disrupt the peaceful labor of our people or the unity arli

solidarity of the socialist camp." 791

The Offshore Islands Crisis

In August 1958 Chinese communist artillery batteries began a heavy

and continuous bombardment of the Quemoy and Matsu island groups held by

Taiwan. At first this barrage appea-ed just another turn in the unyielding

confrontation between Peking and Taipei. However, when the shelling did not

stop after a time, the belief arose In Taiwan and in the United States that

Peking neant not only to demonstrate these islids' vuln-rability, but to

actually blocu~da them. Of further concern was Peking's possible intent to

invade the i'.lands and even attack Taiwan proper. For two weeka Chinese

artillery fire and PT boat operations in the area prevented supplies from

beu& landed upon the islands.

Anticipating some new violence in the ongoing civil war, U.S. military

forces in tLe Pacific area were placed on an alert status in mid-July, a.d

n varly August additional U.S. aircraft were deployed to Taiwan and two

U.S. navy ships began patr-)Iling the Taiwan Strait. After the shelling from

tle wainlani -its Inaugurated Washington redeployed as many as seven aircraft

carrier task grov7,s, a number of which carried nuclear weapons on board.

-7.
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Additional U.S. aircraft were sent to Taiwan and into tne Pacific area

and, on September 7, U.S. warships were ordered to escort Nationalist supply

ships to their point of docking at Quemoy. 80/ Yet it remained uncertain

whether the United States would go to war with China if the islands were

otherwise attacked, notwithstanding Secretary of State Illes' remarks on

September 4 when he 1) said "...Quemoy and Matsu have become increasingly

related to the defense of Taiwan"--with which the United States had a mutual

defense treaty; 2) saw the security of the United States threatened by the

"naked use of force" against Quemoy; and 3) responded to a press question with

the advice: "If I were on the Chinese Commvnist side I would certainly think

very hard before I went ahead on the fact of this statement." 81/

To what extent did the USSR support China? Khrushchev related that

during the planning stages of the cricis additional Soviet military advisers

were sent to China and that Peking turned down an offer by Moscow to deploy

Soviet "interceptor squadrons on their territory." 82/ Even if this is true,

though, it does not obviate a view of Soviet behavior as being exceedingly

prudent. The Soviet Pacific Fleet played no role throughout the crisis; nor

has there been a suggestion of any other related Soviet military activity. 83/

Moreover, the Kremlin watched developments for a week before promising Peking

on August 31 "moral and material aid" and warning against the view that U.S.

bostilities against China could he contained from "3preading..,to other regions."

84/ On September 5 Pravda did relate that: "The Soviet Union camnot remain

Indifferent to events on the border or territory of its great ally.... The

instigators and organizers of this latest military venture In the Far East

should not calculate that a retaliatory blow will be confined to the Taiwan
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Strait and no less the offshore island. They will rece:ve a crushing

rebuff which will put an end to U.S. military aggression in the Ftr East." 85/

By then, however, it was clear that the United States would consider

military action only if China vent further in its nilitary activity, which

Peking did not do. It is difficult to believe Moscow was not aseured on

this point prior to the Pravda pronouncement. The crisis appeared to have

peaked when the USSR offered stronger words in the form of a letter from

Khrushchev to President Eisenhower on September 8, the Soviet leader saying

in this communication: "An attack on the Chinese People's Republic, which

.3 is a great friend, ally mnd neighbor of our country, is an attack on the

Soviet Union. True to its duty, our country will do everything in order

together with People's China to defend the security of both states, the

interests of peace in the Far East, the interest of peace in the whole

world." 86/ This front was maintained in a second letter to the President

on September 19, Khrushchev saying then- "Those who harbor plans for an

atomic attack on the Chinese People's Republic should not forget that the

other side too has atomic and hydrogen weapons and the appropriate means to

deliver them, and if the Chinese People's Republic falls victim tv such en

attack, the aggressor will at once suffer a rebuff by the same means." 87/

The Eisenhower administration rejected this second note out of hand, terming

it "abusive And intemperate" and containing "inadmissible threats." 88/

U.S. ntelligence reported no overt political-military operations to

reinforce these Soviet statements or any preparations for war in the USSR.

No related ground, stir, or naval demonstrations were staged; nor were any

Soviet military deployments observed in eonjumction with the cris... Tbe

V ~-A
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USSR's rhetoric, although strong, was not meant to compel U.S. behavior

and represented something less than deterrence. With Peking tarefully

coutrolling its actions, Moscow only cmitted itself to respond to A U.S.

attack on China, which the Eisenhower administration showed early to be

not in the cards if the Chinese communists did not attempt definitive

action to wrest the offshore islands from Taiwan. It was also not clear

that the United States would so respond even in this circumstance. Moscow

also did not commit itself to do anything if the United States responded

militarily to a Chinese L.- or Pea attack while avoiding an attack on the

mainland. In 1963 an official Chinese government statement related:

In August and September of 1958, the situation
in the Taiwan Straits was indeed very tense as a
result of the aggression and ?rovocations by the
U.S. imperialists. The Soviet leaders expressed
their aupport for China on September 7 and 19
respectively. Although at that time the situation
n the Taiwan Straits was tense, there was ".o

possibility that a nuclear war would break out
and no need for the Soviet Union to support China
with its nuclear weapons. It was only when they
were clear that this was the situation that the
Soviet leaders expressed their support for China. 89/

The outcome of the Quemoy crisis provided Moscow no cause for hedging

about USSR solidarity with its allies, however. These events ended in a

standoff in which Taipei retained control of the offshore islands and Peking

suffered no punishment for its bombardment while retaining the prerogative

of further shelling the area at will. Hence approaching Armed Forces Day

1959, Marshal of the Soviet Union V. Sokolovsky related:

We have the people and the means to rap the knuckles
- of those who dare to reach for the aecred borders of

our Soviet homelan and to violate the peaceful labor
and security of ou:- great people and our faithful friends -
the peoples of the socialist camp countries. 90/

" . .
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A year later and with the further confidence efforded by Chairman

Khrushchev's visit to the United States and spirit of Canp David, Marshal

Malinovsky asserted even nore plairly:

The Soviet Army's mighty nuclear rocket
equipment enables us to guarantee more
securely and dependably than ever before
the invincible defense of the lend of
Soviets and the other socialist countries. 91/

The Missile Crisis

The conclusion tc the 1962 missile crisis perceived in the United

Stctes-that is, the forced Soviet withdrawal of missiles and bombers from

Cuba--did not affect this rhetoric, as Moscow chose to focus on President

Kennedy's declaration that, in return, the United States would not invade

Cuba. 92/ However, notwithstanding President Kennedy's pledge, the USSR

4did not introduce nuclear weapons into Cuba or use its armed forces during the

crisis in order to insure the security of the Castro regime. In these events

Cuba's security was a very secondary objective to that of getting the United

States to accede to demands related to West Germany and West Berlin. 93/

Accompanying the strategic armaments sent to Cuba, however, were

surface-to-air and anti-phip cruise missiles, advanced fighter aircraft and

four regimental-size armored units. Although it seems certain that these

forces were not sent to Cuba independently, but arrived as part of a package

with the missiles, we cannot be sure that these essentially defensive units

were in their entirety deployed at Moscow's initiative to deter and defend

igainst a U.S. attack aimed at destroying Soviet strategic forces in Cuba.

Some of these units may have been sent as a sweetener or =m response to a

deman, Py %;astro for the concurrent eplacement of Soviet conventional forces
(.

• , o
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to insure Cuban security more generally. Nevertheless, aside from

acceding to this demand as nezessary to its larger objective, Moscow may

not have seen these possibly further deployments as adding to the risk

being undertaken. Not expecting a powerful response to the installation

of strategic missiles in Cuba, Khrushchev was also freer with words before

the Fesident's dramatic pronouncement on October 22.

On September 7, 1962 President Kennedy asked Congress for standby

authority to call up 150,000 reservists in order "to permit prompt and

effective responses as necessary, to challenges which may be presented in

any part of the free world." Khrushchev perceived correctly that Wshington's

concern was Cuba and, in a letter on September 11, retorted that "one cannot

now attack Cuba and expect that the aggressor will be free from punishment for

this attack. If such an attack is made, that will be the beginning of the

unleashing of war." 94/

Khrushchev did not reaffirm this commitment in his response to President

Kennedy's announcement of the quarantine and demand that Soviet strategic

forces emplaced in Cuba be removed. When the President "ordered the armed

forces to prepare for any eventualities," Khrushchev denounceO this action

as "a step towards unleashing a thermonuclear war," but he went only so far

as to "issue a serious warning to the U.S. Government that... it is assuming a

grave responsibility for the fate of peace and recklessly playing with fire." 95/

And while massive U.S. ground and air forces were being marshalled in the

southeastern United States for the poasible invasion of Cuba, neither were

4viet volunteers promised or any other signal given that a U.S. attack on

Cuba would bring about a Soviet attack on the United States; nor were threats
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made against the similerly exposed Western position in Berlin. The moguls

in the Kremlin meant to avoid risks to the USSR on Castro's behalf. President

Kennedy's promise not to Invade Cuba did not satisfy the objectives of the

deployment of Lissiles to Cuba; it provided Moscow a face saving quid pro quo

for these weapons' withdrawal.

The Watershed of Vietnam

Vietnam, not Cuba, exposed Khrushchev's verbal falsehood that Soviet

military man guarded the security of fraternal allies at large and forced

the termination of this rhetoric. Such bluster continued to have value and

seemed to risk little well into 1964, Moscow obtaining for itself great

respect as the self-proclaimed guardian of world socialism. This image was

particularly important as the rift with China widened And deepened. Pek.ng

could attack Kremlin revisionism and proclaim its own way as the path of
righteousness. The USSR, though, had the might and was on record as being

ready to use its military power to protect communist gains.

In early 1962 a U.S. Military Assistance Command Vietnam was established

and U.S. Army transport helicopter companies began to support South Vietnamese

forces. By mid-1964 16,500 U.S. military personnel were in South Vietnam. 96/

But that was where the war was being fought. Although Washington castigatee

North Vietnam regularly and demanded that Hanoi terminate its zpport of the

Viet Cong, the North remained an untouched sanctuary, much like China du-ing

the Korean War. Moreover, the U.S. forces in South Vietnam in 1964 vere poor

compensation for the inabilities of the S&igon forces. The Kremlin probably

*xpeated this situation to continue and saw victory coring soon.

Altar all, notwithstanding tht South Vietnamese forces' poor performance

... ... .-- .. - -
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in the field, the impression was w t large that President Johnson did

not intend to send U.S. servicemen to fight in Vietnam. The Kremlin

night also have noticed that Senator Goldwatel was suffering in the polls

in part because of his more bellicose position. If the United States

might yet take some stronger action before accepting Saigon's defeat,

Moscow had no strong reason to expect the course taken in 1965, only

weeks after the President's inauguration.

The Johnson administration's response tu the attack on the destroyers

Maddox and Turner Joy in August 1964 did take Moscow aback. Although the

Kremlin had an image to protect, it did not intend to provide Hanoi with

anything more than economic and military assistance. A Tass statement

thus evidenced nervousness and caution, and interest was then shown in a

negotiated settlement. 97/

Only with this event passed did the Soviet rhetoric of commitment

ccitinue for another half year. New confidence was even afforded when in

October the United States decided not to retaliate against the Norch

following a Viet Cong attack upon the air facility at Bien Hoa where a

number of U.S. casualties were suffered and 13 B-57 bombers were destioyed

or damaged. Of even earlier significance may have been the lack of a

forceful U.S. response in September to what may have been a North Vietnamese

action against the U.S. destroyers Morton and Edwards in the Tonkin Gulf. 98/

The new team in the Kremlin-Khrushchev wes ousted Sn mid-October 1964--may

also have been concerned not to break publicly with the past too quickly,

"pecially where this might offend the military. 7hus on Revolution Day 1964

Leonid Brezhnev told listeners that Soviet military power provided "a reliable

.. . . . . . . . ... .. '...... . .
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guarantee that the security of the USSR and the other socialist

countries is dependably Insured." 99/ The now men in the Kremlin seized

power, however, partly out of discontent with the impetuousness and high

takes political gambling of their predecessor. Their preference was to

first obtain and then work from a position of strength, avoiding, meanwhile,

false hopes and illusions.

Moscow's official response to the U.S. bombing (FLAYING DART I) of

Donghoi and other points in North Vietnam following the early February

1965 Viet Cong attack on the Pleiku air base in which more than 100

Americans were killed or wounded did, in fact, indicate a new style and

lexicon. The message to the United States was that this action would

hinder "the establishment of normal relations with the U.S.A. and their

improvement." Rather than going out on a limb for Hanoi, hoscov informed

the United States, and truthfully, that the US'R 'ill be forced to take

further measures to guard the security and strengthen the defense capacity"

of the DRV. No allusion was made to the use of Soviet armed forces to

support this fraternal ally, however. Moscow was referring rather to its

villingness to provide as much economic and military assistance as Hanoi

might need. 100/

The new Soviet leaders' reluctance to back North Vietnam militarily

In any serious way was confirmed on Armed .orces Day 3.965 by haz&hal

Malinovsky. Following by a week further U.S. air strikes (FLAMING DART II)

against tht North, in response to a Viet Cong attack on the Qui Nhon barracks

where several score U.S. wilitary personnel were killed or wounded, Soviet

mili-tary power was now ouly "at the service of socialist :interests and social

.................... .......
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progress." 101!' In short, by March 1965, when the United States shifted

from "retaliatory" to "graduated" bombing (ROLLING THUNDER), thereby

initiating the air war against North Vietnam, Moscow had retrenched its

position considernbly. An editorial in Pravda on March 10 confirmed that

the rhetoric of the decade of Khrushchev was both empty and over with.

"The Soviet people," it concluded,"together with the peace-loving peoples

of the entire world, angrily condemn the new U.S. acts of aggression in

South Vietnam. The international public expresses full solidarity with

the heroic struggle of the Vietnamese people for the freedom and

independence of their homeland and has faith that this struggle will end

in complete victory" 'italics added). 102!

Between 1965 and 1968 and again in 1972 North Vietnam was subjected

to heavy U.S. bombing attacks. It has never been suggested that Soviet

airmen aided in the defen3e against these onslaughts. Nor did the USSR

provide North Vietnam with ground-based air defense crews to iny large extent

as were lent to Egypt in 1970. Hanoi. was given a large vollme of armaments

and other military equipment, but in the way of Soviet personnel, Moscow

appears to have gone no further than to se-ond military advisers and perhaps

some surface-to-air missile crews. This is uot to suggest that these Red

rmy men did not provide iwportant support to Hanoi; they did, particularly

in the air defense effort and communications fields. So too, perhaps, did

East German missile crewmen who, wearing Russian uniforms and speaking

Russian, might have been mistaken for Red Army personnel. The practical

value to Hanoi was twofold: 1) North Vietnrmese defenses were made more

effective; and 2) U.S. political leaders were deterred from bombing certain
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malitary sites. Washington sought to avoid the inference that it was

ordering attacks upon Russianv. 103/ The US2.Z did not deploy regular Red

Army or air combat units to North Vietnam, however, as were sent to Egypt

later. In comparison to the approximately 20,000 Soviet military personnel

emplaced in Egypt during the early 1970s, only about 1,000 Soviet military

personnel were reported in North Vietnam between 1968 and 1972.

In November 1965 Edward Crankshaw did cite in the London Observer a

purported letter from the Chinese Getral Committee to the Soviet Party and

Govenment which included the following lines: '...you wanted to send via

China a regular army formation of 4,030 men to be stationed in Vietnam

without first obtaining her Elianoi's] consnt" and 'under the pretext of

defending the territorial air of Vietnam you wanted to occupy and use one

or two airfields in southwestern China ard to station a Soviet armed force

of five-hundred men there'. 104/ If Moscow really did want to deploy a

motorized rifle or support regiment to North Vietnam it ould have done so

by sea, which it never did. Assuming the letter's legitimacy, though,

another possibility is that reking merely meant "personnel" and did not

mean to imply anything more than 4,000 militry *Ciisirs. It, of course,

is possible that at one time the USSR had several thousand of these

personnel in North Vietnam.

The most important argument in favor of discounting a strict

Interpretation of the words 'regular army formation' 1n the Crankshaw story,

tough, is Lur continuing perception of Khrushchev's successors. If there

_s one image of the Soviet political leaderi hip that succeeded Nikita

Khrushchev, it is that these men were careful, prudent and sober-minded,

(
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businesslike in approach and style, and not given to emotional cr romantic

excess when Soviet security might be at risk. They seemed to prefer to

build positions of strength and more certain gains than to engage in gambles

risking a loss of control and large setbacks. Sending personnel to advise

the North Vietnamese and, perhaps, In some instances to engage in ground

air defense operations increased the effectiveness of their ally's military

forces, but still could be counted upon to not bring about a full-scale

superpower military confrontation.

Deploying a motorized rifle regiment or large-size Red Army air defense

force to North Vietnam might have made the Kremlin look weak if those units

did not engage in hostilities, or caused a very serious crisis or led to

further escalation of the war and risk to the USSR if those forces did

openly engage in combat. The rere deployment of a Red Army formation could

not have been couited upon ro coerce the United States to stop the bombing.

Possibly the Johnson administration would have desisted if Soviet missilemen

were emplaced in force as they were in Egypt; yet the Kremlin could not

dismiss the possibility, for example, of a U.S. attack on Soviet merchantmen

making war deliveries in Haiphong harbor. And then what?, the Soviets might

have asked themselves. If Moscow could not ignore possibilities like this

one, the actual acceptance of such risk on North Vietnam's account was not

in keeping with the new leadership's apparent character.

As to the suggestion of A deployment of Soviet aircraft to China, this

might have served Moscow's objectives in the Sino-Soviet dispute well and,

lrsuming those planes would not have been used to defend North Vietnam, that

action also would have been risk-free. While the presence of Soviet aircraft
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in southern China would have made Peking appear weak and al.lowed the

USSR to present itself as deterring U.S. hostilities against the People's

JLpublic, the Kremlin could have had strong confidence that the United

States did not intend aggression against China.

Finally to be considered are Secretary Brezhnev's statement in late

March 1965 about Soviet citizens who were "expressing readiness to take

part in the Vietnamese people's ;truggle" and a Soviet-North Vietname&L

declaration in April which said: "If the U.S. aggression against the

Democratic Republic of Vietnam is intensified, the Soviet government, if

need be and if the DRV government so requests, will give its consent to the

departure for Vietnam of Soviet citizems who, guided by a sense of

proletarian internationalism, have expressed the desire to fight for the

just cause of the Vietnamese people." 105/ The timing of these statements

does lend veracity to the reported letter from Peking to Moscow. But given

the fact that the United States did send more than 500,000 troops to Suuth

Vietnam end continued the air war against the North for three years (with

some stops and starts), it may be nuggested that the United States went at

least as far as Moscow and Hanoi imagined in the spring of 1965. If su,

then all the Kremlin had in mind in these carefully worded statements was

a sizable number of military advis- s. Ojherwise, they would seem a bluff

directed at the United States or a cynical attempt to curry favor with Hanci.

Aother thought, of course, is that Mudcow and Hanoi were seriously concerned

about the possibility of United States ground forces invading North Vietnam

is they did North Korea in 1950. What is a third alternative, the Kremlin

may have been prepared to seriously consider providing Hanoi with a Soviet-

YN
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manned ground air defense system if the United States further escalated

the attacks and the North Vietnamese proved unable to use Soviet equipment
effectively. 0_6/ Whatever the real case, the ambiguity of Moscow's

commitment and the Krenlin's prudent behavior throughcut the conflict

should not be forgotten.

Concordance in Rhetor.c and Action

As compared with the Khrushchev era, Moscow's relatively cautious

words after 1965, made necessary by resolve not to respond martially tc

the U.S. bombing of North Vietnam, was a more accurate indicator of the

degree to which the grey men in the Kremlin, increasingly dominated by

Brezhnev, were willing to go in supporting fraternal allies. Eastern

Europe continuing to be of the greatest concen, so Kremlin rhetoric did

mark this region out explicitly es lying within the USSR's defense

perimeter. Delivering the main report on Revolution Day 1966, Politburo

member A. Ya Pelshe affirmed only that "the Soviet Union, in cooperation

with the other socialist countries of Europe, stands firmly on guard of

peace ard the security of the European continent." This statement was made

with Vietnam clearly in mind, for it followed directly the phrase, "the

United States proceeds farther and farther along the path of extending the

aggression against ene of the states of the socialist community." 107/

When things went too far n Czechoslovakia, Soviet military power was used

to forcefully reconstruct the political fabric in Prague; and having gone

this far, ac we have seen, Moscow then also chose to stage threatening

military exercises near Rumania's borders in an attempt to intimidate

Bucharest.
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As compared with its interests it Eastern Europe, Soviet concern

about North Vietnam remained small; hence the weak replies by the Kremlin

to U.S. bombing of Hanoi and Haiphong and mining of Haiphong harbor

(LINEBACKER I) in response to North Vietnam's 1972 Easter offensive and,

in December 1972, to the bombing of Hanoi and Haiphong again (L.INEBACKER II),

including the use of B-52s while Washington pressed for better terms on

which to end the war. Denunciations and demands were made by Soviet

leaders in both instances, but in neither did Moscow issue an ultimatum

or stage a serious show of force.

Six surface combatants (a cruiser and five destroyers) and five

submarines were positioned about 500 nautical miles from U.S. forces in the

Gulf of Tonkin for a few days in response to the LINEBACKER I operation. 108/

Although some of these ships were apparently returning to the USSR from

routine deployment in the Indian Ocean, this presence was not routine.

Almost certainly it was occasioned by the damaging of four Soviet merchantships

by U.S. aircraft bombing Haiphong harbor. In explicit response to this

bombing, in which one Soviet seaman was killed, the USSR upbraided the Nixon

administration for 'gangster activities' and warned it would take 'all

appropriate steps' to protect Its ships 'wherever they would be'. 109/ The

low-keyed presence of Soviet warships in the South China Sea would seem to

have been meant to supplement this relatively mild diplomatic protest. It

was perhaps also the least the Kremlin felt it could do in light of its

decision at this ,ime to go forward with the Moscow sumit and SALT I

agreement. This Soviet naval presence, also possibly ordered by only a local

comander, provided small comfort to Hanoi. It could be calculated to cause

• I
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the United States little anxiety about bombing North Viettiam and to not

provoke a U.S.-Soviet crisis. No Soviet military action was taken in

reponse to LINEBACKER II.

After ths Paris agreement on Vietnam in January 1973, Moscow

expanded only minimally upon the image of 3oviet armed forces as

guarantor of the security of the extended communist community. "A rebuff

to an aggressor, if he dares to infringe on the interests of any country

of the socialist community, can now be organized not only by its own

forces but also the forces and means of all the socialist states," rlared

First Deputy Defense Minister, Army General S. Sokolov on Aried Forces Day

1973. 110/ Notwithstanding the improbability of renewed U.S. military action

in Southeast Asia, Defense Minister Marshal Grechko was only slightly more

assertive on Revolution Day 1973 when he told his audience that Soviet

military men "are always ready to fulfill their sacred duty in the defense

of our motherland and, alougside the soldiers of fraternal socialist armies,

to defend the great gains of socialism." 111/ This ambiguous fo'cmulation

was reiterated with minor variation and flourish through the remainder of

the decade. 112/

Provocations by North Kcrea

The one serious military action allowed by the Brezhnev leadership for

the purpose of showing support to a communist regime threatened by the United

States as a result of one of its adventures followed the seizure of the U.S.S.

Pueblo by North Korean patrol boats. In response to the North Korean action

-the Johnson administration deployed Strategic Air Command bombers to the

western Pacific and massed in the Sea of Japan three aircraft carriers and

16 other surface combatants--the largest display of U.S. naval power since
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the Cuban missile crisis. Tavo Soviet ships on patrol in the Tsushima

Strait then proceeded to harass the U.S. ships and provoke a number of

small incidents. A harsh statement in Pravda and deployment to the area

of nine additional warships and a number of other vessels followed as did

surveillance and harassment by land-based naval aircraft. 113/

Again, though, Moscow did not go out on a limb. The above

reinforcement was made after it was clear that the U.S. deployments were

symbolic and not preparatory to violent retaliation against North Korea.

The Johnson administration was also by then in the midst of responding to

the Tet offensive in South Vietnam. In short, this major Soviet naval

deployment was wholly symbolic and virtually free of risk; a show, not a

demonstration of resolve. It also may have been staged very reluctantly.

It is difficult to infer an intent in the Kremlin to encourage Pyongyang

to undertake affairs of this sort; what seems more likely is a conclusion

in Moscow that to turn a deaf ear to North Korea would unacceptably

!t 'reinforce the USSR's Vietnam-related image of being unwilling to defend

its non-European allies against the United States. From this perspective,

SNorth Korea may also have benefited particularly from the logic of the
Sino-Soviet conflict.

When a year later North Korean aircraft shot down a U.S. Navy EC-121

aircraft and a U.S. task force including four aircraft carricrs and 20

other warships plus land-based combat aircraft were deployed to the area,

the naval force was met by only a surveillance group of three destroyers

and three intelligenceqgathering vessels. Moreover, previous to this U.S.

arrival into the Sea of Japan two Soviet destroyers were deployed to assist

XM A
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the U.S. search and rescue effort. 114/ Soviet naval reconnaissance

aircraft that surveilled the U.S. warships also did not engage in

harassing activities. Aside from being concerned to show Pyongyang

that the USSR would not allow itself to be regularly entrapped, Moscow

may also have been particularly concerned to maintain reasonable

relations with the United States at this time. The Ussuri -iver

clashes with China had occurred just a month earlier and the USSR

plainly did not want to chance a superpower crisis at this moment.

Another sign of this order was a concurrent relaxation of Soviet military

control in Czechoslovakia. Soviet military units did not make any show

o force in aid of Pyongyang in 1976 after North Korean soldiers murdered

two U.S. Army officers in the Demilitarized Zone and U.S. forces in

Northeast Asia were again built up and threatened North Korea. 115/

Air Support for Cuba

The USSR has directed a political-military demonstration at the

United States on behalf of a communist ally once since the 1972 Easter

offensive in South Vietnam. This action took the form of a low-keyed

transfer of a number of Soviet pilots to Cuba in early 1978 when Cuba and

the USSR were heavily involved in the Ethiopian-Somalian conflict. 116/

By the spring of 1978 Cuba had deployed in Africa (principally in

Ethiopia and Angola) approximately 39,000 military personnel or more than

one-fifth of its armed forces. Cuban ground forces in Ethiopia were

supported by Cuban pilots flying Soviet supplied aircraft. 117/ Although

-Cuba was not about to be attacked by the United States, a significant

shortage of air force pilots was an understandable concern. The appearance
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of Soviet pilots in Cuba was at the same time a demonstration of Soviet

solidarity with the Castro regime and helped reinforce Havana's alliance

with Moscow and Cuba's willingness and ability to intervene in distant

regional arenas. It was also a highly visible symbol for both Fidel

Castro and his cohorts and the Cuban people who may have felt somewhat

exposed as a result of the lesser number of Cuban military men in Cuba

and the increased hostility of the United States in consequence to

Havana's African adventures, Possibly,too, Castrc and the Kremlin may

also have meant to deter a U.S. show of force in the Caribbean or,

anticipating one, sought to reduce its impact upon Cuban attitudes.

Surely the United States was in mind in some way insofar as the subject

was the air defense of Cuba.. Whatever the particular case, this was a

no-risk way for Moscow to reinforce its relationship with Havana.

Defending An Ally Against China

In the late 1970s the U.S. threat to Cuba and other communist

allies of the USSR paled in comparison to the danger posed by China to

Vietnam. After the collapse of anti-commun st regimes in Cambodia and

South Vietnam in 1975, Hanoi moved into closer alliance with Moscow for

balance against Chins and Phnom Penh leaned toward Peking to countervail

a united Vietnam. Moscow could appreciate Hanoi's domination of Laos

and prospective influence in Southeast Asia as a strategic weight upon

China, but it did not relish the outbreak of her f7 fighting between

Vietnam and Kampuchea in late 1977. The spectacle of conflict "betveen

-"two fraternal peoples" was exceedingly distasteful and Moscow worried

that only the United States and China would gain from the violence which
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continued into early 1978. 118/ Although Soviet statements plainly

favored Vietnam, the Kremlin avoided a show of military support for

Hanoi and sought a peaceful resolution of this "dangerous situation." 119/

The fighting did not end quickly, however. Instead of suing for

peace or accepting a Hanoi proposal for a settlement after Vietnamese

troops withdrew from Kampuchea in etrly 1978, Phnom Penh ordered attacks

upon border areas in Vietnam. Relations between Vietnam and China

deteriorated even further when Peking gave its full support to Kampuchea.

For this Peking was progressively taxed in the form of increasingly harsh

treatment and the forced exit of ethnic Chinese from Vietnam, %Ianoi's

acquisition of greater Soviet aid and full membership in COMECON, and

finally a Treaty of Friendship and Cooperation between Moscow and Hz-noi.

Going down the spiral, Peking cut off aid to Vietna:., curtailed freight

shipments from thg USSR to Vietnam through China, and began sending

fighter aircraft into Vietnamese airspace. Chinese forces in the Sino-

Vietnamese border area were also built up and increasingly serious clashes..

ensued between Chinese and Vietnamese military personnel.

Notwithstanding the Kremlin's strong political backing and material

support of Hanoi, Soviet armed forces remained out of the picture through

1978, with two exceptions. First, in early June, following reports of

fighting between Vietnamese and Chinese border troops a Soviet task force

including two cruisers and two destroyers exercised in the Bashi Channel

between Taiwan and the Philippines. 120/ Possibly this was a long-

scheduled maneuver unrelated to current events. S me n Tokyo took this

..........-.....-....
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presence to be an element of warning against Japan's signing a treaty

normalizing relations with China. At the same time, Soviet forces were

carrying out an apparent political-military action in the Kuriles and

the Bashi Channel was a good place from which to illustrate the

vulnerability of Japanese commerce with Eurasia. Peking, though, lirkcd

the naval maneuvers to its conflict with Vietnam, and insofar as Moscow

could not but expect this inftcence, to at least that extent the Kremlin

appeared to be practicing gunboat diplomacy against China. Besides

serving as a general warning to Peking and show of support to Hanoi,

Moscow may have been particularly concerned to deter a Chinese seizure

of the disputed, and Vietnamese-held, Spratley Islands or the unauthorized

evacuation of overseas Chinese from Vietnam.

Then in mid-August, following a further escalation in the border

strife, Moscow mounted an airlift to Vietnam that included a number of

flights by military transport plane... 121/ Staged from Soviet Russia via

Afghanistan, Pakistan and India, these flights did not provide a major

resupply of Vietnamese civilian or military stores. However, they did

serve as a further demonstration of Soviet alliance with Vietnam to both

Hanoi and Peking.

Soviet armed forces were used in two ways to delimit Chinese military

operations when Peking set upon an invasion of Vietnam after Vietmmese

forces took over Kampuchea in late 1978-early 1979. During visits to the

United States and Japan in January-February 1979 Deputy Prime Minister

Teng Hsiao-p'ing publicly telegraphed China's intent to take some

substantial yet bounded military action isgainst Vietnam in oider to teach

4'J
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Hanoi a "lesson." The frequent teiteration of this theme and movement

of Chinese forces to the Vietnamese border left little uncertainty.

For Moscow to have then taken very strong measures to deter Peking

against any military action directed at Vietnam would have required

acceptance of a serious risk of war with China which, even if it could

have bean contained and brought to a halt quickly, would nevertheless

have left a swath of destruction to Soviet relationships globally. The

West might then have moved into even tighter alliance with China, NATO

might have been reborn, Japanese rearmanent might have been catalyzed,

and SALT II might have been dealt a deathblow; nor would the third world

have been pleased; and tais was in addition to the possibility of large-

scale conventional, and even nuclear, war. Moscow did not have an interest

in risking so much on behalf of a quite independent ally. To think

otherwise, moreover, was to allow the strategic interests of the USSR to

be hostage to Vietnamese decisions.

At the same time, though, Peking was attuned to Moscow's interest in

Vietnam and plainly believed it could provoke the USSR by incautious

behavior. Soviet armed forces were orchestrated to insure this prudence.

In particular, they were used to signal Moscow's understanding that the

incursion by Chinese forces should not reach as far as Hanoi and should be

limited in its duration. Secondly, these Soviet actions were meant to strengthen

Vietnamese self-confidence and confidence in its alliance with the USSR and

to provide Hanoi practical support during the conflict.

Had Moscow intended to deter Peking against all military action

against Vietnam it might have issued a blunt or other very serious verbal
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warning-that is, an ultimatum--or orchestrated some sizable exercives

in Soviet Asia, or both, before China struck. It did neither. Instead,

about ten days after Peking opened hostilities fifteen Pacific Fleet

naval vessels including two cruisers and a number of intelligence

gatherers were concentrated in the Gulf of Tcnkin and South China Sea.

Besides being a visible sign of support to Vietnam, these ships also were

able to serve the practical purposes of 1) gaining electronic itelligence

for Vietnamese commanders; and 2) cautioning against Chinese actions aimed

at severing Vietnam's sea links or grabbing the Spratley Islands. Rather

than constitute a general deterrent to Peking, this presence marked a

preparation for coming conflict.

Article six of the November 1978 Trftaty of Friendship and Cooperation

between tie USSR and Vietna- reads: "In case either party is attacked or

threatened with attack, the two parties signatory to the t;.eaty sl-all

i ediately consult each other with a view to eliminating that threat, and

shall take appropriate and effective measures to safeguard peace and the

security of the two countries." 12"/ On February 18, the day after China

attacked Vietr.m, a Soviet government statement related that the USSR would

"honor" these obligations and called upon Peking "to stop before it is too

late." 123/ In the days ahead this last phrase --; mouthed .epeatedly by

uviet commentators and political leaders. The government statement on

the 18th also said, though, that "the heroic Vietnamese people, which hips

become victim of a fresh aggression, is capable of standing up for itself

this time again...." 124/

In short, Vietnam was on its cvn for a time. During the next several

( V~.- -
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days this latter message was confirmed in a number of private comments by

Soviet officials to Western and Asian diplomats, The USSR did not intend

to engage in conflict or even a military confrontation with China while

it could assume that the scale of hostilities would remain limited, that

an assault on Hanoi would not be made, and that Peking would soon order a

withdrawal. 125/

However, to demonstrate its concern and continuing support for Hanoi,

a few days after China launched its attack the Kremlin took a number of

low-keyed military measures: the Admiral Senyavin, flagship of the

Pacific Fleet, was dispatched from the Sea of Japan to the South China Sea;

naval aircraft began long-range reconnaissance flights to the area of

fighting; and a small airlift was carried out from the western USSR via Turkey

(or Iran), Iraq and India. The warships deployed and reconnaissance aircraft

ullowed a substantial intelligence-gathering capability, while command

and control facilities at sea could direct both transport and surveillance

flights and monitor airborne gained intelligence. Although Japanese reports

of Soviet troop movements in Mongolia and areas bordering Sinkiang remained

unconfirme.d, they were not Implausible. 126/ China was not likely to react

violently to such Soviet action and Moscow did want to confirm Peking's

original intent to act with constraint. In fact, Peking was quite willing

to assuage Moscow's anxiety. When asked about the duration of China's

military action on February 21, Chinese Vice Premier Keng Piao responded:

"about another week, mayle a little more but not very much more." 127/ Two

days later Teng Hsiao-p'ing reiterated that Chinese troops would withdraw

from Vietnam once "the objectives of the counterattack have been attained." 128/
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Ten days after thc Chinese intervention Mos=ow did show signs of

some exasperation, but itc, reasoned intent to avoid conflict with China

rmained firm. Spe~king in Minsk on February 26, Foreign Minister Andrei

Gromyko said: "The Soviet Union resolutely demands that the Beijing

Peking leadership end before it is too late and I repeat, before it is

too late, the aggression against the Socialist Republic of Vietnam..."

(italics added). 129/ The italicized words were omitted in the reported

version of the speech. What is of further interest, a major statement

carried by Tass February 28 did not include at all the litany, "before it

is too late." 130/ Moreover, the Pravda version used the words "China's

incursion" in place of "China's aggression." 131/ Interestingly, the Tass

communication was filed ten hours after an Agence France Presse report of

remarks by Teng Hsiao-p'ing in which the "Vice Premier said: "We estimate

that the Soviet Union will not take too big an action, but if they should

really come, there's nothing we can do about it, but we are prepared against

that." 112/ At this point Moscow may have been concerned to avoid co~ments

that might draw the USSR into a tense confrontation seriously risking

c.nflict with China.

Several days later, however, a threatening stance was taken in an

article in BILD (a Hamburg tabloid) by Soviet journalist Victor Louis who is

widely regarded as a conduit of offIcial Soviet thinking. "Will the Soviet

Union intervene militarily in Indochina to help its ally Vietnam against

the Chinese?," Louis asked rhetorically. His answer: "In vy opinion there

Is hardly any doubt that the Soviet Government will not let the matter rest

with sharp words and threats unless China ends the war as quickly as possible." 133/

fI
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If Mosccv was signalling its preparedness to take stronger action if a

withdrawal was not ordered, it was still giving Peking several more days

and only went as far os to say it would intervene in Indochina. No special

Soviet military activity in the Sino-Soviet border area was reported at

this time and a new Soviet government statement that day (March 2) was

highly ambiguous. "The Soviet Union," its operative portion read,

considers it necessary to state with all certainty:
China's actions cannot leave indifferent those who
have a genuine interest in insuring the security of
peoples and preserving peace.

Chinese troops must immediately be withdrawn from
the confines of Vietnam and military demonstrations on
the borders of Laos and preparations for an incursion
into this country must be stopped. The Chinese
aggressors should know that the more crimes they conit,
the more severely they will have to pay for them. 134/

Moreover, a major speech by General Secretary Brezhnev also that day was

exceedingly constrained. 135/ As a statement of intent this last communication

allowed a conclusion that the USSR remained unwilling to undertake any violent

action against China. More likely, though, the Louis article and the new

government statement were meant to remind Peking of the risk it would run if

it did not keep to a schedule in line with Keng Pia3's earlier forecast and to

caution Peking againsz substituting Laos as a scene of conflict or widening the

conflict into that nation. Rather than try to push Moscow further an having

other reasons to pull bick as well, Peking offered a ne, reassurance the

following day and, two days after that, ordered a withdrawal. 136/

After Chinese troops began to depart Vietnam a Soviet landing ship able

to carry several hundred troops departed for Vietnam accompanied by a

destroyer. About a week later, this ship and Soviet transpoit aircraft

engaged in redeploying Vietnamese troops and equipment from southern to

• 'p
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northern Vietnam. 137/ Visits by a Soviet cruiser, submarine and

i- telligence-gathering vessels to Da Nang and Cam Ranh Bay also were

reported; and, for the first time, maritime reconnaissance aircraft

* pat olling from the USSR, rather than return to a base in the Soviet

Far Ezst, landed in V'e.nam. Altho :go r,,e Sovlet navy had good

opr'iational reasons tc, uti.ize fai .a.is "o Vietnav, these activities

albo may have been meain t as n c. ie t n 116.ing against directing new

vi:.*'ence at Vietnam, for Hanoi c'for/(., Peking no conci.%latlon on the

isries between thra.

In the light of Dst SovieL. behavio- suad par'icula~ly Hanoi's own

or-:rnc d.1, 4.un. the a.-cor,- '.dcL6,hina va- Ve tir ~3 I .tates j; the

enemy, it iwcwle Le 'rM.k.b to conclude that the Vietnaa , -ere shocked

b) ;he absence of Sovtel: , ':tica.--military ac-ion that v-,ht seriously

have been aimed at d,%..errinr i C'Uise attc% or limiting its duration

and &'ojec-ives much mor%. narrowly. if Han., did tevertheless hope for

greatex cupport, it also could not 'iclp but recognize that, as in 1965-72

and ikE Nc. th Korea, Cub5 and China in the past, the general threat

presented by the USSR aed uncertainty about Soviet behavior was essential

to the limits Peking did observe and was of continuing importance to the

security of Vietnam. This dependency, wnic'. .. r.inues to assure Vietnamebe

political alliance to the USSR, lessens the pressure upon the USSR to use

armed forces on behalf of Hanoi-at least while the survival of that regime

Is not in seriouv caestian; vhich is not to say that if Peking determined

t take over Vietnam as Wk:. toOA- over Kampuchea, the USSR would necessarily

go to war with ....

(
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Chapter 4

THE SECURITY OF THE REVOLUTION AND HOMELAND

While the USSR has used armed forces to create and maintain

a position of dominance in Eastern Europe and to support the security

of communist allies elsewhere, Moscow has also perceived serious

threats by foreign powers to the security of the USSR and used mili-

tary diplomacy to forestall or otherwise meet these dangers.

Soviet security concerns and the Kremlin's strong reactions and

often provocation cannot be comprehended properly without an under-

standing of early Soviet history as well as the impact upon the

USSR of World War II. Because of its historical experiences and

the ideological beliefs of the Bolsheviks and their successors,

national defense has been an especially salient concern in the USSR.

Things might be different if Russians could be told only

about invasions by Teutonic knights and Tartars in the thirteenth

and fourteenth centuries, Poles in the seventeenth century, and

Napolean--that is, destructive wars not within modern memory and

for which Czarist counterparts can be found. The First World War,

the Russian Civil War and World War II updated this list, however,

and left as a legacy to Sovie' citizens the belief that their na-

tion could be invaded and destroyed. Other Zrightening experiences

within recall are threats presented along the Chinese borderlands

in the 1920s and 1930s, and the aggressiveness of Japan against

the Soviet Far East prior to the Second World War. Soviet auth-

tM
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orities, both civilian and military, who have themselves retained

these memories, have also used them as a historical foundatin

justifying unyielding attention to the Soviet armed forces' most

important mission--defending the Revolution and homeland. l/

Early Experiences

Soviet history, as it is known in the USSR, begins with the

October Revolution of 1917 and the Civil War that ensued almost

immediately. 2/ One of the Bolsheviks' first objectives after

seizing power was a peace agreement with Germany and withdrawal

from the First World War. The Treaty of Brest-Litovsk in March

1917 ending hostilities on the eastern front resulted in the west-

ern members of the Entente, principally Great Britain and France,

but also including the United States, intervening in support of

the Bolsheviks' antagonists--the Whites--in the Civil War that

lasted into the 1920s. In addition to sending arms, ammunition and

other war materiel, thousands of Western troops fought or otherwise

cooperated with the Whites in virtually all theaters of the con-

flict. Although the allies' initial objective was to reopen the

eastern front, the end of World War I in November 1917 did not lead

to the Western military units' withdrawal or an end to their support

of the anti-Bolshevik forces. 3/

The Bolsheviks and their successors have always believed that

the Civil War was fought against counter-revolution and imperialism,

these forces seeking to snuff out the light of progress and reatore

the old order. The most formidable danger was world imperialism.
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Politburo member, Defense Minister and Marshal of the Soviet

Union A. A. Grechko wrote not long before his death in 1976 'the

young Republic of Soviets was in a fiery ring of fronts...the

chief danger was foreign military intervention...All reactionary

forces united under the banner of anti-Sovietism...1iitthj a com-

mon goal of crushing the power of the Soviets, anl restoring capital-

ism in Russia." 4/ "Soviet P.usAz Was invaded by some fifteen

countries, including the United States, in order to strangle the

revolution' and restore the old order, said Leonid Brezhnev in

1979. 5/

The Civil War and particularly the Allied intervention left

as its legacy to the new rulers of Russia a mentality of encircle-

ment, isolation and ruling under siege in .z alien and'hostile

world. 6/ Relaxation could not be afforded; remaining on guard

was a necessity. To assume that the new Soviet state could ever

be accepted by a capitalist world was a deluslon, and to act on

this basis was to invite aggression. "Never,..forget we are sur-

rounded by a capitalist world," Stalin advised. 7/ Continued

military preparedness being requisite, ninety percent of the reg-

ular army or approximately one-half million troops remained guard-

ing Soviet frcatvers after the end of the Civil War. 8/

A potentially serious threat to the Soviet Far East was ?Fe-

sented following the overthrow of the warlord governmnt in north

China in 1928 and alliance of Manchuria with the Nationalist gov-

ernment of Chiang Kai-shek in Nanking. The Chinese then began to
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question Russian imperial privileges obtained by the Czars and

moved troops up to the Soviet-Manchuria border. Moscow also re-

info:ced its position and established a Special Far Eastern Army

headquartered at Khabarovsk. In October-November 1929, after Sov-

iet troop strength in the area had been increased from 34,000 to

1-3,000, Soviet ground and air units and the Amur Flotilla destroyed

the Chinese military threat in northern Manchuria. These victories

and the continuing threat Soviet forces presented to Manchuria com-

pelled the Chinese to sign, in December 1929 in Khabarovsk, a

protocol accepting the Soviet positio., 1/

The Mukden incident in 1931 and Japan's establishment of the

puppet state of Manchukuo a year later further increased Soviet

security concerns in Central Asia and the Far East. In 1934 Sov-

iet ground and air units intervened against a Japanese supported

Chinese force in Sinklang; Soviet units penetrated hundreds of

udles into Chinese territory in this instance. (Soviet military

man helped quell a revolt in Sinkiang in 1937.)10/ In 1935 Moscow

became .especially concerned to reinforce its military position in

Outer Mongolia. Tokyo not only seemed ready to take over this

country; Japanese military forces, it was feared, were also pre-

pared to cut the Trans-Siberian railway and attack the Soviet Far

East. The test came in August 1939 when, after a numbec of small

battles, a Soviet-Mongol force led by General G. K. Zhukov de-

cisively defeated a large Japanese-Manchukuon force, the latter

sustaining perhaps as many as 55,000 casualties. This action

followed by days the massing of Japanese and Soviet divisions and
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incidents in the USSR-Manchukuo-Korea border area around Changu-

fung, where too the Soviet military and political position proved

strongest. 11/

Between August 1937, when the USSR and the Nationalist govern-

ment in China signed a treaty of nonaggression, and 1941 Moscow

provided military support to China in its war against Japan. Arms,

training officers, and other advisers were sent to aid China's

defense. Also provided was large-scale combat air support including,

by the end of 1939, more than 1,000 aircraft and the talents of

perhaps more than 2,000 Soviet pilots. 12/ This participation in

China's war against Japan ended only after Tokyo and Moscow signed

their own nonaggression pact in 1941.

The Creation of West Germany

The Great Patriotic War of 1941-45 is clearly the other great

event in Soviet history next to the Revolution and Civil War. Be-

tween June 1941, when Hitler launched Operation Barbarossa against

Russia with a force of 3.3 million men, and May 1945 more than 20

million Russians were killed, and more than 70,000 towns and vil-

lages, and 1700 cities were subjected to the destruction of war. 13/

No nation, except perhaps Poland, suffered as greatly.

Not surprisingly, the principal foci of Soviet geostrategic

interest after World War II were Eastern and Central Europe.

Czechoslovakia, where the local communist party was popular was

evacuated in late 1945 by the Red Army in conjunction with a similar

withdrawal by the U.S. Army. Elsewhere in Eastern Europe, as was

observed earlier, Soviet military power remained steadfast and was
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used by Stalin to guarantee the consolidation of Soviet power.

That issue over the future of Germany led Stalin to provoke theV|
first great crisis of the cold war and that Soviet military power

was turned to regularly for two decades thereafter as a means for

influencing developments in West Germany and the status of West

Berlin are comprehensible to Russians in the light of the Second

World War and as actions to contiol the course of a nation capable

of again becoming a great power, exerting a powerful influence on

the Soviet empire in Eastern Europe, and, too, threatening the

security of the USSR. Of further consternation from the Soviet

perspective, West Germany became the client and ally of the United

States, which after World War II was perceived in the USSR as the

A new leader of anti-Soviet forces in the world.

Of Soviet political-military policy in the transition from

World War II to the Berlin blockade, a relatively clear picture is

perceivable. In the context of the war the Red Army occupied vast

amounts of territory around the USSR's frontiers. The immediate

and legitimizing objective was the defeat of Germany and Japan;

the longer-term political goal was to establish spheres of influ-

ence satisfying Soviet security and ideological interests and

what may be termed something of an imperial imperative. But Eur-

ope was the primary theater of interest and where some risks were

considered worth taking (Czechoslovakia and Berlin). Asia arid the

Near East were secondary, evidenced by the withdrawals from Iran

and China and the concurrent retreat from pressure upon Turkey, all

im"A
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following first signs of serious U.S. objection.

Even in Europe, though, Stalin was cautious and not imprudent.

The creation of satellites was staged over several years; the Red

Army initially withdrew from Czechoslovakia; and Yugoslavia was

able to break away. The one great attempt to compel Western be-

havior--that is, the blockade--was carefully worked up to and con-

trolled, and related to Germany, the place of greatest significance

to Soviet security. Before considering the blockade, it is worth

observing about Soviet priorities and sensitivity that Stalin elec-

ted not to sovietize the sector of Austria held by the Red Army

and did not press Finland for anything beyond neutrality and

acceptance of the territorial losses suffered in 1941 after the

Winter War. Specific interests explaining these acts of restraint

would seem to have been, respectively, Central Europe's neutraliza-

tion and Sweden's remaining nonaligned.

The blockade of Berlin wa3 linked most imidiately to the

Western allies' insistence on the economic rehabilitation of their

zones of occupation in Germany and Berlin. More deeply at issue,

though, was the future relationship of Germany between East and

West, and the existence of a Western enclave deep within the Soviet

sphere of influence. The firm alignment of France and Italy with

the West in the spring of 1948, manifested by the electoral defeat

of the Italian Communist Party in April 1943 and Prance's support

of the U.S.-British position on Germany, probably indicated to the

Kremlin the necessity for strong action to prevent the establish-

ment of a unified western Germany and to obtain Western acceptance

-*
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of a strong Soviet voice and even veto of their zonal policies. The

more limited objective apparent was to demonstrate the USSR's con-

trol over, if not the cession of, the western sectors of Berlin.

The airlift allowed the West to evade the blockade, while the con-

current Western military build-up in Europe may have cautioned

Stalin against further provocative action that he may have contem-

plated. 14/

Ever cautious, Stalin built up to the blockade slowly. Moscow

first threatened to oust the West from Berlin in January 1948.

Coupled with this threat, Soviet troops forced the return of a train

carrying Germans from Berlin to the British occupation zone. Then

from late March into April, Western air, rail, road and barge traf-

fic was harassed. In response to these actions in January and

March-April, Washington deployed in each instance a number of B-29

nuclear bombers to Germany as a signal of resolve and U.S. military

power. More Important, however, may have been the lack of an effec-

tive Western reaction to the coup in Czechoslovakia. New curbs

were imposed on Western traffic with Berlin in early June, the com-

plete surface blockade being inaugurnted in mid-month.

In imposing the blockade Stali-a left the next move to the

West, however. No attempt was made to seriously interfere with the

airlift, which was almost certainl expected in light of the West-

ern recourse to this means in earlier months. The Soviets may,

in fact, have been initially pleased about this activity, per-

ceiving it as a safety valve allowing the West to come around slow-

ly, which was perhaps preferable to the sudden shock to the West of
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losing all physical communication with West Berlin. What sur-

prised Moscow was the size of the airlift able to be mounted and

its effectiveness. Stalin was also careful not to threaten the

West with war; thus no Soviet divisions were massed on frontiers,

nor were Soviet forces in Gtrmany heavily reinforced.

Although major East-West crises over Soviet threats aimed

directly at West Berlin and more generally at the status of West

Germany did not occur again until 1958-59 and 1961, there was no

absence of lesser confrontations in the interim. Not too long

after the blockade was abandoned in the spring of 1949 the West

began to discuss the subject of West German rearmament. Upsetting

to many of Bonn's Western European neighbors, this talk mortified

the Kremlin. In Adam Ulam's words: "To the Soviet Union, West

German rearmament was t:e main danger to her post-war positions,

and the prevention of such a contingency was a principal aim of her

foreign policy. In retrospect it is not too much to say that a re-

armed West Germany was considered a greater danger than the Amer-

ican monopoly or superiority in atomic weapons." 15/

One way that the Kremlin coped with this di3cussion, which

was concluded on an affirmative note finally in 1954, was to turn

the screw on West Berlin. As related to a number of specific

curves in the road tow.qrd West German rearmament, western aircraft

were buzzed by Soviet aircraft in the cortidors between West Berlin

and West Germany; autobahn, rail and barge traffic was harassed

and at times blocked; threatening military deployments were made:

(and pointed exercises were held. Like the blockade, though, these
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actions were carefully controlled. To cite a few examples: In

the summer of 1951 a squadron of Soviet jet aircraft overflew

Templehof airport in West Berlin after Chancellor Adenauer dis-

closed his governmeut's plan to establish a 250,000 man army and

Bonn signed a proposal for a European army that included provision

for German equality. 16/ Five 2onths later the enclave was sub-

jected to a series of infringements on its traffic with the West

seemingly in response to the combination of 1) Presidett Truman's

and Prime Minister Churchill's backing of the European Defense

Community and its inclusion of German military power; 2) a NATO

agreement to support the development of h 1,000 plane-plus GFR

tactical air force; and 3) Chancellor Adenauer's demand for West

Getrmany's full inclusion in NATC. 17/ The last scene in this act

took the form of a series of Soviet fighter aircraft attacks upon

British military and civilian aircraft in March 1953, just after

Stalin's death. France was then delaying action on the EDC, while

Britain was supporting it; while, for its part, the Bundestag was

preparing to vote on the EDC the follo' ing week, 18/ Thereafter

the new S,'zet leadership embarked on a peace program directed at

the West, one element of hich proved to be a respite for West

Berlin and the Western presence there.

The Soviet Union Encircled

When the great wartime alliance finally unraveled and the

cold war erupted fully in 1947-48 the USSR also became concerned

that the United States and its European allies would also join to
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them formerly more neutral nations around the periphery of the

Soviet empire. Here too on a number of occasions, to deter these

neighbors from identifying their fortunes with the West, S'alin

resorted to raising the threat of Soviet military power. This

danger was first presented by Iran.

Stalin must have been anxious about the direction Teheran

would take the moment he determined to withdraw the Red Army from

northern iran under U.S. pressure in early 1946, although he might

also have had hope that the withdrawal would lead to Iran's rati-

fying a major oi2 agreement concluded earlier and improved rela-

tions in the future. 19/ Whatever the case, in the spring of 1947

a U.S. agreement to sell arms to Iran was reported. Thereupon

itberan called upon the USSR for compensation payments related to

the earlier Soviet occupation. When Premier Qavam es-Saltaneh

then reformed his government to include several more pro-Western

members and the Soviet-Iranian oil agreement was placed in doubt,

3,000 Soviet troops with armor and artillery were reportedly massed

on Iran's border with the USSR and a significant infiltration

effort was mounted. 20/ After Teheran moved to further reinforce

its ties with the West in 1948 and 1949, Soviet troops and air-

craft entered upon campaigns of border incursions and attacks upon

Iranian frontier posts.

Stalin's purpose in massing roops on Iran's border in June

1951 was of a different sort. Earlier that spring the Western-favored

Premier, General Ali Razmara, had been assassinated, whereupon the

* -Majlis (Iran's parliament) voted to nationalize the Western-con-

--
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trolled oil fields and the nationalist Mohammed Mossadegb became

Premier. A~companying these events were communist-led riots in

the Anglo-Iranian oil fields in KhuzisLan and the staging of a

massive rally in Teheran on May Day by the communist-dor'atated

Tudeh Party. These developments surely brought about rejoicing in

the Kremlin which, no doubt, hoped for a further progression in

thisO irection. The massing of troops on Iran's border in this

context would seem to have had three purposes: to encourage the

communists in Iran; to intimidate the Iranian government against

harsh action directed at its Tudeh allies; and to deter Britain

and the United States from intervening militarily. Fear of Soviet

intervention in northern Iran was an important factor leading

Britain not to intervene, notwithstanding reports of British naval

movements in the Persian Gulf. The Truman administration, unlike

London, appears to have been more generally opposed to milicary

action, at least whi" '-e Red Army did not intervene. 21/

Nor did Moscow fc.... to react to the growth of ties between

the United States and Scandinavian nations in 1947-49. Earlier,

when the United States sought to obtain naval and air facilities

in 4celand, the USSR made known a desire for bases on the Norwegian

island of Spitzbergen; Moscow also appeared then to delay its with-

qrawal of troops from Denmark's Bornholm Island, which had been

invaded by Sovie; forces after German units there had refused to

surrender at war's end. This Soviet occupation was terminated in

the spring of 1946 on condition that only Danish military units
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would reoccupy the island. 22/ In Moscow's mind at that time was

probably the presence then of British troops in Denwark. Stalin's

willingness to withdraw, it might be surmised, was meant to reduce

its Scandinavian neighbors' fears and to avoid driving them closer

to the United States; its occurrence at the same time as those with-

drawals from !ran and China also suggests its being part of a

%roader strategem to retrench and allay Western anxieties about

Soviet military power being used to extend Soviet frontiers and

control indiscriminately.

By 1948 the U.S.-Soviet competition in Scandinavia was intense

and became increasingly heavy-handed. When the Kremlin pressed

Finland to sign a treaty ut friendship the United States sent a

task force including the aircraft carrier Valley Forge to visit

Norway in anticipation of a Soviet diplomatic drive upon Oslo tu

gain acceptance of a treaty similar to the one being neg3tiated

with Helsinki. 23/ After the Berlin blockade was inaugurated and

Denmark sought arms from the United States ind seemed otherwise

drawing closer to the West, Soviet naval and air forces demon-

strated Moscow's displeasure by repeatedly violating Copenhagen's

sovereignty over Bornholm IsJand in exercises during September 1948.

Sweden opted to maintain its century-and-a-half-old position

of neutrality, unlike Norway and Denmark which became charter sig-

natories of the North Atlantic Treaty. Following the onset of

the Korean War, though, Sweden did not remain immune from the

U
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heightened tension in Europe and, like the West, moved to increase

defense spending and gave serious attention to the possibility of

Soviet aggression in the west. Soviet embassy activities and

espionage by Swedish communists added to the concern and movement

of Stockholm toward somewhat closer relations with the West, in-

cluding, for example, a symbolic visit by Premier Tage Erlander

to Washington. 24/ An apparent expression of Moscow's displeasure

at this change in Sweden's attitude was the shooting down of twc

Swedish air force planes into the Baltic in mid-June 1952 Jist when

the Swedes were beginning a major espionage trial. 25/

In this same line, it is worth recalling that the military

threats to Yugoslavia in 1949 and 1951 were related, at least in

part, to improved relations between Belgrade and Washington. Thus

one month following the attack on the two Swedish aircraft and two

days after the United :>ates announced its intention to send jet

aircraft, tanks, and heavy artillery to Yugoslavia, a Soviet jet

fighter aircraft flew into Yugoslav air space. 26/

Also in 1952, the Kremlin used political-military diplomacy

to express dissatisfaction to capan in response to Tokyo's tying

itself closely to the United States. Like the USSR in Eastern

Europe, after the end of the war in the Pacific the United States

effectively barred Moscow from having any effective influence upon

political deyelopments in Japan. Unsurprisingly, the Kremlin took

considerable umbrage at this. Stalin wanted Japan to assume a pos-

ture of neutrality and to enter into close relations with the USSR
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and later the People's Republic of China. Insofar as the Kremlin

foresaw South Korea being taken over by the North, it could be ex-

pected that Japan's neutralization was probably seen leading to the

exclusion cf Western influence from Northtast Asia, inevitable

dominance of the region by the USSR, and the gradual "finlandization"

[of Japan.
Soviet hostility zoward Tokyo increased greatly when Japan

became the comnmand and supply zenter for U.S. military operations

during the Korean War and even more so when the United States and

its allies signed a peace treaty with Japan and Tokyo entered into

a bilateral defense pact with Washington in 1951. Failing to obtain

its objectives at the San Francisco conference, Moscow refused to

sign the peace treaty, and when the security agreement was ratified

by the U.S. Senate and declared to be in effect by President Truman

in April 1952, the Soviet ambassador to the United States declared

it 'illegal'. 27/

Following this event and Prime Minister Shigeru Yoshida's

informing the USSR that Japan no longer recognized the Soviet mission

in Tokyo, Soviet warships and aircraft carried out military exer-

cises near the eastern tip of Hokkaido. 28/ The final straw, for

Stalin though, was Tokyo's recognition of Pationalist China and

barring of ties with the People's Republic. Thereupon Moscow re-

called its representative in Tokyo, Major General A.P. Kislenko, and

within the next several weeks entered upon a campaign of regular

intrusion by lighter aircraft operating from Sakhalin and the Kuriles
'I

.4
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into Japanese airspace and over Hokkaido. 29/ These violations

went on for six months and were ended in their regularity only

after the United States decided to reinforce its air presence in

Hokkaido and have F-86 aircraft intercept the MIGs. So that Mos-

cow might not renew these activities, General Mark Clark, U.S.

military commander in the Far East, was allowed to publically

direct his pilots 'to shoot, if and when they contacted Communist

MIG's'. 30/

What is observed, in summary, between 1948 and 1953 is the

use of Soviet military power to not only insure the sovietization

of Eastern Europe, the security of China, and relations with North

Korea (as observed in chapter three), but also to deter the develop-

ment of a fourth German reich and forestall encirclement by a co-

hesive set oi formal and informal alliances led by the United States.

This latter diplomacy generally proved futile; it did not deter the

United States and tended to drive regional targets closer to Wash-

ington.

The Continuing Problem of Germany

The events in Poland and especially Hungary in the fall of

1956 led the Kremlin to worry deeply about the attractiveness of

West Berlin tc East Germans. Within the GDR and neighboring its

capital, this city was, in effect, an outpost where Eastern Europeans

could obtain a glimpse of the West and exit socialist paradise.

It also offered sanction to political refugees. Thus in the after-

math of the turbulence in Eastern Europe in October-November 1956

Soviet troops began to delay and inspect closely trains and military
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convoys going between West Berlin and West Germany and to demand

greater documentation for transit. 31/ In October 1957 a complete

border closing was efftcted while the GDR carried out a currency

changeover, and in January 1958 U.S. army trains were forced to re-

main at Marienborn in a dispute over procedures.

Of even greater importance to Moscow, though, was the role

of West Germany within NATO and the extent of the Federal Republic's

rearmament. Prompting new Soviet anxiety and diplomatic offensive

against the West was the U.S. proposal in 1957 to emplace sizable

numbers of tactical nuclear weapons and intermediate range ballistic

missiles in Europe and to train non-U.S. NATO military men to use

them. The NATO council resolution in December 1957 to station

ballistic missiles on West German soil was a matter of the utmost

importance to the USSR. The Kremlin wanted to *ar the possibility

of Bonn gaining any access to nuclear weapons and, if possible, to

obtain West Germany's neutralization. 32/ Further, Moscow sought

Western recognition of the East German regime and of the GDR's

borders and to terminate the difficulties West Berlin was cauring

its ally, these difficulties being accentuated in 1957-58 by the

Ulbricht government's drive to socialize Agriculture and industry. 33/

By the fall of 1958 over 10,000 people were leaving the GDR for

the West each month. 34/ In Khrushchev 's words, "the most acute

problem facing us was the Germa, question. All other matters...

depended upon our finding a solution in Germany--ana the German

question in turn depended on the issue of West Berlin." 35/
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The first tack taken by thL U3SR was to "support" the Rapacki

proposal made in the fall of 1957, for a nuclear free zone in Cen-

tral Europe (that is, East and West Germany, Poland, and Czecho-

slovakia). This was followed in January 1958 by a much wider-ranging

Soviet memorandum calling for nuclear weapons free "zones of pea:e"

in Europe, and conventional force reductions and measures to ' re-

vent surprise attack in Europe. Moscow also announced unilateral

troop reductions at this tim'. br ther u pere a summit pro-

posal and then threat to deploy ballistic missiles to the GDR,

Poland and Czechoslovakia if NATO would not come around. When all

of these actions came to nought, Khrushchev prompted the 1958-59

Berlin "deadline" crisis.

The 1958 "Deadline" Crisis

In a speech on November 10, 1958 Khrushchev declared it time

'to renounce the remnants of the occupation regime in Berlin' and

announced Moscow's intention of handing over its powers in Berlin

to East Germany, thus forcing the West to recognize and to deal

with the Ulbricht regime. 36/ When the West failed to react, Soviet

troops four days later detained several U.S. army trucks for eight and

a half hours on the autobahn outside Berlin. 37! Finally on November

27 the Kremlin announced that if it could not reach an agreement with

the West making West Berlin a demilitarized city within a sovereign

East Germany within six months, it would thcea sign a separate accord

with the GDR. This ultimatum caused great consternation and diplomatic

activity among Western leaders and, to an extent, succeeded in turning

the members of NATO against one another. In the end, though, Khrushchev
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accepted a proposal for a foreign ministers conference at Geneva

and, in effect, withdrew the element of a deadline.

What is especially interesting for our purpose is the minimal

Soviet use of demonstrative military power throughout this crisis.

The autobahn incident of November 10 was a small affair, apparently

meant to remind the West of its tenuous position in West Berlin.

Such was the purpose too of halting a U.S. Army truck convoy from

Berlin in early February and buzzing in the Berlin air corridors of

U.S. transport aircraft flying at high altitudes (in turn, signalling

U.S. readiness for a new airlift) in early spring 1959. 38/ Although

Soviet leaders made numerous claims about the USSR's development and

production of intercontinental ballistic missiles and asserted an

achievement of strategic parity, the Red Army and air forces in East

Germany, as elsewhere in Eastern Europe, were not reinforced and

Western aircraft were never fired upon; nor was any mini-blockade

established. 39/ The real threat was presented verbally and applied

to the future: If the West ,,sled force against East Germany after the

Ulbricht regime took action to iaolate and gain control of West Ber-

lin, which was expected to follow a Soviet-GDR accord, then the USSR

would fulfill its military commitment to the GDR as a Warsaw Pact

ally. 40/

Although restrained, U.S. military activity during the crisis;

was more noteworthy than that by the USSR: In a move designed to

be unobserved publicly but seen clearly by Soviet intelligence,

the rosters of U.S. combat and suprort units in Europe were filled

(
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out; air force transport flights showed off their readiness for

an airlift; and in May, as the deadline approached, nuclear weapons

laden U.S. airctaft carriers put to sea in an alert posture in the

Mediterranean while Marines were alerted for rapid movement to

West Berlin. 41/ These U.S. military activities were prudent; al-

though unnecessary if Khrushchev had no intention of signing a

unilateral accord with East Germany, they ma) have played a role

in leading to or, more likely confirmed, that course.

Between the trailing off of the deadline crisis and waning of

the Spirit of Camp David, terminated finally by the U-2 incident and

collapse of the Paris smm~hit conference, Khrushchev sought his ob-

jectives in Central Europe by investing in personal and traditional

diplomacy. Serious pressure upon West Berlin might have been exerted

beginning in the spring of 1960 had Khrushchev not they become occupied

bi other matters of conflict with the United States, including de-

velopments in Cuba, the Congo snd Laos, the disarmament negotiations

in Geneva and the RB-47 incident. 42/ Although under intense domestic

pressure within the party and constrained by the public emergence of

the rift with China, Khrushchev seems to have concluded that in

this environment the risk was too great of losing control after prompt-

ing a new Berlin crisis. Also, having already failed with Eisenhower,

Khrushchev seems to have been prepared to wait until a new President

was in office, himself rooting for the Democrats (first Adlai Steven-

son and then John F. Kennedy). 43/ In October 1960 Khrushchev ex-

plicitly threatened a new crisis in April 1961 if the new administra-
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tion did not agree to a summit meeting then.

The Ulbricht regime in East Germany did not stand aside in

abeyance, however. In September, just before Khrushchev left for

the U.N. General Assembly session, the GDR demanded that West Ber-

liners obtain special police permits in order to travel in East

Berlin. When the Western allies retaliated in kind, a Soviet fighter

aircraft buzzed a British airliner, almost causing it to crash. 44/

The East Germans and their lobby in the USSR may also have been re-

sponsible for Khrushchev's aforementioned demand for a new summit.

The 1961 Aide-Memoire Crisis

Khrushchev launched his new offensive on Germany in early June

1961 at the Vienna summit meeting. Unless the West agreed to the

"normalization" of the status of Berlin, the USSR would sign a

unilateral accord with the GDR, the Soviet leader told President

Kennedy. The new President wag also given an aide-memoire calling

for the two Geriranys to sign within six months either a reunification

agreement or separate treaties with each of the four powers. Berlin

was to become a "free city" with access controlled by East Germany.

In mid-June Khrushchev made these demands public and in early July

he announced an increase in Soviet defense spending and suspension

of planned troop cuts. President Kennedy responded publicly on

July 25 by announcing in a televised speech a recommitment to Western

rights in Berlin and his intention to ask Congress to authorize the

following measures: an increase in defense spending of $3.2 billion

(about $7.2 billion in 1978 dollars); an increase in military manpower

- 4'(~ ~~*~ S.~
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of 217,000 personnel; expanded draft calls; a call-up of reserves;

the retention or reactivation of ships and aircraft slated for re-

tireaent; and an increase in civil defense spending. 45/

During the next three months after this stcking of positions

and before the air of crisis trailed off, the Kremlin used Soviet

armed forces for two purposes: to support the Ulbricht regime's

sealing off of West Berlin from the GDR, and to Les,-f i 'ind to

the consequent U.S. military buildup in Europe. After the Kennedy

administration indicated it would not abandon West Berlin quizkly,

if at all, the Kremlin finally responded affirmatively to the GDR's

desperation to take definitive action to stop the exit of East Germans

through West Berlin (this flight increased dramatically after the

crisis began) and terminate the powerful influence exerted by the

latter upon East Germans. In a show of support, when East German

border police moved on August 12-13 to seal off West Berlin, Moscow

had two Soviet divisions surround the city.

To these actions the United States responded only symbolically--

on August 14-16 a U.S. Army battle group was sent to West Berlin,

tours of duty for 26,000 U.S. naval personnel were extended, and 113

reserve and national guard units were alerted; whereupon the USSR

responded in kind by holding military maneuvers in the USSR and

probed further on August 23 via notes to Washington, Lcndon and

Paris threatening to close off their access to West Berlin by air.

On the previous day the GDR had closed off all but one of the West

Berlin border crossing points open to foreigners, including occupa-

tion troops, und had established a 100 meter no-man's-land around the
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enclave. However, no Soviet military moves accompanied the East

German action on the 22d or this new major threat for which, unlike

the sealing off of West Berlin from East Berlin and East Germany

(formally, four power authority still existed in Berlin), not a

shred of legal foundation could be demonstrated. As to those Soviet

military activities beginning on August 29, these occurred as part

of a tit-for-tat game with the United States which ensued following

the strong U.S. military reaction to the above mentioned Soviet threat.

The day after the Soviet notes were delivered 1,000 U.S. troops,

with tanks, were deployed along the West-East Berlin perimeter; and

on the 25th 76,500 U.S. reservists were called up. This was fol-

lowed on the 29th and 30th by the Kremlin announcing the retention

on active duty of personnel about to be released into the reserves

and resumption of nuclear weapons testing. Four days later, while

four U.S. Air Force fighter squadrons were being deployed to Europe,

the Scviets also announced naval exercises to be held in the Barents

and Kara seas. These exercises, beginning on September 12, were

sandwiched by the resumption of U.S. underground nuclear testing

and the deployment of airborne troops from Lhe United States to Greece

ano Turkey, exercises in the Mediterranean area, and a call-up of

two U.S. national guard divisions and 249 smaller reserve and guard

units. The only Sovipt action interfering with Western air access to

West Berlin was the unannounced harassment on one day in mid-September

of several U.S. airliners by Soviet fighters.

The frequency and significance .,f military activity by both

sides slowed down beginning in late September. Realizing that the

" '' a 'e W c. ,L .,: . .. .... ., .. . , . ... .... o ... .. ... .. .. ..
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Berlin Wall was the mot that could be achieved without a serious

risk of war and with the six month petiod given in his June aide-

memoire approaching an end, Khrushchev used this opportunity and the

forum of the twenty-second Soviet Party Congress to lift the deadline.

How to explain the confrontation then ten days later, on October

26, of a number of U.S. and ten Soviet tanks at the Friedrichstrasse

crossing (Checkpoint Charley)? Khrushchev claims a simple explanation:I*,.e Kremlin was persuaded that the United States was preparing to

use bulldozers, tanks and infantry to tear down certain portions

of the newly established Wall and deployed units to face those

forces down and deter that action. 46/ If the Kennedy administration

was preparing for a probe of this sort or U.S. actions gave such

an appearance, then the Soviet deployment could be accepted as a

reactive demonstration of a powerful commitment. Checking to see if

it might be able to bring the Wall down literally or figuratively,

and revise its effect, the United States, according to this line,

found the Kremlin prepared to defend its position.

A second explanation is that local tension around this crossing

rose to the point that each side found itself plunged into a face-

off as a means of informing the other that it would not tolerate

some new revision of the status quo. This thought would explain

why both sides could claim a tactical victory. Although neither might

have intended aggressive behavior, both could thus perceive its

action as one of successful deterrence. A third and more complex

account relates this cot.frontation to developments at the Soviet
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party congress and Khrushcnev's consequent need to regain lost

authority while demonstrating that the United States could not be

finessed out of Wrst Berlin. In short, this argument suggests that

faced with attacks by the Chinese and Soviet party hawks, Khrushchev

provoked tite confrontation to demonstrate his personal will, to

check tj see how committed the West indeed was, and, if the United

States did reaci strongly, to be able to identify continuing opposi-

tion to an end to the crisis as courting war. 47/

The Missile Crisis

Khrushchev's last attempt to solve the threat of West Germany

and West Berlin to future Soviet security and the GDR prompted the

Cuban missile crisis. After sorting out the essential failure of

the 1961 campaign--Bonn's role within NATO continued to grow, and

West Berlin remained a Western enclave within East Germany--there

was apparently no serious inclination in Moscow to repeat this

experience, itself reinforcing the failure of the 1958-59 "deadline"

gambit; which is not to say the Kremlin was -villing to low Western

contidence about this conclusion: Thus, for example, in early Decem-

ber 1961 Soviet military men delayed a U.S. Army convoy outside

Berlin and in February and March Soviet planes flew through the

Berlin air corridors and dropped chaff to confuse Western radars.

Another U.S. Army convoy was blocked in May. Rather than pursue

this futile line, however, Khrushchev appears to have become pei:--

suaded, probably during the spring of 1962, that he could attain

his objectives by emplacing strategic nuclear forces in Cuba and

* .4..'r.fVr',rs< - - 4..
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then trade this deploymeLit for an acceptable settlement on Germany.,8/

As Tatu has observed:

The objective of the manoeuvre
was clearly Berlin. Ever since
Khrushchev had raised the issue
in 1958, the Russians had tried
all possible tactics: first
pressure (the six-month ultimatum),
then smiles (at Camp David), then
pressure again and even the fist-
b-inging session (during Khrushchev's
sumer offensive of 1961). Every-
thing had been in vain. In the
spring of 1962 an entirely fresh
approach was needed. Khrushchev's
prestige was largely at stake and
his adversaries in the communist
camp were using the issue as a
weapon against him. 49/

To relieve this pressure, Khrushchev ordered sent to Cuba

in the summer and fall of 1962 the following armaments: medium

range (1,100 nautical miles) ballistic missiles; intermediate range

(2,200 nautical miles) ballistic missiles; IL-28 (Beagle) bombers

capable of carrying up to 6000 pounds of nuclear or non-nuclear

ordnance; surface-to-air and cruise missiles; missile patrol boats;

and MIG-21 fighter aircraft. With these weapon systems came 22,000

military personnel and technicians including, in addition to

missile operators and presumably pilots, four regimental-size armored

units equipped with T-54 tanks, FROG surface-to-surface tactical

nuclear rockets, and anti-tank missiles. 50/

The military mission of the IRBM, MRBM, and IL-28 units was

quite clearly to present a Soviet strategic nuclear threat proximate

to the United States. The other forces--SAI.s, cruise missiles,

patrol boats, and MIG-219 and ground units--may have been sent to
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deter U.S. military action against these strategic forces and to

defend them. As related earlier, however, it is possible that at

least some of these defensive forces were sent only at Castro's

insistence--that is, as a quid *o quo--to add to Cuba's more general

security.

After President Kennedy announced the "quarantine" and insisted

upon the missijes being removed from Cuba, the Kremlin refrained

from provocative military activities. The alert of Soviet and

other Warsaw Pact forces did not surprise U.S. leaders. Soviet

submarines that joined Russian freighters enroute to Cuba were

allowed to suffer U.S. Navy harassment including their forced

surfacing. Of great significance, Moscow did not choose to

threaten Berlin itself in any way as was at least half expected by

the Kennedy administration. The only really provocative military

action directed against the United States Juring the crisis was

the shooting down over Cuba of a U-2 aircraft by a SAM missile,

almost certainly directed by Russian eyes and hands. This could

have prompted a responsive U.S. military action. The Kremlin and

Havana, viewing this action from a defensive context, though, may

have meant to signal Washington that Soviet military units in Cuba

would be used to defead against a U.S. attempt to destroy the offen-

sive missiles.

Maintaining the Status Q'o and Detente

After the forced withdrawal from Cuba the USSR provoked no new

crises over West Germany or West Berlin. Thereafter Soviet mili-

tary actions threatening West Berlin's communications were almost

.
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always in response to what Moscow took to be some specific wrong )

perpetrated by Bonn and politically threatening to East Germany andFSoviet rights in Berlin. Harassment in the air corridors and the

delay of military convoys in the spring of 1963 followed an increased

number of escapes from East Berlin, bombings along the Wall and of

the Soviet Intourist Office in West Berlin, and the announcement

that President Kennedy would visit West Berlin in June. At this

time,tno, Moscow saw Bonn using indirect methods to cxtend its

jurisdiction to West Berlin. 51/ In response to Bonn's holding a

Bundestag session in West Berlin Soviet jets overflew West Berlin

and Red Army and GDR troops closed the autobahn and paraded on it

in April 1965. Four years then elapsed before Moscow again exercised

military leverage over West Berlin, protesting in March 1969 tbe

West German Federal Assembly's meeting in the enclave to elect a

new GFR President. Forthcoming visits by British Prime Minister

Wilson and President Nixon were probably what infused Moscow to jam

Western aircraft communications and radars, close the autobahn again,

and order troop maneuvers and aircraft reinforcements.

During the course of the cold war Soviet citizens were regularly

warned and military men were exhorted that world capitalism, laed

by American imperialism and German revanchism, was waiting only for

the right moment to attack the USSR. Although the Soviet development

of nuclear weapons, long-range bombers and then intercontinental

ballistic missiles allowed the USSR to devastate the West, they did

little to allay Soviet beliefs about Western hostility toward communist

nations. The "ruling circles of the United States" were expected to

do everything possible "to presere the old, thoroughly decayed founda-
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tions of the capitalist world, to stem the progessive evolution

of human society." 52/ Although Soviet railitary power might keep

the West at bay, given the chance, the United States would use violence

against the USSR. "The threat of... preventive war by American

imperialists against the Soviet Union and other countries of the

socialist camp is quite real," Marshal V.D. Sokolovsky informed his

readers. 53/ If world war remained a distinct possibility, relaxation

could not be afforded. In addition to the danger of preemptive nuclear

attack by the United States, the Soviet Union continued to be obsessed

about West German "revanchists" and NATO aggression. 54/

Soviet perceptions of Western intent began to change seriously

only after the elections in West Germany in September 1969 and the

formation of a government by Chancellor Willy Brandt. In November

1969 the Federal Republic signed the Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty,

and in December the Brandt government gave a positive response to Mos-

cow's long-standing call for a final peace conference to ratify the

national borders that had existed in Central Europe since the end of

the Second World War.

The increased deployment of Soviet ICBMs, the development of

missile-armed nuclear submarines, and the overall movement toward

a position of strategic parity with the United States further increased

Moscow's confidence about what could be expected of the West. Between

1962 and 1970 the ratio of U.S. to USSR strategic nuclear delivery ve-

hicles declined from approximately 7.3:1 to 1.1:1, the ratio of the

superpowers' respective force loadings (warheads) dropping from 37.5:1

rto 2.3:1. 55/ As President Nixon related in early 1970: "an inescapable
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reality of the 1970's is the Soviet Union's possession of powerful

and sophisticated strategic forces approaching, and in some categories,

exceeding ours in numbers and capability." 56/ President Nixon's op-

position to "sharp increases" in U.S. strategic weapons development and

any attempt to reverse this movement toward strategic parity, and his

decision to seek only a position of 'sufficiency' for the U.S. strategic

weapons arsenal was accepted by Moscow with satisfaction. 57/

In August 1970 Bonn signed the Treaty of Moscow, thereby rec-

ognizing the existing frontiers between East and West Germany, and

between East Germany and Poland. Also that summer East and West

reached the point of exchanging memoranda on the agenda of a European

security conference. The purpose of the large Warsaw Pact exercises

held in East Germany in October 1970 under the command of a GDR gen-

eral was to reassure the GDR as much as it was to caution the West

that 'East Germany is and will be an integral part of the East bloc',

as one Eastern European diplomat related. 58/ Traffic hold-ups by

Soviet border guards in January 1971 seemed less related to Soviet

objectives vis-a-vis the West in the on-going four power talks on

Berlin than a response to East German pressure for the USSR to up-

hold GDR interests. 59/ Further leading the Soviets in this direc-

tion was an impending visit by GFR Chancellor Brandt and President

Heinemann to West Berlin and, perhaps, the food price riots in Poland

in December 1970. That the Kremlin wanted very much to avoid pro-

voking any new serious confrontation with the United States was

signalled in the fall of 1970 by Moscow's wiZhdrawal of a submarine
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tender and termination of construction of ballistic missile sub-

marine base facilities at Cienfuegos, Cuba, upon U.S. demand that

this constituted a violation of the Kennedy-Khrushchev agreement

which brought the Cuban missile crisis to an end. 60/

In 1971 the Quadripartite agreement on Berlin was signed, and

the United States and the Soviet Union signed the Agreement on Meas-

ures to Reduce the Risk of Outbreak of Nuclear War. Finally, in

1972 a SALT agreecent was reached and the Joint Declaration on Basic

Principles of Relations was signed by the United States and the

Soviet Union. There followed detente, an important element of

which was reduced Soviet suspicions about Western intent and aggress-

iveness. If Stalin assumed the inevitability of war as long as the

two different ideological camps existed, and if Malenkov and Khrushchev

concluded that war in the nuclear age was no longer a sane policy

choice, in the early 1970s Soviet political authorities began to be-

lieve that the West might be willing to accept the USSR as it is,

the existence of comunist regimes in Eastern Europe (including the

GDR), and the USSR's continued domination of Eastern Europe. The

1975 Final Act of the Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe

signed in Helsinki in 1975 was the cap to this period of progress

as it was perceived in the USSR.

Nuclear war with the United States and future regime change in

West Germany remained matters of concern in the USSR, but Soviet

leaders appeared more and more to be thinking of the danger as one

of Western military capabilities--that is, U.S. strategic nuclear

f weapons and NATO--and not in terms of a capitalist and revanchist

'V 2 P*'t
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world waiting only for the right moment to attack or undermine the

USSR and its Western empire. Concurrently, military preparedness

to deter and defend an attack on the Revolution and homeland appeared

to become a matter of prudence rather than a panic-driven necessity.

Marshal Ustinov observed on Revolution Day 1977, "the defensive

potential of the Soviet Union is maintained at such a high level that

no one 4ould risk disturbing eur peaceful life." 61/ Expressed more

positively by Chairman Brezhnev, "people look into the future with

a growing hope." 62/

An important consequence of the agreements reached between 1969

and 1975, the continued growth of Soviet strategic as well as con-

ventional military capabilities, and Moscow's changed perspective

of the West as compared with that in decades past was an absence

of Soviet political-military operations aimed directly at the West.

-How much things had changed in Central Europe was indicated by Soviet

behavior in late 1977- early 1978 after the Western allies turned

down a request to curtail their military patrols in East Berlin.

The Kremlin responded not by action prejudicing the Western presence

in Berlin, but by increasing the number of Soviet military patrols

in West Berlin, as was its legal right.

Nevertheless, while Moscow did not perceive it necessary or

advantageous to threaten the use of military force to resolve dis-

agreements between the Warsaw Treaty nations and NATO, it did not

resist temptations to enter into conflict situations between NATO

nations, presumably for the strategic purpose of undermining the

fabric of the organization further. From a perspective of Soviet
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security interests, "...although the threat of war has been pushed

back, it has not yet been eliminated. Imperialism was and remains

a source of military danger." 63/ Many also continued to view the

USSR as an island in a hostile sea. For example, an article in

Pravda not too long ago told readers that "the American military's

bases encircle the territory of the Soviet Union and the other

Socialist community countries in a solid ring." 64/ Improved

relations between the United States and China and between Peking

and other NATO capitals added further dimension to this mentality. 65/

Adding to NATO's Troubles

To counter this continuing danger and, equally, to improve the

USSR's long-term ability to exert influence upon the West, it

appears that in May 1973, in the midst of the Cod War between Britain

and Iceland, a group of about ten surface ships flying the Red Star

and an equal number of submarines exercised in Icelandic waters.

Although this presence was not coupled with any statement of intent,

that it was coincidental seems unlikely. Soviet warships had

recently completed a major exercise in the North Atlantic and Nor-

wegian Sea; a portion of this exercise was also conducted near

the area into which the Soviet warships entered during the Cod

War. A new exercise in these waters so soon afterward was un-

usual. In the midst of this conflict between 3ritain and Iceland

another exercise area could have been found if the USSR wanted to

avoid an appearance of intervention. Insofar as the Soviet entry

also occurred following a reported request to the USSR by Iceland's

Minister of Fisheries for a gunboat to strengr:hen his nation's

V,
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coast guard and just after London ordered British warships into

the area it is reasonable to view this naval activity as a subtle

demonstration to Reykjavik thac Iceland did not have to face

Britain alune, but could have the powerful support of the USSR;

and to London that it might have to contend with a superpower. 66/

That the dispute between Britain and Iceland could at least

chink NAi'O was indicated quickly when Reykjavik, responding to Lon-

don's sending frigates to protect British trawlers, denied Royal

Air Force planes landing rights at the NATO airfield at Keflavik.

Withdrawal from NATO also became a subject of discussion in Ice-

land. 67/ Particularly in the minds of Soviet naval planners may

have been hope that the Icelandic government would hinder the impor-

tant NATO anti-submarine warfare operations dependent upon use of

the Keflavik Lir base. Continued NATO usage of this base was

already an issue in Icelandic politics and the Icelandic govern-

ment wa.s then pledged to review the matter. 68/

Moscow also appeared open to political-military diplomacy

during the 1974 Cyprus crisis. immediately after the coup against

President Makarios by Greek government supported insurgents, a Sov-

iet task group including cruisers and destroyers -oved toward the

island, and thereafter the Soviet Mediterranean fleet was rapidly

reinforced from the Black Sea. Of further significance, Moscow

was reported (by U.S. Defense Department officials) to have also

placed its seven airborne divisions on alert, while Soviet AN-!2

and AN-22 transport aircraft were made more ready for action. 69/

.......... .....
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Occurring prior to the restoration of constitutional government

in Athens, these actions were able to be interpreted as supportive

of Turkey, the Kremlin having cultivated Ankara for some time.

Turkey was deeply disturbed by the coup in Cyprus; the possibility

of Turkish military intervention in Cyprus and Greek-Turkish con-

flict was immediately recognized by all observers. Also possible,

though, those related Soviet naval deployments may have been meant

as a counterbalance to a concurrent U.S. naval presence and as a

demonstration of continued support for Makarios who, after fleeing

to Malta, went on to London. The United States had been very close

to the Greek government and had always encountered difficulties

in dealing with Makarios who retained a certain distance from Wash-

ington. 70/ That the Greek government directed the coup and had

the support of Washington was a supposition made by many at the

time; for its part, the United States did not condemn the coup and

expressed no interest in the return of Makarios. 71/

As to the Soviet airborne alert and reported troop movements in

Bulgaria, almost certainly these actions were precautionary, in

recognition of the possibility of war breaking out between Greece

and Turkey in Thrace adjacent to Bulgaria, a Warsaw Pact ally.

Whatever the proportion of the Kremlin's actions directed toward

weakening NATO, though, it is difficult to escape the conclusion

that this was a consideration and that to some degree Soviet military

units were used in furtherance of this interest.

Security Relationg vith China

Moscow's backing off from con.frontation with the West over

West Germany and West Berlin following the Cuban missile crisis
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was related to more than the disastrous outcome to the emplacement

of missiles in Cuba, the disposition of Khrushchev's successors,

and growing resignation about the Federal Republic's place within

NATO. Of great significance also was the USSR's increasingly hos-

tile relations with China and the development between 1963 and 1969

of a situation that threatened to end in war between the two com-

munist giants.

Relatio.s between Moscow ane Peking begat, to deteriorate fol-

lowing Khrushchev's de-Stalinization speech at the Twentieth Party

Congress iii early 1956. Unconsulted by Khrushchev, the Chinese

perceived this announcement as undermining the legitimacy of com-

munist regimes everywhere as well as the struggle with the West.

The gulf widened further when Moscow, uitimpressed by Peking's

demands for more militanL global struggle against the capitalist

world, accepted Mao's thesis that 'the east wind prevails over the

west wind' only to a limited degree and remained steadfast in its

call for 'peaceful coexistence'. Moreover, while Khrushchev was

willing to probe the West seriously to satisfy important Soviet

security objectives--that is, to obtain a satisfactory settlement

on the questions of Germany end West Berlin, as perhaps precipitated

by the worsening .ino-Soviet relati-nshi? 72 -- he proved unwilling

to help the Chinese develop nuplear weapons. Further parting occurred

when Moscow turned down Peking's request for assistance in building

up China's navy; when the Chinese abandoned the Soviet economic

model in favor of a radical domestic course; and whan the Kremlin

adopted a stance of neutrality in China's border dispute with

India. 73!/

- * -
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Peking Raises the Border Issue

In the early 1960s Peking gave up all hope of cajoling the

Kremlin into accepting its proscribed course. This conclusion

reached, Mao determined to raise China's long closeted desire for

large territorial adjustmemts of the Sino-Soviet border. Hence

in March 1963 Peking indicated its intention to lay claim to south-

eastern Siberia, the Maritime Province, and one-half million square

miles of Soviet Central Asia, all obtained by Czarist Russia in the

nineteenth century via what the Chinese termed 'unequal' treaties.

Precipitating this threat were the harsh polemics exchanged between

Peking and Moscow over the outcome to the Cuban missile crisis and

Khrushchev's point to the C' "ese in this exchange that the USSR

had recognized U.S. nuclear power just as China sensil'y recognized

the existence of British Hong Kong and Portuguese Macao. 74/ Probably

another background factor were border incidents that had already

occurred and the exodus of a large number of Kazakhs and Uighurs

from China to the USSR in 1962. Aside from Pek 's material in-

terests in the disputed territories, bringing this issue up served

to place the USSR further on the defensive and to identify Moscow

to the world as following the imperialist path of the Czars and

the West. Chinese domestic needs were also served. 75/

After the Korean War Soviet military strength in the Far East

was reduced from roughly 30 to 12-14 divisions. In 1965, following

inconclusive talks on border ai.d territorial issues, new assertions

i:0
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by Peking, the beginning of the Great Cultural Revolution in China,

further border incidents and, ominous for the USSR, the onset of

nuclear testing by China, Moscow began to slowly build up its mili-

tary position in the area, filling out units, rotating them with more

capable Soviet troops deployed in Central and Eastern Europe, sending

surface-to-surface nuclear weapons and other advanced armaments east-

ward, and moving forces closer to the border. 76/ Moscow also went

out of its way to reaffirm its alliance with Mongolia: In January

1966 Soviet party chairman Brezhnev, accompanied by Defense Minister

Marshal R. Ya Malinovsky, signed in Ulan Bator a new twenty year

mutual assistance pact. Thereafter Soviet troops were deployed into

Mongolia for the first time in a decade. 77/

When relations with Peking continued to worsen the USSR further

reinforced its military position. Red Guard activ.ty in neighboring

Sinkiang province, the feverish pitch and violent turns of the

Cultural Revolution elsewhere in China-for more than two weeks in

early 1967 the Soviet Embassy in Peking was even besieged--and

continued nuclear testing (a thermonuclear device was exploded in

June 1967) all made Moscow increasingly anxious that, despite China's

overall military weakness vis-a-vis the USSR, Peking might neverthe-

less either provoke an edge-of-war crisi3 by, for example, deploy-

ing intermediate range missiles to Albania or, even more irrationally,

seek to restore by violence some portion of the so-called lost

territories. 78/ Boldly facing the thought of joint Soviet-American

attack on China, Foreign Minister Marshal Chen Yi related, for ex-

ample: 'we are not afraid.. .The Chinese people, are ready for war and
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confident cf final victory. We now have the atomic bomb and also

rockets...all the nuclear bombs that fall on China will be returned

with interest'. 79/ For the first time since the Great Patriotic

War Moscow felt the possibility of the USSR being the victim of un-

provoked or preemptive military action and saw the territorial

security of the USSR in serious jeopardy. As john Newhouse has ob-

served: "By 1969, there was general acceptance that the real pur-

pose of the Soviet Galosh A-SM was to protect Moscow from primitive

Chinese nuclear weapons, as distinct from high performance American

missiles." 80/

Hence after a slow beginning in 1965-66, the Soviet military

buildup proceeded apace in 1967-68. Better able divisions in Easi-

ern Europe cortinued to be rotated with divisions in the Fax East

and Soviet divisional size forces began to enter Mongolia. in Nov-

ember 1967 Soviet tark units paraded in Ulan Bator in a public demon-

stration of warning to China. and show of commitment to Mmtgolia.

By mid-1968 estimates of Soviet strength in Mongolia ranged up to

six divisions; and in the summer of that year, at the same time the

USSR was expressing itself martially to Czechoslovakia, large-scale

Soviet maneuvers were held in Mongolia. 81/ Additional divisions

also appear to have been deployed to Soviet Central Asia. Consider-

ing the improved state ther, of Soviet-U.S. relations, the August 1968

Soviet-Japanese agreement for their joint development of Siberia,

the invasion of Czechoslovakia and the Brezhnev Doctrine, these fur-

ther Soviet military deployments and activities directed at China

1t
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provided a serious warning to Peking within an ominous global

strategic environment.

The 1969 Clashes and Soviet Threats

The increasingly tense situation finally came to a head between

March and August 1969. With both sides evidently intent on demon-

strating their resolve, a Chinese ambush of a Soviet patrol on

Damansky Island in the Ussuri River on March 2, 1969 led to a Sov-

iet provocation there on Marzh 15; this latter incident including

artillery exchanges, the use of Soviet tanks, and infantry battle

that raged for about nine hours and ended with some 60 Russian r ..d

800 Chinese casualties. Thereafter cther border areas w:te also

subjected to violent interchanges which continued intermittently

until August. In April the scene of violence shifted westward to

territory near Chuguchak where the Sinkiang-Uighur Autonomous

Regic ,f China fronts the Kazakh Soviet Socialist Republic. While

clashes continued in this area, fighting broke out in May and June

in the Amur River border ayea in the east again. Finally, on Aug-

ust 13, 1969, again near the DzLngarian Gate, the ancient trade

and invasion route between Sinkiang and Kazakhstan, a new major

clash occurred in which Peking claimed Snviet tanks, helicopters

hnd several hundred troops entered Sinkiaig to provoke battle. In-

deed, after the initial clash on March 2, the Soviet 'Union appeared

generally responsible for the hostilities that foiowed. 82/

Soviet objectives in the aftermath of the first Damansky

Island incident appear Lo have been tnreefold: to cajole Peking
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into entering new talks to 'normalize' the border situation--that

is, tc obtain a diplomatic framework allowing the USSR to retain

the territory pried by China; to deter Peking from further military

action against Soviet pers.nnel and territory; to be prepared for

war with China. Soviet border provocations were aimed at satisfying

the first two of these goals; the March 15 action, as a particular

exhibition of Soviet determination, was also aimed at the international

communist m-vement and catered to Russian nationalism and a desire

for revenge. 83/ The last concern--to be better able to defend

the USSR--as well as the first two more political objectives were

further served by a number of other political-military actiuns

including: the transfer of six additional Red Army divisions to the

Far East; the expansion of airfields in the east; a call-up of re-

serves and general expansion of the Red Army from 140 to 148 divi-

sions; and major exercises in the Amur River area and

the Transbaikal military district. About the latter exercise, the

Soviet military newspaper Krasnaya zvezda proclaimed Soviet forces

to have scored 'a convincing victory' after 'courageously and

decisively attacking the enemy' (italics added). 84/

In late snmer the Kremlin appeared to lose rn.iencf. with

Peking which, notwithstanding its agreement in May to enter new

talks by the Sino-Soviet Commission for Navigation on Boundary

Rivers, had not backed down in its propaganda or in its cemands for

satisfaction by the USSR as a precondition for more fundamental bor-

der talks. Like israe. facing the Arabs, Moscow found itself unable
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to translate military superiority into political recognition; and

like the Arabs, Peking saw an ace in its willingness to talk about

the issue in a direct negotiation. Part of the Kremlin's answer to

this frustrating situation was the more escalatory provocation of

August 13, already referred to. Much maore serious, though, was its

resort to threatening China with nuclear war.

In early August Colonel General V.F. Tolubko, a Red Army

missile specialist and author of an artk!le on August 6 commemora-

ting the 1929 outbreak of conflict between the USSR and China, was

appointed to command the Soviet Far East Military District. When

this form of warning and the August 13 provocation together failed

to produce the desired effect, a Pravda editorial hinted to Peking

that it was courting nuclear war by adhering to "absurd territorial

claims against the Soviet Union." "If a war were to break out under

present conditions, with the armaments, lethal weapons and modern

means of delivery that now exist, no continent would be unaffect-

ed," the Kremlin allowed in waming Peking and as an advisory to the

West. 85/ At the same time the Kremlin circulated a letter among

the governments of Eastern European and foreign communist parties

raising the possibility of a preemptive nuclear strike against

China. 86/ Further amplification was then provided by Soviet Deputy
S

Defense Minister M.V. Zakharov, who suggested the possibility of a

surprise attack against Chi t; and by Victor Louis, a Brftish journ-

alist widely regarded as an unofficial outlet for Soviet state-

ments, who wrote in the London Evening News:
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Some circles in Eastern Europe are asking
why the doctrine (i.e., the Brezhnev Doc-
trine) that Russia was justified in inter-
fering in Czechoslovakia's affairs a year ago
should not be extended to China. Events in
the past year have confirmed that the Soviet
Union is adhering to the doctrine that
accialist countries have the righr to in-
terfere in each other's affairs in their own
interest or those of others who are threat-
ened.

The fact that China is many times larger
than Czechoslovakia and might offer active
resistance is, according to these Marxist
theoreticians, no reason for rot applying
the doctrine. Whether or not the Soviet
Union will attack Lop Nor, China's nuclear
center, is a question of strategy, and so
the world would only learn about it after-
wards. 87/

Insofar as the Louis article followed by a week Chou En-lai's

agreement at a hastily arranged meeting in Peking with Soviet

Premier Kosygin to resume border negotiations with the USSR, this

piece may have been meant only to confirm Moscow's seriousness and

to extract a formal statement from Peking renouncing violence as

a means of altering the existing border arrangement. 88/ This was

obtained on October 7 when Peking, announcing an agreement with

the USSR to reopen negotiations, related that the issue should be

'settled peacefully' and that 'even if it cannot be settled for the

time being, the status quo of the border should be maintained, and

there definitely should be no resort to the use of force'. 89/

The Further Buildup of Soviet Power and New Incidents

Although the border talks that began in October 1969 quickly

proved fruitless and Sino-Soviet relations thereafter remained
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stormy, the Kosygin-Chou meeting, the Chinese statement of October

9 and the punctuation of new negotiations gave Moscow and Peking

a long enough pause to side-step out of the drift toward war. But

not far back from the brink, the two sides kept up their heated

diplomatic battle and a sense of serious military confrontation

continued, despite each one's taking care not to provoke new bor-

der incidents. The Red Army's presence in the border areas (the

Transbaikal and Far East Military Districts and Mongolia), which

mounted from 15 divisions in 1968 to 21 divisions in 1969,

rose to 30 division3 in 1970 and to 45 divisions in 1973. Con-

current with this expansion occurred an increase in Soviet air-

power deployed in the east. Although Peking moved forces closer

to the border to meet Soviet deployments, the number of Chinese

divisions in these areas was maintained at 32-33 until 1972-73

when Peking moved to match the further Soviet expansion and itself

fielded in these theaters a total of 45 divisions. 90/

The extent of continuing Soviet anxiety was further denoted

by a proposal by V.S. Semenov, head of the Soviet SALT delegation

in Vienna in July 1970, to his American counterpart, Gerard Smith,

calling in effect for a U.S.-Soviet alliance against other nuclear

powers--read China. Suggested Moscow: The USSR and Urited States,

upon discovering a plan for a 'provocative' action or attack, would

together act to prevent it; failing this, they would retaliate

Jointly against the third party. 91./ About this time China was

beginning to emplace its first intermediate-range ballistic missiles. 92/

The Kissinger and Nixon visits to China and general movement toward

Sino-American rapprochement that ensued in 1971 raised Moscow fur-

I I
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ther in its seat.

After peaking in 1973, the Soviet military presence in the

east leveled off and then dropped down to 43 divisions where it

remained thereafter. 93/ A repcrted Sino-Soviet military clash

in the Mongolian border area in November 1974, perhaps provoked

by Moscow to push Peking into new negotiations, was not followed

by renewed militarization of the on-going verbal jousting; and a

new round of negotiations was begun in Peking in early 1975. A

&omewhat similar sequence of events occurred a year later. In

that instance China released in December 1975 a Soviet helicopter

crew captured in 1974 shortly after the report of a large in-

crease in the numbers of Soviet tactical missiles and armored

vehicles in the Far East. Having earlier accused the captured

Soviet crew members of engaging in espionage, Peking called their

story credible upon releasing them. 94/ Whether this was coin-

cidence or a response to Soviet military pressure is difficult to

tell.

New instances of Kremlin military pressure upon Peking to

behave more desirably appeared to occur again in 1978. On April

1 a long Pravda editorial again rejected China's preconditions

for further border negotiations and called for "a joint statement

to che effect that the sides will build their relations on the

basis of peaceful coexistence, firmly adhering to the principles

of equality, mutual respect for sovereignty and territorial integ-

rity, noninterference in each other's internal affairs, and the

(nonuse of force, could advance the matter of the normalization of
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our relations." 95/ Four days later Soviet party chairman Brezhnev

and Politburo member and Defense Minister D.F. Ustinov watched

Soviet ground and air exercises in the Far East near Kharbarovsk,

about 25 miles from the Sino-Soviet border. Brezhnev was reported

to have thanked the troops for their "high state of preparedness"

and to have been assured by them that they would ccntinue to

"vigilantly defend our socialist motherland." 96/

One month later approximately 30 Russian soldiers, supported

by a helicopter and military river boats were reported to have

crossed the Ussuri River into China for a short time at a place

about 200 miles from Khabarovsk. Moscow termed the incursion a

mistake that occurred when Soviet border guards pursued 'a danger-

ous and armed criminal' at night; Peking accused the USSR of an

'organized military provocation'. 97/ Insofar as the incident took

place just after a visit -o North Korea by party chairman Hua Kuo-

Feng, only one week before a visit to China by Rumanian leader

Nicolae Ceausescu and two weeks before a visit by U.S. national

security adviser Zbigniew Brzezinski, it was not implausible to

infer in this action a caution by Moscow to Peking to restrain its

anti-Soviet activity and to keep the dispute between them within

existing bounds. Because the Soviet troops ended up in Yueh Ya in

Hulin county, Heilungkiang province, it is also possible that

Moscow meant to caution North Korea against endorsing China's posi-

tion in the Sino-Soviet conflict. 98/

Implications of China's Peace Offensive

In the late 1970s Moscow appeared less anxious about a sudden
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Chinese threat to Soviet territory in the Far East than about

Peking's activist diplomacy aimed, as Moscow saw it, at forming

"an anti-Soviet alliance, to undermine the unity of the socialist

states, to torpedo the attained level of European detente based

on the principles of peaceful coexistence." 99/ When Soviet rela-

tions with the United States deteriorated seriously in the Spring

of 1978, an importanat element in this shift from Moscow's point of

view was the appearance of a nascent U.S.-NATO Europe-China

entente--consider, for example, presidential adviser Brzezinski's

expressions of concen), about the Soviet Union during his May 1978

visit to China, journeys to the People's Republic by West German

and British general officers just prior to Brzezinski's trip, the

reported support by the Carter administration for Chinese arms

purchases in Western Europe, and the U.S. decision to sell China

advanced technology items while high technology sales to the USSR

were looked at more coldly. 100/

Adding further to the Kremlin's sense of China's making head-

way in shifting the global balance of power to the USSR's dis-

advantage was the signing by China and Japan in August 1978--

later that month Chinese party chairman Hua Kuo-feng was to visit

Rumania and Yugoslavia--of a treaty of peace and friendship, thsis

document including an article opposing third party attempts to as-

tablish in any part of the world a position of "hegemony," a code

word in Peking's lexicon denoting Soviet imperialism. In accept-

ing this "pivotal provision," as Moscow termed it, Tokyo was viewed

as having "capitulated" in the negotiations in which Peking's objective

L
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was one of "undermining Soviet-Japanese neighborliness." 1021

Earlier, Moscow warned Japan repeatedly against signing an agree-

ment with China, and two months earlier, when Japan and China were

preparing for a new round of negotiations, Moscow staged naval,

amphibious and other ground maneuvers in the Kurile Islands, whose

return from the USSR Tokyo has claimed since Japan regained its

sovereignty after World War II. While Soviet cruisers, de-

stroyers, submarines and support -hips cruised offshore, naval

infantrymen landed on beaches and alrbors. units dropped by para-

chute. Although Soviet maneuvers in this area hz d once been com-

mon, no military exercises had been held there since 1970. 102/

That the Kremlin was not just concerned to deter the de-

velopment of strengthened Chinese-Japanese relations, but saw

Japan as militarily resurgent and meant to insure against any

thoughts in Tokyo about regaining the islands by force was sug-

gested by a buildup of forces on the islands some months later.

The Kremlin saw in U.S. as well as in Japanese behavior in 1978-

79 a strong reception to Peking's overtures and finally concluded

that Washington and Tokyo were themselves actively seeking to

strengthen their bilateral alliance and their relationships with

China for the purpose of disallowing the accomplisment of Soviet

objectives. Military men in the USSR perceived the construction

of "a NATO for Asia." 103/ Prior to the 1979 conflict between

China and Vietnam the Kremlin was also seriously worried about the

prospect of improved relations fetween China --nd India and New

0 2
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Delhi's acceptance of Peking's view of the world. Good relations

between China and North Korea too were apparent. While Moscow

pressed upon New Delhi the danger posed by a powerful China,

Pyongyang was reminded that it was Peking who sought the retention

of U.S. forces in the Pacific area, including South Korea. 104/

If Peking continues to expand its relations and standing in

the world in an atmosphere of Sino-Soviet hostility and compe-

tition, Moscow may be tempted fror. time to time to express its

Zispleasure and give warning by orchestrating political-military

aperatio-as in the border areas, and elsewhere directed at the

targets of Peking's diplomacy. Increasingly, though, the Kremlin

1 ill probably be put off from martial action along the Sino-Soviet

border invofar as Peking presses ahead in its strategic weapons

program and modercizes its conventional forces. Under Mao's

stewardship China's nuclear weapons program went forward quite

slowly while deficiencies were allowed in conventional fiiepower

and mobility and the thesis of people's war retained something of

the gospel. Hence, while appearing formidable on pape and con-

tinuing to be of concern to the USSR, the relative military bal-

ance botween the USSR and China between the Cultural Revolution

and Mao's death became ever more favorable to the Soviet Union,

particularly as Mcs,:ow made major investments in strategic and

conventional forces development and procurement. Chineef- :_trategic

A. orces at the end of the 1970s included only some 60-80 IRBMs and

HMRBs and about L.0 TU-16 bombers able to carry nuclear weapons. 105/

4- 4
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This dynamic could be reversed, however, upon decisions by Peking

affording deployment of a large number of CSS-4 ICBMs in the ne.xt

decade; development of a submarine-launched ballistic missile

capability; the purchase of major technology and large volumes of

conventional armaments from the wet; and heavy investment in

industrialization and domestic arms production. 106'

Some believe the Kremlin may be prompted to think less of

military displays which might reinforce Peking's drive to achieve

a stronger military and global political position than of serious

preemptive action to destroy China's ability to threaten the USSR

militarily. 107/ Barring this drastic step, which would mean

acceptance of enormous risk, and aside from hostile political-

military operations aimed at other rations that might cozy up to

Peking, Soviet armed forces may be most active in the Sino-Soviet

conflict on the playing fields of the third world, as tney have

been in the pursuit of influence vis--a-vis the West stnce the late

1960s. The Kremlin's competition with Peking has already pre-

sented itself on a number of occasions as a factor helping to ex-

plain Soviet political-military operations in new nations.

! °
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Chapter 5

THE THIRD WORLD

During Stalin's rule Soviet policy toward noncomlunist national-

ist movements and governments ran in cycles. From the end of the

Russian Civil War through the mid-1920s the Bolsheviks sought to

accommodate the major European powers and identify Soviet vlews with

the aspirations of Asian nationalism (the united front from above).

From about 1928 through the early 1930s a more radical line pre-

vailed. In these years of united frtnt from below, nationalists in

the colonial areas and European socialists were bitterly attacked,

and the USSR isolated itself from the major powers.

After a brief transition following the 1933 elections in

Germany, Moscow threw its support behind popular front government3 4

in Europe and sought alliances supporting Soviet security interests;

hence the cause of revolution was temporarily shelved. This per-

spective remained dominant until 1947 when again the world was divided

into two camps. As in the late 1920s an -arly 1930s, the "national

bourgeoisie" in the underdeveloped nations were considered part of

the camp of "capitalism, imperialism and nationalism." It was left

to Stalin's heirs to accommodate the newly independent nations and

nationalist movements in the third world. I/

X.
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Early Experiences: China and Spain

Throughout the Stalinist years Soviet military men were

called upon only twice to support policy not dominated by the needs

of Soviet military security or concern to establish or maintain

communist regimes in adjacent lands. Not surprisingly, these two

interventions, in China in the mid-1920s and in Spain during the

Spanish Civil War, took place during the two Stalinist periods of

accommdation to the noncormunist world. when Moscow saw advantage

in distinguishing among nations and groups not sharing its objectives

and conceptualization of the world.

In the early 1920s, owing to Soviet interest in Outer Mongolia,

a desire to recover their concession in the Chinese Eastern Railway

(lost at the time of the Russian Revolution), and the hostility

of the powers holding concessions in China, the new Bolshevik

government had difficulty establishing relations with the "legitimate"

warlord government in Peking. Thus beginning in 1923 Moscow began

to support the Nationalist government of Sun Yat-sen in Crmton and

his political organization, the Kuomintang or Nationalist Party. 2/

From a short term perspective Sun and his followers, who Included

Chiang Kai-shek, were the group in China willing to deal with the new

Soviel regim, and reach an understanding with Moscow; in the longer

term, a Nationalist government pro~mised to weaken the British, Japanese

and other foreign presence in China and to allow greater opportunity

for the growt1t of communism.
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This Sino-Soviet alliance was inaugurated by an agreement

signed by Sun and Adolph Joffe in January 1923 in Shanghai.

Consequently in 1924-25 the National Revolutionary Army and Whampoa

Military Academy were established in Canton with the support of

Soviet military advisors led, initially, by P. A. Pavlov and,

then, by General V. K. Bluecher who became Chiang Kai-shek's chief

of staff. Said Sun Yat-sen at the ceremony opening the Whampoa

Military Academy:

Six years ago Russia started a revolution

and at the same time organized a revolutionary
army. This army developed by stages and was
able to destroy the old forces and external
dangers and achieved great successes. Opening
thi5 academy, we follow the example of Russia.
In the academy the principles of the building
of the Red Army of the Soviet Union will be

studied... 3/

Soviet arms and other materiel were also forthcoming, and the

number of Russian military advisers providing training and staff

support, and who took part in Nationalist military expeditions,

rose quickly to mcre than 1,000. 4/ This assistance, which further

included the training of Chinese military men in the USSR, rontinued

until 1927 when the Chinese communists were expelled from the Kuomintang

and became vi' tims to violent repression at the hands of the Nationalists. 5/

Moscow did spur political change in China during the mid-1920s,

- and tl-e Kuomintang did become the dominant force in China, at leasL for a

time. rhe end result, though, was a great disappointment for Stalin

and spurred the shift to the ultra-leftist line that prevailed into the

1930s. This first Soviet disstpointment after giving military suppo. to a

Igk
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nationalist government was not peculiar; it was to b2 repeated

in a number of instances in the 1960s and '70s.

Stalin's other military adventure during the inter-wai years

was in Spain where the USSR sought to counter Hitler's and Mussolini's

support of the Nationalists during the Spanish Civil War. As in

China, Soviet objectives were limited and realistically did not include,

in an operative sense, the takeover of Spain by communists loyal to

Moscow. The basic concern was that the Republicans shoule' not be

defeated by forces identified with fascism and receiving impcrtant

assistance from Germany and Italy. Stalin, though, was mlidful to

maintain continued good relations with France, which had previously

concluded a nonaggression pact and a mutual assistance treaty with

the USSR; nor did he want to antagonize Great Britain which, like

France, favored the illusion of the Non-Intervention Agreement signed

by the powers (including Britain, France, Germany, Italy, and the USSR)

shortly after the Civil War began. 6/ At the same time, the Soviet

Uniou also was completely unprepared for general war in Europe as a

consequence of the purges then being presseL in the USSR.

Pursuing a low profile, Stalin sent no Lenin Battalion to Spain

to match tne Thaelmann, Abraham Lincoln, Dimitrov and other international

contingents that formed the international brigades supported by the

Comintern. Nur did there appear in Spain a Russian equivalent to the

-German 6,000 m-in Condor Legion, tu say nothing about the approximately

50,000 Italian military personnel who fought for the Nationalists at one
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time. Cautiously, Stalin sent several hundred tanks and aircraft

y along with personnel to operate them; a relatively small number of

advisers to provide senior level staff support; and instructors to

train Loyalist troops in the use of Soviet military equipment which

was provided in quantity. 7/

The relatively small Soviet contribution of military personnel

was not trumpeted, and no acknowledgement was made of their

participation in combat, although it was plain that they did engage

in a number of actions. Stalin also was not willing to escal:-te

the level of Soviet involvement once it was clear that the Republicans

were doomed to defeat. As in China, the intervention in Spain ended

in failure; although in Spain, S,:alin probably never had very great

hope once he recognized that Bxitaic, France, and the United States

would not restrain Germany and Italy or support the Loyalists in any

practical way. The provision of Soviet military men, materiel, and

financial aid to the Loyalists is, perhaps, best viewed as having been

initially a response to buy the Republicans time and then, rather quickly,

a necessary saLrifice.

The Transition: Kind Words, Visits, Trade, Aid and Arms

During the transition from victory in Europe to the cold war

Moscow looke" favorably upon nationalist movements in India, Indonesia,

and elsewhere, notwithstanding their "nationaJ bourgeoisie" leadership.

By late 1947, though, the Zhdanov view of two camps struggling for world

I
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supremacy was dominant. As in the late 1920s and early 1930s, ortly

true believers were acceptable; the united front from above and

bourgeois nationalist leaders were again condemned. During the

following six years of orthodoxy, communists alone in the under-

developed lands were considered worthy. Nehru, Sukarno and others

like them were viewed as serving the cause of imperialism. 8.

Shortly after Stalin's death in March 1953 and alongside

the new "peace offensive", this line began to change. In Augvst

Soviet Party Chairman and head of the Council of Ministers Georgi

Malenkov spoke favorably about developments in India and Burma,

and in September a five ydar trade agreement was signed with India.

By 1955 the Soviets were willing to give strong support to the

Bandung Conference and Khrushchev and Bulganin were visiting India,

Burma, and Afghanistan. The two "camps" were replaced by two "zones,"

a "zone of peace" that included the "peace loving" communists and non-

communist nations, and the "war zone" of Western nations. 9/ The

previous Stalinist line was recognized as self-defeating. Soviet

policy now identified the interests of the "neutrals" with Soviet

objectives. The Kremlin also looked favorably upon nationalist

movements in the colonial areas.

The leaders of the new nonaligned states were pleased to be

courted by Moscow. They had rejected the European colonial powers

and been put off by U.S. Secretary of State John Foster Dulles' lack

of sympathy with their aspirations and U.S. orthodoxy and insistence

-_',C
'4 .
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akin to the earlier Soviet line that a third way, between East

and West, did not exist.

Soviet blo' trade with the underdeveloped nations, which

had plummeted in the late forties and early fifties, increased

dramatically in the mid-1950s. Playing no small part was the bloc's

extension of credits, which totalled $1.1 billion between 1953 and

1957. 10/ In September 1955 Moscow ventured the first open sale

of arms to a noncommunist nation--Egypt--via Czechoslovakia. In

this, the Kremlin was prompted by the January 1954 treaty between

Turkey and Iraq and Western diplomatic activities leading to the

emergence of the Baghdad Pact. In response, the Kremlin sought to

obtain a counter group of Soviet allies in the Middle East. President

Nasser of Egypt, who bitterly oppposed the Baghdad Pact and was

unable to obtain arms from the United States, was an obvious chcice

to receive bloc arms. ll/ The intermediary role played by Prague

was not wholly new; it was Czechoslovakia that provided weapons to

Israel to support Israeli independence in the late 1940s and delivered

arms to the Arbenz government in Guatemala in 1954. Shortly after

the agreement with Egypt was announced, a sale of major armaments to

Syria by the USSR directly was made known.

So began the flow of Soviet arms to the nonaligned states, which

was complemented by the dispatch of Soviet military advisers and train-

ing of third world military men in Warsaw treaty nations. Through 1977

the USSR and its Eastern European alites signed arms agreements valued

at approximate'y $28.5 billion with at least three dozen underdeveloped r-

i 4.I I I l
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nations and brought 47,000 military personnel from these countries

to the USSR and Eastern Europe for training. At the end of 1977

roughly 10,250 WTO military advisers and technicians were in the

third world. 12/

Kind words, visits, trade, aid and arms, though, were not

enough for new nations intending to terminate quickly the vestiges

of colonialism or facing crises of violence with neighbors. Very

soon, Moscow's new allies sought the support of Soviet military

power. The USSR's display of long range jet bombers in 1954-55,

the launching of Sputnik I in October 1957, and effusive Kremlin

oratory were seized uponi by these nations as an implicit warning to

their antagonists and as reason to expect strong Soviet backing when

they might face danger.

Era of False Pretenses

Although things often worked out fairly well for them, until

the late 1960s the USSR's new allies in the third world did not fail

to notice that in crises Moscow provided them scant support beyond

rhetoric. Crises over the Suez Canal (1956), Jordan (1957), Syria

(1957), Lebanon (1958), the Congo (1960 and 1964), Cuba (1961) and

Laos (1959-62) included small or no exhibition of the Red Star. The

basic reasons for this probably included the strong stance taken by the

United States In most of these incideuts, the strategic nuclear in-

feriority of the USSR as compared with the United States that was

clearly apparent except for a time between 1957 and 1961, and the ab-

sence of Soviet cinventional military power from places noncontiguous

with the USSR.
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The Suez Crisis

The attack by Israel, Britain, anJ France upon Egypt in

October 1956 was the occasion of the first call for help to the USSR

by one of the Kremlin's new associates. Mohammed Heikal has written

that when Syrian President Shukri al Kuwatly, who went to Moscow

during the crisis, said to his hosts, 'you must inter ne', Marshal
ZL.kov "unfolded a map in front of him and said: 'Mr. President,

here is the map, look at it, how can we intervene?"' 13/ Of no

practical value to Cairo, Soviet support during the period of

fighting included only condemation of Egypt's aggressors and

appeals to Nehru and Sukarno to mobilize the Bandung nations as a

political force in the crisis. 14/ Nor did the USSR react in any

effective way to the closing by British and French naval units of the

eastern Mediterranean during the conflict.

Only after waiting until it was clear that the United States

would not support military action against Egypt and that Britain,

France and Israel were internationally isolated did Moscow issue threats.

Thus it was a week after hostilities commenced that Egypt's aggressors

were told in letters from Soviet Premier Nikolai Bulganin that they

were vulneraLle to "rocket weapons;" and it was several days after

all hostilit'es had ceased before Soviet "volunteers" became available.
The Soviet and Czech military advisers in Egypt meanwhile had been

withdrawn to Sudan. 15/

These statements made world headlines and were given serious

consideration In London, Paris and Tel-Aviv, but they did not determine

the direction of events. What the Bulganin letters did was confirm

A 4
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I the expected outcome more immediately, by creating enough additional

uncertainty in London and Paris to throw Britain and France firmly

into the hands of the United States whose price for supporting them

vis-a-vis the USSR was their termination of hostilities against

Egypt. 16/ Moscow offered no response to the military alert then

declared by the Eisenhower administration, in which SAC aircraft were

deployed to forward bases and aircraft carriers bearing nuclear

bombers were moved toward closer striking range of the USSR.

Notwithstanding its actual behavior and limited role in

determining the outcome of the crisis, the Kremlin was willing to

take credit as Egypt's protector and savior and its stock did rise

enormously among Arab peoples. President Nasser and other Arab leaders

who knew what had happened more precisely were less elated; they

understood clearly that the decisive element behind Egypt's rescue

was the Eisenhower administration's strong opposition to its two NATO

allies and Israel. At a later date Nasser himself implied clearly

that Egypt was more in 4ebt to Washington than to Moscow; and in 1959

the Egyptian President said of the USSR's support during the conflict:

'we had not the slightest intimation of support from any foreign

state, even the Soviet Union'. 17/ Echoing Patroklos, great friend of

Achilles, to the triumphal Hector, Nasser might have told Khrushchev:

You were behind the inevitable fate of colonialism and followed the

lead of the United States, "in third'place, only at the death." 18/S
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(The Syrian Crisis

Less than one year later the Syrian crisis erupted. In August

1957 the United States was accused of fomenting a coup against the

Soviet-leaning government in Damascus and three U.S. embassy personnel were

expelled. The Eisenhower administration then supported a series of

actions that appeared designed to brin, this result about by another

route, including the massing of Turkish troops along the Syrian

border, a show of force by the Sixth Fleet, and bighly publicized

airlifts of arms to U.S. allies in the Middle East. The crisis went

through several phases and finally ended in late October. 19/

There had been no Soviet military response to the spring crisis

in Jordan when allies of President Nasser it Amman had attempted to

overthrow King Hussein. Moscow's support now of Damscus represented

the first instance of Soviet political-military support of a third

world nation. In late September the cruiser Zhdanov and destroyer

Svobodin visited the Syrian port city of Latakia for ten days and

in October exercises were staged by the Black Sea Fleet. As with

the Suez crisis, though, the timing of these acticns indicated Moscow's

openness to taking advantage of a situation much more than Soviet

willingness to undertake risks on behalf of an ally, notwithstanding

Syria's having on its own volition moved closer to alliance with the

USSR than an, other nation in the absence of v ir since the founding

of the Soviet state. 20/

Major elements of the U.S. Sixth Pleet appeared in the eastern

Mediterranean in late August and the U.S. airlift and Turkish military

I VtA A~..A4
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activities were inaugurated in early September. To these the Kremlin

responded on September 10 in the form of a letter signed by Premier

Bulganin to Turkish Premier Adnan Menderes. Moscow cautioned that in

the event of an outbreak of hostilities between Turkey and Syria,

I ...the danger of violation of the peace would not be limited

to that area alone'. Turkey was risking 'great calamities', the

Kremlin announced. The letter asked, moreover, 'how the Turks would

feel if foreign troops were being concentrated on their borders'. 21/

Soviet troops were not concentrated on Turkey's borders, however,

and the two Soviet warships that were to visit Syria arrived only on

September 21, after lazily visiting the Yugoslav port of Split;

hence the minimal attention paid by Turkey to Moscow's threats may

be better understood. 22/ Moreover, in the interim, between the

U.S. and Turkish military actions and the Soviet arrival at Latakia,

King Saud of Saiudi Arabia had undertaken to mediate the crisis.

By the end of the second week of September Saud was reported to have

sent a message to President Eisenhower calling for U.S. moderation

and Jordan had announced an attitude of non-involvement, declaring

Syria 'indepedent and entitled to do what she likes in her own interests'. 23/

By the end of September the likelihood of violence being

directed at Syria appeared exceedingly small. On October 4, though,

the USSR lautiched Sputnik I. This event, a cause of consternation in the

West, was greeted with jubilation by Soviet allies, particularly

at this point, those in the Arab world. Realizing the propaganda

potential and the fact that by this time the risk of war was near zero,

S.IA
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Moscow suddenly reopened the Syrian situation. In an interview given

on October 9 to James Reston of the New York Times, Chairiman Khrushchev

threatened that Turkey 'would not last a day' in the eveat of wLr;

to which the U.S. Department of State responded immediately that %-he

USSR 'should be under no illuaion that the United States ... takes

lightly its obligations under the North Atlantic Treaty...'.24/ Going

further several days later, Secretary of State Dulles related that

in the event of an attack on Turkey the United States would not conduct

a 'purely defensive operation' and the USSR would not be treated as

a privileged sanctuary'. 25/ Though further Arab kudos were sought

by rhetoric and military exercises carried out by forces in the Trans-

Caucasus and the Black Sea Fleet--but which were probably scheduled

long before--neither Khrushchev nor any other Soviet Politburo member

made a further statement of note. When Arab appreciation was thoroughly

1 , milked, Khrushchev ended the crisis by making an unexpected grand

appearance at a Turkish embassy reception in Moscow. All told, the

Syrian imbroglio gave the USSR an opportunity, as observed elsewhere,

"to leap to Syria's defence, to reiterate their claim to a voice in

Middle Eastern affairs, and to denounce the 'interventionist fever

of American imperialism'." 26/ Throughout the crisis Soviet statements

and military activities were timed to gain the maximum propaganda

advantage at the least risk.

Lebanon and Jordan, 1958

When the United States placed 15,000 soldiers and Marines in

Lebanon, and Britain 2,000 troops in Jordan in July 1958, the Kremlicn quickly

f A
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recognized Washington's seriousness and, well aware of U.S. strategic power

and conventional military capabilities in the Mediterrdnean area, took

pains not to act provocatively. President Nasser, who I-ad been visiting

, . Yugoslavia, went to Moscow on this occasion, where Khrushchev, upon

being pressed, responded: 'we are not ready for a confrontation.

We are not ready for World War III'. Khrushchev probably had in mind

the worldwide U.S. military alert and, in particular, the U.S.

Strategic Air Command. Hence the Soviet leader refused to issue an

ultimatum and told Nasser he would go ouly so far as to announce

maneuvers on the Bulgarian-Turkish frontier, adding the counsel:

'don't depend on anything more than that'. 27/

Notwithstanding consequent harsh Soviet rhetoric directed at

the United States, Moscow was extremely careful not to do anything

chat would lead Washington to seriously believe rhe USSR would

intervene militarily or take any other forceful action. The Soviet:

maneuvers, which included joint Soviet-Bulgarian operations, Red Army

and air activities in the Turkestan and Trans-Caucasian military

districts and Black Sea Fleet exercises, were perceived clearly in

Washington as a sop to Moscow's Arab allies and were ignored. In

response to a letter from Khrushchev which, rather than threatening

the United States, referred to the situation as 'extremely dangerous'

and fraught with 'unpredictable consequences', President Eisenhower

replied that he was 'not aware of any factual basis for your extravagantly

-expressed fear...'.2 8 / Both Moscow and Washington uMderstood Soviet

military activity during the crisis as nothing more than theater.
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Earlier, in May and June 1958, when tension had again begun to rise

in the Middle East, Moscow had threatened to dispatch "volunteers" if

the United States and Britain acted as they did, and in previous months

Khrushchev had made frequent mention about Soviet strategic weapons

developmentE and capabilities. 29/ The USSR's friends in the Arab

world had been impressed by Soviet behavior during the Syrian crisis

and had begun to place stock in Moscow's ability and willingness to

militarily intervene on their behalf. Events like the launch of

Sputnik III, which weighed over two tons, on May 15, the day after the

United States annouaced a temporary doubling in the size of its

Marine force in the Mediterranean, could not have but given heart

to these allies. When, coincidentally, Soviet naval units had moved

westward through the Baltic in June while U.S. and British naval

units were showing their flags in the eastern Mediterranean, the

Egyptiati news media presented the Soviet action as one 'to maintain

the balance of power' -- that is, as an effective counter to the

Western naval forces in the Mediterranean. Actually, the Soviet

naval action was related to a Northern Fleet exercise. 30/

The July coup in Iraq against King Faisal, which prompted the

U.S. and British intervevtions, was warmly received by Arab nationalists

and raised great hopes that similar political changes were close at

hand in Lebanon and Jordan. The U.S. and British landings had a sobering

effect upon :'resident Nasser and others in the Middle East sharing his

views. Moscow's self-stated inability to prevent these actions was a

bitter disappointment and once again forced recognition of the reality of

U.S. global military power. 31/

. . .. - -.. *-
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The Congo, Laos and Indonesia

Thereafter relations between Egypt and the USSR deteriorated markedly

and the scene of the cold war shifted to Africa and Southeast Asia.

Premier Patrice Lumumba was Moscow's chosen instrument when the Congo crisis

broke out in July 1960 consequent to the mutiny by the Force Publique

against its Belgian officer corps and the secession of the mineral

rich provinces of Katanga and Kasai. The Kremlin's provision of

several dozen Ilyushins (and perhaps 100 trucks and 200 technicians)

to Lumumba represented the first Soviet use of transport aircraft

outside the bloc area in a crisis. 32/

Moscow ran no risk in this action which was carried out under

the guise of international aid to the beleaguered Congo. Many other

nations, including the United States, also provided military support

to hold that newly independent country together. The Soviet hand,

though, was thin. When Lumumba was ousted from power in September 1960

and the United Nations Command closed the Leopoldville airport to prevent

the Soviet aircraft from flying troops loyal to Lumumba back to the

capital, Moscow was helpless to do anything of consequence to support

its client. At this time Lumumba demanded in anguish that UN

-( forces leave the Congo and threatened that otherwise 'Soviet forces

will ...brutally expel the UN from our Republic'. 33/ The deposed

Premier also called upon the USSR to intervene decisively against his

internal oppoients and the secessionist provinces. Moscow, for its

- part, completely ignored these appeals. In December 1960 after Lumumba

was taken prisoner in the Congo, United Nations units again acted to

prevent the Il'-shinsfrom flying supplies to the Lumumbist forces in

the Stanleyville area.
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(bolder, but not risky, was the air transport of arms to Laos
that began in December 1960 and continued with stops and starts into

the latter half of 1962, first to the Kong Le-Souvanna Phouma government

and then tc the Pathet Lao and North Vietnamese in Laos. Not-

withstanding a strong Kremlin concern to restrict Peking's influence

in Southeast Asia as well as Soviet interest in weakening U.S. influence

in the third world, Moscow's behavior in this instance did not evidence

willingness to raise the stakes and risk deeper involvement. In

initiating the use of Soviet transport aircraft, pain was taken to

relate that "whereas two or three months ago the U.S. government made

some effort to camouflage its...actions in Laos, the United States...

has recently become to all intents and purposes a party to military

operations...against...the government of Laos." 34/ After the Kennedy

administration threatened military intervention in Laos in April 1961,

the USSR supported the establishment of a cease-fire. And when 5,000

U.S. soldiers and Marines and an accompanying aircraft carrier task force

were sent to Thailand in spring-early summer 1962, the only hepe

Khrushchev rould offer to Hanoi and the Pathet Lao was that "the

Americans may fight fifteen years if they want to, but it will not help." 35/

Also in 1962 Soviet military men were active in Indonesia,

supporting President Sukarno's campaign to wrest control o4. West Irian

(Dutch West New Guinea) from the Netherlands. As a leader of the new

bloc of nonal.igned nations, Sukarno had been assiduously

cultivated by the USSR following Moscow's shift in policy toward the

third world after Stalin's death. High level Soviet official visits,

(4
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trade, a±d and armaments were lavished on Djakarta; nor di.d the Kremlin

back away after a major rebellion centered in West Sumatra broke out

in 1958. Sukarno's caap,- n sga.nst the insurgency was aided heavily

in the field by S(!'e: arr.; .,!Ai'eries that included fighter and bomber

aircraft at, we'lii., an aso:t.,:nt 'f naval vessels. Providing political

support " er- -. naval visit by warship, fro: the Soviet Pacific Fleet,

further ec.noic iid and, in January V.46.,- a visit by Nikita Khrushchev

haimself. "2=b!

, felt st--ing reason to s:pp -: ,nL- -.i the "confrontation"

over -4::'- .- ik; 1-963-62. in earl $.t.;,,arno adopted a "two

camp" image .f ntern;.tiondl .-- '--Ions. Aaiong the "newly emerging

forces" were Inconesia and the other underdeveloped lands as well as

the socialist nations; oppcasng th.r interests were the "old established

forces"--th:t is, the Wes.~ 371 1,karno also gave strong support to the

Indonesian Communist Party (PKI). When Moscow Learned that

Indonesia might be defeated in the conflict with the Dutch after violence

had begun, the Kremlin,we are told by Khtashchev, allowed Sukarno the

services of Soviet pilots and submarine officers. 38/ However,

the Kremlin knew that the United States did not support the iague on

this matter,. Rather the opposite. Washington was, itself, then attempting

to court Suka? ,o to slow, if not reversehis alignment with the East

and waf. leading a virtual campaign to press the Dutch to capitulate. 39/

Nevertheless, the Kremlin sought to keep its military involvement

secret; the objective, it would seem, was not to present the Hague with

the visible threit of Soviet military power, but to bolster Sukarno's

'1
4,
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forces so they might be more effective and to reinforce Indonesian

political confidence. The Soviets probably were concerned not

to cause Washington to view the situation as one of East-West

confrontation, thereby compelling the Kennedy administration to reverse

direction and back the Dutch. Looking past a possibly reinforced

Soviet position in Djakarta, the Kremlin had better reason to worry

about escalation and exposure of its weak military position in Southeast

Asia; hence Moscow's concern when the Indonesians leaked word of their

assistance to the United States. 40/

Between these involvements it, Laos and Indonesia and the 1967

Middle East war, Soviet armed forces were not turned to as an instrument

for supporting noncommunist governments or national liberation movements,

even to the small extent as had occurred between 1956 and 1962. One

apparently small exception was a brief and minor Soviet airlift of

small arms to Congolese insurgents in December 1964. These flights

were reportedly made from Algeria and Egypt to the Sudan, from where

the rebels operated after they were driven out of Stanleyville. 41/

When this minimal effort quickly proved futile, it was terminated rather

than expanded upon.

Forward Deplo.pent and Challenge

Brief surreys into the Mediterranean by smalI task groups of Soviet

surface combatants were made in the mid-.1950s, and in 1958 Soviet

submarines began to use a support facility in Vlone, Albania. This

0 4 '
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regular access to a Mediterranean port was lost, however, in 1961 as

a casualty of the Sino-Soviet rift. Also at this time, the small

surface combatant presence which had been slowly increasing became

erratic. A continuous naval presence in the Mediterranean was initiated

in 1964, and by 1966 the USSR maintained there an average daily presence

of 12 ships. 42/ These vessels were also Luch more capable than Soviet

warships deployed in earlier years, both in ship-to-ship and ship-to-

air combat. Less visible wal the development in these years of a Soviec

naval infantry and airborne capability.

Russia has always been a great land power; less well known, for

t''e last several hundred years it has Aso maintained one of the world's

largest navies. After the Second World War Stalin continued to support

a diffuse naval construction program allowing large balanced fleets

including heavy and light cruisers, destroyers, submarines and, in the

future, aircraft carriers. 43/ When Stalin died this program vas in mid"stream;

for example, the carriers that were to be built had not yet been laid

down. Nikita Khrushchev then reversed course dramatically, firing

Navy Commander-in-Chief Admiral N.G. Kuznetsov and scrapping or delaying

plans for the procurement of major classes of surface warships and

submarines designed for defense against conventional naval attack and

invasion of the USSR. Said Khrushchev later: "Gone were the days

when the heavy cruiser and the battleship were the backbone of a navy.

It still made a beautiful picture when the crew lined up .smartly at attention

on the deck of a cruiser to receive an admiral or call on a friendly foreign

port. But suc.. ceremonies were now just an elegant luxury.... So we
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relegated our surface fleet to an auxiliary function, primarily for

coastal defense."' 44/

Believing the principal threat to the USSR was surprise nuclear

attack and constrained by other budgetary demands, Khrushchev and

his new navy chief, Admiral S.G. Gorshkov, oversaw a revamped constiuction

program that focussed heavily on nuclear-propelled, missile-armed

submarines and light surface warships, and land-based naval aviation.

The forward deployment of the Soviet Navy, which was decided upon

in principle by the early 1960s, was prompted by the increased

range of U.S. carrier-borne aircraft and the U.S. deployment of ballistic

missile submarines (SSBNs), Concern about U.S. submarine development

also led to the Moskva-class helicopter-carrier program being put back

on track. In the early 1950s, Admiral Gorshkov was successful

in selling the thesis that s much larger surface navy was after all

necessary to counter the threat presented by seaborne U.S. nuclear

strike forces. Thus when the USSR did begin to deploy its navy

forward in the mid-1960s those forces proved izLcreasingly modern and

well-equipped for their essent:Wl mission of supporting deterrence

and defense against U.S. nucleaz attack. 45/

Also sinificant in the early 1960s,the USSR reconstituted a

naval infantry force. Along with the other changes wraught by Khrushchev

in the mid-1950s was the disbanding of the navy's amphibious landing units

(com~parable to the U.S. Mazine Corps) and the virtual writing off of a
6 role for seaba~ed ground forces in a future conflict. As written elsewhere,
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many factors would explain the revision a decade

later, including "the personal intervention of Admiral Gorshkov

(himself an amphibious commander during World War II), a low-keyed

revolt of the admirals against the downgrading of the Soviet navy's

role in amphibious warfare, linkage between the naval infantry and

Sino--Soviet and Warsaw Pact rqlationq, a Soviet trend toward strategic

flexibility, changed Soviet vl.s on the utility of amphibious

operations in the nu,:lear era, and Soviet ambitions in the Third

World." 46/

The Soviet naval infantr,. Aumbered about 6000 men in the

mid-1960s and grew to 12,000 troops by the end of the decade. 47/

In the late .970s, regimental units and amphibious lift ships were

assigned to each of the USSR's four fleets (two regiments were serving

with the Pacific fleet.) These elements have participated in regular Soviet

naval exercises and, from time to time, have been deployed otherwise

outside of home waters. Their principal shortcoming in carrying out

distant operations has always been a lack of accompanying air support.

4 (The Moskva- and Kiev-class carriers have been equipped essentially

for anti-submarine warfare, not air interception or ground attack.)

Soviet airborne forces, always a part of the Red Army, were

maintained ir size during Stalin's rule and did not experience the

trauma suffered by the navy during the Khrushchev years; altbough the

USSR's military airlift capability remained limited thiough the 1950s.
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The introduction into the air force inventory of the tN-12 medium

transport in the early 1960s and then, more importantly, AN-22

heavy lift aircraft beginning about 1967 represented major increases

in Moscow's ability to bring ground forces as well as large

amounts of military materiel to bear rapidly at a distance. 48/

Also observed during these years were a greater emphasis on airborne

operations in Soviet exercises and procurement of new models of air

mobile artillery, armored vehicles, anti-tank, and other weapons. 49/

Again, though, the lack of tactical air support in noncontiguous areas

remained a severe military deficiency where airborne units or trans-

port aircraft could expect violent resistance to their landing or

operations.

In many instances, however; Moscow could reasonably conclude

that the likelihood of Soviet armed forces units being fired upon,

*even in otherwise conflictive situations, was small or non-existent

insofar as: friendly territory could be overflown and landing areas

were secure; or antagonists did not want to so antagonize the USSR,

considering its nuclear forces, ability to interdict shipping, and

the possibility of Soviet arrangement for at least the temporary

forward deployment of fighter aircraft. When only equipment was

being airlifLed, the risk of violent counteraction could be greatly

discounted. Real danger to Soviet military men was to be expected

- only when they might be ordered to take part in actual military opera-

tions.
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FI

Also in the 1960s, Soviet military thinkers began to question

the doctrine that any violent conflict between the United States and

USSR would inevitably escalate into a strategic nuclear war. "Ob-

viously," Colonel General N.A. Lomov wrote in mid-decade, "the proba-

bility of the development of limited war into world nuclear war, in

the event of the involvement in local conflicts of nuclear powers, is

* always great and, under certain coaditions, it -may become inevitable"

(italics added). 50/ An important implication of this perspective, of

course, was that there were circumstances in which escalation to world

war was not inevitable. A similar inference could be derived from

Marshal Zakharov's perspective, related in 1968, that 'escalation is

more likely with the participation in the local war of states having

nuclear wapons, and especially when the vitally important interests

of these states are enfringed upon in such a war'. 51/

Most important perhaps was the 1968 edition of Soviet Military

Strategy by Marshal V. D. Sokolovsky. Unlike its two preceding

editions, published in 1962 and 1963, the last edition of this impor-

tant volume said that the "USSR will render, when it is necessary,

military support ... to people [third world nations] subject to

imperialist aggression." 52/ Clearly the marshal and his colleagues

were not welcoming an opportunity for nuclear conflict; nor could

the new refe-ence have been meant to refer only to Soviet military

assistance, which had been given to third world nations for more than

a half decade before this volume's first publication. It can be

concluded that even if nuclear war may have continued to be considered

'I
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"inevitable" if the U.S. and USSR became violently engaged In a third

world conflict, it was also the view, now, that there was a great deal

the superpowers could do in the way of providing military support to

allies without the United States and Soviet Union neczssarily having

to become engaged in combat operations vis-a-vis each other. 53/ Surely

the theoretical risks were even less where it might be calculated

that ti'e United States would not similarly respond to a conventional

Soviet military intervention. The breakout from the conceptualization

that there was no range of decision but only a dichotomous choice

between capitulation and nuclear war allowed a Soviet form of flexible

response to developments in the third world.

These changes in capabilities, depluyment, and evolution in

thinking about conflict between the superpowers formed a more conducive

environment to Soviet military involvement in foreign conflicts than

had existed in the past. The June War marked a major change in Soviet

willingness to use armed forces to support third world nations. Mos-

cow's strong relationship with Egypt, Syria and other Arab nations and

Israel's preemptive attack beginning the 1967 war brought the Kremlin

over a hurdle; afterwards the USSR proceeded to use military power to

influence events on the African Horn and in the Persian Gulf and then

in South Asi-i and West Africa.

The June War

Between early May 1967 and the end of the 1967 war In the Middle

East on June 3.0, the number of Soviet surface combatants in the Mediterranean

-"
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increased from three to th!rteen and the overall number of Red Star

naval vessels rose to approximately 40 ships. During the conflict

Soviet warships, for the first time in a crisis situation, took up

positions extremely close to U.S. carrier groups,aa they did a British

carrier force also in the Mediterraneat.. At one point a U.S. aircraft

carrier (America) task force was also reportedly harassed. And on the

last day of the war, when Israeli forces moved toward Damascus, Premier

Kosygin warned over the Hot Line that if the Israelis continued to

advance, the Soviet Union would take 'necessary actions, including

milItary'. 54/

If Soviet behavior was generally circumspect and restrained

in light of the enormous disaster that befell the Arab side in the

June War, these actions nevertheless indicated that the USSR was

willing to make a serious combat deployment during a crisis somewhat

distant from the USSR and to counter a major U.3. military presence.

What Moscow might have done if the Israelis had actually moved on

Damascus will never be known. However, insofar as the men

in the Kremlin in 1.967 appeared less inclined to bluffing and

had then available a greater capability to project conventional

military power than did Khrushchev, in this event Moscow might well

have done something seriously more martial. In contrast to President

Eisenhower's virtual dismissal of Soviet threats during the Suez

crisis, Premier Kosygin's message was viewed with gravity by the

Johnson administration, which believed that Soviet airborne units

would have intervened if the Israelis had continued toward Damascus. 55/

-~ ' ~ I .
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Nevertheless, the general view in ihe immediate aftermath of

this conflict was that the value of U.S. aid to Israel was much

greater than the value of Soviet aid to the Arab side. After all, the

Unfted States placed on increased alert or redeployed during the June

War three aircraft carrier task groups and a marine battalion in the

Mediterranean, as well As 3everal army and air force units in Europe.

And once the conflict had begun, Washington provided firm diplomatic

support to Israel and substantial armame nts. While President Nasser

found it expedient to blame the Arab defeat on the United States' support

of Israel, going so far as to say that U.S. aircraft took part Li

the initial air strikes, it was more widely observed that Moscow

did not have the ability to prevent or, in any case, permitted its

clients to suffer major losses of territory and an overwhelming

political disaster. This image did not endure, however.

The USSR followed up its actions in the 1967 war by not

immeeiately witldrawing the forces it had surged into the Mediterranean,

by otherwise increasing the size of its permanent naval deployment

;n these waters, by sending a squadron of TU-16 bombers to Egypt on

a visit, by sending several thousand Soviet advisers to recreate the

Egyptian and Syrian armed forces and by providing Egypt and Syria a

massive resupply of arms. By early July Soviet AN-12 aircraft had

made approxin-tely 350 flights to the Middle East. Even more important,

the Kremlin continued to intervene militarily on behalf of these allies.

Thus in July 1967 Soviet warships began a series of visits

to Egypt's port cities of Alexandria and Port Said, seemingly to
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deter continuing Israeli attacks in these areas; and in October,

when an Egyptian Soviet-supplied Komar-class pat-o oat sank the

Israeli destroyer Eilat, Soviet ships paid an immediate visit to Port

Said as a demonstration of support for Egypt and to influence Israeli

retaliatory action. Indeed, the Soviet navy established a virtually

permanent prespnce in Egyptian waters.

Particularly important about the sinking of the Eilat, this

action was perceived by many as a dramatic demonstration of the

capabilities of Soviet warships and military technolcgy. The U.S.

presence in the Mediterranean area lost something of its Impact as

questions arose about the vulnerability of Sixth Fleet carriers

and other U.S. surface warships to missile-equipped Soviet cruisers

and destroyers. Moscow moved to raise its prestige even higher in

December by again sending a squadron of TU-16 bumbers on a visit to

Egypt, these aircraft overflying Cairo Ed carrying out live bombing

demonstrations from bases in Luxor and Aswan. 56/

Of further aid to the image of ascending Soviet military

power in the region was the establishment in Egypt of extensive

shore facilities for the replenishment and repair of Soviet ships

and submarines, and the basing of patrol a d reconnaissance aircraft.

In extending this support, President Nasser of Egypt ±s reported to

have

come to the conclusion it was to the
advantage of the whole non-aligned world
for Russia's naval presence in the Mediterranean
to be strengthened. He had hoped that some
sort of parity might be reached between the
Soviet flep.t and the Aaerican Sixth fleet.
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By this means the Mediterranean would cease
to be an American lake, and if, bearing in
mind the claim once made by [Prime Minister
of Israel Levi] Eshkol that the American navy
in the Mediterranean was Israel's strategic
reserve, Egypt and other Arab govennments tried
at a later date to urge a reduction in America's
naval strength there, they would have some
cards in their hands. Balanced reductions
by both super-powers would have some attraction
for the Americans, whereas as long as they
enjoyed a virtual monopoly there was no
inducement for them to cut down. 57/

These developments aided the growth of a new perspective, decidedly

less generous to the U.S. military presence and more favorable to the

image of Soviet power in the region. American military dominance in

future conflict situations no longer das taken for granted. Instead,

the question was asked whether U.S. forces could defend themselves

in a conflict, much less provide adequate support to allies and

friends as in the past. The mage of a "balance" of power between

American and Sovif t forces developed. Misleading as the term

"balance" may be as regards the miesions of the two forces, and

questionable as it may have been in any case, the thought nevertheless

persisted among U.S., Soviet, and Middle Eastern decisionmakers,

and was of consequence.

Egypt, Syria and other Soviet friends were delighted with

this new image of Soviet power; they themselves helped to cultivate

it by replaying the theme that Soviet military forces were a

"deterrent" to aggressive U.S. behavior and that a "balance" did,

in fact, exist. For example, two days after the coup in Libya in

1969, Tripoli "dio announced that what was otherwise regarded as a
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coincidental nearby Soviet naval presence had deterred British

intervention on behalf of the deposed regime. 58/ There is also no

question that Israel was concerned about this movement toward "bal-

ances," althoughi Israelis did not seem to doubt that U.S. forces in the

region were still the stronger. 59/

Air Support and the Defense of Egypt

While the Soviet naval presence in the Mediterraneaa was being

built up further and afforded Egypt and Syria a certain amount of

protection against Israel, Soviet airmen became directly engaged in

fighting in North Yemen. At the Khartoum Conference in A-gust 1967

President Nasser agread to withdraw the Egyptian servicemen fighting

on the side of the Republicans, and King Faisal of Saudi A 'abia

promised to curtail aid to the Royalists. When the fighting did nct

end, the Republicans were lent in November 1967 the assistance of a

number of Soviet combat aircraft-and Russiai airme, to fly these planosi

while armaments and other supplies were airlifted to Hoveida by AN-12

transport aircraft Lhat logged about 170 flights. Soviet military ad-

visers were cnt to aid Republican gro-nd trcops. 60/

Similar Soviet interventions seem to have occurred in 1970-71 in

Sudan and Ceylon and in 1973-74 in Iraq. 61/ Each of these efforts

was directed at helping a government in power suppress a domestic

insurgency. In Sudan, Soviet tactical aircraft and helicopter pilots

and ground advisers were reported to have taken an active role against

non-Arab separatists; Soviet-piloted aircraft and helicopters also ap-

pear to have been sent to Ceylon in tupport of the Bandaranaike govern-

-*1 , , , , t ,,e r.... , .. ,-. . , + . . ._
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ment's suppression of a rebellion by the militant People's Liberation

Front; and in Iraq, Soviet bomber and reconnaissance aircraft appeared

to aid the effort against the Kurdish minority. 62!

Most demonstrative, though, was the USSR's willingness in

January 1970 to provide Egypt a complete air defense system, including

the services of more than 200 pilots and 12,000-15,000 missile crewmen.

These personnel manned approximately 150 fighter aircraft and some 75-85

surface-to-air missile (SAM) sites, and took over complete control of six

airfields in Egypt; Moscow Vas prompted to do this by the Egyptian armed

forces' inability to themselves prevent deep penetration bombing raids by

Israeli aircraft and the Kremlin's recognition that at risk were the

political survival of President Nasser and the Soviet position in Egypt

and the Arab world generally. By mid-1972 when President Sadat ordered

the expulsion of Soviet operators and advisers, their number had risen

to 21,000. Supporting the emplacement of these air defense forces in

Egypt was an airlift of about one hundred flights in the first several

months of 1970. 63/

Soviet military men were not sent to Egypt for show. Red

Army missile crews were almost certainly rer vponsible for shooting

down a number of Israeli planes, and Russian pilota were allowed

to engage Israeli aircraft. By mid-April 1970, Egypt's strengthened defenses

and, it would seem, the fact that Russians rathet than Egyptians

had to be fired upon, led Israel to terminate the deep penetration

- raids. Thereafter the Israeli air force attacked Egyptian ground

targets only as far as the Suez Canal battle area. A further effect

of the massive Soviet presence was greater confidence imparted to
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Egyptian military men who showed improved tactical abilities. 64/ The J

Nixon administration, meanwhile, though it perceived this Soviet

action as the first threat presented to it by Moscow, did not back

up Israel in a way offsetting the USSRs increased support of

65/
Egypt.--To the contrary. In March, Washington had determined to postpone

the delivery of F-4 Phantom jets to Israel, in part to slow down the

arms race in the Middle East, but also so as not to further strengthen

Egypt's dependence on the USSR. Secretary of State Henry Kissinger

was extremely concerned about the growing Soviet military presence in

Egypt and its implication for the utility of American military power in

the Mediterranean are.. 66/

Moscow might have backed off in exposing Soviet military men

to air combat after a number of Russian piloted aircraft were shot down

in late July 1970. The cease-fire in the Middle East in early August

and then forward movf.ment on Egyptian territory of SAM sites left

this unclear. What Moscow almost certainly did not expect, though,

was that President Sadat, who succeeded Nasser upon the latter's death

in October 1970, would be less grateful for what Soviet military

men had done for Egypt's defense than he was in demanding that the

USSR provide the Egyptian armed forces greater numbers of and

more sophisticated armaments for its own use. Rather than having

obtained a s rong long-term alliance with Egypt, Moscow found in July

1972 that it had merely satisfied Cairo's needs momentazily.

The Ali Sabry affair, the communist attempted coup in Sudan

in 1971, and the Soviets' Imeavy-handed ctyle of dealing with th2
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Egyptians in their moment of need infuriated Sadat and other Egyptians

who were concerned to maintain national pride and who opposed

increased Soviet influence in the Arab world generally. Although

Soviet warships were allowed continued access to Egyptian ports for

several years thereafter, in 1972 Cairo took over those facilities

at Mersa Matruh that had been under construction as a Soviet naval

base and terminated the presence in Egypt of the Soviet naval reconnaissance,

anti-submarine warfare and air-to-surface missile launching bomber

aircraft, notwithstanding the great importance of these planes to

Soviet naval operations in the Mediterranean vis-a-vis the Sixth

Fleet.

Political-Military Thinkin in Moscow in the Early 1970s

In March 1971 the 24th Congress of the Communist Party of the

Soviet Union was convened in Moscow. The restoration of control in

Czechoslovakia and renewed resignation in Eastern Europe, the improve-

ment in Soviet relations with the United States, West Germany, France

and other NATO nations, the military stabilization of the Sino-Soviet

border, and the communist victory foreseen in South Vietnam--all of

these developments allowed greater Soviet stridency in the third world,

as did increased Soviet strategic and conventional military capabilities.

Previously there tad occurred movement in U.S. policy circles toward

acceptance al parity in strategic armaments and the withdrawal of 100,000

U.S. troops from Europe in the 1960s to meet Southeast Asian needs, as

followed by gradual U.S. withdrawal from South Vietnam, The block

obsolescense of World War Il-built U.S. warships was alpo then in mid-rush,

- -
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and U.S. defense budget authorizations for strategic, general purpose

and mobility forces were rapidly declining. The Kremlin may have

seen in these developments a weakening of U.S. will for new interventions

in the thire world and a moment of advantage to the USSR for such activity

itself.

The Soviet position in the third world in early 1971 also seemed

politically strong. Close relationships were being developed with India

and Ceylon; the USSR had begun to rebound in Africa since the ouster of

Kwame Nkrumah in Ghana in 1966 and other displeasing military coups in

West Africa in the mid-1960s; Soviet prestige in the Middle East was high;

and the Allende government was in power in Chile. This was in sharp

contrast to the mid-1960s when the USSR saw not only the reversals

in Africa, but also an uncertain position in the Middle East and South

Asia, U.S. military interventions in Southeast Asia and the Dominican

Republic, and important setbacks in Indonesia, Algeria, and Brazil.

Hence Chairman Brezhnev reported to the 24th Party Congress that

"imperialism is being subjected to increasing pressure from the forces

that have sprung from the national liberation struggle." "A good

many countries" in Asia and Africa, he related, "have taken the

noncaptalist path of development," while in Latin America "important

changes" were perceived "taking place in the life of a number of

countries" (that is, in Chile, Peru and Bolivia). 67/ At the 23d

Party Congress in 1966 Brezhnev affirmed only a very vague "continued

all-round support of the people's struggle for final liberation from

colonial and neo-colonial oppression." 68/ In 1971 the Soviet party
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chief promised "a further step-up in the activity of the worldwide anti-

imperialist struggle" and "the active defense of peace." 69/ The

Soviet presence in Egypt provided an exemplary backdrop for such statement.

The marshals of the USSR remained cautious about trumpeting

this renewed political confidence about developments in the third world

and apparently greater openness within the highest Party circles to

engagemant on a broader scale in this arena. In the major armed forces

statement following the Congress, a book by the Soviet Defense Minister

Marshal Grechko, titled On Guard for Peace and the Building of Communism,

discussed developments in the third world only in a perfunctory manner.

Again, the "national liberation movement" was said to be "growing

and broadening," and a "significant number of states were perceived

on "the non-capitalist path of development." Grechko offered to them,

however, only "the sympathy of all the progressive forces." 70/

In discussions of airborne and air transport units, no suggestion

was made about their finding themselves into former colonial lands.

Given its context, riothing could be made of the statement that Soviet

military aviation could ferry "troops and heavy military materiel

great distances." 71/ About the navy, Marshal Greehko only said: "it

honorably represents our nation on the expanses of the world ocean

and has repeatedly demonstrate.l its increased combat capabilities with

great conviction." 72/ General of the Army A.A. Yepishev, head of the

Main Political Administration of the armed forces, did rcelte Soviet mili-

- tary power to political change in underdeveloped nations explicitlyo in

* an azticle published in Hay 1972, but his emphasis was on the significace

. -~.,-~,.-
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of newly capable Soviet forces to the environment of the third world,

not the active use of military units to achieve specific objectives.

Said the Marshal:

It must be seen that socialism's military
might objectively assists the successful
development of the revolutionary liberation
movements and that it hinders the exportation
of imperialist counterrevolution. In this
lies one of the most important manifestations
of the external function of the armed forces
of a socialist state. 73/

Navy Commander-in-Chief Gorshkov, though, seized upon the

thoughts drawn ou" at the 24th Congress to argue at length that the

Suviet navy could importantly support distant state interests of the

USSR in time of peace as well as Soviet defense. In February 1972

there began a series of eleven articles signed by, Admiral Gorshkuv in

the Soviet navy journal Morskci Sbornik. Under a series title, "Navies

in War and Peace" (italics added), the Soviet navy was said to be "making

a significant contribution to improving mutual relations between states

and peoples and to strengthening the international influence of the

Soviet Union." 74/ A full installment was devoted to "Navies as

lustruments cf Peacetime Imperialism," wherein readers were informed that

the navy, "while representing a formidable force in war...has always

been an instrument of policy of the imperialist states and an

important support for diplomacy in peacetime..." 75/ Going on,

the Admiral ielated, "It would be difficult to find an area on our

planet where U.S. leaders have not used their pet instrument of foreign

policy- the Navy --against the progressive forces of the peoples

of various cou-tries." The Soviet navy, he concluded, "is a powerful

A,
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factor in the creation of favorable conditions for The building of

Socialism and Communism, for the active defense of peace, and for

strengthening international security." 76/

In the minds of Soviet naval leaders --"Navies in War and Peace"

is assumed by many to have been a group effort--the use of seapower

as a political instrument was not a diversion from their larger

responsibility for :ational defense. Naval diplomacy rather was accepted

as an important mission, finally able to be fulfilled as a result of

the increased capability of the Soviet navy; which is not to say that

these articles were not also a polemic arguing for more ships and

resources for the navy. By means of this series, Soviet navy men

meant among other things, to show their enthusiasm and to elaborate

how a navy can further state luterests in peacetime by its capabilities

"to vividly demonstrate the economic and military might of a cotmtry

beyond its borders," "to suddenly appear close to the shores of different

countries," "to stnport 'friendly states' ," and "to exert pressure on

potential enemies without the direct employment of weaponry." 77/

One issue of debate in the West following the publication of

these articles was whether this series represented naval advocacy--

that is, an attempt to influence discussion among non-naval political

authorities about the navy's requirements and roles in war and peace-

time--or "what the Soviets refer to as a 'concrete expression of

doctrine,' i.e., a work rationalizing particular tenets of military

doctrine that apply to the navy." 78/ About the navy's role in

peacetime as . political inxtrument, it is also possible that Gorshkov
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was neither taking part in a debate nor stating an accepted view of

naval activity as much as he was attempting to seize ground about

which not much explicit thought had been given--that is, to educate

and lead an open-minded audience inclined to move in a direction

supportive of naval att±tudes and interests. From this perspective,

Gorshkov was not so much arguing as he was attemting to show the

way.

Soviet military and civilian intellectuals were also giving thought

to the topic of armed forces usage as a political instrument. Under

the auspices of the Institute of World Economics and International

Relations of the Academy of Sciences of the USIR a study titled

Military Force and International Relations was conducted, it would

appear,in 1971-72 and was published in 1972. A printing of 10,000

copies was ordered. V.M. Kulish, a retired member of the Soviet general

staff and director of the studyof which there were six other authors,

concluded from the analysis: "Thus military force is one of the mo)st

important foreign-political means available to states and its role and

effectiveness, together with other aeaus, will depend upon the particular

international-political situation and upun tie specific balance of

forces existing in the world or region." 79/ "At the present time, :

it was argued elsewhere in the monograph,

the principal means for restraining imperialist
aggressors in all regions of the world is the
ability of the VSSA to deliver nuclear missile
weapons tu any point on the earth's surface.
This method for restraining imperialist military
expansion iK extremely important from the stand-

tip",
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point of preventing'an all-out nuclear war.
However this form will not always be effective
in those situations that could develop into
limited wars, even though the interests of the
Soviet Union and other Socialist Dloc countries
might be directly involved.

In connection with the task of preventing
local wars and also in those cases wherein military
support must be furnished to those nations fighting
for their freedom and independence against the
forces of internal reaction and imperialist
intervention, the Soviet Union may require mobile
and well trained and well equipped armed forces.
In some situations the very knowledge of a Soviet
military presence in an area in which a conflict
situation is developing may serve to restrain the
imperialists and local reaction, prevent them from
dealing out violence to the local populace and
eliminate a threat to overall peace and international
security. It is precisely this type of role that
ships of the Soviet Navy are playing in the
Mediterranean sea. 8Q/

It was readily understandable why, in the early 1970s and afterwards,

very clear and explicit statements of this sort were not forthcoming

from Brezhnev or other members of the Soviet ruling circle. The

Kremlin bad no interest in making comments endangering accommodations

being sought with the West. That detente did not mean to the Kremlin

an end to 3truggle with the West for position and influence is clear. 81 /

Nevertheless, Moscow was concerned to avoid military confrontations

with the United States and con'rolled its rhetoric in a way designed

to support an atmosphere of detente. Provocative remarks and

gratuitous boasting have generally continued to be shunned.

Red Star at Sea: Beyond the Mediterranean

Forward deployment of the Soviet navy continued to be pressed

through the la e 1960s and levelled off only in the early 1970s. The

'-J-
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average number of ships flying the Red Star daily in the Mediterranean

was up to 30 by 1968, 45 in 1970, and 56 in 1973. 82/ In conjunction

with the Soviet navy's appearance in the Indian Ocean in 1968 a numter

of littoral ports were visited. In these waters, too,a "presence" was

gradually 'leeloped, the average daily number of ships being roughly

3 in 1968, 10 in 1970, and 25 in 1973. 83/

The deployment of Soviet warships in distant waters not only

strengthened the USSR's image as a great power and obtained the

appreciation of nations wanting to use a close relationship with the

Soviet Union to support their own foreign policies; it also provided Moscow

the prerogative of a rapid military appearance at the scene of a crisis

or other event in which it was interested without having to obtain

permission for aircraft overflight or refueling. Following the

experiences of the June War and later naval support of Egypt, the

Kremlin used the instrument of port visits and naval presence frequently

during the next several years to support friends in the third world.

The first major cruise by Soviet Pacific Fleet warships into

the Indian Ocean in 1968 saw visits paid to quite a number of ports along

the littoral. Of those visits, one to Aden in South Yemen, which had

recently celebrated its independence, took place just after the

outbreak of a rebellion by extreme left-wing elements of the ruling

National Lib, ration Front. 84/ Although the visit probably had been

. planned well in advance, the friendly presence of a Soviet cruiser,

.destroyer, submarine and oiler at this time was almost certainly

well received by the government of President Quahtan al-Shaabi as a
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symbol of recognition and backing by the USSR which had earlier

provided armaments to this new nation. Insofar as it is difficult

to believe Soviet authorities were unaware of the potential significance

of this visit to South Yemen's beleaguered government, it may be

suggested that the USSR was pleased to take advantage of

these circumstances -- that is, to be on the scene militarily

supporting the al-Shuabi regime, thereby increasing the prospect of

strengthened relations with South Yem~en.

Between 1962 and 1969 Moscow helped construct a deepwater port

in Somalia. Arms aid and training assistance were initiated in 1965.

When the Somali army seized power in October 1969 after the assassination

of President Abdirashid Ali Shermarke, a period of instability ensued

while a new regime led by President Mohammed Siad Barre consolidated power.

As a demonstration of the USSR's friendship toward this new order and,

perhaps, a decerrent to those who might have intended something different,

a Soviet cruiser and destroyer began a series of visits to Somali ports

in December 1969. Unusually long visits were also paid to Somali ports

in 1970 and 1972, the first beginning ten days prior to an announc~ent

that a counter-coup had been thwarted, the second sandwiching a United

Nations Security Council special session on African colonialism

held in Mogadiscio. The 1972 visit w&L taken as a demonstration of

Soviet suppo: t for revolutionary governments (for example, Somalia)

and movemcnts of national libera-ion (for example, in Mozambique and

Angola). 85/

*-A
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In this same area of thq world, Soviet warships, in che spring

of 1973, demonstrated support for Iraq in its border dispute with

Kuwait. In late March of that year Iraq seized a piece of Kuwaiti

territory in the area of its port and naval base at Umm Qasr. OLher

Arab states mediated the dispute and, in the end, played the decisive

role in resolving it, Baghdad being forced to withdraw its claims.

Meanwhile, though, Moscow allowed visits to Iraq by a four ship Soviet

naval squadron and navy commander-in-chief Admiral of the Fleet of the

Soviet Union S.C. Gorshkov in early April, supposedly in commemoration of

the signing of a treaty of friendship and cooperation by the USSR and

Iraq the previous year. 86/ Yet the visit by Admiral Gorshkov was not

announced until just a few days before his arrival and the Soviet war-

ships arrived without prior announcement.

Although it is plausible that these visits were planned earlier,

the conclusion cannot be escaped that the Kremlin was at least willing

to appear militarily in solidarity with Baghdad; earlier a Tass statement

had broadcast the official Iraqi version of events, blaming Kuwait for

the situation. 87/ At the same time, however, this was not an instance of

the USSR's egging Baghdad on or seeking to intimidate Kuwait and its

supporters very much. Indeed, behind the scenes the Kremlin appears to have

pressed for iccommodaticn by Iraq and was interested to cool the

situation down. In this Moscow would seem to have been generally

concerned to maint&in the fragile front of Arab unity. Of particular

-importance may have beern the planned Arab offensive against Israel

which, although it eventually took place in October, was cheduled
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'-9 at one time for as early as the second half oi May 1973. 88/

Directly related to Arab solidarity and, it would seem, the

preparations at this time for war ag&inst Israel was the Soviet

sealift of Moroccan troops from Oran in Algeria to Syria in

April. 89/ The two Soviet amphibious ships carrying out this operation

may also have been escorted by Soviet combatant vessels--that is, surface

warships or submarines. The sealift was not only a service to

the Arab cause; the use of Soviet naval vessels to transport Arab

troops across the Mediterranean was insurance for their safe arrival.

Soviet LSTs appear to have sealifted additional Moroccan contingents

to Syria in early Summer 1973, after the planned offensive against

Israel had been delayed until September-October. Likewise in 1973,

Red Star amphibious vessels appear to have transported, from Aden to

the eastern border region of the PDRY. South Yemen troops on their way

to support the Dhofar rebellion in Omn. 90/ Here again, Soviet naval

vessels afforded service and safety.

The USSR also began in the early 1970s to engage in naval diplomacy

on behalf of friends in West Africa. Warships appear to have been used

to support Soviet interests in West Africa initially in 1969 when a

squadron of fo;ar vessela transited waters near Ghana's coast while Soviet

and Ghanaian authorities were negotiating the release of two Soviet fishing

trawlers and their crews accused of smuggling arms to opponents of the

r#_-&me in Accra. The two trawlers were seized in October 1968, when

Soviet-Ghanaian relations were already poor as a result of Moscow's

strong backing of Kwame N-krmah, then resident in Guinea, who had
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been overthrown in a coup by the Ghanaian military in 1966. The tLo

trawlers seem to have been fishing not as much in Ghanaian coastal

waters as in Ghanaian politics, tnere being strong reason to believe they

were delivering cargo to pro-Nkrumah dissidents.

In mid-February 1969 two Soviet missile destroyers, a submarine

and an oiler paid an "official" and noticable visit to Conakry in

Guinea, the first visit to a sub-Saharan West African port and one

which followed a serious turn in the Ghanaian investigation of the

trawlers' activities. There followed a long thirteen day passage, rather

than the more normal four day transit, to Lagos in Nigeria where a port

visit was paid on very short notice. Whether or not the movements of

these Soviet shipL--fLrst, aouth to West African waters and, thea, their

lingering between Conakry and Lagos--influenced the Ghanaian authorities,

Moscow appears to havc meant for them to dc so. 91/

A close Soviet relationship i-ith Guinea developed after Guinean

ixidepenlience in 1958 and rejection of continued close relations with.

France. Military assistance from the USSR was received by Conakry as

early as 1960. In November 1970, in consequence to President Sekou Toure's

strong support for the African Party for the ltdependence of Guinea

and Cape Verde Islands (PAIGC), which was also headquartered in the Guinea=

capital, Portuguese military men -ade an ampribious attack on Conainry.

Moscow imediately established a small naval presence off West Africa which,

whatever the initial intention, became a pernanent deployment. As a

deterrent to future Portuguese military ction dlrected at Guinea,

this deployment serveod to support Piesident Toure and also continued PAIGC

(
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operations out of Guinea. 92/

Five months later the image of Soviet military power was again

invoked in West Africa, this time in Sierra Leune where the government

of President Siaka Stevens was infirm. After avoiding a plannod coup,

this regime faced considerable uncertirnty for a time. Previo,,sly

Sierra Leone had accepted "positive neutralism" and the Freetown govern-

ment had given neighboring Guinea strong support following the Port-

uguese attack on Conakry. The instability in Sierra Leone, in turn,

led quickly to the deployment there of Guinean troops and the aigning

of a defense treaty by Conakry and Freetown. Thus in May 1971 Moscow

sent a dest.oyer to visit Freetown to reinforce the legitimacy of the

Stevens government and to take advantage of a special opportunity to

strengthei Soviet relations with Sierra Leone. 93/

These timely visits by Soviet warships to South Yemen, Somalia,

Iraq, Guinea and Sierra Leone all took place in the absence of on-going

major violence. Also not present was any U.S. military effort or serious

political involvement. While the local parties beneficiary to these

visits were perhaps made more secure, the USSR incurred neither

military risks nor political costs. In each action the USSR supported

the recognized government of a so.ereign nation, as it did in Egypt

between zhe 1967 and 1973 wars, and Sudan, Ceylon, and Iraq during

these years. In addit ion to strentthening Soviet relations with these

governments, this support directly or indirectrty helped Moscow to

obtain access to foreign installations for purposes related to broader

Soviet military interests. In Egypt, SorAlia, Guinea, South Yemen,

and Iraq, Soviet warships were able to meke convenient use of shore
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facilities; and the first three Soviet naval aircraft were based at

least intermittently for reconnaissance operations, thereby mfr:.ing

Soviet military capabilities in the Atlantic, Indian Ore=n and iie -

terranean more efficient and effective. In 1dte 1978, one year after

the USSR lost its military posit.on in Scmalia as a result of ?loscow's

support of Ethiopia in the 1977-78 Ethiopian-Somaliar conflict, Soviet

naval reconnaissance aircraft began to make flights from South Yemen

(they had done so once before in 1975). Sucn flights were also made

from Angola following Soviet military intervention in 1975-76 in that

nation's civil war.

The sealifts of Moroccan and South Yemeni troops in 1973 wexe

barely noticed; here,too,the r10K of hostile action by regional act-ors

was minor and the United States was, ia the context of each, uninvolved.

That these Soviet actions caused umbrage in Israel, Oman or Saudi

Arabia was of small concern, we may presume. Although the USS' showed

support for Baghdad in the 1973 Iraq-Kuwait imbroglio, it handled that

situation politically in a way causing small disturbance in the Arab

world.

Superpower Confrontations

Of a very different sort were the Jordanian crisis (1970),

Indo-Pakistani war (1971) and the 1973 Middle East war. Like the

1957 Middle East war and the fighting between Egypt and Israel in

1969-70, each of these other incidents included serious inter-state

conflict and potential or actual suparpower confrontation of a serious

order, it is. perhaps, toe much to ray that as a result of these

events there evolved an acceptance in the United States and the USSR
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i k of tacit rules and limits of superpower behavior in third world

crises. A common pattern in U.S. and Soviet behavior related to the

structure of these situations di4 becow: apparent, however. Faced

with similar circumstances in the future, political leaders in Moscow

and Washirgton might weil perceive dangers and interests quite like

thE'i vredecessors. Similar actions thus might be evidenced again.

Most important, as suggested elsewhere,"iaperprmsbl

foi Gne superpower to support a frind against the clicnt of

another superpower as long as the friend is on th.- defensive

stracegically; the object [thougbli ust be to avert decisive

defeat and restore the balance, not assist the client to victory.

The issue of who began the war is not central; it is the strategic

situation of the client at the time of the contemplated intervetion

that counts." 94/ "Fact of possession," as James McConnell has said,

remaius as the key variable, because
it has the distinction of almost always
being present, for the simple reason that
in almost every conflict between clients
chere is a winner and a loser; you have
the client of one superpower seizing a
value that was In the possession of the
client of the other superpower before
the conflict erupted. And since in terms
of the balance of power what belongs to
the client also belongs to his protector,
we find the patron of the loser gaining
ever greater relative strength of will
as the difficulties of his client becomes
manifest. 95/

In short, the prospect of one superpower's client suffering a disaster

wrought by the client o' the other tends to be counterbalanced by an

assymetry in w-ill favorin6 the patron of the state on the defensive.

f 'I-
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What was of further importance was the USSR's increased wlling-

ness in an absolute sense to stand by its allice militatily and to

take risks un theii behalf, and a relative decline in U.S. willingness

to militarily support its allies in crises between superpower clients. In

part, the change in U.S. behavior may be related to the experience

of the Vietnam War and consequent disillusionment among Americars

about the use of military power as a foreign policy tistrument. There

is no escaping the fact, however, that U.S. policymakers coafronting

__..jha USSR .Ijn.;rAses beginning in the late 1960s and continuing into

the 1970s were also increasingly more impressed by the strategic

and conventional military capabilities at the Kremlin's disposal than

were their predecessors. Indeed the equilibrating crisis

behavior by the superpowers referred to above--as compared with past

U.S. dominance in third world crises--appears strongly related to

these changes in respective superpower military capabilities and change

in attitude among Americans. Sov;iet military activities in the 1967

Middle East war and the air defimse of Egypt have already been considered.

We turn now to those other third world crises in the early 1970's that

took place in the Middle East and South Asia.

In September 1970, after the Jordanian military encountered

stiff resistance whilc attempting to destroy the armed Paleatinian

preseace in Jordan, Syrian armored units intervened in the fighting.

Soviet military advisers appeared to accompany Syzian formations

to the Jordanian border and members of the NkLxon administration believed

that the Kremlin led the Syrians down this path or at least supported
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Damascus in its decision. Either way, Moscow was considered responsible

insofar as it was believed that Syria would not have launched the

operations without Soviet approval. 96/

Eventually, King Hussein's position became desperate enough for

the United States and Israel to seriously contemplate military inter-

vention. At this point the United States had moved into the eastern

Mediterranean two U.S. aircraft carrier task groups (Saratoga and

:ndependence) and Marine amphibious task force. A third aircraft

carrier (John F. Kennedy) and a second Marine force were also steamir.

roward the Mediterranean; U.S. Air Force tactical and transport air-

craft had been moved to Turkey; and U.S. Axnmy units in Europe and in

the United States had been alerted for rapid deployment. While a Soviet

destroyer tracked the JFK in the west two anti-carrier warfare groups

were Zormed around the Independence and Saratoga; the amphibious groups

alsc were watched closely. In the June War only one Soviet warship

tracked each U.S. carrier. A judgment has been expressed elsewhere

that the Soviet ships were "In excellent position to launch a surprise

attack" and had "a reasonable chance of taking significant offensive

action before a U.S. counterattack could have full effect." 97/

Still, Moscow sought not to escalate the crisis; hence no additional

Soviet warships were redeployed from the Black Sea to the Mediterranean,

a cruiser enoute from the Caribbean to the Mediterranean was mnde to

proceed at a leisurely course, some submarines departed the Mediterran-

ean, naval air reconnaiasence by aircraft then in Egypt was not carried

out, and no airborne units in the USSR were ever alerted.
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When Hussein's forces remained unable to reverse the course of

battle themselves, Israel prepared to intervene in their behalf; and

in this event, if the USSR or Egypt took military action against Israel,

Washington assured the Israelis, the United States, too,would enter the

conflict. 98/ The growing certainty that President Nixon would not

allow the regime in Amman to be turned out by Syrian military force led

to Soviet statements to U.S. officials that representatiuns were being

made to Damascus toward the objective of achieving a Syrian withdrawal;

which is what U.S. intelligence also reported and what, in fact, Syria

did. 99/ If the USSR had given Damascus its full backing, the Syrian

air force, instead of being held in abeyance throughout the crisis, might

have been committed and the Jordanian counterattack which pressed the

Syrian armored units back might have been nullified. Instead of this

leading to a Syrian-Palestinian victory, the Kremlin appeared to fear

the prospect of conflict between Israel and Syria and possibly Egypt.

If Syria (and Egypt) were again decisively defeated by Israel the posi-

tion of the USSR in the Arab world would have become untenable. If

Israel was to suffer a defeat, the prospect was for U.S. military inter-

vention which, if decisive, also threatened that result. To threaten

Israel, though, was to risk the exposure of a bluff or the consequences

of becoming involved militarily against a regionally powerful U.S. ally.

To compel the United States to desist from militarily supporting Israel

meant, too, the risk of a bluff of the consequences of an attack upon U.S.

armed forces.

The Kremlin preferred Syrian withdrawal and the defeat of the

Palestinians ov-r the acceptance of any of these risks, Soviet naval
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activity in the Mediterranean notwithstanding. Indeed, insofar as the

deployment of Soviet warships did not avoid a continuing tough U.S.-

Israeli posture, the inference might be made that these forces repre-

sented a bluff or cause of potential envelopment undesired by Soviet

leaders. That the Kremlin would rationally risk military conflict with

the United States because its clients' offensive was blunted is

difficult to believe. The real military purpose of Soviet anti-carrier

operations during this conflict was to insure against offensive U.S.

military action against Syria (and Egypt), which Washington did not con-

template.

Soviet armed forces acted somewhat similarly during the Indo-

Pakistani war in December 1971. Some months before,the Soviet Uniorn

and India had signed a treaty of friendship, and Moscow and New Delhi

were then strongly allied. Adding to Moscow's interest was China's

hostility toward India, support for PaKistan, and burgeoning relation-

ship with the United States. 100/ The United States also was committed

to Pakistan, a SEATO and CENTO member and the nation through which Sec-

retary of State Kissinger had recently transited on his way to Peking.

Several days after the fighting began a Soviet anti-carrier group

was dispatched from the Pacific Fleet, seemingly to counter the

presence in the Indian Ocesn'then of the British airdraft carrier jl3:.e

and comando carrier Albion. A second Soviet Surface group was deployed

into the Indian Ocean following the entry of a U.S. task force formed

" around the aircraft carrier Enterprise. These two Soviet squadrons

reinforced two ships already stationed n the Indian Ocean and their

Creplacements thsat, earlier, had been dispatched routinely. The Soviet

- - A
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deployments served not as military back-up to India in its one-sided

battle against Pakistan, but as counterweights to the Western military

presence. Similarly, about 15 MIG-21 and TU-16 aircraft drawn from

those forward deployed in Egypt were reportedly sent to India in re-

sponse to the transfer of U.S. built combat aircraft from Jordan and

Libya to Pakistan. 01/

Although India's dismemberment of Pakistan clearly was a

disaster for the government in Islamabad and the Nixon administration

was outraged by the Indian offensive, the United States did favor

independence for East Pakistan. Thus although faced with

a rapid Indian military fait accompli in East Pakistan, Washington was

not disposed to militarily intervene on this account. What led to the

deployment oi .ne Enterprise was intelligence suggesting India might

seize the moment and attack West Pakistan. Of further importance was

President Nixonts and Secretary Kissinger's concern to be percieved by

China as militarily capable and respcnsive to the interests of friends. 102/

Ominously, though, the Soviet ambassador to India, Nikolai M.

Pegov, told New Delhi, the CIA reported, that the USSR 'will not allow

the Seventh Fleet to intervene' and 'would open a diversionary action'

in Sinkiang if China intervened against India. 103/ The movement of Soviet troops

closer to the Sino-Soviet border during the war could have had no other purpose

but to tie up Chinese forces and deter Peking from intervention. 104/ On

the other hand, U.S. intelligence also indicated that the Kremlin did

- not expect either the United States or China to intervene In the conflict.

Probably strengthening the Kremlin's willingness to allow a strong verbal
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co nitment by its representatives in New Delhi was a judgment that the

level -of U.S. militsry power able to be sensibly deployed to the Indian

Ocean was not great enough for the Nixon administration to risk combat

and allowed only for a demonstration. What is also possible, Moscow

might have been willing to offer New Delhi a c:,r.itment on the under-

standing that India did not intend military operations against West

Pakistan. From the outset of the conflict, Soviet diplomacy sought

only a cease-fire and recognition of the independence of East Pakistan.

Practically speaking the United States was, in fact, unable to do

very much for Pakistan militarily. The toral ambiguity over the issue

ol East Pakistan disallowed a sense of defending Pakistan as a nation

on that score; while in the west, the scene of potential fighting was

far inland while the U.S. carrier group was quite alone in the Indian

Ocean. Had things developed that India d:id actually attack in the west

and U.S. aircraft were in sore way made to support West Pakistan--but

yet not attack India--while Islamabad remained on the defensive, it is

exceedingly doubtful that any Soviet military attack on the Enterprise

group would have taken place. The asymmetry of motivation combined

with the new fact of U.S. military action -ould have placed an enormous

-Z burden of risk upon the USSR. Whether any U.S. military action could

have meant the difference between the success and defeat of an Indian

offensive in the *est is something else.

As thing:% worked out, India had good reason to be pleased with

Soviet behavior. Aside from Moscow's verbal commitment, the tactics of

Soviet naval diplomacy were wise. India, which held the upper hand with

Id
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Pakistan throughout the war, did not want to provoke the West more )

than it had to; hence New Delhi could not have objected that the

Soviet deployments followed first British naval units and then the

deployment of United States warships into the Indian. Ocean. Soviet

actions on the Sino-Soviet border, no doubt, also increased New Delhi's

confidence and sense of command over the situation. As a coda,

after the conflict ended Moscow w~s quick to offer the talents of

Russian sailors to the new government of Bangladesh for the clearance

of port areas made inaccessible during the fighting. 105/

The October War

The 1973 war in the Middle East portrayed vi.vidly the distance

the USSR had traveled during the previous decade in military capability

and willingness to support important friends in the third world during

crises, notwithstanding the fact or prospect of serious U.S. military

involvement. Clearly Moscow had forekowledge of the Arab attack and

was not caught unaware by the outbreak of hostilities. 106/ Although

the Kremlin was then seeking further agreements with the United States

on a range of interests and valued the aura of detente, to retain its

position in the Arab world it was willing to make a mockery of the

Basic Principles of Relations agreement signed in Moscow in May 1972 by

President Nixcn and General Secretary Brezhnev, which stated: "the U.S.A.

and U.S.S.R. attach major importance to preventing the development of

situations capable of causing a dangerous exacerbation of their relations...

[andj will do their utmost to avoid military confrontations..," 107/

Realizing Egypt's and Syria's determination to open hostilities,

the USSR actee to insure the success of this effort. Hence, prior to

the conflict SCUD missiles were sent to Egypt to support Arab strategic
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deterrence und additional armaments were sealifted and airlifted;

Moroccan units were sealifted to Syria; and the Kremlin worked to

strengthen Arab unity at the diplomatit level. After hostilities

were opened, it was the USSP., not the United States, which first

initiated related naval activity in the Mediterranean and began

to airlift military supplies to its clientp. The essential naval

mis~ion was to keep close sccount of nd offset the influence the Sixth

Fleet might attempt to exert on the course of the war. Major choke

points in the Mediterranean were kept under close watch and Soviet

warships and submarines vere concentrated near U.S. aircraft carriers

and amphibious units. Between the outbreak of the war on October 6

and the U.S. DEFCON 3 alert on the evening of October 24, the number

of Soviet surface combatants deployed from the Black Sea fleet to

the Mediterranean rose from 17 to 26 units. Deployments of additional

submarines and support ships brought to 80 the total number of Soviet

naval vessels then in the Mediterranean.

In the week following the U.S. alert. the Soviet naval force

grew to 96 units, including 34 surface combatants and 23 submarines. Of

the period from October 25-31, the U.S. Chief of Naval Operations at the

time observed later: "I doubt that major units of the U.S. Navy were

] ever in a tenser situation. since World War II ended than the Sixth Fleet

!1 in the Medittrranean was for...that veek." 108/ At the same time, seven

Soviet airborne divisions were on alert--thxee of which had been alerted

earlier in the war--and planes which previously had been airlifting

armaments to Egypt and Syria appeared in a state of reRdiness for
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troop transport. 109/ Of further concern was the establishment of an

airborne command post over southern Russia, the possible presence on

those Soviet amphibious warships in the Mediterrenean of naval infantry,

and the entry into the port of Alexandria of a Soviet freighter with

crge emitting neutrons, inferred by many to be nuclear warheads

:or Egypt's SCUD missiles. 110/

During the conflict Soviet pilots made 934 flights to

Arab nations, transporting in AN-12 and AN-22 aircraft some

15,000 tons of materiel; meanwhile, several times this volume was

sealifted by Soviet freighters. The U.S. airlift which began on October

13--the Soviet sealift was initiated at the start of hcstilities and

the Soviet airlift on October 10--included 566 trips by Air Force C-5

and C-141 aircraft and the delivery of about 23,000 tons of supplies. i__/

Yet the Kremlin also sought in very important ways to

contain and terminate the conflict; not primarily to protect the Arabs,

we may presume, but to minimize Arab demands upon the USSR and the risk

of a superpower confrontation with the United States. Only after Egypt

and Syria had scaled down their objectives considerably and had determined

on a strategy of using military means to achieve limited territory,

after which a switch was to be made in favor of exerting political pressure

on Israel, did Moscow begin to support Arab war planning. Nor tyas the

Kremlin cuthusiastic about even these Arab war plans. The military optici

- wa sken at Arab and not Soviet initiative. Moscow continue{ to hope

fu." d' seek out a peaceful aettlement in the Middle East. 112./
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Within hours of the outbreak of hostilities, Soviet represent-

atives began to call upon Egypt and Syria to halt the offensive.

Although certainly Cairo and, it would seem, Damascus too would not

hear of this, Moscow continued to press for a cease-fire, antagonizing

further President Sadat and acraining Soviet-Egyptian relations severely. 113/

Cairo was already displeased by the Kremlin's earlier refusal to transfer

MIG-23 aircraft and certain other armaments to the Egyptian armed

forces and by the evacuation of Soviet dependents from Egypt several

days prior to the A1.ab off ens4': indeed President Sadat was infuriated

by this lack of confidence. Sadat also perceived that the USSR did not

resupply enough armaments to Egypt during the conflict. Soviet unwilling-

ness to provide the benefits of its satellite reconnaissance to Egypt

was still another source of anger. 114/

As in the 1967 war, Algerian President Hoari Boumedienne went

to Moscow to press the Kremlin for strong support. The Tass description

of these talks as having taken place in a "friendly frank atmosphere'

A (italics added) hinted at significant differ'ences between Arab demands

and Soviet supplies. 115/ One Important consequence oi this Arab dis-

satisfaction was the conclusion reached by President Sadat and, to a

lesser extent, President Assad of Syria that a strategy including

dependence on the USSR and hostility toward the Cnited States poorly

served their interests. Another was the crmpletL expulSiUn of the

Soviet military presence from Egypt in 1976, at which time, too,

President Sadat terminated the 1971 Soviet-Egyptian Titaty of Friendship

and Cooperation.
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President Sadat's view of the Soviet resupply of Egypt and

Syria during the war as having been carried on in a manner meant to

insure a lesser Arab capability and dependence on the USSR is most

reasonable not in the context of Moscow's wanting to retain le'erege

for access and contirued influence in Egypt and Syria, but from a

perspective of Soviet concern to preserve as much as they could of

detente and to limit the degree of superpower confrontation during

the conflict. 116/

Lacking an ability to project naval power ashore, Moscow did not see

Soviet naval activities in the Mediterranean as a threat to

Israel, but as a counter to the Sixth Fleets ability to otherwise

intipidate E gpt and Syria; this naval action tnus was critical to

Soviet credibility in the Arab world. The Soviet airlift and,

particularly, alert of several airborne divisions may be related to

the first signs of Arab retreat and Israel's bombing of Damascus. 117/

What led to a direct Soviet warning to Israel on October 12 -was

Israel's intentional bombing of Soviet transport aircraft in Syria and

sin;'ing of a Soviet merchant vessel in the port of Tartus. This,

a Tass :tatement announced, the USSR "cannot regard indifferently;"

the "continuation" of such acts, the statement went ox., "will lead to

grave conseque-nces for Israel itself." 118/ Earlier Moscow had let go

the bombing of its cultural center in Damascus with mere condemnation

and a walk-out from a U.N. Security Council meeting by Soviet

Ambassador Y. A. Malik. Even while the USSR was threatening Israel,

though, Moscow was seeking to obtain a cease-fire. Moreover, the
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Soviets went out of their way to say rhat "no one in the Soviet

Union, including the government, has anything against Israel as a

state." 119/

But what of Moscow's alert of four additional airborne divisions

and Hot Line message to President Nixon on October 24? 'i will say

it s-raight', Chairm.an Brezhnev then related, 'if you find it impossible

to act together with us in this matter, we should be faced with the

necessity urgently to consider the question of taking appropriate steps

unil terally'. 120/ And, not to be forgotten, the Soviet government

statement on the previous day warning Israel again "of the gravest

consequences." 121/

The setting on the 23d was Israel's taking full advantage of the

initial Egyptian violation of a first cease-fire; that on the 24th was

the breakdown of a second cease-fire and Israel's complete entrapment

of Egypt's Third Army on the West Bank; and all of this took place

after Kissinger and Brezhnev .r~rsonally had hammered out a cease-fire

agreement in Moscow on October 20-21, duting which the Soviets had

obtained Coiro's 2couiescence to direct talks between Egypt and Israel.

President Sadat finally agreed to this ouly aftec Brezhnev gave his

personal. assrance that, if necessary, the USSR would act unilaterally to

insure Israel's observanse of the cease-fire. 122/ Presumably, this

assurance wa givei, oi, Brezhnev's understanding that there would be

no cease-fire unless Israel agreed to one and that the United States

would be able to obtain Israel's ecquiescenne to the agree-

ment, and would be able to force Israel to terminate ny breach on its
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part. Further, so the Soviets may have reasoned, if Israel did

violate the cease-fire and the United States could not stop the

Israelis, then WashingtL, would understand the USSR's acting unilaterally

to defend Egypt. Prior to sending the Hot Line message, the Kremlin

sou h - a joint U.S.-Soviet intervention.

In the end Moscow did precipitate the situaLion it sought most

to avoid: a military confrontation between the United States and the

USSR, raising the danger of superpower conflagration, weakening the

ambience of detente and endangering important Soviet political

objectives in East-West relations. That Moscow went as far as it did,

though, was not the result uf eagernecs to demonstrate Soviet military

power or realization of an opportunity to undermine U.S. credibility

among American allies. The cperative factor would seemw to have been

much more the Kremlin's crediLiity in the Arab world where it bad a

two-decade-old investment and where the long-term stakes vere perceived

to be substantial. When Brezhnev sent his Hot Line message, Cairo was

in P state of panic and the Soviets were in the position of having

helped to arrange the circumstance of an Arab militsty .'isaster. The

thought of Israelis, after their encirclement of the Third Army,

advancing in the direction of Cairo, was almost certainly a Soviet

consideration. Not to render Egypt practical support at this time was

also to play into Pekin.'& hands; Brezhnev may also have bad in mind

Khrtishzhev's demise after his handling of the Cuban missile crisis.

-- A"-
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As during the earlier phases of the conflict, the Kremlin's

behavior following the second cease-fire's violation was not reckless,

but highly calculated. The Soviet objective on the 24th was not to

send ground forces to Egypt in order to intervene militarily against

Israel, although Moscow most certainly was open to the idea of a

Joint Soviet-American interve&ition essentially directed against Israel.

Rather the Kremlin was concerned to signal the United States that it

could not allow any greater degree of Arab defeat and that the United

States either had to make Israel realize this or itself force Israel

to observe the cease-f ir. From the Soviet perspective, if the

United States did not so behave, then either it was acting with dup-

licity or would have to understand unilateral USSR intervention in this

Instance. The U.S. nuclear alert was coupled with U.S. behavior aimed

at satisfying Moscow's objective. Moreover, unlike in the Cuban missile

crisis, "the American military command structure did not appear to con-

sider that the actual use of strategic forces had become a serious

possibility. Elaborate decentralized preparations--the preliminary

tuning of forces for combat--were not triggered. The response to the

alert order was minimal and pro forma. . . ."123/

All of this said, though, it is important to recognize just hiw

far the Kremlin was willing to go in supporting its clients. Notwith-

standing Arab disappointment, Soviet military support of Egypt and Syria

vis-a-vis Israel--an importnt U.S. client--was very great and the Kremlin

did choose to risk detente and 'face the United States firmly rather than

lose all credibility in the Arab world and, perhaps too, other important

..............
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clients in the third world. That Moscow did not relish this behavior

and did not act out of ideological passion or out of sympathy or

vindictiveness like an ancient Athena or Apollo is important. Moscow' s

behavior is not to be denied, however. What it represented was a newly con-

solidated reference point for future U.S.-USSR crisis management, one very

different from the outcome of the Cuban miasile crisis.

After the October War

In the aftermath of the 1973 Widdle East war Soviet military

leaders besides navy men becamo more confident about the USSR's

ability to use military powec to successfully influence events in

the third world. In early 1974 Marshal Grechko himself took up the

theme of "expansion of the internationalist functions of the Soviet

armed forces." "At the present stage," be wrote for the journal

Questior,, f CPSU History,

IC the histozic function of the Soviet armed

forces is not restricted merely to their
function in defending our motherland and the
ocher socialist countries. In its foreign policy
activity the Soviet state actively and purposefully
opposes the export of counterravolution and the
policy of oppression. supports the national
liberation struggle, and resolutely resists
Imperialist aggression in whatever distant
region of our planet it may appear. The
party and Soviet Government rely on the country's
economic ard defense might 3.n fulfilling these
tasks.

The development of the external functious of
the socialist armies is a natural process. It
will continue... 12A11

Those li Les closely approximated passages in the Defense U.1nister's book,

The Armed Forr-s of the Soviet State, which was published in the spring of
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1974 in a first edition of 50,000 copies; a second edition of 200,000

copies was published in 1975. 125/ These statements did not constitute

a greater degree of commitment to third world allies; but they did indicate

internalization within the Kremlin--Grechko, after all, was a full Politburo

member--of the normality of Soviet armed forces operations in distant

regions. No longer was such activity considered exceptional or

tenuous; Soviet capabilities thus were fully recognized. It was

perhaps for this reason as well as out of consideration for detente

that Grechko did not discuss in these writings the peacetime roles of

individual services or types of forces, but considered only their

combat capabilities.

On the other hand, Admiral Gorshkov, only a Central Committee

member and having a more specific interest than Marshal Grechko, was

nor at all silent about the navy's role in suppor:ing Soviet foreign

policy. Building upon "Navies in War and Peace," he---and presumably

mem, bers of his staff--was the author in 1q76 of Sea Power of the State,

a full length book of well over 30C pages that was given a printing run

of 60,000 and '1onored by a nomination for the M.V. Frunze prize. These

circumstances provide strong reason for believing that the views

expressed in this volume, particularly those on the navy as a policy

instrument, either represented the thinking of Soviet political.

leaders or w.:re acceptable to thcu. On the topic of the Soviet aavy's

peacetime missions, Gorshkov neither altered his views nor developed

his case radically, in substance or tone. Sea Power of the State :ls

noteworthy rather for its elaboration and somewhat greater explicitness.

Again Corshkov tcuted
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the specific characteristics of the Navy
as a military factor which has been used
in peacetime to show the economic and military
might of the State beyond its borders and
the fact that of all the branches of the
armed forces, the Navy is to the greatest
degree capable of operationally supporting
the State interests of the country beyond
its borders. 126/

In addition to graphically representing to the world Soviet

military and technological prowess and valuably supporting, by

routine visits, USSR friendship with other nations, the Soviet

navy was seen especially useful for the achievement of political

objectives in discrete situations. "In many cases," said the

Admiral, "naval demonstrations have made it possible to achieve

political goals without resorting to an armed struggle merely by

exerting pressure through one's own potential power and by threatening

to initiate military hostilities." 127/ Particularly in mind was

the third world. Tbus the United States was said to rely on the

Sixth Fleet as "the main means of combatting the national-liberation

movement of the Arab peoples," while the U.S. Seventh Fleet was

"being widely utilized in the struggle against national-liberation

iovementz, democracy and progress in Southeast Asia." 128/ Further,

Gorshkov went on, "it is difficult to find an area in the world

where the American politiciatns have rot employed their Navy against

progressive fo'rces." The Soviet navy was an instrument for "suppressing

the aggressive aspirations of mperielism, of deterring military

adventures, and of decisively countering thre3ts ta the security of

peoples on the part of the imperialist powers." 129/

-- I1
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Sea Power of the State did not advocate or announce a greater

degree of naval demonstration or frequency of intervention over that

exhibited in recent years. The summary inference to be drawn was that

in the arena of political-military diplomacy Gorshkov was writing with

pride about an empirical record to which further pages would be added

as a matter of course, given continuing internal instabilities abroad

and international tensions.

Despite the significant use of Soviet aircraft in the 1970s--par-

ticularly tactical combat and strategic transport planes-as a political

instrument, senior Russian airmen remained silent about the peacetime

contribution made by Red air forces to Soviet foreign policy. Perhaps

drawing closest to acknowledging this role was deputy defense minister

and chief marshal of aviation P. S. Kulakhov, when, on aviation day

1979, he related that "in peacetime, as in war, Soviet airmen, on find-

ing themselves in a complex situation, show courage, bravery and high

moral, political and psychological qualities." 130/ To be inferred,

perhaps, from the near universal focus on war fighting in the rhetoric

cf Soviet airmen is budgetary satisfaction coupled with disinterest

in political-military operations, their concern not to allou peacetime

missions to influence procurement budgets, or their nonrecognition of

the significance of air units to Soviet foreign policy. Unlike the

navy, Soviet air forces h-ve no continuous peacetime roles excepting

those steady state deployments in Eastern Europe and along the Sino-

Soviet frontier. Insofar as air units ar? turned to only intermittently

for policy support in the third world, this functio' may figure less in

the minds of senior airmen than it does for navy men.
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Not surprisingly, Soviet political leaders remained reticent

about their armed forces' activities in the third world. Statements

of the obvious as, fov example, rhose by Defense Minister Grechko

and of self-interested enthusiasm and exultation by Admiral Gorshkov

would have served no useful purpose had they been articulated by

Chairman Brezlnev or other Soviet political leaders. Although the USSR

was interested in strengthening its position in the third world and

felt strong competition with China, the Kremlin also sought a non-

conflictive atmosphere in its relations with the West. Soviet

armed forces might continue to support foreign policy objectives in

Africa and the Middle East, but boastful, even prideful, remarks about Soviet

military capabilities and activities in the third world could be

expected to make arms control, trade and other important negotiations

with the United States and Western Europe more difficult.

Moscow was probably also concerned not to raise expectations

among clients too much, wanting instead to be able to pick and choose

carefully where it might become engaged heavily without suffering

recriminations from misled friends.

Those statements cited above by Marshal Grechko, it is worth noting,

did not appear in Pravda., Izvestiya, Krasnaya zvezda or as a Tass

interview; nor were they part of any verbal announcement. They appeared

in a specialist's Journal and were deeply embedded in The Armed Forces

of the Soviet State. It may be concluded that these were not meant

as announcements to the world but as parts of a holistic treatise on
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the role of the armed forces in the Soviet state and in the international

relations of the USSR, prepared for those in the USSR attentive to

Soviet defense policy.

Ceneral Secretary Brezhnev, in his report to the 25th Soviet Party

Congress in 1976, stated no new military commitment to third world

allies; he only promised "support to peoples who are fighting for their

freedom." 131./ Rather than welcoming a contest of will and power with

the West in influencing the course of the new natioas, he exhorted

"strict observance of the principles of noninterference

in the affairs of other states, respect for their independence and

sovereignty...[asj one of the Jmutable conditions of detente," which

was viewed as "a way to create more favorable condit~ions fax peaceful

socialist and communist construction." "Detente and peaceful coexistence

are concerned with interstate relations," Erezhnev related. "This

means primarily that quarrels and conflicts between countries should

not be decided by war, use of force or the threat of force. Detente

does not in the slightest way abolish, and cannot abolish or change the

laws of class struggle." 132/

On Armed Forces Day 1978 Brezhnev referred to the Soviet military

"together with the allied armies" only as "a reliable guard for the

peaceful labor of the Soviet people and the other peoples of the social-

ist community." No mention was made of internationalist functions or

other commitments to the third world. 133/ Perhaps Brezhnev's strong-

- est words in recent years were contained in his Revolut,3n Day 1977

speech, when he related the following:

i
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The socialist countries are staunch
and reliable friends of ... (third
world] countries and are prepared to
give them utmost assistance and
support in their development along
the progressive path. This means
not ouly moral and political, but
also economic and organizational

support, including assistance in
strengthening their defenses. 134,/

The above phrase, "including assistance in strengthening their defenses,"

while clearly implying arms transfers and military training, was at

most a vague allusion to military support that might be provided by

Soviet armed forces units.

Since the 1973 Middle East war, Moscow has not shown a proclivity

to use military units to support third world favorites in adventurous

or other offensive fashion. Nor is there a consistent pattern of USSR

military saiport of friends in power suffering internal political

difficulties. For example, no Soviet airmen or seamen were sent to

aid by their presence or military skills the shtort-lived success by

revolutionaries in Portuguese Timor, the seizure of power by insurgents

in Mozambique, or the governments of India, Sierra Leone, or Jamaica

following declarations of states of emergency in these nations. The

Kremlin has used armed forces to support friends in the third world

occasionally and only when a vacuum of legitimate rule has been created

by the rapid withdrawal of a colonial power, as in Angola and Spanish

Sahara in 19;5-76, or when the USSR could assume a position of acting

to defend the sovereignty or territorial integrity of a third world

nation, as in Iraq in 1973-74, in the Lebanese civil war, and in the
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l;77-78 Ethiopian-Somalian conflict. Moscow has also avoided military

zonfrontation with the United States.

The intervention in Iraq in 1973-74 bore a number of important

structural similarities to the USSR's involvement in Sudan in 1970-71.

In both instances Moscow helped a friendly regime suppress an insurgency

by an ethnic minority seeking to chart its own destiny. Whereas the

tnyanya in southern Sudan, who were backed by Ethiopia, Zaire and Uganda,

had sought to throw off the yokea cf 10tartoua, Baghdad in the early 1970s

faced a new Kurdish rebellion backed by Iran and, more indirectly, the

United States and Israel. In each instance Moscow's aid consisted of

unannounced air support. While many in the world sympathized with the

plight and objectives of the insurgent minorities, neither old nor new

nations were prepared to make much Issue of these conflicts, if only

as a result of their own self-irterest in principles of national

sovereignty.

In Lebanon Moscow supported the Palestin$.ans and opposed

Syria's intervention into the civil war, but the USSR did not intervene in

these events militarily. The occasion for the nearby appearance of

Soviet warships in June 1976 was the Sixth Fleet's evacuation of

Iericans and Europeans from Lebanon. The Saviet naval presence,

which included a helicopter carrier, was meant to countervail the

Image of US. military power projected by the aircraft crrier America

and helicopter carrier Guadalcanal and their supporting warships. It

ra3 xlso customary for Soviet vessels to keep close watch of major U.S.

warships when they entered the "stern Mediterranean. In short, this
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was no military confrontation, but a joint appearance prompted by a

U.S. naval deployment. Although Moscow could not be sure that the

Marines aboard the U.S. amphibious ships and the America's air power would

not be used in a way reminiscent of the U.S. intervention in Lebanon in 1958,

it probably had great confidence of this, considering the political

climate in the United States, the absence of other U.S. military

preparations and the Ford administration's rhetoric at the time.

Nevertheless, the presence of a Soviet squadron in the absence of

complete certainty was a reminder that aggressive U.S. military action

in the eastern Mediterranean could not be undertaken without raising

the possibility of superpower military confrontation.

These Soviet actions in Iraq and off the coast of Lebanon caused

the United States little anguish. In neither instance was Soviet

military behnvior directod at establishing a new regime in a nation or

otherwise altering a status quo. The stories in Angola and the former

Spanish Sahara in 1975-76 were different, however. Also disturbi.ng

was the size and iorm. of Sovict military activity in Ethiopia in 1977-78.

as was the intervention, with critical Soviet support, of thousands of

Cuban combat troops in both Angole and Ethiopia.

Angola and the Horn of Africa

S'jviet aid to Angolan insurgents initially took the form of arms

and other material deliveries by sea and air to the Popuiar Movement

for the Liberation of Angola (MPLA) led by Agostinho Neto. At least

as important Lo the USSR as its predisposition to support anti-colenial

movements generally was Peking's support cf the National Front for
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the Liberation of Angola (FNLA) and National Union for the Total

Independence of Angola (UNITA). Chinese arms began Zc flow to Angola

in 1973, and in 1974 Peking began to send military advisers, Te

FNLA and UNITA were also favored by the United States. Moscow announced

rerewed support of the MPLA--Soviet aid was suspended after a leader-

ship split in the MPLA in 1973--one month after the CIA began to fund

the FNLA in mid-1974. 135/ Soviet transport aircraft began airlifting

armaments to Brazzaville for the MPLA in March 1975. U.S. Air Force

C-141 transport aircraft and U.S. Navy vessels began to transport arms

into the area in July. 136/ U.S. aid to the MPLA's opponents prob-

ably played into the hands of Soviet leaders opposed to linkage between

detente and USSR support for national liberation movements. Moscow

saw its material support of the MPLA quite legit.mate in the hummer

of 1975. Hence Politburo member Mikhail Suslov was not viewing things

boldly when he said: "The principle of peaceful coexistence between

states with different social systems, as is well known, has nothing in

common with zlass peace between the exploiters and the exploited, the

colonialists and te viccims of colonial oppression, or between the

oppressors and the oppressed." 137/

Cuban military men able to utilize the sophisticated equipment

being delivered from the USeR began to take part in combat operations

in late spring of 1975 aud in the fall, after South African military

units and Zairian troops entered Angola against the hPLA, sizeable

Cuban ground forces were fielded. To equip the Cuban forces at this

crucial time an emergency airlift by Soviet military transport aircraft

(about 70 flights) was carried out beginning in late October via
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stopovers in Algeria, Mali and Guinea. Transport for the large-scale

Cuban buildup was provided initially by Cuban troopships and air-

craft. 138/

MPLA forces in Angola obtained the services of several hundred

Soviet military advisers only after Angolan Independence Day (November

11, 1975) and the entry into Angola of South African troops and a num-

ber of battles between South African and Cuban units. Aeroflot IL-62s

began flying Cuban troops to Angola in January 1976, but only after

Havana's shorter-ranged Bristol Britannias were denied further refueling

by Barbados and Portugal (in the Azores). The Soviet aircraft were

able to fly non-stop to Guinea, where fuel could be obtained. By the

time the airlift ended in late January approximately 11,000 Cuban

soldiers were in Angola. 139/ Beginning in late November, in conjunc-

tion with the increase in arms deliveries by sea and air and then the

airlift of Cuban troops, 3 Soviet amphibious ship, destroyer and oiler--

that is, the West African patrol--took up a position off the coasts of

the Congo and Angola while a Soviet cruiser and perhaps submarine escort

were deployed from the Mediterranean to P, position south of Guinea.

These ships probably were sent to cpt short any thoughts in Zaire of

attacking Soviet aircraft and cargo vessels and to provide incoming

transport planes command control and communications support--including

waiving if that became necessary. The first vessel to arrive--an

Alligator-class amphibious landing ship (LST)--may also have been in-

tended to provide for the evacuation of Soviet military advisers if that

became necessary. 140/

111:
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Neither politically nor militarily were these Soviet actions terribly

adventurous. South Africa's earlier entry into the conflict obtained

for the MPLA strong support from previously neutral African circles.

At the emergency Organization of African Unity meeting in Addis Ababa

in mid-January 1976,22 OAU members recognized the HPLA as the 'Legitimate

government of Angola; other members sought only a comprowiie 'government

of national unity'. 141/ As to Washington, in November 1975 Secretary

of State Kissinger warned that "the United States cannot remain in-

different" to Soviet and Cuban military intervention in Angole and that

"continuation of an interventionist policy must inevitably threaten other

relationships." "We will never permit detente to turn into a subterfuge of

unilateral advantage," he said. 142/ However, in December the Senate voted

54-22 to terminate covert U.S. military assistauce co t:he FNLA and UNITA. 143/

President Ford responded to this by saying: "The issue in Angola is

not, never has been, and never will be a question of thre u~e of U.S.

forces. The sole issue is the provision of modest aounts of assistance

to oppose military ntervention by two extra-contivental powers,

namely tie Soviet Union and Cuba." 144/ In early January the President

explicitly ruled out any withholding of Amec-ican grain shipments in

retaliation for Soviet behavior In Angolm. Hence when the USSR

initited th3 airlift of Cuban troops to Angola and deployed warships

toward the scene of the conflict it was able to assess the risk of a

military confrontation with the United States as n'l and had every

- reason to expect the Ford administration to content itself with

denunciation.

Aran*~~*~
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A London Observer and United Press International story reporting

the U.S. aircraft carrier Independence to be :#operating in waters off

Angola, possibly providing tactical support for air strikes in the

Angolan war," was known to be false by the USSR; 145/ the Independence was

visible in the Mediterranean. The Kremlin could also determine the heading

of the aircraft carrier Saratcga, whicb left Florida on January 7, to

'"e the Mediterranean, not the South Atlantic. Ever cautious, though,

to allay any further likelihood of U.S. intervention, a Pravda

ed!-orial related: "The Soviet Union does not seek anything in

kngola--neither economic, military nor other gain. Any assertions

concern.ng the Soviet Union's intention to establish military bases

there and about SovieL military expansion in Africa in general, are

unfounded." 146/ But, just in case the Ford administration did de-

cide to stage a naval presence in the South Atlanti:, Soviet warships

were deployed in a way that they could quickly blunt the political

impact of that effort. On station near the Strait of Gibraltar, after

being redeployed from the eastern Mediterranean and Northeru Fleet,

were two Soviet cruisers and a destroyer, while redeployed to the mid-

Atlantic was an intelligence collecting vessel. The countervailing

value implicit in this readiness dissolved any remaining U.S. thoughts

about being able to mount an indisputably dominant naval preselce in

West African watets. 147/

The Angolon civil war did not signal increased KremlLn aggressiveness

or acceptance of zisk ir the use of military power in third world

conflicts. What Moscow did was take decisive advantage of-extremely
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( easy pickings. Moreover, in view of those earlier U.S. operations

in Angola .-wd the clear desire by the Ford administratior to intervene

more heavily In late 1975 and thereafter, the Kremlin, without

cynicism, may albo have considered its behavior within the bounds

of detente frm a U.S. perspective. That the Executive in the

United States suddenly found itself bound by strong internal forces

driver, by the outcome of the Vietnam War,Soviet leaders may

have reasoned, was not a legitimate cause for USSR restrains;

although some in the Kremlin nevertheless may have been concerned about

the effects of the Cuban intervention and Soviet airlift upon U.S.-

Soviet relations and future U.S. defense efforts. Against the possibility of

this negative fallout was the bird in the hand of Angola, the image

of the USSR acting strongly against South Africa, concern about Chinese

influence in Africa, relations with Cuba, and the opportunity to show

the Soviet Union as able to project military power globally. It was an

opportunity the Kremlin was not able to pass by.

The Angolan conflict illustrated a strong Soviet-Cuban alliance

in thase affairs and Havana's willingness to lend combat military

support to friends. Insofar as Cuba could not have mounted the

operation it did in Angola without Soviet logistics and other

material support,, the USSR was responsible for this intervention.I:_ But it is mistaken to regard Fidel Castro as a Buckingham to a

Brezhnev Richard III; nor are the Cubans this century's Hessians.

Cuban military menl were active in Africa at least as early as 1961

when Havana established a permanent military mission in Ghana. Also

V..
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at that time Cuban military support was ,tven to Algeria. In the

mid-]960s a Cubei military presence was estelished in Congo-Brazz;ville

and Guinea and in the early and mid-1970s military missions were

established in a half dozen other African countries, one of which was

Angola. A detailed analysis of these invclv.ments and Cuban-Soviet

relations indicates an interest by Havana in these affairs quite apart

from prompting or premises by the USSR. 148/ The Kremlin role was

to make Cuban military intervention in size both possible and effective.

A major stopover point for Soviet arms destined for Angola was

Algeria. While Soviet transport aircraft were airlfftig Cubans

to Angola in January 1976, a sizable volume of Soviet armaments that

arrived in Algeria appeared to be off-loaded as aid for the Algerian-

backed Polisario guerrillas disputing the division of the former Spanish

Sahara by Morocco and Mauritania. Those continued U.S. attacks on

Soviet behavior in Afr'-.ca in February were then seen by some related to

this situation. Earlier, in mid-January the Sixth Fleet cruiser

Little Rock was sent to Casablanca and in a number of statements

thereafter Secretary Kissinger spoke about Soviet-Cuban intervention

in the third world generally. Upon his departure for Moscow in

late January for strategic arms limitation talks, Kissinger said:

"I am going to aakt clear to my hosto that the United States will

tot accept .ntervention in other parts of the world." 149/

Aside from speculation about Algerian leverage over the USSR,

Moscow's general sympathy for movements like the Polisarlo, the

I.
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cover provided by the airlift to Angola, and enthusiasm of the

moment, it is difficult to know what else might have prompted

this Soviet action which the Kremlin neither advertised nor expanded

upon.

In mid-1977 President Sadat alleged that helicopters of the

Soviet carrier Moskva practiced electronic counter-measures against

Egyptian forces during the conflict between Egypt and Libya that

erupted in mid-year. The Moslva, though, was in the Black Sea at the

time, and the only other candidate for this type of action then in

the Mediterranean lay in a single naval helicopter. At least as plausible

an explanation is an Egyptian technical mistake, an unreported Libyan

capability, or President Sadat's interest to further reinforce support

for his final expulsion of the Soviet military presence from Egypt in

1976 and Cairo's relationship with Moscow thereafter. 150/ Hence almost

two years went by between the Soviet airlifts of Cuban troops to Angola

and of arms to Angola and Algeria in early 1976 and the next Soviet military

action in the third world.

In 1977-78 Cuban and then Soviet military advisers were sent

to Ethiopia to help government armed forces against Somali forces in

the Ogaden area in the southeast and Eritrean secessionists in the north.

Soviet military assistance, after first being sent by sea, was then also

transported in a large airlift in November-December 1977. The Soviet

airlift capahlity, as demonstrated in the 1973 Middle East war 
and the Angolan

civil war as well as in the Ethiopian-Somalian conflict, was the

product cf c.-ntinued development and procurement of heavy lift long-

range transpor6 aviation. Between 1965 and 1977 the aggregate lift
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capacity of Soviet military transport asicraft grew by 132 percent. 151/

Together with the airlift the number of Soviet advisers in

Ethiopia rose from about 100 to about 1000. Moreover, in early 1978 a

massive buildup of Cuban forces took place, such that in early spring

1978 16,000-17,000 Cuban soldiers were reported in Ethiopia, as

compared to 50 a year before and 2,000 in January 1978. 152/ Also on

the scene were a number of South Yemeni military men. Thereafter, while

allied airmen flew tactical aircraft into combat on behalf of Addis

Ababa, Soviet personnel were allowed to pilot helicopters in the Ogadern

and then in Eritrea. The almost two yen- -f elapsed time between the

Soviet military interventions in Angola and Ethiopia, Moscow's ability

to argue in the latter instance that it was supporting the principle

of national sovereignty, and the risk the Kremlin ran of losing a long

built-up position in Somalia together indicated general reticence and

great calculation among Soviet leaders about using armed forces co-

ercively in the third world. It is reasonable to assume the existence

of much discussion and argument about these operations, positing on the

one side an interest in outdistancing the United States and China and

obtaining positions of influence for the USSR and, on the other, a con-

cern not to trigger a new era of U.S. activism or to undermine impor-

tant negotiations with the United States and European nations.

The Soviet airlift to Ethiopia began only after President

Siad Barre finally expelled the Licongruous Soviet and Cuban

military presence from Somalia. Aside from its position in Somalia,

Moscow risked little. While Soviet involvement was escalated slowly,
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Somalia received no practical Western support. The Kremlin may even

have calculated that the fighting could be endec before Mogadiscio

would reach its limit of tolerance and that, in the end, it would

not only obtain a strong position in Ethiopia, but be able to retain

or regain its military facilities and presence in Somalia. Presumably,

though, Ethiopia was viewed to be more important strategically than

Somalia. Almost certainly the military government of Mengistu Haile Mariam was

regarded as being open to a considerable degree of influence. Concern

to head off a particular Chinese presence may have been of further

significance.

Moscow had no reason to expect a military confrontation with

the United States. Opposition within the Congress and among the

American public to new foreign entanglements remained strong; further,

when exiled Lunda tribesmen sortied into Shaba province in Zaire in early

1977 the Carter administration showed itself willing to send the Mobutu

government only "nonlethal" equipment. After the USSR and Cuba became

involved in Ethiopia, the United States did nothing to support Somalia,

except to hint at one point about the possibility of a small security

assistence program. In February 1978, when the Ethiopians with

Cuban and Soviet support took the offensive, the USSR reportedly

had 27 ships in the area. No U.S. aircraft carrier was in the Indian

Ocean at the time and only three U.S. Navy destroyers were near the

scene. Washington never suggested that the United States might

become militarily engaged in these events. As in Angola, Moscow

could perceive a relatively clear field.

- .
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Of further importance, even strong proponents of detente

in the USSR considered it unreasonable for the United States to view

this Soviet behavior as violating detente. Said Georgi Arbatov, head

of the Institute for the United States and Canada and a reported confidant

of Brezhnev: "In undertaking the large and laborious work of improving

Soviet-American relations the two sides could not but understand from

the very beginning that they are separated both by radical ideological

and social differences and by their approaches to many international

questions." 153/

These words did not mean that it was the USSR's intention to

frequently use its armed forces to promote Soviet foreign policy objectives.

What the Kremlin's rhetoric and behavior after the 1973 Middle East war

indicated was preparedness to take ad hoc advantage of extremely

favorable circumstances; in particular, the opportunity to intervene on

behalf of a principle of international law, as supported by a large

number of third world nations. with little likelihood of military

confrontation with the Urited States, and with an otherwise large prospect

of rapid success. Surrogates for the legitimacy provided by

international law might be covert U.S. involvement, Western military

activity or intervention by nations outcast in the international

community which the West would not want to be perceived supporting

(for example, South Africa).
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( Chapter 6

INTERVENTION iN EASTERN EUROPL

by Michel Tatu

The crisis in Poland in October 1956, the Soviet suppression of

the Hungariau revolution in November 1955, and Warsaw Pact intervention

in Czechoslovakia in 1968 were quite different, but they had at least

two points in common.

First, the local starting point was political aad social turmoil

that brought about sweeping changes in and a pronounced weakening of

the leadership in the face of growing unrest of the population. The

combination of these two elements--a succession crisis at the top and

what the Rbissians call stikhiinost (spontaneous demonstrz:ions) by :he

population--is traditionally perceived in Moscow--in fact, in every

Communist syscem--as the main danger to the system, the only one that

could produce a total collapse.

Second, internationally, the Soviet Union -as a factor in each

case, though to a different degree. Its role was maximal in Hungary

and minimal in Poland in 1956, but 4n aach case it was a real or

potential threat, which the different local factions tried to use for

their own -purposes.

Before comparing the Soviet role in these cases, I shall briefly

set down the history leading up to and t 1,e main events of there crises.

1. I L'
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Historical Background

The events in Poland and in Hungary in 1956 had a common starting

point: the Twentieth Congress of the Co-mmunist Party of the Soviet

Union in January and February 1956, which officially launched the

destalinization campaign. The effect of this on other Comunist parties

could only be a further destabilization of leaderships already weakened

by the first departures from the dictatox's policies. In Hungary, for

example, the ups and downs of Imre Nagy's political fortune between 1953

and 1956 closely followed the struggle for power in Moscow, with the

Russians arbitrating the fight between Stelinist hard-liner Matyas Rakosi

and Nagy, the future head of the counterrevolutionary goverment, who wes

at that time only a "consumerist" reformer. The July 18 decision to fire

Rakosi was conveyed by Soviet Politburo member Anastas Mikoyan, who came

from Moscow with a direct order from Khrushchev. The same thing happened

in Poland, where the replacement of the deceased Boleslaw Bierut, first

secretary of the Polish party under Stalin, was presided over by Khrushchev

personally in March 1956.

Another starting point for Poland was the Poznan riot at the end of

June 1956. In a Communist system, such a localized, brief riot does not

lead to a crisis and may even have little political significance under a

united leadership since it presents no challenge to the authority of those

in charge. The picture is quite different if the leadership is divided,

when each contending faction will find in the riot, in the way It was

handled by the authorities and explained to the public, an argument to be

used in its struggle. That is what happened in Poland in 1956, though
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two observations must be made:

First, the uprising, though violent, di,' not spread to other cities.

In the months that followed it, the authorities, even though tLey were

changing, remained in control.

Second, the Poznan riot was suppressed by exclusively Polish forces--

police and army. This helped keep the Soviet Union out at that stage and

allowed the Polish leaders to resist Moscow's pressure later. At the same

time, it limited popular anti-Soviet feelings, making the riot and its

aftermath more manageable. This was not true of the Hungarian situation.

Politically, the Poznan riot further isolated the Stalinist hard core

of the party leadership (discredited by awkward attempts to portray the

riot as counterrevolutionary) and helped the irresistible rise of Wladyslaw

Gomulka. Formerly head of the party (he had been elected in 1943, wihout

formal Soviet approval due to wartime conditions), Gomulka was purged in

1949 as "deviationist," jailed, set free in 1954, but kept out of any

political activity until the fall of 1956. But after the Twentieth

Congress of the CPSU and the riot, he appeared to be the only man capable

of leading a destalinized, more liberal, more nationalistic party. An

important factor, indeed unique among the three cases under study, was

that many previous leaders genuinely accepted the necessity for this

new course.

Nevertheless, Gomulka's opponents remained a powerful group. They

attempted a coup, which included plans to arrest hundreds of liberal

Communists, among them Gomulka, and was intended to prevent the seeting

of the party's Central Comittee, scheduled for October 19, that was to
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bring Gomulka back as party leader. At the same time, Soviet troops

began to move from East Germany toward Warsaw. On top of that,

Khrushchev and a high-level Soviet delegation arrived in Warsaw the same

day.

The showdown ended on the morning of October 20, after a full night

of tough talks, with an apparent capitulation by Khrushchev, who made

major concessions to the Poles: not only was Gomulka duly elected to head

the party, but the demand of the new leadership for the removal of

Soviet-born Marshal Konstantin Rokossovsky from the post of defense minister

was accepted by Moscow some weeks later.

The situation was very different in Hungary, where the crisis culminated

in a total collapse of the party leadership, an outbreak of prolonged and

uncontrolled violence, and finally a brutal crushing by Soviet forces

of what had become a national revolution typical of the nineteenth

century. The main culprits in this tragedy, apart from the Russians, were.

undoubtedly the pre-October leaders in Budapest--Erno Gero for the party

and Andras Hegedus for the government (the latter was later found to be a

revisionist, though many years after these events). Both men, unlike

Edward Ochab and others in Poland, climbed to power not only without regard

for popular aspirations for change, but also oblivious of the winds from

Moscow, which favored a "reasonable" destalinization. Imre Nagy, the

symbol of reformer's communism and the Hungarian equivalent of Gomulka, was

readmitted to the party on October 10, 1956, only ten days before his

nomination as head of the government.

,.' ., - -- -- --
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Nagy's return to pover occurred after a huge Hungarian demonstration

of solidarity with the Poles, on October 23, had turned into a riot, with

Gero still in power (he was not outsted until October 25, after Mikoyan

and Mikhail Suslov made a trip from Moscow to Budapest) and preventing the

new prime minister from acting effectively during two crucial days. In

addition, the previous leadership had asked the Soviet forces in Hungary
II

to suppress the riot. This immediately turned the riot into a general

uprising, with a definite and violent anti-Soviet orientation. On

November 1 Nagy proclaimed the neutrality of Hungary and its withdrawal from

the Warsaw Pact, and officially requested the departure of all Soviet

troops from the country. I will discuss later whether this move was

responsible for the subsequent Russian intervention or was merely an

attempt to escape Soviet action already decided upon. In any case, the

crushing of the Hungarian revolution, which started the morning of

November 4, was announced by the sudden defection, on the evening of

November 1, of Janos Kadar, first secretary of the party, who could be

found three days later at the head of a "revolutionary worker-peasant

government" imposed by Russian troops.

The repression was brutal (the total number of executions is

estimated at 2,000, including that of Nagy.himself and of his minister

of defense, Pal Maleter, in the summer of 1958), but the process of

normalization developed in the long run along much sore liberal lines than

in Poland.

In Czechoslovakia in the spring of 1968, the Soviet Union faced

a situation midway between the Polish and Hungarian crises of 1956. It

.
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differed from Poland in that military intervention was decided upon,

and from Hungary in that Soviet troops did not fight. It exemplifies a

combination of military preparation and heavy, long-standing political

.pressure. It started in January 1968 with the eviction of Antonin Novotny,

an old time Stalinist leader, from his post of first secretary of the

Comunist party and his replacement by Alexander Dubcek, head of the party

in Slovakia. Behind the change were dissatisfaction with the conservative

Novotny's rule, Slovak nationalist aspirations, and a growing push by

intellectuals for more political freedom. (Unlike in Hungary and Poland,

the role of the workers was limited until the very last days of the

crisis and at no point was there an outburst of popular violence.) The

main features of the Prague spring were an audacious program of political

reforms (notably the "action program" in April), the lifting of the

censorship of the press (de facto in March, de jure in June), and a

vigorous campaign to correct bureaucratic and police excesses of the past,

which further isolated the dogmatic pro-Novotny elements. It was expected

that the latter would be purged by a party congress due to convene on

September S. This was pre-vented by the Russian intervention in August.

The Soviet leaders did not consider it necessary to save Novotny from

his opponents: Brezhnev was invited by Novotny in December 1967 to Prague

to be an arbiter but refused to get involved in the quarrel, saying to the

Czechoslovaks: "It is your business." But, early in 1968, they began to

express to Dubcek their fear that the liberalizing process was going too

far. A meeting in Dresden on March 23, 1968 was the first official expression

-of this dissatisfaction and at the same time the first grouping against

Dubcek of the five Warsaw Pact countries (the USSR, Poland, East Germany,

Hungary, and Bulgaria), which were to take part in the military intervention

five months later.
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After many months of military and political pressure a long meeting

of Soviet and Czechoslovak leaders In Cierna-nad-Tisou at the end of

.uly led to a temporary conciliation. But Dubcek was unwilling or unable

to take tough measures against the liberals in Prague. A few days after

the return of the Scviet leaders to Moscow, the decision to act was made.

During the night of August 20-21, Czechoslovakia was occupied by a large

contingent of Soviet forces, suppleaented by sizable groups of Polish,

East German, Hungarian, and Bulgarian troops.

There was no violent resistance, but the political crisis dragged

on for more than eight months. The Soviet planners were unable to impose

a Hungarian style "worker-peasant government." Major roles were piayed

in the first days by the nc-:iolent but effective resistance of the

population, encouraged and coordinated by a wide network of radio stations,

and by President Ludvik Svoboda, who refused to cooperate with Moscow as

long as Dubcek and other legitimate leaders were unable to resume their

functions. Once this was achieved, however, Svoboda pushed for the compromises

that would lead to capitulation. The Moscow "protocol," signed on

August 26, was followed by a treaty legalizing the stationing of Soviet

troops in Czechoslovakia (October 16), by the breaking up oi the hard core

of the liberal leadership with the removal of Sarkovsky from the parliament's

chairmanship (January 7, 1969), and finally by the replacement of Dubeek with

Gustav Husak as head of the party after a direct threat from Marshal A. A.

Grechko, Soviet defense minister, of a new military intervention (April 17,

A969). Although it was a year before the August invasion was officlally

approved by the new Prague leadership (September 1969), the ulcw but growing

( repression of liberal tendencies led to a regime that is now one of the
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most tightly controlled in Eastern Europe, much more so than those in

Hungary and Poland.

Soviet Behavior in the Three Crises

Poland, 1956

The behavior of the Soviet leaders toward Gomulka in 1956 was similar

to their attitude toward Dub'ek in Czechoslovakia in 1968, wi:h the difference

that it was demonstrated before the new party leader came tc power, not after,

as in Prague. Basically, the Russians were disappointed that their candidate

for the Polish leadership after Boleslaw Bierut's death, Zenor Nowak, was

not elected in March 1956. They wete not openly hostile to the selection

of Edward Ochab, a middle-of-the-road man, but they continued to encourage

their most dedicated supporters, the members of the "Natolin group" (named

after a Warsaw suburb where they had formerly met), and watched with great

anxiety tne rise of what they perceived to be a nacionalist-revisionist

trend centered aroudu Gomulka. In that respect, the public demand that

Rokossovsky, the Soviet suarshal put in command of the Polish army by Stalin,

be sent 'back to Moscow was seen as the beginning of a dangerous "desatellization."

E. ring the fall of 1956, the growinp independence of the Polish press and

its anti-Soviet overtones were another cause for concern: Moscow had

good reason to consider that this would be worse if Gomulka, the hero of

the liberal Communists, came to power.

- At that time, there was certainly no unity in the Soviet Politburo.

Nikita Khrushchev, first secretary for only three years, had antagonized the-

Soviet Stalinist faction consisting of Vyacheslav Molotov, Lazar Kaganovicb,

Kliment Voroshilov, and others by his revelations at the Twentieth Party

Im
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Con'ress. In this fight, which was to culminate in June 1957 with the

defeat of the Molotov faction, Khrushchev had an interest in supporting

some degree of reform in Eastern European countries and in putting some

distance between the old Stalinist guard and himself. But he needed a

guarantee from Gomulka that basic Soviet interests would be preserved

in Poland.

The SovieL objectives in the crisis were communicated in a most

direct manner. At first, Khrushchev wanted the whole Polish Politburo to

come to Moscow for a discussion on October 17, two days before the Central

Committee meeting scheduled in Warsaw to decide the change of leadership.

The "invitation" was turned down by Ochab, so Khrushchev decided to go to

Warsaw without being asked on the very day of the plen-um, with Molotov,

Kaganovich, Marshal Konev, commander-in-chief of the Warsaw Pact countries,

and eleven generals. All accounts of these talks agree on some basic

facts: Khrushchev refused to shake hands with Gomulka, asking, "Who is this

man?" According to Gomulka in what may be considered his autobiography,

"every time I spoke up he turned his head away and started to talk with

Mikoyan. He listened only to what Ochab was saying. . . . When he was told

that the comrades actually intended to promote me to the function of

first secretary, he turned so red that we though he would blow up any

minute. But he restrained himself and did not say a word." l/

Gomulka idds that Khrushchev "wanted to shout us down," that "several

times he pounded the table with his fists," and that "he was particularly

angry about what the Polish press wrote at that time on the Soviet Union:

'You are Siving free hand to counterrevolutionary agitation,' he shouted,

'that is open treason! "'
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The other accounts stress the same points, According to Frank

Gibney, the Soviet leaders wanted "an immediate stabilization of the

Politburo, substantially as it then was. Gomulka could join, they

conceded, as long as the basic balance of the membership remained the

same, i.e., pro-Soviet." 2/ Nicholas Bethell, a biographer of Gomulka,

quotes from a speech given by Gomulka on October 29, 1956, to Polish press

editors, the text of which was published later in Paris. According to

Gomulka, the Russians had pointed out that "the preparations and changes

connected with the 8th Plenum (the Central Committee meeting of October 19)

would lead to a breach of the Warsaw Pact, would lead to a break-off of

Soviet-Polish relations." 3/ A milder version was given in a Warsaw

publication, which quoted from a speech delivered by Polish politburo

member Aleksander Zawadzki: the "Soviet comrades, it is sajd, were

interested in the construction of our new leadership. They pointed to

the fact that the proposed leadership is now generally known, but that

we gave the Soviet comrades no information about it, in spite of the

relationship between us." 4/

These themes were supported by public attacks. On October 20,

Pravda published a long article under the headline: "Anti-sozialist

articles in the Polish press," with numerous quotations purporting to

show that the Warsaw newspapers had fallen under the control of reactionary

forces. This kind of public warning is particularly important in Communist

diplomacy, since it commits the Soviet lead-.rship to achieve results.

Another kind of pressure, more covert but ominous, cw irom the

Soviet military. Normally the contingent of Soviet troops stationed in

4*
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Poland, known as the Northern Group of Troops, was made up of three

divisions, under the command of General Galicki, with headquarters at

Legnica, in the western part of the country, between Wroclaw and the

East German border. Beginning in early October, these 30,000 troops

were reinforced by four more divisions (three coming from East Germany,

one from the Soviet Union), which joined the Legnica group. At the

same time, General Galicki ordered his troops to move east, toward

Warsaw, and established operational headquarters near Lodz, within

striking distance (by a good highway) of the capital. 5/ According to

Gibney, "This brought the total available inside Poland to seven

divisions, with many times that number ready to move in (from the

U.S.S.R. and G.D.R.). Warships had been sighted in the Gulf of Gdansk." 6/

The preparations of the Polish army, under the camand of Marshal

Rokossovsky and Natolinist high commanders such as Kaziaierz Witaszewski,

are less clear. According to Philippe Ben, the army had been put on a

state of alert two wceks before the October 19 plenum, clearly to

support a tentative coup prepared by the Natolinists to prevent Gomulka's

rise to power. 7/ Polish forces do not seem to have xide large moves

like those of the Soviet army.

In any case, the combination of the Soviet show of strength and the

irtrigues of the Natolin group with the tacit support of the Polish army

culminated in a very high degree of pressure on October 19 with the arrival

of te Soviet leaders in Warsaw. Why did Khrushchev, alter a night of

tense discussions with the Polish leaders, decide to ba down from his

threats and depart early in the morning on October 20, leaving the Polish

t
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Certral Committee free to elect Gomulka as its head (which took place

the same day)?

In fact, the meeting was not conclusive and, though a catastrophe

was avoided, the danger was not over. As Gomulka notes, Khrushchev had

not made up his mind. On October 19, "the plans for intervention were

ready and preparatory work began. The only thing which had to be done

was to issue the order. There was no agreement precisely on that point

(among the Soviet leadership) and Khrushchev flew in to make a decision

on the spot, depending on the actual situation." A day later, the

situation waz not very different: "They did not give up at all the idea

of intervening. They merely came to the conclusion that at that moment

an intervention was not desirable or necessary. They simply decided to

wait and see what would happen. That was all that we achieved." 8/

Things began to improve a few days later, but another important

trial was still to come. On October 22 or 23 (accounts differ on this

point), Gomulka had a telephone call from Khrushchev in Moscow. The

tone was friendlier than at their last meeting. Th- Soviet leader invited

his Polish counterpart to Moscow and made a friendly gesture by announcing

that he had ordered General Galicki to move back to his headquarters in

Legnica on October 25. 9/ In the same manner, the Soviet naval units

that were showing the flag not far from Polish Baltic ports were withdrawn.

These returns to normal must actually have taken more tine than expected,

*in,- large movements of Soviet troops across Poland to East Germany were

reported at the beginning of N4ovember. 10/
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Gomulka had agreed to go to Moscow on October 26 but decided

to postpone the trip until November 14, fearing that the situation in

Poland was not sufficiently under control to prevent anti-Soviet

demonstrations. Khrushchev had made in advance the important gesture of

yielding to the Polish demand for Rokossovsky's removal. Together with

a group of Soviet military advisers, the Soviet marshal left Warsaw

on November 14. It had become difficult to keep him in Poland anyway,

since in the October 20 election of the new politburo he had received

only 23 votes out of 75. A victim of Stalin's purges just before World

War II, Rokossovsky had said that he was "fed up with the Polish mess"

and was glad to accept the post of Soviet deputy defense minister.

Nevertheless, this important concession made only a few days after the

crushing of the Hungarian uprising and at a moment when the situation in

Poland was far from stabilized must have been the subject of controversy

in Moscow.

When Gomulka and two other Polish leaders (Jozef Cyrankiewicz and

Aleksander Zawadzki) arrived in Moscow on November 14, the attitude of

Khrushchev, who had ordered the repression in Hungary, vas considerably

tougher. According to Gomulka, the Soviet leader started, as on October 19

in Warsaw, by sharply attacking liberal and anti-Soviet demonstrations in

Poland (these were particularly Important after the Russian action in Hungary):

"He said that if those riots do not stop, he vould order his tanks to movs.

It was not a bad start of negotiations, was it not?" I1/

Khrushchev's previous actions in Poland show that there tough words

were probably a bluff and that he preferred to avoid the use of force while

%
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keeping this optior open. The pe:qt s that Gomulka said exactly

"-:,at the Soviet learler wantred t., her. ,,'bcek in 1968 had tried to

explain to Brezhnev \ hat rh'i 1 '". C.' .h. dovakia were not that bad,

but Gomulka chose the orposite line, "I stated tha.7 knew that things

were bad in Poland, that maybe they wete worsc than comrade Xhrushchev would

Amit. Couzterzevolutlonary elements bIad an upper h:and, the authority

-,Z th, rty wz; v*.ry har- hit . £n o~her , -e were at the threshold

.f anarchy, .- t :.iLi:e It is a firi , it ouild not t%, ,.:, Einguished by using

tanks. We needed id id i, so that gradually, step by step, we could

introduce sociali.: order In t'olan:i." 12/ Khrushchev, having accepted

this reasoning, became "completely satizfied, solicitous and friendly"

and agreed to diacuss all the pioblems of Soviet-Polish relations, including

compensation for the low coal prices paid by the Soviet Union to Poland

over the years. There were no more real problems between the two men

except in 1964, when the Soviet leader tried, opposed by Gomulka, to

normalize relations with West Germany.

Khrushchev's surprising turnabout in a few weeks from open hostility

to nearly complete confidence in a foreign leader has to be explained by

'",>e 1ol'-sh 6'tuation at that time, which imposed limits on Soviet actions,

and by Gomulka's suc.cess in convincing Moscow of his goodwill and capacity

to mainttin "socialist order"--that is to say, an authoritarian and pro-

Soviet system--a not unpleasant task since he was Renuinely hostile to liberal

'ideas. To be sure, he did not intend to be a puppet of Moscow, and his

program'on certain issues--notably on rural collectivization--was very

different from the Soviet model. But this could be considered a secondary
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problem and, given the conditions in Poland at that time, he undoubtedly

seemed the only man capable of maintaining a tolerable state of affairs.

One wonders, nevertheless, if another leader in Moscow--Molotov, for

example--would have been less tolerant. After all, Gomulka was, after

Tito, the first Communist leader in Eastern Europe who was not totally

subservient to Soviet interests.

Hungary, 1956

Though the same Soviet leadership faced this crisis only a few days

later, its behavior was more complex. The conflict was violent and could

not be settled by negotiation, as in Poland, and it covered a longer

period, which may be divided into two phases: from October 23 to October 31,

Moscow tried to adapt itself to the new situation, without a firm

commitment to a definite course of action; on November 1, the decision to

use force was made and Soviet behavior changed perceptibly.

The firt phase presented the Russians with a problem almost

the reverse of what they had found in Poland three days earlier: in Warsaw

they opposed a change of leadership fostered by the political elite with

the backing of the population; in Budapest they had to rescue a leadership

that they did not strongly support from a population yearning for reforms

they had at least partially supported. Unlike in Poland, they had no

initiative in the crisis and tried, in the first phase, to make the best

of it without a clear-cut strategy.

One may question why the Kremlin answered so readily the request of the

Gero-Regedus government, the night of October 23-24, that troops be sent

to suppress the riots. Without proper preparation, this first interven~tion
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had little result other than to stir the anti-Soviet feelings of the

population without solving the political problems, thus helping bring

about a true revolution and the collapse of the system. Probably in

this case the Soviet Politburo took the same position it had in 1953,

when popular uprising exploded in Berlin: it decided it had no other

option than to respond to the request of the local leaders.

According to the report of the United Nations Special Committee for

Hungary, two divisions of Soviet troops were already in Hungary before these

events, the 2d and 17th mechanized, forming the so-called Southern Group of

Troops. These forces, which consisted of roughly 20,000 men and 600 tanks,

were stationed mainly around Szolnok, their headquarters, and none were

closer to Budapest than forty-five miles. To be sure, the Soviet high

command, aware of the rising tension in Hungary, had taken some precautionary

measures. AccordinL, to Noel Barber, by October 21 and 22, "all Soviet

officers in Russia who spoke Hungarian or German were recalled from leave." 13/

In any case, the reinforcements came quickly: at I a.m. on October 24, a

few hours after the outbreak of violence in Budapest, Russian troops began

to enter Hungary from Rumania. This probably happened even before the

Hungarian government's request for help reached Moscow.

But taking these precautions did not indicate a desire to act. The

action in Budapest on the first day, October 24, involved probably no

more than a few thousand troops and less than a hundred tanks, a force

clearly secondary to that of the Hungarian political police (AVH), which

had 30,000 men in the whole country and was the main instrument at the

disposal of the government. The Soviet troops moved to protect the party

i~
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headquarters, the Parliament House (which was also the seat of the

government), the bridges, and the Soviet embassy. Though they incurred

casualties--a dozen tanks were destroyed by insurgents armed with Molotov

cocktails--they tried to avoid fighting. There were many cases of

friendly talks between the people and Soviet soldiers. According to Miklos

Molnar, a Soviet officer, General Sharutin, went so far as to proclaim the

Uneutrality" of his troops in Kecskemet. Molnar concludes from these

obser.ations: "We must believe that their inactions were the result of

orders from above. . . . Such an attitude expressed some reluctance in

Moscow's attitude with regard to Gero's stalinist team." 14/

This behavior was maintained until October 29, when, in exchange for

a cease-fire negotiated by Imre Nagy, the Soviet Union agreed to remove its

troops from the Hungarian cities. The scale of the commitment was slightly

increased, since on October 26, according to Western estimates, there

were 50,000 to 75,000 troops in Eungary and sore 150 tanks in Budapest. 15/.

But the degree of participation remained the same, with the Russiar.j

patrolling the main streets of the cities, leaving the side streets to the

rebels and fighting only if attacked.

Behavior at thp political level followed the same pattern. On

October 24 Anastas Mikoyan and Mikhail Suslov arrived in Budapest;a low-level

team compared to the Soviet delegation to Warsaw four days earlier. These

two men had presided over the replacement of Rakosl by Gero in July; presumably

they were not only speciolists on Hungary, but also a reflection of. the

grouping in the Soviet Politburo at that time. Since Mikoyom was clearly

aligned with Khrushchev, it is possible that Suslov, at that time a junior

member of the ruling group (he had been promoted to politburo membership a
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year earlier), represented the tougher line of the Molotov group.

But the circumstances were not ripe for repressive action across

the board. Instead, the Soviet representatives tried to bring about an

accommodation by pushing the reforms that the Rakosi-Gero team had prevented

for so many months. Not only did -e'" nor object to Nagy's promotion

to prime minister (unlike Gomnlka, "'agy hao been placed in that position

by Khrushchev in 1953), but they 3upported the popular demand for the

removal of Gero, who resigned on October 24 but persuaded his Soviet bosses

to announce the change a day later. This delay, which prevented Kadar,

his successor, and Nagy from taking control when their actions might have

been helpful, con:ributed to the escalation of the uprising.

There are conflicting views about Soviet intentions in the period

that followed. Some Hungarians said after the intervention, that the

Russians were against their revolution from the very beginning and were

just looking for an opportunity to suppress it. Other observers take the

opposite view, for example, Molnar: "All the decisions made by Nagy between

October 27th and 31st seemed to have been ratified by Moscow, including

the re-establishment of former political parties and the withdrawal of

troops." 16/

To be sure, the Soviet Union certainly expected a return to a

normalized situation with an acceptable degree of socialist order and

pro-Soviet subservience. But that does not mean that a nilitary intervention

vas considered necessary or feasible to achieve this. If it had been,

Moscow had only to step up its first intervention, bring in more troops, and

commit them more decisively against the insurgents. The opposit2 happened:

'I it not only limited Soviet troops' participation in the fighting but also
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agreed on October 29 to withdraw them from the Hungarian cities.

This conciliatory mood was confirmed by Mikoyan and Suslov, who

made another visit to Budapest on October 29 and 30, bringing with them

the text of the official Soviet statement that was published October 30

and became famous as the "new chart" of the relations between the Soviet

Union and other Coanunist countries. The document expressed the wish to

correct Stalin's mistakes and to establish more equality. As far as

Hungary was concerned, the statement asked the "peoples of the Socialist

countries" not to "permit foreign or domestic reactionary forces to shake

the foundation of the people's democracy system," and added: "The

defense of socialist achievements by the people's democracy of Hungary is

at the present moment the chief and sacred duty of the workers, peasants,

Intelligentsia and all the Hungarian working people" (emphasis added).

In other words, the fear of counterrevolution was expressed, but it was

admitted that the Hungarians could deal with it by themsel''es, as Nagy

wanted. Even though the phrase "at the present moment" implied ominously

that this could change, the goodwill was confirmed by the following

statement: "The Soviet gove.-nment is ready to enter into relevant negotiations

with the government of the Hungarian People's Republic and other participants

of the Warsaw Pact on the question of the presence of Soviet troops on the

territory of Hungary."

Although this statement brought considerable detente in Hungarian-Soviet

relations, it is nevertheless necessary to qualify the opt1ism expressed

by Molnar in the quotation above. In my view, the Soviet Union had no

intention, even at the last moment, of withdrawing its troops from Hungary

*.---
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altogether. The statement of October 30 expressed only the wish to negotiate

about a withdrawal, with the participation of other Warsaw Pact countries,

which meant at best a long process. This was confirmed by Mikoyan, who

said to the Hungarian leaders on October 30: "The Soviet troops which are

not in Hungary by virtue of the Warsaw Pact will be withdrawn," 17/ meaning

that while some troops could leave, the others would stay. In fact, Moscow

was not ready to abandon the only means it had of keeping the troubled

situation in check and wanted to keep three options open.

First, if Nagy (later Kaear) had managed to get the upper hand and to

establish a satisfactory degree of control over the CommunisE party, the

Soviet Union might have acted as promised in its statements, stopped its

reinforcement, and progressively loosened its grip on the country. A pro-

tracted negotiation on complete withdrawal might have accompanied this

process, though it is doubtful that even this result would have been achieved.

Afeer all, a satisfactory normalization, in Moscow's eyes, meant that the

Hungarian leaders would prefer the presence of Soviet troops and drop their"

demand for withdrawal.

Another option was to use the confusion created by the withdrawal-no

withdrawal game to maintain pressure and try to extract more concessions

from the Hungarian leadership. The regrouping of forces implied complicated

military moves that might be used as a threat.

The third option was to step up the second option and use the movement

of troops not only to threaten but to prepare fot an actual, and this tine

decisive, intervention.

The first option was clearly impracticable in view of the chaotic

conditions in Hungary. To be sure, the country was beginning to stabilize

I. 4
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by the cid of October, but in a way that was clearly not satisfactory to

Moscow, with too limited a ro3e for the Communist party and the nationalistic

feelings of the population running high. The second option was probably

considered when the offer of withdrawal talks was made by Mikoyan, but not

for long.

It is hard to say at what moment the Kremlin decided te move from the

second to the third option; but it was probably after October 30, when

Mikoyan and Suslov, back in Moscow, reported on the situation. Certainly

it was before thb evening of November 1, when Janos Kadar, the party chief,

disappeared from his home and defected to the Russians.

What decisions of the Hungarian government were considered beyond the

threshold of acceptability? On October 30 Nagy announced that he was returning

to a government "based on the democratic cooperation of a coalition of parties,

as it was in 1945." He set up a new cabinet with only three representatives

of the Communist party (Kadar, Pal Losonczi and himself), two of the

Smallholders party, one of the National Peasant party, and one of the Social"

Democrat party (which refused the offer). But most of the actual power was

in the hands of the workers' councils created in most regions, which

established on October 31 a "parliament" for all the country. At the same

time, the leaders of the insurgents, who had agreed to a cease-fire but were

retaining their arms, publicly demanded the complete withdrawal of Soviet

troops, the denunciation of the Warsaw Pact, and the proclamation of Hungarian

neutrality. Last but uot least, Communist supporters of the old regime

and mnembers of the AVH were subjected to repressive measures in the last days

( of October. Cases of lynching and s8 ry executions were reported (215,

according to a white book published 12ter by the Kadar government).
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All these measures and actions were in any case difficult for Moscow

to swallow, even before Imre Nagy decided, on November 1, to accede to

popular demand and withdraw from the Warsaw Pact. To be sure, recorded

public statements support the view that this move made Moscow decide to

intervene. Pvavda on November 1 headlined its story on Hungary, "Budapest

is back to normal" and expressed no criticism of the situation there;

and a day later, it reprinted a critical conment of Belgrade's Politika,

warning against any idea of restoring the bourgeois regime. (The tone was

harsher on November 3 and 4, mentioning "anticommunist atrocities" in

Hungary.) But the fact is that the proclamation of neutrality by Nagy was

a desperate move in response to the growing threat of a military intervention

that was, if not definitely decided upon, at least being actively prepared

for by the Soviet Union.

The first turnabout of Soviet forces--which were supposed to leave

the country, but actually remained and even came back by other roads--

was reported on October 30 to Nagy by Maleter. From that day on, accordin'g

to a UN special committee report, "troops were employed to encircle the

Hungarian military aerodromes, ostensibly to ensure the safe evacuation of

Soviet citizens, but in fact paralysing the Rungarian air force." At the

same time, huge reinforcements were brought in from the Soviet Union and

Rumania. According to Barber, '"By the Wednesday [October 3D , the roads

" leading into lungary frc the last were choked with Soviet military traffic,

not only at Zahony the crossing point from the Soviet Unionj, but "at the

frontier village of Nylrbator near Satu Mare in Rumania and at lattonya uear

Arad in Rumauia." 18/ Some figures give an idem of this buildup: while the

swibor of Soviet tanks in lungary on October 30 did not exceed 400, accordi~n
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to the UN report, the estimated force ready to crush the rebellion on the eve

of November 4 included 2,000-2,500 tanks. As far as manpower is

concerned, there were 200,000 Soviet troops in Hungary on November 4,

ten times as many as at the beginning of the crisis on October 23, and

as early as November 2 eight Soviet divisions, seven of them armored,

were in Hungary. 19/ The following day, the Soviet Union sealed off the

Hungarian-Austrian border.

Another indication of the Soviet determination to act is the change

intheir behavior on November 1. There was no longer any question of

Mikoyan and Suslov visiting Budapest. Imre Nagy tried without success to

telephone Mikoyan or Khrushchev to get an explanation of the Soviet military

buildup. The only person he could find to talk to was the Soviet ambassador

in Budapest, Yuri Andropov, with whcm he had five conversations--on the

phone or directly-the same day. But at that level, it is traditional Soviet

behavior to use communicattons mainly for stalling for time and for deception.

TherL were a number of examples of this behavior in the last three days of

Hungarian "independence."

The only answer Andropov gave to Nagy's questions about the Soviet

troop reinforcements was that "troops of the Interior Ministry[MVD] were

sent to protect the evacuation of the regular army." And the only aim of

the occupation of 'ungarian aerodromes was to "supervise the evacuation of

vcunded ad sick people." 20/ Since Andropov proposed at the same time to

create two committees-one political, the other military-to discuss relations

between the two coun-ries, Includin$ the complete withdrawal of troops, the

Hungarians may have felt that the situation was not that bad.

The first meeting of the Soviet-Hungarian military committee to

discv~s the withdrawal of SovIet troops was scheduled for November 3, a day
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before the Soviet attack. The Soviet delegation, headed by General

Malinin, went to the parliament building at noon. Everything went

smoothly. The Russians produced a plan of gradual withdrawal. Their

insistence on discussing details, including the organization of a military

ceremony at the end of the process, made a very good impression on the

Hungarians, who agreed without objection to a second meeting the same day,

this time at Soviet headquarters on Csepel Island in Budapest. At 10 p.m.

General Pal Maleter, who chat day had become Hungarian defense minister,

was greeted there by General Malinin with full military honors. One hour

later he telephoned his office to say that everything was in order. At

midnight, the meeting was interrupted by the sudden entrance of Soviet

General Ivan Serov, head of the KGB, with an armed escort. After asking

j Malinin to leave the room, he placed Maleter and his group under arrest.

At approximately the same time, Soviet tanks began to move all over the

country to crush the new Hungarian regime.

This particularly crude example of deception must be regarded as a

pattern of conduct decided at the highest level to achieve a specific result

(in this case, the elimination of a man who might have played a crucial

role in organizing the resistanc,') by whatever means available. It did not

involve the men Immediately concerned, like Kalinin, who waa reportedly

upset. by this violation of military ethics and probably was not informed

about the upcoming incident. It was repeated later with Colonel Sandor

Kopacsi, head of the Budapest police, who was invited, after the intervention,

by a Russian "friend" to come to the Soviet embassy to discuss a possible

truce; there he was arrested and interrogated by Serov personally. Last

but not least, lure Nagy, who had taken refuge on November 4 in the Yugoslav

-4
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embassy with an important group of his followers, left the embassy on

November 22 after he and the Yugoslavs had received Kadar's written

guarantee of their safety. No sooner had he reached the streat than he

was taken away by a Russian military convoy, despite the protests of the

Yugoslav diplomats present at the scene.

The military operations that began on November 4 were conducted

ruthlessly, unlike the rather passive conduct of the Soviet forces during

the first intervention on October 24 and the following days. The objective

this time was to take full control of everything in Budapest and to crush

any resistance. At 8 a.m. on November 4, Parliament House was occupied after

an ultimatum to surrender had been delivered (during the first intervention,

Soviet forces had satisfied themselves with "protecting" the building from

outside). In all other places, the answer to isolated fire was radical.

According to Barber, "if ont lone sniper fired a single bullet, retribution

was swift and inevitable. Half a dozen tanks rolled to the building from

where the shot had been fired and obliterated it." 21/

In these circumstances, resistance was possible only in a few more or

less fortified places. One was the Kilian Barracks in Budapest (a stronghold

of the rebellion during the first fighting in October) and at Lhe Csepel metal

factory in the southern part of the city, where the Russians had to use

twelve battalions of troops, heavy artillery, and bombers. A week after

this second intervention, the last resistance was crushed, but the

casualties were heavy. According to official sources quoted by Molnar,

"between October 23 and December 1st, 12,971 wounded received treatment in

the hospitals, dispensaries and provisional aid stations." 22/ Molnar puts

the number of deaths at 2,000 in Budapest and 700 in the provinces, Barber
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at a minimum of 4,OCO in Hungary. But these figures did not cover Soviet

victims, whose number has never been officially revealed.

By the same token, there vas no room for negotiations, even with

the new "worker-peasant government" formed under the leadership of Kadar

in support of the Soviet intervention. In fact. Kadar seems to have remained

the first few days in Szolnok at the headquarters of the Soviet command

in Hungary, from which his appeal was broadcast; he was not brought to Budapest

until November 8. During these four days, orders were given directly to

the population by Soviet General K. Grebennik, commander nf the Soviet forces

in the capital. Actually, Kadar did not have even the appearance of authority

for many weeks, even months. Nagy was arrested by Soviet troops; and on

December 4 and 5, a month after the Soviet intervention, Soviet tanks,

not Hungarian troops, were stationed in front of the U.S. legation in Budapest

to prevent an attempted demonstration.

Soviet attempts to legitimate their actions were more limited than their

efforts twelve years later in support of their intervention in Czechoslovakia.

The main theme of the propaganda was a description of "anticommunist atrocities,"

riots,and disorder, which made it imperative, as the Soviet delegate to the

United Nations put it, "to protect Hungary against subversion." Curiously

enough, Hungarian denunciation of the Warsaw Pact was less often mentioned

as the prime cause of the Soviet action. This would have run counter to

Khrushchev's "anti-bloc" diplomacy of the time. After all, Nikolai Bulganin,

the Soviet prime minister, had explicitly "allowed" Hungary to make this

move when he stated at the Geneva sumit conference a little more than a year

before: "Should any nation desiring to pursue a policy of neutrality and

non-participation in military gropings. . . raise the question of having the
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security and territorial integrity guarante-d, the great powers should

accede to these wishes."

Czechoslovakia, 1968

The Soviet objectives in Czechoslovakia were very similar to what

they had been in-thetwo previous crises. Moscow wanted to maintain or

restore the highest possible degree cf socialist orthodoxy of the Soviet

type: a monopoly of power by the Communist party, and, inside the party,

a predominance of pro-Soviet friends and as little influence as possible for

the liberals. Last but not least, it wanted the press strictly censored

to prevent the expression of liberal and anti-Soviet views. The last

was probably the most powerful single motivation for the military intervention.

It is likely that some compromises would have been possible on other issues

(notably on economic reforms) if Dubcek had been willing and able to bow to

this demand.

But the achievement of these goals was made difficult by several

considerations. First, unlike Poland wnere the Soviet lee...ership had zirst

opposed Gomulka and then trusted him, Brezhnev had decided to abandon the

previous leader, Antonin Novotny, to his fete and to accelz the change

of leadership. He did not select Dubcek, but he did not object to his

uppointment and chose to live wvpt him, at least for a certain time.

Second, unlike Hungary, where the violent riots and the collapse of

the Communist power structere demanded a quirk decision, there was no

spontaneous disorder at any time during the Czechoslovak spring. Dubcek

and his colleagues could legitimately claim that they were in command of

the situation, that no direct threat to Soviet interests was apparent,
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and that all the changes took place inside the Communist party and in

conformity with the party's statutes. Moscow could not have been

satisfied with those explanations but must have found it difficult to

define the point beyond which the situation became unacceptable. After

all, it was embarrassing to decide on armed intervention because of an

unpleasant article in the Prague press.

Finally, the Soviet Union had no troops in Czechoslovakia as it did

..a Hungary and Poland in 1956. It thus lacked one instrument of pressure

that had been used in these two countries--military moves inside the

country, reinforcements, maneuvers. Either troops had to be moved into

the country, with all the political and diplomatic consequences of su-h a

radical action, or the military pressure had to be exercised from outside

the borders, which made it considerably less effective.

To be sure, the Soviet Union tried to correct this situation by

introducing troops in-to Czechoslovakia at the end of May 1968 on the

pretext of Warsaw Pact "staff maneuvers." Though these troops remained

in the country for more than two months, their number was insufficient

and their effectiveness as a political deterrent nearly nonexistent.

In fact, one can argue that a steady reinforcement of this contingent

similar to what~took place in Hungary on October 30 to November 1, 1956,

might have been another course of action. The maneuvers could have evolved

into a creeping invasion of the country with the same outcome as the hugust

intervention but with less dramatic overtones. But the Soiet leadership

was probably not ready at the time to choose this option.

It is nearly imp;,,'sible to keep track of all the meetings, coMuuicatior

and exchanges between Sovie .d Czechoslovak leaders In this period.
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Between January and early August 1968 there were no less-than six "summits"

between Dubcek and Brezhnev, two of which were in the broader setting of

Warsaw Pact meetings. When Soviet demands (decisive actions against the

liberal elements, censorship nf the press) were not met, the pressure was

increased in two areas: public criticism and military preparations.

Public criticism, as demonstrated by the two previous crises, is

generally counterproductive. It may have an effect on the leaders of the

target country by compelling them to offer some kind of reassurances.

But when it is aimed at a populace that is enjoying a newly acnuired freedom

of expression, unilateral and frequently awkward propaganda outbursts in

Soviet official media can only inspire anti-Soviet feelings and lead to a

polemic in which the free writers of the target country easily get the upper

hand. Nevertheless, Communist leaders cannot help but air their views

publicly when their hostility to a given situation exceeds a certain degree

of intensity and extends over a period of time. In the case of China

and Albania, the period of patience lasted two or three years but eventually

ended with devastating consequences.

Czechoslovakia being a softer target, the probation period was much

shorter. By the end of March the East German press had started to

criticize the dangerous rise of antisocialist forces in Czechoslovakia.

In May East Germany went one step further by denouncing "counterrevolutionary

forces," implying by that term a comparison with the Hungarian 1956 crisis

and its crushinS. Soviet criticism coe later but a Central Cittee meeting

in March heard tough statements against "bourgeois reaction" And advocated

tight ideological control in all socialiet countries. On June 27 Gromyko

stated in front of the Supreme Soviet that the "strengthening of the
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commonwealth of socialist countries" is "the Soviet Union's primary duty

in foreign policy": "Those who would like to break even one link in the

chain of the socialist commonwealth are vain and shortsighted. This

commonwealth will not permit it." 23/ Receiving Kadar in Moscow on July 3,

Brezhnev mentioned the intervention in Hungary in 1956 as an illustration

of the fact that "the Soviet Union can never be indifferent to the fate

of socialist construction in other countries, to the common cause of

socialism and communism in the world." 24/

The main charge was to come on July 14 at a conference of the USSR,

GDR, Poland, Hungary and Bulgaria in Warsaw when Dubcek, for the first

time, refused to attend. The so-called Warsaw letter brought into the

open all the accusations against hostile foxces supposedly at work in

Czechoslovakia, described the situation there as "absolutely unacceptable

for a socialist country," and stated: "This is no longer your concern

alone . . .. The frontiers of the socialist world have shifted to the

center of Europe, the Elbe and the Sumava mountains. We shall never

consent to the endangering of these historic achievements of socialism •

The danger to the basis for socialism in Czechoslovakia threatens also

the common interests of other socialist countr es . . . . Each of our

Parties had the responsibility not only to its own working class and its

people, but also towards the international working class and the world

communist movement and cannot avoid the obligations that flow from this.'25/

There was no mention of a military intervention, but a witness, Gomulka s

interpreter, states that at least one participant, Bulgarian party chief

Zhivkov, stressed the need of delivering any help to the "sound forces"

in Czechoslovakia "Uot excluding military help." 26/
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Thus the "Brezhnev doctrine" was formulated even before the August

Intervention, if only to legitimate the direct interference in Czechoslovak

affairs brought about by this unusual letter. According to my information,

no definite detision was made in Waisaw about a military action. It was

left up to Moscow to decide if and when such action was necessary.

Although the Czechoslovak public answer to the Warsaw letter was certainly

not satisfactory to the Kremlin, Brezhnev and his colleagues decided to

make another and last attempt at negotiation. This was done at the end

of July at the Cierna meeting. It was a most unusual meeting, at which

the Soviet leaders insisted on having the whole Czechoslovak Politburo

in front of them, and even asked that everyone, according to former

Czechoslovak foreign minister Jiri Hajek, 27/ speak in his own name.

In addition, private meetings were arranged, first between Brezhnev and

lubcek, then, on the third day, between two maller groups: Brezhnev,

Podgorny, Kosygin, and Suslov from the Soviet side; Dubcek, Svoboda,

Cernik, and Smrkovsky for the Czechoslovaks. According to Pavel Tigrid,

the best-informed writer on the political developments of the crisis,

this new setting brought about a notable Imprvement: "The greatest

surprise of all was a moderate and appeasing .'tatmant by Suslov, who

vent so far as to call the Czechoslovak Janua7y policy (the changes made

after Novotny was ousted) a rannaissance of Namim In a certain sense"

and to agree t;hat "the Czechoslovak question must be settled by agreement

if great harm is not to ensue f or the International co-aunist movement

end its unity." A./ The meeting ended with an equivocal compromise The

A • • S . -. •
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Czechoslovaks claimed that they did not concede anything essential, and

the Russians promised that they would stop the polemics and withdraw the

troops that remained in Czechoslovakia after the "staff exercises" of the

early sumer.

This result was confirmed by a new meeting of the five in Bratislava

on August 4. The statement signed with Dubcek, to be sure, hinted at the

Brezhnev doctrine ("It is the coon internationalist duty of all socialist

countries to support, strengthen and protect the socialist gains"), but

did not actually mention the situation in Czechoslovakia and, to all

intents and purposes, "forgot" the Warsaw letter.

It is important to examine how the various Soviet leaders viewed the

situation and what the Cierna-Bratislava compromise was intended to

accomplish: was it a deceptive trick to weaken the vigilance of the

Czechoslovak people and of the outside world before an intervention that

had already been decided upon, as some Czechs stated later, or a provisional

but genuine attempt to find a peaceful solution? I support the latter view,

if only because there are sufficient indications that the decision was not

easily made. As Gcmulka explains in his memoirs: 'The Soviet comrades

obviously were very distu-bed by what was happening in Czechoslovakia . . .

However, to intervene in a socialist country is not a simple or easy

matter . . .. It was necessary to weigh very carefully on the scale the

pros and cons of the situation. Even in the Soviet leadership itself there

was no unanimity as to the final balance of that account. I will tell you

very frankly that the scale was tipplng both ways until the last minute." 29/

All reports indicate that the most vociferous opponent of the Prague

spring among the Soviet leaders was Pyotr Shelest, Politburo member
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and first secretary of the Ukraine. Responsible for a territory adjacent

to Czechoslovakia, he was reportedly particularly sensitive to the

danger that liberal ideas might contaminate his own kingdom. It may b2

said generally that the regional leaders in the Soviet apparatus are more

conservative than the top figuze, with central responsibilities, the

latter being compelled to take into account broader, inteornational

considerations.

A major figure in the latter area was Suslov, a man with a long

experience in international affairs, who was trying at the time co

organize a new conference of the Communist movement. Two less'er figures

were Boris Ponomarev and K. F. Katushev, s, cretaries of the central

committee (but not Politburo members) in charge of day-to-day relations

with other Communist parties. On the other hand, Kosygin was then more

powerful than later and played an important role in foreign policy; he

may have been more concerned than other leaders about the effects of a

military intervention on East-West relations. It is not surprising that

all the indications received about Politburo divergences place those men

in the role of "doves."

A few months after Suslov introduced the idea of a compromise at

Cierna, I learned from Eastern European sources that Suslov, Kosygin. and

Ponomwrev were mentioned in a Soviet intraparty document as the ones who

had "underestimated the danger of counter-revolution In Czechoslovakia."

Czechoslovak Prime Minister Oldrich Cernik, reporting to his cabinet after

his return from Moscow on August 26, acid privately that Suslov and

Aleksandr Shelepin (chairman of the Trade Union Council and Politburo

member) had reservations about the military intervention. 30/

Tigrid describes an even stranger episode that occurred in Budapest at
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the end of September 1968 during a preparatory meeting of the international

-Conunist conference. Jozef Lenart, who as party secretary headed the

Czechoslovak delegation at this meeting, received a private visit from

Ponomarev and Katushev, who both expressed "personal regret" for the month-old

invasion of his country: "According to Ponomarev, those chiefly responsible

were the dogmatic and semi-fascist elements in th.e Soviet party's politburo,

mainly military men and 'ce-trists' of the Brezhnev type, who 'had kept

their district secretary mentality'. The Czechoslovak affair had apparently

been severely censored by all the 'sensible' progressives in the Soviet

party leadership but they were unluckily in the minority." 31/

It is unusual for a Soviet leader to reveal to a foreigner (even a

Comnunist) so many details of Politburo deliberations; this report must

therefore be considered with prudence. At the same time, the circumstances

of the time were quite unusual too: one month after the invasion the

result was nearly a complete failure politically, with Dubcek still in charge

and the pro-S.viet conservatives in Prague more isolated than b ef ore.

It is quite possible that the dovish minority of the Soviet leadership

felt that their reservations were vindicated and tried, by blaming

Brezhnev for the failure, to strike a bargain with the Prague ruling team.

A day after the Politburo had returned from Cierna to Moscow, a

Pravda editorial supported the soft line ratified in Bratislava, stressing

the need to solve by negotiation problems arising amoog socialist countries.

'ut five days later, on August 11, new military maneuvers around Czechoslovakia

ware announced. On August 14, the presence of Grechke and Harsbal Ivan

Yakubovsky, the Warsaw Pact coumander in East Germany,vas mentioned. The

Czechoslovaks learned later, according to my information, that both Soviet

--. . ."- " 'I " L '--' . . .. . .
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marshals had said to their troops: "You will soon enter Czechoslovakia.

r You won't be greeted there with flowers." Also on August 14, the Soviet

press resumed its attacks on Prague with an article in Literaturnavslae.a.

I believe that a negative reactic of the regional party leaders, who

formed, as I have said, the conservative hard core of the Central Committee,

increased the pressure to reject the "rotten compromise" of Cierna-Bratislava.

The technical preparations for a possible invasion of Czechoslovakia

seem to have started as early as April 1968. This view is supported by

Jiri Hajek 32/ and by other information I have received. For example, some

people in Bratislava recognized in August, among Soviet officers of the

occupation army, civilian "tourists" who had visited the city in April,

probably to become familiar with the place of their future assignment. The

exercises of June and July were for the same purpose. The maneuvers in

mid-August on the Czechoslovak border were to serve as a cover for the

important movements of troops--impossible to conceal in the middle of the

tourist season--that were necessary before the inteivention,

Various estimates have beeu given of the total numbet of troops

engaged in the August 20-21 invasion. The Soviet armed force, had at that

time a total of 3,220,000 men, including 2,000,000 in the army, which was

made up of 140 divisio-is. In Central Europe, there were 20 Soviet divisionts

in East Germany, 2 in Poland, and 4 in Hungary, backed by 60 divisions in

the western USSR. 33/ According to a Western estimate node after the first

day of the invasion,ten Soviet divisions took part in the action, seven

coming from East Germany, two from Poland, and one from the USSR. but

these figures were soon increased. For example, the New York Times

estimated the contingent of Soviet troops in Prague at only 25,000 men

'4. . .i . . .
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the first day and, four days later, at 50,000, with two armored divisions

and one mechanized division. 35/

Later, some Czechoslovak ifficials gave different estimates of the

overall figures. Frybert, a Central Coittee member speaking on August

31 at a plenary session, said that 250,000 men, 7,500 tanks, and 1,000

planes had been involved. 36/ Josef Surkovsky, speaking to Soviet envoy

Vasily Kuznetsov on September 11, mentioned a total invasion force of

500,000 men, including those of the four smaller Warsaw Pact countries

that had joined the Soviet Union. 37/ Finally, General Martin Dzur,

the Czechoslovak defense minister, reportedly said on August 18 that

there were at the time 650,000 foreign troops in his country.

The knowledgeable British writer Adam Roberts sums up these different

estimates this way: "Possibly the true figure is about 400,000, of whom

at least three quarter: were Soviet, with a maximum total of sixteen

Soviet divisions plus one Soviet tactical air army and transport eircraft for

logistic back-up . . . . There were perhaps as many as 50,000 Polish troops,

perhaps 20,000 Hungarians, roughly the same number of East Germans, and

fewer than 10,000 Bulgarians." 38/ I would accept the overall figure of

400,000, which corresponds to approximately twenty-nine divisions of that

time, a number indicated by many observers and confirmed to me in a

private conversation with the late Ion-Gheorghe Maurer, prime minister of

Rumania. But it seems to me that the number of satellite country troops

should be lower than Roberts' estimate and the Soviet figure accordingly

higher. The Bulgarians, for example, played only a token role in Prague

(protecting the airport and a few streets), the East Germant were more

numerous but withdrew after a few days from their area (a small territory

.- I. _;g
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nea % their border), and the Hungarians vere hardly noticed during their

*brief stay in Slovakia. Clearly, the Soviet UnIon demanded from its allies

such more political than military support.

The fact remains, as Roberts puts it, that the total forces used in the

ope.-ation "were very roughly twice as numerous as the Soviet forces in Hungary

in 1956," and almost as many as the United Stater had In Vietnam at that time

(500,000). This was a sizable force, which, under the command of Soviet

General Ivan Pavlovsky, vice minister of defense and commander-in-chief

of the army, had prepared for a massive, quick invasion of "all Czechoslovak

cities and regions," as Tass proudly stated in its first communique of

August 21.

As in Hungary in 1956, the primary targets were the airports,

notably Ruzyne near Prague, which was seized by deception in the first

hour, 11 p.m. on August 20---an ostensibly civilian plane that had landed

a few hours before was full of paratroopers who suddenly jumped out and

took constrol of the field. This permitted a hugb airlift (250 landings

in the morning hours of August 21.) to start operating at once. Incidentally,

the airports were assigned a major role even in the later stages because

of weakness of logistics in other areas. Leo Heiman, an Israeli milit3ry

observer, noted that the land forces lacked trucks and other delivery

systems, with the following result: "The airfields held by Soviet Paratroops

becew the focal points of occupation. Only there did comunications and

logistics function properly." 39/

Thoughthere was no fighting or attempt at guerilla resistance, there

are strong .ndications that the Soviet coumanders were prepared for this

option too. It was reported that vh te stripes had been painted on many

K.**
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military veh:cles; Roberts notes that these signs "would have been

useful for identification purposes i.f airpowcr ha2 been called in by

the invaders to crush the Czechoslovak armed forces." By the same token,

"the amount. of bridging equipment brought in also suggests that it was

possible that the Czechoslovaks wold fight, or at least engage in violent

4sabotage." 40' Antiaircraft guns wert deployed in most units, including

one in the middle of a crowded square in central Prague. Another milder

Ixor. of Czechoslovak resistance might havc been te choke the airfields

with various equipment to prevent landing. They did not do this, but

the Russians were prepared for it. According to heiman, they used a number

of planes capablE of landing in short distance3 and on grass, but

carrying no more than ten soldiers. The sane urrit r also mentions the

large amount of acmunition carried by the troops and adds: "Their

operational deployment indicated tactical preparedness for battle or,

the groune and in the air.' 41/

No such battles took place, and the operation was carried out

without any known casualty on the Soviet side, though Soviet commanders

tried, for internal propaganda purposes, to persuade their troops that

counterrevolutionary snipe., might at any moment fire at them ("We have

two or three deaths a day," I was told in Prague at the end of August by

a Soviet sergeant, but without credible evidence). On the Czechoslovak

side, casualties were due to isolated incidents or accidents and ma,

.have been overestimated in the anti-Soviet climate of the time. A

letter addressed to Svoboda by the government and other authorities on

August 25 mentions thirty dead and three hundred vmindmd in Prague alone. 42/

AN,'
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On Septnmber 13 Zdenek Mlynar, a liberal member of the Czechoslovak

-Politburo, said in a television broadcast that "up to today there were

killed...more than 70 of our citizens." 42/

For those reasons, the Soviet forces had a less dangerous but perhaps

a more difficult task. They had to occupy in a visible way the main streets

and squares of the cities and a few important buildings in Prague (for

instance, the Central Commiree of the party, Parliament House, the Academy

of Sciences, the Writers' Union, which their regular tenants had vacated,

but their role was a static one, consisting only in enduring the insults

of the population. The troops in the streets behaved with discipline.

A pattern of behavior followed by the comnanders when hostility mounted

Y
was to order that the engines of the tanks be started, to frighten the

crowd away; if this was not enough, that the troops fire into the air

(the facade of the National Museum on Vaclavske Nameste in Prague was

damaged this way). But morale fell to a low level after a few days.

Unable to explain to the numerous questioners what they were doing there

since there were no counterrevolutionaries (more precisely, viclent rioters)

to shoot at, the only answer the Soviet soldiers could give was, "Ask

Brezhnev."

The Soviet troops did not try to assume full control or carry out

police functions, as they had in Hungary. They made no arrests, except

for the fe? leaders--Dubcek, Cernik, Smrwovsky Kriegel-vhom they found

at party headquarters the first night (those who had escaped before the

arrival of the troops had no further problems). Their only active function

was to attempt to track down the clandestine radio transmitters whose

(
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broadcasts were coordinating and encouraging the passive resistance of the

population. The results were disappointing, because of both poor logistics

on their side and good organization on the Czechoslovak side. As Heiman

explains it, "the Soviets utilized a fleet of radio direction finding

(R.D.F.) truck;, helicopter and jamming transmitters, but it took them more

than a week to get the R.D.F. units into position. Their R.D.F. equipment

was helpless against more modern Czechoslovak techniques such as bouncing

beams. switchover relays, and frequency changes." 44/

To sum up, the behavior of Soviet forces in Czechoslovakia after

August 20 was more like their behavior in Hungary during the first intervention

(between October 24 and 29, 1956) than after the second one (November 4).

On the latter occasion, the Soviet forces had not only a clear target--the

armed insurgents, who had to be crushed--but a clear political prospective.

A new government had been formed (under Kadar) to take the place of the

previous one (under Nagy), which had bcen declared illegal: they had to clear

the way for Kadar to take office. This could not be done in Czechoslovakia

for two reasons.

First, in Hungary, the original idea was to create a new pro-Soviet

lovernment which the Red Army was to "assist." But the big difference--

dd the main weakness in the political planning-was thrc this government

was not set up in advance. Subsequently, all attempts to form such a government

failed. Conversely, the Soviet forces were not prepared to *Lt alone, for

axample, by imposing a military governme-t. in Octobe: 1956 Gero receiveO

Soviet help, but in insufficient quantity #ud without the willingness to

act that was crucial in th2 dramatic circumstances of the time. In Prague

fin 196e, the help va; there, far more than necessarv, but there was nobody

to make uge of it.
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Second, when this failure became apparent, the Soviet leaders decided

to bow to Svoboda's demand and bring Dubcek to Moscow in order to

"negotiate" with him. This restored some legitimacy and political orderliness

to the process, but it did not change the ambiguous mission of the Soviet

forces. Wherias before they had nobody to deal with or to put in command,

*now there was someone but he did not want then.

The first failure, though surprising, should not lead to the conclusion

that the political framework of the intervention was completely neglected.

Some observers like Roberts have even suggested that the military intervention

was scheduled on a Tuesday night because the Czechoslovak Politburo had its

weekly meeting on that day. Actually, tne plan was to encourage the pro-Soviet

members of this body to launch a political offensive against Dubcek that some

evening that would put him in the minority and to name a new first secretary

who would have called for (or, more precisely, welcomed) military help.

The attempt was made, but could not be pushed further after the pro-Soviet

elements discovered thrc they were a minority of four instead of the expected

majority of six (out of eleven members). The Politburo instead of censuring

Dubcek, adopted a resolution condemnlng the intervention, the publication

of which could not even be prevented.

This failure wa6 largely the fault of S. V. Chervonenko, the Soviet

ambassador in Prague, whose responsibility it was to inforin the Soviet

sl~dership of the different trends inside the Czechoslovak party and to

ia intain contact with the pro-SovitL conservative elements. At a higher level,

there was apparently a certain lack of coordination during the whole crisis.

Too many people were involved successively i£ the negotiations with Prague

(nostly Drezhnev, but also tosygin and Grechko, who eode separate trips),
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and this may have had a demoralizing effect on the people in e

of the day-to-day management of the crisis. A permanent team, like

that of Mikoyan-Suslov during the Hungarian events, would have been

more effective.

After the Invasion, however, and given the political mismanagement,

the ball was again in the Soviet Politburo's court, as in Cierna. The

negotiation, which took place in Moscow on August 23-26 between the leaders

of the two countries, was one of the most peculiar in modern times. The

apparent strategic predominance of the Kremlin could not conceal one major

weakness: it had to deal with the very leaders it had labeled "revisionists"

and needed their help to get out of the political mess the intervention

had produced. To be sure, Moscow had the option of imposing - military

government on Prague. This was the threat it used to persuade the

Czechosiovak leaders, but it had to be mindful of the further deterioration

of Soviet internationa prestige that such a move would have created.

Tactically, the Russians' position was strong, and they used it to

advantage. The Cz. --avak delegation was virtually held prisoner and

received almost no information from Prague (had they been aware of the

high level of popular resistance they would have been less flexible). The

l.ussians irsisted that the delegation consist of members of their own

choosing, including in it their friends Vasil Bilak and Alois Indra

(Though the latter was only a party secretary and not a politburo member).

The "bad part" of it--Dubcek, Crnk, Smrkovsky, and other leaders-who

had been captured in Central Committee hecdquarters--arrived at the end

of the first day still as prisoners, unshaven and Uil dressed, and were

immediately insulted by Brezhnev and his colleagues.
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The results of the talks fall into two parts: the public one

and the classified rne. For the public, the Moscow diktat was relatively

vild (it had to be to avoid further exacerbating anti-Soviet feeling),

Te comnunique announced that "the troops of the allied countries that

entered temporarily the territory of Czechoslovakia will not interfere in

the interna affairs (of the country). Agreement was reached on the terms

of withdrawal of these troops from its territory as the si-tuation in

Czechoslovakia normalizes." The communique vas too vague about political

matters to be impressive: "It was stated by the Czechoslovak side that all

the work )f Party and State bodies through all media would be directed at

ensuring effective measures serving the socialist power, the guiding role

of the working class and the conunist Party, the interests of developing

and strergthening friendly relations with the peoples of the Soviet Union

and the entire oocialist community." 45/ This was little more than had

already been stated in Bratislava, but it was only the tip of the iceberg.--

The secret protocol that the Czechoslovak leaders had to sign dotted

the i more carefully, which is why it specified that both parties "would

consider as strictly confidential all contacts between them] after

August 20, 1968. This agreement thus also covers the talks that have just

been concluded." Fortunately, the text of this document was smuggled to

the West and published. It state,; that the "so-called 14th Party congress"

_(a clandestine meeting of this body, held in a Prague factory a day after

the invasion, had renewed the Central Comnittee and expelled from it all the

conservative *laments) would be conudered ,oid, and that the Central

i '( Committee (in ita former compoitia-1 wou. . iee- in six to ten days to

"dismiss from office all those uhoae cont ace in their posts would not
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promote the imperative task of reinforcing the leading role of the working

class and the communist party." 46/

For their part, the Czechoslovaks had to promise that they "would not

tolerate that Party workers and officials who struggled for the consolidation
of socialist pstosaintanti-socialist forces ndfor finl

relations with the USSR be dismissed from their posts or suffer reprisals."

In other words, the Czechoslovaks would have to keep some of their most

hated leaders, such as Alois Indra, who had supported the intervention and

who had even been proposed to Svoboda as a candidate to form a new government.

There was no explicit mention of press censorship (the word is considered

bad taste in Communist language), but the Czechoslovaks had to promise "new

laws and regu.lrcions" in this area, "measures with a view to controlling

the information media," and "a reallotment of leading posts in the press,

radio and TV."

In the military area, the formulation was different from that of the

official communique. The protocol said: "A treaty concerning the statipning

and the final withdrawal of the allied troops will be concluded." The

contradiction in the terms "stationing" and "final withdrawal" recalls

the situation in Hungary in the final days of October 1956 and may be explained

the same way. Moscow was not willing at the time to openly state its

objective, which was to maintain Soviet troops in Czechoslovakia permanently.

This stick was imposed less than two months later, but at the moment only

the carrot--the withdrawal of other, non-Soviet troops--was shown.

The signing of the agreement marked the beginning of a long process:

the Russians knew that their partner was unreliable and that this half-measure

had to be followed at a later date by -het they had looked for from the

...4,, = ,
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beginning: the replacement of Dubcek by a "etter" man and the purge of

the libevals in the party. For that 'purpose, they used different tactics

simultaneously.

1. They continued tha direct pressure on Dubcek, as before the

invasion. Other meetings were held, approximately once a month. On

October 2, in Moscow, Brezhnev became very angry again, accusing the
Czechoslovaks of having admitted to their Central Committee new liberal

elewents who might even be "Western agents." (The Central Committee

meeting held at the end of August in Prague did not produce the results

* agreed upon in the Moscow protocol and reinforced the liberal wing in the

leadership.) In a typical joke, the Soviet leader proposed to compensate

for the stationing of Soviet troops in Czechoslovakia by deploying a

Czechoslovak contingent to Russia--on the Sino-Soviet border. He statec

that he did not care about the reaction of Western Communist parties

(largely hostile to the intervention) since there was no chance of a

Communist takeover in Europe "before fifty years." 47/

At t'he same time the USSR consolidated its milita.y grip on the

country. This was achieved with the treaty on the stationing of Soviet

*troops, signed October 16 in Prague. This document--rarely published in

other Communist countries--had interesting contradictions. It stated that

"the number of and places of location of Soviet troops fin Czechoslovakia]

will be determined by agreement" between the two goverments. 43/

* But siace other proviions (articles 4 and 5) specified that Soviet troops

and members of their families could travel both ways without passport or

visa control, it made it nearly Impossible for the Prague authorities to

keep track of the actual cumber of theit "guests."
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This number varied considerably both before and after the treaty.

According to the New York Times, 450,000 foreign troops remained in

Czechoslovakia at the end of September, but this figure hcd to be reduced

to 100,000 (Soviet forces only) within two months after the signing of

the treaty. 49/ U.S. Secretary of State Dean Rusk stated on December 1,

1968, that three to four Soviet divisions (approximately 45,000 to 60,000

me) remained in Czechoslovakia. 50/ But when another push was made at

the end of March to oust Dubcek from the leadership, Grechko himself

announced to the Prague leaders that his contingent of troops in Czechoslovakia

had recently been increased by 35,000 men. 51/ Actually, the Rusk estimate

seems to have been low, and the actual figure of the "Central Group"

(the name given to the Soviet forces in Czechoslovakia) stabilized in

the following years at five divisions, about 75,000 men. 52/ This was

more than in Poland (two divisions) or in Hungary (four divisions).

3. The Kremlin intervened more directly in Czechoslovak political

affairs, On the other hand, it tried to break down the solidarity of the

ruling group in Prague by attacking certain elements and flattering others.

Ludvik Svoboda and Gustav Husak, at that time head of the party in Slovakia,

received only good words; Josef Smrkovsky, chairman of the parliament and

a leading figure of the liberal movement, was singled out for criticism.

Brezhnev bimself, at a meeting inKiev on December 11 with Dubcek, Svoboda,

Cernik, Fusak, and Lubomic Strougal, called him "the leader of rightist

forces in the [Czechoslovaq Party." 53/ Despite a pledge made by Dubcek,

Svoboda, Cernik and Smrkovsky in August to stick together, this tactic

succeeded ahd Smrkovsky had to relinquish more and more of his functions.

On the other hand, a new effort was made to encourage conservative
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-and pro-Soviet elements at all levels. Pravda played up any friendly

demonstrations staged by "old" and "good" Communists. In Prague, Vasily

Kuznetsov, first deputy forEign minister of the USSR, who had been selected

to carry out a long survey of the normalization in September (paralleling

the weak ambassador Chervonenko), insisted on arranging the visit of a

large number of Soviet delegations, setting up sister cities in the USSR

and Czechoslovakia, and so forth. These clumsy attempts to promote organized

friendship could not work well in the circumstances, but they were intended

to multiply the Soviet presence and help Moscow's isolated supporters

overcome their shyness.

This combination of pressure and "salami tnctics" might already have

achieved the desired result in January 1969 had not the suicide of young

Jan Palach, who set himself on fire, renewed tension in the population.

A visit by Konstantin Katushev (the young Soviet party secretary who seemed

to have advocated a softer line two months before) on January 2,1969, had

conveyed a %arsh message from Moscow, leading Dubcek to speak of "crisis"

and " tragic conflict." Cernik, accoridng to Tigrid, yarned privately

that if there was no consolidation of the situation "the Soviets would simply

stop dealing with us and would turn to others." 541

The decisive push came at the end of March, after a victory of the

Czechoslovak team over the Russians in the ice hockey championship in

Stockholm had created an outburst of nationalist feeling in Czechoslovakia

that led to an incident-perhaps provoked--against the Aeroflot office in

Prague. Three days later, on March 31, Grechko arrived unexpectedly.

According to Tigrid, he asked for "radical and izmediate measures" and

presented a three-part ultimatum: the Czechoslovak leadership was to
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put its own house in order, which included the cessation of all internal

discussion, censorship of the press, and a "reinforcement of security

organs"; if it could not, it was to ask the Soviet troops to do it;

or the Warsaw Pact forces would intervene on their own initiative.

Because of the moral and political exhaustion of Dubcek, his growing

isolation in the leadership, and the new vigor of the conservative forces

resulting from the preparatory work of the preceding period, the ultimatum

succeeded. Two weeks later, on April 17, 1969, Husak, having been proposed

by Svoboda, was elected first secretary of the party to repleDubcek.

The first hard measure.- .f normalization (ousting liberals, censoring the

press and banning some publications, rehabilitating Moscow collaborators,

and even approving the Soviet intervention) began in the ensuing weeks

and months. It is interesting that after more than a year of pressure

from so many people, the decisive result was finally achieved by Grechko,

the Svviet defense minister who was not even at that time a Politburo member

(he was not promoted to that function until 1973) and had never before been

assigned such political negotiations. The military had to finish the

job, which they had been well prepared to do at their own level in

August 1968, but which had been badly mishandled by the political authorities.

The rise of the military's power and support of their interests in the

Soviet structure in the years that followed may have had to do at least

partially with recognition of this.
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The Soviet Targets

Poland, 1956

In this rare success story of resismance to Soviet pressure, nothing

.ould have been possible without the attitude of the Polish people, 
almost

unanimously aligned behind Gomulka and ready to oppose Soviet interference

by all available means. The same popular determination existed in Hungary

but only insofar as resistance to the Soviet Union was concerned; on all

other matters, including support of Imre ?igy and the Coiunist party in

its new configuration, there was no unity in the population. In Poland

the regime was certain to remain socialist and led by the Comunist party.

The powerful Catholic Church, for example, under the leadership 
of Cardinal

Stolan WyszynskLi supported Gomulka completely, while Cardinal 
Josef Mindszenty

in HL :,j.y wanted an end to the socialist regime and ignored 
the Nagy

goverment.

The only Polish group supporting the USSR, the Natolinists,

re :esented less than one-third of the Central Committee, 
judging from the

number of votes (23 out of 75) Soviet Marshal Rokossovsky obtained in favor

of his candidacy on October 20. '1ithout Soviet support, this group would

not have represented a serious threat to Gomulka and the 
reformers, especially

since its lack of popular support prevented it from actin 
openly.

Gomulka had a l:isted group of personal supporters; 
since he was in

jail or in political isolation until the spring of 
1956, he could not develop

a constituency of his own in the party. That is why, vhl he was coopted

into the Central Comnittee on October 19, before Khrushchrv's 
arrival, he

%As accompanied by only three people: Zenon Kliszko, Marian Spychalski, and

Ignacy Loga-Sowinski.

But the crucial role was played by what might be called 
the "transition

team ," the leaders already in office, who were initially 
qwpatbetic to
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the Natolinists and supported by them, but who turned away from them as

.the destalinizing wind blew from Moscow in 1956, after the Twentieth

Party Congress. A key man on this team was undoubtedly Edward Ochab,

first secretary of the party, who decided, in a rare spirit of self-

sacrifice, to open the way to Gomulka as his successor. Ochab was followed

by Prime Minister Jozef Cyrankiewicz, a former socialist who had sacrificed

his party on the Communist altar in 1948. Basically an opportunist, he

followed the new course and managed to keep his post throughout the Gomulka

era.

One wonders how~ ole-time orthodox Communists faced the prospect of

a confrontation with the Soviet Union, even of a fight against Soviet

troops if necessary. In neither of the other cases under study can similar

deteimination be found in such a large group of leaders. Traditional

Polish patriotism and courage must have played a role. Even in Stalin's time,

the Poles had managed not to show excessive zeal in copying the Soviet

"model" and had avoided the torture and executions that were commonplace

in most Communist countries (Gomulka and his associates, though ousted

politically, were not harmed throughout the Stalinist period).

The situation in the army was particularly interesting. Theoretically,

the presence at its head of Rokossovsky, with other Natolinists in important

positions (notably Kazimierz Witaszewski, the deputy minister of defense),

should lave made it a powerful force serving the anti-Gomulka camp, but

this was not the case. To be sure, the army was put on alert for a few

weeks before the crisis. It might have backed the plot of the Natolinists

if they had carried it out then; but, except for a few movements of troops,

its role was extraordinarily passive. Lower-level officers obviously

* .
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sympathizcd with the pro-GComulka forces and migZ have neutralized any

attempt at violent action, which is probably why the decisive orders were

never given them.

On the other side, a strong force in favor of Gomulka was composed,

curiously enough, of the police and aecurity organs, which together

numbered 50,000 men. Normally, these types of forces, as was the case

in Hungary, are the last bulwark of orthodox Comunist regimes, but in

August 1956 under the unofficial influence of Gomulka they had switched

to the other side. Their new comander , teneral Waclaw fomar, had been

jailed in Stalin's time and was actively dedicated to the cause of reform.

Komar deployed his forces and agents to keep track of the Natolinists and

the movements of Soviet forces; at the same time, he used contacts at lower

levels of the arry to neutralize Rokossovskyes possible moves.

Another major figure in the organization of the resistance was

Stefan Staszewski, party secretary in Warsaw, who discreetly mobilized

the population and arranged with Komar and some army cc-anders to have

arms distributed to factory workers. How efzective this resistance would

have been if the Soviet Union had decided on a military intervention is

not known, but certainly such an action would have been met with guerilla

warfare. This was probably t0e most important single factor to deter

*Khrushchev from this course.

On the crucial night of October 19-20, this determination to resist

wes shown to Khrushchev and his colleagues at two levels. In the talks,

GJoulka, Ochab, Komar, and others, though they tried to refute Soviet

accusations, refused to be impressed by Khrushchev's veiled threats.

According to Bethell, Gcoulka countered with a threat of his own: "Others

say that Gowulka threatened to address the Polish people on the radio,
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tell them what was going on and call on them to fight the Soviet forces ....

It is known that Polish radio was told to be ready for a brotdcast from

Gomulka on the night of October 19." 55/ But there was other action.

Gibney reports that on the same night "the main strength of Vc-mar's

troops was deployed around the ci..y of Warsaw, in the way of any action

from the Soviet garrisons. Early on Saturday morning (October 20), one

of Komar's detachments had in f2z.t stopped a tank column of the Soviet

army at Sochaczew, some 25 miles west of Warsaw. No one fi- but the

army column turned back." 56/ Bethell confirms these facts and adds:

"Members of the Polish air force were constantly aloft, reporting on the

movement of Soviet troops. Throughout the discussion, both delegations

were receiving information from their military men .... Workers from Warsaw

factories, especially the Zeran car works, were being armed and deployed,

ready to defend the capital." 57/

if the 375,000 men of the Polish army, prevented from playing an

active role by the reciprocal neutralization of the two opposing forces

operating on them are excluded, the forces at the disposal of the Polish

3eadership were limited indeed. But their deployment was organized, action

was coordinated at the political level, and they had popular support. It

is fair to assume that the outcome in Czechoslovakia in 1968 might have

been very different if Dubcek, whose political situation was similar to that

of Gomulka, had taken similar measures before August 20.

Finally, there was the behavior of Gomulka himself, who, unlike Nagy

and Dubvek, was determined to resist the liberal trends and, unlike Dubcek,

was motivated by strong personal conviction. He had pleased Khrushchev in

November 1956 by telling the Soviet leader exactly what he wanted to hear.

In his interview after his fall, he was quite explicit aboat his allies
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of the time, the liberal Communists: "They were noisy fellows,

they talked without stop about democracy, about changes, about some kind

of a revolution, while what we needed was obedience and discipline; what

we had to talk about was not some kind of great freedoms but rather

something quite the opposite. I had to get rid of those people from the

party...My job actually was to turn around that Polish ship 180 degrees and

sail in the opposite direction." 58/

Gomulka consequently had no difficulty in giving the Soviet leaders

the assurances they wanted about "socialist order," his only demand being

that he be able to apply this policy progressively. But he also had the

courage to state some of his positions publicly from the beginning,

taking the risk of disappointing his supporters. For example, he said

on October 20, the very day of his promotion to head of the party:

"We must give a decisive rebuff to all voices and whispers that aim at

weakening our friendship with the Soviet Union...If anyone imagines he w-ill

be able to sow moods of antisovietism in Poland, he is making a deep mistake-" 59/

Four days later, in a huge popular meeting in Warsaw, he opposed the demand

that Soviet forces be withdrawn from the country, stating that their presence

was "directly connected with the presence of Soviet forces in the G.D.R."

and "in accordance with our highest state interests." 60/

Hungary, 1956

There is no point in trying to keep track of all the political or

social groupings involved iv the Hungarian crisis, which was much imore

confused than either of the other two trises described here. The uon-Coxunist

_( political parties that appeared during the revolution had little time to

organize themselves. Even though some of their leaders were given functions

in the succe--ive Nagy governments, these governments were powerless.

joergets
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Cardinal Mindszenty's role has often been described as evidence of the

counterrevolutionary character of the uprising or, alternetively, of

Nagy's weakness, buc it must be pointed out that the cardinal made his

only public statcment a few hours befere the second Soviet interventlion,

at a moment when hardly anything could have changed the Soviet decision.

This is why it seems preferable to focus on three groups or forces:

Nagy himself, the various armed groups involved in the crisis, and Janos

Kadar.

1. The evolution of Imre Nagy from an old-time Communist to a

true revolutionary and national hero is one important factor explaining

the outcome of the crisis. His weakness--indecision, inability to dominate

the situation, and lack of a clear-cut strategy--have been described b2

all observers. As Molnar sums it up: "He was always 24 hours late in

reacting to public demands but nevertheless 24 hours ahead of the Party

leaders." 61,' It can be said in his favor that he assumed power in the

worst possible circumstances, even, in the first two crucial days, being

a physical hostage of Gero, who hoped to discredit him in the eyes of the.

public. His main task was to restore order, and the only way to do it was

to make concessions to the insurgents, since the only counterforce nominally

at his disposal, the AVH, was hostile to him. This brought him into growing

conflict with the Russians.

In the last days of October, he realized that Moscow's duplicity about

the withdrawal of Soviet troops was the main obstacle to normalizing the

situation. His proclamation of neutrality on November 1 pushed him into the

camp of the revolution; at that moment only, he became a leader and moved

ahead of events. Though this came too late and could only precipitate

tragic consequences, Nagy made it clear even after the intervention that
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he did not regret his move. In a sort of pilitical will dictated to a

secretary on November 4 and quoted by hriber, hu made his break with

Moscow: "Today it is Hungary and tomorrow it will be the turn of other

countries, because the imperialism of Moscow does not know borders;

it is only trying to play for time." He later admitted that "the -evolution

vent far beyond its aims and that is why it failed.' 62/ But his martydom

was a reconciliation of his old belief with his dedication to his people. He

said before his executLon, "If my life is needed to prove that not all

Comunists are enemies of the people, I gladly make the sacrifice." 63/

2. nother problem for Nagy was that he had to fight the insurgents

before becoming their ally. The insurgents, who were to become famous

as the "freedom fighters," were neither an organized force nor a poworful

one: at the beginning, no more than 2,000 men in Budapest, mainly in the

Kilian Barracks in Pest; at the end, perhaps 50,000 men including the

estimated 30,000 workers who offered thE strongest organized resistance

to the second Russian intervention on Csepel Island. With strong leadership

such as Poland had, the riot of O:tober 23 would have been easily crushed,

even with only the 30,000 men of the AVU. But other forces acted on

their own and their sympathy for the insurgents contributed to the

escalation.

In the first place, there was the police torce, which uimder the

commnd of Sandor Kopacsi, a thirty-six year-old colonel, rose against the

Cero-Hegedus government very early: Kopacsi reportedly ordered his personnel

to help the insurgents as early as October 24. A second elment was part

of the army, in which two men played mjor roles. One was Gane-al Bela

.Kiraly, comander-in-chief in Budapest, who from the first night of ,he

rebellion had been aware that his troops tympathized with the insurgerT's
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and who supported Nagy. A week later, he was put in charge of the

national guard, a new force combining the Budapest police and the

pro-Nagy insurgents with approximately 10,000 men and Kopacsi as deputy

commander. Another military hero of the revolution was Colonel Pal Maleter.

As a young officer on duty in the Ministry of Defense the night of October 23,

he was sent by his superiors to the Kilian Barracks to restore ovder.

After a short hesitation, he decided to join the insurgents and became

their commander. He was later named minister of defense in the last Nagy

cabinet and was arrested the same day by the Russians

The attitude of these officers does not mean that the army as a whole

switched to the insurgent side or played an active part one way or the other.

Ox. the contrary, there was in Hungary, despite the violent action. the

4same pattern of behavior as in the other crises under study heret at the

top, a division between a few pro-Soviet officers, another group of neople

ready to side with a popular patriotic rebellion, and a larger group of

uncomraitted commanders; in the rank and file, strong sympathy for the

insurgents and, generally speaking, great reluctance to assume repressive

functions. Add to that the presence in the upper echelons of Soviet advIsers

and their probable doubts about the reliability of the troops and you have

a virtual neutralization of the regular army in such crises.

During the first part of the revolution, the two regiwents sent by

Gero to Budapest on October 23 had little ammunition (probably because

of the distrust of the authorities) and immediately demonstrated their

sympathy for the insurgents, notably in front of the radio station. A

number of students at the military academies joined the rebellion, and

certain urits distributed their arms to the population. The opposite

-
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happened in Szeged and Kecskemet, where the army briefly attacked the

insurgents. In Pecs, one pro-Gero commanoer disarmed his unit to prevent

it from joing the rebellioi. At Szolnok, according to Molnar, "the

Hungarian army kept to its barracks, although the town was also one of

the most important Soviet garrison towns, with a military aerodrome." 64/

The fact is that che army as such (at least no organized unit) did not

fight the Soviet troops directly. Even before the decisive Soviet

intervention, when thE movements of troops were the only action and no

shooting took plzce, the Hungarian army does not seem to have opposed the

occupation of Hungarian airports by Soviet forces: the only such place to

be held by the Nagy government was a small airport in Budaors with two

airplanes only, perhaps forgotten by the Soviet command. At the last moment,

Kiraly suggested that Nagy use it to flee abroad, but the prime minister

preferred to take refuge in the Yugoslav embassy.

The neutralization o the army aade the fight even more hopeless.

According to Barber, Nagy's first reaction when he learned from the Yugoslav.

embassy on November 4 that the Russians were moving into Budapest was to

order Kiraly not to fight. A few minutes later, however, he said in his

last radio proclamation: "Our troops are fighting." 65/ General Kiraly

had this day held a' secret meeting vith his officers in the Jesuit

monastery of anresa in Buda. According to Barber, about half of the

participants proposed a cease-fire; finally a majority of them, including

Kiraly, decided to resist the invasion. But even after that, only small

groups of insurgents, the Csepel factory workers and a part of the national

guard did the fighting, not the army. The Kiraly group was the luckiest;

it succeeded in holding out in Buda until November 9, then withdrew to

Nagykovacsi, where it was attacked by Soviet tanks and MIC fighters on
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November 11. Finally, it managed to cross the border to Austria.

3. The behavior of janos Kadar is another important element and

probably, even now, the most mysterious. This long-time Communist

(though only forty-five years old at this time, he had been a party

member since 1929) who had been tortured under Rakosi, had every reason

to sympathize with the new course and with Nagy himself, who, as prime

min.ster, had helped free him from prison in 1954. Until the evening of

November 1, there is no indication of any serious disagreement between

Kadar and Nagy. To bu sure, his first statement as party first secretary

on October 25 was tougher than Nagy's, denouncing the "armed aggression

against the authorities of the People's democracy," which "must be repulsed

by every means at our disposal." 66/ But his perspective seems to have

been similar to that of the prime minister, in increasingly favoring the

objectives of the revolution and even turning against the Russians. On

the crucial day of November 1, Kadar unquestionably supported the calls

for neutrality and Soviet withdrawal; according to Barber, he said to

Soviet Ambassador Yuri Andropov in the presence of a few otter people:

"I am ready as a Hungarian to fight if necessary. If your tanks encer

Budapest, I will go into the streets and fight against you with my bare

hands," 67/

But there is better evidence of his attitude in the speech he

broadcast at 9:40 p.m. that same day; "Our people has shed its blood in

order to show its unshakable desire to support the government's demand

for the total withdrawal of Soviet forces. We no longer wish to exist

in a state of dependence." At the sume time, however, he expressed

his concern about the situation and stated that the country was at a

"crossroad": "Either the Hungarian democratic parties will be strong

r.
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enough to consolidate their victory or we shall find ourselves faced

with a counterrevolution .. . The Hungarian youth did not shed its blood

to see Rakosi's tyranny replaced by the tyranny of the counterrevolution."

Later he mentioned "the fate of Korea" to warn against "foreign intervention." 68/

In other words, at that moment he was ready to go along with the

revolution and accepted the situation as it had developed: a government

with the "democratic parties" consolidating their "victory," pursuing a

nonaligned neutral policy without Soviet troops or other interference.

But he certainly wanted to stop there; some of the developments of the

next three days, such as the open appearance of rightist parties and

Cardinal Mindszenty's appeals to get rid of any "heirs and participants

of a barkrupt system," would not have had his support atyway. As chief

of the remnants of a party that was now only part of a broader coalition,

Kadar could stay some distance from the government while Nagy, in the

thick of events, was carried away by them and could not concentrate on the

basic issues.

Still, Kadar's disappearance a few hours after this radio broadcast

came as a complete surprise: even his wife was not informed and .ame to

the parliament building the next day to ask about his whereabouts.

Barber gives the best account of how it happened by furnishing two interesting

pieces of information. The first is the account of an unidentified Western

journalist who on the evening of November 1 had an interview with Ferenc

Nunnich, minister of the interior. During the conversation, Munnich received

a telephone call in %bich he conversed in Russian. The topic of the talk

( appeared to be "ar appointment in half an hour, together with Radar."

The other item is the account of a driver for the goverment who drove

Hunnich and Radar that same night to a park near the Kerepes cemetery in a
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Budapest suburb. A Soviet ZIS car was waiting there, but, according to

this report, Munnich had to push Radar into it: "It appeared that Radar

-was unwilling to enter the car. He looked as though he could not make up

his mind." 69/ The end of the story is better knovn. Radar was taken to

the Soviet embassy in Budapest and, an hour later, to a nearby Soviet

r-4litary aerodrome where he boarded a plane that took him to the Soviet

Uaion; he is known to have spent a few days in Uzhgorod, the Soviet city

closest to the Hungarian border, and it seems likely that he also went

to Moscow to speak with Khrushchev.

Some of those details may be questionable, but It is not too difficu.t

to reconstruct the main elements. Kadar's public speech of a few hours

before shows that he was not prepared to betray Nagy and his government

so soon. Clearly his sudden change was motivated by an external factor,

probably a message he received--from Munnich or Andropov--that the Kremlin

had decided to break with Nagy and crush the revolution. Faced with this

unavoidable outcome, he chose, after some hesitation, to endorse the move

in order to save what he might of the new course.

That makes it difficult to completely accept Kadar's own interpretation

of his decision, which he gave, for example, to a New York Times correspondent

twenty-two years later, saying that "there would have been virtual civil war

in Hungary" and it was only "to avoid bloodshed that we asked the Soviet

Union for help." 70/ However, the bloodshed in Hungary was bubsiding when

Kadar changed sides; the Soviet intervention resulted in much greater bloodshed.

Also, it is quite clear that the Soviet Union had decided to "help" before

being asked, at least by him. Not surprisingly, Moscow used Ferenc Munnich,

previously a socialist leader but one aligned with the Soviet Union since

the late 1940s, to bring Kadar over to its side.
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Western Behavior

The behavior of Western powers after the first Soviet intervention

in Hungary had clearly indicated to the Soviet Union that it need not expect

much trouble from this side. The United States, the United Kingdom, and

France did not ask for a meeting of the UN Security Council until October 27

(three days later) anJ no resolution was introduced until November 3. But

on October 31, the day the Russians must have decided to take action against

Nagy, British and French forces landed along the Suez canal. This offered

Khrushchev the best opportunity he could have wished for to divert attention

and denounce Western imperialism.

Eisenhower, who had said on October 21 that he could not resort to

force to promote self-goverment in Eastern Europe, states clearly in his

memoirs the dilemma he faced: "Hungary could not be reached by any U.N.

or U.S. units without traversing neutral territory. Unless the major

nations of Europe would, without delay, ally themselves spontaneously with

us (an unimaginable prospect), we could do nothing. Sending United States

troops alone into Hungary through hostile or neutral territory would have

involved us in a general war." 71/

Since any military operation behind the iron curtain was excluded,

the only action contemplated by the West to help the Hungarians was sending

or UN observers to Budapest. The Soviet Union rejected the request, which

had been approved by the UN General Assembly on November 4; not until

D2cember did the Kadar government hint it might accept, but then it was

too late. Many people thought that Secretary General Dag Ramarskold

should have challenged the Soviet refusal and landed in Budapest without

the agreement of the local authorities. Instead, Hammarskjold went to

Egypt, encouraging the accusation of a double standard.
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Another embarrassment for the U.S. administration was the behavior

of Radio Free Europe, which broadcast to Eastern Europe. Quite irresponsibly,

the station poured oil on the fire of the Hungarian uprising by its criticism

of Nagy and its appeals to the population to continue the fighting after the

cease-fire of October 29, even explaining to listeners how to prepare

Molotov cocktails. Presumably, either this was done without the knowledge

of the American government or a double standard was applied, because the

proclaimed official policy implied a recognition of some sort of moderate

communism and a willingness to cooperate with it. Secretary of State John

Foster Dulles said in a speech given in Dallas on October 27, 1956: "We

do not look upon these nations Of Eastern Europej as potential military

allies...Nor do we condition economic ties between us upon the adoption by

these countries of any particular form of society." 72/

Czechoslovakia, 1968

There were three main groups of political forces during the Czechoslovak

crisis.

First, there was the conservative, or pro-Soviet, group, which was

in the minority early in the spring, after the elimination of Novotny

and his personal followers such as Jiri Hendrich. This group cannot be

identified completely with the team of the former party first secretary, since

the main figures in it were either people from the mid-level apparatus of

Novotny's time who had accepted part of the "January policy" (such as Alois

Indra, Oldrich Svestka, Jan Piller, Emil Rigo) or people who had been prejudiced

against Novotny for nationalist reasons (such as Vasil Bilak and later Gustav

Husk). The failure of Moscow in August to rely on these people may be explained

by the fact that they were neither irnited, as the Natolin group had been in

Poland in 1956, nor, certainly, as courageous and forceful as Brezhnev
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would have liked them to be. For example, the Soviet Politburo expected

them to come forward at a meeting in Cierna against Dubcek and his

liberal comrades. Their behavior was undoubtedly influenced by the

population's unanimous support of Dubcek and awareness that the Soviet

leadership itself was still largely undecided.

In July the decision not to go to Warsaw was not opposed in the

party politburo (cAlled presidency), and even Bilak is reported to have

been rather lukewarm [shy) in Cierna in supporting the Warsaw letter.

Indra, a party secretary without politburo status, was considered the most

reliable by the Russians, who proposed to Svoboda on August 21 that Indra

form a new government. A few weeks before, nevertheless, he had supervised

and had not objected to the new party statute published on August 10, which

deviated greatly from the Soviet model and authorized the expression of

"minority opinions."

As mentioned, the weakness of the pro-Soviet group was apparent in

the politburo meeting of August 20, when the resolution condemning the

invasion was supported by only three members out of eleven: Vasil Bilak,

Drahomir Kolder, and Oldrich Svestka. Three other members who were expected

by the Russians to join the group--Frantisek Barbirek, Jan Piller, and

Emil Rigo--defected, removing any prospect of changing the leadership and

creating a political framework for the Soviet action.

On August 21, some fifty members of the central committee, most

of them with conservative leanings, met in a Prague hotel to discuss the

*ituation. Curiously enough, the Russians were aware of this meeting and

sent some officers to attend but no political representatives able to offer

guidance or simply to raise the morale of their friends. No decision

was made, and a day later the ore active liberal ving of the party
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organized a party congress, selected a new central committee, and took

the lead in the resistance to the invaders.

Other pro-Soviet "collaborators" had been informed of the intervention

in advance and were to play a technical role of support, but they were

too isolated to be efficient. Viliam Salgovic, a vice minister of the

interior, was the main Soviet agent in the police apparatus. lie tried to

organize his friends and even made some temporary arrests (notably that of

Cestmir Cisar, a party secretary), but his forces were clearly insufficient

to counter the moves of' Interior Minister Josef Pavel, who had turned the

police in favor of Dubcek. Miroslav Sulek, a former director of the

press agency CTK, returned to his office on the night of August 20 and

pretended to control all the news dispatches, but the workers did not obey

his oiders. Karel Hoffmann, head of Prague's communication center,

succeeded in cutting off all radio stations for a few hours that night,

which is why the politburo appeal against the Russian intervention could

not be broadcast until *:30 A.m. All those people were later rehabilitated

and given new positions, but in the days and weeks following the intervention

their fate was exact3y the opposite of what they had hoped for and what the

intervention was supposed to achieve--instead of assuming positions of

leadership, they had to hide from popular anger.

The second group, liberal radicals (they may be called so in the

Czechoslovak context, though they would not have seemed radical in a

Western system), were people actively dedicated to the reformist program

of Dubeek and generally eager to push it more strongly. Soviet leaders

hated them most, but this hostility led them to burn their bridges and pushed

them further along the liberal line. Frantisek Kriegel, for example, a

politburo member in charge of the National Front (a coalition of the
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Comiunist party with smaller parties whose task was to promote candidates

for parliamentary elections), is not reported to have been responsible

for specific anti-Soviet actions, but he was perceived by Moscow for

reasons that remain unclear (one of them reportedly being that he was a

Jew) as the archenemy. Jiri Hajek, the foreign minister, though he was

a moderate liberal, fell into the same category because he defended the

Czechoslovak cause at the UN Security Council after the invasion--a move

that was stopped by Svoboda at Brezhnev's request. Josef Spacek, a politburo

member, was actually a more dangerous liberal, being the man behind the cessation

of press censorship. He was one of the first to be sacked during the Husak

normalization, as were the writers, journalists, and economic reformers,

notably Ota Sik, who %.ad been at the forefront of the liberals during the

spring. But ahead of them was Josef Pavel, the minister of the interior,

a Communist jailed in Stalin's time, who had later purged the police

apparatus of Soviet agents; according to Tigrid, some 150 of them had bevi

diverted into secondary jobs, and the many Soviet "tourists" who came

to Czechoslovakia in July 1968 for intelligence gathering and subversion

were watched. That is why the Moscow protocol of August 26 specified that

"the activities of the Ministry of the Interior will also be examined fully.

Appropriate measures will then be taken to strengthen the direction of

this ministry." Not until five days later did Svoboda ask Pavel to resign

"for the good of us all." 73/

Those liberal radicals were not at the top level ad could not put up

an armed fight, but they did their best to organize resirtance of a different

type. The journalists were resxonsible for the highly effective syrtem of

radio communications that was maintained fior weeks after the invasion.

No details of how it functioned have been reported, but it sees to have uaed
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about fifteen local stations, coordinating their actions and switching from

one to another every fifteen minutes to escape detection. The necessary

tecnrlcal equipment may have come from the army or the Svazarm, an

organization for youth milicary training, which disposed of some 2,000

transmitters. The workers' militia, a paramilitary formation, had similar

equipment and probably contributed too, though its leaders were supposed,

at the end of the Novotny period, to support the conservatives. But some

Communist orgzn~zation- aimeo at promoting oxthodox ideology among the

population may turn in an opposite direction in time of crisis.

The third group was made up of the principal leaders who may be termed

"centrist," not only because of their aversion to radical moves, but also

because of the neutralizing effect of their different backgrounds and

temperaments. Of the "big four," only Ludvik Svoboda and Josef Smrkovsky

bad bad the harsh experience of demotion (Svoboda) or repression (Smrkovsky)
irL Stalin's and Novotny's time. The other two had had relatively quiet - reers

in the apparatus, Oldrich Cernik in the economy, Alexander Dubcek in

Slovakia and also in Moscow, where he had studied at the Soviet High Party

school for to years. Dubcek was not known as a liberal until the last

months of 1967, when he seems te have sided prudently with the writers.

This kind of alliance, as in Poland, is often a purely tactical move to

increase the weight of one faction in the struggle for power.

Did Dubcek intend to move further forward? The only indication that

he might have had a deliberate -'an is given by Gomulka in his Nowinv Kurier

itccount. The former Polish party chief relates that in the firat days of

February 1968 he had a secret meeting with Dubcek at t6e border between

the two countries. He giveo the ollowing descviption of the telks:

"He [DubcegJ proposed that we act jointly. He wanted me to support him,

to introduce in Poland several freedom reforms which wre more -r less
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radical, and that ! would take the stand with him jointly with regard

to the Soviet comrades. Dubcek told me at that time that if I took such

a step, we would also be joined by Kadar, wbo made a similar proposal to

him, and that the three of ur would represent a considerable force. It

would not be easy to swallow us." 74/ Gomulka adds that Dubcek even tried

to exert pressure on him by saying that Gomulka's acceptance of this plan

would be the best way "not to be caught unprepared by events" in Poland

itself.

Such a plan was never mentioned anywhere except in this account. It

is hard to believe that a man like Kadar would not only endorse it, but

initiate it, or that Dubcek was looking so far ahead. Nothing in his

subsequent behavior substantiates the charge. His main characteristics

rather were goodwill and s-athy for the liberals combined with indecision

and political naivete. He censtantly tried to convin( - Brezhnev of his

good intentions, and instead of saying no, he usually promised more than

he ciuld deiivei. Gomulka certainly, and even Nagy, seem to have been

stronger.

Ludvik Svoboda saw to it that the forms of "-gality weT, respected:

his refusal to appoint Indra--or himself--head of the government, as the

Russians proposed, added the final blow to the first phase of the intervention,

but having achieved the liberation of the other three and consolidated his

image as "father of the nation," the president stopped there. He had always

been strongly pro-Soviez eve, during his disgrace (which was ended by

Khrushchev's personal intervention); his decision to go to Moscow bn

August 23 was questionable, since it was a step on the road to compromise

and actually helped the Soviet leaders out of -heir problems. Later,

Svoboda was to go along with the Nwaak rormalizatton line all the way to

its final consequences.
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Oldrich Cernik, Dubcek's prime minister, had to share the fate of

the party chief, though he too bowed rather early to Soviet demands.

-He was notably active in negotiating, then in rallying support for,

the treaty c, the stationing of Soviet troops in October.

Josef Smrkovsky was probably the strongest character in this

team of four and the most articulate in presenting liberal views. But

the decision of the four to "stick together" in August made him a hostage

to the advocates of compromise: he had to go along with them even if

he had more reservations than the other three about the Moscow protocol.

This did not prevent his later being dropped from this position with

the tacit acquiescence of the other three. Personal interests may have

played a part here, especially during the Moscow negotiations at the end

of August. Had they refused to compromise, Dubcek and his colleagues knew

they would be kept in detentioca and perhaps physically eliminated, as

Nagy had been ten years earlier. On the other side, accepting the compromise

meant a return to Prague and the resumption of their functions; they knew

that this would happen ir considerably worsened conditions but hoped to be

able to lessen the Soviet pressure by promises, as they had done before.

Another weakness of this group was its failure to anticipate the

intervention and prepare for it. A report by Stanislav Budin, editor in

chief of the Prague weekly Reporter tells about a meeting some forty

journalists had on August 11, three days before the invaaion, with a group

of leaders that included Cernik, Sarkovsky, and Kriegel. The question of

• possible armed intervention was raised, says Budin, but "they Ehe leader

answered that this was out of the question, that the reason for their fears

was the possibility of a provocation that would oblige them to call on the

police forces." 75/ In other words, the military maneuvers that were in

wa - C - -
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full muing along the Czechoslovak borders with Communist countries

were perceived as a meaningless exercise (except for the exertion of

political pressure, to which Prague leaders were i.o accustomed that

.they largely ignored it).

After the invasion, there was no question of armed resistance. In

its first proclamation, the leadership called on the citizens "to maintain

calm and not to offer resistance to the :rocps on the march. Our army,

security corps and people's militia have not received a command to defend

the country" (in a subsequent version, the following was added to the last

sentence: "because defense of our state frontiers is now impossible"). 76/

Without questioning this decision (tbov~h many Czechoslovaks still think

that fighting was necessary, if only for the honor of the country and its

image for future generations), it must be pointed out that a more active

nonviolent resistance would have been possible if the political lea.ars had

r;hcwn stronger determination and preparedness.

For example, instead of waiting for the Russians in the central committee

building, Dubcek, Smrkovsky, and their colleagues might have escaped to private

hideout, from which they could hove continued to govern the country, as

other ministers, like Pavel, did. One effective measure tuken after a few days

by the population at the suggestion of the clandestine radic. stations was to

changv all roed marrers, so that Soviet convoys uere disoriented aud lost

precious time. This vlight have been supplemented by thz destruction or

obstrictian of selected targets, like bridges. Such weasures before the

Invasion, as weli as the erection of road blocks at the borders and on the

sirfieldg and A partal tobilization, could have been an effective deterrent,

taking advantagQ of Moscow's hesitation.

To te ture, the Czechoslovak army was not reliable one vay or the other.

As in Nungary and Polan6, the tombinition of pro-Soviet generals--and Soviet

advisers too-at the top sad a rank an4 file that sided with the people

meant that neither factlm could use It decisively. The military did nothing
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to prevent the Soviet invasion or to oppose it after it began, especially

since tht:y were hampered in the latter effort by the Soviet forces that

often surrounded their barracks to prevent any move out of them.

The role of General Martin Dzur, Czechoslovak defense minister, remains

a mystery. All indications are that he loyally supported Dubcek through

the spring and summer, though he avoided radical statements (unlike General

Vaclav Prchlik, his assistant for political affairs, who stirred Russian

anger by publicly calling for a change in the structure of the Warsaw Pact).

But he jeems to have sided with the Russians L..d :he "normalizers" early

in 1969 and pleved a major role in the final push against Dubcek. When Marshal

Grechko, the Soviet defense minister, arrived in Milovice on March 31, 1969,

he first ,.alked to a group of pro-Soviet Czechoslovak generals who were awaiting

him; these included Rytyr, a friend of Novotny's, Dvorak, a deputy minister

of defense, and Bedrich, the new head of the political directorate of the army.

But it was Dzur who, after a meeting of the military council of the defense

ministry, asked Dubcek to accept Grechko's ultimatum--namely, to take "radical

=3 immediate measures" to restore order. His reward for this move was keeping

Uxis post in Husak's time.

Gustav Husak's case may be compared tc, Qomulka's in that he was falsely

perceived by the liberals as their ally and betrayed their hopes. Like

Gomulka, he did little to change this perception; indeed, he accepted it as

long as it suited his purposes. He rose to power after the intervention.

using the liberal trends, which were at their highest point at this time, and

coming against some conservatives who had been labeled "collaborators";

notably against Vasil Bilak, from wViow Husak took the job of party chief

in Slovakia. But having achieved this, he started to turn against Dubcek

and to take the lead against what he called "anti-socialist, liberalist and

I
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anarchistic forces." By September he had managed to attract the attention of

Soviet leaders; Vasily Kuznetsov, the Soviet envoy, told Smrkovsky on

-September 11, "Things are a bit better in Slovakia, thanks especially to

comrade Husak, but even there we are not satisfied." 77/ After the

December meeting in Moscow between the two leaderships, Husak moved exactly

as the Russians had expected by leading the attack against Smrkovsky

(under the pretext that a Slovak had to head the parliament).

The big difference vas that Gomulka was in a better position to deal

with the Kremlin since he had demonstrated his capacity to resist. Husak

could consolidate his position only by total subservience to Moscow.

He thus had to accept the return of a great number of Novotny's friends and,

though himself a victim of repression, a return also of past practices and

of their supporters. This was radically different from the situation of

Kadar, who, being more skilled at inner party manipulation, managed to follow

the middle of the road and to rely on his own group of supporters.

Reaction Abroad

Though Soviet action in this crisis avoided bloodshed, tts repercussions

on the Communist movement were greater tht those from the intervention in

Hungary twelve years earlier. Most Western European Communist parties,

including the vcwerful Italian and French parties, condemned the Soviet Union.

Among the socialist countries (except for Albania, which used this opportunity

to officially renounce its membership in the Warsaw Pact, in which Tirana

had not participated since breaking with Moscow in 1961), two must be singled

Out.

Yugoslavia was a vulnerable country, since the temptation to liquidate

this permanent model of Communist dissidence might have sen in Noscow

Tito reacted preemptively by statiag in August 23 that country would
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defend its independence. This statement was reinforced by the recall of

some army reservists. At the same time the Yugoslavs were careful to

avoid using harsh words that might have provoked the Russians: the

intervention in Czechoslovakia was not "condemned but met with "arnxiety"

and "concern."

Rumania was in by far the touchiest position. It had been rewarded

for its cooperation with Moscow during the Hungarian crisis by a withdrawal

of Soviet troops in 1958. But since 1964, it had developed an independent

foreign policy, maintaining friendly relations with China at a time when

Chinese insults to the Soviet Union were provocative, refusing to break with

Israel after the Six-Day War, and developing contacts with Western nations.

Though by no means a liberal, Nicolae Ceausescu, the leader in Bucharest

after Gheorghiu-DeJ's death in 1965, had viewed the Czechoslovak experiment

with great hope: visiting Prague in early August, he had even hinted at a

possible renewal of the prewar "petite entente" between Yugoslavia,

Czechoslovakia, and Rumania to resist Soviet hegemony in Eastern Europe. This

was an embarrassment to Dubcek and a new reason for Ceausescu to fear Soviet

intentions in the aftermath of August 20.

There are strong indications that Moscow was ready in the summer of

1968 to take action against Rumania, and Ceausescu, too. Major troop

movements were reported along the Rumanian borders with the Soviet Union and

Hungary, not all of them attributable to the preparation for Soviet action in

Czechoslovakia. Ion Gheorghe Maurer, the Rumanian prime minister, told me

a few months later thaZ twenty-nine divisions were concentrated in.August 1968

against Rumania, in addition to the twenty-nine in Czechoslovakia.

This explains why the first Rumanian reaction to the August 20 action

was forceful and strident. Ceaisescu hastily convened a huge meeting in
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downtown Bucharest on August 21 and no less hastily formed "armed

patriotic detachments of workers, peasants and intellectuals" to parade in

-the city. Denouncing Soviet action in Prague as a "great mistake" and

"a grave danger to peace in Europe," ne added: "Maybe tomorrow there will

be some who say that here too, at this rally, counterrevolutionary tendencies

were m.nifest. We answer all of them: the entire Rumanian people will not

allow anybody to violate the territory of our homeland." 78/ This tone was

maintained for several days, until more ominous signals came from Moscow.

On August 23, 1968, the Soviet press agency Tass departed from its rule

not to critize Rumania by name by stating in a commentary on "imperialist"

arguments: "It is strange, to say the least, to hear exactly the same

formulations from the lips of Rumanian or Yugoslav leaders. Don't they know

that the Warsaw Pact was concluded not only for the purpose of defending

national borders and territories of the states signing it?" This warning

sounded particularly threatening to Rumania, a signatory of the Warsaw Pact.

In the same period, direct criticism of Rumania appeared also in Hungarian,

Polish, and other Communist press organs.

Some accommodation seems to have taken place at a meeting in Bucharest

on August 25 between Ceausescu and Soviet Amabassador A. V. Basov--at least,

the Rumanian leader toned down his attacks on Moscow. He stated the following

day in a speech in Brasov: "We are determined to act with all our force

and skill so as to comnribute to a speedy liquidation of the present state

of affairs" (in the relations among Communist parties). The same day,

August 26, the Rumanian prty organ Scinteia declared: "The relations

should not be aggravated still more." Izvestiya answered with another

dirct criticism of -,mania, though a leas threatening one: Bucharest was

taken to tsk for not having given "a proper and Imediate rebuff" to
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the rumors that Rumania was going to be invaded by Warsaw Pact countries. 79/

Although tension subsided somewhat, the danger was not completely over.

In the last days of August, new movements of troops were reported

near Rumania; according to Western estimates, fourteen divisions were

concentrated around the country: nine in the USSR, two in Bulgaria, and

three in Hungary. 80/ More ominous signals were received by American

authorities, moving President Johnson to add to a speech he delivered in

San Antonio ot August 31.a strong warning to Moscow. After referring to the

Czechoslovak invasion, he said: "There are even rumors late this evening

that this action might be repeated elsewhere in the days ahead in Eastern

Europe. So ! say to you tonight and to the world, we cannot and we must not

in the year 1968 return to a world of unbridled aggression . . . . So let no

one unleash the dogs of war." 81/

Even nc-4, Soviet int3ntions toward Rumania at that time are not clear.

There is no doubt that the temptztion to take violent action existed. Maybe

President Johnson's warning was helpful in preventing it--the Rumanians

were very grateful to him, at least--but another factor may have contributed

to the Soviet "nondecision": the situation in Czechoslovakia, where the

upsurge of popular resistance and the Soviet failure to achieve a tangible

political result made it necescary to concentrate on the problems there,

without adding the burden of another adventure.

By contrast, Soviet action in Czechoslovakia was not hampered in any

way by Western reaction. Nothing was said in advance that might have made

.oscow hesitate, and apparently even the possibility of a Soviet military

intervention in Prague had been discarded by Washington policymakero after

the Bratislava "compromise." A week before August 20, the State Department

disbanded a special unit that had been set up to keep a close watch on the
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) Czechoru1ovak situatior..82/ Before August, the only concern in the West

was to refute anything that might have substantiated Soviet accusations

-about Western involvement in the Czechoslovak situation or West German

revanchist intrigues. NATO military exercises planned for the end of

August in West Germany near the Czechoslovak border were moved at the

end of July to another location near Ulm, further west.

After ti- invasion, there was no question in Washington of going

beyond verbal protests and recourse (known in advance to be platonic)

to the U-h.ted Nations. Soviet action was described by President Johnson

(on August 21 In a television address) as "shocking the conscience of

the world," but as Secretary of State Dean Rusk put it ir a speech in New

Haven on September 12: "There was little we could do, through the use of

military force, to assist any of those Eastern European] countries without

aut;natically engaging in general war with the Soviet Union."

Eid this been said before the invasion to the Russians? At least

one Czechoslovak leader, Zdenek Mlynar, has publicly stated that it had.

According to an interview he gave the Western press after he left Czechoslovakia

in 1978, Brezhnev told Dubcek in Moscow a few days after the invasion that

he had received a formal assurance from President Johnson that the United

States would not react militarily to a intervention in Czechoslovakia."

More specifically, he had asked Johnson if the United States still recognized

the validity of the Yalta and Potsdam agreements ad had received a positive

answer. 83/ This does not mean that the American view was expressed to the

Soviet leaders so bluntly, but it is fair to asume that it vas substantially

the same.

Though it was admitted that the presence of Soviet forces in

Czechoslovakia had "obviously affected the military situation in Europe"
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(as the State Department spokesman acknowledge on August 31), there was

no change in the plan for withdrawing 33,000 American soldiers from

•Europe, which had been 75 percent accomplished at the time of the invasion.

The idea of a NATO summit meeting, put forward by Zbigniew Brzezinski, then

an adviser to presidential candidate Hubert Humphrey, and by West German

Chancellor Kurt Georg Kiesinger, was quickly abandoned. By contrast,

President Johnson was somewhat reluctant to drop the plan for a meeting with

Soviet leader Brezhnev. Both men were near agreement on announcing the

opening of the strategic arms limitation talks. Because of the Czechoslovak

invasion, the announcement and the start of the talks were postponed until

1969.

Outcomes and Conclusions

In all three cases under study, the Soviet Union achieved its

objectives, though this was not always clear at the time.

In Poland in 1956, the Russians were certainly right not to intervene.

Any use of force by them would have provoked a violent reaction from the

Polish people and their leaders and would have pushed Gomulka into the

anti-Soviet camp, perhaps with a result similar to that in Hungary with

Nagy. In fact Soviet leaders made mistakes in both cases, trusting Nagy

more than he deserved (from their point of view) and unduly antagonizing

Gomulka, who turned out to be their best ally in Poland, the leader most

able to bring this liberal and nationalistic n&tion back into a system

acceptable to Moscow. The purge early in 1957 of the liberal official

party daily Trybuna Ludu, the bannIng of the ultra-liberal weekly

Po Prostu (summer and fall 1957), and the return to their official functions

k|
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in 1959 of hard-liners and even members of the Natolin group (Eugeniusi

Szyr, Tadeusz Gede, and Kazimierz Witaszewski) were the main steps along

this path.

Gomulka might have used his victory of 1956 at least to develop an

independent foreign policy, as Rumania did after 1963-64. This did not

happen, mainly because of Gomulka's own inclination toward pro-Soviet

"solidarity," but also because of anti-German feeling, traditional in the

Polish elite, and uncertainty about the ccuntry's western border. The

only exception ias the policy toward China, where Gomulka kept some

distance between himself and Moscow, refraining from attacking Peking too

harshly. But the climax of the "dogmatic" line came in 1968, when ironically,

Gomulka pressed forcefully for an armed intervention against Dubcek, and

in 1970, when he unsuccessfully asked the Russians to help put down the riots

cf Polish workers in the Baltic ports. His downfall followed quickly in

December 1970.

In Hungary, the Soviet intervention of November 4, 1956, was probably

the only means the Kremlin had at its disposal to bring back an acceptable

regime and to keep the country among its satellites. Kadar was doubtless

reluctant to assume the leadership in those conditions, but he managed, at

the price of a tightly controlled pro-Soviet foreign policy, to make the

domestic regime more flexible and amenable to the population. Beginning

in 1960 with amnesty for many political prisoners, followed in 1961 by

the proclamation of the Kadar principle (unique in Comunist systems)--

"Those who are not against us are with us"--this process brought about in

1964 a semiopening of the Hungarian borders in both directions, a higher

degree of intellectual freedom than in other Commnist countries, and
(
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an economic situation improved by a more flexible system of management.

This result may be attributed to the following factors:

1. Tne personality of Kadar, who had been the victim of the worst

repressicn under Rakosi and who was genuinely willing to get rid of the

Stalinist past--move so than Gomulka, who tended to see the "Polish October"

as little more than an episode in the struggle for power between different

factions of the apparatus.

2. Kadar's decision to rely exclusively on his own constitency of

middle-of-the-road Communists, keeping the dogmatists out of the way as

strictly as the revisionists.

3. A broad consensus of the population, which realized that, given

the circumstances and the unavoidable Russian domination, Kadar was the

best alternative Hungary had.

4. The fact that Kadar had to deal in Moscow with Khrushchev, a

man deeply involved in a fight against Stalinist and conservative elements

and more likely to support his own brand of revisionism in Hungary. If

Brezhnev and his comrades had been in charge in the Kremlin in the early

1960s, Kadar would have had a more difficult job. When they came to power,

it was too late to impose a sudden turn, and Kadar managed to maintain at

least the main elements of his line

In Czechoslovakia, the Soviet incer'iention achieved the desired

result, but after a rather long delay and with a substantial degree of

overkill, which reduced the benefits of the operation. The preservation

of the Dubcak leadership and of the achievements of the Prague spring

would undcubtedly have endangered Soviet hegemony in Eastern Europe. But

zt the same time the armed intervention in Czechoslovakia proved a greater

embarrassment to the Soviet Ution internationally, particularly in the
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( Communist movement, than the action in Hungary twelve years earlier.

Furthermore, Husak's leadership, his inability to develop new

Ideas and a constituency of his own in the Communist party, prevented him

from acting s Yadar had in Hungary or even as Comulka had in Poland.

The only road open to him led back to the Novotny era, to the Novotny

people, and to the old methods. This created more frustration and a

potentially unstable situation.

All three cases show that Soviet armed intervention, or the threat

of it, is still an important fact of life in Eastern Eruope. To be sure,

it is not an easy or automatic option. Some leaders who asked for such

an intervention to help them against their opponents--like Novotny in

1967--or to crush popular revolt--like Gomulka in 1970--were refused.

After all, what matters for the Kremlin is not the fate of a particular

leader (even that of an old and reliable friend), but the interests of

the Soviet Union; that is, the preservation of a pro-Soviet policy and

of an orthodox, Soviet-like Pocialism in the country concerned.

This being the case, Moscow will act without worrying about legality

or diplomatic considerations. An official pretext, such ai. an appeal for

help from at least some of the local leaders (like that of ladar in 3.956)

is desirable, but is not considered necessary. The Czechoslovak leaders

who Pupposedly asked Moscow for help wer ,. never clearly identified. The

so-called Brezhnev doctrine, implying that International law does not

apply to relations between Communist countries, vs developed for this

occasion. But the Hungarian intervention was carried out with oven

leas explanation. In Poland, on the other hand, there was no intervention,

though the presence of the Natolinista and their overt desire for Soviet

help offered a much better pretext for it. In the future, there is no

Z", . ._ --
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doubt that in an emergency or if it suited their interests, the Russians

would invade another Communist country with even less "legitimation."

When an intervention is decided upon, it is carried out with

•overwhelming forces, all the way to a complete victory. In CzechoslovaKia

as well as in Hungary, the Soviet command managed to concentrate enough

means to crush any resistance even when, as in the first case, the

probability of such resistance was slight. By the same token, it may be

assumed that an armed intervention against Gomulka in 1956, though a

political mistake, would probably have led nevertheless, after a violent

war and a long repression, to a normalized Natolinist regime, somewhere

in between the types headed by Husak and Kadar. Moscow would not have

stopped its action short of such an outcome.

The only exception to this typical behavior is the first armed

intervention in Budapest on October 24, 1956, which was carried out with

limited means and withoat a clear political objective. Moscow was then

reluctant to support Gero. It never repeated this kind of half-hearted

action.

The deterrent effect of a Soviet threat before an actual intervention

is limited, however. To be sure, the presence of Soviet forces in most

Eastern European countries usually keeps intraparty struggles among local

leaders from escalating into acute political crises. The leaders know from

past examples that they cannot contend for power--or maintain it if they

are already in command--without Moscow's backing. The more or less quiet

elimination of Walter Ulbricht in East Germany and of Gomulka in Poland

in 1970 and the fading away of the influence of the Moczar group in Poland

in the early 1970s have no other cause.
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If, however, intraparty struggle does escalate into an open crisis,

especially if public opinion actively favors one faction, Soviet diplomatic

and military pressure short of an actual intervention seems to have little

effect. Soviet military movements did not prevent the Poles from designating

Gomulka as their leader in 1956. They had little, if any, effect on Nagy

in Hungary and Dubcek in Czechoslovakia before November 4, 1956, and

August 20, 1968, respectively. One can see a sort of counterproductive

cycle, in which the more Moscow applies pressure for an orthodox Communist

leadership and a pro-Soviet climete in the target country, the stronger

is the anti-Soviet mood of the population of the country, which pushes leaders

toward nationalism and resistance. In Hungary Soviet reinforcements and

movements of troops in late October 1956 led Imre Nagy to withdraw from the

Warsaw Pact. In Czechoslovakia Soviet military preparation and maneuvers

were so constant that Dubcek failed to get the signal. Any new military

move was perceived as another political pressure, not as a real danger.

Western reaction in all three cases did not present Moscow with

problems. On the military side, there was nothing Western powers could

reasonably do to prevent the Soviet Union from acting at will in areas

that have clearly been in its sphere of influence since the late 1940s.

This was true in Poland, a country surrounded by Communist countries,

in Hungary, a neighbor of neutral Austria, and even in Czechoslovakia,

the only country under study in which there were no Soviet troops and which

shared a border with a NATO member.

The action in Crechosiovakia nevertheless clearly improved the.

Zast-West bclance of power in favor of Moscow. It added five Soviet

divisions to the twenty-six already stationed in Eastern Eur and,
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more important, it permitted a territorial connection between the forces

in East Germany and Poland--the Northern Group of Troops--and the forces

in Hungary--the Southern Group. This new contingent, which naturally took

.the name "Central Group," gave the Russians direct control of an area in

the heart of Europe that would lie vital in a conflict. After the withdrawal

of Soviet forces from Austria (1955) and Rumania (1958), it was the first

move in the opposite direction, to the west. This change, coinciding with

the first Soviet step toward nuclear parity with the United States (the

number of ICBMs was equalized in 1969) and with the beginning of a major

buildup of Soviet conventional forces, substantially reinforced the Soviet

military posture in Europe.

Moscow, however, had a political p-ice to pay after each intervention.

One consequence of the Hungarian operation was a return to the post-Stalin

status of East-West tension, a cancellation of the relative detente introduced

by the 1955 Geneva summit and the Austrian peace treaty. It took three

years to organize the first high-level meeting with the United States

(at Camp David in 1959). After 1968 the picture was different. In the

East the Czechoslovak intervention further exacerbated the Sino-Soviet

split and opened the way for China's rapprochement with the United States.

Nearly everywhere in the Communist ranks, Moscow suffered a new and probably

decisive deterioration of its image; this and the appearance of Solzhenitzyn's

books led to the so-called Eurocommunist deviation.

The Western governments, however, reacted more midly. The detente

process, started by France in 1966, continued nearly unimparied after 1968,

twitching to Germany with the beginning of Chancellor Brandt's Ost6olitik,

then to the United States with the Nixon-Brezhnev suu=nits of the early

1970s. And before that, the way was opened for SALT and the Conference on

.~~ ~~~ .OY .
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Security and Cooperatior, in Europe.

One lesson Soviet leaders may draw from those crises is that each

use of force inside their sphere of influence should be considered by them

on izs own merits and risks, not in terms of East-West tension or detente.

The desire for dialogue in the Western capitals will always be stronger than

the desire to punish aggression against countries already dominated by

the Kremlin.

-I
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Chapter 7

THE SINO-SOVIET BORDER CONFLICT

by Thomas W. Robinson

Since the border incidents of March 1903, the Soviet

Union and China have been at loggerheads militarily, and the

foreign policies of both, as well as that of the United States,

have changed immensely. Indeed, the policies and interrelations

of the three states underwent a major reorientation as a result

of those incidents and of the subsequent military buildups on

both sides of the Sino-Soviet border. It is unlikely, for instance,

that the rapprochement between China and the United States would

have advanced so far had the decline in Sino-Soviet relations not

been hastened by the 1969 events. Moreover, the entire international

system has been affected by Sino-Soviet-American policy changes, as

the fear-induced acceleration away from each other of China and

the Soviet Union helped give the system post-cold war "looseness."

This has meant that many states have felt no obligation to line

up with either the Eastern or the Western bloc Lr with the Chinese.

Border strife between Russia and China has also served as

a citalyst to induce the steady buildup of Soviet military strength,

in every department, during the last decade. Far from causing the

Soviet Union to shift its energies and attention away from the European

I
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theater and strategic nuclear competition with the United States,

the border incidents reinforced the Kremlin's determination to

protect itself militarily on all fronts. Moscow did not want to

be forced to choose among further investments in its traditional

Western front, in its strategic competition with the United

States, and in its new Chinese front. Finding itself with

increasing military productive capacity and the ability to control

the consumer demands of the still relatively docile Soviet

citizenry, the Kremlin leadership elected to greatly increase its

military investment on the Chinese front while not in the least

deviating from the steady European and strategic buildup. It was

this decision, taken directly (though not solely) as a result of

the worsening military situation with China that began a serious

arms race with the Chinese, led to the exacerbation by the mid-1970s

of Soviet-American tension in many areas, and brought about

significant changes in the relations of the three major powers and

in Asian regional politics.

This is not to say, of course, that one evznt--the border

clashes of March 1969--or the reaction to this event of the Russians

aor the Chinese was the sole cause of all the developments that

followed. But it does appear to have been the final link in a long

series of occurrences that persuaded policymakers in Moscow to take

major corrective steps in a number of disparate spheres. Given the
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importance of these changes, it is desirable to understand how

Moscow used its armed forces against Peking during and after

1969 and how the buildup of Soviet military capabilities was

caused by--and in turn affected--the decision tc confront China. l/

The Sino-Soviet Border Before 1969

Sino-Soviet border differences have a long history,

stretching back to the signing of the first treaties between Russia

and China in the seventeeth century. 2/ In the post-1949 period of

Communist rule in China, however, the border was not a probler, for

the two governments until after the Soviet and Chinese %,o-munist

parties had their initial falling-out in the late 1950s. Thus the

border issue was not one of the underlying causes of Moscow-Peking

difficulties. 3/ Nevertheless, the border was always potentially

a place where Sino-Soviet differences could be expressed, and this

did occur, for example, during the Cultural Revolution. Probably

there was always constant, if low-level, border tension that stemmed

from the differences in the two peoples, in the locations of the

Russian and Chinese population and industry, 'n the levels of

modernization on the two sides of the border, and in geogr&phy.

These could be made use of--or were themselves potential for trouble--

onze the two erstwhile allies parted company.

There were also specific border-related problems that fed the

general level of tension: differences (put aside until 1964) over

the exact location of the border and ownership of certain pieces of

real estate, especially of islands in the Amur-Ussuri river mytitem;

(
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issue c-ver the historic process of arriving at the treaties

defining the border (for instance, Peking's unequal treaties

argument); differences over treaty imolementation; and problems

of administering the border area, including river navigation

questions and the special problem of island ownership and riparian

rights in the Khabarovsk area. 4/ All of these issues were

purposely forgotten or were easily managed by the two sides until

the Sino-Soviet ideological split cracked the broader zoscow-

Peking military alliance irreparably. Then, all these residual

problems gradually reemerged and soon became active components of

serious Sino-Soviet differences. Adding the military dimension,

starting in about 1966, led to an increasing concentration on the

border problem. That problem, the product of the ideological

turmoil of the previous decade, finrlly became a cause in its own

right of further Sino-Soviet tension. It was only a matter of time

until things took a violent turn and brought out all the hitherto

dormant racial, historical, and irrationally emotional fears in both

capitals that have been so evident since 1969.

Border Incidents

Border incidents occurred with increasing frequency, beginning

in 1959 or 1960. The Russians allege that the number of Chinese

"systematic provocations" began to increase in Jur.e 1962. By 1967

border relations had become quite bad. Not only were there reports
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of a clash on the Ussuri in January 1967, but the Soviet Union

accused the Chinese of wildly provocative behavior during the

Cultural Revolution. Other incidents occurred on December 7-9

and 23, 1967, and in late January 1968 along the Amur an- the Ussuri, 5/

apparently continuing until the March 2, 1969, clash. The Russians

gradually evolved a procedure for dealing with them vithout

violence, a procedure that was in effect at Damansky Island in

March 1969.

Chinese complaints about Soviet border violations began

only with an "intruslon" on January 23, 1967, at Damansky Island.

Between that date and March 2, 1969, the Chinese claim, Soviet

troops intruded onto Damansky sixteen times (including eight

occasions during January and February 1969 eighteen times onto

Chili Ching Island (north of Damansky), and on "many occasions" onto

Kapotzu Island (south of Damansky), using "helicopters, armored cars,

and vehicles." The Chinese accused the Russians of "ramming Chinese

fishing boats, robbing Chinese fishing nets, turning high-pressure

hoses on Chinese fishermen . . . kidnapping Ch'nese fishermen,"

assaulting and wounding Chinese frontier guards and seizing arms and

&m*unition, and violating Chinese air space by overflights. Further,

the Chinese charged, tha Scviet Union sent tanks, armored cars, and

boats into Chinese territory, "drove out many Chinese Inhabitants

by force, demolished their houses and destroyed their means of

(
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production and household goods." Finally, the Chinese charged

that the Russians "provoked" a total of 4,189 border incidents

from October 15, 1964, when border negotiations broke down,

to March 1969. 6/ These referred to border reconnaissance by

the USSR and to evicting Chinese from areas it considered Russian

without taking lives. Soviet and Chinese charges, taken together,

indicate little more than run-of-the-mill incidents between

two unfriendly powers who disagree about some specifics or border

demarcation and who find the border a convenient region te express

the general tension. But each took the other's activities more

seriously as time went by. Tit-for-tat reprisals began after the

January (1967) Revolution phase of the Cultural Revolution and

lasted until early 1969.

Military DispositioQns and the Beginning of the Soviet Buildup

The "traditional" (long-term) disposition of forces along the

border had roughly balanced numbers of men--the Chinese having an

edge in the areas around Manchuria and the Russians having an

edge in the Sinkiang area--and a Soviet superiority in weapons and

logisrLcs. During Che decade of relative Sino-Soviet friendship that

ended in 1959, the Chinese neither worried about this overall disparity

nor were they in a position to challenge it, and the USSR never

made much of it. In the early 1960s, when Sino-Soviet ideological

separation came, force dispositions on both sides remained defensively
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oriented. The Soviet Union directed most of its attention to

Western Europe and the United States and its military investment

to the strategic arms race; China after 1960 renewed its faith in

guerilla tactics and defense in depth. The latter stationed

about fourteen infantry divisions in the north-east (e.g., Manchuria),

five divisions in Inner Mongolia, and five more in Sinkiang. The

last two areas also had two to three division-equivalents of border

guards, other nondivisional support elements, and the well-known

Production and Construction Corps, paramilitary units made up of

military-age youths in Sinkiang and Inner Mongolia. This gave the

Chinese a total of thirty-five to forty division-equivalents in the

military districts along the border, or somewhere between 420,000

and 450,000 men. 7/

Such dispositions of troops was determined both by Chinese

security needs and the availability of soldier.. The sizable

defensive force was located in the north-east because Peking was in

one of the military regions inclut' d in the northeast sector, the

area was very populous, Manchuria was China's major industrial base,

and the Korean situation was unsettled. For defense specifically

against the Soviet Union, fourteen divisions in the Shenyang Military

Region, backed up by forces in the Peking Military Region, allowed

the Chinese strategic flexibility. The large troop concentrations in

these regions necessarily limited the numbers of men available to

(
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serve in other locations. Hence the smaller forces in Mongolia

and Sinkiang. In Mongolia this presented no problem, since with

no Soviet presence Mongolia was no threat to China. Sinkiang,

on the other hand, required some military presence, since it housed

nuclear test facilities, strategic resources, and a not too friendly

minority population with a history of rebellion. Fortunately, the

topography--desert and mountains--allowed the more effective

placement of the pecessarily smaller numbers of troops.

As for the USSR, European Russia was where most of the

Russian population lived and where Soviet international political

involvement had been traditionally directed. A weak, friendly,

or neutral China (or, for most of the 1930s and 1940s, a neutral

Japan) encouraged the Russians to maintain only a thin line of

regular Red Army divisions east of Lake Baikal (except during the

period of Soviet-Japanese tension in 1937 and the buildup immediately

before the Soviet invasion of Manchuria in 1945). 8/ Until 1969

that meant only fifteen to seveuteen regular divisions (of which ten

%ere in a state of high combat seadiness) supplemented with contingents

of nondtvisionl forces and border guards. This gave the Chinese a

suostantial edge in numbzrs, since the Russians numbered only about

250,000 to 300,010 men, or twent, to twenty-four division-equivalents.

But the Soviet logistical picture was more favorable th.nI%
that of the ChInese, despite lon -ines of communication. The Trans-

Slberian Railway paralleled the Soviet-Chinese border for its entire
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length. Except in the northeast, the Chinese had no comparable

rail line. There were major Soviet military and air bases in the

area and sizable Soviet cities along the length of the railroad.

Again, the converse was true in China. Further, the Russians had

far better equipment than the Chinese--aircraft, tanks, artil1ery,

armored cars, and personnel carriers-and their comparatively good

surface and air mobility meant that they could bring large forces

to bear at a given spot much more quickly than the Chinese, who

moved largely on foot. So the Russians balanced Chinese numbers

with Soviet equipment and speed. Finally, in the event of conflict,

the Soviet Union could have brought substantial reinforcements from

European, central, and southern Russia, and its mobilization potential

for fully-equipped and trained soldiers was probably greater than

that of the Chinese.

Since the border incidents began in 1959 and annually increased

in number until 1969, both powers might have been expected to

augment their border forces in proportion to the frequency, location,

and severity of those incidents. But no large buildup occurred before

1967 on either side, nor were traditional force dispositions altered.

But beginning in late 1965, the Soviet forces-in-being were brought

to a higher state of readiness, equipped with better, and more, weaponry,

and their numbers augmented, if only marginally. The Russians also

began equipping their Far Eastern forces with missiles, including

surface-to-surface nuclear-tipped rockets, and several divisions in
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Central Asia were earmarked for eventual 6uty east of Lake Baikal.

Soviet media began to emphasize para-military training for citizens

in border regions. Finally, the Soviet Union signed a new defense

agreement with Mongolia which gave it the right to station troops

and maintain bases in that country. 9/

On the Chinese side, nothing of a similar scale was done.

The Chinese were in the throes of debating what sort of military

strategy tc pursue toward the American intervention in Vietnam.

Moreover, the power struggle preceding the Cultural Revolution had

resulted in purges in the army, notably of Chief-of-Staff Lo Jui-chl'ing,

and had weakened the armny despite Lin Piao's efforts to enhance

Chinese military prowess through learning Mao Tse-tung's thought.

It is true that by 1965 the Chinese were capable of producing most

armaments (excluding high performance aircraft And sophisticated

comnunications equipment) in sufficient quantity to supply the

regular forces of the People's Liberation Army (PLA), a capability

that prevented a major decline in Chinese military efficiency. But

the Vietnam War directed Chinese military attention primarily to its

southern flank, instead of its northern and western ones. The

Chinese were thus able to counter the Soviet buildup only marginally.

The year 1967 was one of Soviet decision. Border incidents

associated with the Cultural Revolution not only reached a new high

but took on, in Soviet eyes, increasingly ominous overtones, They

responded with a 20,000-man increase in the size of the border guard

force, large enough to elicit a public complaint from Chinese Foreign
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Minister Ch'en Yi. Moreover, the Soviet 11nion launched a campaign

to explain Sino-Soviet differences to its people and sent high-

level military figures on inspection tours of Far Eastern troop

contingents. The major aspect of t~ae Soviet buildup, ho'vever,

was the decision to station strong military units on Mongolian

soil, a deployment begun sometime after the signing of the twenty-

year Sefense pact im January 1966 and shifted into high gear Li

1967. By November 1967 several divisios, armed with tarks and

missiles,were occupying permanent bases in Mongolia.

In the summer of 1968 the Russians held their first large

maneuvers in Mongolia and completed a rail line between Chita.

a major Soviet military base, and Choibalsan, Mongolia's second

largest city, where a new Soviet base was established. Soviet

strength inside Mongolia was estimated at six divisions,

including oue tank division. The magnitude of this buildup

upset the balance of power Letween the two states' forces. The

Chinese did their best to redeploy their own forces in response.

After the Soviet-Mongolian maneuvers, several Chinese divisions

were redeployed to the Sovie.-Mongolian border and significant

nuubers of artillery pieces were redeployed from the Fukien region.

Finally, with the Cultural Revolution drawing to a c3ose, the

Chinece began again to stass the importance of the Production

and Construction Corps. In all, the Chinese increased their

capability in the Northeast and in Inner Mongolia by four or five

Iv
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divisions, making the total forty in both areas, as against

the thirty-five or thirty-six divisions in the traditional

orientation. The Chinese also tightened their border security

in response to similar Soviet mores. 10/

Four conclusions emerge from this analysis of comparative

border strengths before 1969. First, for long periods a rough

balance of forces existed in the military regions on the Sino-

Soviet border, trading Chinese numerical superiority for Soviet

equipment and mobility alvantages, and balancing Chinese troop

concentrations in Manchuria with Soviet defense bases along the

Amur and in Central Asia. Second, the balance changed around 1965,

when the Soviet Union began to improve the quality and, to some

extent, the quantity of its forces. Third, the balance seems to

have been definitely upset by the movement after 1966 of Soviet

troops and equipment into Mongolia and close to the Sino-Mongolian

border. Soviet maneuvers in particular caused the Chinese to transfer

additional, though still marginal, troops and equipment to Inner

Mongolia and Masichurie. Last, increased patrolling by both sides

and the exigencies of the Cultural Revolution caused rising tension

all along the border. Although by early 1969 the impending end

of the Cultural Revolution promised to subtract a disraptive and

potentially dangerous element, the Soviet buildup more than offset

that possibility and probably made the Chinese fear the future.-.
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t ' " 1/
The March 1969 Military Clashes on the Ussuri

The many incidents aloug the border after early 1969 may

be divided into the very small--but Important--group whose

immediate cause probably can be traced to Chinen military

initiatives and the much la ger group that available evidence

indicates were due to Soviet action. There are little data on

most of those incidents after the first two in March 1969, which

is unfortunate, since there is a fundamental difference between

those two and most of the subsequent occurrences. Whereas the

March 2 incident seems, on balance, to have been perpetrated by

the Chinese and the March 15 incident by the Soviet army to punish

the Chinese for the earlier "transgression," almost all subsequent

actions were Soviet-initiated activities designed to supvort

concurrent diplomatic initiatives, to test Chinese military

reaction, or to pin the Chinese back during the period of Soviet

military buildup. These later incidents have been relatively

numerous and show the character of deliberate Soviet use of force.

Yet since the data necessary to draw firm conalusions about the

nature of those incidants is lacking, I shall concentrate on

only the first two Sino-Soviet clashes, presuming that they have

enough in common with the rest to permit extrapolation. I will

also examine the imbalance and the uneven pace of the respective

Soviet and Chinese military buildups and related foreign policy.

activities to judge the wider effects of the Soviet use of force

after March 1969.

.4

/ . ,
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On March 2 a skirmish took place at Damansky Island between

Soviet and Chinese frontier formations. More than thirty Soviet

border guards and an unknown number of Chinese soldiers were killed

or wounded. Tension all along the border rose quickly and both

armies increased their state of readiness. On March 15 at the

same location there was a second, larger clash with greater loss

of life. Whereas the first battle had lasted two hours, the second

took nine hours. Both sides used heavy weapons. The Chinese

reportedly lost several hundred men, the Russians an unspecified

number. Sino-Soviet relationr entered a new and dangerous stage.

Incidents, if not actual military clashes, began to be reported

all along the border and lasted until the famous September meeting

at the Peking airport between Premiers Chou En-lai and Alexei

Kosygin.

Damansky Island is in the Ussuri River, which forms the

boundary between the Soviet Union and China, about 180 miles south-

west of Khabarovsk. The Chinese claim the island was once a part of

the Chinese bank, became separated by erosion of the river, and

during low water in late sumer can be reached on foot from the

Chinese shore. The main channel of the Ussuri passes to the east

of the island. The river at this point is wide and the river-arm

(as the Chinese call it) or the channel (the Soviet term) appears to

be nearly as wide, and may be as deep at high water, as the channel

on the east. From the location of navigation markers on the

".
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two shores and the curvature of the river, ships appear to traverse

the eastern channel. The icland itself is uninhabited, although

Chinese fishermenused it for drying their nets and both nations

have done some logging on it. About one mile in length and one-

third mile wide, it is flooded during the spring thaw. The island

is largey wooded, with some open areas, and rises to twenty feet

above the water. There is extensive marshland on the Soviet side

of the river, which in winter forces Russian vehicles to detour

about two miles before they can move onto the ice toward the island.

In March 1969 the river was frozen nearly solid, and multiton

vehicles could be driven over the ice.

The characteristics of the immediate area are similar to

those elsewhere on the Ussuri: boggy marshes along both sides,

low elevation though slightly higher on the Chinese side, sparse

population along the river front, and poor land for agriculture.

The meager Soviet population is concentrated farther inland, along

'the Vladivostok-Khabarovsk sector of the Trans-Siberian Railway

and the road that parallels it. Chinese settlements in this area

of the river are even more sparsely populated. Most of the border

incidents In the area before March 2 took place on two larger and
more important islands, Kirkinsky and Buyan, situated to the north

and south respectively. However, Damansky had previously been the

xcene of several near-vlolent meetings between groups of Soviet

( and Chinese frontier guards.

I.
t 1

*
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The Soviet Union maintained two border outposts in the

area, one just south and the other Just north of t1'e island. The

southern post had the disadvantage that its line of sight does

not intlLde the island itself (although the river-arm and the

Chinese bank coulc be seen) and thus on-the-spot patrolling was

necessary to determine Chinese presence on the island. The

Chinese border post, named Kung-szu after the local Chinese

settlement,was located on a hillock directly across from the island.

On the night of March 1-2, a mixed group of about three

hundred Chinese frontier guards and regular soldiers dressed in

white camouflage crossed the ice from the Chinese bank to

Dama:u3ky Island, dug foxholes in a wooded area overlooking the

southernmost extremity, laiV telephone wire to the command post

en the Chinese bank, and lay down for the night on straw mats.

St etime early in the morning, the duty man at the Soviet outpost

south of the island reported activity on the Chinese bank. Around

11:00 a.m. a group Nf twenty or thirty armed Chinese were seen

moving toward the island, shouting Maoist slogans as rhey went.

The outpost commander, Streinikov, and in undetermined number of

h*s subordinates set off for the southern ertremitv of the island

in two armored personnel carriers, a truck, and a command car.

Arriving on the islind (or perhao3 remaining on the ice covering

the river-aiw vest of the island) a few minutes later, Streluikov

wnd seven or eight others dlemcunted %nd moved out to warn the

oncoming Chinese, as they had reveral times previously. Following
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a procedure de'eloped for such occasions, the Russians strapped

their autovatic rifles to their chests (:eports differ: some say

they left their weapons behind) and linked arms to prevent the

hinese from passing. A verbal altercation may havw taken place

at this point. In any case, the Chinese arrayed themselves in

rows and appeared to be unarmed. But when the Chinese had

advanced to about t-werty feet from the Russian Group, the first

row suddenly scattered to the side, exposing the second line of

Chinese, who quickly pulled submachine guns from under their

coats and opened fire on tho Russians. Strelnikov and six of his

companions were killed outright. Simultaneously, from an ambush

t, the Russians' right, the three hundred Chinese in foxholes also

opzned fire, catching the entire Russian unit by surprise.

Mortar, machine gun, and anticank gunfire also comenced at that

moment from he Chinese side. The Chinese apparently then charged

the Russians and hand-to-hand fighting ensued. The Soviet unit

was overrun, and the Ch!nse (according to Soviet charges) took

nmbeteen prisoners and killed them on the spot. ruty also ca :rie1

away Soviet equipment, which they Uter put on display.

Seeing the battle, Senior Lieutenant lubenin, head of

the northern oupost, and nearly his entire coaamnd set out for

the scene. Racing up in an armored car, he succeeded in gaining

the right flank of the Chinese, forcing them to divide tteir fire.

But he alao found himself in the middle of the island In the ambush

.4
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that the Chinese had prepared for Strelnikov (who had not proceeded

that far). Bubenip's vehicle was hit and disabled, and he himself

was wounded and ihell-shocked. Ee managed to get into another

armored car and direct the battle from it. A series of melees

ensuied, wi.th charges by both sides. Finally, the Russians state,

they pinned down, for a time surrounded, ane then forced the retreat

to their own side of the bank of the remaining fifty or sixty

Chinese. The Chinese took all their wounded with them, although

they left behind some equipment. The entire battle lasted about

two hours, and the Russians were so short-handed that civilians

had to be pressed into service as ammunition bearers. Although

both sides claimed victory, neither Russian nor Chinese forces

r;mained permanently on the island after the battle, although the

Soviets periodically moved off and on at will (later, they were

veported to have abanioned it altogether to the Chinese).

The battle on March 15 was somewhat different. Preparations

on both sides were much more complete, forces were larger, losser

were higher, and the engagement lasted much longer. There vas also

no element of surprise. In cortraat to the encounter on March 2,

it is not clear who began the battle on the 15th. Soviet and Chinese

sources differ, of course, and the Soviet documentation is again

more voluminous. This time the Runsian case is much lss convincing,

and the moral overtone present in reports of the earlier battle Is

muted, if not entirely absent. Both sides probably had built up their

forces in the intervening fortnight, intending to wrest permanent
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control of the island away from the other or, failing that, to

deny the other side its unhindered use.

Apparently the Russians increased the frequency of their

patrols of the island after March 2. They still did not station

a permanent force on the island, however, lest the Chinese zero

in an them with artillery and mortar. A small scouting party did

spend the night of March 14-15 on the island, and i: is possible

that this group was used to lure the Chinese into a frontal attack.

The Chinese say that the other side sent "many" tanks to the

island and the river-arm ice about 4:00 a.m. on the 15th,

attacking Chinese guards on patrol. It is not clear why such a

large force would be needed to attack a patrol. The Russians

state that their own early-morning patrol, consisting of two

armored cars, discovered a group of Chinese lodged on the island,

who had allegedl, sneaked over the previous night. Whatever the

cause, the battle began in earnest around 9:45 or 10:00 a.m., with

mortar an artillery fire from the Chinese bank and, by 10:30, heavy

fire frum th'-ee points on the Chinese bank.

The Chinese now threw more than a regiment (around 2,000 men)

into the fray, charging across the ice and gaining possession of

at least part of the island. When they saw this wave of Chinese,

the Kucsirns sought to block their advance w.th fire from machine

Suns mounted on armored personnel carriers, but moved br.ck, either

off the island or to its tantern extremity, wben they saw that the

Chinese had a clear superiority in numbers. (Russian accounts speak
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of a ratio of ten Chinese to every Russian.) The Chinese directed

intense artillery fire not only at the Soviet troops but also at

the eastern channel of the river spearating the island frow the

Soviet bank, hoping to slow or stop the movement of heavy vehicles

over the ice. The Russians, adopting tactics used by the Americans

in the Korean War, allowed the Chinese to advance, and then

counterattacked irith large numbers of tanks, annored cars, and

infantry in armored personnel carriers. Soviet artillery, brought

in since the March 2 incident, launched a fierce barrage at 1:00

p.m., raking Chinese positions as far inland as four miles. Three

such attacks were mounted, each breaking through the Chinese

positions. The first -wo faltered when amnunition was gone. The

third apparently broke up the Chinese position on the island, and

the Chinese retreated to their own bank, tzking their dead and

wounded. The Russians state that they did not follow up the Chinese

retreat iith large-scale garrisoning of the island, although they

continued intense pacrolling. The bszie was over at 7:00 p.m.,

having lasted more than nine hours. The Russianc lost about sixty

men (including the border post comander) and the ChinesE eight-

hundred both figares probebly including dead a:d wounded. The

uumber of Soviet casualties was probably lowsr because the Russians

had an advantage in tactics and armament, as well as having planned

their movements in advance.

-,--%-
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Soviet Strategy between March and September 1969

Beginning with the second Damansky incident, the Soviet Union

put into practice a new strate'/e tcward ':he Chinese. Summed up by

4 the Western terr, "coe.rcive lite! .v.c?." the changed strategy sought

to combine diplociatic snul rilitn:y t.r-E-ssure in an effott to make

the Chinese see not oaf.y 1he dci .rability of settling the border

problem itself, but also the pos3TblAty cf using a bord..r settlement

as the basis f-r an al: cuund impro i=ment in relsulons. It is true

that tv.-e was an app.. ":w t ntrac..zou in ts. tk, iialves of this

new if. means ot politIco-mi'Lrary co':7.-Lon the Soviet

Union droe C;i, first to the bargdining table and then to the

signing of a n=e; bord- .-- aty, the Ch.nese -ould probably not have

been disposed to tze the next step of 1i2prving or even discussing

the. improvement of relations in other areas. Nonetheless, the

Soviet leaders did oake up theA.r minds to try to push the Chinese

into renewed border talks as an important goal in itself, and

evidently hoped that the Chinese would see the eventual wisdom

of signing - new border treaty az at !-ti . talking about other

outstanding issues. Coercion along the border thus had more than

one purpose: on the one hand, an attempt to solve a particular and

Important rAblem in Soviet-Chinee interstate relations,and on

the other, a L-eans ol '.a!&ing" to -the Chinese about the desirability

of r-sol4ing other ideclogical and national differences. Apparently

the Russians determined that "success" on the border issue (border
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talks leading to a negotiated treaty settlement or to a joint

statement that the border issue was considered settled) was

worth pursuing in its own right, even if it was achieved at a

cost, in the short term, of lack of progress on other issues.

The Russians took another risk in employing coercive

diplomacy. Their diplomatic moves were of necessity accompanied

by punishing military actions at the border and by threats of

more severe military actions to follow. And, they also felt it

necessary to strengthen their forces along the entire length of

the Soviet-Mongolian-Chinese border not merely to give support

to the new politico-military campaign but, more important, to

deter and defend against any repetition of the first Damansky

incident. The Russians sought to control the local situation by

absolute superiority in tactical conventional forces and the

strategic situation by absolute superiority in combined forces,

including nuclear arms. This means a huge buildup of forces against

China in every category, which would dislocate the Soviet economy

and push Peking toward the West. To preserve Soviet security in the

narrow sense, then, Moscow took a chance that it could handle any

long-term Chinese response and any shorter-term anti-Soviet

realignment of political forces. In retrospect, that may seem not

to have been a worthwhile gamble: border security was assured but

at the cost of China's fear and hostility, its resolve to modernize

... .. .. ..
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its economy and military to counter the Soviet Union directly,

lack of the border treaty that was the secondary object, and the

threat of an anti-Soviet entente composed of all the other

powerful states in the world headed by the United States and China. 12/

To demonstrate to the Chinese their resolve on the

border question, from April on the Russians not only brought up

a large volume of military reinforcements--both troops and equipment--

but also began to use the military superiority thus created to

initiate (or take advantage of) "incidents" to serve as signals to

the Chinese of the seriousness of the Russian intent. A series

of such incidents, amounting to a campaign supported by hints of

nuclear attack and other uitoward consequences, occurred during

the late spring and throughout the suer of 1969 and peaked in

late August. Publicly admitted clashes took place on April 16, 17,

and 25, May 2, 12-15, 20, 25, and 28, June 10-11, July 8 and 20,

and August 13; nnd the two governments charged each other with having

perpetrated dozens of other incidents. By September China had

charged the Soviet Union with 488 "deliberate" violations of the

frontier from June through August, and the Russians had accused the

Chinese of 429 violations In June and July alone. 13/ Although the

Chinese, unlike the Russians, did not provide details of their side

of these stories--which under othei circumstances would lead to the

suspicion that Peking was the initiating side--Soviet accounts lacked

the convincing degree of authenticity of their portrayals of the

12
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two earlier episodes. The more interesting faRt is that the

publicized affairs took place in widely scattered locations along

the border: some on the Ussuri River, scene of the March events,

some on islands in the Amur River, some along the Sino-Mongolian

border, and some in the Sinkiang-Kazakhstan region not far from

the Chinese nuclear test site at Lop Nor and the historic

Dzungarian Gates invasion route between the two countries.

Because the Chinese military were preoccupied with

political and administrative matters associated with the Cultural

Revolution, and the Soviet Union not only enjoyed strategic

superiority, but also had hinted that it would take drastic

measures if China did not cease its provocations and reconvene

the border talks, it is difficult to image that it was the Chinese

who took the military initiative. Although in some instances

Chinese forces on the spot may have taken the offensive to forestall

anticipated attack, it is doubtful in view of these relative

weaknesses, that this was Chinese strategy in general. Rather,

the period before September 11, 1969, when Chou and Kosygin met

at the Peking airport, must be seen as a textbook case of the use

b Moscow of tombined political, military, and propaganda means to

forc Peking to take an action--renew the talks--it otherwise resisted

and to teach it not to attempt more surprises like that at Damansky.

These Soviet military actions accompanied a series of

diplomatic notes setting forth in detail the Soviet position on the
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border problem and suggesting that all points of difference could

be settled by agreeing upon a mutual and definitive border treaty,

The Rueians repeated the terms set forth in the abortive 1964

talks and parried each Chinese counterargument with historical or

ideological points of their rwn, all the while coordinating diplomatic

notes with military action. 14/

The most interesting and threpteni-" aspect of the politico-

military campaign was the ,.iv.,et hint of nuclear attack against

China and its linkage in timing and publicity with a serious border

incident in August and with the peak of Moscow's diplomatic campaign

to bring the Chinese back to the negotiating table. The hint was

conveyed indirectly by former Soviet news correspondent Victor Louis

in the September 18 London Evening News but Western intelligence

sources had known of it in mid-August. The Russians %lso let it

be known that they had sounded out their Warsaw Pact allies on the

possibility of a nuclear strike. It is doubtful whether the Soviet

Union had any intention of actually carrying the threat, in view

of the necessary magnitude o.f such a nuclear attack and its

consequences for Moszow's relations with every other country, as

well as the very high level of radiation-induced casualties that

vould have been suffered by all the other states of Northeast Asia

downwind from the Chinese nuclear test facilities, missile deployment

sites, and airfields.

But this carefully orchestrated mixture of threat, military
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action, and diplomatic initiative did have its intended effect

on the Chinese: in early Septembez they agreed, apparently ander

extreme Soviet pressure, to allow Kosygin to meet Chou in Peking

on September 11. (Kosygin had attempted to meet Chou at Ho Chi

Minh's funeral in Hanoi, but Chou deliberately left for Peking

before Kosygin was due to arrive. Kosygin therefore returned to

the Soviet Union, but when he landed in Soviet Central Asia on

his way back, he received word from Moscow that the Chinese had

finally agreed to receive him and that he should change his plans

and fly to Peking. 15/) Although no official announcement was

made of what transpired at the Peking airport, semiauthoritative

s)urces report that both uides agreed to cease armed provocaticns

along the border; immeiiatel7 resume border negotiations, suspended

since 1964, at the deputy ministerial level; restore diplomatic

relations up to the ambassadorial level; and step up trade and

economic relations. Apparently Peking agreed to these "suggestions,"

despite Chinese efforts to wriggle out of a resumption of talks

through counterproposals on September 18 and October 6. 16/ Border

negotiations resumed in Peking on October 20.

Before going on to the post-September 1969 period, it is

well to summarize Soviet and Chinese policies from March to September.

The Russian strategy was two-pronged. Soviet diplomatic notes

suggested restoring relations up to the ambassadorial level, Increasing

trade, opening talks on the resolution of Ideological differences,

and settling the border question through compromise. Resolution of
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these questions would obviously constitute a qualitative improvement

in Sino-Soviet relations. Soviet actions, on the other hand,

were threatening: continual drubbings along the border, possibly

striking Chinese nuclear facilities, and the hint of detaching

border provinces (particularly Sinkiang) frou the Chinese body

politic and turning them into Mongolias. Perhaps the Russians

were not serious about major military activities, but it is much

more likely that they were following a strategy of parallel military

and diplomatic escalation, postponing a choice between them until

forced by events.

The Russians' strategy arose from their wish to avoid facing

over the long run an increasingly powerful and unfriendly China

in Asia while they were immersed in managing difficult problems

in Eastern Europe and sustaining strategic and crisis-management

competition with the United States throughout the world. It seemed

best to attempt to address the "China problem" before it became

unmanageable. Since the border question was of immediate strategic

concern and was the only means of influencing the Chinese directly,

it ias decided to force this issue, at least to do whatever was

necessary to bring the situation under Soviet control. The Russians

hoped that proposals for improvement in relations would take some

of the bitterness out oi the pill the Chinese would have to wallow,

proqide the basis for longer-term (that is, post-Maoist) improve ent

in relations, supply a propaganda cover for military action taken

%nd contemplated, and establish a fall-back position in case the
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carrot-and-stick border strategy did not work.

Chinese strategy, born of weakness, was to reject, delay,

or ignore both parts of the Russian strategy. Seeing the

Russian buildup and feeling its effects, the Chinese undertook

a policy of gradual diplomatic retreat. Their note of May 24

dropped the previous de facto opposition to negotiations (their

pronouncements had always stressed the desirability of such talks

and blamed the Russians for their breakdown) and conceded that the

abortive 1964 negotiations might now be resumed. Their presence

at the Ussuri-Amur border talks in Khabarovsk from June to August

and their willingness to sign a one-year navigation agreement with

the Russians constituted two further steps toward negoLiations.

Pinally, after the Peking airport meeting in September, the Chinese

not only accepted the Soviet bid to resume full-scale negotiations

but also, in their note of October 8, dropped the one condition that

had been the primary obstacle to agreement in 1964--that the Russians

agree on the "unequalness" of the historic series of treaties defining

the border before there could be any further movement toward a new

treaty. These noncessions made it appear that, procedurally and

substantively, little separated the two parties from quick and final

agreement except horse-trading some unimportant river islands and

small amounts of territovy on the Sinkiang.-Tadzhik border.

After the negotations began, however, the Chinree backed

away from this advanced position and threw up a further obstacle

by demanding that the Russians join in mutually withdrawing military
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forces at least fifty kilometers from the border. The trick was

to convince the Russians that, through minor (but reversible)

changes in the Chinese positioan, a negotiated solution to the

border problem was not entirely out of the question. The Chinese

felt they had no choice but to go along with the Soviet proposals

for resuming negotiations. They concluded it was better to buy

off the Russians in the short run through negotiations that, like

those conducted in 1964, they had no intention of carrying to

conclusion on Soviet terms. 18/

Soviet Strategy after September 1969

The Chou-Kosygin meeting in Peking signaled the successful

conclusion of Moscow's strategy of coercing the Chinese back to

the negotiating table and of cuhv'iaLing them that any further

disruptive behavior along the border would be to their disadvantage.

Although the talks were not productive and the Chinese could be

said to have attained their own goal of preventing higher levels of

Soviet violence, border incidents were no longer a major contributing

factor to continued Sino-Soviet animosity. The record shows clearly

that, after the talks began, publicly reported incidents declined to

a frequency of one to three a year and were much less severe, Several

of these were clearly associated with training exercises of one

side to which the other side chose to react; others were evidently

Intentional probings of the opposition's defenses. With the large

increase in troop dispositions along the frontier after March 1969,

'Al4 = -2
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this steep decline in publiclv reported incidents can only

indicite t:at both sides agreed, tacitly or exnlicitly, to cariy

out the relevant clause of the Soviet proposal of Sepiember 11

(and tne Chine3e proposal of October 8, 1969),to maintain the

status qui along the frontier until the exact location of tne

boundary was agreed upon and delimiced,zo avoid armed conflicts

and to stop -en'ing f:res:. !nto 'sputJ arvau or to aisengage

forcer that had p-netrated those sreas-

In general, the impression after September 1969 is of a

border closely guarded by both sides. Etch side took extreme

precautions to prevent accidental local clashes and avoided

escalaion to !he use of more dectructive weapon s'stems and of

forger number; of men. Ir must cases, regular army units were not

engaged, at least if one believes tLe Soviet accounts are accurate

(the Chi' ese version is usually either lacking in detail or missing).

The forces engaged were KGB-cnntrolled border troops on the Soviet

side and probably similar formations of Production and Construction

Corps units on the Chinese side.

Relative quietude along the frontier thus stemmed from

the Peking agreemanc (whether tacit or Tiegotiated), the military

buildup on both sides, and tLe safety valve of periodic border

negotiations. Neither alde wished to engage the other frequently,

although occasioral deliberate forays tested thc defenses of the

opposition. Each charged the other with this sort of activity-the

Russians accusing the Chinese of conduzting training operations only
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meters fr* the Mongoli.rn bouidary and the Chinese charging

the Russians with flying aircraft seeral kilometers into

Chinese territory--but neither seems to have reacted violently

to such movements, The danger of escalation and the density of

troops along the frontier vre tca high for punitive measures.

The small number of publicized incidents araounted to

one side's putting a toe across the line (or patrolling disputed

areas at times and in ways slightly different from those tacitly

agreed upon) and then quickly withdrawing it. It is quite

posslblk that the two sidel agreed to suppress news of further

incidents. In 1974, for instance, there were rumors and allegations

of a large clash on tlt- Sinkiang-Kazakhstan bordcr, 19/ and in

Novemter of that ycar both Moscow and Peking denied Western

reports of five batt'.es along the Sine-Mongolian frontier. 20/

The location of ieported incidetits has varied. In the Sinkiang-

Kazakhatan region, alleged incursions almost invariably occurred

in the Pzun3arian Gates area: and along the Amur-Ussuri boundary,

the islands of disputed oi'r.,.;.ship were the scene of alleged clashes,

but not the shoreline. The exact location of alleged incidents

an the Sino-Mongolian frontier is difficult to determine because

naither side chose t^ publicize them.

There were a number of other specific occurrences r'alated

to border tension: the seizure and expulsion of two Soviet

diplomats in Peking in i 4 on spy charges; 21/ the detention in China,

and later the release, of L Soviet helicopter and Its crev after

q
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the Russians alleged it had lost its bearings and run out of fuel

while on a medical evacuation mission; 22/ Soviet refusal, until

1974, to allow Chinese ships to navigate the Kazakevichevo channel

near Khabarovsk without permission during the summer low-water

season; 23/ s maritime accident off Hainan: 24/ slowness or inability

to come to agreement on the yearly river navigation agreements;

and a Soviet show of force in early 1978. 25/ Each of these was

an additional indicator of the trouble on the border and therefore

of Sino-Soviet relations in general--and a gauge of the degree of

progress, or lack thereof, of the Peking border talks and of Soviet

strategy.

More broadly, each side took precautions in the regions on

its own side of the boundary to build up the economy and population,

....±est in infrastructure, cement the loyalty of local native

peoples to the national government, and send out from its core area

(especially in the Chinese case) large numbers of people from the

dominant ethnic group. On the Soviet side, the government offered

monetary incentives t settlers willing to relocate near the boundary,

began construction of the Baikal-Amur Mainline railway, placed

farming communities on previously uninhabited (or fitfully inhabited)

riverine islands, sought to prove that disputed areas had long been

occupied by peoples now part of the Soviet Union, changed names of

border towns to more Slavic-sounding ones, and in general accelerated

Siberian development ts much as possible.
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Apparently the Soviet Union also harbored renewed ambition

for making Sinkiang a buffer state like Moagoliasince there

were persistent reports that the authorities were organizing a

Free Turkestan movement, complete with its own military force and

composed of those who had fled Sinkiang in the 1962 Ili disturbances.

Based in Alma-Ata and led by, among others, General Zunun Taipov,

a former Sinkiang Uigur leader of long standing, this scheme

peaked in the early 1970s. 26/ Thezeafter it seems to have

received less Soviet support, as the Chinese sent in large numbers

of former members of the Red Guard, boosting the proportion of

Han Chinese in the population to ever half of the nearly ten

million inhabitants. The Russiani charged the Chinese with

forcibly assimilating border minority peoples, especially in Inner

Mongolia, where an uprising was allegedly quelled by the use of

tanks and artillery. The Chinese also sent 150,000 former members

of the Red Guard into Heilungkiang to augment the Production and

Construction Corps and began a major archaelogical effort to prove

that border regions historically have been part oZ China.

The Military Duildup

These efforts, important though they were, -were second in

importance to the military buildup by both sides. The forces were

augmented at different times so that, in the early 1970s, the

Soviet Union was able to emplace a much more powerful force than the

Chinese (although not larger in number), arousing Chinese fears of
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Russian aggressive military acts. But after 1972 the Chinese began to

send to the border sufficient reinforcements--me and weapons-to make a

major Russian ground offensive very costly. Still later, in 1976 and

after, continuation of the Soviet buildup in sophisticated weapons,

communications, and nuclear missiles combined with increasing Chinese

military backwardness (the product of neglect during the Cultural Revolution)

tc produce an even greater irbalance in favor of the Soviet Union. The

Chinese buildup, which by ?.975 was thought to have evened the balance

sufficiently to prevent Soviet military actions in or threats against China,

only betrayed Peking's military weakness. This resulted in a flurry of

Chinese military purchase missions in Europe, Peking's extreme diplomatic

tilt toward the United States and Japan, and the promineuce given the

military componet of the post-Maoist modernization drive.

It is difficult to accurately describe the size nd quality of

I opposing forces: authoritative estimations 27/ depend not inly on unavail-

able data about the actual number of men along the border, their specific

location, their weapo:is and their logistic backup, but also on such

qualitative estimates as the strategy and tactics of the two sides, their

morale and training3, and specific assumptions about war initiation and

goals. Much of the effort to estimate the qualitative iactors turng out to

be unnecessary. however, because neither side intends to launch a major land

offensive againat the other (either to overthrow the other's government or

to seize large pkrts of its territory) and because the nuclear retaliatory

capability of both sides is so high.

Moscow was generally alarmed at Chinese behavior at Damanaky and

after, which it attributed to Cultural Revolution ercmses and to Mao Tse-tung's

perfidy. Soviet leaders thereforo resolved to garriso their (and the
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Mongolians') border with China heavily enough to make a repetition of the

March 1969 events very costly to Peking and to use the threat of more

videspread military action to force the Chinese to settle the border issue

on its merits as the Soviet leaders understood them. Hence, the Russians

increased the number of divisions in the border regions from fifteen

understrangth formations to over forty at higher levels of readiness;

provided them with the most advanced equipment, including nuclear missiles

and tactical warhea6s; filled out the border troop divisions; e4gaged in

constant patrolling of land and water; undertook augmented civil defense

riasures in cities within Chinese nuclear range (which included more and

U07 : the Soviet Union with each passing year); and initiated a massive

..astruction program to lay the necessary logistical base for a large,

permanent border force.

Considered by the Russians a set of defensive measures, the program

nonetheless could be, and was, construed by the Chinese as threatening.

Because Peking was innately suspicious of Moscow for ideological reasons

and because it had to judge the Soviet military machine by its capabilities

and perceived tactics (which are often offensive), the Chinese were forced

to Increase the size, change the aisposition, and upgrade the equipment

of their own formations. The Immediate cost was high: the Cultural

Revolution had to be curtailed; the People's Liberation Army bad to divide

itself between politico-industrial administration and trainimk and defense

dutien; support of such allies as Pakistan in 1971 and North Vietnam until

1974 had to take second place to opposing the Soviet threat; couprotisea

had to be mae- with the United States over the Taiwan issue t alleviate

the posslblAy of a two-front conflict; and China's policy toward every
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issue aud nation had to be governed on the basis of their relation 
to the

Sino-Soviet conflict. The Chinese did match the Soviet increase in

manpower if not in modernity of equipment (although they were unable 
to

sand significant additional ground divisions to the border regions 
until

1972, four years after the Runsian buildup began). Peking also increased

the delense budget; mobilized lnrge numbers of urban youths to serve in the

Production and Construction Corps in the northern and western provinces;

strengthened the militia program; and began a crash civil defense effort,

including the well-knowu tunnel networks in major cities. Finally, Peking

made a number of administrative changes in provincial boundaries, one of

which was the division of Inner Mongolia among its neighbors allegedly

for defense purposes. By 1974 these changes had gone some distance to

redressing, if only temporarily, the 1969 imbalance of forces.

Equally Important, the Chinese continued to develop their nuclear

and missile program but changed its direction: more effort was made to

counter the Soviet menace by concentrating on short and medium (3,000-mile)

range missiles, forgoing the development of intercontinental range missiles

expected by the Americans, and deploying them in diverse, semihardened

locations capable of reaching most large Soviet cities-even, after 1976,

Moscow. Moreover, the production and -testing of nuclear weapons continued,

and, through incraased production capacity and the use of older jet bombers, by

the aid-1970. a significant air-delivery capability existed3. China

dispersed these Aircraft and weapons around the full complement of about

two hundred Chinese bases reasonably near the Soviet border, thereby ensuring

that a Soviet preemptive strike could not dcstroy Chinese recaliatory

ability without risking o~lAterstion of a sizable number of Soviet cities.

,,- '.-".a7 o -
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It is difficult to describe and evaluate the details of Soviet and

Chinese dispositions. Not only are particulars closely held by both sides

for obvious reasons, but force composition varies with the circumstances

postulated, measurement of forces and their locations by outside authorities

varies from year to year, and manpower figures signify increasingly less

as sophisitcated weaponry is deployed. It is usually stated that the Soviet

Union had by 1975 built its ground forces up to a level of forty-five

divisions, including two in Mongolia, with others in the Trans-Baikal

Military District a-uailable for quick reinforcement. This remained

relatively stable through mid-1978 (forty-three divisions, including three

in Mongolia). Only about one-third of these were in the highest category

of readiness. But thanks to the heavy investment in logistics,

const-uction, and pre-positioning of equipment that had taken place

since 1969, many more divisions could be brought in without too much effort.

Much the same %ould be said of the Chinese. By 1975 they had about

fifty Main Force divisions in the Shenyang and Peking Military Regions,

fifteen in the Lanchow Military Region, and perhaps eight in Sinkiang. By

1976 these had increased to kbout sixty-seven Main Toyce divisions in the

first two regions, and they remained relatively stable thereafter. As in

the Soviet case, not all of them carried out border duties. On the other

hand, in an emergency additional formations could quickly be sent from other

areas of the country.

Each state also aintait , a certain percentage of its forces for

possible duty in areas not associated with the Sino-Soviet border problem:

the Soviet Union in Eastern and Western Europe and in the Middle East; China

K.
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i. South and Southeast Asia, the Fukien Strait, and Korea. Both also

maintained large numbers of men for internal duties; this was particularly

important for China In the post-Mao era, when there could be disorder; also

for the past decade the PIA had been centrally involved in politics sad

administration. Moreover, there was the problem of how to evaluate the real

strength, in any major test with the Soviet Union, of China's Local Forces

(some of whom were border defense troops) and Production and Construction

Corps. Evaluations of the forces available to both the Soviet Union and

China could thus vary widely.

Geographic circumstances determined much of the specific location of

Russian and Chinese formationb and forced Moscow and Peking to adopt differing

strategies. Because so much of the Soviet population in Siberia and the

Far East is concentrated along the Trans-Siberian Railway and because this

vital transportation artery often runs, because of weather and terrain,

quite close to the Chinese border, Moscow had to deploy many of its forces

and station uch of its equipment close to the boundary, even south of the

railway. Since the Chinese could not know the exact nature of Soviet

intentions, they had to see this location aa a threat to Chinese territory

to the imnediate south-Sinkiang, Kansu, Inner Mongolia, and Heilungkiang.

Since the Russians had nowhere to retreat in a northerly directicn except

onto tundra and ice (or, ft the cae of the Primorskaya, into seawater),

Moscow had to adopt * strateSy of preventiuS incursion by any Chinese force

and to rejact out of hand any Chinese suggestion for mutual withdrawal from

the boxder to any but short diste.tces. This was especially the case near

such cities as Khabarovsk, which was -lose to the border, across the river

from land claimed by China, and Vladivostok.
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The Chinese dared not move their main force too close to the border

since this would have risked destruction or entrapm.nt in the wastes of

Sinkiang, Kansu, and Inner Mongolia. Moreover, most of the Chineae

population live quite a bit to the south. Those who do live near the Soviet

border are minority peoples whose cousins are Soviet citizeas and who, in

the case of the Sinki.ang Kazakhs, have evinced a propensity to attempt to

reunite themselves with their relatives.

Chinese strategy and force locations followed from these facts: the

main army force had to be hold back from the border to defend important

cities (such to Peking) and facilities (such as the Lop Nor and Shuang

Ch'eng-tze nuclear and missile sites) to the south; the minority peoples

had to be watched, a job for the influx of Ran settlers, who at the same

time, by spreading themselves out through agricultural colonization acted

as a paramilitary barrier to advAncing Soviet forces; san :14 case of Invasion,

the army aud the people (mostly peasants on communes) would have to

coalesce to present the Russians with a combination of conventional defense"

and guerilla wer tactic3-"people's war." As the colonization effort

proceeded and as the military grew stronger, regular army formations would

advance even closer to the Soviet border until at some point--depending on

the thickness of the logistical supply network, the density of troops and

population, and the type of weaponry supplied--the main Chinese forces

covld be located as close to the border as the Soviet formations were,

Meanwhile, aggressive pctrolling and surveillance by bordar divisions,

local force*, and Production and Construction Corps cadres would picumably

forestall or warn of Soviet sittat.k.
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Central to the strategies of both the Soviet Union and China, and

modifying the above conclusions to some extent, was their possession of

sizable numbers of nuclear weapons. Since the be-inning of t.-, Sino-Soviet

dispute, Moscow has had enough nuclear weapons to punish China severely

for any territorial transgression. This constituted only a background

factor until the 1969 clashes, however, and even then their use would hardly

have been practical except in the most severe circumstances, scarcely

imaginable despite talk in the summer of 1969 of preemptive strikes against

Chinese nuclear production and test facilities, rocket and nuclear storage

sites, and air bases. But once the Soviet Union began to deploy its

increasingly strong ground forces in the border region, the entire Chinese

position, strategic and tactical, was tv'eatened, because tactical nuclear

weapons were integral to Soviet (not Chinese) mocerized and armored divisions

and because Soviet (but not Chinese) formations were trained and equipped

to fight from the outset on a nuclearized battlefield.

For a while before 1972 a Soviet preemptive attack could have

destroyed nearly all Chinese nuclear and missile facilities, air bases,

sea bases, and the army camps, and then have occupied significant portions

of the Chinese land mass, including the capital region. Hundreds of

millions would have been killed, of course, including millions in neighboring

countties. It was this wider effect, together with the resultant

weakened Soviet strategic position via-as-vis the United States and the

strong pcssibility of an alliance of all other major states against the

Soviet Union, that made such a situation unlikely. 28/ Nonetheless, the

Chinese leaders apparently found it plausible and adjusted their military

and diplomatic posture accordingly. To judge from their statemnts and acts,

- .'.1S
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(
kthe Chinese continued to take the Soviet throat seriously even after the

Soviet Far Eastern buildup eased in 1976, for they increasingly realized

their ow. weakness.

Othrr, more realistic contingencies also had to be faced by Peking.

Perhaps the most serious was the possibility of attempted Soviet interference

in the politics of the post-Mao succession struggle, supporting militarily

one or another faction to help establish a pro-Soviet government or

occupying such critical border regions as Sinkian~g or parts of HeilungkianR._99/

While th* Soviet Union probably reacted to this with incredulity and was

quick to disclaim any offensive intentions, the Chinese, combining an

evaluation of actual Soviet military capabilities with heavy criticism of

Soviet ideological policies (which informed their evaluation of Soviet

military intentions), could only plan for the worst. It was thus the

nuclear potential of a very strong Soviet military force adjacent to the

Chinese border that drove the Chinese to reinforce their own border defenses

heavily; to devote increasing portions of their domestic production to

conventional hardw-are and non-intercontinental-range ballistic missiles; to

look to NATO for sales of military hardware; to encourage NATO to increase

its readiness; and to interrupt the revolutionary act ivities of the Red

Guard and transfer its members to Production and Construction Corps units

next to the boundary. The Soviet threat was one of the major catalysts in

tbh post-Mao drive to nodernize the economy at any ccst.

By 1975 the Chinese effort had gone some distance toward redressing

the imbalance. A few infantry divisions had been converted to armored

formations, demonstrating that Peking had the productive capacity for such
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changes. And in the next three years, Peking added over a million men to

the PLA, which provided the flexibility needed for a conventional response

to Soviet attack. Those forces, when equipped eventually with modern

arms, will be able to make the Soviet Union pause before attempting to invade

or punish. Moreover, by the mid-1970s, China had sufficient nuclear

retaliatory potential to deter all but the largest Soviet preemptive

a~tcks and to threaten major cities in European Russia, including Moscow.

China had thus advanced from the minimal deterrence posture of the 1960s

*to a strategy based on increasingly hardened and dispersed missiles aimed

at the Soviet, if not yet the American, homeland. With or without prolongation

of the border conflict, this trend will continue, qualitatively and

quantitatively.

Despite these improvements, however, by 1978 the Soviet Union had

managed once again to weigh the balance in its favor. Its border force had

become a well-oiled machine of increasingly high mechanical quality, and the

maneuvers staged for the spring tour by Leonid Brezhnev that year alarmed

Peking anew. A new factor emezged in 1977 and became prominent in 1978 with

the Vietnamese-Cambodian war. Beginning for different reasons, it quickly

took on Sino-Soviet dimensions as Moscov and Peking supported the opposing

Southeast Asian combatanzs. That was bad for Peking: (1) it could not

afford to go to war in Southeast Asia to say nothing of against the Soviet

Union directly, at the very beginning of its modernization drive; (2) on

the bther hand, it could not sit by and watch the Vietnamese upset the

balance in Southeast Asia by absorbing Cambodia; (3) it nov had to face

the prospect of imobilizing,at great distance from the Sino-Sovi t border,
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a large portion of its o.n forces deployed in central, south, and southwist

China; and (4) in 1978 it faced the unpalatable prospect of a two-front

conflict--Sino-Soviet and Sino-Vietnaese-as a result of the new Soviet-

Vietnam alliance. This last development--seen as defensive and justifiable

by the Russians--added a tragic dynamic to the Sino-Soviet border problem,

Each power misperceived the policy and the tactics of the other, causing a

spiral of events that could well have ended in war.

The tremendous disparity in overall strength favoring the Soviet

Union was evident if one compared numbers of nuclear-capable delivery

vehicles and, therefore, minimal quantities of nuclear warheads. While

the Soviet Union had to hold a large proportion of these n reserve for the

deterrent relationship with the United States and for waging war against

Azerica and its allies in Europe and elsewhere, the residuial available for

potential use against China was still enormous and represented (assuming that

each vehicle was capabl: of delivering at least one nuclear warhead) a

destructive potential of horrendous proportions. China by 1978 had about

450 nuclear delivery vehicles (not counting MIG-19s, MIG-21s, and F-9s, all

of which presumably had to be used for interceptor, reconnaissance, and

tactical support functions); the Soviet Union had 5031 vehicles (again

not counting its large supply of jet fighter aircraft, many of which were

nuclear capable). Even if only 20 percent 'f the Soviet force were ear-

marked for the Chinese theater, about 1,000 vehicles would still be

available. And this presumed only one nuclear varhead per delivery whereas

an Increasing percentage of medium-range Soviet missiles were biin. equipped

with HMRVs. The Soviet Union also had a strong and dispersed air defense
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of , if not all, Chinese IL-28s and TU-16s. Finaflly, each Soriet ground

unit had a nuclear capacity, either in the form of g>round-to-ground

missiles or smull-unit tactical nuclear weapons. Whe, the 1970 International

Institute for Strategic Studies figure of 3,500 cuch tjarheads is uised,

expanded proportionate to the nuacber of additional Soviet divisions in 1978

(twelve), and on the assumption that such weapons were available for use

against China roughly in proportion to the percentage of the Red Army

deployed against China, another 970 warheads could be added. This iznores

the absolute superiority the Soviet Uniion enjoyed in conventional firepower,

artillery, armor, and battlefield mobility. Thus in 1978 the overall

military balance was heavily weighted in favor of the Soviet Union.

This imbalance in numbers of nucloar weapons, delivery capability,

and modernity of equipment was likely to continue for about fi.ve years 3ince

basically it was the product of the differences in degree of induatriali-

xation in the two countries. However, China's own nuclear deterrent,

together with its large, trained, and iucreasingly mnodern ground force, its

mass of paramilitary units in the bordtr regions, and its active militia

made any large Soviet attack unlikely. ChinA's poaisession of a more than

minimal nuclear deterrenut therefore partly neutralized the Soviet advantage

In numbers of delivery vehicles emd sor~scnity of conventional equipment in

any reasonable (loe than all-out attac. T-term situation.

The more time China had to iucrease ita own nucleAt oupip a5 nd

sadernize its uilitary, the closer to actutl squality1 the t~wo siWi~ary
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machines would coca. Even before thy achievement of long-rin military

stability, however, cpproximate equality could exist between the Soviet

Union and China in the border military situation. Reaching that point

would restore Chinese luterest in settling the issue. The thl.ee necessary

conditions would be rough equality in force capability; mtual realization

that further competition in military preparedness would be excessively

costi.y and not even iargivally effective; and a stable balance of power in

Asia as a whole, including as elements the policies and instrumentalities

of the United States and Japan.

Anal sis of Soviet Behavior

if the above represents the generalities of the Sino-Soviet border

conflicts in 1969 and beyond, what about the particulars of Soviet

behavior? The for,.ign policy of any state stems from its general concerns

and interests, on the one hand, and its specific operational objectives

(greatl7 dependent on time ini policy issues), on the other. Moscow felt

it had no choice but to respond strongly, dire.tly, and militarily to

perceived Chinese threats at specific border locatioT.s e nd to the long-

term challenge presented by China's ever-increasing power atd unfriendly

attitude. In other words, the Russians genuinely believzd their actions

were defensive and prophylactic and that not to react would have been to

show weakness under provocation. Moreover, with its increasing problems

at home, 30/ the Soviet leadership could not domestically admit ieakness

and need not have admitted it nternationally. After all, the USSR was

rapidly Sxowing in most of the physical measures of iational pwet-

particularly military. Thus Soviet use of the military instrument (more

"N.4
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Soviet-initiated incidents and the border buildup) served three ends:

to force the Chinese back to the negotiating table, to keep them tkere

(even if no progress took place) as a means of defusing border tension, anJ

to set the stage for eventual agreement on that and other divisive issues.

Although there is no direct evidence, it seems likely that a second

Russian motivation was to keep the talks going as a counter to the effort

by China and the United States to improve their own relations. Such an

irprovement, if it eventuated in an anti-Soviet Sino-American entente,

would be a diplomatic disaster for the Soviet Union. One way to forestall

such an eventuality would be to maintain contact with the Chinese, as far

as possible, in attempting to resolve outstanding issues. 31/ The talks

thus had taken on a different character by 1972, when it became apparant that

progress on the merits of the question was impossible. Thereafter, the

Russians probably felt increasingly inhibited from using military force

against the Chinese, from carxying the border buildup beyond the bounds

that they regarded as defensive, and from major probes or tests of China's

military reactions, to avoid driving Peking even more quickly toward

Washington.

The border buildup policy thus impaled Soviet policymakers on the

horns of a dilemma. On the one hand, they had to defend their homeland

and encourage the Chinese to negotiate a settlement. Together with the

occasional use of minimal force, the border buildup did deter the Chinese

" from perpetuatini, another Damansky Island incident and did keep them at the

negotiating table. On the other hand, the Russians wanted to discourage

the Chinese from modernizing their own military forces and from fiorming an
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anti-Soviet entente with the United States. The buildup and the use of

force against the Chinese, however, drove the Chinese straight in that

direction. As the Kremlin aolved its short-term security problem, therefore,

it created a much greater long-term threat. The cure turned out to be

worse than the disease.

There is no overt indication of disagreement among members of the

Soviet Politburo about the border question. It nay be that there have been

Internal differences over the timing and the uagi~tude of specific military

actions, but available evidence points to almost complete unanimity on

policy toward China. Indeed, it seems likely that Brezhnev has used the

China issue to increase the degree of agreement in the Kremlin and throughout

the country on issues not directly related to China. It is too much to say

that Moscow became dependent on the "China threat" as a principal means of

carrying out its general domestic program of political suppression and heavy

industrial development. But it seems reasonable to suppose that the China

factor did contribute heavily to the decision to build up Soviet military

forces to very htgh levels, did influence many other aspects of Soviet

foreign policy, and vws used as one excuse to continue biasing the economy

against a consumer orientation.

At times there may have been ditagreement in the folitburo over what

general or specific policies to adopt toward China. Several observers 32/

have claimed the existence of factions that trke consistenely different

positions on a rAnse of issues, including China. For 1stv-e, the "Neo-

ftalinists' were said te be in favor oi 1.roving relatioaa Va.... Cfina,

but the 'Lhassian Nationalists" allegedly professed great fear and hatred of
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Poking. The "Conservative Authoritarians" (presumably led by Brezhnev) were

thought to favor a compromise agreement with China, as were the "Limited

Modernizers," but neither supposedly wished to go as far toward China

ideologically as did the Neo-Staliaista. If there were divisions in t-e

leadership along these lines, and if Soviet Politburo policy was the

product of a balance among them (with the Brezhnev group having Its way

because of its centri3t position), it follows that Moscow's China policy

(among other Soviet foreign policy orientations) could change were the

dominance of the Brezhnev group to cease.

Soviet Communications with China

Investigation 33/ of how the Russlans communicated with the Chinese

about the border issue other than through use of force reveals additional

facets of Soviet behavior in force-related situations. Soviet verbal

behavior toward the Chinese varies with th kind of communicator, the

style and tone of the communication, the forum, and the communication's

content. Three propositions emerge frtm such an investigation. First,

there is a hierarchy among Soviet co~uunicators, according to the seriousness

of the 3ituation, moving from the most serious to the least serious

situation:

named Politburo member;
Victor Louis (the Soviet "Journalist");
"I. Aleksandrov" (pseudonym for a variety of party

and goveraent officials);
azbastador or negotiator;
Tasra

Uler-lvel official;
*A hol.ar.

4 ;
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Second, certain cozmunicators nppear only during a crisis or military

Incident (for instance, Victor Louis), others only just before, or to ward

off, a crisis (top cfficials, "I. Aleksandrov"), some just after & crisis

or incident (Tass), and some only in noncrisis situations (scholars, low-

3evel officials). Third, the threat content varies according tc the degree

of seriousness of the situation avd Parallels that of the level of the

communicater, This is not the case, however, for the style and tone of

the raporv;-e, where the comunications m~ost indicative of trouble (Victor

Louis interviews and "Ii. Aleksandrov" editorials) are sometimes the least

ideological in tone, but "schalarly" articles wzre often the most

propagardistic. The Russians deliberately used these differences to warn

the Chinese of the growing danger of Peking's pursuing a given course of

action, to support tha Soviet ccmpaign to solv'e the border question~ by

negotiation) and to accompany-and afterwards justify-the use of force

against the Chinese. Moreover, although direct evidence is lacking,

subsequent Chinese behavior indicates that Peking understood the imiport

of this hierarchy of comunications and acted accordingly. This is not to

say that Peking always behaved as Moscow desired it to; in the long xun;

the Chinese became uore stridently anti-Soviet thin ever. But for comuni-

cations about the border incidents of which we have knowledge, it appears

that the Chinese vere more caut~lous the more the degree of threat content-

Implied or ex -resxed-increased.

Finally, public Soviet coumunicatione during border incident periods

were nonexistent. This is not aurpriciug, since the duration of~ ,--ch period

was sbort, usually no ucre than a few days. iwkst often, there vas no
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announcement of any sort after an incident, a practice usually paralleled

by the Chireae. when ons side did choose to make a public issue of an

Incident, as fo~r instance the Miarch-September 1.969 clashes, tte 1974

helicopter incident, or the 1978 "escaped criminal" affair, the pturpose

vas to forward souA related but nonmilitary policy goal--negotiations, aI bstter agreement, or propaganda and patriotism on the Soviet side; and the

necessity for defense and economic construction, anti-Sovieti.sm, or

justifiaation for the negotiating positlon on the Chinese o'de. The

ccmvn~ic. tions pattern thus tended to be escalation of the seriousness

of the communicated threat on the Soviet side, often paralleled by

increasingly strident propaganda and self-justification on the Chinese side;

occurrence of a planned military option against the Chinese, when uo public

communications were exchanged; and the phase alter the incident, when the

propaganda content of communications peaked even though announcement of the

Actual incident was not necessarily made.

Chinese Behavior

It i, clear that the Soviet Union overreacted to thc 1'arch 2, 1969,

llncidtnt, ove,,garrlooned its side of the Sino-Sroviet border, frightened the

Chinese into thinking ai major attack vats coming, and contributed to its

own long-term insecurity by controlling the problem its the interim. But

the Russia.,s cannot be blamed entirely for their Tar Baby-like predizamant.

China's ant-Russi* n paychological attitudes, its too-anuti-Soviet policy

of two d-cades, its Dsmanaky Iosl~z. military initiative, and its post-1968

attemp" to constru~ct a world anti-Soviet alliance all contributed to

frightentug tho Rumaians Into ovarreaction. But it is atill uaclear why the
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Chinese ambahed the-Russians on March 2, 1969, why they acted in cold

blood. 34/ And it is still unknown whether there were acute divisions

in the Chinese leadzrshlp over whether to carry out the Damansky Island

operation and over how, in general, to respand to the Soviet military

Initiati-es of March 15, 1969, and alterward. It seems clear that, while

post-1949 Chinese Communist political history does provide several ,y.amples

of policy differences over how to deal with the Soviet Union, after 1969 the

Chinese leadership was more nearly unified than ever before on this question.

Although the Chinese themselves charged Lin Piao with advocating

rapprochement with the Russians during the 1969-21 period, 35/ no strong

factual evidence has been advanced to support that charge. In fact, both

Maoist and post-Maoist Chinese leaders seem to have been conv"nced of

the need to dial w.th the Soviet Union both directly through China's military

buildup and char;,d military dispositions and indirectly through China's

opening to the United States, Japan, Western Europe, and other states

perceived to be anti-Soviat.

It also seems likely that there was little or no argument among

Chinese leaders over general policy toward PussiL on both military and other

issues. The Chinese often seem d as emotional about the Russians ac the

Russians were about them, an attitne not proiuced lust by the post-1960

dtcade of Sino-Soviet relations bu- thoroughly ingrainv4 in the 7hinese

psyche by centuries of dealing with Chl's northern neighbors. To be sure,

In so thoroughly opposing the RussLave on all fronts, the Chinese merely

'carried out what they perceived to be the objective interests of the CIinese

state: standing ai a tulvark against tVe spread into Asia o0 ovr-ewpanding

I.

k_ .~ ~.-~.*,..
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Soviet military, political, and economic power. But this also accentuated

deep-stated emotionil and racial attitudes toward the Russians. It seems

likely that by early 1969 the Chinese had concluded that the time had come

to dra- a line against further Soviet expansion or threat of expansion

directly or. their border and indirectly in other regious of Aoia., They

stem to have reasoued that, if they could throw the Russians off balance,

perhaps the Russians could be discouraged from proceeding with the militaty

buildup they had begun in 156. Peking seems not to have expected or

realized that carrying out che Damausky Island operation would prompt Moscow

to respond in ways difficult for the Chinese to handle. So whereas Peking's

purpose was at first prophylactic, from Harch 15 the Chinese at best were

able to hold tl&" oin defenzi cly and at worst found themselves pushed

around by the Russians at any time or place Moscow desired.

On the other hand, the Chinese all along understood Soviet motivation

in using force against them. Their conclusions about Soviet ideology and

political purposei were precisely those described above for the Soviet

Union. While it is not known uhat the Chinese were able to do to prepare

for the anticipated Soviet blows, they could and did conclude that the blows

were coyiing and that they themselves could do nothing short of delaying as

1on4 as possible and, in the end, giving way to the Russians.

After March 15 Paking dared not respond to the Russi&ns tit for tat,

let Moscow escalate the level of violence. And at no time thereafter we:e

the hin*ea sure thAt the Russians vould not escalate even further, in

rusponse to Chinese retaliatiou, to levels thbt they could not handle. Still,

the Chlntae apparently did not believe the Russians w ,uld sove to such a high

. ..I- iz , .> . , ..t ., ¢ , , . .
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( level of 'violence that the security of the Chinese state or the existence

of the leadership would be imperiled. Hence, they concluded that they

were under no acute pressurt to give way to )oscov, except provisionally,

over the bzrder issue. In this they seem to have ganged the Russians

correctly. So while taking an occasional bealinB from the Russians,

Peking calculatad that its very oxistence was not at stake, that it would

not have to compromise at the negotiating table, and that there was *till

time to move against the Russians in several ways.

Of course, the Chinese public had to be assurod that the situation

was under ccotrol and that the leaJershiip knew how to deal with it. That

is one reason Peking put so auch propaganda effort into the anti-Soviet

aspects of the Lin Piao campalgit after 1971 and linked most departures

from domestic and foreign policies to the neet. to stand up to the Russians.

A threat similar to that of the Soviet Union has toppled %any a gnverruent,

but in the Chinese case it was carefully turned to account, fE.rst by

4 Mao and later by his successa.'s. Both found the policy of daring the

Soviet Union a workable strategy in a bad situation.

4 The Chinese also used the Soviet threat, first, to reconstitute their

internatioral political position, which had been severely degraded during

the Cultural levolution, and second, to begin the lorg process of

restrudturr.g vorld politics around Pekiug' divigion of the Slobe Luto

first, seedd, and tird worlds. ly i late 1970, those two processes

had bteo so successful that, ig coatrast to 1969, China Lad anaged

politically if not always militarily to contain Soviet xpmansion 1-

Northeast and Uast Aia, although surely not in South and Southeast Asia;

loomened Hoscov's grip on such ferinr allim ts India; made a friend out of its
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principal former enemy, Japan; convinced many in the third world that

their interests lay with Peking, not Moscow;fully restored relations with

the United States;and even caused many to think about the desirability of

establishing a worldwide coalition against the Kremlin led by China and

the United States. 36/ So whereas the Russians were successful in coercing

the Chinese in every particular instance of military operations along the

border, the cost was Pxceedingly high in terms of deleterious ehanges in

the long-zerm balance of power in Asia and throughout the world. Finally,

although the Chinese policy of out-and-out anti-Sovietism was based on

interests besides those arising from the military clashes, the Chinese

probably would not have gone so far or so fast along the roads just indicated

had it not been for the USSR's use of force.

The Role of the United States

No third parties were directly invclved in any of the border

incidents between the Soviet Union and China. However, in a broad sense,

Chinese and Soviet policy and actions toward each other after early 1969

. were taken with one eye on the United States. Indeed, since 1950 China has

been a major factor in Soviet-American relations and hence in the configuration

of world politics. To decisionmakers in Washington, Moscow and Peking the

'basis of post-World War II international relations has been the triangular

interaction of the United States, China, and the Soviet Union. 37/ This

generality is clearly illuetraced by the American reaction tc the Sino-Soviet

border incid3nts and related changes in the shape of the international system

after 1969. The Damansky Island incidents formed the dividing line between

the cola war and the era of multipolar international political maneuver in

A 'CU
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which we now live.

American reaction to the incidents and to subsequent Russian use

of force is usefully expressed by juxtaposing short- znd long-term policy

interests. In the short run, American statesmen feared that the incidents

would lead to Sino-Soviet war, to a change in the East-West balance of

power, or to the possible reduction of China by Soviet nuclear attack to a

minor political actor. Perhaps until the end of 1971 it was not clear in

Washington whether the Soviet Union would carry its campaign against China

to the point of initiating a Sino-Soviet war. Washington was quick to

realize that American interests lay in preserving a strong and united China

as a bulwark against Soviet expansion in Asia and globally, even though

China would still be strongly Communist and basically anti-American as well.

Desire to maintain the balance of power overcame fundamental ideological

differences with Peking.

Moscow was therefore publicly and privately warned that the United

States would view any use of force against China with extreme disfavor, and

after 1971 initiatives were taken to help redress the military balance of

power between Moscow and Peking through material--though strictly nonmilitary

support of the Chinese regiwe. This is not to suggest that at that early stage

the United States would have rendered actual military support to Peking if

the Soviet Union had attacked China. American involvement in Vietnam p.ecluded

that possibility, just as did domestic opposition to too close a relationship

with Peking under any circumstance. Nor.etheless, such possibilites were

at least discussed in Washington, and the groundworz' was thereby laid for the

reconstitution of ties with Peking. It is not too much to say that the

/ Damansky Island incidents were major contributants to the K3.ssinger trip to

Peking in mid-1971, the Nixon visit and the Shanghai communiqut in 1972, and
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detente between Peking and Washington in the years that followed.

In the long ttrm, the two initial incidents, coupled w'th Soviet

coercion of the Chinese after 1969, led to a reorientation in world

politics. Equally important, Soviet willingness to use force also

contributed to the increasingly negative American reappraisal of Soviet-

American detente that pushed the superpowers apart in the mid-1970s.

Washington policymakers were at first willing to grant that the large

buildup of Soviet conventional and nuclear forces was motivated by Moscow's

perception of the Chinese threat. Later when the magnitude of the Soviet

buildup on the Western as well as the Eastern frontier became apparent,

American appraisal became much less charitable. At first it was thought

that the Eastern border buildup against the Chinese would divert Soviet

attention from Europe and perhaps lead to Soviet willingness to compromise

on such issues as strategic arms limitation and mutual and balanced force

reductions. But when it became clear that the Chinese threat was fueling

an even greater acceleration of Soviet force augmentation in Europe as well

as globally, American sympathy for the Soviet plight declined precipitously.

As the Soviet buildup continue4, the feeling grew in Washin~gton that the

United States and Cbina had a common interest in containing the spread of

Soviet influence everywhere.

1 Soviet military actions against China, inlcuding both the initiation

of border incidents and the military buildup along the Sino-Soviet border,

changed American policy toward both Comunist states. It is true that

the United States did Nery little to directly support China. To the end

Ii of 1978, no American military equipment had gone to China, and policymakers

j in Washington had not seriously considered the demonstrative use of U.S.
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military power on behalf of the Chinese. Still the possibility of obtaining

American military support and the reality of growing Sino-U.S. political

and economic ties increased China's confidence and its resistance to the

Soviet Union. 38/ These changes in American policy were read in Moscow

as the beginning of a Sino-American entente desigued to contain the Soviet

Union, despite clear American statements Lo Moscow that such was not

Washington's intent. 39/ The Russians thus confused a policy of renewed

containment--this time a joint Chinese-American-European policy--with an

attempt to prevent the Soviet Union from achieving its minimAl goal of

forcing world acceptance of its superpower status. The Damansky incidents

thus caused strain in Soviet relations with Washington; contributed, more

than anything else, to the continuing deterioration of Soviet relations

with Peking; and provided the catalyst for Peking-Washington detente.

Conclusions

I have already argued that the USSR forced China to conform to

its wishes on the border question, in the sense that China perpetrated

no further military provocation similar to the first Damansky incident.

Moreover, China was constrained to enter into negotiations with the Soviet

Union, even though it had no intention, before restoring relative military

equality, of coming to any final agreement on the border question or on

any other issue. I have also concluded that China would not have found

itself in this position had it not been for the Soviet willingness to use

military force against it. But the longer-run outcome displeased Moscow

in three ways: (1) China became even more anti-Soviet than before;

(2) the United States and China moved first to detente and then toward
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rapprocheme.t in the face of the mutually perceived Soviet threat; and

(3) as a result the pattern of world politlcs changed in a way that did

not favor the Soviet Union. Moreover, Akeric~n attitudes and policies

toward it weve significantly affected when Washington saw hou ready the

Soviet Union was to use force to attain its goals. This was demonstrated

not merely by the Sino-Soviet border incidents, but also by its invasion

of Czechoslovakia in 1968; its threat to intervene in the Middle East in

1973; its machinations in Africa, Southeast Asia, ane South Asia in the

middle and l.ate 1970s; and its enozmous strategic atnd conventional

military buildup throughout the 1960s and 1970s. If not the principal

cause of Sino-American detente, then, American perception of this Soviet

propensity to turn to the military, of ihich the Chinese case was an

illustration, was nevertheless a major contributor.

Of central importance to the outcome of the border clashes was the

general political-strategic atmosphere surrounding Soviet use of force

against the Chinese and the effect of that atmosphere on the political-

military situation between Moscow and reking. The Soviet Union would not

have inoved so quickly and with such confidence against China had the

Kremlin believed that the United States would intervene on the side of

the Chinese. But it knew with certainty that the United States would

not. Not only were Peking and Washington not on speaking terms in

1969-71, but it was a long time after the Initil brealk-through in mid-1971

before China and the Unitei States began to solve their outstanding

differences. Of equal aignificance was American preoccupation with Vietnam;

at no time after 1969 was direct American military support of China likely,

y -i - ' r.,--
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given the disturbed state of domestic Imerican politics, the incre&sing

desire to witzhdraw. from Southeast Asia and perhaps from the Pacific as

a whfole, and the need to shift American attention from Asia to thi Middle

East and Europe. The Russians knew this and took advantaS- of it.

Then, too, in the post-1969 period, the Soviet-American strat(,gl

nuclear balance was moving toward equality. Even if the United States

had wished to aid China by threatening strategic nuclear reprisal against

the Rusaians for pushing the Chinese aro-un-d, this would have been disastrous

si.nce the Soviet Union now had the power to destroy American society.

There would be no repetition in the 1970s of the overt nuclear threat

elements of coercive diplomacy as prarticed dvrin- the Cvibart vissle c-,:sis

except where vital American interests rzight be divectly threatened,

! oscow realizeO that, fr--.m the strateglic nuclear point of view, its concertee

buildup after 1962 had successfully isolated its battlefield with China.

Concomitantly, the Kremlin counted on the general atmosphere of detente,

ha-.ever ephemeral, and or, Am~erican desire to preserve at least minimal

3oviet-American ties. it would hpve beeni unthinkable for the United States

suddenly to declare detente all an end merely because of a few military

incidents berween Coimmunist cour-tries halfway around the Rlobe frnm the

North American ciuntinent.

ke the Russians h~ad succeeded I.n neutralizing, through detente,

direct American influence on Sino-Soviet tailitary outcomes, much the sime

vas true of Soviet and Coineae links with other Asian statca. Moscow had

41 taken care since the *arly 1960s to repair or strengthen Its relations with

each of the elght states surrounding China except South 'Korea. T1he -most

obvious *xamplea, aside frce Worth Vietnav, we-re India and Japan. On the

subcontinent, Moscow replAced Washigtor. as the aecurity guarantor of South

AV'1
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Asian international politics. The Tashkent agreement of 1965, the

c3liance with India in early 1971, and the Bangladesh conflict later

that year all demonstrated that Moscow had the ability to influence

evEnts decisively in that region. If the relationship with Japan was

less felicitous because of the traditional Japanese attitude toward

the Soviet Union and Moscow's intraisigence over the northern islands

issue, the Kremlin was still able to influence Tokyo significantly by

enticing the Japanese to participate in Siberian economic development

and gain access to its natural resources. Japan therefore thought it

prudert to walk a tightrope between China and Moscow (though continuing

to take its general policy orientation from the United States). 40/

China, of course, was greatly to blame for its own isolation, for

during the Cultural Revolution it had deliberately cut off all contact

with every country except Albania. In 1969 Peking faced Soviet threats

and guns absolutely alone. The contrast a decade later was stark. China

had emerged from itd self-imposed isolation, and India and Japan had mcved

away from Moscow's attempted embrace. The Vietnam War was long over and

the United States had regained some freedom of action in world politics.

Soviet-American detente hbd suffered a series of blows and the United

States at least was beginning to reduce the military imbalance strategicully

and in Eu-ope Sc Moscow could no longer deal with China entirely as she

wished. In the last two pub~icized border incidents (the intrusion of the

Soviet helicopter in 1974 and the military incursiou of Soviet forces its

mid-1978) Moscow found it necessary to apologize and even to court*Peking's

favor to gaf.r, the release of th2 imprisoned helicopter crewmen.

In l 71 Moscow pointed out zo Pecing that the later'6 support of its

erst-dhile South Asian ally, Fakistan, against a Soviet-bzck,.! India wes

t.
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useless. As the KreMlin put it, the Soviet Union "could not be

responsible" for what might happen along the Sinkiong-Soviet Central

Asian border were the Chinese to send t,:oops against India in response

to cries for help fro;; Rawalplndi. By contrast, in 1978 China could

threaten to and then actually go to war against Vietnam un its southern

flank to protect the remnants of its Cambodian ally, even while continuing

to face the Soviet threat from the north. Whil, the contrast between

1971 and 1978 is not perfect and while the linkage between the Southeast

Asian and the Sino-Soviet situations was still fraught ith danger, China

Tothe"late 1970s could afford to behave more aggressively, whereas In

1971, at the height of its troubles with Moscow, it dare6 not speak or

move boldly.

Whatever the balance between short-term benefits and long-term costs

to Moscow of its military actions against China, it is clear that emplacing

a very strong Soviet force in Siberia and the Soviet Far East has altered

the entire balance of power in Asia. Moreover, at the end of the 1970s,

it seemed exceedingly unlikely that the Russians would agree to draw that

force down to levels approximating those of the mid-1960s. The most

important outcome of the change was the mortgaging of Chinese military and

foreign policy to deterrence of Soviet threats and defense against Russian

invasion. Much of China's internal economic development had to be keyed to

producing military equipment, and this had a dail7 effect on every Chinese.

Other aspects of the balance of power in Northeast Asia were also

affected by the Soviet force buildup, includitig its naval buildup, for the

sere presence of these forces close to Korea and Japan altered the military

eauation. Japan viewed the Soviet Union as its natural enemy and explicitly
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justified its rearmanent effort in anti-Soviet terms. On the Korean

peninsula, the Soviet naval bu:ldvp changed the overall military balance

between North and South, 41/ although the separate efforts of China and

the United States were directed, respectively, to lessening the degree

of Soviet influence in Pyongyang and to stabilizing the local military

balance.

In the Taiwan Strait there was and probably would be no military

threat from the Chinese mainland against the Republic of China so long

as the Sino-Soviet border cituation remained tense. In Southeast Asia,

the Soviet Union had Lecome a major, if indirect, military power because

of its close security ties with Hanoi and its ability to supply military

equipment and advisers to the Vietnamese Comunists. Finally, in South

Asia, even though India had moved into a position of more even balance

between the United States, China, and Russia, Soviet milithr influencc

remained important, and Soviet involvement in helping to sustain in power

a group of pro-Soviet sympathizers in Afghanistan upset the delicate balance

on the subcontinent as a whole. 42/

In sum, whereas t'e Soviet Union was unable to convert Its comnanding

military presence in Northeast Asia into a decisive political and economic

influence in the rest of Asia, the Soviet military instrument shaped the

Asian balance of power, politic' and military, if not econMI.c.

As in other areas of the world, Moccw found that militaty power was

its most efficient device, and sometimes its only one, for serving it foreign

policy goals and appllying its overall power from a distance.

Amrican security interests cbarged accordingly. The defense of Jap.kn

against Soviet air aud naval threats armded much greater attention. The

-L~~A,2~~
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United States had to consider more carefully its accesG to South Korea

in case the North rekindled the Korean War. In East and Southeast Asia,

Soviet naval forces were much in evidence and it appeared only to be a

matter of time before the Russia.s had a naval base on the Vietnamese

coast. American security interests in the Philippines, access to Indonesian

oil and Southeast Asian natural resources, rights of passage through the

Strait of Molucca, and America,. naval operations in the Indian Ocean would

all be threatencd directly by such a base.

On the other han, .mezican econowic ii.terests were probably not

affected by the Soviet force in Northeast Asia. On the contrary, the free

market economies of Japan, South Korea, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Singapore,

and Malaysia, and to a lesser extent Indonesia and Thailand, flourishsd

despite the Soviet military presence. Indeed, so. long as China acted as

a bulwark to Soviet infl-ence in Asia, all of these non-centrally planned

economies continued to show continued rapid Fates of growth and enrichment

of their peoples. They have not had to devote an unreasonably high portion

of their social and economic product. to countering Soviet military threats.

Attitudes toward the United States in Asia end e!&ewhere were generally

unrelated to the Sino-Soviet border conflicts. If anything.. world public

opinion as well as American public opinion has favorEd the Amerizan opening

of relations with China for its oun aake, even though some perceived,

correctly, that the entire procesu from the Shanghai tommunique in 1972 to

nermaLzation in 1979 was, among other things, Washington'f diplomatic response

to the emerting Russian threat against China. Vnile differences remained in

the United States as expressed in competing policiec and d~elarstions of the

4,
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executive and congressional branches &.uut the status and defense of Taiwan

after norralization, the American body politic seemed united behind the

policy of improving rclatione with Peking.

This seemingly felicitous situation could change su6denly should the

Soviet Union conclude that it was in its interest to bring the conflict with

China to a head. While that probabilizy appeared low, some consideration

would have to be given to Soviet fears that China, the Unitad States,

Japan, Western Europe, and their respective allies were ga~aging up on Moscow

to form a wor'dwide anti-Soviet coalition. rothing could be worse from the

Soviet Union's point of view. If the Russians concluded that such a trend

was inexorable, they might move to forestall it directly by attacking China

or indirectly by a military mc.e elsewhere 43/ --an extrewe mea3ure designed

to break apart such a nearly unbeatable combination before It solidified.

But Moscov would be more likely tc conclude that Peking needed to be taught

that the United States is an unreliable ally, unwilling to come to its

assistance (-r, for that matter, to that of more closely allied partners)

when needed. A series of much more serious and bloody border incidents or

the mauling of one oT two Chinese divisions in Sinkiang might thus be

attractive, if also exceeditigly dangerous and provocative. The United States

might then be asked by Peking to greatly increase its material support of

China, including transfer of much military equipment and military technology.

The United States could, it is true, help the Chinese resist the Russians

through direct American military action against the Soviet Union, .but the

probability of that is near zero, in view of the risk of World War III and

the destruction of the Americar homeland.

Suppose the Russians had not used military force at Damansky in 1969

_____ _ _ __ c
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and elsewhere along the border thereafter. Would the USSR have been

farther ahead o farther behind, and what )f American security interests?

It Is, of course, impossil!e to re-irtte history, but two things can be

said. First, the Russians carefully controlled their use of force against

Chinese on all oc' asions. They had, and for the most part still have, the

Chinese at their nezcy. 44/ But their actions were much less fokcible

than their capabilities allowed; instead they were tailored to broader

Soviet diplomatic goals in China. It was impossible for Moscow to eschew

usin3 military force: that wojld have shoun weakness and forbearance imprusible

for atty ruling group in Moscow, Communist or not. The Russians believe

that state borders must be defended at all costs and that most of their

octions against the Chinese were for no other reason. If they had reacted

to the Chinese with minimal force, however, it would probably have been

better for them in th.! long run, since the Chinese would not have been so

thoroughly frightened and would not have aimed every policy act at stopping

the perceived Soviet threat. 45/ Minim&3 Soviet use of force would have been

worse for the United Sta tes, since the opening with China probably would

have been slower and would not have ccme so far. Moreover, the imbalance

of military power in Europe would probably have tilted in Moscow's

favor even more aud the threat of Soviet inva3ion would have been made even

more believable had Moscow opted for minimal augmentation of its fozces in

Northeast Asia. 46/

Could the R-issians have attained their policy objectives-settlemene

of the border isgue in particular and iwprovement of Cino-Soviet relations

in general--had they not used force? The answer can never beVnown, of course,
but it seems likely that they perceive force as nacessaiy to short-term
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Soal attainment. Moscow felt it had no other choice, given the seriousness

with which it regarded the ahort- and long-term Chinese threat, 4 conclusion

wtroagly supported by the emotional .ussian attitude toward the Chinese.

Moreover, it is important to realize that the Chinese wore (and are)

Jmpar-/ious to other forms of Soviet influence--economic aid or punishment,

offers of compromise or. other issues, personal appeals, cultural ties, and

so forth. If th6Ae had ever been effective policy instrutents, they had

lonp sin.e become useless. Foice wes all that was left to the Russians

and force was what they understood and knew how to use best. So they went

ahead and used it.

The tragedy for Moscow was--and continues to be--that its use of

force did not attain its loi±ter-term goals. Not only did the Chinese not

give an inch on the border issue, but they redirected their entire military

effort and fore,!n policy to resist1mg the Soviet Union. The upshot of a

decade's effort was a terrible defeat for Moscow: by 1979, the USSR faced

a rapidly streigthening and modernizing China in league wfth the United

States, both of whose leaders se&, d united on the necessity to oppose

Moscow in maot territorial and policy areas where its Influence was felt

or threnene6. Perhaps the Chinese will one day decide that it i3 better

to settle their liZ'erences with the Russians, but In 1979 there was no

sign of that. The Soviet Union has itself to blame for this state of

affairs. Its fault was overreaction to the Chinese, in error typical of

Ifts schola foreign pcIacy style, to be sure, but one that could only have

led to an impasce between the two Comuist giants.
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authorities doubt whether, in the critical first days and weeks of a

renewed Korean conflict, American ships could reach South Korea in the

requisite numbers.

42. The South Asian political balanzE traditionally rested on a

standoff between India and its supporters, on the one hand, and Pakistan

and its friends, on the other. Until the mia-1960s, the United States

played Lhe role of blancer and hence security guarantoi. Since then,

the Soviet Union has played that role, principally as a means of excludirg

American influence frou the subcontinent, and secondarily to counteract

Chinese pressure on india. After 1971, however, Pakistan was weakened by

the Soviet-Indian-backed Bangladish struggle for independence, a conflict

in which neither China nor the United States wao able to support Pakistan.

At...tion centered on the remnants of Pakistan in tha west, since Bangladesh

had become an Indian client, and the questicn was whether Pukistan coild

find external support sufficiently strong to withstand c*Libinej !-.dian-

Soviet political pressure. In this situatioa, the overthrow of the Dauen

gove.ammnt in Kabul by leftist forces became critf'aliy important, for

Soviet influence was then to be found on both sides of an Increasingly

weak Pakistan.

43. Some examples, aside from direct attack on China, might be

enmeshing China in dislocating conflict in Southeast Asia that it could

not win; demands that Western Europe demilitarize to a significant'extent

or face military consequences; or greatly *tpped-up Soviet supperc for

radical groups and atates in the Middle East and North Africa. While

at this writing each of t.*e possibilities seem extreme, they might not

Il

-
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be under the postulated circumstance of American-European-Japanr.se-
Chinese entente.

44. The Sviet strategic militazy advsntage of China may be

declining. First, China is likely to continue to gain i disposable

military power, including nuclear -eapo:.iry. Second, to the extent that

the Ru/ssians continue to dominate the Chinese militarily, Peking will lean

more 4'nd more to the American side of the new Soviet-American cold war.

Third, even though the Soviet Union nay be moving even farther ahead of

China in all aspects of modern weaponry, ?eking can argue that the growth

of its own nuclear forces makes increasinp j.rA, ages of Soviet ter.itory.

populati-., .,6 uidustry vulnerable to Chinese missiles.

45. What if the Soviet Union had decided to use much greater force

against China? In that case, Soviet security interests would have heen

threatened %o an extreme degree. Not only would the Chinese have declared

a holy Maoist "people's war" against the R ussian invader, but the United

States would in all probahillty have done all it could to aid the Chinese.

That option for the Soviet Union, however, vas never seriously considered

and remains unlikely.

46. My argument here is contentious, I realize. It depends

on the assumption that the Russians would have continued to iugment

their nuclear and conventional forces at approximately the same rate

as they have in the last decade even if they had not had to face a

"Chinese threat." It is true that the Soviet Union might not have built

up its forces against Europe aud the United States to fully replace thoce
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diverted to the Chinese front. On the other hand, the equipment and

forces now on the Chinese front would probably have been produced

and trained even without the perceived threat from Peking.

.



3 Chapter 3

THE KCP.EAN AND VIETNAM WAR~S

by William Zimcrman

At teoza of the 1970s r Soviet scholar was asked to deliver a

paper on Lei' infcnefrLtnieia edutifully beanhi

Lenin ntol a ee ent ai mrc u a a ital

nothiag to say about it. Nevertheless, he contended Lenin's ideas and his

contribution to the course of revolution were of great relevance to an

understanding of Latin America. He then proceeded to comment at great

langth- on thic.

M -assignment bearE a superficial resemblance to the task confronted

lby th Soviett scholar. This chapter deals with the Soviet use of armed

forces for Tolitical purposes in the Korean and Vietnam wars, In a narrow

sense, Soviet arnzed forzts played virtually no role In either war. I was

therefcre tempted to dismiss the topic ts uninteresting and to pass on to

other, more potentially fruitful areas of inquiry. For a nmber of reasons,

however, the temptn~ion was resisted.

First, Soviet personnel did play a role, though a modest one, In both

var8. Se--ond, the political purposes of the Soviet Union were served by

its having provided Its allies with considerable amounts of weapons and

some military personnel. Third, the possibility thot the Involvement of

Soviet armad forces voulZ ! b far greater than it actually was had to be

takain into consideiatim by the states more centrally Involved In the fighting.

ftnally. It Is important to Ootermine why the Soiet role was as limited as

- - .**~' ' -. . -. a fA
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it was and what th1is implies about Soviet goals, priorities, political skill,

and 'propenuity fcr risk taking.

The Korean and Vietnam wars were central event6 -.,a the post-World War

11 period. In each var the Ueiited States committed hundreds of thousands~ of

troops to dea~l with militAry threats thought to emazate wholly or in part

from the Soviet Vnion. tJohn lenzedy's 1961 setting with Nikita Khrushchev

in Vianna appears to have beer, an iuwediate precursor to K.ennedy's decision

to send 18,000 e.dvisers &±ad support troops tj Vietnam, "to make,"t as Irennedy

told James Reston, "our power crtdible'; to the VUSFR.)1 1 klthough dkepct

Soviet participation was miairsl, it Is necessary to racesider both the role

Soviet armed forces actually did play in thesa ruD _iz.; and the implications

of Soviet Uehavior to arrive at an understanding of Soviet foreigz policy.

4 In this chapter I describe the events le&d±iG up to &md during tbe tvo

wars and discuss their outcomes, lbe ixaminatiou of th', Soviot role it the

Korean war focuses on tuo issues. GI) Did the Soviet Union start the

Korean War and, if ao, what were its -aotives? Were the North Korean trocups

merely an extension of the Soviat armed forces serving the political purposets

of the Soviet Union? (2) The North Koreans fasiled in their attempt to

unify Korea and were driven back by South Korean and United Nations (almost

entirely American) troops to the Yalu Md Tuxen rivers, the rivers zhat

divide the Democratic P'eople 't Republic of Korea (North Korea) from~ the

People's Rapublic of China md~ the Sovitt Union, Frtz Allen Wbiftg's work

oine can be rabonably certafn why Chin'i crossed the 2/u~ ftx y did the

Sirviat Union fail to cross the 1'imen? Uixat would bave prompted It to ue

foret directly and mn a large scale?
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llext, I assess the Soviet role in the Vietnam war. Again, the focus is

cc a few incidents. (1) In the smer of 1964, ostensibly in reaction to

attacks on American ships by North Vietnamese patrol boats in the GuWf of

Tonkin, the United States bombed North Vietnam. Why did the Soviet Union

respond in sich a limited way to an attack on a socialist country and whut

does this imply? (2) A second incident, prompting a more overt Soviet

response, occurred several months later. In February 1965 the United

States launched a major air attack on North Vietnam. Th2 attack took place

mmediazely after a Vietcong attack on Pleiw in Sooth Vietnam, rather than

in respcmse, for instance, to an attack on American military shipping in

the South China Sea. %hy did Moscow react as it did and what did that indicate

about Soviet foreign policy? .3) After Pleiku, the American escalation

continued for three years, until 1968, when on March 31 President Lyndon B.

JohnsoA first restricted the bombing of North Vietnam and then in the fall

completely halteJ it. What role did the USSR play in advancing o: impeding

the various ill-fated efforts to stop the fighting? In the process of

escalation and subsequLnt de-ascalation did the Soviet Union compete with

the United States in risk-taking? How and to what extent did the Soviet

Union use its military night to offset the American escalation? (4) The

rolc of the Soviet Union in the North Vietnamese offensive in the spring of

1972 and its respouse to the bombing of Hanoi and the sizing of Haiphong

harbor by the United States, vhich followed the offensive, are assessed, as

at the Implications and underlying politics of tbe Kay 1972 visit to the

UGSR by Presideut Richard H. Nixon, a trip that produced manifest anxiety

in Ratoi.
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A Synosis of the Conflicts

- The Korean War began on June 25, 1950, when the North Koreans

crossed the 38th parallel, which until then had been the demarcation line4I
between the Democratic People's Republic of Korea (North Korea) and the

Rapublic of Korea (South Korea). The Comunist takeover in North Korea was

similar to that in Eastern Europe. The Soviet Union was bent on creating

a state, In the Yalta formula, democratic and friendly to the Soviet Union.

As General Terentyi F. Shtykov, the Soviet representative to the Joint

American Soviet Commission on Korea, put it in 1946, "The Soviet Union has

a keen interist in Korea being a true democracy and an independent country

friendly to the Soviet Union, so that in the future it will not become a

base for on attack on the Soviet Union." The USSR used many of the same

techniques in consolidating its preeminent position in North Korea as it had

in Eastern Europe. Joint stock companies for oil and shipping were created

and Soviet advisers were attached to "the Cabinet, the National Planning

Council and the Ministry of Defense. '"'" Many of the leaders in post-World

War II regimes in Eastern Europe had been Soviet 1itizens (Marshal Konstantin

lokossovsky was a ehmber of the Polish Central Cotmittee as late as 1956);

so, too, in North Korea "Soviet-loreans"--Soviat citifens of Korean

extraction who had lived in the USSR before 1945--occupied important positions

In the North Korean government and n the Koresm Labor party when the

independent Democratic Peopl's Republic of Korea was established n 1948.

Cftain, as in many Eastern European states, weveral groupings made up the

Korean Labor party: the Soviet-Koreans; Koreans who had been in Tenan with

) -
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the Chinese Co~mmist party; the "Kapsan" group, which had conducted

guerilla activities aga-nst the Japanese; and a "dovestic' faction that

had remained in Korea during World War 1I and consequently had close

ties with Comunists in South Korea.)

The timing of the North Korean attack on South Korea seemed to be

related to the drawing of lines between the two blocs that followed the

Comunist takeovezs in Europe and Asia and the burgeoning of the cold war.

Specifically, major American spokesmen had demarcated an American defense

perimeter that excluded Korea. In 1949 General Douglas MacArthur had

implicitly placed South Korea outside the perimeter by defining the U.S.

line of defense as extending through the chain of islands near the coast of

Asia from the Philippines through the Ryukyu archipelago, Japan, and the

Aleutian Islands. In 1950 Secretary of State Dean Acheson spoke of the

"'defense perimeter' of the United States in the Pa-- " as "including

the Aleutians, Japan, the Ryukyus, and the Philippines . .. So far as

the military security of the other areas of the Pacific is concerned, it

mut-t be clear that no person can guarantee those areas against military

attack."
5 /

Because of the nature of Soviet-North Korean relations and the global

emergence of tight bipolarity, the beginning of tne Korean War was viewed

as a Soviet ptoy in the cold war. Western specialists were naturally

skeptical of vague Co-aist assertions that the war was "unleashed by the

- Imperialists" and of the specific Mrth Korean version of the beginning of

the war: lEarly on the Wrning of June 25 so-called national defense troops

f / of the puppet goverheat of South Kora initiated a sudden offensive onto

4L~ ~ -!
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the territory of North Korea all along the line of the 38th parallel

Lnd7 . , . invaded the territory of North Korea to a depth of one or two

kilometers north of the 38th parallel in the region west of Haiku and the

Kunchon and Chorvon regions.' '6 /  (One observation from a Commist source

they found notable, however: "the advantages which an aggressor wins during

a sudden jattack are well known to everyone."7!) Adam Ulam btated the

consensus of Western commentary when he declared: "Everything. . . would

point to the conclusion that the Korean affair was undertaken at Soviet

initiative. That the North Koreans would have attacked on their own is

inconceivable. ,/

At any rate, what happened next is beyond dispute. In the vaeks afttr

"'?,-e 25. the North Koreans advanced rapidly to the south and nearly

pying all Korea. The advance was finally halted in aild-

sumer by the ctmbined efforts of the South Koreans, the United States, and

a small contingent of U.S. allies operating under the aegis of the United

Nations. (The legitimating umbrella of the United 1ations was sede

possible by the Soviet Union's boycott of the Security Council meetings in

protest over the failure of the United Nations to recognize the credentials

of the Chinese Commilasts as the ruler of China.) In this the American

role was obviously paramount. By aid-August 1950 an "observer' was asking

in Izvestiya, "fto does not see now that the civil war In Korea would have

ended long age had it not been for American intervention?"'9 /

Events moved rapidly. In September MacArthur undertook a major and

daring amphibious action at Inchon, which allowed the Aaerlcan and South

Korean aruies to extricate tbaselves froa the Pusan perimeter and to

............... .......
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~~ launch a counteroffens~ive, creating, according to Pravda, a "situation

Lich7 Is very sprious."1Q1  By October the South Korans had crossed the

S8h parglll, takii little notice of Chinese Comiunist thr.ats to

Intervene.hI/ Now t)%e Utited States 28pirced to unify Korea on its terms.

The American ambassador to the UN, Warren Austin, declared: "The opportunities

ior new acts of aggression should be removed . . . . The aggressor's force

should not be permitted to have refuge behind an imaginary. line ....

The artificial barrier which has divided North and South Korea has no basis

for existence either in law or reason.' 1 2 /

By aid-October, however, ;he Chintse "volunteer" had crossed the Yalu,

one from October 26 to Noviber 7, they fought South Korean and American

forces along n broad front extetding ost to the coast. By November 27 the

Chinese army ".5 heavily en.aged in Wo-th Korea. Greatly overextended, the

American troops retreated rapidly to positions somewhat south of the 38th

parallel. Once again the battlefront stabilized; near stalemate eaisted

militerily. Fror late January 1951 to July 1953 the Awricans and South

Koreans did achieve modent gains at the expense of the Chinese and North

Koreans--nr.ably, they recrossed the 38th parallel across such of tht

peninsula. Wanwhile, MacArthur was relieved of comand by Iresident Truman

in 1951, Eiaenhover was elected President in 1952, and Stalin died - Marech

1953. Finally, in July 1953, an anristice was agreed to which resulloed in

boundaries that essentially restored the prewar condition.

The Vista= conflict was nch lnger and more fluid tha' the Korean War.

It aight reasonably be called this crtury's Thitcy Years* War. The

Vietnamese, under 9v Chi Minh, bad waged a guerilla war against the Japavese

9J



in the last montha of World War 11. Inedistely after the war the Vietnamese

cof~t.1nued tbvir fight for an independent Comunist Vietnam against the

?ray~ch, ubose possession Indochina had been before World Wal 11.

The amtrgence of comunism as ~a powerful force in Viectuam bore li~ttle

resemblance to the standard pattern of Soviet-6ominate6 &zkeovers as

typi.led by Eastern Europe and exemplified by the formation of the Democatic

keople-'s Republic of Kor*A. Instead, in 1945-47 Soviet policy in Indochina

was promised alnst exclusively on Stalin's aspirations for the French

Communist party. (1he PC7, it vd1l be recalled, was part of the early post-

Wrld War 11 French rovertmentai coalition.) The PCF initially aupported the

French government's fighnt against the Vietminh. In .1.947 lMaurict Thorez, as

vice-minister of Francn, "cowunter signed the order f or military action against

the communist-led Republic of Vierinam." Verbal Soviet ard PCP support for the

Vietminh came only after the PCF had been ousted frc= the French coalition

* govermnent and after the Truman Doctrine and the Mars,-All Plan had been

amneLnced in !Narcn and Jh 4 2'7I
The Con~ist seiture of powr In China greatly facilitated Ho's fight

against zhe French sfnce Chinesse Cmunist control of the border between

China and Vietnam anturod Vistainh access to %nepons and other ?iilitary

equipment. Gradually, the Vietminh prevailed in the fighting, its. greatest

wilitarv, victory over the Franch being tha capture of Disnbiamphu in 1954.

The withdrawal. of tht Fraeb iroua IndochinA was consuIIIII~ated by the

1954 Gneva conferdece. Once agairn, the Vietuaese had ros~s to feel that

otbar Cominsts had ptrange noi.ions of proictarien internationalism. The

Soviet Union urged a ease-fire on the Vietminh largely because its za.jor

contorn was with IZaropa, part icularly with bavian. the YrenL.h defeat the
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propoea Suropean Defense Commutity. As sumarized in the Pentagov PaerG:,

"Soviet interests dictated the sa,rifice of the Vietminh goals if neceosary

to pravent Cerman remilitarization."± 4 / The People's Republic o.' China

similar2y allowed concern about its own security to take precedence over

Vietminh interests. Peking was anxious to ensure the security of China's

southern bordtrs and tu delay an Americar. military build-up in Indochina.

For Peking, in Marek Thee's words, the "main emphasis was on the prohibition

of forcign bases, withdrawal of foreign forces and neutralization of

Indochina. "5 /

The 1954 Geneva conference resulted in another country artificially

ciparatid by a cease-fire ,ine, in this Instance the 17th parallel. The

G=&lv& documentation emphasized the provisional nature of the cease-fire

And envisaged that a general election would be held in 1956, to be followed

by reunification. The "reality of partition," however, was clear._1/

There then followed a brief period ii which Eanoi concentrated on the

internal economic development of the north rather that, on accelerating

riunification. By 1960, however, the National Frant for the Liberation of

Scuth Vietnam had been created. In tht next yeaf or so, "the rate of

Wifiltrt1.cD from North to South Vietzn= increased sharply."- 7 / In rerponse

partially tc this, partilly to bore general fears of Cauunist-Chinese

td Suviet-comiteent to wars of national libe.ation, the Unittd 1.tetes

bez to plAy e far sore active tole in South Vletnam. Specifically,

P'resident John F. rennedy approved a Program for ketion for Soutk. Vietnam,

wich zontimplated "a st ol datailed lnstructinne.... for operations in
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the vi Laary, economic and psychological fields," including "cove-et actions

In the £ifid ,f intelligence, unconventional warfare, and political

.sychological activities." Throughout the next three years, the position

of the South Vietnamese regime continued to deteriorate. American

decisionmakers contemplated more drastic actions to curb the infiltration

from North Vietnam and to bring pressure on Hanoi. In August 1964 the

Torskin Gulf incidents occurred. The United Ststes mounted reprisal air

strikes against Hanoi; the Tonkin Gulf resolution was passed by Congress.

In October 1964 Khrushchev was removed as hcad of the party and state in

the Soviet Union. In November President Lyndon B. Johnson defeated Barry

Goldwater. One o! Johnson's central campaign themes was that the United

Stites was "not going north and drop bombs at this stage of the game, and

we were not gcing south and even out and let the Communist& take over either.'
18 /

but, in fact, the United States was going north. After declining to

retaliate for the Vietcong attack on Bienhoa just before the U.S. elections,

Johnson in February 1965 ordered the bombing of North Vietnam, ostensibly

in response to a Vietcong attack on the American base at Pleiku. American

officials were spoiling for an opportunity to enlarge the U.S. role in the

war, and Pleilw offered such an opportunity. Townsend Soope reports that

McGe~rge Bundy had noted cynically that "'Plikus are streetcars,' i.e., if

oze vtits watchfully, they come along."19/

The attack on the north, which occurred while Soviet Premier Aleksei

Koxygia was In Hanoi, evustitutsd a new phase in the war. A the Pangaton

f sake clear, "BT' contrast with the earlier Tnkin strikes in i gst,

1964 which had been 1resnted as a me-time demonstratior that North Vietnam



would rot attack U.S. force; with impunity, the February 1965 atta:ks

were explicitly linked with the 'larger patteri of aggression' by 'orth

1ietnam, and wert a reprisal against Ncrth Vietnsn for an offense eo=itted

by the Vietcong In South Vietnam." 2 0 /

The war intensified in the three years after February 1965. The North

Vietnamese and the Vietcong, on the one hend, and the United States and the

South Vietnaese, on the other, engaged in a competiticn of will and

co=itment. A crucial stage came in exrly 1968 when, in the aftermath Df

the Vietcong's Tet offensive, General William Westmoreland requested that

the American military contingent of 510,000 men in South Vietnam be augmented

by an additional 206,000 troops during 3968. What followed was a

thoroughgoing real . ma!nt of the American military position against tht

backdrop of domestic political crisis, highlighted by Senator Eugene

McCarthy's success in the March 12, 1968, New Hampshire primary and. Senator

Robert Yennady's announcement or. March 16 that he would seek the Democratic

rresidential nomination. On March 22 President Johnson relieved General

Westmoreland of coamiand and made him army chief of ataff. On March 25 and

26, the Senior Advisory Group mp Vietn&m--a distinguished group vhose embers

Included Dean Acheson, Omar Bradley, McGeorge Bundy, Douglas Dillou, Arthur

Goldberg, Henry Cabot Lodge, Matthew Ridgway, Maxwell Taylor, and Cyrus

Vance--met for * *tocktaking. A Cyrus Vance, then deputy secretary of

*zfenst, rourked. the group was '%wighin not only what wai happening in

Vietnam, but the eocial and political effects in the United States, the impact

it the U.S. econouy, the attitude of other ,ations. Tie divisivjoess in

the country was groflgn with such acuteness that it vaa thraaotzing to tear

the United Statei apart."2 /
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The reassestent culminated on March 31, when President Johnson

nnn.unced that there vould be a two-stage halt of the bombing of North

*ietna --firct at the 20th parallel and later a complete halt-and that he

v voul rot "seek," and would not "accept, the nomination of my Party for

another term as Prerident, ' L2-2 /1 Four days later the North Vietnamese govern-

Rent declared its "readiness to appoint its repreamtatives to contact the

United States represe:atative with a view to determining with the American

aide the unconditionbil sssation of United States bombing raids and all

I other acts of var against. the Democratic Republic of Vietnam so tha. talks

Ray start."23/

The "talking while fighting" dragged on until 1972. In the first half

of the year, the United States undertook two bold diplomatic moves. President

Nixon visited first the People's Republic of China and then the Soviet Union.

Hard on the heels of the Nixon visit tc China, the military front in South

Vietnam changed dramatically. On March 31, preciscly fnur -.° s after

Johnsun'. 1968 bombing-cessation speech, the North Vietnanese army crossed

the demilitarized zoue en masse. The United States resumed the bombing

above the 20th parallel, expanding its attacks on North Vietnim to include

the bombing of Hanoi and the uining of Haiphong harbor, actions tthat did

not preclude Nixon's visit to the Soviet Union in Iay 1972. The presidential

visits to China and the Soviet Union vere an integral part of the U.S.

disengiageent from Vietc and "proftced alwaot imediate results."2''  Unsure

now of the support of its backers, the Soviet Union and Cbina, North Vietnam

quickly eame to far agreement with tie Unit-d States and in January .1973 the

fari Agreements on rn.*Ung the Iar and Restoring Peace in Vietnam *ere sgned.

(In the Paris negotiations, it shoulA be Ptt'essed, neither the Soviet Union

rO I t -2 r-s4
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, ( nor China participated directly. The North Vietnamese had evidently had

enough fraternal aid in such matters at Geneva in 1954.) The essentials

oZ the 1954 Geneva agreament-reunification through a general election--

vere reaffirmed, and provisions were made for the United States to withdraw

Its remaining troops and ior the release of American prisoners of war,

The prewar condition, however, was not restored. "All parties became

quite resigned to a military solution . . .. Hanoi rejected all proposals

for a continuous cease-fire line, as adopted in the 1954 (,eneva agreement ...

Instead it demanded categorically, and vas granted, the 'leopard spot'

solution, a cease-fire in place, vhich favored the guerAlla forces.-5 Two

years later, after a brief hiatus during which it appeared that the Republic

nf Vietnam might solidify its position vis-1-vis the V'etcong (by February

1974 the Vietcong had lost some 15 percent of the territory it controlled

at the time of the s!gning of the peace agreement), the thirty-year quest

ctme to a rapid termination. In early 1975 the North Vietname-se increased

I their "revolutionary violerce" to pr.t pressure on the South Vietnamese

govermnent. What followed was "totally unplanned and unexpected": within

fif:y-fivw days the Republic of Vietnam and its armed for-es disintegrated

and surrendered unconditionally. Vietnam was unified.

Soviet Armed Forces and the Korean War

In the first months of the Korean War, a majorit- of the American public

- thought the United States had antered World War 111. 61 It is difficult to

Jargine that public opinion polls In the Soviet Union in 1950--had they

exieted--ould have mhovn that a majority of the Sov.et people thoqht the

Soviet Union wae in World War 111. A central thrust of Soviet foreign policy4-

It
II
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in those months was to ensure that the Soviet Union not be involved, at

. east overtly, in any direct fighting and certainly not in Korea. The

main theme of the Soviet media was the Stockholm Peace Appeal, a campaign

to obtain the signatures of millions of people opposed to the atemic bomb.

This attitude flies in the face of the two usual explan,.tions of the

origin of the Korean War: that Korea was a "testing ground" and that the

North Koreans were attempting to "tie down U.S. military strength in Asia

so as to reduce resistance to Communist aggresssion elsewhere.' 2 7 1 Hindsig-t,

however, makes a simpler, Korean-centered explanation seem the most likely,

The North Koreans attacked for & combination of reasons. They gave some

credence to the possibility that the South Koreans migbt &ttack--hence the

attractiveness of a preemptive "do unto others before they do unto you."

The unification of Korea could be accomplished solely by Koreans; the North

Koreans appear to have convinced themselves and Stalin that Communist

guerillas in the S>uth would rise in response to a call from the North.

Consequently, the unification could be accomplished quicily. Furthermore,

since the affair was to be exclusively a Korean action and since the

Ame-ricans had excluded Korea from their defense perimeter, there was virtually

no risk of American involvement. In short, a North Korean invision would

extend Communist domain through a war in which Soviet armed forces played

no direct role end the Soviet Union took no risk.

This is, of course, merely a plausible reconstruction of events, bvt

thbere is some evidence to bear out the particular propositions above.

Syngman Rhee was on record as having said, 'Ve shall remposd to the cries of

our brothers in distress" in the Worth. XEkita Xhrusbchew stated that
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Ii?' I Sung had ansured Stalin that "an internal uprising fvould occui

after the first shots were fired and Syngman Rhee was overthrown.''

Kim may well have believed this. After the North Korean attack had failed,

Pak Hon-yonb, a leading figure among the Korean Ccmiunists who had spent

World War II in Korea, was charged, in an indictent brought against him by

the North Korean Labor party, with having circulated "t false report that

in South Korea, t.e South Korean Labor Party had an underground organization

of 500,000 members who were ready to take action in concert with the North. ' -L /

Certainly Xiu made an appeal to South Koreans on:e the war had 'Segun, urging

them "to render active assistance to the People's Army, to expand the national

struggle, to destroy the enemy, to ditrupt his comnunications, and restore

the people's comittees." 2' / Indeed, the North Korean statements of June 10

and June 21, 1950 can be construed es calls to South Korean "patriots" to

prepare for an incipient uprising. The intervir-i by Tim Tu Bong, president

of the Presidium of the DPRK Supreme People's Assembly, on June 23 is

particularly open to such a construction. "As everyone knows," Kim Tu Bong"

observed,

all the democratic political parties and
social organizations of the Southern Ralf
of the Fatherland and all the Korean people
* . . have taken every possible step and
have, exerted their utmost to unify the
Fatherland peacefully . . . jhere then
follows a long list of various unsuccessfulpz opoaals.l

Xore recently on the basis of the
aspiration of all of the democratic
political parties and social crganizations
of the Southern half of the Patherlmnd
and all the Korean people, the Presidium

"W



of .he Supreme Korean People's Assembly
%,a gone to the extent of directly
proposing to the South r.orean National
Asseiuibly a plan for expediting the
peaceful unific&tion of the Fatherland.

However, the Syngman Rhee ccvuntry-
selling traitor gang . . . waonts a divisicn
of the Fatherland and an irternecine civil
war instead of the nacefu-l unification of
the Fatherland....

Leading traitors of t.he Synguian Rhee
gang have openly talked about the
northern expedition on many occcsions....
The country-selling traitors may lautich
their adventurous nort.hezn expedition
which they are talking about. However,
the northern expedition will not be an
easy one....

The people of the northern half will
launch their struggle vigcrously In
opposition to the Syngmat khee traitor
gang in order to defend the democratic
rights and freedoms and traits of
democratic reform which they have won
and the people of the Southern tUalf
of the Republic will also rise in unison
in the struggle to oppcae the Syagman
Rhee traitor gang in order to defend
the democratic system established in the
northern half and to extend it to the
southern half. 31/

If this Korean line of argumentation can be sustained, it p-robably

also stands to reason that Khrushchtv (certainly not one to shrin. from 'Llaming

Stalin for misdeeds) is believable vtn he testifies "that the war wutsn' t

Stalin's idea, but Kim 11 Sung'ai. 11m was the initiator." (Khrushchev

quickly adds, "Stalin didn't try to dissuade him . .. . I don't conden

ftalin for encouraging Kim. Oa the contrary I voalid jwva iiade the *ame
32/

deCU-41o601- nad been in Uis plan~e.")
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Whoever originated the idea, Stalin seems to be the one who took steps

to further increase the prospects that the Korean attack vould succeed,

to. further minimize the risk to tht, USSR, and to reduce the likelihood that

a Soviet finger would be found on the trigger. Well before the attack, the

Soviet Union had been the role provider of equipment and training for the

North Korean army, except for those Korean troops which had been part of

the Chinese Comunist forces in 1949-50. In Apzil-May 1950 the Soviet

Union made large deliveries of tanks, trucks, and heavy artillery to North

Korea, presumably in anticipation of the attack.

At the same time, the number of Soviet advisers yes -_auced.

Khrunhchev stated it was "absolutely incomprehensible to we why LStalin7

did it, but when Kim 11 Suns was preparing for his march, Stalin called back

Aal our advisers who were vith the North Korean divisions and regiments,

as well as all the advi;ers who were serving as consultants and helping to

build up the army." Robert R. Simmons reports data that bear out K-i.shchev's

description of the events. "In 1948, there were 150 advisers in each North

Korean army division (approximately one per company); in 1949 the number was

re~uced to 20 per division; by the spring of 1950 there were only between 3

and 8 per division.'' 3 3 / lie also reports the testimony of an alleged

Ruasian defector who had been in North Korea before the outbreak of the

Korean War that the "Soviet Union's military adviser group numbered only 40

before June 25.--

At the outbreak of the war, therefore, there were a' ost to Soviet

forces in Koyea, even in the itum of advisaers-tth the probable exception

of ase Soviet pilots. (Khruchchev states that Soviet "air force planes

(



were being used to shield Pyongyang and were therefore stationed in North

41 35/
Korea." ) This may have meant some Soviet loss of control over North

Korea; one of the strong points in Sim-mons' sometimes flawed book is the

case he makes that the North Koreans jumped the gun by attacking in late

June rather than late July or early August. The near absence of its forces

certainly reduced the Soviet Union's risk in the short run, and the sizable

amomt of military aid seemed adequatt. to achieve the political purpose

of K1orean unification. At tht same time, however, going to such lengths to

avoid being implicated in the North Korean attack may have reduced the

effectiveness of the Soviet armed forces as e deterrent to U.S. intervention

without affecting Western perceptiou of who was responsible for the war.

("-" -f the most intriguing comments issuing from North Korea in the

. an article accusing Rhee of having attacked North Korea

uhen he knew iu-- well that "in the final analysis the U.S.A. would be
36 /

blamed for the situation.") It is ironic that t e Soviet Union, by

being relatively inconspicuous militarily and by seeming to signal that

it would not intervene in Korea, may have made American leaders 'ess

fearful that American intervention would prompt a direct Soviet response.

Those in the U.S. government charged with monitoring the Soviet press

and radio, for instance, were probably not troubled by the tbreats implicit

in a July 2 Pravda editorial stressing the need for even more signatures

to the Stockholm Peace Appeal in light of American actions :L Korea and

in Moscow radio's announcement that the event of greatest selificance in

the ieek C June 25-July 2, 1950, was the collection of siguatures in the
37/

Soviet Union for the Stockholm Peace Appeal.
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( The American intervention prevemted the attack by the W~orth Korean

army, using Soviet arms, from~ being successful and in a matter of months

haziged the military situation. As a resul1t, the Soviet Union seemed

about to witness the collapse of a socialist state--to be replaced by a

pro-American, unified Republic of Korea on its border. It was ton between

writing off a bad venture, encouraging the Chinese to intervene, substantially

augmenting its overt contribution to. the war effort, and reacting to

pressure from its ostensibly docile clien~t state, thse Dmocratic People's

Republic of Korea.

The Soviet Union Fails to Cross the Ti.men

The initial Soviet efforts to regain a modicum of control over the

deteriorating situation came in July 1950 and were diplomatic in nature.

StAlin responded favorably to Jawaharlal Nehru's aid-July proposal to

negotiate an end to the war. The Soviet media in fact went vo far &s to

publish a quotation from the Washington Post characterixing the North Korean

action as aggression in order to highlight the USSR's mnthusiasmn for a

settlement. The Washipgton Post, Izvestiya observed, "admits that j5talin

would use bis 'influene to anti Lhe aersaftion 4n South %nzaa.,38

Soviet ?,tploaaatic moves at this juncture must at best be classified

as tenpori7.ing. U.S. leaders felt that a minimut' coudition for a negotiated

settlment was a restoration of the prewar status 7,uo, as the Soviet press

acknowledged: "'The real aspirations of the U.S.A. Z;!i7. . . to create

'realistic conditions' for settlement of the Korean question. ThQe

4 realis tic conditions' ... consist of Truman's fImpending m~ssates to

Congress, i~n which he will request special allocations of 6ollais end manpower
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to make it possible for him 'to Carry out his mission to the end."':39 /

In fact, the prevailing mood in July 1950 in Washington (though not,

for instance, in London) favored an advance beyond the 38th parallel.

George Kennan was, by his account, a member of the minority: "I made it

clear as early as July 1950, in the internal digcussions of our government,

that I vas opposed to any advance behind the 38th parallel." In August

Kennan stated his belief that a change in the military situation favoring

the United States, especially the crossing cf the 38th parallel, would

produce a Russian response:

When the tide of battle begins to change, the
Kremlin will not wait for us to reach the 38th
parallel before taking action. When we begin
to have military successes, that will be the
time to watch out. Amything may then happen--

entry of Soviet forces, entry of Chinese
Comunlst forces, new jressures for aj UN

settlement, or all three togethe.. The Rusaians
will not be inclired to sit by if our forces or
United Nations for(:es . . . of any sort push
the North Koreans beyond the 38th parallel
again. .... They may . . . reoccupy North Korea,
or they might introduce other forces which wo u A

be nominally Chinese Cowunist forces * .

(goodness knows who muold be really controlling
them). . .. Obviously they are not going to
leave the field free for us to sweep up the
peninsula and place aselves forty or fi.fty
miles from Vladivostok. 40/

Kenuan was, after a fashim, correct. According to Khrushchev, there

was an initial temptation to wIt off North Korea; "At first, Stalin and

°[I
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fQhou En-lai / aeed to conclude it was fruitlesr for China to intervene.""/

3y late ugust the Soviet Union and the People's Republic of China had

agreed that the Chinese wculd use their troops in Korea if the North

Korean position deteriorated further. (Chinese intervention vas conditional

on U.S. troops crossing the 38th parallel; this act prompted the famous

midnight scssion between Chou and M. K. Panikkar, India's ambassador to the

PRC, on October 2. 4j/) Once again, however, as at the outset of the

war, Soviet ground forces did not cross the Tmen, even as volunteers--nct

when ROK forces crossed the 38th parallel on October 1, nor when American

troops crossed the parallel on October 7, nor when the South Koreans

apploached the Yalu and the far north corner of North Korea, nor when the

Americans advanced to the Yalu did Soviet troops "reccupy North Kcrea."

The force. that were iutroduced were not "nominally" Chinese Communist

forces, they were Chinese Comunist forces. No Soviet official disturbed

Panikkar's sleep in October 1950.

At. this point, though, Soviet armel forces demonstrably did play a

role. The.y served in Manchuria to backup Chinese troops and to deter

American reprisal& against China. The Soviet Union armed the Ch.'ese troops,

and Soviet air arad antiaizcraft forces were directly, if limitedly, inolved

in the fighting. It appears, moreover, that Chinese participation was

conditioned on such Soviet commitments. It was not simply that Mao yielded

to Soviet preasur.; -33 / rather, it seems that the Soviet Union :ook several

steps that reduced the risk for the Chinese aud tht these steps vere in

some way rtlated to tht 7ebruary 14, 1950, Sino-Soviet treaty of allionce.

The instruments of ratification for that treaty were exchanged September 30,

(2
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1950;4- / it seams a reasonable assumption that by that date Cinese and

-Go'€ret leaders had a fairly explicit imderstanding of what each country

would do 'In various eventualities. Whiting speculates that the treaty

"offered a firm guarantee of all out Russian support should the U.S.
o.45/

aLtack mainland China in response to PRC intei7vention in Korea.

At any rate, the Soviet Union did more in the fall of 1950 than merely

pro'ride armaments to go along with Chinese manpower. In fact, Moscow

nLrcially provided rather meager amounts of weaponry to the Chinese

11volunteers," which has led to speculation that Soviet aid to the Chinese

was deliberately inadequate.A- 6 / Whiting's construction of the chronology

m&kes such speculation seem as if the Vietnamn War and the Sino-Soviet

split of the 1960s and 1970s were ikposed on the Korean War of the early

1950s: the combination of the timing of an agreement, the probable

conditions of Chinese involvemenc, and the necessity for training

People's Liberation Army units to handle Soviet weapons probably suffices

to explain the Soviet Union's failure to equip the Chinese in any way

similar to what it had done for the North Koreans before June 1950.

A reasonably good picture of the vttent t.o Which Soviet personnel
47' f h

were involved in the direct conduct of the war has mrged.- If the

role of Soviet advisers is ignored, the first clear-cut direct encom.ter

occurred October 8--a day after American troops had crossed the 38th

parallel--vhen two U.S. 7-80s strafed a Soviet airfield aighteen miles

southwest of Vladivostok sud sixty Siles north of the Soviet-Koren border.-

The first occasion on which Soviet-built MIG-15s were v~ed took p;ace three

weeks 1ter when a sizable mambr of them crossed the Yalu frm Xanchurla.
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The 11.-15 was an infirtely better plane than anything the Unites States

had in Korea until the Y86-F Sabre Jet was introduced in 1952; the crack

pilots who flew MIGs evidenced a "skill in :raneuver /which7 argued against

their being Chinese ir te-r of the known capabilities of PLA pilots."' 9 /

During the remaining years of the way, seceral more incidents invclved

planes with Soviet pilots. In 1952, Futrell notes, "there was no longer

any dobt that some of the . . pilots were Russians. On July 4 a Sabre

pi.L t pulled in close to a stricken ?Mf and observed that th enem y had a

ruddy com,.em cn, and bushy eyebrows of light red." In Nnember 1952 "unmarked

but obviously Russian MIG-15s swarmed down from Vladivostok. A flight of

three Panther jets engaged several 1IGs . and shot one of the= down.

At General Lari Clark's :ecomendation, the Joint Chiefs of Staff agreed

to make no public disclosure of the Navy's clash with the Russians.50/

According to American intelligence estimates, which were accepted by

the State Depar~c-.:'s Office of Chinese Affairs, there were fifteen SDviet

divisions in Man:huria in the fall of 1950 and "about 40,000 Soviet

artille,-y troops 'attired in Chinese Communist uniforms' in the Yangshui

Mountain area near Feugcheng."5-c! Soviet writers tell us tht "crack"

Scviet "air divisions" were sent to the Chinese north-rastern provinces;

these "provided dependablo air covez against enmy air attacks for the

.ndustrial centers in North Eastern. China."2 According to N. S Kapitsa

a Soviet diplomat vltl, long experience in Chinese affairs, these Soviet

Planes "downe dozens of Ameriean planes• --L And Futrell reports that

4hle "in Mukdet, a 'Supreme Joint Bdquarters' of Minece and North Korean

forces appaiently served policy-,=aking and adminictratve functions for : e

Co-~uniat air forces . . an 'Allied Joint Headquarters' a-t Antung

/
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emercised day-by-day control of Red air activities over North Korea. The

Antung center appeared zo be managed by Chinese Communist officers, but

an intelligence informant reported that it was actually run by Russian

advisers who were present in the control room at all times. ,--/ In short,

the Soviet air force was used to increase the cost to Americans, in lives

and planes, of violating the Chinese sanctuary, and it probably supervised

the air war over North Korea; and Chinese volunteers, acting (as a Soviet

scholar recently described it) out of "both internationalist and nationalist

consderations, ' 55 / ensured that the DPR would continue to exist. Finally,

Kapitsa maintains that the Soviet Union was committed to a bail-out operation

in Korea if things got too bad: "In case of a worsening of the situation

the USSR was prepared to send five divisions to render aid to the DPRK in

rebuffing the aggression.'1'

In the fall of 1950 the Soviet Union made more explicit its threac to

use force to deter further expansion of the war by the United States-United

Nations. "There were hot heads Fin the United States! who recomnendcd

transferring the war onto the territory of the PRC," Kapitsa vrites. "The

57/USA could not but reckon on the presence of the mighty Sino-Soviet alliance. /

He quite properly points to President Harry S. Truman's Memoirs as evidence

that Truman was deterred: Truman believ that the United States must

expect a Soviet response if it attacked China.

Thus the Soviet Union, by its actions, direct and thretned, helped

set limits on the Korean conflict. Apparently it was committed to using

its troops if necessary to avert c*rtain outcomes. It vas sinous to keep

the United States out of northeastern China. Had American tropq gone

across the Talu to China, Soviet troops would have crossed th Atmen in force.

¢ ~
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Stalin was evidenty willing to sacrifice some Russian lives to reduc ! the

danger that North Korea would collapse. After the front in Korea had beer,

itabilized, the Soviet Union reintroduced enough military personnel into

North Korea to affect the waging and the outcome of the war at very little

risk to itself since the United States was no longer disposed to seek total

victory in Korea. By September 1953, according to U.S. intelligence

estimates, 20,000 to 25,000 Soviet troops were in North Korea, including

roughly 5,000 ground air trcops, a 5,000-man artillery division, 2,000

military advis2rs, and 1,500 engineers. 5 8/ The effect was to reinfore the

American disposition to settle for the restoration of the prewar status quo.

Since the United was deterred by its clash with the Chinese when American

forces had approached the Yalu, there was almost no risk to Soviet security

in implanting troops in North Korea after the front had stabilized. Moscow

also sees to have understood the distinction between crossing a border to

fight the United States to prevent the United States from unifying Korea

and placing Soviet troops in North Korea to increase the cost and risk to

the United States of an attempt to unify Korea. The former risk--the risk

the Chinese took-oscow night not have been willing to take, Kapitsa

notwithstanding, had the Chinese intervention failed to prevent the UN

forces from unifying Korea, even if it meant the collapse of a socialist

country and a pro-American Korea on the Soviet border. The latter risk-

analogous to placing American troops in Berlin as hostageB-Moscow was willing

to, and did, take. Ultimately, therefore, Soviet troops did cross the Tunen

"rt only after the Chinese bad crossed the Talu, wt-en the prospects that

the war might again com close to thc Sc7iet border had beccme remote.

(
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Patron-Client Bargaining and Soviet Support for North Korea

-" Although the Soviet Union rendered a modicum of aid to the People's

Republic of China and to the DPRK, there is much in the 
open record to

suggest that it was determined to avoid entanglement in the conflict 
if at

all possible, but that the North Koreans mounted a vigorous 
campaign in the

fall of 1950 to persuade the Soviet Union to increase 
its support of them.

On October 19, while the North Koreans were fleeing north 
and after the

Chinese had begun to cross thte Yalu, Kim Ii Sung made a rather striking

broadcast. He began by saying, "The Korean people . . receiving absolute

support from the Soviet Union, the People's Republic 
of China and ll

democracies and progressives of the world." What is striking

are the two examples given of such absolute support:

One of the examples for the world wide support to

the Korean people is the medical mission from

Hungary. Another support comes from the Chinese

people; we, the Korean people will never forget

the warm support of the Chinese people delivered
by the People's Delegation on the occasion of

the second anniversary of our Republic. Premier

Chou En-lai also declared that China cannot

remain indifferent at the invasion of the

Deiocratic People's Republic of Korea. 59/

Doubtless some listeners wondered vhether Kim had Intentionally omitted

a Soviet example.

If so, it might have been partly a result of the chilly letter he

had received from Stalin a wek before in response to a fawning cable vent

by Kim. (In mid-October 1950 North Korean leaders were unlikely to have

stood on ceremony.) The cable from Kim had stated in part:
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The Korean people are ardently grateful for the U.S.S.R.'s
constant, friendly support of our people in the struggle

for the unification and independence of our motherland.

Thanks to the disivterested aid shown us by the

U.S.S.R. in accord with the agreement on economic
and cultural cooperation concluded -n March, 1950, between
the two countries, the Korean people have achieved huge
success in the development of our Republic.

The U.S.S.R.'s foreign policy, which invariably
fights for democracy, freedom and the independence of

large and mall nations, is strengthening in our people

the belief in a triumphant conalusion to the sacred war
of liberation against the American interventionists and
their lackey--the treacherous Syngman Rhee clique.

We know that in this var the support and s - "
of the peace-loving nations of the whole vor
by the great U.S.S.R., are on the tide of
people. 60/

Stalin's response was terse at best and probably rude. It was addressed

to Mister (gospodin)--not Comrade--Kim Il Sung. After thanking Kim for

the "kind sentiments and good wishes" he had conveyed, Stalin stated: "I

wish the Korean people, heroically defending the independence of their

country, a successful conclusion to their struggle of many years' duration
61/

for the creation of a united, independent and democratic Korea." Utterances

such as these have generated, over the years, cynicism about the Soviet

comitment to proletarian internationalism.

There were further pointed remarks from the Soviet side. On

October 31, 1950, broadcasting from Khabarovsk In Korean, Soviet radio

took the occasion to describe to its listeners what was happening in Vietnam.

(
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At a time. when the North Koreans desperately needed Soviet aid, one can

rieidily aegine how discomforting it was for the North Koreans, their

backs against thE Yalu, to har the concli sicn of the Soviet ,roadcast:

The Vietn .u People's Army has made the Imperialist
American And French rulers angry. The imperialit
American Goverment has announced that they are

going to send pla.es, tanks, cannons, and other
*.uipent from Korea to the Vietnam French forces.
They are going to set up a second brutal action in
Vietnam and they are disturbed by the Vietnam

people's victory. The People's A=ny victory has
struck a blow against the isperialist Lmerican
and French colonialiats.

All of the democrati: nations support and
sympathize vith the Vietnax people's forces. 62/

Remarks such as these must have made the North Koreanr rather nervous

tness of Sv-iet support. On the anniversary of the

revolution, the North Korean leaders were probably trying to reassure

themselves as Auch as their supporters. In a coentary bravely titlee

"The Victory of the Great Socialist Revolution of Russia Is a Victo-y ifl the

Campaign for'the Liberation of SmaU Nations," they noted that "the Korean

people were liberated from the colonial yoke of the Japan bandits through,

the precious blood 9hd by the brave officers and men of the Soviet Armed

lorces. Today the America-n Imperialists are making every eifort to deprive

us of the happiness gained at the cost of the blood of th' Soviet people."

Consequetly, the North Koreans asked, "How could the xreat Soviet Deople

i a.
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and peace loving peoples of the vorld sit back and do nothing about

the brutal atrocities of the American Imperialists, who are bent on

63/
ggression in Korea? ' -

The Soviet Union, it turned out, was going to do something (and the

PRC such more). The degree of coimitent and of risk would be carefully

controlled; certainly Soviet leaders were not going to be preasured either

by the North Koreans Into extensive and risky support of North Korea or

by anyone- 4 1 into diversionary actions elsewhere that might prompt a

vigorois responsi from the United States. By its unillingness to risk

its o,.n forces in June 1950, the Soviet Union had contributed to the

failure of the North Korean effort to unify Korea-a failure that had

threatened the existence of the North Korean regime. Stil, there was

little point in compounding the blunder, which at least entailed no risk

for the Soviet Union, by putting Soviet troops on the line in the fall of

1950 at very great risk. Far better to take a chance on the survival of

the DPRK--after all, the Americans were already on the Soviet borders in

Irar, and Turkey--and to use Soviet armed force in more efficacious and

less risky 'ays as a deterrent in China and ultimately as a deterrent in

North Korea well reoved from the battle.

K
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Soviet Armed Forces and the Vietnam War

The relevant events preceding the Soviet responses to U.S.

reprisals apainst North Vietnam for the Tonkin Gulf incidents (August

1964) and the Vietcong's attack on Pleiku (February 1965) date back

to 1960-61. In those years Sino-Soviet doctrinal differences about

national liberation wars became manifest, first at the 1960 meeting

of the eighty-one Communist parties and then in Nikita Khrushchev's

famous January 1961 Kommunist article. Khrushchev's position was that

Soviet nuclear might was sufficient to deter the "export of counter-

revolution," and that revolution in individual countries could there-

fore proceed apace without interference from the outside. Fearful of

the risks of escalation, Khrushchev put forth a plausible and

attractive rationalization for a policy that did not Involve large

amounts of military aid--cuch less large deployments of Soviet troops

abroad--to foreign Comunists engaged in waging national liberation

wars--namely, the Vietnamese.

At the same time, however, the Soviet Union had become modestlyIinvolved in 2ndochina, specifically in Laos, where Soviet transport air-

craft flew almost 200 missions in the last half of December 1960. 65/

This spilled over into South Vietnam: "In the spring of 1961, Soviet

transports began airlifting military supplies to Tchepong, a town

twenty miles from the Vietnam border in eastern Laos believed to be

a major bsse of operations for the Vietcong." 66/

-- Where the Soviet Union did not play a significant role In 1960-63

was in providing military assistance to North Vitnam. laser states

----------------------------------
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that the North Vietnamest specifically asked the Soviet Union

for increased military assistance and that this produced a vorsening

of Soviet-Vietnamese relations. 67/ The occasion for the Soviet

evaluation of the request, his argument runs, was December 19E2,

when General Pavel latov, chief of staff of the Warsaw Pact countries,

visited North Vietnam. During a January 1963 visit, party secretary

Yuri V. Andropov delivered the rejection of the request. The timing

of the North Vietnamete request was presumably not propitious: in the

aftermath of the October 1962 Cuban missile crisis and the Sino-Indian

border clash, there was little disposition in Moscow to encourage

adventurism.

In any event, Soviet-Vietnamese relations worsened In 1963-64,

and Vietnamese ties with the PRC inproved. The North Vietnamese were

consequently not counting on Soviet support should the United States

decide to escalate its role in Vietnam to one involving overt

operations, bombings in particular, against North Vietnam. In February

1964 it seamed likely that the United States would decide to undertake

such measures. The Vietnamese asoessment of Soviet policy sems to

have been well founded, even though Moscow's response to the increasing

evidence of a propensity In Washington to escalate the var conveyed

a willingness to assist North Vietu if the United States should

attack: on February 25, 1964, in a statement by Tess, the Soviet Union

promised to render the Vietnamebe national. liberation struggle the

"necessary assistance and support" and declared that "the Soviet

people cannot rmain indifferent to escalatory events In Vietna."68/

D -
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But the Vietnamese media conveyed the distinct Impression that the

Soviet Union was proffering such "necessary assi.stance" if the United

- tates attacked, not as a deterrent to suc'h ani attack; that the

North Vietnamese were much less confident of Soviet nuclear strength

Soitassistance came with too many strigs--Moscow,in particular,

appers o iaveinsisted that Vietnam side~ with the USSR against the

PRC Ina Jne1964 article in Ho_ Tp__c Premier Pham Hung isse

tha "t inurethe defense capability of the socialist camp it is

Impeativ tostrengthen the defense capability of all socialis.t

countries and not just one country" and criticized potential donors

for employing aid "as means of compelling others to abandon, their

independent political stand." 69/

The record indicates that the North Vietnamese knew whereof they

spoke. In 1964 the importance the USSR attached to Southeas~t Asia,

never high, seemed to dwindle still further. Soviet delive,.ies of all

kinds to North Vietnam decreased substantially---this In a year when

H~ocTap was affirming that "support for the international revolutionary

movement by the countries in which socialism has achieved victory

should cover all fields" 70/ -- from 51 million rubles In 1963 to 42.5

million rubles In 1964, the difference Laing largely accounted for

by an 8-million-ruble "reduction Ii deliveries In machinery mnd

equipment (from. 30.6 to 22.3 million)." 71/ And la June 196i4

- Khrushchev was prepared to have the USSR rosipi as ecchairman of

the permanent body of the International Control. Cooisimo fol Laos

and evidently to extricate the USSR from Indochina. 72/
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Despite these intimations, the Soviet Union tid continue to accord Vietnam

imited iupport. Ag Khrushchev said in July 1964, "we have more than once

warned" the United States not to act as a "world gendarme" and "we support

the people of South Vietnam" who "have every right to engage in /nx7 armed

struggle . . . a sacred struggle for their freedom and independenct ." 2!

It is against this background that the Soviet reaction to U.S. actions

against North Vietnam after the Tonkin Gulf incidents can be best understood:

consonant with recent practice, the reaction was modest, vague, and verbal.

A Tass statement of August 6 declared that "authoritative Soviet circles

resolutely condemn the aggressive actions of the U.S.A.," characterized the

incident as one that might result in "dangerous intensification of the already

tense situation," and asserted that "such actions, or further imprudent steps

or provocations in this area can cause events capaile of turning the incidents

which have taken place into a -idespread military conflict with all the

dangerous consequences ensuing therefroi." 4/ Two days later, on August 8,

Khrushchev characterized the American actions as "agressive" and "piratical."

The operative paragraphs, howev.r, contained little specific commitment.

"'Madmen' and 'semi-sadmen' and other people, normal and abnornal" were warned.

"The peoples," Khrushchev delarad," . . are fighting and will continua to

fight for their independence":

Should the Imperialists thrust a war upon the
socialist countries, the people of the Soviet
Vnion ili carry out their sacred duty ....
The So7iet Uniov today haa enormous militery
strength at its disposal amd by relyiug on it
w are able to, labor and cmate In peacm .

(Directing all its force into coimist
comntruction, the Stlet Won is following
the behasts of the reat 1an and is pursuing
the sole corract path. 75/

-- , - ++ + + %'+ +++ +.+.... . .. +.. . . ..
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Peking Review, rarely one to miss a trick, noted dryly that "neither the Tass

statment nor that of Khrushchov 50ic7 referred to giving support to the just

struggle.of the D.P..V. against U.S. aggression." 76/

Two months after Tonkin, Nikitz Khrushchev was a pensioner. His long-

time associates, Leonid Brezhnev and Ale'"sei Kosygin, were first secretary

(later general secretary) of the CPSU ane chairman of the Council of Ministers,

respectively. The assertion that Khrushchev's ouster produced a change in

Soviet bahavi,:r canuot be explicitly substantiated. Khrushchev might well

have reacted to events--specifically, to the obvious indications in Washington

after the election that the United States was moving toward a major escalation

in Vietnam--as his successors did. Substantial documentation exists to suggest

that in the months before and after Khrushchev's ouster Soviet audiences were

being prepared for a major reconciliation between the United States and the

Soviet Union.- 7 / Much of the motivation, moreover, that apparently prompted a

change in Soviet policy toward North Vietnam was characteristic of Khrushchev's

policy as well: confidence that a political solution would ultimately produce

a Communist victory in South Vietnam, interest in extricating the United States

from Vietnam so that the USSR and the United States could address other

problems, a desire to maintain some presence in the Democratic Republic of

Vietnam as a counter to China. 78/ At the same time, the new leaders probably

perceived themselves as being under greater pressure than Khrushctkev to

demonstrate that the Soviet Union still supported revolutionary causes globally;

mA they were probably less fearful than Khrushchev that a modest American-

Soviet confrontation in Vietnam would escalate.

What is clear is that there was a shift in Soviet signals toward the

and of 1964. Taos on Novdaber 27 used the some phtases it had used in February--
i 2o .
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"cannot remain indifferent" and "render necessary assistance"-but it differed

In that it expressed concern about "the fate of a fraternal socialist country."
79/

Kosygin informed the Supreme Soviet in December that the USSR "will not remain

indifferent" and declared it "is prepared to give. . . the necessary assistance,

if the aggressors dare raise a hand against" the DRV,80/ a comitment conveyed

that month by Brezhnev and Aleksandr Shelepin as wel.. Fid.ly, on December 30,

Andrei Gromyko affirmed Soviet arms assistance if "the aggressors dare to

infringe upon Lthe DRV's7 independence and sovereignty" and invoked "the principles

of proletarian internationalism.
81/

Evidence of the new Soviet leadership's intention to align its money and

its mouth came in February as Kosygin headed a Soviet delegation to Hanoi

whose main mission, presumably, was to concretize increased Soviet economic

and military assistance. Plans by the United States to undertake reprisals

against North Vietnam were delayed in deference to Kosygin's visit for three

reasons. First, it was feared that the reprisals "could be interpreted," the

chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff wrote, "as a reaction to [the visit,

thereby Impairing and complicating U.S.-Soviet relations." Second, American

leaders had "the hope, if not expectation, that Kosygin would fro the U.S.

point of view, weigh in constructively in the Vietnam struggle" Third, "the

Soviet Union LwaA7 the only alternative source of economic and military support

to Hanoi" other than China. / lowever, on February 7, the day after Kosygin's

arrival in Hanoi, the Vietcong--n what vat probably a deliberate provocation--

attackad the U.S. barracks at Pleiu and a helicopter base at nearby Camp

Nollovay. The Americans, who were itching for an opportunity to lamch Operation

-]ialag Dart, proceeded to bomb the southern regions of the W during losygin's

visit.
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The overt Soviet reaction, while restrained, was considerably more

specific than it had been at any time in 1964. Kosygin, in a speech in

Hai cf on February 9, continued to use such phrases as "necessary assistance"

and to assert that "peace is an ally of socialism." He explained that during

his trip "ways will be outlined for the future expansion of cooperation along

eccnomic, political, Itural, and other lines." L-11 The Soviet government in

?ravoa made explicit the operative definition of "other" on ?ebruar% 9:

"int the face of the above mentirned &ctions by the U.S.A., the Soviet Union,

together with its allies and friends, will be forced to take further measures

to guard the security and strengthet the defense capacity of the Democratic

Republic of Vietnam. Let no one have any doubts that the Soviet Union will do

this, that the Soviet people will fulfill their internationalist duty with

respec: to a fraternal socialist country.'

In mid-1964, the Soviet Union was on the verge of extricaring itself from

Southeast Asia. Soviet mlitary advisers were playing a decreasing role in

Indoch-*na generally and in lietna= especially. Soviet military personnel in

Vietnam (&although I have no explicit figures from open sources) must have

numbered well under a thousand. Weapons transfers were being reduced, and the

Soviet effort to deter the United States relied on noncredible hortatory remarks

and the Soviet ruclear arsenal.

According to the Chinese (and they are apparently correct), the Soviet

leaders set out in January-February.1965 to use their military aid to get some

control over events in Vietnam. They "have ulterior motives in giving a

cerEain amount of aid-they are trying to boodwakthe Vople at home and abroad,

to keep the situation in Vietnam i-9 to gain a say on the

ZI
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Vietn= question and to strike a bargain with U.S. imperialism on it. 8 5 /

The bargain evidently entailed a negotiated settlement that vould (as

Korygin is supposed to have told the Chinese when he passed through Peking

o bis visit to North Vietnam, in February 1965), help the United States

"find a way out of Vietnam' 186 / and at the same time reactivate the Sino-

Soviet alliance. Instead, Pleiku produced a situation in which the USSR found

itself using its armed forces fer political purpores--on a far more modest and

less risky scale than. the United States, to be sure--paralleliug one of the

U.S. reasons for intervention in Vietnam. The USSR, that is, felt it had to

demonstrate the credibility of its comitment-that it was a "strong" and

"reliable" friend of small socialist states. 87 / In this instance, the small

socialist state may have manipulated the Soviet Union so that Soviet military

power served the political purposes of the smller state as smuch as those of

the Soviet Union. ZipolaTity among socialist states may have created a

straddle point at which small (socialist) scates could encourge the great

(socialist) powers to compete in providing war materiel, so--, r---- --

eahanced deterrent capabilities.

After February 1965 the bombing of North Vietnam became a central feature

of the general effort by ths Americans to stop "the Coummunist aggression"

rather than a tit-for-ttt response to particular incidents. The American

escalation--U.S. troops in South Vietnaz and increased air strikes-continued

until March 1968. The var itself dragged on for the United States until

Jmuary 1973, although the United States graadlly disengaged itself after

?!dident Johnscn's Yarch 31, 1968, saeech. The Soviet contribution to the

North Vietumose war effort by pnd large 'poralluled that of the United State,;

. • .
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to Soutl, Vietnam but on a much smaller scale, involving far 1*36 risk-taking

I than U.S. actions but representing roughly two-thirds of the total foreign

issisg *"ce to North Vietnam.

Focusing on Soviet media uttertncLs makes it readily apparant that

Mocwwas intent on cor;xincing exter~r:: IA&sAv dovii-stic audiences that the

Sovie, 'Union would match the (nift * 'a Ap for ate-p--though, to repeat,

Soviet leaders preferred I.o cl'.uif , tnrtcc iseqs. In 1964 Moscow's themes

Ihad bten that "it would not re-main iadif~trent" and tbgst 'I would take

"neces4ary measures" (unnpoc~fied). It 1'065-67 i. nz,.!:-i that it v~as taking

"praci. ,ca meast-ret, tr' strentchen the stu"urity and build up the defense

ofZt' t1( TA~V ot, in lreghnir'su ordi, "iVeal u., o. ' M c h

phrasts were geter* ,-,' !'.upied with det.2araticons tat thv Zj1 would compete
pates tay -- tclaing C.. escalation. Te Vitnon±

Lhe Dc .;z -atic Ai.publiz. of Viczau whatever assistance it

needs . . . . We have not been and will not be foiun& wanting in this

regrc . V2 "The Soviet Union has givei and will continue to give frateral

Vietnam its full political Qpport and the necessary economic and military

aid" (Dmitri S. * olyanaky) .!2! "The Soviet Union has given, is Xiving,

and will continue to give t~he Vietnamese people all round support and aid"

(Supreme Soy4 at).-'1 "The U.S. ruling circles iz;i realize that new steps

to expar-d the war viii Inevitably call forth correspondingly more efforts by

the Vietnamese people and the countries friendly to them. . . . The Soviet

Union brRt girtn a:L,.)' ll give all-round aid" (Nikolai Podgorny) .L

- There vi.. some iLidication, uoreuvrer, that there was a kind of

competition In risk-taking going on mong the Soviet elite, which relatos to
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differences in opinion about whether the U.S. actiont in Vietnam were part

of an overall confrontation between the forces of imperialism and

revolution or a relatively separable phenomenon. Fcr those like Shelepin

and Marshal Rodion Malinovsky, both of whom characterized the United States

as 'Wrse than itler," the var in Vietnam was not an isolated event but

evidence that the United States confronted Soviet interests in revolution -.n

every corner of the globe. lovever, the core political leadership--Brezhnev,

Kosygin, Podgorny--spoke as though they regarded Vietnam as a more or less

isolated event. One evidence of this difference in view showed up in late

1966 when Izvestiya censored a speech by Shelepin in such a way as to bring

hit position more in line with the prevailing Soviet stance. The speech as

published by _JUejUaz (the army newspaper) describes the worsaning international

aituation in 1966 as a consequence of a general confiontation of Imperialist

and revolutionary forces:

As & result of the intensification of the aggressive
schemes of the imperialists, a serious aggravation of the
'orld situation has taken place. World reaction, headed
by the main force of war and agtression-American imperialism--
.now here, now there kindles the hotbeds of conflict. The
iAerialists in a number of renions are itriving to restore
_by force the colonial order, to stifle the national liberation
sovemt't of the people. The U.S.A. has been waging for
several years now a plundering, colonial war against the
peoples of Vietuam, 93/

Irvestiya, on the other band, by omitting the italicized words

Iu the above text, seemed to suggest that the primary reason for the aggravated

/



International situatica was the war in Vietnam. Whether Vietam was a

relatively separabl, problem or a clash o! the forces of imperialist and

revolution led to soue differences in policy formulation by Soviet leaders

about the magnitude of future comitments to the Democratic Republic of

Vietnam. Shelepin declared in August 1965 that the Soviet Union would

provide "necessaiy and ever-increasing assistance.'" / to the DRV at a time

wen others in the leadership were merely pledging the support deemed

necessary.

It certainly was the case that non-Soviet Communist elite groups

were willing to let the Soviet Union take greater risks. The Chinese

responded to Soviet criticism about difficulties in transshipping aid across

China by pointiag out that "besides ground and air communications there

are sea routes to link various countries in the world."9 5 / The Cubans

similarly had the indelicacy to use the occasion of the CPSU's Twenty-Third

4Congress in 1966 to advise the Soviet leadership:

Considering the situation that has arisen in
connection with the war in Vietnam, it is necessary
to establish a military force capable of stopping the
bombings of the Democratic Republic of Vietnam, that
is, capable of putting the American planes that bomb
Vietnamese territory ¢'tt of action. For victory over
Imperialism in Vietnam, it is of decisive Importance,
using all available means and taking the necessiary
risk, to halt the criminal aggression, which i ; what
the bombing of the Democratic Republic of Vietnar
constitutes. It is necessary to make the utmost effort
and to render decisive assistance in order to turn
the territory of the Democratic Republic of Vietnam
into a 'Sraveyard of American aircraft." 96/

I
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While in general the speech of the Cuban delegate, Armando Hart Davalos,

Ias enthusiastically received by the Soviet Congress audience, his advice

on risk-taking and rendering sufficient antiaircraft aid to deter U.S.

5-52s receivid no applause. (Nc 3-52s vere shot down until December 1972.)

The Vietnamese, hovever, did receive other forms of military aid,

including antiaircra&ft mioiles, tattaries, and planes, as the Soviet

leadership made plausible its argument that fidelity to proletarian inter-

nationalism (read: countering the Chinese challenge) consisted in providing

concrete assistance--in vhich the USSR naturally had a comparative advantage--

not ideological fervor. Table 1 summarizes the estiates of the Internatinal

Institute for Strategic Studies of Soviet and CWh.uese military aid to

Vietnam from 1965 to 1971. The Soviet figures vere apparently derived from

the official exchange rate, vhich at that time vas cue ruble to $1.11; in

other IISS calculations, Soviet defense expeiditurts are estimated at 0.40-

0.50 ruble to one dollar, implying that the figures should be doubled. (The

ugutl estimate of U.S. expenditures for the Vietnam War is about $112 billion.)

As early as April 5, 1965, U.S. Intelligence found evidence of the

first SA-2 SAM site under construction. According to the entabonilers,

"the SAM's were only the most dramatic form of considerably increased

quantities of modern military equipment beginning to be furnishad to the DRV

by the Soviet Union. "
-

/ MC-17s were sighted in June 1965. R/ In April

1966 the first announced use of )fG-21s occurred in the war, - / and in May

Soviet "Shyster" missiles with a range of 750 mles-Saigon and Banoi are

/

p.

* ' ----.- .
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Table 1. Soviit and Chinese Military Aid to the Democratic lepublic of Vietnam

Millions of U.S. dollars

Year USSR China

1965 210 60

1966 360 95

1967 505 145

1968 2 100

1969 120 105

1970 75 90

1971 100 75

Total 1,650 670

Source: International Institute for Strategic Studies, Strategic

Survey. 1972 (London: IISS, 1972), p. 50.

roughly 700 miles apart--wre reported as having been seen by neutral observers.

100/

in the Hanoi area.-- By emmer 1966 the Soviet Uaion was publicizing its

role in training Vietamepe pilots to fly the MIG-21s. 1 0 -1 / By fall Anerlcan

intelligence was estimating the p eAanae of 130 SAY sites In Horth Vi1tn 302/

and disagreeing about whether there were 5,000 or 7,000 antiaircraft batteries

in North Vietnam. "One highly placed -i. S.7 source" described the Vietnsese

defene as "the most advanced that American pilots have ever faced.

Indications are the system will be further elaborated and stregtbene .0 3/

Soviet military personnel were also made available. In W4.ch ).965

lrezhnev even floated the possibility of Soviet volunteers doing to Vietnan:

"Our central agencios are receiving many declarations frm Sovitt people

-4-- + ,
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expressing readiness to take part in the Vietnmese people's struggle f~r

freom and independence.- 0-4/ in April 1965 a carefully phrased Soviet-

iorth Vietnamese declaration was issued which declared: "The Soviet

Sovarunent, if needeS be and if the DRV government so requests, vwill give

its consent to the departure for Vietnam of Soviet citizens who, guided

by a sense of proletarian internationalism, have expressed the desire to fight

for the just cause of the Vietnamese people."- 05  (The Chinese in March

1965 charged that "the Soviet leaders proposed that China permit transit of

4,000 army personnel to Vietnam without first obtaining her fvietnat's7

consent and that China should let the Soviet Union "occupy and use one or

two airfields in Southestern China and stticr. & Soviet armed force of O0

men there.
'110 6 /

Exactly how many Soviet military and civilian advisers were in Vietnam

is impossible to determine. Za rubezhom in Decamber 1968 reported that

about 3,000 experts were helping "in various fields of the national economy

and the defense of Vietnam;10 7/ but estimates for 1968-72 by the Inter-

national Institute of Strategic Studies In Military Bslance use the figure

1,000 (versus 21,000 in Egypt according to Beikal) as the number of Soviet

miliary personnel In Vietnm.- Vhbatever the number, they played an

Important part in managing SAN sites, especially, it seems, in 1965-66.

(Presumably, North Vietnamese cadres later played a larger part.) Max Frankel

Teported i August 1965 that "frou radio interceptions, ground espionage,

serial reconnaissance and deductions from other known facts, most, if not

all, the missiles are believed to be under Soviet mumagmnt.-

Initially, Soviet Krces, ex part of a dit agreaement between Koscov

sod Washington, av to indlcat.oU that Soviet citizens were playit an active
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role, but in October 1966 Krasnay Zvezds. the Red Army newspaper, described

the putative advisory role Soviet missile specialists were playing under

fire. American military intelligence sources, however, asserted that

"Soviet advisers were belping the North Vietnamese to coordinate the radio

network that ties the antiaircraft system together under a central commaud.' l 10 /

Whatever their exact role, It is Cifficult not to conclude that Soviet

military personnel were in North Vietnam and actively involved in ground-to-

air combat against the United States in the three years from February

1965 until the bombing halt in 1968.

The central purpose of the Soviet Involvement in the escalation seems

to have been straightforward: to deter the United States from actions that

would threaten the DRV's existence and to prevent the United States from

attacking Eanoi and Raipnong--that limited goal the USSR could achieve with

1,000-3,000 Soviet personnel. There can be no doubt that the USSR had some

success in deterring U.S. action2. The Pentagon Papers, for instanc., are

replete with evidence that concern about the possible Soviet response to U.S.

escalatory steps affected American calculations and resulted in options

being precluded and forces being deployed in less 
than optimal ways.-l

/

The deterrent role of the Soviet armed forces was created in several

ways. Obviously, American cost estimates were influenced. More subtly, by

making public in the Soviet media such actions as the pretence of Soviet

technicians at missile sites, Moscow made its zoatent manifest by yielding

the initiative and leaving the choices to U.S. leaders, who could easily

Imagine the possible consequences of killing dotans or hundleds of Soviet

-] -___
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citizens. (A similar hostage role war. played, evidently deliberately, by

the Soviet merchant marine In, laiphong harbor.)

Tht biggest political gain the Soviet Union derived from its assistance

to the DRV stewed from the DRV leaders' open expressions of gratitude--

which vere quite appropriate since Soviet (and Chinese) aid Oore than offset

the damage done to the DRV by the United States. This praise blunted the

effectiveness of Chinese attacks on the USSR for "revisionism" and

"collusion" with the United States, and allowed Moscow to claim correctiy that

a socialist country which really vwt advancing the revolution appreclated the

assistance being rendered by the fraternal Soviet Union.

The Soviet Union made gains such as these at low risk anA low cost. A

large number of possible actions ware never undertaken and, I suspect, never

seriously entertained; there was no apparent dispofition, for instance, to

open a second front despite-or because of--Cinuer pressure. A few highly

visible low-cost actions were taken to show displeasure with American policy

in Vietnam. (One such incident was the cancealing of a Soviet-American track

meet. The USSR ultimately reiabursed th* Americans for revenue losses

suf T" ed Much of Soviet-American relations during the Vietnam War could

* be described as business as usual.

In war it is not ueessarily true that what gors up must come down. In

Vietnam, though, the level of the war did decreAse after President Johnson

halted the bombing north of .h, 20th paralleal in March 1968. "Fighting while

talktng" was the pattern for four yar.. In 1972, owever, ixon's visits to

Chna in ?abruarl *nd to Moscow in Way met in motion events that brought about

an end to the war. As Ada nlrA remarks, "The Chinese trip... accomplished
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what was undoubto-ly in Washington leaders' minds its main objectives: An

ipvitation to ?oscow with its sequels, a prospect of a compromise settle-

sent in Vietnam, and a number of isportant agreements between the United

States and the USSR." 112/

North Vietnamese leaders were made uneasy by these events. Once again,

as in 1954, the possibility loomed that the great powers might Lct in concert

and undermine Vietnamese interests. The DRV's response was to launch a major

attack directly across the anachronistically labeled demilitarized zone,

which in turn prompted heavy U.S. bombing ot North Vietnam. This time the

United States bombed Hanoi and bombed and ined Raiphong. 'WIth a great deal

at stake, the issue again was what role the Soviet armed forces would and did

#lay.

It is doubtful, first of all, that Moscow encouraged the DRV to launch

its attack across the boundary separating North and South Vietnam. Certainly

there is no evidence for this of which I am aware. But several things are

clear. The weapons, particularly the tanks, used by the North Vietnamese

were primarily Soviet in origin. Moscow's overt response to amrican

protests about its role in arming the North Vietnamese was scornful: V.

Kudriavtsev, writing in z observed:

The U.S.A. complains that the Vietnamese patriots
ere now "using heavy military equipment in battle," "blames"
the Soviet Union for this, and uses this to "Justify" the
bombing of Hanoi and saiphong. It is "understandable that the

. American warriors would like it if their 3-52 heavy bombers
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ere opposed only by Vittniwese with rifles in their hands.
It is even easier to fight against unarmed old men, woen
and children. 1ht Vietnamese Provisional Revolutionary
GovernmentJ, naturally aad rightfully, vees to it that its
fighting men, who are defending freedom, are well and
effectively armed. 113/

Moreover, the North Vietmese were equipped vwith much more odern

weapons tha. they had been in 195-68 and had enormous stockpiles of SA-2

missiles. "According to U.S. sources, 3,600 of the latter were fired

against U.S. aircraft between April and July." "During the spritg of 1972,

two naw missiles began to appear in the North and with the National

Liberation Front in South Vietnam. These were the Sagger vite guided anti-

tank missiles, and the shoulder-fired SA-7 Strela surface-to-air missile . . .

which appears to have betn nighly affective againnt helicopters. ' - -,/ Finally,

In this vein, the Soviet leadership was sufficiently concerned about North

Vietnam' s anxiety about Ohe forthcoming Nixon visit to Moscow to dispatch

a delegation headed by CPSU Secretary Xonstantin Katushev, "in accordance

with an agreement reached earlier," to discuss "the further development and

strengthening of Soviet-Vietnamese ,relations as wll as certain questions of

mutual Interest.- 1

At the time time S iet leaders were at so concerned about events in

Vistna= or the attitudes of the North Vietnamese !eWers as to let the

boubint of Hanoi or the bombing and fintz of Raiphong ha:bor-or for that

matter the damage to soe Soviet merchant ships and the Injuries to members

of their em--stand In the way of Wirm's visit 1o the USSR. The Inmediate
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Soviet response was almost entirely verbal. JIoscow did resupply Northl

VietLi, with the result that In December 1972, when the last U.S. bombing

spasm occurred, the North Vietnamese succeeded in downing B-52s for the first

time In the war. Moreover, the American blockade and mining produced "the

first Soviet naval reaction in the long history of U.S. operation in South-

east Asia." Submarines and six surface warships including a Sverdlov-

* class cruiser sailed "'at a relatively slow transit speed" from Vladivostok

to a place "some 300 miles from the principal operations of U.S. carriers."

While Soviet intelligence-collection ships--which previously had often been

present at U.S. naval activities off Vietnam--sailed Oaong the American

ships, the Soviet "reaction force remained at a distance of 300 miles until

--ted In late June 1972."- 11/ n general, howevir, Soviet behavior

in which minor wars on the periphery of Asia were

peripheral as well to the strategy of those in Moscow calling the shots.

To Soviet Politburo member Pyotr Shelest (who may have shared with East

Germany's Walter Ulbricht a preference for rapprochement with China ratherIT than improved East-West relations, and whose position a first secretary

nf the U1raine probably disposed him to emphasize the development of coal

rAther than natural Sas and oil) the Idea of having Richard Nixon come to

%)scow (and Kiev) imediately after the mining and blockade of Haiphong anid
117/

th~e bombing of Hanoi may have been abhorrent-it probably was.- (Shelest

was removed from his post as f irst secretary of the Ukraine an way 25, the

j.ey before Nixon arrived Iv Kiev.) To Brezhaev and Ko8Sygl, bover, progress

iLn the SALT negotiations and the prospect of explicit recopitiom that the

Soviet Union's strategic forces bad achieved parity with those of the United
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States, the prospect of a burgeoning trade with the United States, including

Amrican Investment in the development of natural gas and oil deposits in

S1beria, and the fear that the Nixon visit to Peking in February 1972 might

lead to an adverse shift in the global dictribution of power were far too

important for them to show squeamzihness about American behavior in Vietnam.

Conclusions

Superficially, the Korean mad Vietnam wars have much In common. The

actors were similar: the fighting involved the United States and a vigorously

anti-Communist client state, on the one hand, and on the other, a Counist

state bent on forcibly unifying the country. Though these wars are often

portrayed as major episodes in the Soviet-American cold war, no direct

confrontation of any scale bet-een the United States and the Soviet Union took

place. The locations were similar: each war took place on the periphery of

Asia Ln countries bordering on China. Each war was limited. No nuclear

weapons were used. Sanctuaries relevant to the delivery of military supplies

were generally observed. No efforts were made to interfere with the shipment

of weapons and material before their arrival in the country for which they

were destined. Diversionary moves wr, not initiated elsewhere as a means of

inhibiting tLe involvement of one or another state. Each war was terminated

through a long process of talking while fighting. The Korean truce negotiations

dragged on for two years; in Vietnm (where everything took longer) the

aelotiations lasted more than four years.

On the whole, bowever, the differences were more significant. The

outcomes of the two vars were certainly different. The Korean War ended with

the essential restoration of the status quo ante and seemd to establish the

• : °o'" •I
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proposition that "export of revolution" across state boundarits would be

countered by U.S. military action. The Vittnam War ended in the unification

of the country under Communist leadership. In the process the point most

clearly established seems to have been that a small state fighting a total

var has considerable advantage over a superpower engaged in a war for

limited goals. Other differences in the context and conduct of the war helped

make more likely the particular, and different, outcomes. Par fewer viewed

the United States' actions in Vietnam as legitimate than did its actions in

Korea; the Rhee government in Korea was more capable of governing than the

South Vietnamese governments; the jungles of Vietnam provided a physical

environment conducive to guerilla warfare; and the Vietcong was a much more

effective force than the South Korean Comunist guerillas. Another

difference between the style and conduct of the two wars arose from the simple

fact that the Vietnam War took place (largely) after the Korean War, in

which both the United States and the PRC had learned some lessons. The

United States was much more mindful of Chinese signals and concern than it

had been during the Korean War.A 1  Also, it is worth remembering that the

Soviet Union neither borders on Vietnam nor played a significant part in the

founding of North Vietnam (whereas in North Korea the Soviet Union's role was

crucial). Finally, in the Korean War the relation between the United States,

China, and the USSR had been almost entirely a bipolar one between the United

.tateas ana "the $1no-Soviet bloc," whereas the Vietnam War was fought against

the backarop of the Sino-Soviet split, which produced, to use the title of

Donald Zagoria'. book, a Vietnam Triangle.

One area where the sailarities okatwaighad the differences however, ia

the focus of this study: Soviet use of armed force as a ?olitkcal instrument. In

Korea and Vietnam the Soviet Union provided the socialist state with weapons



(in support of that state's efforts to unify its two-state ntion by force.

One failed, the other succeeded. In both vc-s the Soviet leadership was

disposed to let others do the fighting. The actual use of Soviet troops--

as opposed to Soviet weapons--was quite restricted. In each instance only

a few thousand Soviet troops were involved and they were employed primarily

to deter and defend a Aocialirt state against American bombing. (In the last

months of the Korean war the number of Soviet troops in Korea may have

reached 20,000.) In both Korea and Vietnam, the Soviet use of armed forces

was, to use a phrast that gained some currency in the initial phase of U.S.

involvemeut in Vietnam, largely "covert and deniable." Even when Soviet

accounts described Soviet involvement in Vietnam, Soviet leaders could always

maintain that their missile specialists were -ct actually involved in the

fighting but were verely trairing the Vietnamese. What stands out in boldest

relief Ii that, even itten an. effort vaz being madt to extend Communist

power by force, the actions of the Soviet Union were quita limIted &nd

entailed low risk.

In this chapter I have concentrated on what actually ha;,?ened, An

awareness of the general Soviet propensity for lov-risk undrtakings is,

however, probably heightened by reflecting on a uumber of instances in which

advocated alternative courses of action were not pursued. At the outset of

2._ the Korean War, for Instance, so Soviet troops were used, and Stalin had

actually reJuced their number in Lore& before the war began. Khrushchev argued

that with "out Soviet tank corps, or two at the most," 1M- / the worth Koreans

would have gone all the way to Pusan before the United States could have

tesponded. Irushchav'e policy ight have worked. Stalin, to his credit,
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presumably understood the risk to the USSR of such a Soviet comitment; if )

the United States intervened and actually fought one or two Soviet tank

corps, the prospects for escalation would be great indeed. In this instance

the old refrain 'Inu vidnee"--"It's clearer to him /talin7"--eems appropriate.

Similarly, in the fall of 1950, the North roreans apparantly pressed the Soviet

Union for greater aid than they actually received. Again, uore aid would have

1helped North Korea attain its goals but at a risk to the Soviet Union that
Stalin evidently considered unacceptable. There is notbing to suggest that

the USSR under Stalin was ever disposed to provoke incidents elsewhere in an

effort to weaken the U.S. capacity to act effectively in Korea, even though

there 44i an occasional hint that the Chinese hoped for such soves.

. Vietnam, Khrushchev--his bluster about Stalin's behavior in Korea

notwithstandiug-pursued a policy of miuimm co~mitment 1n 1963-64. As in

Korea, the Soviet Union was reluctant to respond favorably to requests from

a small ally for greater support in the conduct of the war. Instead the

Soviet leadership under Khrushchev proposed to provide the requested support

only on conditions that, in effect, required the North Vietnamese to divorce

themselves from China. Although some shift in Soviet policy was detected

after the October 1964 ouster of Kbrushchev, only after the direct bombing of

North Vietnam while Premier Kosygin was in Hanoi did Moscow furnish more

support end reduce its conditions for that oupport. Throughout the years

2965-72 the USSR increased its support of North Vietnam as the United States

ftersased Its outlay ior the var effort. The kviet contribution, bovevur,

though of substantial assistance to the DIV. vas ainuscule compared with

American axponditure on the var. Seiet assistance to Vietass also fell

:L ' !
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short of that sought or advocated by those, inside and outside the Soviet

Won, vho demanded a direct confrontation with the United States and a

a-llingness to take risks. In Vietnam, as in Korea, the Soviet Union was

mot disposed to provoke incidents elsewhere in order to "tie down" American

Imperialism. No effort vas made tQ interfere with American delivery of

materials or ven or to interdict the U.S. Navy's actions even during the

bombing of Hanoi and the mining of Miphong. These incidents did not even

delay Nixon's visit to the Soviet Union, a course one presumes that Shelest

and others advocated. Regardless of the many differences between Stalin,

Khrushchev, and Brezhnev, all three in their decisions rejected the

blandishmente of those prone to grarter Soviet risk-taking and greater

willingness to use Soviet forces for political purposes. Brezhnev and

Kosygin In 1972, moreover, mede it as obvious as had Khrushchev in 1064 tLat

improved relations -ith the United States were considerably more Important

then developments in Vietnam.

Despite the many similarities in the Soviet use of armed force in Korea

and Vietnam, it is true that in one instance a Comunist state, North

Vietnm, succeeded in unifying the country, and in the other, a Cominist

state, North Korea, kealed in the effort. Moreover, Soviet-North Korean

relations more nearly approximated our image of modal Soviit-aatellite

relations than &d4 Soviet-North Vietnamese relations. In drawing up a

balance sheet or, th* effectiveness of the Soviet use of its armed forces as a

political instrument, ehould it be concluded that the Soviet Union was more

effective in Vietnn than in or a? The foregoing summary of the differences

betmeen thr two wvars sugests the used fo-. cautiun. The situeatons were

(I
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radically different, and it does not necessarily follow that the divergent

results are an indication of greater Soviet effectiveness in the Vietnam

War than in the Korean War. Moreover, the part played by the USSR in both

wars was sufficiently modest to raise doubt about whether the outcome of the

wars is a reasonable indicator of the effectiveness of the Soviet use of force.

It might be better to evaluate effectiveness as the enhancement of

state interests as some function of that state's resourccs expended. Viewed

this way, the extremely modest role of Soviet armed forces in the two wars

may be evidence of the effectiveness of the Soviet use of force for political

purposes. If a state can get other states to do its fighting for it, after

all, in a certain sense it is being almost optimally effective.

In Korea, for instance, there was a possibility that by merely providing

weapons and limited air support the Soviet Union had done enough for the

North Koreans to unify Korea. Placing Soviet troops in Manchuria as a

deterrent to American attack in exchange for having Chinese troops prevent

the United States from unifying Korea represents an impressively Offective

use of Soviet armed force. Introducing Soviet troops Into North Korea after

the mericans had been driven back t the 38th parallel v8a also an effective

political use of the troops-as a hostage. £lthough these troops never

engaged American forces, their presence ensured the continuation of socialism

in North Korea by increasing the lik1lihood that the United States would not

make a second atteMpt to go north.

In VTietnm, the USSR's use of force was also highly effective in some

zispects. The Soviet Union-mnd tbe People's Aepublic fo China-substantially

affected the conduct of the var becaue of American percption of what help



vould be given to North Vietnam if the Daited States took certain courses

of action. It is difficult not to regard the Soviet provision of North

Vietnam with weapons and "advisers" as having served its purpose. The

Soviet Union's limited contribution to the North Vietnmese war effort did

affect the outcome of the war. With almost no cost in Soviet lives, an

expenditure by the USSR of at most one-thirtieth the amual amount of U.S.

outlays in Vietnam vent a long way toward offsetting the U.S. contribution.

What, in short, several of the above examples suggest is the relevance to

Soviet foreign policy of some old verities about the use of armed force

for ?olitlcal purposes: its use is more likely to be effective in denying

an opponent something than in coercing him to do something specific; and

force is most effectively applied when it is not actually used.

A wider perspective on the effectiveness of Soviet actions in Korea and

Vietnam produces additional insights. The reaction of the other actors in

the Korearn War forces a correction in the assessment of the Soviet use of

armed forces as a political instrument. The Soviet effort to appear

uninvolved, at the very beginning of the var, increased the likelihood that

the United States would intervene and hence that the North Korean adventure

would fail. The Sviet Union, nevertheless, did not succeed in persuading

non-Communist leaders that it vas not responsible for tle North Korean

invasion. As c result, the North Korean action made it possible for the

U.S. administration to persuade Congress that in enorss increase In

American military sPending was necessary to co=ter the Soviet threat, and

this gre*tly expanded the global military capabilities ef the United States.

And it appears that, if the tnuese had failed to stop do UWttd States in

1
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North Korea in the fall of 1950, the Soviet Union might have acquiesced in

the reunification of Korea rather than cross the Tumn to engage Ame ican

forces. Certainly, despite North Koran pressure, the USSR set 1aitr o

the aid it would provide. The Soviet reluctance to Pngage in risk-taking

and the modesty of the coitment forced the North Kareans to rely such more

-on their own devices. In an important sense, therefore, the Korean 'ar and

the Soviet use of force therein has to be seen as an important stimulus not

only to the rearming of the United States but also to the emergence of a non-

satellite North Korea with a deliberately self-reliant ideology.

In Vietnam, the reaction of the other actors in the conflict affects

but does not diminish one's view of the effectiveness with which the Soviet

Unian used its armed forces for political purposes. Soviet behavior had a

signi .. cant effect on U.S. foreign policy. It may reasoibly be bpeculated

that, as Soviet support of Vietnam increased after 1965, the willi ness of

the United States to play the China curd also increased.lorth Vietnam.,in

turn, had cause to appreciate boLh the importance end the fragility of Soviet

support for its cause. Nevertheless, the resulte of the Vietnam Var--the

unification of Vietnam and the strengtened ties of socialist Vietnam with

the Soviet Uniou-probably have reassured t'.e Soviet elite about the wisdom

of its course in Vietnam. The low-rtsk policy of a eOwed response to

American acts was doubtless considered a success, which probably reinforced

the Soviet Unt-on's belief that it could engage profitably in other low-risk

efforts on the periphery of Europe while cotinuing to atta primacy to the

superpowtr relatioship.

.4p
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Chapter 9

CRISES ON THE KOREAN PENINSULA

by Donald S, Zagoria and Janet D. Zagoria

An analysis of Soviet behavior during the Pueblo crisis in 1968,

the EC-121 crisis in 1969, and the poplar tree incident in 1976 shows

clearly that Soviet support for North Korean initiatives has been

cautious and declining. In the Pueblo crisis Soviet ships and planes

trailed and harassed U.S. ships and Moscow gave strong public support

to the North Korean position, but it was only after the threat of war

had passed that the USSR brought its naval deployment up to task force

size. In the EC-121 crisis the Soviet Union made a token military

response, gave lukewa- political support to Pyongyang, an! accively

joined the United States in looking for survivors from the plane. After

the poplar tree killings the Russians did virtually nothing to help

Pyongyang. Indeed, they may have urged Kim Il-Sung to send a conciliatory

message to the United States.

Soviet caution in these three incidents seems to have been guided

by a number of factors. First, the Soviet Union has been unwilling to

risk confrontation with the United States over North Korean interests,

,which were mainly, during the period under discussion, to oust the

United States from South Korea and reunify Korea by force. Here the

Soviet attigude is directly analogous to its lack of support for Chinese

provocations during the Taiwan Strait crisis of 1958. In both situations,
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Moscow was simply not prepared to risk a military confrontation with

the United States for iccal Communist goals.

Three other considerations have entered Soviet calculations about

Korea: the unpredictability of North Korean leader Yim Il-Sung,

North Korea's proximity to the Soviet Union, and Soviet fear of China.

Kim bas never inspired great trust in Moscow. Relations between

it and Pyongyang in the 1960s and 1970s have varied between cool and

lukewarm. Moscow is clearly wary of becoming involved in a military

situatio, In which Kim controls the degree of risk. Soviet caution is

evident in all three incidents discussed here. In the case of the EC-121,

Moscow went so far as to warn Pyongyang publicly about taking independent

military initiatives against the United States that could involve the

Russians.

Geographically, North Korea is situated uncomfortably close to

the Soviet Union and, in particular, to Vladivostok and other points in

the Soviet Far East where Russia's Pacific fcrces are based. This means

that a U.S. military threat to North Korea automatically becomes a

threat to the Soviet Union and ro its military position in the Far East.

North Korean initiatives have forced the Soviet Union to protect itself

against the possibility of U.S. retaliatory action, as well as to

avoid provoking the United States to such action. In the Pueblo and EC-121

incidents, therefore, as long as U.S. military action seemed possible,

the Soviet Union kept a limited military force in the area; but the

mome-nt the United States gave signs of dropping its military options by
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removing the larger part of its crisis dcployment, Soviet forces

withdrew.

The third constraint on Soviet policy in Korea is China. Ever

since the Chinese Communists intervened in the Korean War in 1950 and

saved the North Korean regime from defeat, Pyongyang has--with the

exception of a period during the Cultural Revolution in China--tilted

toward Peking. The tilt has increased since the end of the Cultural

Revolution in the late 1960s. Moscow has feared that a Korea unified

by the North Korean Communists would move into the Chinese orbit and

greatly complicate Soviet strategic problems in Northeast Asia.

Detente with the United States seems to have been another

constraint in tlis period. Tension was just beginning to relax at

the time of the Pueblo incident, and the USSR certainly did not want

a military crisis with the United States over the incident to reverse

this. By the time the North Koreans shot down the EC-121, Soviet-U.S.

talks on limiting offensive and defensive missiles (ABMs) were planned.

When the poplar tree killings took place, the Soviet Union was involved

in discussions and agreements with the United States and other Western

countries on a whole range of issues, including strategic arms limitation

(SALT',, European security and cooperation (Helsindi), and technological

and other aid to the Soviet Union. Moscow was reluctant to endanger these

discussions for Pyongyang's interests, which are marginal to its own.

During the poplar tree crisis, its public support for the North Korean

case was cool.
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The Pueblo Crisis

On January 23, 1968, North Korean patrol boats and submarine

chasers suddenly surrounded the U.S. Navy electronic surveillance

ship Pueblo outside the twelve-mile limit off the North Korean port of

Wonsan. Claiming that the ship was in North Korea's territorial waters,

the patrol boats opened fire on the Pueblo, injuring the ship's captain,

Commander Lloyd M. Bucher, and several crew members, one critically.

An armed North Korean party then boarded the ship, which was taken

under guard to Wonsan.

The Johnson administration responded to the North Korean seizure

with intense diplomatic activity and a show of military force in the

Sea of Japan that was the largest naval buildup since the Cuban missile

crisis in 1962. On the day the attack occurred, the United States sent

an emergency call to North Korea through the Soviet Union asking Pyongyang

to release the ship. Meeting with North Korean representatives next day

at armistice talks in Panmunjom, U.S. representative Rear Admiral John

V. Smith again demanded the return of the Pueblo and its crew but was

rebuffed.

Washington twice--on January 24 and 26--requested Soviet mediation

with Pyongyang to bring about the ship's release; both times Moscow

brusquely rejected these requests. The United States then brought a complaint

against North Korea before the United Nations, asking that the Security
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Council act "with greatet urgency" to obtain the relezse of the ship

and its crew. The United States indirectly warned that the UN Charter

reserved to member states the right to defend themselves against

unilateral military action.

Meanwhile, the United States ordered Task Force 77--comprising

,snty-five ships--to enter the Sea of Japan. By January 24 a task

grap consisting of the attack carrier Enterprise and five destroyers

was on station southeast of Korea. A second task group (the attack

carrier Ranger and three destroyers) arrived in the area on January 31,

and a third consisting of the antisubmarine carrier Yorktown and six

destroyers arrived on February 2. The arrival of the carriers Kearsage

and Coral Sea, the frigate Truxton, the intelligence ship Banner (the

Pueblo's sister ship), and four more destroyerzs soon after completed

Task Force 77. It was specifiLlly instructed by General Earle Wheeler,

chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, not to attempt to free the Pueblo

or approach it too closely. 1/

The Fifth Air Force established advance headquarters at Osan Air

Base in Korea, two fighter-bomber squadrons were deployed from the

United States to South Korea, and additional Strategic Air Command bombers

were sent to the western Pacific. The U.S. Eighth Army in South Korea

and South Korean military forces were put on alert, and land-based

tactical air units in South Korea were reinforced. Finally, President

Johnson called up neerly 15,000 air force and navy reserve personnel.

The Soviet Union countered this buildup with a naval buildup of

its own. A Scviet intelligence ship and a destroyer were on patrol in
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the Tsushima Strait when the crisis began, and they were spotted inII
the vicinity of U.S. shipq on January 24. 2/ As Task Force 77 moved

into Cie Sea of Japan, the USSR began interposing ships between the

North Korean coast and the U.S. fleet--close to the U.S. ships. The

Soviet ships included Kotlin- and Kashin-class destroyers (one equipped

with surface-to-surface missiles), tankers, submarines, a single AGI,

and the trawler Gidrolog, which had electronic devices to intercept

communications. On January 26 the Gidrolog was shadowing the U.S. -

attack carrier Enterprise, which was in the middle of the task force. 3/

Soviet ships shadowed and harassed incoming U.S. units, bringing about a

dozen incidents by mid-February. In an incident on February 1,

the Soviet merchant ship Kapltan Vislobokov collided with the U.S.

destroyer Rowan after failing to yield the right of way.

Soviet media began reporting on the Pueblo's capture immediately,

and the Soviet international service carried news of developments as

they occurred. An editorial in the Red Star on January 28 spoke of

the Soviet Union's reinforcing its "peaceful policy" with its "defensive

might." 4/ But Moscow withheld official comnent on the episode for

more thaa a week after it took place. Until the end of January, therefore,

the situation was somewhat uncertain, with intentions on both the Soviet

and the American sides not entirely clear.

The eituation began to change on January 31, when North Korea hinted

to the United States that it should request closed meetings at Panmunjom.

The United States immediately responded, and U.S.-North Korean meetings

began on February 2.

d
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Two days later the Soviet Union issued its most authoritative

comment on the Pueblo affair, when Pravda ran an article signed

"Observer," indicating that it directly reflected the opinion of

the Poli:buro. Called "The Policy of Adventure and Provocation Is

Doomed to Failure," the article recalled Communist support of North

Korea during the Korean War: " The DPRK with the support of the

.1 countries3 of the socialist conurjnitv with all peace-loving forces,

demonstrated its courage and fortitude so convincingly a decade and

Ii a half ago in its fight against the American interventionists." The

article concluded with a warning against U.S. military mov:5 and a

demand for withdrawal of the U.S. naval force from the Sea of Japan:

Is it not clear that endeavors to win something
from a sovereign socialist state--the DPRK--with the
aid of threats and pressure have no chance of success?

It is of particular importance now that the United
States take no rash steps which could complicate the
situation still further.

The United States must proceed...on the basis of
respect for the sovereignty and territorial integrity
of the DPRK and its national dignity... meaning first
of all a complete cessat4.on of the campaign of blackmail

I and threats in relation to the DPRK. 5/

This was Moscow's most belligerent statement since the crisis had begun.

Coming when it did, it seemed to suggest that if the United Scates would

withdraw the Enterprise and most of the rest of its forces from the Sea

of Japan, the Panmunjom talks might get moving &nd the Pueblo crew might

: be released. At the same time, a Hungarian delegate to the UN who was in

4

4-. ~2 -
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close touch with the North Koreans hinted to the United States that

it should send the En.rerprise away from Korea, again, snggesting that

such a move would bear fruit at Panmunjom. Probably to back up these

suggestions, on Feoruary 3 end 6 the Soviet Union reinforced its naval

contingent in the Sea of Japan with more ships--six cruisers and

destroyers, three of which were equipped with surface-to-surface

missiles--bringing to sixteen the number oi Soviet ships in the area.

On February 6 Washington sent the Enterprise south through Lhe

Tsushima Strait away from Korea. Although land-based tactical air

'nits were retained in the area and in late February U.S. F-106s were

deployed in Korea, the ;ithdrawal of the ErterrIse signaled Washington's

abandonment of military options and its willingness to rely on the

Panmunjom negotiations to free the Pueblo and its crew. Following this

event, on February 8, Red Star ran an article mentioning--for the first

time since the crisis had begun--the Soviet-North Korean defense treaty

of 1961, 6/ implying that if North Korea was attacked the Soviet Union

might come to its defense.

Meanwhile, Radio Pyongyang repeacedly broadcast charges that

confessions made by Pueblo crew members indicated that the ship was

7.6 miles from North Korea's Yo Island when it was seized, that is,

inside the twelve-mile limit claimcl by North Korea. The confessions

jurportedly said further that the slip 1.ad made four other incursions

into North Korean territorial waters before i2t was captured.

U.S.-North Korean negotiation effozts continued steadily f4r a

time at Panmutjom; by March 4, 'he two eides had met ten times. The
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talks then resumed periodically throughout 1968, with both sides putting

forward different formulas under which the Pueblo crew might be released. 7/

Finally, on December 22, the United States announced that an agreement

had been reached at a private meeting of the Korean Military Armistice

Cornission. The same day, U.S. negotiator Major General Gilbert H.

Woodward signed a North Korean document stating that LUC ... ui bad

violated North Korean territorial waters aad was spying when seized.

The document contained a U.S. apology (drafted by North Korea) for the

intrusion, and a promise by the United States th;at it would send no

mcre intelligence ships into North Korean waters. But the United States

repudiated the apology before the document was signed with the full

and prior knowledge of the North Koreans. On December 23 the Pueblo's

surviving crew members were returned to U.S. authorities at the DMZ,

along with the body of the crew membey ho had died. The Pueblo itself

was never returned,

A North Korean Initiative

The capture of the Pueblo appears to have been a North Korean

venture initiated without consultation with or the prior knowledge of

either the Rtssians or the Chinese. Several things point to this conclusion.

There is no evidence of co3lusion by either Communist power. 8/

Indications are that North Korean relations with both of them were not

close in 1968. De-Stalinization, differences over the Cuban missile

crisis, the Soviet Un.on's pursuit of detente with the West, and North
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Korea's support of China in the Sino-Soviet dispute had combined during

the late 1950s and the 1960s to produce substantial tension between

Moscow and Pyongyang. Under these conditions North Korea had carried

out a purge of pro-Soviet elements in its leadership. The Soviet

Unlon had sharply curtailed its own and Eastern Europe's economic aid

and had completely cut off military aid, actions that directly affected

North Korea's ability to carry out its seven-year plan (1961-1967). In

October 3966 the Pyongyang government was forced to extend its economic

plan for three years. In late 1964 the North Korean paper Nodong Sinmun

virulently criticized the Soviet Union, charging that it was economically

eAploiting North Korea under the pretext of rendering economic aid. 9/

Relacions between the two countries began to improve only after

Khrushchev's ouster in 1964, but the improvement was slow. In February

1965 Premier Kosygin went to Pycngyang fcr an official state visit. On

that occasion, he assured North Korea that the Soviet Union was prepared

to furnish all moral and material assistance within its means, saying

it was the "sacred duty" of all socialist countries and Comiunists to combat

imperialism and to support the struggle for nati3nal liberation. 10/ Kosygin

also evidently agreed in principle to a resumption of Soviet military

assistance and an increase in economic did.

In May a Soviet-North lorean agreement that the Soviet Union give

military assistance to strengthen North Korea's "defense potential"

was signed in Moscow. Moscow promiced to supply jet fuel, spare parts,

antiaircraft missiles, and a limited numb-z of MIG-?1s, and Soviet

military academies were to resume training North Korean military personnel. ll/
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In June a major new economic agreement was signed.

In early 1965, when a North Korean delegation attended the

Twenty-third Congress of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union, CPSj

leader Brezhnev reaffirmed Soviet support for the Korean people in their

struggle for the unification of Korea. The same year, Sovi t party

organs carried an increasing number of articles friendly to North Korea.

By May 1967, when Deputy Premier Vladimir Novikov paid a goodwill

visit to Pyongyang, he was able to express satisfaction at growing

Soviet-North Korean relations "not only in the economic sphere but also

in the realms of party, social, cultural and other activities." 12/

Moscow had begun co resupply Pyongyang with limited kinds of military

equipment. From 1967 through 1968 it reportedly furnished 250 of North

Korea's 500 military airplanes, and between 196' and 1968 supplied eight

of its ten missile bases. 3/ North Korea was also said to have acquired

500 air defense missiles, and its Pir forcE: was estimated to include

21 MIG-21s, 350 MIG-17s, and 80 IL-28s. 14/

Still, the process of warming up Soviet-North Korean relations

was just getting under way at the time the North Koreans sizei the Pueblo.

This did not prevent Kim 1]-Sung's making an important programmatic speech

on October 5, 1966, expressing his unhappiness with the Russians. He

elaborated on the theme of North Korean independence, railed against

"modern revisionism," and criticized the USSR for "compromising with U.S.

imperialism" and for attempting to dictate war policy to North Vietnam.

Most significantly of all, Kim's speech expressed apprehension that "the
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U.S. imperialists, while refraining insofar as pc3sible from worsening

their relations with big countries, concentrate their aggression mainly

on Vietnam and try to swallow up such divided or small countries as Cuba,

Korea, and East Germany, one by one." He clearly feared a standoff

between the United States, the Soviet Union, and China that would work

against the goals of smaller Communist states such as North Korea. 15/

Implicit in Kim's remarks, too was his dissatisfaction with

the level and quality of Soviet arms sent to North Korea. Mcscow

consistently held back, for example, its most advanced fighter planes,

long-range bombers, and other weapon systems that could be used for

offensive purposes against the South.

North Korean-Chinese relations were, as one analyst puts it,

merely "formal" at the time of the Pueblo incident. 16/ Although

Pyongyang still owed Peking a debt of gratitude for Chinese help during

the Korean War and had sided with China in the Sino-Soviet dispute, it

had stubbornly resisted Chinese control. Kim Il-Sung had never praised

Mao Tse-tung's thought. Nor was Chinese required as a foreign language

in Nnrth Korea. 17/ North Korea's independence and the improvement in its

relations with the Soviet Union may have spurred China Lo make territorial

demands on the Noith Korean border. For in July 1965 North Korean embassy

officials in India revealed that China was claiming a hundred square miles

near Mont Paektu as "compensation" for its aid during the Korean War. 18/

By early 1968 there were reports that the border had been sealed.

- :.
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But it was the Cultural Revolution that put the greatest strain

on relations with North Korea. Kim II-Sung denounced it. The Chinese

Red Guard responded with posters accusing "fat" Kim of sabotaging

the Vietnam struggle, slandering China, and causing famine in his own

country; they even reported that he had been arrested by the army for

following a revisionist line. A month later, veterans of the Chinese

People's Volunteers, who had fought in Korea during the war, verbally

attacked Kim. North Korea responded by threatening China with

"consequences" if it peisisted in its attacks. 19/

Moreover, Kim's policy statement of October 1966 was directed as

much at China as it was at the Soviet Union. Attacking "left

oppotunism" generally, Kim also criticized China specifically for

obstructing unity over Vietnam--by its rejection of a Soviet plan to

transport So-iet arms to Vietnam through Chinese territory--and for

atrempting to dictate its own policies on North Vietnam. Far from being

close, then, North Korean-Chinese relations were deteriorating at the

time of the Pueblo incident, and it is unlikely that the two would have

colluded ii. a military operation.

Finally, the Pueblo attack was part of a larger pattern of North

Korean aggression. The North Korean caaipaign was touched off by an

August 12, 1966, editorial in the party paper Nodong Sinmun stressing

independence. 20/ Then, speaking in October to the North Korean Labor

(Communist) party, Kim announced his abandonment of the -)licy of trying

to unify Koraa by peaceful means and the adoption of a new, militant

policy touard the South. he said rei:nifcation could be accomplished only

by amed force.
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In the months that followed, North Korean statements employed

harsher and harsher rhetoric, and there were repeated warnings that

war aould break out at any time. The North Koreans insisted that the

withdrawal of U.S. troops from South Korea was a precondition for

Seoul's "liberation." By the beginning of 1968 the North Korean

attitude toward the United States was seen by U.S. observers in South

Korea as more belligerent than at any time since 1953.

At the same time the number cf armed incidents along the DMZ

rose. 21/ North Korea also seized South Korean fishing boats In

increasing numbers, accusing South Yorea of sending warships in disguise.

Pyongyang asserted on January 6, 1968, that such "reckless aggression"

would result in "one hundred-fold retaliation" by North Korea. 22/

These incidents were accompanied by a substantial increase in

the North Korean defense budget in 1967. A new purge of North Korean

leaders completed in mid-Decembeir of that year put professionai military

men in control of the country; army generals were apointed to the North

Korean defense, construction, education, interior, and food procurement

ministries, and an estimated iundred people regarded as moderates were

weeded out of offizial positions. Jack Anderson contends further, citing

"top U.S. Army officers," that North Korean army training was shift-d

from defensive to offensive tactics, important military installations

were placed underground, families were to1d to stock emergency supplies

for war, and Kim Il-Sung iazAed a proclamation permitting forced removal

of "hostile" ciements in the population xo mountain camps where they

could be kept undet surveillance. 23/ We cnauot be sure of this, but
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throughout 1968 the North did step up its campaign to infiltrate

guerrillas, saboteurs, and agents into South Korea, and its propaganda

reported a rising revolutionary tide in the South comparable to that

said to be developing at the time in South Vietnam. All this suggests

that North Korea was readying for a decisive military confrontation with

the South.

This impression is strengthened by the North Korean attempt

to assassinate South Korean President Park Cbung Hee on January 21, 1968,

two days before the seizure of the Pueblo. A group of twenty-one North

Korean agents penetrated to within a thousand yards of the presidential

residence on the outskirts of Seoul before they were stopped by South

Korean police, who battled them in the streets. The next day, the lone

survivor of the North Korean squad--a twenty-six year-old lieutenant--

said at a newp conference held by the Seoul regime that the sole mission

of tl z group, which had undergone intensive two-year training, was to

kill President Park. He added that it was his understanding North Korea

wcuid soon launch a major offensive aimed at unifying the peninsula by

1970. 24/

The timing of these events in 1968 indicates that the North

Korean move was linhed to what was happening in Vietnam. The attack

against the Pueblo and the attempted asaassination of President Park took

place in the week before the Communists' Tet offensive in South Vietnam.

Relations between North Korea and North Vietnam were close throughout

the Vietnara War, and it is likely that Pyongyang knew of Hanoi's plans for
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the Tet offensive. In moving when they did, the North Koreans may have

wished to signal to kussia and China that they too meant to press

forward against a non-Communist South. They undoubtedly hoped to take

advantage of the American plight in Vietnam. Their attack would force

the United States to face the dilemma of backing down--with all of

the cor equences that might ensue--or of responding militarily and thus

becoming embroiled in two Asian land wars at once. That Pyongyang had

its eye on the Vietnamese situarion is clear. After the Pueblo attack

it ran a statement by Le Van Ha, head of the South Vietnamese National

Liberation Front (Vietcong) mission in Hanoi, saying that the North

Korean action represented "powerful suppcrt for the South Vietnamese

people." 25/

One can only speculate about how much the North Koreans hoped to

gain by their move. They must have figured that if the United States

went to war, the Soviet UJniou and China would have to come to their

defense under their respective treaties. In this case, the two Communist

superpowers might be encouraged to patch up their quarrel to deal with

the threat fzom the United Stats. Pycngyang must have hoped to exploit

the situation for an all-out offensive to get the United States out of

South Korea and reunify the peninsula. Even if such an offensive did

not materialize, the two Communist countries would at least have to help

defend North Korea. The seizure of the Pueblo camo on the eve of a

preparatory meeting for a world Communist party conference, scheduled for

February 26. Pyongyang may have thought to force the confe enct to take
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,p the question with the aim of obtaining a reaffirmation of the Russian

and Chinese defense commitments and perhaps increased military, political,

and economic aid.

Undoubtedly, North Korea's determination to move decisively in

1968 was strengthened by the sight of South Korea flourishing enonomically

and appearing to stabilize politically. Seoul's first five-year plan

(1962-66) had been highly successful. Per capita income and foreign

investment had ooth increased dramatically. 26/ And Seoul's political

climate was improving. In May 1967 President Park was reelected to a

second term, and the following November the country's six-month impasse

over the fraudulent June 1967 elections ended whcn the major opposition

party stopped boycotcing the National Assembly. These developments

dimmed prospects for an imminent breakup of the South Korean political

setup and must have heightened Kim's desire to move quickly before the

situation could solidify. The attack on the Pueblo might drive a wedge

between South Korea and the United States by raising doubts in Seoul

about the strength and trustworthiness of its major ally. It might

enable Pyongyang to trade the U.S. crew for concessions from the South

Korean regime. Soon after the Pueblo was taken, revorts circulated at

the United Nations that the North might be willing to 3wap the ship's crew

for North Koreans held prisoner by South Korea. 27/ Or North Korea may

have hoped by its combined azions against Park and the Pueblo to force

Seoul to bring back the thousands of military troops it had in South

Vietnam and thus give up the political and economic bet,efits it gained

from this policy.
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Domestic purposes, too, would be served by the attacks. They

would justify to a population doubtless demoralized by the North's

sorry economic performance a continued austerity program and would

demonstrate to any waverers in the North Korean leadership the need

to rally around Kim. War preparation and the danger of an attack

became prominent propaganda themes in Pyongyang's domestic media after

the Pueblo was captured. 28/

The Pueblo incident occurred when the peace movement in the

United States, urging a retreat of American power from the Asian

mainland, was reaching its peak. By seizing the Pueblo Pyongyang might

have hoped to bring home to the United States how costly its support

of South Korea was and perhaps gain a reduction, if not a withdrawal,

of this support. Pyongyang may have sought, in particular, to deter

future U.S. reccnnaissance efforts along the North Korean coast that

could impede its campaign against the South. In any case, North

Korea would be certain to humiliate the United States in the cyes of

the world.

At this time U.S.-Japanese relations were strained, mostly because

of the U.S. involvement in Vietnam. Japan was worried abozu being drawn

into the conflict, and the United States was pressing Tokyo to give

stronger support to its policy in Vietnam. The Pueblo wes based in

Sasebo at the time of its capture; an attack on it might raise once

again the question whether Japan should provide such U.S. ships with port

facilities. 29/
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Perhaps, too, the North Korean attack was motivated, as one

writer has contended, partly by the fact that Kim was -pproaching the

age of sixty, when Koreans traditionally finish the first phase of

life. Kim had made clear that his "life goal" was to reunify the
30/

peninsula. The year 1968 was the anniversary of the legendary founding

of the Korean nation and of the Silla Unification, when the country

was brought under a single central political rule. 31/ It would

have lnn a perfect time for Kim to realize his goal,

U.S. Reaction: Surprise and Caution

The move surprised the United States for several reasons.

Intelligence ships had operated successfully before without being

apprehended. The Pueblo had been stationed off the North Korean coast

for two weeks and had been working in the Wonsan area for some days

beforc it was attacked. Also, North 1Korea's aggressive statements

over the years had lost much of their impact because of their virulence

and frequency. U.S. observers in Korea apparently did not detect any

change ir Pyongyang's statements indicating that it was about to make

a move against the United States. As it happened, in the U.S. ,overnment

' there was no experienced person monitoring the North Korean navy on a

day-to-day basis. 32/

The attack began at about 11:30 p.m. (EST) on January 22. At

the time, it was not known either how close the Pueblo had been to the

North Korear coast or whether the North Korean action was part of a

- 17 , w . ...
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larger Coxmunist military operation that had Russian or Chinese backing.

The administration proceeded almost immediately to consider a

series of military options. These eventually narrowed down to four:

(1) an attempt to storm Wonsan harbor and retrieve the ship; (2) aerial

bombardment and sinking of the Pueblo at Wonsan to deny the Communists

access to the intelligence-gathering equipment on board; (3) retaliation

against North Korea or the Soviet Union by seizing or destroying a

Communist ship, raiding Wonsan or Pyongyang, or knocking out a large

military installation; and (4) blockading North Korea. 33/

The first, and prihably most appropriate, response proved to be

impossible. It vas quickly determined that conventionally equipped

forces could not iaach the ship before dark. 34/ Air force units cn

alert in South Korea had only nuclear weapons, which would have meant

immediately escalating the conflict, possibly encouraging Sovi2t or

Chinese irtervention. Conventionally equipped aircraft were sent from

Okinawa, but by the time they reached South Korea, darkness had begun

to fall, so they were not sent on. South Korean aircraft under United

Nations command were not asked to assist. In any case, they did rot

have the delivery capabilities necessary for the rapid response required

to free the Pueblo.

The other courses were rejected as being too risky, unacceptable,

cr ineffective. A bombardment of Wonsan or retaliatory action against

the Communists might elicit countermeasures by Pyongyang and it3 allies;

the administration was anxious to avoid any action that would justify
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further Communist aggression. After the Tat offensive began in South

Vietnam, Washington was even more wary of doing anything to encourage

the opening of a second front in Asia. Air strikes in the Gulf of Tonkin

had led to a large-scale U.S. involvement in Vietnam and public disapproval,

and the administration was reluctant to undertake uew strikes. North

Korea's trade was mainly overland with the USSR and China; a blockade

would therefore have little effect. Other suggestions that were offered--

for example, luring the Gidrolog, then shadowing the Enterprise, into

South Korean waters and encouraging the South Koreans to seize her--were

given short shrift. 35/

Moreover, none of these courses would have brought about the return

of the Pueblo crew, a consideration that weighed heavily with the

administration. Early signals by the Soviet Union and its Eastern European

allies encouraged U.S. optimism about prospects for gaining the crew's

release through diplomatic means, and the North Koreans themselves soon

opened up the possibility that talks could bring about a resolution of

the situation. President Jolmson, with an election coming up and with

plans at the time to run for a second term, was eager to take a moderate

course that might bring about the crew's release. And Congress, the press,

and the American public were all on the side of caution. Opinion in

other countries--those of Western Europe and Japan--was also for caution.

These considerations--all of which were probably reinforced by

the Soviet military buildup--combined to promote a U.S. respons2 that was

highly visible but restrained. When Task Force 77 sailed into the Sea

of Japan, it went under the code name "Formation Star," designed to avoid
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giving the impression that it was going to war. 36/ The air force

and navy reservists were neither ordered overseas nor sent to bases

for eventual deployment; that is, they were never positioned to go to

war. Even when the Soviet merchant ship collided with one of the U.S.

destroyers, the United States did not respond. Instead, administration

officlais excused the ship, although under international practice it

should have given way to the U.S. warship.

Very early, in fact, the Johnson administration showed a pre-

disposition fus: diplomatic action to effect the crew's release. It

immedia?'ely asked 4Anbassador Llevellyn Thompson in Moscow to solicit

Soviet mediation. When this requect was rejected, Washington made

annthpr bid for Soviet help. Even after the second request was rejected,

it maintained contact with the Soviet Union: on the issue. From the

beginning of the crisis it was evident to Washington that Soviet influence

in Pyongyang was limited and that Moscow could not afford to appear to

be talking too openly with U.S. officials, particularly after Kim's

October 1966 statement charging the Soviet Union with collusion with

the West. For this reason apparently, spokesmen for the administration

were careful not to interpret the Soviet rejections of its requests

for help as being loscow's last wor3. This suggests that in the contacts

between U.S. and ':.oimmunisL representatives Washington was given some

assurance that the Soviet Union might help behind the scenes, to ease

tension.

On January 25, after the initial U.S. requests, to Moscow had been

ttirned dowr, Clark Clifford--President Johnaon's nominee for secretary of
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defense--told the Senate Armed Services Committee he believed Johnson

would make every diplomatic effort to rescue the Pueblo crew. 37/ The

followiing day, the Presidint spoke on national television on finding

a propar and peaceiul solution." He said he was confident that the

American people would exhibit in this crisis, as they had in others,

"determination and sanity." 38/

On January 27 a State Depar-ument spokesman said that the Soviet

attitude on the crisis was negative but not hopeless and that the

possibility of Soviet intervention had not been ruled out, adding,

"The Russians do not agree with our explanation of the incident, but

they 3re not moving to heat up the situation." 39/ Washington was

leaving room for Moscow to come around.

When the North Koreans suggested on January 31 that the United

States ask for closed talks, it quickly did. The talks went on for

many sessions eve. though they were not proving fruitful and U.S.

rerresentatives wondered why Pyongyang was continuing them. 40/ The

United States also quickly picked up the hints North Korea gave about

how the Pueblo crew's release might be brought about. 41/

As early as February 1, therefore, it was clear to all, including

tIe Soviet Union, that the administration wa,: giving up its military

options. The removal of the E nterise from the Wonsan area demonstrated

the administration's decision to rely on diplomacy. Johnson maintained

this course even though during the 1968 presidential campaign Republican

candidate Richard Nixon tried to exploit the government's lack of sction.

'The administration may ever have turned Nixon's criticism to irs own
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advantage. By playing on Communist fear that Ni:on, if elected,

would be sure to take a tough stand on the matter, perhaps including

retaliatory military action, it may have encouraged the release of

the Pueblo crew before 1969.

Soviet Poiicv: Mixed Sianals and Low Risk

At the time of the Pueblo incident, the Soviet Union was engages

in developing a dialogue with the United States on various questions

of mutual concern--notably, Vietnam, the Middle East, and arms limitation.

Talks had been held between Premier Kosygin and President Johnson at

Glassboro, New Jersey, in June 1967. Plans were being developed for a

nuclear nonpreliferation treaty. These steps undoubtedly raised the

ef Soviet leaders that they might be able to divert come of their

limited resources into nonmilitary areas and move forward with economic

development.

Meanwhile, Soviet influence in Eastern Europe was threatened

by the rise ol arti-Soviet forces in Czechoslovakia. On Jpouary 5,

1968, thebe forces put Alexander Dubcek into power in Pragut. Moscow

must have feared the contagious effect this might have elzewhere in

Eastern Europe.

In 1968 the Sino-Soviet dispute was in full swing. Moscow was

preoccupied with tvstering forces inside the Communist bloc against the

Chinese. Largely for this reason, it was trying to reestablish influence

over Pyongyang, going so far as to begin resupplying North Korea militarily.

- ~. ~f,
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Moscow was doing this at some cor. to itself, since its scarce

resources were already being siphoned off by Hanoi, just the, mounting

the Tet offensive against South Vietnam. Moreover, knowing it was

Kim Il-Sung's declared intention to reunify Korea by force, Moscow must

have been concerned about how its weapons would be used.

When the Pueblo crisis developed, then, the Kremlin must have

been of two minds. This is indicated by Soviet behavior, which showed

two noticeably different sides, one hard-line and belli&erent, the

other conciliatory. On the one side, Moscow must have been pleased

fox several reasons. First, to judge from the Soviet .nedia's handling

of the crisis, it must have gained sa-.8faction from seeing its major

rdversary put on the spot. On January 25, for example, Pravda crowed,

picking up a North Xorean phrase, that the Pentagon had been caug t

"redhanded." 42/ The Russians also abruptly turned down the first two

American efforts to obtain their mediation. When Ambassador Thompson

approached the Soviet foreign ministry to ask for Soviet intervention,

his message was not even accepted. Kosygin, traveling in India at the

time, confirmed that the United States would have to deal directly with

North Korea. 43/ Little sympathy was shown publicly for the plight of

the United States.

Second, Moscow may have feit tht che capture of the Pueblo

vould teach the United States a useful lesson: not to encroach with

its sophisticated intelligence-gathering equipment onto the territory

of the So,.iet Union and its allies.

-- %
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Third, the Russians may have welcomed an opportunity to put North

Korea in their debt by supporting it. Unlike Peking, Moscow reported

the incident promptly on January 24. At that time, Tass note' that an

American intelligence warship had been apprehended in North Korean

territorial waters and repeated the North Korean charge that this

"provocation by the American armed forces" was the most serious since

the armistice of 1953. The article added that the U.S. press was

seeking to distract public attention from "U.S. aggressive actions

against the DrRK." 44/ At the United Nations, where in the absence

of North Korean representation the Soviet Union was guardian of North

Korean interests, the Soviet delegate consistently upheld North Korea's

position that the Pueblo had vio]ated its territorial waters. Kosygin

said the same thing. 45/ Clearly the USSR's public statements backing

North Korea's case were meant to serve 3 political purpose.

The timing and scope of the Soviet military buildup suggest the

same thing, Certainly, the Soviet Uni.on must have feared that the United

States would take retaliatory action after the Pueble attack. Since

the United States was on the defensive in Vietnam, it might try to recoup

its losses with a ,ove against Communist targets in North Korea and

perhaps a Soviet ",ssel. The administration did in fact consider such a

move.

On the other side, therefore, after their first comments on the

Pueblo incident, the Russians took j;oir.s to dow-nplay the situation.

Kosygin said that the 1.ueblo affair was merely a case of one country's

ship straying into the territorial waters of ar.ther, suggesting that it
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could ave been an accident. 46/ Asked on the s .me occasion about a

possible Soviet role in mediation, Kosygtn did not reject the possiLility

but hinted broadly to reporters that Moscow might act as mediator. 47/

On January 28 a report from Seoul said that the Soviet Union had quietly

indicated its willingness to play a peacemaking role; Kosygin was

reported to have said so directly in talks with Indian Prime Minister

Gandhi. 48/ Reporters following Kosygin gained the clear impression

that the Soviet Union w.s attempting to defuse the crisis. 49/

Moscow may have passed along to the United States soon after

the Pueblo's capture a report on the crew, ac-.uring Washington that

the men were being pioperly treated. 50/ All the while, Soviet and

Eastern European representatives maintained contact with U.S. representaties.

In these , ;s, Moscow tried to encourage the United States to rely on

diplomatic ac:iop to obtain the release of the Pueblo and its crew.

But Moscow could not afford to seem to conciliate the United States

publicly. This may have been the reason it turned down the initial

U.S. requests for help, cince these had been made public. The day a-ter

it was repoxv'.d that the Soviet Union mgbt play a peacemaking role,

this was denied by Soviet represenwatives in the group traveling with

Kosygin. Similarly, on January 30 Moscow denied the accuracy of a

newspaper report alleging that Kosygin had said the F blo crew might be

t:raded for captured North Korean ageats. 51/

Soviet moderation seems to have gone further than indirect hints.

Indications are that the Soviet Union expended szme of its limited

credit with North Korea by pressing it to enter talks with the United
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States. Very possibly, Moscow signaled Pyongyang that it would

receive no support if the United States were prcvoked to a major

military confroutation. And Moscow may have pressed Pyongyang to

enter talks at Panmunjom to get U.S. forces out of Lhe Sea of Japan.

By early February, the United States had evidently chosen to

pursue diplomatic, rather tban military, action to free the Pueblo

crew. Probably both to strengthen the American commitment to diplomacy

and to pick up points in Pyongyang, the Soviet Union then issued

its Pravda warning and reinforced its naval contingent in the Sea

of Japan. By then, such moves " iust have seemed safe to Moscow.

Just to be sure, however, it demanded that the Enterprise be moved

out of the area. Pravda, for its part, used a tor.e that Lhe New York

Times found imploring rather thai, denunciatory. 52/ Only after the

Enterprise was safely out of the Sea cf Japan did the Soviet Union

mention its defense treaty with North Korea. 53/ As ir the Taiwan

Strcit crisis, the S')viet Union's most belligerent moves tame after

the real danger of large-scale conflict hrd passed.

The purposes of the Soviet na:val buL%.dup were tbree: to gather

informac:ion on U.S. intentions in the Sea of Japan; to deter the Ptited

States from, any of a varieity of military moves it might have been tempted

to make against North Korean or Soviet targets in an efiort to resc')e

the Pueblo crew or to retaliate for the attack on it; and to maintain

credibility with North Korea and other Soviet allies who might regard

inactioit as a sign of Soviet weakness.
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This interpretation o the Soviet military response is supported

by other evidence. First, the incident was not immediately reported

on the domestic news service. On January 24 it was reported on the

international service; a day later it was reported do-estically, then

Lnternatl-al service repovts only were resumed. This suggests that

the Sov.'et population was not being readied for war.

Then, the two Soviet snips on patrol in the Tsushima Strait

shadowed V.S. vessels as they entered the Sea of Japan; thcy did

nothing more. When SovieL planes arrived, they flew around the UoS.

ships *L what seems clearly an exercise in reconnaissance and harassment.

Rear Admiral Epes of the Enterprise said that the Soviet planes were

Badgers, some equipped for reconnaissance only and others armed with

air-to-6urface missiles. At first they simply flew down to take a look

at the U.S. ships, and after being intercepted, they turned back. But

then they started going through the U.S. formation (evidently south)

toward the Tsushima Strait, one day conducting thirty "raids" at all

altitudes, a few as low as thirty-five or forty feet above deck. 54/

Epes apparently did not take the raids seriously. This seems to have

been the first case of Soviat harassment of U.S. ships, clearly a

controlled one that operated at a relatively low level.

In addition to the raids the Pueblo's sister sbip Banner one

evening saw the nuclear- powered frigate Truxton bearing down at full

spaed. The Banner passed a message to a nearby carrier that there was

a Soviet intelligence ship in the middle of the task force. The carrier

responded: "Hey, Truxton, knock it off, that's our buddy." 55/ The
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carrier evidently had been trailed by the Soviet snip for some time and

and was confident it was merely carrying out a reconnaissance assignment.

Armbrister s.,ggesti that the Soviet Union, which had long

considered the Sea of Japan its special preserve, was simply protecting

its interests. 56/ Probably it :as also ensuzing that it would haze

warning if the United States should decide to make any aggressive

move while attempting--,through harassment--to deter such a move.

The February 1 incident between the Kapitan Vislobokov and the

Rowan occurred well south of Wonsan. It is not clear whether it was

an independent action by the Soviet captain )r a slap by Moscow.

Soviet merchant captains are notorious for their violation of agreements

made between their country and other count-es1 so the captain could

have acted on his own. He may, however, tavc been a-ting on instructions.

After the incident, the Soviet Union made a.i official protest but

gave it no publicity. This suggests that if the incident was designed

by Moscow it was -neant simply to warn the United States tbat Mr'scow

was not happy with the U.S. military presence in the area. U.S.

offt.cials clearly did not feel the action was intendeo as a provocation.

They knew thai the Soviet Union was worried by the presezice of the U.S.

task force in the area, as evidenced by Wpshington'c quirk response to

the suggestion that the Enfrptise be moved, as it was on Fetruary 6.

One Soviet specialist has guggestel thae Moscow encouragec North

Korea to return the Pueblo rrew. 57/ Meax Frerikel. writi.g in April,

seemed confident that Muscow as t-ying to help arrange the release of

the ship. 58/ The matter was probably taken up during the February visit
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to Pyongyang of CPSU Secretary Boris N. P'noinarev and in the course

of other Soviet-Norch Korean contacts in 1968; and it may have been

in the initial period from Jauuary 23 to February 1 as well.

The Ponomarev delegation visited North Korea on February 9

and 10. Although there was no public indication of the substance

of the talks, it seems plausible that the Soviet Union Insisted on

an explanation of the incident and at the same time assessed North

Kotean military needs in light of the new development. The visit

apparently did lead to an increase in certain kinds of Soviet military

aid to North Korea, as well as a speeded-up delivery of previous

commitments. According to one report, by mid-August North Korea had

underground hangars in several of its fifteen airfields, and its MIG-.21

fleet had been doubled to sixty. 59/ The Soviet Union had also more

than doubled--from fourteen to thirty-five--Nurth Korea's surface-to-air

missile (SAM) sites since January and had supplied other equipment. 60/

Bit neither then nor later did it supply North Korea with MT.G-23s or with

more advanced SAMs of the kind it later delivered to Egypt. In other

words, %hile the USSR was ready to rupport the North Koreans, it was

prepared to do so only if it could be done relatively cheaply and

with minimum risk to Soviet interests.

if the Soviet response to the crisis was cautious, the Chinese

response was even more so. China did not report the incident until

January 26, three days after it had occurred, and then gave merely a brief
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factual account. At the time, China was ¢sught up in its dispute with

the Soviet Union and concerned about the Soviet military buildup on the

border, which threatened China's security. Oni its southern flank it

was committed to supporting Hanoi, as North Vietnam launched its

offensive against the South. Internally, China was going through a

major upheaval as the Cultural Revolution reached new heights of fervor

under the Red Guard. It could not have welcomed a North Korean-U.S.

confrontation that might threaten its industrial areas in the northeast.

The Chinese may even have suspected that the seizure was a Soviet-Nort0

Korean venture. They therefore confined themselves to playing on

North Korean fear of Japan. 61/ This for. of Chinese support could not

have been well receivei by a Pyongyang bent on pursuing its campaign

against South Korea.

North Korea was, in fact, unhappy with both the Soviet and the

Chinese response to the crisis. On January 27 the Pyongyang regime

issued a statenent saying it hoped "all socialist countries will pay

deep attention to the affair" and express "active support and solidarity

to the Korea,. people in their just struggle." 62/ The admonition must

have been directed particulariy to the Chinese, and the Chinese seem

to have understood it so. For on January 28 they responded with a

statement--the only other one Peking made about the Pueb]o affair--caying

that North Korea was "entirely right" in its "decisive measure of self-

defense" and that the Chinese government and people "firmly support the

just stand" of the North Koreans in countering "U.S. imperialism's flagrant
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provocation." They added: "Should U.S. imperialism dare to embark

on a new adventure, it is bound to taste the bitter fruit of its own

4I making and receive even more punishment." 63/ This was hardly the

I"active" support North Korea had asked for; China was merely a bystander.

The Soviet Union's response was so much stronger, it must have expected

I~ to gain some credit in Pyongyang.

The Soviet Union may also have welcomed the prospect of obtaining

valuable intelligence information from the Pueblo. Although all

reports from the Pueblo crew indicate that at the t~me of the capture

the North Koreans were quite uninterested in the ship's intelligence-

gathering equipment, 64/ the Russians must have expected to profit

handsomely from it. Armbrister says that, according to U.S. intelligence

reports, within a couple of days dozens of Soviet technicians had flown

to Wonsan and boarded the ship. 65/ A Czech defector has said that

briefings given the Czechs after the Pueblo's capture indicated that the

Russians were getting valuable information from the ship. 66/ Moreover,

the ship was never returned. From an intelligence standpoint the Russians

could have been gratified by the North Korean action.

However, Moscow also had reason to be worried by it, and the

other side of Soviet behavior in the crisis reflects this. The Russians

may have wanted to see the United States embarrassed, but they must have

been worried that if the United States were humiliated in both South

Vietnam and Korea it miglit react aggressively, setting off a major

conflagration that would activate the Soviet-North Korean defense treaty
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and threaten to embroil the USSR in war. This would explain why

Russians were heard saying off the record ac the United Nations that

while they felt: North Korea had taught the United States a lesson iL

deserved it would be a mistake to try tc humiliace a great power,

particularly when it was on the defensive in Vietnam. 671

The Russians must also have suspected North Korea of deliberately

creating the crisis to force Mosccw into granting it increased military

aid. Moscow would have resented this pressure both because its aid

to North Vietnam was already draining its resources and because it

feared encouraging Ncrth Korea to attack South Korea, dragging the

USSR into a war against its will. Far from wanting a war or even

heightened tension in Asi.a in early 1968, Yoscow appears to have sought

a reduction of tension. It was then engaged in negotiations with the

United States on an ABM triaty and with the Japanese on plans to develop

Siberia. Tension in Kcrea could only harm both sets of negotiations.

Also, the Soviet Union probably has not wanted to see Korea unified by

the North Koreans, mut.h less by the intransigent Kim Il-Sung. A Korea

reunified under Kim could become linked to China; this would be a

-- nightmare to Moscow, politically and strategically. Finally, Moscow

was engaged in its own extensive naval electronic intelligence operations,

which were equally vulnerable to seizure. North Korea's a:tion in effurt

violated the tacit Soviet-.merican understanding cn these activities.

Moscow must have feared for the safety of its own reconnaissance ships.
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These conflicting considerations did not leave the Soviet Union

with too many options. It could not afford to permit the United

States to threaten either Soviet or North Korean security. Nor could

it allow U.S. ships to move freely into the Sea of Japan. It also

could not permit Pyongyang to slide into the Chinese camp. It thus

had to make some military response and a public show of support for

Pyongyang. At the same time, Moscow did not want, by its own military

or political behavior, to provoke the United States to retaliatory

actio. Nor did it want to encourage the North Koreans to follow

their initiative ,7ith other aggressive moves. It therefore made a

conservative military response while trying to persuade the United

States privately that diplomatic action was likely to bring results.

Possibly Moscow could have reacted more forcefully to the U.S.

military b'uiidup withou provoking the United States to take retaliatory

action. It could, for example, have sent in a matching number of ships.

It could have marshaled more impressive airpower. It could have

hampered the movement of Task Force 77 ships. It chose to lean toward

caution.

Similarly, on the political front the Soviet Union was conciliatory.

It also refrained from supporting Pyongyang's more extravagant claims.

During the first week or two after the Pueblo seizure North Korea

contended that the guerilla movement in the South was growing in strength

and breadth. The Soviet media ignored these claims, and after the

immediate crisis was over, they were virtually s!levi- about the Pueblo
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affair. 68/

In September 1968, when Politburo member D. S. Polyansky visited

North Koiea for the twentieth anni-tersary of the founding of the state,

he noted that North Korea had contractual relations with the Scviet

Union for "the joint defense of socialist gains, and the enemies

should not forget this." 69/ The "joint defense" was almost certainly

a reflection of Soviet insistence that the North Koreans not undertake

unilatera, action against the United States.

Soviet leaders may have, on this and other occasions, sought

to persuade Pyongyang to r-lease the Pueblo crew by Christ-mas. Being

more sophisticated than the North Koreans in their understanding of

Americans, they may have realized the favorable effect the crew's

release at that season could have. They would also have been more

sensitive to the threat posed by President-elect Nixon, who was to

enter office in January. Moscow must have been relieved when the Pueblo

crew passed 4croGs the "Bridge of No Return" at Panmunjom on December 23.

Tn iti traditional year-end roundup of important events in 1968,

Pravda on December 29 did not even mention the Pueblo. 70/ Clearly

the Soviet Union meant to put this episode behind it as quickly as

possible.

Soviet policy in the Pueblo case, then, was ambivalent. Caught

between its fear of a confrontation with the United States and it.5

desire to maintain credibility in Pyongyang and the Communist camp, Moscow

made both conciliatory and belligerent moves. These moves were geared
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in part to its American audience, and indications are that tha±t

audience was responsive. Washington quickly abandoned its .nilitary

options, pa!:tly because it was already involved in Vietna.n. B'.,c

the Soviet Union's moderate military buildup probably cntributed to

U.S. cattion, while conciliatory Soviet statements encouraged the

Johnson administration to believe that the release of the Pueblo crew

might be brought about by means short of war. Washington also

understood that the Soviet Union's p, blic position was meaat to bolster

its standing in Pyongyang. Also, the United States was extremely

sensitive to the Soviet Union's feazs about North Korean security and,

even more, about itE own. Soviet behavior in the Pueblo crisis--

its public statements in behalf of North Korea and th: nature and

timing of its military build P--piobably clalified American understanding.

In sum, Soviet objectives for its relation ith the United Statee were

well served.

Soviet belligerent statements and moves were also aimed at North

Korea. There Moscow seems to have had less success. It d-d the minimum

necessary, during the first ,eek ox two after the crisis developed, to

preserve credibility in Pyongyang. The North Koreans undoubtedly

wanted a much tougher Soviet response. Despite the fact that the Soviet

response was tougher than that oi Peking, North Korea appears to lave

given Moscow lil.tle payment for its pains.

Moreover, if the Soviet Union did in fact--uring the Ponomarev and Polyansky

visits-..warn Pyongyang against takiag future initiatives against the Unite States,
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it failed co get the desired result. For within a short time the 'North

Koreans had attacked another U.S. target; the EC-i2i.

Whether the Soviet Union anticipateax such a Nozth Korean move

or not, in retrospect the Pueblo ju~ident represents a landmarkC in the

Soviet attitude toward North Korea: the po~nt at v'hich Moscow began

to conclude that it could get little support from the North Koreans

f~or its interests and abandoned e~forts to conciliate them.

The Shooting Down of the EC-121

On April 15, 1969, less tian four m~onths after the Pueblo crew

* hbad been rele~ased. North Korean aircraft sho.t down an unarmed U.S. Navy

LL-121 with thirty-one men aboard while the reconnaissance plane was

off the North Korean coast.

The Nixcon administration kd.ew only that the plane had been

missing for a coupla of hours wh-en a Nortb K.:.rean news agency report was

monitored which said tha.t t!Ae plane had been brought drwn by North Forean

forces. The same day, North Korea proposed a meeting of the Korear.

Military Armistice Cotmxv ssion without spsecifying what it wished to discuss.

A. meetinag was arranged for April 18.

The administration meanjhile ordered into the Sea 3f Japan Task

Force 71, which w~.as of ficially put at twenty-nine vessels but unofficially

at close to forty; 71/ with four aircraft carriers (Enterprise, icondEMg,

jaqgeir, end Hornet), .arrying 256 v~ar planes, it had more firepower

thai; the U.S. Si:th 'Fleet 72/ and w:3-, a substantially larger force t .a
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Z tat sent after tbe Pueblo incident. Two other carriers, the Kit:j,

Hawk and the Bon Horigne Richard, xwexe o;.dered from Hongkong to the

Sea of Japant, and the battleship New, Jerse , en t--ute hom~e from~

Vietnam, was diverted to the area. 'ither U.S. force,- were put on

ajert. Further U.S. reconnaissance flights were temporarily suspend-2d,

hovever.

Lt the same time, the United States requ .ste' Soviet, Japanese,

* an,: South Korean help in looking for su--vivsrs of the EC-121 crash.

The day the plane 4as shot down, Secretary of State Rogers met in

Washington with Soviet Amnbassador Dobrvnin to ask for Scviet aid. The

Soviet Urion responded favorably and promptly to the Axnerica-a reqtues:.

On ApriJ 16 two Soviet Jestroyer-type ships in the Sea of Japank beg-azi

to assist in the search and rescue effort. With U.S. aircraft from

bases in Guam, the Philippines, Ok inawa, 3nd Japan, the Soviet, ships

spent three days hel-ping to look for survivors. At one poiot, guided

by a U.S. Navy patrol plane to same debris.. one o f the Soviet de'ttro.-,,rs

picked up the debris and described it by radio to a .ow-flying U.S.

Hercules C-130. The Soviet ship invited the plane ro photograph the

wrreckage of -he EC-121. It then radioed a message to the departing U.S.

plane, which raid: "Soviet Destroyer, Red Banner Pacific Fleet, sends

* condolences in connection with the lioss of your aircraft." 73/ Two days

later, the Soviet ship gave the debris to a U.S. destroyer. On April 18.

the United States publicly thz.nked the Soviet Union for its hieir'. 'i.'oI bodies but no survivors had been found. Also on April 18: the United Statt~s
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; 3I and North Korea met at Panmunjom, as arranged. At that meeting, the

U.S. negotiatior, Air Force Major General James P. Knapp, read a

statement protesting the North Korean actior ".n shooting down the

EC-121 and demanding that the No'-rth Koreans take measures to prevent

such incidents in the future. 74./ lI response, the North Koreans

onl demanded repeatedly to know to what ouwt the aircraft, belonged.

The same day, President Nixon said at a nationally televised press

conference that the United States was resuming its reconnaissance

41!ightz and that they would be pretected. He contended that the EC-12J

had been ainety miles off the North Korean coast when shot down and

that at no time had it been closer t'an forty miles. He also spoke

of the Soviet role in the incident, do; cribing it as first

one of being of assistance to the United States in
recovering the debris and looking for survivor;.
And we are most grateful to the Soviet Unioni for
helping us in this respect. Our intellige,:ce--and
of course no one can be sure here--indicates that the
Soviet Ur.ion was not aware that thiF attack was co
be made. North Korea is not a nation that is predictable
in terms of its actions. It is perhaps more thaii any
other nation in the Communist bloc compietely out of
control of either the Soviet Union, or for that matter,
Communist China.... It was completely a surprise attack
in every sense of the word and, therefore, did not give
us the opportunity for protective actions that I would
have taken had it been threatened. 75/

On April 20 Task Force 71 entereJ the Sea of Japan reinforced by

jet fighters dispatched from Osan Air Base 4n Sout, Korea. As the U.S.

ships came in, three Soviet iatelligence ships and threp Soviet de&troyers

appeared. These carried out sirveillance activities only. The Soviet
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Union may also have put a standby force to sea; if so, it remained

close to Vladivostok, out of contact with U.S. forces. On the evening

of April 2' the Soviet Union complained orally Lo American officials

in Washington and Moscow about the U.S. naval presence. The United

States responded by explaining that the reinstituted reconnaissance

flights needed protection, emphasizing that it was North Korea (not

:he Soviet Union) that had brought down the EC-121. 76/ On April 22

Washington publicized the Soviet protests.

On April 26 the Ui.ited States announced that it was withdrawing

Task Force 71 south of Korea to the Yellow Sea. A government spokesman

said that North Korea had been sent a messagt that retaliation might

follow future shootings. 77/ The New Jersey retuined to the United

States at this time. Shortly there after, Task Force 71 was reduced

to eight ships.

North Korear. Action

As with the seizure of the Pueblo, the shooting down of the EC-121

_ ers to have been on North Korean initlative alone. In April 1969 the

North was still actively pursuing its militant policy of attempting to

undermine the Seoul regime by force.

The attempted assassination of President Park and the attack on

the Pueblo had increased tension between South Korea and the United States.

After these events, Seoul undoubtedly wanted to take retaliatory military

action. The Park regime mus,: have felt a stop should be put to the North's
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continuing probes once and for all. Certainly, Washington seems to

have feared a South Korean move in this direction, for it avoided

calling in South Korean aircraft under the UN Command.

When the United States protested to the United Nations about

the Pueblo seizure, the South Koreans entered a prote csf their own,

condemning the. attempted assassination of President Park. After the

United States agreed to enter in to private talks with North Korea,

the South Ko° in government radio said U.S. policy had aroused "bulning

indignation and resentment on the part of the ROK people." 78/ Seoul

wanted some expression of U.S. 'uncern about its own situation in the

face of 'North Korean attacks. The majoi Seoul newspaper warned against

U.S. "connivance" at the Pueblo affair. 79/ Soon after, anti-Amnerican

demonstrations eruptad in Seoul and along the DMZ for the first time

since the Korean liar, and the qouth Korean National Assembiy unanimously

passed a resolution strongly critical of the United States. 80/

Meeting with U°.S. /mbassador qilliam J. Porter and Commander of

UN Forces General. Charles Bonesteel, South Korean Premier Chung Il Kwon

demanded that the problem of infiltiation frow North Korea to the South

take precedence over the Pueblo case, that Scuth Korea be included in F11

negotiations, and that the United States increase its aid to Seoul beyond

the amount projected Dy President Johnison. 81/ Seonl also wanted an

improvement of the 1953 mutual. defense treaty to provide for "immediate

ond automratic" U.S. response to a common U.S.-South Korean danger, 82/

and the reassignment if South Korean forces from the UN Command to purely

- - -S.-.-- '... ; -- ,
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South Korean control. The United States resisted these demands then

and during a February 11 visit by President Johnson's special envoy,

Deputy Secretary of Defense Cyrus R. Vance, to Seoul.

Yet U.S. aid to South Korea was increased. A few weeks after V
the Pueblo incident, President Johnson reaffirmed the U.S. commitment

to defend South Korea against Communist aggression and asked Congress

for $i00 million in emergency military aid for Seoul. Later, he promised

aid to South Korea's new Homeland Defense Corps. Within a few weeks,

nearly 200 U.S. jets were flown to South Korean airfields from Japan,

Okinawa, Guam, and Hawaii, and specialists and spare parts were sent

to two U.S. Army divisions in South Korea. South Korea also received

a destroyer, air-defense missiles, radios, anti-infiltration devices,

and anounition. 83/

Meanwhile, the Park regime announced that it was going to build

up the South Korean militia to 2.5 million men. By March 14, mrcre than

1.6 million reservists were organized and the remainder were scheduled

to be mustered by the end of the mcnth. In addition, the ROK armed

forces were brought to their full strengtn of 623,000 men by delaying

discharges. 84/

All this must have been worrying to North Korea, which seemis to

have concluded it had to act quickly if it expected ever to take the

South. In August 1968 the South Korean CIA announced tha discovery of a

large Communist underground, whose members were said to have made repeated

journeys to the North and to have met with North Korean leaders, including
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Kim Il-Sung. Later in the year, on Ncvember 3, a party of at least

sixty North Korear commandos landed on The east coast of South Korea

near Ulchin in what the Seoul government thought to be part of an

effort to establish bases for permanent guerilla operations in the

South. According to accounts by the captives, they had beer, ordered

to recruit South Koreans for subversion, terrorism, and sabotage. The

North Korean commandos held at least one village before they wete

cleaned out by South Korean military, policy, and security forces. 851

The following month, South Korean President Park warned at a national

security meeting in Seoul that North Korea had begun a new type of

irregular war.

These North Korean actions were combined with three armed clashes

initiated by Pyongyang in the DIV, in October and with the replacement,

in December, of Defense Minister Kim Ch'ang-bong by General Ch'oe Hyon,

widely regarded as Pyongyang's top guerrilla warfare s'rategist. 86/

Tie militants evidently were gaining strength in the North Korean capital.

One Westein analyst asserts that the U.S. failure to retaliate in the

Pueblo incident had strengthened the militant policy of the "hawks" in

thr North Korean leadership. 87/

In mid-March 1969 the United States began ait operation called

"Focus Retina," the airlift of 1,200 U.S. combat troops from North

Carolina to South Korea to participate with South Korean soldiers in

maneuvers against a "surprise attack from a third country," clearly North

...
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Korea. This move especially appears to have heightened North Korean

fear and anger; for on April 16, the day after the EC-121 was shot

down, a Pyongyang broadcast spoke of "Focus Retina" as being "very

provocative." 88/ From the North Korean capital it probably seemed

that, with the Vietnam War beginning to wind down, the United States

was turning its attention to Korea and that time was not in Pyongyang's

favor.

Meanwhile, North Korea's relations with the two Communist super-

powers had not improved Eince the time of the Pueblo's sei7ure; if

anything, they were even cooler. After the Ponomarev visit to Pyongyan?

in February 1968, the Soviet Union had doubled North Korea's SAM sites,

reaffirmed the Soviet defense commitment, and increased economic

assistance to the North. It was on its way to becoming North Korea's

largest trading partner. North Korea had promptly and unqualifiedly

endorsed the Soviet invasion of Czechoslovakia, as was consistent with

Pyongyang's opposition to liberal pressure in the Communist bloc. But

North Korea had failed to get from the Soviet Union the kind of support

it had undoubtedly sought after the Pueblo incident. Probably to show

his unhappiness, Kim Il-Sung refused to give 4.n to the request repcrtedly

made by Ponomarev that North Korea send a representative to the April

Budapest conference, which was to prepare for the international confeLence

of Communist parties scheduled for Moscow later in the year. 89/

Thus the P.,'" -acident seems to have lett both sides frustrated

with one another. The Soviet Union must have been warier than ever

of its North Ko-ean ally. The Pueblo's seizure had humiliated the United
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States and caused some strain in U.S.-South Korean and U.S.-Japanese

relaticns. 90/ It had given Moscow a certain edge cver Peking with

Pyongyang, and it may have netted the Soviet Union useful intelligence

information. But it had complicated the Soviet Union's tenuous political

relations with both the United States and Japan. 91/ It had led to

greater aid to South Korea and justified Johnson's calling up the

reserve at home, a move he had long wished to make. It had brought a

large U.S. military force into the Sea of Japan, within reach of vital

Soviet territory and installations in the Far East. Most important,

the seizure of tha Pueblo demonstrated that North Korea was ready to

take, without Soviet knowledge, unilateral actions that could involve

the USSR in a military confrontaticn with the United States. The Russians

bad not been happy when China, a major ally, had gotten them into such

a predicament. They must have been doubly unhappy to have a minor ally,

North Korea, threaten to take them to war. Moreover, Moscow must have

been irritated that Pyongyang had resisted attempts to nudge it away

from Peking.

Meanwhile, North Korean re]ations with China bad not yet improved

beyond the "formal" stage of early 1968. China could not have liked the

fact that Moscow rendered comparatively greater support to Pyongyang in

the crisis and was supplying Noith Korea militarily. This was not a

situation in which China could feel friendly toward North Korea, since

China's own relations with the Soviet Union were deteriorating at the time.
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The Chinese Communist party newspaper had cor.demned the Soviet invasion

of Czechoslovakia in August 1968, calling it a "shameless act." 92/

Although Czechoslovakia's "revisionist" policies were not to China's

liking, Peking clearly feared that the Soviet action might provide

a precedent for similar action against its own territory--something

particularly to be feared after the "Brezhnev doctrine" of November I

justifying Soviet intervention in socialist countries and in light of

Soviet activities in Sinkiang and along China's western border.

In March 1969 armed Sino-Soviet incidents developed on the

Ussuri River dividing China and the Soviet Union. The EC-121 may

have been monitoring these incidents before it was shot down. 93/

China was deeply involved in its dispute with the USSR and would not

have wanted a conflict with the United States on the Korean peninsula.

China was, in any case, still preoccupied with internal problems.

Liu Shao-chi had been expelled from the Communist party in November

1968, culminating a campaign waged by the radical Red Guard against

S"revisionists." The Chinese Communist party was preparing to meet

for the first time since 1958 to adopt a new party constitution and

elect a presidium, central committee, and politburo. This congress

began on April 1, 1969. North Korea had not sent a representative.

On April 23, after the EC-121 was shot down, Pvongyang issued a

statement contending that the United States was seeking to provoke a

new war. "1,,e entire Korean pecple and the people's army," the statement

said, "must sharpen their revolutionary vigilance and be fully prepared
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[to return retaliation for retaliation and all-out war for all-out
war." 94/ U.S. analysts thought at the time that the statement

was aimed at the Soviet Union and China as much as at the United

StLtes. Again, frustrated by the lack of support it was getting

from its two Communist allies, particularly after the successful

Pueblo attack, Pyongyang appears to have acted alone.

April 15 was Kim Il-Sung's fifty-seventh birthday. Shooting

down the EC-121 on that day could have been a way of commemorating the

event. David Willis of the Christian Science Monitor speculated at

the time Kim may not have known of the attack before it occurred:

as of April 19, Kim had not said a single word about it, there were

few statement in the North Korean press and radio about it, and the

North Koreans' opening statement at Panmunjom did not even refer to it.

Noting that this was in strange contrast to North Korean reports after

the Pueblo crisis, Willis suggested that the attack on the U.S. plane

may have been on the initiative of Defense Minister Ch'oe Hyon as a

birthday gift to Kim. 95/ Americans at Panmunjom supported this notion.

They thought that the North Koreans seemed confused about their inst:uctions

and speculated that someone in Pyongyang may have made a mistake in

calling for the meeting. They too wondered if Ch'oe had acted on his own

initiative against the wishes of other North Korean leaders. 96/

If Ch'oe did act independently, he may have had more than one

domestic purpose in mind. First, taking place when it did, the incident

could have bolstered his standing with Kim, by contributing to the cult
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of personality Kim had built around himself. Then, on April 17,

Ch'oe commended the 896th army unit for bringing the plane down "with

one shot." 97/ He may have been trying to shore up moral, in the

North Korean army by hinting to North Korean soldiers and their foreign

enemies alike that Pytngyang had units capable of successfully firing

surface-to-air missilcs, then being supplied by the Soviet Union.

On April 18 an editorial in Nodong Sinmun called for heightened

Noith Korean vigilance and maintenance of a constant state of mobilization

and stressed the importance of stepping up military and political

training. It spoke of President Nixon as the "new boss of the U.S.

imperialists, ranting that a third world war will break out not in

Europe but in Asia." These comments may well have reflected the fear,

of some North Korean leaders at least, that after years of austerity

and militancy the North Korean population was beginning to slacken its

efforts and let down its guard. In vie, of U.S. restraint in the Pueblo

crisis, shooting down an unarmed U.S. plane may have been judged an

easy way to boost North Korean military preparedness.

U.S. Response: "ilitarv Force and Political Sensitivity

The attack on EC-121, like the seizure of the Pueblo, took the

United States by surprise despite a warning. 98/ The Defense Department

explained this by saying such flights bad been flown in the Sea of Japan

for more than twenty years with few incidents and that in the first three

.......
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months of 1969 ther.2 had been 190 simiiar flighLc in the ar a that

had not been attacked. 99/ Although the United States was confidenr

that neither the Russians nor the Chinesc were involved, Nixon's

advisers urged caution. The military men were aware of the risks of

military aciton, which could have precipitaced war at a time when the

United States was scill eugaged in Vietnam. The civilians also

favored restraint. Defense Secretary Melvin R. Laird, for example,

was described as "not enthusiastic" about air strikes. 100/ Secretary

of State Rogers said the next day: "The weak can be rash; the powerful

must be more restrained," and spoke of acting "responsibly" .n the

crisis, l0_/ Aside from a few hard-liners, most of Congress called

for caution. Public opinion also supported a restrained response,

although this time there was no question of retrieving hostages.

After considering a series of military oltiois, 102/ therefore,

the administration quickly turned to a policy combining a dramatic

show of military force with a low-keyed political stance that was

conciliatory, especially toward the Soviet Union. On the one hand,

the administ-ation ordered Task Forcc 71--with its 40 vessels and 256

wcrpiane----nto the Sea of Japan. It denounced the Nors.h Korean attack,

warning Pyongyang not to attempt to repeat it because U.S. military power

represented by the task force wo)uld be prepared for a quick response. .103/
S

And on April 18 President Nixon announced that the United States was

resiwing its reconnaissance flights, this time with fighter escorts.

On the other hand, at his April 18 press conference, President

Nixon publicly acknowledged Soviet assistance in Lhe search and rescue
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operation and absolved the Soviet Union from any responsibility for

the attack. The United States did not raise the issue at the United

Nations for fear such a move might force the Russians to publicly

support North Korea, as they had in the case of the Pueblo. Washington

also made a point of specifying that Task Force 71 was aimed at warning

North, Korea, not the Soviet Union, not to interfeie with future

reconnaissance flighats.

In other words, the administration did everything it could to

separate the Soviet Union from the attack while making a show of

military strength designed mainly for political effect in Pyongyang.

Washington's position was made possible by the Soviet Union's initial

conciliatory response to the attack.

Soviet Disenchantment with North Korea

At the time of the attack the Soviet Union was pursuing detente

end discussing with the United States a range of issues that would

affect Soviet planning for years to come. In May 1968 the two countries

had ratified a consular convention. Two months later they had, with

Britain and fifty-nine nonnuclear nations, signed the nuclear nonproliferation

treaty and agreed to open talks "in the nearest future" on limiting and

reducing offensive and defensive missiles. Relations between Moscow and

Washington appeared to be on the upswing as the end of the Vietnam War

came in sight.
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Moscow had just carried out its invasion of Czechoslovakia.

Militarily, it was trying to stabilize the situation there, and

politically, it was still marshaling Communist bloc support for its

action. It also was preparing for the world conference of Conmmunist

parties to be held in Moscow in June 1969.

Moscow was more and more on the defensive against Peking.

Chinese criticism of the Soviet invasion of Czechoslovakia had hampered

Soviet efforts to make that move palatable to other Communist countries,

and China's continuing attacks--both verbal and actual on the eastern

border were a constant irritant. In October 3.968 it was reported

that the Soviet Union had established missile bases in Outer Mongolia

on the Chinese border. 104/ The same month the Soviet Union sent journalist

Victor Louis to Taiwan, the first time ir. nineteen years a Soviet

citizen had visited the island. Going even further, Moscow received

a member cf Chiang Kai-shek's Chinese Nationalist party. Then in March

1969, after the first skirmishes along the Ussuri River, Moscow bitterly

attacked China in Kommunist, contending that China was attempting

nuclear blackmail of its Asian neighbors. 105/ The Kremlin followed

this up with an April 11 proposal for the renewal of Sino-Soviet border

talks; Western analysts thought this overture was designed mainly to show

up the Chinese. lOi/

In this situation, the Soviet Union could hardly have welcomed

another North Korean attack on the United States. Besides going against

Moscow's probable warnings to Pyongyang after the Pueblo incident, such a

Y ....
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move would have been unwelcome because by this time the Russians must

have seen that a unified Commnunist Korea was not in their interests.

One can only gue3s whether the Russians welcomed NS.xon's acknowledge-

ment of their help in the search for survivors. 107/ They may not

have wanted attention called to theii help; in their own press they

did not deport it. But they must have been gratified when Nixon

absolved the Soviet Union of any responsibility for the attack, since

this suggested that the Soviet-U.S. dialogue could continue undisturled.

And they must have been relieved tnat the United States did net raise

the issue at the United Nation. , where they woild have been forced

by North Korea's continued absence to present its case.

When the EC-121 incident occurred, the Soviet press picked up

the April 15 KCNA report of it. Next day, the purportedly unofficial

Radio Peace and Progress broadcast in English to Asi.a gave some support

to Pyongyang's contention that the plane had intruded into North Kotean

airspace; and an April 17 Radio Moscow broadcast in Korean did the

same. But the Soviet Union's strongest suppo,• of North Kcrea did not

come until April 18, when an Izvestiya article said that the Pentagon had

"prepared loopholes in advance in the event of various kinds of

accusations and declared that the crew of the aircraft had instructions

to keep 60 miles from the limits of DPRY airspace." The article added

that since the Pueblo episode "Lhis sort of declaration is not taken

seriously even in Congress." However, there was no support for No-h

Korea's contention thjit its self-defen-e had been "legitimate." 108/

C,
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Moscow protested Task Force 71's entry into the Sea of Japan

only mildly ane orally; it was though in Washington that its protests

on April 21 were pro forma and made mainly to express Soviet solidarity

with Noith Korea. 109/ Perhaps. to help the Soviet 'Union as well as

to avert any stronger Soviet response, Washington publi.cized che protests.

It is not clear to w hat degree the Russi,.ns feared for their own

security at the time. U.S. behavior in the Pueblo case and President

Nixon's assurance that Task Force 71 was directe6 against 'oith Korea

only should have allayed theii" fear. This is Probably why they assembled

such a small naval force in the Sea of Japan. At the same time, they

could not be sure what the newly elected, "hard-lin9" U.S. President

might do, particularly since the U.S. buildup was so large.

in any cabe, the Soviet Union could not peniait the North Koreans

to take risks that might involve it. On May 14, just a few weeks after

the EC-121 was shot down, the Rus'ians sent e delegation headed by

Soviet President Nikolai V. Podgorny :o Pyongyaig for a few days. 110/ There

seems little doubt that Podgorny expressed Soviet disapproval of th2

new North Korean action to Kim [1-Sung. Repeating Pol~aus',y's September

1968 remarks, Podgorny spoke of the need for "collective action" to

repel U.S. warships and planes and noted that North Kore? bad contractual

relations with the Soviet Union for the "joint defense of socialist

gaiim, and the enemies should not forget this." III/

In sharp cont-ast to the line then coming from Pyongyang, Podgorny

stressed the need for, and the tactiral utility of, a relaxation of

tension in the Far Last. In a line pointedly omitted! fioi. the North Korean

!I
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version of Podgorny's speech, the Soviet leader said: "Experience

shows that periods of relaxation of tension in international relations and

the implementing of the principles of peaceful coexistence in the

final analysis have always been more beneficial for socialism and

the national liberation movement than for imperialism." 112/

Finally, all of Podgorny's speeches in North Korea emphasized

the need for "peaceful" reunification of Korea. They mentioned the

Soviet-Korean mutual defense treaty only as the basis o- friendship

between the two countries, not in the context of the U.S. "imperialist"

threat, as North Korean media usually spoke of the treaty.

One purpose of Podgorny's visit to North Korea after the

shooting down of the EC-121 was thus to express Moscow's displea3ure

at North Korea's unilateral actions and to try to convince the North

Koreans that they could achieve their goals better through peaceful

than through violent means. 113/ Podgorny may have spoken even more

bluntly to the North Koreans in private. For after the EC-121 incident

the number of cases of North Korean subversions and violence across the

demilitarized zone fell sharply, from 761 in 1968 to 134 in 1969. 114/

The Russians also sought to gain North Korean support against

China. After his visit to Noith Korea, Podgorny visited Outer Mongolia,

apparently as part of a concerted Soviet effort to consolidate relations

with Asian allies after the border clashes with the Chinese the previous

year. To get North Korean support against Peking, Podgorny evidently

felt he must make some gesture to Pyongyang, and he signed a joint
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communique with Kim !!-Sung thot ",& harder on :U.S. imperilir m'

than Soviet prcpaganda j.,ually T.as. 3.115/ Beyond this 1iir-'.ed gesture

he did not go.

The Chinee were quick to sense thp- ""uation and piiit from

it. Peking's reaction to the EC-121 incident was to try te make points

about Sovic.t-Ane-icar, c¢,!lus.on. ThL Chinese were slozly beginning

to ioliov ? more prag-mati, foreign -'-icy aftez the excesses oF the

Cultural Revolution had worsened re2aticins with Pyongyang i nd other

stai:es. Although Peking responded to the incident with praise for

orth ioea, IE/ most ,of its cui.,.nt was criticism of the Soviet

response. It particLlarly ensured Soviet willingness to assist the

United St' tet% in the search for survivors a.d debris, and aserted

that a U.S. official bad said: "Russian willingness to render

assista.nce has been ast.nishing. Vrom the way they are doing tihings

at present they look like allies instead of ez.ponenta in the co2;, war." 117/

The Chinese press agency NCNA called the assistace "servile comP 1ince"

and 'a new ugly performance of U.S.,-Soviet collusion," 1i8/

On the whol, then, the Soviet Dnion wanted to presev'7 its

rlationsbip with the United States while offering Pyongyang aid and

support as an inicentive to move away from Peking (though it wvs ,.;rl.

giving up hope of bringing the North Koreans aroud).

Under theje circumstances, Moscow decided to help the nited

States look for survivors. Its support of North Korean argnt.ent,, was

equivocal. Despite the large U.S. military biildup% the Soviet Dnion

made only a token ilitary re bponse, and this was designed to gather
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information on U.S. intentions. Three of the six Soviet ships were

intelligence vessels; the other three, destroyers, may only have been

intended to ensure their security. The Soviet military response also

was meant both to remind the United States that Moscow viewed with

' 1disfavor such a large buildup close to Soviet territory and to

reassure the United States that the Soviet Union had nothing to do

with initiating the incident. Finally, the small size of the Soviet

naval presence was a warning to Kim l-Sung that Moscow was not going

to encourage him in such provocative action, particularly at a time

when it was engaged in fruitful negotiations with the United States

and armed conflict with China.

The Soviet Union appears to have succeeded in its objectives

with the United States. Its naval presence probably reinforced the

U.S. decision not to take retaliatory military action. Task Force 71

was quickly moved out of the Sea of Japan, and Washington was reassured

that the Russians had not helped precipitate the EC-121 incident. Soviet

objectives in Pyongyang were probably less well realized. Support

for North Korea was the minimum necessary to preserve the Soviet-North

Korean relationship.

The Soviet campaign for "collective security" in Asia dates

from 1969. It has generally been interpreted as an anti-Chinese club,

a means of containing China's growing independence and likely future

influence in Asia. After the Pueblo and EC-121 incidents, it probably

also reflected Soviet anxiety that tension on the Korean peninsula

might embroil the USSR in war against its best interests. The SovieL
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Union must have felt under increasing pressure to prevent this

through some sort of cooperative arrangement that would contain the

tension.

The Poplar Tree Incident

Seven years after the North Koreans shot down the EC-121,

North Korean soldiers axed and clubbed to death two U.S. Army officers

on duty at the DMZ.

The episode began on July 23, 1976, when the UN Command in

Korea (manned mainly by Americans) advised the Korean People's Army

(KPA) and the Military Armistice Commission that UN personnel would

be in the Joint Security Area (JSA) during August for construction,

beautification, and routine maintenance. 119/ Not long after, UN

forces surveyed a poplar tree that had long been a problem for UN

guards because it obstructed the view from one observation post to

another. It was decided that the tree would be cut down.

On August 6 a UN work crew attempted to do this, but it was

warned off by a KPA guard. The crew then withdrew, reporting the

situation to JSA commander Lieutenant Colonel Victor S. Vierra, who

noted that any further work on the tree might require special precautions.

It was also determined that the tree could be merely trimmed, not cut

down.

Accordingly, on the morning of August 18 Vierra sent a reinforced

work detail of fifteen nen to trim the tree. The detail was headed by

4
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Captain Arthur G. Bonifas and included one other U.S. officer and

South Korean Army Captain Kim. Vierra also made arrangements for

monitoring the operation and for quick reaction in case of trouble.

The group entered the Joint Security Area in a truck and

drove to the deserted poplar. Within a minute, two North Korean

army officers and nine guards arrived in a similar truck, Captain

Kim told the KPA the work detail meant to trim, not fell, the tree.

The head of the KPA group, later identified as Lieutenant Pak Chul,

a seven-to-eight year JSA veteran, replied that this was "good."

The North Koreans then proceeded to comment on the tree trimming,

while other North Korean guards gathered at the scene. When the

work was nearly done, Pak told Captain Bonifas to stop, warning him

there might be trouble if he did not. Captain Bonifas directed

that the work continue. Lieutenant Pak sent a rinner, apparently

for more North Korean guards. Soon after, a second North Korean army I
truck arrived with eight to ter guards, and other guards moved to the

scene, bringing the total of North Koreans to nearly thirty. Pak

again directed that the work stop, saying, "The branches that are cut

will be of no use, just as you will be after you die." Captain Bonifas

told his men to continue working. Meanwhile, JSA commander Vierra,

monitoring the situation in the rear, called the UN command post closest

to the scene and told the men there to tell Bonifas to stop work.

As this order was given, however, Pak attacked Captain Bonifas with his

feet. Se--eral North Korean guards then jumped on Bonifas and beat

-him, and the remaining guards attacked the UN security force, first with
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fists and feet and then with clubs and metal pipes from the back of

their truck and the axes being used to trim the tree. Within minutes,

two U.S. Army officers--Bonifas and First Lieutenant Mark. T. Barrett--

were dead, and nine other men in the UN force were wounded. (The

North Koreans later claimed casualties of their own.)

General Richard G. Stilwell, commander of UN and U.S. forces

in Korea, learned of the events almost as they occurred; he returned

to Korea from Japan, where he was touring Japanese self-defense

forces, the same evening. The U.S. Joint Chiefs of Staff, the White

House, and Secretary of State Kissinger were all advised immediately.

Shortly thereafter, President Ford was informed in Kansas City, where

he was attenting the Republican National Convention. He expressed

strong indignation over the murders. Within a day, the administration

was considering a range of possible alternative responses to the

North Korean action. These included doing nothing; staging a show

of force by U.S. units in Korea; deploying forces from other Pacific

units to Korea; deploying a squadron of fighters from the United States

to Korea; sending an aircraft carrier to Korean waters; increasing

the combat readiness of U.S. forces; and carrying out a retaliatory

action. The administration decided to make a show of force.

The same day,.the State Department demanded that North Korea

accept responsibility for the killings, provide assurances that such

incidents would not occur in future, and punish the men responsible.

Secretary of State Kissinger met with both the Japanese and Chinese

representatives in Washington and was in touch almost immediately with

4% o
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Captain Arthur G. Bonifas and included one other U.S. officer and

South Korean Army Captain Kim. Vierra also made arrangements for

monitoring the operation and for quick reaction in case of trouble.

The group entered the Joint Security Area in a truck and

drove to the deserted poplar. Within a minute, two North Korean

army officers and nine guards arrived in a similar truck. Captain

Kim told the KPA the work detail meant to trim, not fell, the tree.

The head of the KPA group, later identified as Lieutenant Pak Chul,

a seven-to-eight year JSA veteran, replied that this was "good." z

The North Koreans then proceeded to comment on the tree trimming,

while other North Korean guards gathered at the scene. When the

work was nearly done, Pak told Captain Bonifas to stop, warning him

there might be trouble if he did not. Captain Bonifas directed

that the work continue. Lieutenant Pak sent a runner, apparently .

for more North Korean guards. Soon after, a second North Korean army

truck arrived with eight to ten guards, and other guards moved to the

scene, bringing the total of North Koreans to nearly thirty. Pak

again directed that the work stop, saying, "The branches that are cut

will be cf no use, just as you will be after you die." Captain Bonifas

told his men to continue working. Meanwhile, JSA commander Vierra,

monitoring the situation in the rear, called the UN command post closest

to the scene and told the men there to tell Bonifas to stop work.

As this order was given, however, Pak attacked Captain Bonifas with his

feet. Several North Korean guards then jumped ou Bonifas and beat

him, and the remaining guards attacked the UN security force, first with
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fists and feet and then with clubs and metal pipes from the back of

their truck and the axes being used to trim the tree. Within minutes5

two U.S. Army officers--Bonifas and First Lieutenant Mark. T. Barrett--

were dead, and nine other men in the UN force were wounded. (The

North Koreans later claimed casualties of their own.)

General Richard G. Stilwell, commander of UN and U.S. forces

in Korea, learned of the events almost as they occurred; he returned

to Korea frum Japan, where he was touring Japanese self-defense

forces, the same evening. The U.S. Joint Chiefs of Staff, the White

House, and Secretary of State Kissinger were all advised immediately.

Shortly thereafter, President Ford was informed in Kansas City, where

he was attenting the Republican National Convention. He expressed

strong indignation over the murders. Within a day, the administration

was considering a range of possible alternative responses to the

North Korean action. These included doing nothing; staging a show

of force by U.S. units in Korea; deploying forces from other ?acific

units to Korea; deploying a squadron of fighters from the Un.ted States

to Korea; sending an aircraft carrier to Korean waters; increasing

the combat readiness of U.S. forces; and carrying out a retaliatory

action. The administration decided to make a show of force.

The same day,.the State Department demanded that North Korea

accept responsibility for the killings, provide assurances; tLat such

incidents would not occur in future, and punish the men responsible.

Secretary of State Kissinger met with both the Japanese and Chinese

representatives in Washington and was in touch almost iranediately with

V
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the Soviet ambassador. Kissinger apparently obtained Japanese

consent to the deploymert of Japan-based U.S. forces. He probably

assured the Chinese and Russian ambassadors that any military actions

the United States undertook woiild be aimed solely at North Korea.

He may alsc have urged the Chinese and Russians to put pressure on 3

North Korean leader Kim Il-Sung to meet the U.S. demands. He

reportedly emerged confident from his talks with Chinese Ambassador A

Huang Chen that China would not give material support to Pyongyang. 120/

By August 19 a squadron of F-4 phantom fighter planes had

arrived in South Korea from Okinawa; the alert status cf U.S. forces

in Korea had been raised to defense condition 3 and flights from

Guam to Korea were made by B-52s; an F-ll squadron was on its way

from Idaho, supported by KC-135 refueling aircraft; and Task Group 77.4,
comprising the aircraft carrier Midway and four frigates, was sent

from Japan to the area. Most of these forces were in place by early

morning, August 21. Then, at General Stilwell's suggestion and with

Washington's approval but with little notice to North Korea, U.S. and

South Korean troops carried out Operation Paul Bunyan: cutting down

the poplar tree.

Within the hour, North Korea's senior representative to the

Military Armistice Commission, Major General Han Ju-kyong, requested

a private meeting with the U.S. representative to the Military

Armistice Commission at Panmunjom, Rear Admiral Mark P. Frudden, to

convey a message from his supreme commander, Kim Il-Sung. This meeting

took place at noon the same day, when General Han passed along the
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following statenent for delivery to General Stilwell:

It is a good thing that no big incident occurred
at Pan Mun Jom for a long period. However, it
is regretful that an incident occurred in the Joint
Security Area, Pan Mun Jom this time. An effort
inust be made so that such incidents may not recur
in the future. For this purpose both sides should
make efforts. We urge your side to prevent the
provocation. Our side will never provoke first,
but take self-defensive measures only when provocation
occurs. This is our consistent stand. 121/

General Han uded that the cutting Jov-n of the tree that morning

had been a serious provocation and that measures should be taken

on the United Nations side to avoid such provocations in the future.

The message he transmitted was the first personal message from Kim to

the UN commander in the twenty-three year history of the Korean

armistice. After a brief delay, the State Department, revealing

that the message had been sent, called It a "positive step." For

several days, however, B-52 bombers continued to fly daily "practice

bombing missions"over South Korea and flew three at a time between

South Korea and their bases in Guam. On September 6, after nearly

two weeks of meetings, the UN Command and North Korea concluded an

agreement in Panmunjom on new security arrangements for the truce area. 122/

The same day, the Midway left the Sea of Japan. On September 7 U.S.

forces in Korea were returned to normal. alert E-tatus. The rest of

Task Group 77.4 left the Sea of Japan on October 12. No Russian

military buildup during the entire period is reported.
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The 1976 Setting

These events took place in a political climate quite differEnt

from that which prevailed during the Pueblo and EC-121 crises. First,

earlier North Korean provocations had been counterproductive. The

EC-121 crisis had led, among other things, to an affirmation of

Japanese support for the U.S. position 123/ and increased U.S. military

aid to Seoul. 124/

Second, by 1976 Soviet-North Korean relations were extremely

strained. In March 1970, scientific cooperation between the two

countries had broken down. Later that year, at the Fifth Party

Congress in Pyongyang, North Korea attacked "revisionism" for "yielding

to U.S. imperialism," clearly an attack on the Soviet Union for

pursuing detente.

The Russians had never acknowledged Kim's pretensions to being

a "creative" thinker. They did not quote him or use his name in

connection with North Korean accomplishments, a practice in marked

contrast with that of North Korean media, which had built up a Kim

cult surpassing the cults of both Stalin and Mao. For an egomaniac

like Kim, this must have rankled. 'e responded by ranking visiting

Soviet delegations lower than Chinese. 125/

The Russians took a bold step in September 1971, when, for

the first time since the division of Korea at the end of World War IT,

a Soviet citizen, Igor A. Neto, entered South Korea. North Korea

i-mediately protested the action, warning Moscow not to engage in

....... ,. - d-~~-- " C
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contacts of any kind with the Republic of Korea. But after the Neto

visit, the Soviet Union issued passports to several South Korean

businessmen, a few scientists, and a dramatist. In August 1973

North Korea boycotted the Universaid (World University Games) in

Moscow because the Russians were allowing a South Korean team to

participate. In September 1975 the Soviet Union also granted entry

visas to South Korean sportsmen.

By 1975 the signs of discord were unmistakable. The most

dramatic was Kim's failure to visit Moscow during his first trip

outside Korea in ten years, which took him to China, Eastern Europe,

and North Africa. The only close ally he visited was Bulgaria,

and the North Korean-Bulgarian communique suggests that substantial

differences existed between the two countries. 126/

After this episode Russian and North Korean relations continued

to cool, with the media of both countries consistently playing down

anniversary occasions that in the past had been used to stress friendly

relations between the two. In August J.975, on the thirtieth anniversary

of the Soviet liberation of North Korea, Pyongyang disparaged the

value of Soviet aid to North Korea sin:e 1945. No high-level Soviet

delegation went to North Korea for that occasion. 127/ A month later,

the twenty-seventh anniversary of the nation's founding was not

attended by a Soviet delegation, nor was the thirtieth anniversary of the

founding of the Korean Workers (Communist) party. Only three Communist
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states--Rumania, Cuba, and Hungary--sent delegations to commemorate

the latter oc,asion and Kim snubbed #he closest Soviet ally, Hungary. 128/

Pyongyang treated the fifty--e, g,h anniversary of the Russian

Revolution c,:,olly. 1./

Meanwhile, aftei reach.ng a g-i in the early 1970s, trade

between the two countries sta ,nated. Ths S'oviei Union did little

to help Nor-h "o;,ea -ut of its econcnic cmficulties resulting from

hea-7 defc-,ae --.xp.,nditJres, 1-ut *istead otten ;te_ to use trade as a

k.)l.tic:.. i,,z.aP r to gp'n Pyongyang's F.appoit ..n the S:,-.:-Soviet dispute. 130/

After cu.r, .-.it:io the progan of iaJ .ary assista%,e to North Korea

it had logun beoi,. tke Pueblo iiicJ.,t, the Soviet Union did not

undertake any major rew military comritre.nts. 131/

By contrast, Chinese-1,orth Korean relations improved from April

1969 on. Uulike the Russie':, rhe Chi.i:ese acknowledged Kiz Il-Sung's

greatness as a leader, quot'.ng bim generously. At the October 1969

celebrations in Peking, for example, the North Korean delegation was

met at the airport by Premier Chou En-lai although North Korea had

belatedly decided to attend; moreover, after the opening day North Korea

appeared first on official lists of visiting delegations. 132/

In 1D70 the North Korean ambassador to China reappeared after

.n absence of tw<. PeAr7,, after which Chou visited Pyongyang, his

first t7ri, abroad after the end of the Cultural Revolution. Other high-

level Chinese visits followed. Subsequently, the Chinese dropped the

claim to North Korean territory that they had advanced during the

4
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Cultural Revolution.

In July 1971 China attended, for the first time since 1966, a

meeting of the Korean Military Armistice Commission. Soon after,

Mao sent a message to North Korea's Kim on the tenth anniversary

of the Chinese-Korean friendship treaty assuring North Korea of

joint militaryj aid.

China was even partially successful in selling its own policy

of detente to North Korea. After the visit of President .ixon to

China had been planned but before he went, Li Teh-sheng, an alternate

member of the Chinese politburo and director of the People's Liberation

Army general political department, visited North Korea. Possibly he

told the North Koreans about the prospective visit, explaining the

trip as a sign of U.S. weakness and arguing that it would help China

offset the growing threat from Japan feared by both Peking and Pyongyang. 133/

The North Koreans probably did not like the move, but they swallowed it.

After a month, Kim commented on the planned visit, saying that Nixon

was going to Peking with a "white flag." 134/

In April 1975 Kim visited Peking for the first time in fourteen

years and met with the ailing and rarely seen Mao. In the communique

that resulted from this visit, the Chinese, unlike the Russians, backed

Kim's claim that North Korea was the "sole and legal sovereign state

of the Korean nation," but they indicated that they would support

only "peaceful reunification," not any plans Kim might have for forcibly

taking over South Korea. When Kim spoke of intervening in South Korea,
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Vice Premier Teng Hsiao-ping asserted several times that reunification

must be by peaceful means. Other Chinese statements stressed North

Korean military strength rather than joint Chinese-North Korean

military action.

Peking was preoccupied during this entire period with its

struggle with the Soviet Union and, as the Chinese dialogue with

Washington developed, with maintaining that link as a possible counter

to Soviet power. Although Chinese-North Korean relations were

improving, the Chinese remained cautious about North Korean interests,

and Pyongyang must have been well aware of this.

Since neither Moscow nor Peking was willing to give much support

to North Korea's efforts to get the United States out of South Korea

and take over the South, Kim evidently decided to try direct pressure

on both Washington and Seoul. In 1972, for example, he told an

American journalist--one of three allowed into North Korea that year--

that "Washington should improve relations not only with big countries

but with small countries as well." 135/ The following April North

Korea appealed to the U.S. Congress for withdrawal of the 40,000 U.S.

troops then stationed in South Korea, In March 1974 Pyongyang proposed

a bilateral peace agreement with the United States to supersede the

1953 Korean armistice agreement. Meanwhile, it tried to win over the

American public by runnivg ads in the New York Times and other papers

with statements and pictures of a benevolent-looking Kim Il-Sung.

These efforts, however, drew little American response. In

mia-1975 President Ford decided to make a show of force in Asia by
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rescuing the commercial container ship laguez from the Khmer

(Communist) forces that had just taken over Cambodia. Administration

officials made it clear that one of the aims of the operation was to

deter North Korean adventurism. Soon after, Secretary of State

Kissinger reaffirmed the U.S. defense commitment to South Korea.

Evidently not completely discouraged, North Korea asked

Japanese Premier Miki to help arrange talks between Pyongyang and

Washington regarding an agreement to replace the existing Korean

acmistice accord. Pxesident Ford responded in his Pacific doctrine,

announced in Honolulu in December, explicitly rejecting North Korean

overtures for a separate agreement with the United States that woild

exclude South Korea. In the intervening period, on June 30, 1975,

North Korean guards in the DMZ had surrounded, knocked unconscious,

and seriously injured a U.S. army major during a Military Armistice

Commission meeting. The incident involved Pak Chul, then a sergeant,

of the KPA.

Norch Korea had little more success with South Korea. A dialogue

developed between the two governments in April 1971 when, after

overtures by Seoul, North Korean Foreign Minister Ho Dam unveiled an

"eight-point program" for reunification that made certain concessions

to the South. 136/ On August 21 Nodong Shinmun called for unification

of Korea by peaceful means "without interference of outside forces." 137/

Also in August, North and South Korean Red Cross representatives held

their first meeting to discuss contacts between members of families and

,1-
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relatives separated by the Korean War.

A year later Kim I1-Sung indicated to visiting Washington Post

correspondent Selig E. Harrison that he was willing to meet with

South Korean President Park. 138/ The next month, it was announced

that high-level officials of the two governments had met and agreed

on the principle of reunification, without outside interference,

which was to set up a oet.-- coordinating coimmittee to solve various

North-South prollems : "not to slander or defame each other."

The sam- day, a telephone hot line was opened between Pyongyang and

Seoul. This June 1972 meeting was the high point of North Korean-

South Korean contacts.

Almost immediately, the two sides gave differing interpretations

of their joint statement. In October North Korea virulently attacked

South Korea's ruling elite. 139/ Soon after, in March 1973, North-

South talks broke down. In August 1974 President Park's wife died of

wounds received in an assassination attempt probably initiated by

Pyongyang.

By late 1974-earl>, 1975 North Korea was Ghowing a new militancy,

born in part no doubt of its continuing economic problems. In 1972

Pyongyang had had to cut its defense spending sharply. It also had

difficulty paying it& foreign debts; in October 1975 it managed to

.1 have its debts iescheduled only by agreeing to prepay the interest on

them.

:4
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There was one area in which North Korea did have some success

in this period: wooing the third world and other countries in an

attempt to isolate and undermine the Park regime. In 1972 North

Korea esta' lished diplomatic relations with six countries and received

visits from representatives of others. The following year relations

were established with nearly a dozen more third world countries and

with several European countries as well. Pyongyang also gained

admission to various international bodies, including the World Health

Organization and the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development.

It obtained status as a permanent observer at the United Nations.

And it won a victory in the UN when zhe General Assembly passed two

rival Korean resolutions: a U.S.-backed resolution salling for both

Koreas to continue the North-South dialogue, and a pro-North Korean

resolution advocating dissolution of the UN Command, negotiation of

a peace treaty between the United States and North Korea, and the

withdrawal of all foreign forces from Korea.

In mid-1975 Kim traveled to North Africa and Europe. In

August North Korea gained admi3sion to the confereuce of nonaligned

countries in Lima. The next month, the UN Security Council refused

for the second time to consider South Korea's application for admission.

By this time, the North had diplomatic relations with nearly ninety

countries, forty-four more than in 1972. 140/

It was against the backdrop of all these developments that the

poplar tree murders took place. The year 1976 began with a rise in
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the number of incidents near the DMZ, and tension built as summer

approached.

In February Soviet Communist Party leader Leonid Brezhnev

inade a lengthy report on the world situation to the Twenty-fifth

CPS Congress in which he did not refer to the Korean question and

included only one reference to Pyongyang in a ceremonial list of

"fraternal Socialist states." 141/ Three months later, in May,

North Korea signed a joint communique with a visiting Pakistani

delegation condemning aggression in all its forms, including efforts

to achieve "hegemony," the code word long used by Peking to condemn

Soviet expansion. 142/ The same month, Pyongyang defaulted on debts

of $130 million to Western countries.

In July the Chinese leadership--still under the sway of radical

elements, possibly strengthened by the prospect of Mao's death--

sent the North Koreans a message. In it the Chinese warmly stressed

the "great unity of our two people cemented with bloodshed in their

protracted fight against common enemies." Tney went on:

The Chinese people firmly support the Korean people
in their just utruggle for the independent and
peaceful reunification of their fatherland and
resolutely condemn all schemes aimed at creating
"two Koreas." We are sure that the heroic Korean
people will remove interference by any outside
forces and accomplish the great cause of opposing
U.S. imperialist aggression and realizing the independent
and peaceful reunifcation of their fatherland. 143/

China also charged, in a People's Daily editorial the same day,

July 10, that the United States had:

: K "k , 
' -
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Shipped into South Korea big quantities of modern
weapons, and repeatedly staged military exercises
to aggravate tension on the Korean peninsula. The
U.S. must dissolve the "U.N. Command" and withdraw
all of its troops Crom South Korea in accordance
witb the resolution of the 30th session of the U.N.
General Assembly.

This was certainly grist for North Korea's mill, supporting

its case that the United States was engaged in preparing for war in

South Korea. The statements, as well as the warming ties with

China--must have encouraged some in the North to think that there

was still hope for decisive action to oust the United States from

South Korea and reunify the peninsula.

Within a month, North Korea issued a strongly worded government

statement attacking the United States and South Korea, accompanied

by a memorandum purporting to document that the United States was

about to make war on North Korea. It said the United States had

completed war preparationi and was entering into a "phase cf

directly triggering war' from a "phase of directly preparing for war."

It also demanded that the United States withdraw all its military

equipment from South Korea, give up its "two Koreas" policy, disband

the UN Command, withdraw Al foreign troops under the UN flag (that

is, U.S. forces in South Korea), and replace the armistice agreement

with a peace agreement. Then, the statement said, Korea could be

reunified through a :ational congress. 144/

Thus, the July message from Peking--like Soviet military aid

in the case of the Pueblo incident--may have emboldened Pyongyang to

make a new, aggressive move against the United States. Or perhaps more

accurately, Norch Korea was ready to use almost any sign of support from
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Russia or China as a pretext for taking new action.

Besides expressing North Korean frustration at its unsuccessful

efforts to make a breakthrough--either by military action against

South Korea and the United States or by direct negotiations with them--

the poplar tree incident may have been staged to advance North Korean

interests in two forums: at the nonaligned conference in Sri Lanka,

which began on August 16, and at the United Nations. Kim had planned

to attend the Colombo conference, but at the last minute he evidently

changed his mind. According to Belgrade radio on August 15, he wired

Yugoslav President Tito that he would not attend because of a

"deteriorating situation on the Korean border," 145/ but North Korean

Premier Pak Song Chul and Foreign Minister Ho Dam did go. On August

17 Pak Song Chul made a fiery speech against 1he United States repeating

many of the demands that had been made in the government's August

statem-nt, but also adding that any attack on a nonaligned member

should be considered an attack on all, requiring severance of political

and economic relations with the aggressor. He proposed a resolution

to condemn "imperialist maneuvers to provoke a war in Korea," 146/ The

next day Ho Dam charged at a press conference that the United States

was preparing to "throw its aggressive forces into an all-out attack

against North Korea." 147/ That was the day the poplar tree incident

occurred. It may have been timed to gain nonaligned support for the

North Korean resolution.
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At the UN General Assembly, pro-North Korean allies had entered,

just before the poplar tree incident, a strong resolution calling

for withdrawal from Korea of all foreign forces tinder the UN flag,

withdrawal of "new types of military equipment" from South Korea,

and an end to acts aggravating tension and increasing the danger of

war. It too called for unconditional dissolution of the UN Command

and replacement of the armisitice agreement with a peace agreement.

Pyongyang may have hoped that passage of the resolution would be

facilitated by an incident in the DMZ.

That the poplar tree incident was premeditated seems clear

because tbere was a noticeable pause between the time the North

Korean guards appeared and the attack itself. That it wcs in line

with the policies of at least 3ome North Korean leaders also seems

likely because of the sharp increase in incidents initiated by North

Koreans along the DMZ in early 1976 and the provocative North Korean

statements on the eve of the incident.

Soviet Reaction

The Russians did not immediately report the killings. Although

they were in touch almost immediately with U.S. officials in Moscow

and Washington, they first reported the inc:ident on August 20 in a

broadcast that spoke of "heightened tensions" and "provocative actions"

by the U.S. forces in Korea. 148/ Pravda reports on August 21 and 22

noted that the clash had taken place and that there was a U.S. military
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buildup in South Korea; no mention was made of the KPA forces being

placed on alert. On August 23 a broadcast from Moscow in English

reported that Kim Il-Sung had sent a message to the United States;

Moscow inaccurately, but significantly, claimed that the mepsage

expressed "regret" that the "provocation" initiated Ly the United

States had led to the deaths of two American officers. 149/ Finally,

on August 29, an Izvestiya editorial lightly rapped the United States

for using "threats and sabre-rattling" methods that were inconsistent

with detente. 150/ This mild rhetorical support seems to have been

the extent of Soviet aid to North Korea in the incident.

There are no indications of any Soviet military buildup either

while the United States was carrying out its show of force during

the tree-cutting or afterward. Possibly the Russians were not worried

about the U.S. military action. Perhaps they had learned from the

previous two incidents that the United States was unlikely to take

retaliatory military action against either North Korean or Soviet

targets. Undoubtedly Secretary of State Kissinger assured the Russians,

during his talks with the Soviet ambassador on August 18, that any U.S.

military action would have a limited purpose and be of short duration".

The mention of the U.S. buildup reflects some Soviet uneasiness

about the reappearance of U.S. military forces in the area.

Perhaps the Russians were also being extremely careful not to

give any provccation to President Ford. After the Mayaguez operation,

they may have feared that Ford would look for another opportunity to
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reaffirm U.S. military strength, this time on the Korean peninsula.

They would have understood that the presidential campagin was an

appropriate time for such a show of strength 151/ and avoided giving

him an opening for such action.

It is more likely, however, that Soviet relations with North

Korea were by this time so attenuated that hoscow simply did not

feel it worthwhile to give more than the blandest sort of support to

the North Korean position. At the time of the murders North Korea

was actively in the process of warming up :elations with China. With

little to gain, the Soviet Union decided to do next to nothing.

In any case, it could have done little, since its influence

over North Korea at the time was limited. It could have put pressure

on Kim to produce his grudging apology, and Soviet specialist Zbigniew

Brzezinski argued that the Russians preferred Ford because he was a

known quantity, and the- did not want to see him embarrassed; so they

urged Kim Il-Sung to comply. 152/ This is quite possible.

However, no one felt they had much influence in Pyongyang in

August 1976. Attention was directed to what the Chinese could do for

the United States in the situation. They probably played the largest part

in bringing about the Kim message, as press reports indicated. 153/

China was even quieter than the USSR about the poplar tree

incident, reporting the killJngs but toning down the North Koreans'

iflawtory remarks about them and refraining from any comment of its

!rA
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own for twc weeks although it was present at talks in Panmumjom. 154/

The Chinese also had an interest in seeing that President Ford--with

whose administration they were beginning a dialogue--was not humiliated.

They may have used their improved relationship with Kim to tell him to

cool down. Reports to this effect were not disputed in Washington. 155/

Perhaps Ambassador Huan& Chen indicated something along these lines to

Secretary of State Kissinger.

Both the Soviet Union and China probably encouraged North Korea

to accept the new arrangements in the DMZ instituted in September. The

Soviet Union may have joined China in urging North Korea to abandon its

hostile activities aiong the border. At Military Armistice Commission

meetings the North Koreans were businesslike and uncharacteristically

subdued.

Whether or not the Soviet Union did push the North Koreans in the:e

ways, Moscow certainly tilted toward the United States. Far from

aiding Pyongyang, it helped make good the American case; this seems to

have been understood in Washington. By the same token, North Korean

restraint after the incident indicates that the Soviet message that

the Russians would not support Nort,, ,,.rean attacks on U.S. personnel

or targets--finally got through to Pyongyang. Soviet objectives were

A
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Conclusions

The poplar tree incident did nothing to advance North Korea's

cause in marshaling third world and international support, getting

the United States out of South Korea, reunifying the peninsula under

Northern control, or shoring up Soviet and Chinese support. On the

contrary, at Colombo, although the North Korean resolution passed on

August 20, it did so over the strong objections of fifteen members of

the conference and after one of the sharpest public disagreements in

the nonaligned movement's fifteen-year history. Since then, North

Korean prestige and influence in the movement has shown a steady

deterioration, and South Korea's relations with the third world have

shown a correspondingly steady improvement.

The same counterproductive results of North Korea's militance

have been evident at the United Nations. The pro-Nc rth Korean resolution

that had been entered in 1976 was withdrawn by its sponsors before

revulsion over the killings could bring about its defeat. And the

North Koreans have not bothered to introduce a r(-olution at the United

Nations since. They proved to be their own worE.t enemies. The

third world countries blamed North Korea, not ti-e Americans for the

poplar tree incident.

In testing the U.S. resolve in such a barbarous manner at such

a juncture in American politics, Pyongyang brought about a show of

American force that compelled it to put its own military forces on a

wartime footing. The incident also helped strengthen the support of many

S¢ . . . . . .
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Americans, including congressmen, for the defense commitment to South

Korea. Since his election, President Carter has met substantial

congressional resistance to his planned withdrawal of combat troops

from South Korea--much of it because of a general perceptin in the

United States that Kim Il-Sun, is reckless, unpredictable, and blood-

thirsty.

The incident also helped to bolster foreign support, especially

in Europe, for the U.S. position in South Korea. The Swedish moderate

newspaper Swenski Dagbladet said after the incident, for example:

"If the most recent crisis .... shows anything it is that the U.S.

presence is still. indispensable as a guarantee against an armed North

Korean attack against the border to the South." 156/ Kim's grudging

apology was also a political loss. It neither erased the stain of

the killings in the eyes of foreign countries nor increased his

prestige with his own people.

In addition, whatever hopes Pyongyang may have retained for

dealing with the Seoul regime were dashed. South Korean President Park

responded to the incident by pledging to retaliate in case of another

North Korean provocation, "minor or major." He said angrily, "there

is a limit to our patience. A stick is needed for a mad dog," 157/

Although there was some irritation with the United States in South Korea

, over its vacillating response to Kim's message, this was generalJy offset

by the show of U.S. force at a time when South Korean policies were

under critical scrutiny in the United States.
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Finally, in provoking the United States again and in such a
I way, North Korea may have u~ed up much of the support it could expect

from the Soviet Union and China. The North Korean leadership had

maneuvered, with considerable success, between the Soviet Union and

China since their dispute began. It is strategically placed in Asia,

and neither Communist superpower wants to see it replaced by a non-

Communist regime. But both Soviet and Chinese support for the

North Korean positions has been decreasing. This is particularly

evident in the case of the Soviet Union. From a cautious military

show of force and strong political support for North Korea in January

1968, it moved to a markedly lesser degree of support, both military

and politically in April 1969, when it also actively helped the United

States. In August 1976 there was no Soviet military reaction at all,

and Moscow gave only the mildest kind of verbal support to the North

Korean caze.

How far the deterioration of Soviet-North Korean relations had

gone by 1978, two years after the poplar tree incident, was apparent

from the initiatives Moscow took toward South Korea. In September the

Russians issued visas not only to the South Korean minister of health

to attend the World Health Organization meeting in Alma Ata, capital

of Kazakhstan, but also to two South Korean newspapermen who accompanied

him. Moreover, they alluwed one of the correspondents to make a telephone

call to Seoul with the news of hi! "warm welcome" in the Soviet Union;

and local Soviet newspapers in Kazakhstan for the first time described
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South Korea by its formal name of the Republic of Korea. Moscow has

thus traveled much further toward a two-Koreas rolicy than ever

before.

At the end of 1978, it was not clear whether these Soviet

actions were intended mainly to apply increased pressure on

North Korea in the continuing competition between Moscow and Peking

or whether Moscow was seriously contemplating recognition of South

Korea. What was clear, however, was that Soviet-North Korean

relations had reached a new low and that the crises examined here

helped bring that about.

-2
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Chapter 10
tA'

T'E ARAB-ISRAELI WARS OF 1967 AN 1973

by Paul Jobber and Roman Kolkowicz

Becauiie of the high priority Moscow gave the normalization and

stabilization of relations with the industrialized West during the

late 1960s and narly 197Cs, it was careful not to Sive the United

States any provocation in the Middle East. Moscow preferred pru-

tracked, low-level, control3ed instability in the Middle East to

Sdical and violent rearrangement of the regional political and

military balane. The latter, however, was at the heart of the poli:y

objectives of Arab clients in the area. Thus a frustrating, dissonant,

and counterproductive relationship ensued between patron and clients.

Moreover, neither the primary Soviet security objectives in the Middle

Eas" (long-term naval and air bases or facilities) nor those of the

cli, nts (superior offensive weapon systems) were granted by either

side. In short, while Moscow was impelled by ideological, political,

and security motivations to penetrate the Middle East, its behavior

there was constrained by superpower balancing and deterring relations

with the United States.

In the aftermath of KIhrushchev's ouster from power in 1964, a

fundamental realignment occurred in Saviet priorities and tactics.

Instead of following a single Stalinist, either-or policy of confronation

with the West or Khrushchi's provocative and discredited policy based

on camouflaged weakness and without internal consistency or clear

(purpose, the Brezhnev-Kosygin regime set a new course. This policy is

'5•
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trifurcated: to hold and stabilize relations with the industr~ialized

West; to contain China; and to explore anA expand in the areas south

of Russia. Soviet policy toward the Vest has been stabilizing across

the botrd (deteate, deterrence, arms control, cultural and scientific

exchanges, technological trsnsfers, trade, etc.); policy toward China

b political challenges (contain, iaolate, deter, compel); policies in

teMiddle Eabt and t1e -third wuorld are exploratory, expaasionary,

and include massive arms tr&nsf era, technics) assistance, anti-

imperialistic~ agitation, and stipport of radical and revolutionary

movements.

In the Middle East, while eagerly seeking to expand its presence

and influence among the "progressive" Arab countries~, the Soviet

Union has continued to aisign stabilizing relation' with the industrial-

ized West a higher priority than destnbilizing and quasi-revolutionary

activities in the Middle East., On the whole, it miay be proper toA

characterize Soviet interests and constrints in the Middle East during

the 1967-73 period as reflecting a long-range Investment of resources, a

policy of ubyprovocative and gradualist penetration into societies

that are receptive because of ideological congruence, dependence on

Soviet armp and cradits, or sheer desperation resulting from looming

defeat in war. Soviet policy vas challenged to maneuver between the

-Scylla of superpover-confrontation fear and the Charybdis of ideological,

political, economic, and strategic lures set by the porousness and

........
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instability of the Middle East.

The Middle East and the Mediterranean basin assumed significant

security interosr. for the Soviet Union from the mid-sixties on as

a result of several developments: the movement of Soviet strategic

doctrine and policy away from the rigid finite-deterrence, quasi-

massive-retaliation position supported by the Khrushchev regime toward

concepts of limited, conventional wars as a probable, even desirable,

Soviet policy var iznt; 1/ a huge military and merchant naval building

program that changeo Russia from a minor naval actor into a global

naval power find d oused its interest in certain nav&l facilities and

presence in the Mediterranean region; 2/ and a shift in Soviet strategic

( policies so that the navy's role changed frot one that was largely

defensive and supportive to a forward-deployed, deterrence-related

anticarrier and anti-Polaris mission. 3__/

All of these developments motivated the Soviet military and

political leadership to provide for reliable naval support facilities

outside the Black Sea bottleneck and closer to the Sixth Fleet sea-lanes. 4/

Moreover, with renewed interest both in influence-building in

"progressive" and other states of the Mediterranean region and in main-

taining freedom of maritime passage, high mobility, and effective forces

for on-shore intervention, the Soviet Union began showing its flag,

visting ports, and generally maintaining a high profile. 5/ Finally,

the heightened strategic value of certain countries along the eastern
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seacoast of Africa and the Red Sea clearly led the Soviet Union to

rely on its navy in those areas too. 6/

After Albania terminated the USSR's use of a naval base at Vlone

in 1961, the Russians were eager to obtain naval facilities and air

bases elsewhere in the littoral region as a replacement. The need

ior this became even more urgent after the United States annovnced

in 1963 that Polaris suomarines would regularly patrol the Mediterranean. 7/

The Soviet Union concentrated its efforts on Egypt and embarked on

some intensive and expensive wooing of Nasser and subsequently of

Sadat. Top Politburo members as well as rctnking military leaders

visited Cairo regularly. 8/ The minister of defense and the comanuier-

in-chief of the Soviet navy, Admir&l of the Fleet S.I. Gorshkov, made

at least four viits to Egypt between 1961 and 1966 trying to persuade

the Egyptians to provide his country with naval support facilities. 9/

But it was not until the fiasco of the Six-Day War that the Egyptians,

urgently needing Soviet arms aid, provided extensive naval and air

* support facilities. The USSR thus obtained virtual control over seven

air bases in Egypt (Jianklis, El Mansurc, Inchas, Cairo West, Beni Suef,

Aswan, and Mersa Matruh), as well as preferential treatment at four harbors

in the Mediterranean (Port Said, Alexe.dria, Mersa Matruh, and Sollum),

and one (Berenice) in the Red Sea. These privileges were terminated

after March 1976, when Egypt abrogated its Tr^Aty of Friendship and

Cooperation with the Soviet Union. Sin:e then Moscow has been searching,

.. 4
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with mixed results, for alternative naval and air facilities in the

region, particularly in Syria, Algeria, Libya, Somalia, Yemen, und

Ethiopia. It seems to h.ve concluded, however, that it cannot rely on

the volatile regimes and leaders in the region for long-range air and

~naval facilities, and has restructured the size, time on station, scope, ' i

and Qission of its Mediterranean squadron and the air support units in ' -

the region. 10/

Soviet political interests in the Middle East from 1967 to 1973

appear t. have been closely related to the emerging Brezhnev-Kosygin

policy realignment. Specifically, the policy of the Soviet Union was

to support progressive regimes and movements in the region, link them

under Soviet aegis in anti-imperiaList, anti-Western entities, make

them dependent on the USSR, and finally shape and influence their domestic

and foreign policies to conform with its own.

Soviet political and strategic objectives were as follows:

i. to maintain a suitable level of tensirn in the area, forcing

the Arab regimes to remair dependent on Soviet milita-y assistance;

2. to obtain concessions from Arab clients that served Soviet

strategic and national security interests (air and naval support

facilities);

3. to obtain and increase Soviet influence in internal affairs

of the client otate so as to enhance socialist and Zommunist values,

structvres, and political-economic reforms. Above all, the Soviet Union

-4
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svought to avoid situations in which it would lose control over events

while being forced to maintain or even increase its presence and comit-

ment. Fait accomplis by its clients, blackmail, and catalytic

developments were to be avoided at any cost; excessive Arab offensive

strategic strength was thus to be avoided as well as excessive Arab

vulnerability to Israeli offensive superiority. Either one of these

contingencies could provoke violent confrontation ("wars of annihilation')

between the local protagonists with superpower involvement inevitable.

Since the Soviet Union clearly preferred a protracted stalemate in

the area, a state of "no warno peace," it used its influence to shape

the regional military balance and its clients' national capabilities

and strategies to conform with these primary objectives.

Soviet military aid was designed to accomplish the following:

1. to develop strong defense postures in Egypt and Syria to

make Israeli aggression costly (in lives and material), while allowing

the USSR to be a highly visible supporter and protector of Arab national

security; but without providing its clients with the superior offensive

strategic capabilities that might provoke a superpower confrontation

by raising the danger of "wars of annihilation" against Israel;

2. to develop credible deterrence capabilities, further reducing

Israeli incentives for attacks against Arab states. The Egyptians

and Syrians were provided with veapona that enabled them to prevent

Israeli penetration of their air space but did not give them offensive

superiority;
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3. to use defense and deterrence policies, combined with

economic and diplomatic pressure on the West, as a strategy of Z

compellence against Israel. 11/

Soviet policy preferences in the Middle East may be surnarily

described as premised on a policy of deterrence that would reduce

incentives for unilateral full-scale aggression and of compellence

that would enable the Soviet Union and its clients to "wrest concessions

from Israel without going to war. This strategy therefore shaped

the military and political activities of the Kremlin, whose aim was

to retain Arab-Israeli qualitative arms balances but not necessarily

quantitative parities.

(Soviet policy toward the Middle East has changed with the departure

of each party leader: Stalin's indifference to the third world was

followed by Khrushchev's exuberance and activism and then by the

calculating expansionism nf the Brezhnev regime. Soviet policy is

affected not only by change of regime but also by the apparently

conflicting interests of the ruling hierarchs in the coalition that

has been governing Russia since Khrushchev's ouster. The evidence

suggests that this is not a harmonious coalition and that important

disagreements about priorities and policies have taken place inside the

Kremlin. 12/ The Politburo containc amoag its dozen and half members

the leaders of the major Soviet bureaucracies. With its consensus mode

of operaion, the group has tended to avoid radical policy innovations
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and their attendant risks; instead it has coalesced around minimal

cost-risk-threat policies. The main axis of disagreement on the

Middle East avong the institutional representatives in the Politburo

has run between those who prefer a vigorous, massive, and direct

involvement and those who advocate prudence, modezation, and economy.

The former may be characterized as interventionists, the latter as "detentists."

The interventionists are less concerned about superpower detente

and the possible effect on it of a more vigorous Soviet political-military

policy in the Middle East than the detentists, who seem to worry

about superpower confrontation and the damage to Soviet-American

relations that might be provoked by Soviet behavior in the Middle

East.

The scanty evidence available on these internal Soviet bureaucratic

politics suggests that the interventionists make up much of the

military establishment, the hard-line orthodox party sectors, the

defense-related industries, and their managers, and that the detentists

include the large nonmilitary industrial-managerial bureaucracies

of the government, the bulk of the party membership and of the Central

Comittee apparat, and the foreign policy establishment, including the

most important "think tanks" and research institutes.

The detentist position on the Middle East has centered ou the

primacy of political solutions rather than military ones, on avoiding

provocation of the other superpower, on maintaining a reasonable balance

of political and military relations in the region. This was expressed
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c~ndidly by a ranking aprratch~k of the Central Committee in a

speech given in Cairo:

We are working for a political settlement, and a political
settlement does not mean just words from one side only, butboth means and prescribes the existence of a certain balance
of power .... A political settlement is not surrender, although

some people see in it the devil itself, and claim that a
popular war is the only hope. But where? In Sinai?
We have to face reallt': Sinai is not Vietnam. A popular

war in relation to Sinai is absurd. Furthermore, launching a
popular war from the West Bank may not be absurd, but It is
difficult because c.f the terrain there.... Therefore you need
to have an optim-.atic outlook and patience. 13/

The interventionist viewpoint is less sanguine. The military

lecture that "words and wishes are not enough. Practical steps are

necessary, along with active participation in the struggle of other

.nations for freedom and independence." 14/ Moreover, "it will be a grave

mistake to place all hopes amd attention on political settlement and to

forget vilitary needs." Although "the UAR made great efforts to achieve

political settlement . . . , Tel Aviv's stubborn position renders the

increase of the UAR's military might absolutely necessary."

Actual Soviet policy in the Middle East in the past two decades

indicates a compromise between thete two eAtreme positions. It

foll ved a middle-of-the-road, low-comittal, nonconfrontational

approach drawing heavily on Soviet economic resources; yet in failing
to provide Moscow with effective political leverage, it satisfied no one.

The hard-line party traditionalists (for example, M. Suslov, A. Shelepin,

P. Shelest) found it difficult to accept Sadat, Assad, or Qaddafi, who

hardly fit the Leninist revolutionary leader mold. The pragmatists in

the governmental-managerial bureaucracies were critical of the expenditures

of scarce resources in th* bottoulal_ quamire of Egypt and Syria and
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of the corrupt and inefficient Arab bureaucracies managing these

resources. The Soviet military, while coveting Arab naval and air

bases, were openly contemptuous of the Arab aiks and found them

poorly trained and disciplined and utterly unreliable. And Soviet

diplomats and governmental leaders found their Arab counterparts

unpredictable and disloyal.

The pull of the Middle East on Soviet interests and imagination

has been powerful enough to overcome internal dissonance and shape

Soviet policies in a long-range, expansionist direction, thus"

defining the operational modus vivendi among the interventionists

and detentists. The Soviet Union has declared the region to be of

vital interest and has made it so through repeated and escalating

commitments to and support of the several regimes among the

"progressive" countries.

The Six Day War

After the 1956 Suez crisis and ensuing Sinai war, the simmering

Arab-Israeli conflict was relatively dormant for a decade. A United

Nations Emergency Force, charged with policing the Sinai borders and

ensuring freedom of Israeli navigation th.rough the Strait of Tiran

and the Gulf of Aqaba, separated the forces of Israel and Egypt, the

two main conteeders. But this was a frugile truce. In 1964 a flare-up

of the long-standing dispute over access to the Jordan River caused by

Israel's completion of its national water carrier project--designed to

A

il "
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channel some of the Jordan's flow i,,.o the arid Negev Desert in the

south--ruptured the relative calm of the preceding years. Shortly

thereafter, a number of new underground Palestinian groups began s..all

terrorist operations across Israel's eastern borders. Heavy Israeli

retaliation and increasing Syrian support for the Palestinian fedayeen

produced repeated frontier skirmishes. Rising tension reached a climax

on April 7, 1967, with an aerial and artillery battle between Syria

and Israel over Lake Tiberias and the Golan Heights. This escalation

was accompanied by weekly exchanges of verbal threats and accusations

by Damascus and Tel Aviv.

In February 1966 an internal coup in the Syrian ruling Baath

party brought to power in Damascus a left-wing faction with strong

Marxist leanings. The new leaders immediately declared not only their

total commitment to Arab rights in Palestine, but also their strong

conviction that a "revolutionary people's war" was requisite in the Arab

confrontation with Israel. Yrom mid-1966 on, though fedayeen raids

vere mainly across the Jordanian-Israeli border, Israeli leaders 4.

increasingly pointed accusing fingers at Damascus. On February 5, 1967,

Israel sent a warning to Syria through diplomatic channels that a large

retaliatory va.d would be forthcoming if Syrian support for the guerrillas

did not cease. 16/ Statements of similar import attributed to Prime

Ministex Levi Ewhkol and Chief-of-Staff Itzhak Rabin appeared in the

press in the first half of May. 1.7/ The Jerusalem Post rererted that

planaing was under way for "a military expedition intended to take the

wind out nf tte Syrian iails once and for all." 18/ On way 12 a United
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Fress dispatch, featureP in the New York Times and other major newspapers,

reported that "a highly placed Israeli source [believed at the time to

he Premier Eshkol said here today that if Syria continued the campagin

of sabotage in Israel it would immediately provoke military action

aimed zt overthrowing the Syrian regime." 19/ For their part, Syrian

leader, regularly denounced Israeli threats as a manifestation of the

"imperialist-Zionist-reactionary conspiracy" against the Arab left,

yet defiantly vowed continued support for the Palestinian "commandos,

ocns of the occupied territories, who have a natural right to return

to and liberate their homes." 20/ Strong support for Damascus came

from the Soviet Union which, though unhappy with the destabilizing

effect of commando activities, appeared determined to protect the

precarious hold of the Dew Marxist leadership.

Indeed, for the Soviet Union, the 1966 coup was a welcome development.

Moscow was irritated by its failure to make ideological inroads into

the Arab world, despite large amounts of military, economic, and

technical assistance to several Arab countries since 1955 and the

emergence of a number oi friendly anti-Western regimes--including Egypt,

Syria, Iraq, Algeria, and North Yemen. A region politically inflamed

with postcolonial nationalist fervor and socioculturally suffused with

Islamic values and a generally conservative religious outlook, the

Arab Middle East had proved singularly "mpervious to Marxist dogma--

at IF.ast to the Soviet version. Communist parties had been systematically

curlbed and often outlawed in most Arab states. Only in , during

the later years of Qasiim's rule, had an Arab Communist force been close Z

Ito obtainiug potyer, and it hnd been swiftly and bloodily crushed by its
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nationalist opponents at the first opportunity.

After Khrushchev's fall in 1964, a reappraisal of the

socialist potential of third world regimes, prompted partly by Soviet

failures in the Middle East, produced a more tight-fisted and

conservative attitude toward the Afro-Asian world. A year later,

through no particular Soviet effort, a government was installed in

Dauascus that was willing to admit Communists into the cabinet, employed

a Marxist lexicon, and looked to the Kremlin for political cupport.

For all their caution, "the Soviet leaders must have felt a certain

eagerness at this renewed opportunity, after a break of six years, for

the enlargement of Soviet influence in the heart of the Arab worle." 21/

Russian support began inmediately. By early May 1966 Izvestiya

was accusing Israel of border provocations and of conducting a campaign

aqainst Syria reflective cf Western imperialism's displeasure with the

"1:ogressive changes" in Syria. As tension along the Syrian-Israeli

border rose, Soviet media began to warn of Israeli troop concentrations

facing Syrian lines. In his detailed analysis of the buildup of the 1967

war, Walter Laq-ieur points out that such news regularly made headlines

in the Soviet press throughout the year preceding the crisis, and that

an item about the planned overthrow of the Syrian government by Israel

had been featured in Pravda at least once a month from October 1966 on. 22/

At an official level, the Sov-et government repeatedly sent Israel

diplomatic notes warning against intervention. The strongest was

delivered on April 21, 1967, after the major clash on April 7; it

spoke of "dangerous playing with fire on the part of Israel in an area
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near to the borders of the Soviet T %ion," warned that "a policy of

aggression against its neighbors is bound to result in serious

consequences" for Israel, and counseled the Israeli leaders to shun

a course of action that could "endanger the vital interests of their

people and the fate of their State." 23/ Economic and military aid to

Syria was also forthcoming. An arms supply agreement believed to be

worth $200 million and to have included MIG-21 aircraft and SA-2

missiles was reportedly signed in the summer of 1966. 24/

So by May 1967 the Soviet Union had taken on the role of major

protector of the Syrian regime, in a relationship that appeared based

not only on traditional Soviet support for progressive Arab nationalist

governments but also on a novel ideological kinship. Soviet solicitude

was further manifested by Moscow's vigorous promotion of A progressive

front among Egypt, Syria, North Yemen, and Algeria. Kosygin had urged

a closing of the ra'nks during hi visit to Cairo in May 1966, and a

mutual defense pact between 
Syria and Egypt had been 

concluded in

Novebr.

The Slide to War

The 1967 crisis began on May 15, after rajor Egyptian troop

movements were reported in Sinai and a state of emergency wes declared

by Cairo. The Egyptians said this was necessary 
to deter an expected 

d

Israeli attack against Syria. later President Nasser would explain his

antiont. as having been prompted by warnings of impendlg Israeli

aggression conveyed to him by Syria and the Soviet Union:

We all know how the Middle East crisis started in the first
half of May. The enemy had a plan to invade Syria; this was
frankly admitted in all the statementa of enemy Ioliticians
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and military commanders, and there was ample evidence of
premeditation to that effect.

Syrian sources were quite definite on this point, and
we ourselves had reliable information confirming it--our

friends in the Soviet Union even warned th 2 parliamentary
delegation that visited Moscow at the beginning of last
month that there was a plot against Syria. 25/

These moves were followed by Secretary Gexteral U Thant's hurried with-

drawal of the UN Emergency Force (UNEF) on May 18, Syrian and Israeli

mobilization, and Egypt's closure on May 22 of the Strait of Tiran

to Israeli shipping and all other vessels carrying strategic cargoes

to Israeal. The Egyptian blockade of the Gulf of Aqaba immediately

became the center of the gathering storm. Earlier, Israel had defined

this act as a casus belli. Amid rising tension, intensive Israeli-

American consultations were held in which Israel sought to enlist U.S.

aid in restoring tre status quo ante on the basis of an American

commitment to freedom of Israeli navigation through the straits made

by the Eisenho!er administration at the time of the 1957 Israeli

withdrawal from Sinai. Deeply engaged in the Vietnam confli.t and

fearful for its interests in the Arab world, the United States was

reluctant to act alone; however, President Johnson's efforts to

arrange a multinational flotilla to challenge the Egyptian blockade

came to nothing. Finally, at the end of May, King Hussein of Jordan

flew to Caio and, putting aside his long political quarrel with Nasser,

signed a mutual defense treaty with Egypt that placed Jordan's ,Cmy

under overall Egyptian command in case of war. On June 5, after forming

a broad coalition government, Israel open" ptiities with a successful

... ..! .
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surprise air attack that decimated the air forces of Egypt, Syria,

and Jordan and determined rhe course of the war from its outset.

Six days later, when military act:1vities came to an end, the Israelis

htl decisively defeated their three Arab opponents and gained control

of the Sinai peninsula, the Gaza Strip, the West Bank of the Jordan,

and Syria's Golan Heights.

Soviet Behavior

Soviet objectives in the 1967 crisis could be descrioed in the

following terms: to avoid a military confrontation with the United

States, since no vital Soviet interests were at stake and there was a

marked American preponderance of power in the area; to maintain a

posture of determined political support for the Arabs designed to

safeguard cordial Soviet-Arab relations and exert a deterrent effect

or. Israel and its patron, the United States; and to prevent the strongly

pro-Soviet, internally shaky Marxist regime in Syria from losing power--

a likely development if there was a large Israeli punitive thrust

across the border.

Stage 1 (April 7-May 22). Althouib Soviet sources had for over a

year pariodically warned of Israel's eggressive intentions toward Syria,

the April 7 fighting over Lake Tiberies probably brought about a major

review of the Middle East situation in Moscow. The official Soviet

reaction to this incident took fully tv: weeks to witerialize. Only on

April 21 was the Israeli ambassador in Moscow, Katriel Katz, given the.

stiffly worded note mentioned earliar. Scarcely four days later, however,
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a second statement was handed to Katz; this time Israel was formally

accused of massing troops on the Syrian borders with hostile intent:

The Soviet Government is in possession of information
about Israeli troop concentrations on the Israeli-Arab
borders at the present time. These concentrations are
assuming a dangerous character, coinciding as they do
with the hostile campaign in Israel against Syria....
In this context it is impossible not to draw attention
to the bellicose statements by Israeli milit3ry
personalities against Arab countries. 26/

The April 7 battle--the largest Arab-Israeli clash since 1956--

had gone badly for the Syrians, who had lost six MIG-21s but failed

to down a single Israeli aircraft. The vehemence of the Israeli

response to the initial Syrian artillery shelling must have been read

in Moscow as indicating Tel Aviv's serious intention to cause the down-

C fall of the Damascus government by humiliating it militarily. Because

of Syria's demonstrated weakness, it was imperative to ward off further

Israeli action. This could be done in only one of two ways: through

a threat of direct Soviet intervention, which would have lacked credibility

if based on the meager Soviet military presence in the area or would

have prompted a U.S. response had it conjured up the possibility of

Soviet resort to home-baued forces; or by involving Syria's only

effective political ally in the Arab world-Egypt. In similar situations

in the past, Nasser had ordered a show of force in Sinai (February 1960)

or mobilized his military (Au&st 1963) so as to dissuade Israel from

threatened retaliation against Syria for border incidents. With a

seven-month-old mutual defense treaty between Egypt and Syria in effect,

another dissuasive intervention by Nasser could be expected if a sufficient

22
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case could be made for an impending Israeli move. Thus the Soviet

operational objective in this phase was to induce the UAR government

to make a show of force designed to ward off a large Israeli raid

agaivst Syria. There is no evidence that the Soviet Union undertook

any military action during this phase to affect the Middle East

situation, nor did it threaten to do so.

Soviet diplomacy was primarily directed at two targets: Israel

and Egypt. The Soviet communications of April 21 and 25 warning

Israel not to engage in retaliation were accompanied by increased

press coverage of the situation, emphasizing the alleged Israeli troop

concentrations and blaming Israel exclusively for the increased tension.

-he ad-f -ability of restraint was urged on Israel's permanent LN

representative, Gideon Rafael, who was visiting Moscow, in meetings

th both Deputy Foreign Minister Vladimir Semyonov and the head of

the Middle East department, Alexander Shchiborin. Semyonov cautioned

that "local conflicts could easily get out of control /and7 therefore

the Soviet Union could not remain indifferent should they occur near

its frontiers. Tnose who invited a conflict close to the Soviet borders

might pay a very high price." 27/ Subsequent Soviet-Israeli contacts in

Moscow and Tel Aviv throughout this phase were in the same vein.

The most crucial Soviet moves in this period were directed at Egypt,

however. Information regarding a likely Israeli strike against Syria

before the end of May and the actual massing uf eleven Israeli brigadeo

in the north was "officially" relayed to a parliamentary delegation

headed by National Assembly speaker Anwar el-Sadat, wh.ch visited the

USSR from April 27 to May 14. 28/ Between May 8 and 12 similar news was

* S.L
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conveyed to Nasser in Cairo by the Soviet ambassador and by Syrian

intelligence sources. 29/ Apparently Nasser asked Moscow for its

opinion of the validity of these estimates and received confirmation.

On the other hand, contradictory evidence was provided by the Egyptian

army chief-of-staff, General Mohammed Fawzi, who was dispatched to

Syria on May 14. Despite Fawzi's report that no Israeli troop

concentrations were in evidence, on the same day Egyptian armed forces

were mobilized and the ostentatious movement of troops into Sinai

began.

Whether Nasser believed Syria to be actually threatened or

whether he chose to act as if he did because a confrontation with

Israel suitEd his t political needs of the moment is not clear. In

any case, his actions--which were followed two days later by the with-

drawal of UNET--accomplished the Soviet purpose admirably. Overnight,

attention shifted from the Syrian-Israeli border to Sinai.

' Egypt's actions elicited immediate unofficial approval from

Moscow. The Soviet media commented positively on the Egyptian troop

movements and continued to assail Israel's "active preparations for

military adventures." 30/ No negative commentaries on the termination

of the UNEY mission are apparentf. On May 12 Soviet Ambassador (huval.in

turned down an invitation from the Israeli Foreign Ministry to visit

the northern area and ascertain for himself that there were no special

-troop concentrations. 31/ On May 19, the day Israel ordered heavy

mobilization of reserves, Israeli Foreign Minister Eban's request to
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Chuvakhin for Soviet cooperation in organizing "a reciprocal

deescalation of troops in the South" was met with the by-now standard

response that the crisis was of Israel's own making and Arab actions

were legit:imately in self-defense. 32/ On May 22 Israeli Ambassador

Katz was told by Shch.borin at the Foreign Ministry in Moscow that

"we carnot be responsible for what is happening in the atmosphere

which was poisoned by your leaders' statements." 33/ Throughout this {

phase, Soviet diplomatic behavior was strongly supportive of the Arab

position and careful not to weaken the deterrent value of Nasser's

moves by words or deeds thaL might allay Israeils anxiety. On May

22, hovever, the Soviet Union was suddenly faced with a radically

altered situation. Egypt blockaded the Tiran Straits, and a full-blown

crisis quickly ensued.

Stage 2 (May 23-June 4). From the available record it is impossible

to deter-mine whether Moscow was consulted or even informed about the

decisiot to close the Gulf of Aqaba to Israeli navigation and Israel-

bound strategic cargoes before it was announced by Nasser in his May 22

speech. In any case, subsequent Soviet behavior suggests growing wariness

of the dangers of entanglement in the looming military confrontation.

Moscow understood clearly that an Israeli military response to Nasser's

challenge was likely: on May 19 Eban had told Chuvakhin that Israel would

go to war if its freedom of navigation was interfered with, 34/ Soviet

conduct was extremely cautious during this phase. All efforts seemed

directed toward preventing war while seeking a diplomatic solution that

' ":' -V
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would preserve the political gains of the Arab clients and, if war

broke out, toward avoiding military involvement unless the United

States became directly engaged.

Nevertheless, the single most important military action

undertaken by the Soviet Union in the 1967 crisis occurred during[ this phase. On May 22, the day the Gulf of Aqaba was closed, Moscow

notified the TurKish government that under the terms of the Montreux

Convention ten Soviet warships would pass through the Dardanelles

from the Black Sea into the Mediterranean beginning on May 30. On

this date, a tanker and a submarine supply ship went through; they

were followed on June 3 by three frigates and two auxiliary vessels,

on June 5 by a destroyer, and or. June 5 by two additional warships, of

4 (', which one was a mine-weeper. 35/ This reinforcement of the Mediterranean

eskadra brought its total strength up to some thirty ships, the largest

deployment in the Mediterranean since a permanent naval presence was

established there in 1964.

Throughout the crisis and war, however, most Soviet units remained

well removed from the immediate vicinity of the conflict. The major

area of concentration was the offshore anchorage some 100 miles to the

northwest of Crete, that Is, some 500 miles away from the shores of Sinai

and behind a screen of U.S. Sixth Fleet units south of Crete. A small

number of Soviet units-although warships replaced the usual intelligence

ships--centinued to shadow Sixth Fleet ships and others conducted

routine exercises in the Ionian Sea between Sicily and Greece. 36/ Thus,

*1 i--
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by its deployment and quality of reinforcement, the Soviet Union

clearly signaled that it did not wish to challenge the U.S. Navy

or be seen as trying to directly affect the course of events in the

Arab-Israeli area with its fleet. "I am quite sure," Admiral Wylie

said, "that they were even less anxious than the United States to

have any of their forces involved." 37/

The naval balance of forces in the Mediterranean in May and June

1967 certainly did not favor aggresstvc Soviet behavior. Although the

ships brought in from the Black Sea in the week preceding the war

practically doubled the number of surfare combatants in the eskadra,

the Sixth Fleet remained vastly superior in firepower and in its ability

to project tactical air support. Facing the eskadra's single cruiser

of the old Kirov class, eight or nine destroyer-type ships, and two

or three submarines were the Sixth Fleet's two aircraft carriers, the

Saratoga and the America, two cruisers, ten destroyers, several submarines,

and an antisubmarine force that entered the Mediterranean from the North

Atlantic on June 2. The American carriers had about 200 F-4 and A-4

fighter bombers and attack aircraft; these were unmatched on the Soviet

side. While no Russian amphibious forces of shis were deployed in the

Mediterranean during this period, the United States had a marine battalion

landing team, with some 2,000 men, permanently detached to the Sixth Fleet

for &ction onshore. In addition, three 6estroyers and one command ship

patrolled the Red Sea throughout the cri3is, with no Sovlet counterparts.

The eskadra also had to contend with a substantial Britiah naval

presence in the region. Toward late May one British carrier, the

Hermes, six frigates, and a squadron of minesweepers assembled in the Gulf

. .

.1[
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of Aden for possible participation in a challenge to Egypt's blockade

o& the Tiran Strait; and in the Mediterranean, a task group comprising

the carrier Victorious and four escort frigates hovered near Malta.

One indicator of the Soviet Union's concern about the British force

in the Mediterranean, and perhaps of uncertainty about its potential

role in a showdown, is that one destroyer and two minesweepers of the

eskadra were assigned to tail it. Although the Soviet Black Sea fleet

had more modern, missile-carrying, heevy ships available, Moscow chose

not to bring them into the Mediterranean. 38/

If the Soviet intent was nonaggressive, were the naval reinforce-

ments meant to be a deterrent to Israel and the United States? With

an Israeli military response to the Egyptian blockade expected from one
day to the next, was Moscow signaling that it would play an active

protective role in case of war? Was the Soviet purpose to impress on

the West the probability of a confrontation at sea if an attempt was

made by the United States and Britain to lift the blockade by force?

If such deterrent effects were indeed sought, the Soviet Union went

about this in an indirect, low-key way, as evicienced by several facts.

4First, fully one-half of the ten-ship Soviet complement sent

to the Mediterranean consiated of auxiliary vessels; the largest fighting

unit was a destroyer, which did not reach the area until June 4; and no

amphibious capabilities were introduced, although an increase in the

number of submarJnes added to combat cap&bilities.

Second, no attempt was made to project a Soviet presence, however

symbolic, into the conflict zone. While British and U.S. units--including

A"
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aircraft carriers--converged on the Red Sea from the south and the

U.S. carrier Intrepid traversed the Suez Canal southward on May 31,

all Soviet units remained in the Mediterranean well to the west of

the Israeli coast.

Third, the beefing up of the eskadra took place at P time when

routine placements of Soviet units, following the pattern of previous

Soviet rotations, were expected; and Western newspapers pointed out

that the reinforcements merely raised the Soviet forces to the normal

level for simmer exercises. An overt deterrent posture required

increasing the political visibility of these forces and some clear

signaling that such naval movements were extra-ordinary, yet the Soviet

media generally ignored them and avoided any references to or

speculation about a Soviet balancing role while daily excoriating the

presence of the Sixth Fleet in the region and Western "gunboat diplomacy." 39/

Not surprisingly, the deterrent effect of the naval reinforcements--

and, indeed, of the entire Soviet naval presence--on the decisions of

the presumptive target countries appears to have been minimal. Washington's

efforts to assemble the multinaticnal task force did not slacken

because of Soviet actions. Their eventual failure was due to Pentagon

opposition fueled by concern about the military implications of Egyptian

resistance and congressional reluctance to become involved in other

conflicts while an intense war was being waged in Vietnam. Moreover,
other Western nations were not enthusiastic about the project, and

American diplomats in the Middle East warned vigorously against the

consequences for U.S.-Arab relations of a U.S.-Egyptian clash in the

atraits. 40/

Iq
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Israeli decisionmakers similarly discouxted any military

danger from the Russians; by June 2 Foreign Minister Eban, perhaps

the most cautious among them, "was convinced that the Russians

would not intervene militarily, particularly if the war was of short

duration." 41/ Michael P,recher, in an exheuativp study of Israel's

behavior durlug the 1967 crisis, asserts that Prime Minister "Eshkol

and his colleagues did not attribute significance to Soviet hostf.lity." 42/

Israel's preoccupation in the days preceding the war was with

guaranteeing a helpful political stand by the UnitLed States and the

West generally, both to secure dependable sources of arms resupply in

case of need and "to retain the fruits of victory'" confidently predicted

1-v its military leaders. 43/ If such a supportive stand could be

obtained, the West's superiority in the regional naval balance vas

e :pected to preclude any Soviet military action.

Indirezt targets of the Soviet reinforcements undoubtedly were

Moscow's chief Arab clients--Syria and Egypt--srnd the expanded naval

presence was tangible proof of sympathy for the Arab At&,ad and added

c redibility to daily Soviet statements of "resolikte support" in the

crisis. At the same time, however, it was necessary to restrain Cairo

and Damascus from further provocative actions--or even a malitary

offensive--encourag-ed by the bellicose mood *ipped up in the. Arab

world by political rhetoric and Nasser's dramatic moves. These

contradictory requirements probably beat explain Lhe low profile maintained

by the Soviet naval coti;igent. The passage of ten addition&l shipn

through the Turkish straits, plus the :overage of Soviet fleet movements
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in the Western and Arab press, would accomplish the first objective;

the unobtrusiveness of the naval presence and Soviet silence about

its role helped achieve the second and kept the Americans and the

Israelis guessing. The limits of the Soviet role must have been clear

to the Egyptians. During his news conference with the world press on

May 28, Nasser was questioned about whether the Soviet Union would

be asked to intervene if the Sixth Fleet were to aid Israel directly.

He responded:

If American military intervention o" this kind takes
place, naturally ve shall regard it as a hostile act
directed against the whole Arab nation. However, we
shall not ask any of the friendly countries to
intervene; we shall leave it to these countries to
make their own decisions. 44/

In a May 29 speech Nasser again indicated that he was not counting on

active Soviet help. After reporting that his war minister, Shams

Badraa--who had been sent to Moscow for consultations several days

earlier, epparently at Soviet request 45/--had returned with a letter

from Kosygin "in which he says that the Soviet Union supports us in this

conflict, and will allow no country to interfere until the s1tuation

returns to what it was before 1956," he declared: "As I said yesterday,

we have not asked the Soviet Union or any other country to intervene,

because we do not went a confronzation that Ldght lead to a world war." 46/

The official Soviet position--avoiding the outbreak of war

while publicly supporting the Arabs-.was expressed in a government

statement issued on May 23 that blamed Israel for the onset of the crisis,

defended tbe Egyptian actions as a legitimate honoring of Joint defense

commitwents, and promised srong Soviet support against aggression aimed
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at the Arab states. The operative clauses stopped short of a military

threat, however, and stressed instead the need to maintain peace in

the region:

let no one have any doubts about the fact that should
anyone try to unleash aggression in the Near East, he
would be met not only with the united strength of Arab
countries but also with strong opposition to aggression
from the Soviet Union and all peace-loving states....

The Soviet Government keeps a close watch on
the developments in the Near East. It proceeds from the
fact that the maintenance of peace and security in the
area directly adjacent to the Soviet borders meets the
vital interests of the Soviet peoples.

With due account taken of the situation, the
Soviet Union is doing and will continue to do everything
in its power to prevent a violation of peace and security
in the Near East and safeguard the legitimate rights
of the peoples. 47/

This statement appeared several hours after Nasser's announcement

of the Aqaba blockade. Though approving the removal of the LUNEF, it

ignored the closing of the straits. Soviet disapproval of this is

shown by the lack of supportive statements on this issue by either

official sources or the media throughout the prewar crisis. In fact,

while commentators and editorialists continued to echo the "official

line" of the May 23 statement and spoke of strong Soviet support for

the Arab stance, the Soviet leadership took several steps in the week

following the blockade to restrain the Arabs and reassure Israel.

The two most important demarches in connection with Egypt were

an urgent message from the Kremlin conveyed orally to Nasser by the

Soviet ambassador in the early hours of May 27 urging Egypt not to fire

the first shot, 48/ and consultations held with War Minister Badran
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in Moscow. 49/ Both Badran and Syrian President Nureddin al-Attassi

and Foreign Minister Ibrahim Makhous, who visited the Soviet capital

on a hastily arranged visit on May 29-30, found the Kremlin unwilling

to promise military support in case of war. 50/

At the same time, Kosygin sent a personal note to Prime Minister

Eshkol urging a peaceful resolution of the crisis; the note was written

in moderate, unaccusing language quite unlike previous and subsequent

communications to Israel. "We want you to use all means to avoid the

outbreak of an armed conflict which would have serious consequences

for international peace and security," the note said. "We turn to

you in order to avoid cieating in the world another center of war,

which would bring suffering without end. . .it is necessary to fiead

ways to settle the conflict by unwarlike means." 51/

These Soviet contarcts paralleled similar efforts made by the

United States to dis3uade both Israel and Egypt from striking first. 52/

Bilateral Soviet-American exchanges also showed Moscow's objective to

be the avoidance of an Arab-Israeli military showdown. On the other

hand, for deterrent purposes, Moscow continued to hold out the prospect

of active opposition if Israel took the initiative. On May 27 the

Kremlin advised President Johnson that it had infoimation of an !sraeli

plan to attack, and threatened to intervene. In Johnson's words, "The

Soviets stated that if Israel starts military action, the Soviet Union

will extend help to the attacked state." What the exact nature of Soviet

"help"would be is unclear, but the President used the warning to good

effect. His strong urging that Israel "must not take preemptive military

'IN
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acti.." is said to have tipped the balance in the Israeli cabinet

against going tc 'r in a close vote on May 28. 53/

Stage 3 (June 5-11). The outbreak of war on June 5 appears to

have caught the Soviet Union by surprise. When by the end of May

there had bcon no Israeli military response to the closing of the

straits, it may have believed that Israel lacked the will to fight.

Its assessment of the Arab-Israeli balance may have misled it into

expecting that the massive, united Arab show of force would be a

sufficient deterrent to Israeli initiative, and its contacts in Syria

and Egypt confirmed that the Arabs would not attack first. Indeed,

during the last week before the war, the Soviet Union behaved as if

the crisis had peaked. Brezhnev, Kosygin, and Defense Minister

Grechko left Moscow for a ceremonial visit to the Soviet fleet in

Murmansk and Archangel that lasted several days, and Podgorny spent a

much of this period on a state visit to Afghanistan. Just before

hostilities began, the only Soviet cruiser in the Mediterranean and

ten other ships of the fleet were sighted lying at anchor one hundred

miles north of Crete. 54/

The beginning of hostilities galvanized the Soviet leadership into

action. Within a few hours, Premier Kosygin had activated the hot line

for the Cirst time in a crisis to convey to the United States Soviet

concern about the fighting and the need for superpower cooperation to

bring about a cease-fire. 55/ This, plu the inactivity of the Mediterranean

Squadron during the first day of the war, clearly indicated to Washington

-4-
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Moscow's desire to stay out of the fighting. Indeed, the Six-Day War

phase was characterized by repeated communications between the two

countries, through the hot line and diplomatic channels and by the

behavior of their naval forces in the area, to assure each other that

their intent was not aggressive. Once the early reports from the war

zone had confirmed the destruction of the Arab air forces by the initial

Israeli onslaught, the Soviet operational objective became one of

minimizing Arab terri.orial losses while endeavoring to remain un-

involved in the hostilities and avoid a confrontation with the United

States.

In keeping with its posture before the war, the USSR's main

zffcrt oc behalf of its Arab clients was diplomatic, particularly in

the United Nations. By the afternoon of June 6, despite reported

A-ab opposition, it had agreed to a Security Council resolution calling

for a cease-fire in place and had dropped its demand for simultaneous

Israeli withdrawal to the prewar lines. Caution and the absence of

unusual milit&ry activity prevailed almost without exception. Only two

cases have been recorded that suggest an effort to use military means

to obtain specific policy objectives, and these contain ambiguities about

either Ooviet intentions or the purposefulness of the activity.

The first instance was the systematic harassment of the Sixth

Fleet aircraft carrier America and its companion task force on the

fourth day of the war, June 8. Two Soviet warships, one a destroyer

and the other a patrol craft, repeatedly intruded Into the America

formation, at times on a collision courne with U.S. units. The patrol
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boat "concentrate,* on the America, twisting in and out around the

77,000 ton carrier in dangerous maneuvers, attempting to force her

to alter her course." The harassment continued for several hours,

despite repeated demands by U.S. commanders that the Soviet ships

withdraw. 56/

Since incidents of this type were fairly common (similar though

less sustained interference had been engaged in by a Soviet destroyer

with the same task group the day before), it is difficult to evaluate

with confidence tLe significance of any one of them. In this

particular case, the situation was further muddied by the fact that the

task group was tracking a Soviet submarine that had been detected near

the America on the previous afternoon. The obstructive maneuvers may

have been intended to disrupt this pursuit, sparing the submarine the

humiliation of a forced surfacing. 57/

An alternative explanation is that these actions were ordered by

higher political authorities to make U.S. decisionmakers more aware

of the Soviet Mediterranean presence at a time of increasing Soviet

uneasiness about the course of events in the Arab-Israeli conflict. If

thie was the purpose, all indications are that it did not affect Washington's

perceptions or behavior. By June 7 the Egyptian defeat in Sinai was

turning into a rout; deprived of air cover and faced with a collapsing

communications network and a demoralized officer corps, Egyptian forces

began to surrender en masse and largely ceased to defend against Israeli

advances across the peninsula. On the eastern front, although Jordan

had accepted the first cease-fire call on June 6, the fighting continued

as Iarael demanded that both Egypt awd Syria also cease fire. Cease-fire
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calls on June 6 and 7 having gone unheeded, the United States and

the Soviet Union on June 8 each submitted a draft of another cease-

fire resolution that reflected for the first time the major differences

between the superpowers. The American draft reaffirmed the terms of the

previous resolutions and demanded compliance by the combatants; the

Soviet version explicitly condemned Israel for aggression and demanded

both a stop to the fighting and Israeli withdrawal behind the armistice

lines. 58/ Neither draft was voted on, but the debate emphasized the

breakdown of unanimity and the increasing tension between Moscow and

Washington. The Soviet reversal was almost certainly meant not as a

legitimate change of position on the terms of a cease-fire but as a

warning to the United States that, if Israel was not restrained, Moscow

might give active support to the hard-line Arab position.

By the evening of June 8 both Jordan and the UAR had announce

their willingness to accept a cease-fire, and on the following day

Syria did so as well. While fighting subsided on the other fronts, Syrian-

Israeli battles on the Golan Heights continued, however, as Israel

launched a full-scale offensive on the morning of June 9 to capture the

heights. By midmorning on June 10, most of the heights had fallen and the

city of Quneitra was being abandoned by the Syrians. The road to Damascus

appeared open, and Syria leaders may have seriously feared an Israeli

advance on the capital. Although it ib nt known whether Syrif's

government appealed to Moccow for direct military intervention, semi-

official Syrian bodies, such as the General Federation of Syrian Trade
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Unions, called on their coun *rparts in the Soviet Union and

Eastern Europe--as well as Peking--"to urge your governments to

extend immediate military aid," alleging tha' . "hundreds of enemy

planes are attacking Damascus and the other Syrian towns, destroying

civilian homes and killing thousands of citizens." 59/

This deteriorating situation in Syria brought about the -rnly

explicit Soviet threat of military intervention during the six-day

conflict. It was conveyed in a hot-line message addressed by Premier

Kosygin to President Johnson, and received at 9:05 a.m. EST on June 10.

According to the Johnson memoirs,

The Soviets accused Israel of ignoring all Security
Council resolutions for a cease-fire. Kosygin
said a "very crucial moment" had now arrived. He spoke
of the possibility of "independent decision" by Moscow.
He foresaw the risk of a "grave catastrophe" and stated
that unless Israel unconditionally halted operations within
the next few hours, the Soviet Union would take "necessary
actions, including military." 60/

At the same time, the Israeli ambassador in Moscow was handed a note

that cherged Israel with ignoring Security Council resolutions and

1"proceeding in the direction of Damascus," after occupying Syrian

territory; warned that "should Israel not immediately stop its war

activities, the Soviet Union, together wit'h other peace-loving States,

will apply sanctions, with all resulting consequences"; and informed

Israel that the USSR and decided to break off diplomatic relations
forthwith. 61/ On June 10 Pravda also carried the text of a statement

cn the situation in the Middle East issued the day before by a hastily

called summit meeting in Moscow of the Communist party leaders of
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Bulgaria, Hungary, East Germany, Poland, Czechoslovakia, Yugoslavia,

and the USSR. It accused Israel of "barbarically bombing cities in

Syria," and pledged the states signing this statement to "do everything

necessary to help the peoples of the Arab countries deal a resolute

rebuff to the aggressor, protect their legal rights, extinguish the

hotbed of war in the Near East and restore peace in this area" if

Israel did not stop its aggression and withdraw behind the armistice

lines. 62/

Two aspects of Soviet behavior on June 10 are worth noting here.

Despite the urgency of the situation, only the secret communication

directed tc the United States spoke of possible military steps. The

direct target of potential Soviet military action--Israel--was merely

warned of unspecified "sanctions" to be applied multilaterally with

the participation of "other peace-loving States," a formulation clearly

not intended to conjure up the menace of an l.pending military move.

Second, the Soviet Union refrained from any demonstration of force or

low-key but deliberately detectable military preparations for

intervention that might have enhanced the credibility of its threat.

Only one report of a potentially related Soviet military action has

appeared. On the morning of the Soviet warning, the chairman of the

Joint Chiefs of Staff, General Earle Wheeler, is said to have commented

that Soviet capabilities for intervention in the Middle Z.ant were

minimal, although "they have alerted their paratroop divisions." 63/

If this alert: did take place, it would constitute a second known

instance-in addition to the harassment of the America-of Soviet military
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activity related to the 1967 war. In any case, the Soviet moves do

not appear to have worried American decisionmakers sufficiently to

be mentioned in their accounts of these events. 64/ Nevertheless,

the teletyped warning alone apparently achieved the Soviet purpose:

Washington immediately made strong representations to Israel to stop

the advance into Syria. 65/ By noon (Washington time) on June 10,

an effective cease-fire had been achieved.

The Soviet Union's tepid show of support for its Arab clients

as they went down to total defeat was received with dismay in Damascus

and Cairo. Nonetheless, Nasser clearly understood Moscow's fear of

precipitating a superpower clash and apparently made no attempt to

usE the Russians to take a more active role. 66/ Indeed, despite wide-

spread anger and disenchantment with the Soviet Union--expressed

in adverse media commentary and attacks by mobs on Soviet embassies and

citizens in Cairo, Algiers, and other "friendly" capitals--after the war he

souSht to involve Moscow in Egypt's security much more intimately,

e en requesting in late June that the USSk take over the air defense of Egypt,

both because his own smashed army could not fulfill this task and because

he wished Moscow to commit itself to an active military role in th,

regional conflict. 67/

For the most part, the Soviet eskadra--the only instrument available

Ii to the Russians for the regional projection of military power between

June 5 and 10, 1967--behaved as if no Middle East war was under way. A

few minor adjustments in routine procedures were made; for instance,

(Sixth Fleet carriers were closely trailed by several Soviet units instead

Z
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of by just one, as was the usual practice. 68/ At one point, on June

8, the only Soviet cruiser in the Mediterranean approached to within

five miles of the &APr±xa. 69/ But these activities were negligible

compared with the extensive American use of naval forces during the

war.

On two separate occasions, the two U.S. carrier task groups

approached the eastern shore of the Mediterranean from their holding

stations south of Crete. The first was on the morning of June 6, when

Moscow insisted on the imposition of a UN cease-fire calling for the

retreat of all forces behind prewar lines. The U.S. task forces

sailed some hundred miles eastward in the course of the day. By

6:30 p.m., as the Egyptian position in Sinai deteriorated further,

the Soviet Union was ready to agree to an unconditional ceasu-fire,

which was duly passed by the Security Council and announced by

President Johnson in a televised statement at 8:00 p.m. One hour

later, the v s ordered to steam back to its earlier position

south of Crete. 70/

The second instance was on June 10 immediately after receipt of

Kosygin's threat of military intervention against Israel. At 9:30 a m.

the ships were ordered to sail at full speed toward the Syrian coast in

a move explicitly designed, in Johnson's words, to convey to Moscow

the "message . . . that the United States was prepared to resist Soviet

intrusion in the Middle East." By 12:30 p.m. a Syrian-Israeli cease-fire

was in effect, and the ships were ordered back half an h.ur later. 71/

V.
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Another flurry of activity involving the Sixlh Fleet took

place on June 8 in connection with Israel's attack on the U.S.

intelligence ship Liberty, which was some fifteen miles off Gaza.

Two flights of fighter aircraft were scrambled from the carriers to

provide cover for the stricken ship and several combatants were

dispatched to zre area. The Soviet Union was informed of these actions

over the hot line. 72/

What is perhaps most remarkable about these incidents from the

perspective of this study is the lack of any recorded response by the

Soviet navy. Furthermore, at no point during the six days of hostilities

in the Middle East did Soviet ships engage in similar maneuvers or act

in a manner that might be interpreted as a war-related "show of force"

or "showing of the flag." Beyond the interference with the America's

cask force on June 8, Soviet naval behavior seoems, in fact, to have

:1l!en deliberately orchestrated to reassure the United States that the
Mediterranean Squadron did not intend to take any part in the crisis.

The October War

In October 1973 the USSR had to face the major problem confronting

it in its Middle East policy since the early 1960s, when it became a

regional power with a permanent military presence, entrenched interests,

-r.d strong patron-client ties with local governments. Pared doim to

"its fundamentals, this problem can be described as the necessity for

choosing between two desirable courses of action that could not be pursued

R1
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simultaneously in a crisis: Pn the one hand, maintaining a stable

relationship with the United States and the West; on the other hand,

supporting Arab clients in their dispute wi'.h Israel with the intensity

required to maintain Soviet-Arab relations on an even keel. To this

problem the Soviet Union bad no easy solution, for its policy in the

region was constrained by three considerations: continued assured

access to Middle Eastern oil and the security of Israel were held by

the West to be vital inte:ests, wiiich could not be threatened without

evoking a forceful respon, ; for the Arab states--Egypt and Syria in

particular--active confrontation with Israel until the basic Palestine

dispute was resolved acceptably was a national political and military

priority; and the Soviet Union's own presence and leverage in the Arab

world rested heavily on its role as a major supplier of the sophisticated

weapons required by the Arabs to sustain a credible anti-Israel posture.

It inescapably followed that Soviet Middle East policy, to be

successful, had to maintain a fine balance between active and demonstrable

solidarity with the Arabs and avoidance of dangerous and counterproductive

confrontaticns with the United States. This necessitated the imposition

of limits both on the military capabilities the Soviet Union was willing

to put in Arab hands and on the political goals it could afford to be

associated with.

Between the June 1967 and October 1973 wars, the nature of these

limits was clearly established, with significant r'esultant strains on

-44
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Soviet-Arab, and especially Soviet-Egyptian, relations. Thu after

the 1967 debaezle, while moving quickly to rebuild the Egyptian and

Syrian armies, Moscow urged Nasser to seek a political silution to

the Arab-Israeli conflict. 73/ Shortly before the Nixon administration

came into office, Moscow sent a diplomatic note to Washington "urging

a more active search" for a settlezent. 74/ In the first half of 1969

bilateral Soviet-American discussions began; these were supplemented

by four-power talks in whicl, the British and French participated.

In these and subsequent contacts with Washington within the growing

framework of detente diplomacy, the Soviet Union hewed closely to the

Arab posltion, demanding total Israeli withdrawal and satisfaction of

Palestinian rights. Nevertheless, Moscow urged its Arab clients to

accept both Israel's existence behind the June 4, 1967, lines and peace

treaties with Tel Aviv. Further irredentist Arab claims did not enjoy

Russian support.

This folitical posture was coupled with an arms supply policy

aimed at restorine sufficient Arab military pow2r to deter Israeli

"provocations" and enable Egypt and Syria to negotiate a settlement from

a position of strength but not to initiate war. Long-range, offensive

weapons systems wanted by Cairo, such as the MIG-23, were withheld before

the 6I 3 war; shipments of weapons and training schedules were subject to

many delayc; needed spare parts and consumables were released in limited

quantities; and often weapons promised were not sent. Arguments about

arms supply . . . were the main theme of all four visits" Sadat made to

(
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Moscow after assuming power. 75/

Moscow capitalized heavily on its immediate response to Egyptian

and Syrian military needs in the aftermath of the 1967 defeat to

strengthen its military presence in the region, primarily the naval

component. Access tc Egyptian harbors for repairs, reprovisioning,

and off-duty berthing permitted the establishwent of a more balanced

and much enlarged permanent fleet in the Mediterranean at a tolerable

cost, and substantially enhanced the political and prestige value of the

eskadra. Scarcely a week after the 1967 ho;tilities ended, three

cruisers, five destroyers, and two auxiliaries were added. 76/ Some

of these ships paid extended visits to Port Said and Alexandria in

July-September and became "permanent" guests in October, ostensibly

to deter Israeli air attacks on Egyptian harbors. 77/ At the time of

the Jordanian crisis of September 1970, the oviL. Union deployed

twenty-three surface combatants and thirteen to fifteen submarines, I
more than double the force they had available during the Six-Day War.

After this crisis the eskadra's normal composition was stabilized at

ten to thirteen submarines, fourteen to twenty-two surface combtants,

and twenty-three to twenty-six auxiliariLs; 78/ in other words, it

leveled off at about the peak strength occasioned by the crisis. On

the eve of the nctober War, the-e were seventeen surface combatants,

which were steadily increased to twenty-six by October 24 and to an

all-time high of ninety-six by October 31, following the U.S. nuclear

alert. The fitepower of the squadron was even more dramtically upgraded
IA

in the final vtages of the war in direct response to American actions:
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the number of surface-to-surface missile launchers was more than doubled,

from forty on October 24 to eighty-eight on October 31, and the number

of surface-to-air missile launchers was inLreased from twenty-eight

to forty-six. 79/

The 1967-73 period thus witnessed a gradual but marked change in

the naval balance. Whereas in 1967 the United States enjoyed absolute

superiority, by 1973 the eskadra had acquired sufficient capability to

neutralize the Sixth Fleet in regional crises. 80/ The American

advantage in tactical air support remained strong, but the Soviet

Union gained some political ground with the deployment of helicopter

carriers from 1968 on, either in the Mediterranean or in the Black Sea

on short call, and the use of Egyptian airfields as home bases for naval

intelligence aircraft that often overflew Western navies in the

Mediterranean after 1967.

After the expulsion of Soviet troops from Egypt in July 1972

and Sadat's increasing public remonstrances, Moscow's concern over the

possible waning of its influence ii the area prompted a relaxation of

restraints on arms supplies. in the year preceding the October Wax,

SA14-6 missiles, the late-model Sukhoi-20 ground attack aircraft, and the

modcrn T-52 tank were provided. A "strategic" offensive weapon with

an assured capability of penetrating Israe! air defenses--the SCUD

medium-range missile--was also made available for the first time. 81/

Whether in the fall of 1973 Moscow was willing to support a military

action to avoid further deterioration of its relations with the Arabs

or whether it believed Sadat's war threats were mere posturing is not

clear. What is clear, however, ia that it continued to counsel Egypt

I
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against war, both publicly and privately, 82/ and simultaneously beefed
V

up the Arab armies, to hedge against the possibility of a politically

ruinous Arab collapse like that of 1967 if war c.,me. So long as the

cease-fire was not breached, Moscow could follow the two-track policy

of diplomatic peacemaking and military resupply with relative ease.

Once hostilities began, however, a choice had to be made between hard-

earned Arab friendship and stable relations with the United States.

Soviet Behavior

No attempt will be made here to describe in detail the couirse of

the war or account for the multitude of military and political

* interactions of the major actors--Israel, Egypt, Syria, the United

States, and the USSR--that made up its history. The focus will be on

Soviet behavior insofar as it related to the use or contemplated use

,- Soviet military forces to directly affect the course of events cr

to signal intentions and objectives.

Se.. from this ptrspective, the crisis can be divided into four

phases:

1. October 1-5: Immediately before the war; dissociation from
the Arab war effort;

2. October 6-9: Arab offensive; search for an early cease-fire;

assessment of the results of the Egyptian-Syrian offensive;
decision to begin resupplying weapons;

3. October 10-22: Israeli counterattack; massive resupply by
air and sea; renewed efforts to obtain a cease-fire; Kogygin's
visit to Cairo; negotiation of the cease-fire with Kissinger
in Moscow;

4, October 23-26: Cease-fire breakdown; warning to Iszael; inter-
vention threat to the Ur.ited States; U.S. alert; third cease-
fire holds.

51-
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October 1-5. Between the time it was notified by Sadat of an

timinent military initiative 83/ and the outbreak of fighting on October

6, "he Soviet Un, ion took a number of steps designed to signal the

United States both that it was not an active partner in its clients'

projectn"d cempaign and that it wished to remain uninvolved in the crisis.

On October 4 and 5 it hastily and overtly evacuated its military

advisers and their dependents from Egypt and Syria, a move that angered

the Arabs because of the chance it might tip off the Israelis.

Simultaneously, and for the first time since Cctober 1967, all units

of the Mediterranean Squadron in Port Said put out to sea; the Nikolaev,

lead ship of the new Kara-class guided-missile cruisers and the largest

Soviet naval unit in the Mediterranean, returned to the Black Sea on

October 5; and the squadron's general disposition in the Mediterranean

remained unchanged, reflecting peacetime conditions and behavior. 84/

To the Arabs, these measures conveyed the unmistakable message that

Moscow was washing its hands of the entire affair and that they could

not count on it to bail them out if their military offensive came to

grief. Through the ambassador in Cairo, Vladimir Vinogradov, Brezhnev

had informed Sadat, in response to the latter's message that a resumption

of flhting was imninent, that "the Soviet Union would give him the

support of a friend ." 85/ However, the evaucation of Soviet personnel

and the general Soviet attitude was read in Cairo as demonstrating, in

Sadat's words, a "total lack of confidence in us and our fighting ability." 86/

It made the Egyptians wonder if "it reflect[ed] some aspect of the global

fly
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balance of power, and if so might it be that the Russians were not going

to give us the help we were expecting?" 87/

While there is no available informati.on on what transpired in

the inner councils of the Kremlin during those first days in October,

it is safe to assume that it was decided to safeguard detente even

if it meant another Arab military defeat. The significance of the

Soviet position in this prewar phase is that the Arabs were being left

to their fate at a time when experts agveed that a war would lead to a

quick and conclusive Israeli victory. What must have worried Soviet

leaders at this point was the possibility that a quick Arab collapse1

accompanied by Israeli attacks in the interior, with Soviet units or

personnel as planned or unwitting targets, might force Moscow to inter-

vene in the fighting. Hence the alacrity with which Soviet personnel

and naval units were withdrawn.

Was Soviet behavior also intended to alert the United States,

in the hope that consequent U.S. and Israeli deterrent measures might

dissuade Sadat from going ahead with his plans? This is an intriguing

,nd not farfetched possibility. Moscow did not know the exact date of

the attack at the time the decision to evacuate was made, and it may

have believed sufficient time was available to exert diplomatic pressure

on Cairo. After all, Sadat had met other war deadlines in the past

and later canceled them. The Soviet Union may not even have been averse

zo triggering an Israeli mobilization, such as the one the previous May

when an Egyptian attack had appeared in the making. The Israelis had not

L,
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preempted on that occasion, and political circumstances, as well as

the reputed state of the Arab-Israeli military balance, were such that

Moscow may have assigned a low probability to the contingency of

Israeli preemption in October. If the Israelis mobilized again and

Wvshington made strong representation in Cairo--Kissinger might even

have advanced his announced plan to launch a diplomatic initiative in

November 88/--war might be averted. While this analysis must remain

speculative, there can be little doubt that the Soviet Union regarded

the approaching events with foreboding and worry about the potential

effect of another Arab defeat on its interests in the Middle East.

October 6-9. Fear of ar immediate Arab collapse was proved

unfounded in the first two days of the war, when Egyptian forces in

the west rapidly overwhelmed the "Bar-Lev" line of Israeli defenses

along the Suez Canal with few casualties and established beachheads

several miles deep along the Sinai banks of the waterway, and when

Syria's two-pronged armored assault succeeded in breaking through

stubborn Israeli defensive lines (though sustaining heavy tank losses)

and in regaining most of the southern half of the Golan area. In these

efforts, the Arab armies appeared to nave mastered the use of their

sophisticated equipment, particularly antitank and antiaircraft missiles,

of which they had large quantities and the Israeli air force seemed

largely neutralized. The strategic surprise achieved by the Arab offensive

had earned the attacking forces a few days to consolidate their gains

before the Israeli war machine could mobilize fully and counterattack.

The two superpowers reacted to the outbreak of war with restraint

and evident wariness. The crias caught the United States in the thick

L i
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of the Watergate crisis, which had practically paralyzed the government

and diverted the President's attention almost exclusively to his own

political survival. Although, in contrast with 1967, the country was

no longer militarily involved in a foreign war, the Vietnam experience

had created strong popular and congressional resistance to activism in

foreign affairs, particularly in areas like the Middle East, where the

possibility of military engagement was, in everyone's mind, always high.

Further reinforcing the need for caution was the heightened American

perception of a strong Soviet military presence in the area, especially

its naval capabilities in the Mediterranean. Finally, American

political objectives--resumption of a diplomatic dialogue and improved

relations with the Arabs in order to move toward a political settlement--

would be best served by a course of action that minimized negative

repercussions on budding but tenuous U.S.-Egyptian relations but remained

responsive to the demands of the special relation with Israel and

faithful to standing commitments to israeli security. From the early

days of the war, American diplomacy--principally managed by Henry

Kissinger--was aimed at ending the hostilities on ters that would promote,

not hinder, postwar settlement efforts: an early cease-fire based

neither on an Arab victory with Soviet arms nor on an Israeli success

that would make peace negotiations politicrl y and psychologically

impossible again. At the same time, the cricis was held to be "crucial

for U.S.-Soviet relations. If collaboration worked, detente would take

on real meaning . . . . The worst outcome for the United States would be

to appear crippled by the domestic crisis over Watergate." 89/ Although{I
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one of the two carrier task groups of the Sixth Fleet--the Independence

and its escorts--was ordered by President Nixon to steam from Athens

harbor to a holding zone south of Crete on October 6 "as a visible sign

of American power," 90/ beyond this precautionary move the Sixth Fleet

carried on with business as usual. The second U.S. aircraft carrier,

the Franklin D. Roosevelt, which was on a port visit in Barcelona,

remained there until its scheduled departure on October 10. 91/ No

reinforcements of the fleet were carried out during this first phase.

The USSR had an urgent interest in an early cease-fire since

it expected a crushing Israeli counterattack in short order. Barely

six hourse after the war began, Vinogradov in Cairo unsuccessfully sought

Sadat's agreement to a cease-fire in place preserving early Arab

territorial gains. 92/ In bilateral diplomatic contacts with the

United States, at the United Nations and between Kissinger and Ambassador

Dobrynin in Washington, and in correspondence between Brezhnev and

Nixon, the Soviet Union appeared "very conciliatory" and cooperative,

and the Soviet media downplayed news of the wai. 93/ Soviet naval units

continued to steam away from the zone of combat, and no additional ships

entered the Mediterranean from the Black Sea. 94/ In fact, the squadron's

surface strenth was decreased the day before the outbreak of war with

the return of the cruiser N.'kolaev and two other smaller units to the

Black Sea, although the submarine component began to increase.

The ease with which the Bar-Lev line fell doomed the immediate

Soviet operational objective, a quick cease-fire. The Egyptians have

since stated that their war aims were not to regain territory, but "to

a -a
2i
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bleed the enemy." 95/ However, if Egypt had suffered losses as

heavy as the Syrians' in their first two days on the Golan Heights,

it might have been satisfied with its achievements of October 6-7.

Sadat's determination to fight on, his persistent requests for arms,

and the serious depletions of Syrian tanks and antiaircraft missiles

in the vicious Golan fighting compelled the Soviet leadership on October

8 and 9 to make a number of crucial decisions based on a reassessment

of the situation on the ground. These decisions were made when the

Israelis were in the midst of successful counterattacks in the east

that would, by October 10, push all Syrian troops back behind prewar

lines. And an Israeli decision to begin strategic bombing of Syria

resulted on October 9 in its accidentally striking the Soviet cultural

center in the Syrian capital and causing several casualties.

Unable to seek a cease-flire resolution at the United Nations

in opposition to Arab wishes and pleasantly surprised by its clients'

military performance, the Soviet Union moved to provide Egypt and Syria

wirh direct political and military support to enable them to pursue

a more prolonged war effort. Several political measures were taken to

boost Arab fighting capabilities: Iraq was encouraged to replace Syria'-

tank losses from its own stockpiles until Suviet repieuiis4:ents could

be sealifted and to send fighting units to the front; 96/ Brezhnev, in

private letters to a number of Arab leaders, urged similar active support

for the front-line states while alluding to the "complexities" of the

international situation, which presumably limited Moscow's ability 'o

provide direct aid; 97/ pressure on Sadat in behalf of a cease-fire was

- 4j
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eased, through not lifted completely. 98/ The major decision-to begin

a vast resupply of the Arab armies by air and sea--was probably taken

on October 9. 99/ Beginning on October 10, 12,500 tons of war

material were delivered to Egypt, Syria, and Iraq by air durt-.g the

course of the war, and 58,000 tons were sent by sea to Egypt and Syria. 100/

Equipment provided included major weapons, such as tanks and fighter

aircraft, and a whole range of consumables, including surface-to-air

missiles. The Syrians were desperate for this aid, having used up

almost all their SAMs during the first few days of fighting.

Also, all seven Soviet airborne divisions were placed in an

increased state of readiness on October 8 101/ for the remainder of

the war. It was not clear whether this was primarily connected with

-he contingency of a possible Soviet intervention or was a precautionary

move taken once it appeared that an early cease-fire was not in the cards.

A)parently U.S. decisionmakers were not alarmed by the move. It was

not immediately reported by .he media, and U.S. officials made no allusion

to it. In his first extended press conference on the crisis, held on

October 12, Secretary of State Kissinger-who had cautioned Moscow in

a public address on October 8 that "detente cannot survive irresponsibility

in any area, including the Middle Last"--called Soviet behavior up to

that point restrained and not irresponsible. "If you compare their

conduct in this crisis to their conduct in 1967," he stated, "one has to

say that Soviet behavior has been less provocative, less incendiary,

*nd less geared to military threats than in the previous crisis." 102/
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October 10-22. During this phase, the military initiative shifted

decisively in Israel's favor. On October 10 Prime Minister Golda Meir

announced that the entire Golan had been retaken, and on October 11-13

the Israelis pressed their successful counterattack into Syrian

territory beyond the 1967 cease-fire lines. After tank battles "ich

Iraqi, Moroccan, and Jordanian troops participated on the Arab side,

the front stabilized along a line of ridges some twenty miles from

Damascus; this line remained unchanged for the remainder of the war. The

Israelis, though they failed to defeat the Syrian forces decisively,

nevertheless occupied further territory and brought the outskirts of V

Damascus within reach of their long-range artillery.

On the Sinai front, the Egyptians, who had paused to consolidate

their newly won positions on the eastern bank and successfully repuls3d

several badly coordinated Israeli armored attacks, launched a disastrous

tank offensive on October 14, designed to take some pressure off the

Syrian front and perhaps gain control of the strategic Mitla and Gidi

passes. Without their missile antiaircraft defense umbrella, Egyptian

armor fell victim to unchallenged Israeli air force attacks and to the

superior range of Israeli tanks and better mobile marksmanship of Israeli

crews. The Egyptian defeat in this major tank battle was probably

decisive in allowing the Israelia on October 15-16 to cross the Suez

Canal to the western bank, which turned the tide of the war; an armored

Israeli brigade, in destroying part of the Egyptian air defense system,

created a defensive gap between the Second and Third Armies deployed in

C
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Sinai that was quickly exploited by the Israelis, who poured in

reinforcements and extended their salient sharply. By October 19I the Egyptian Third Army was in danger of encirclement and the road

to Cairo was open (the Egyptians had comitted most of the First

Army's armored units, originally deployed between the canal and the

capital, to the battle of October 14). On this day, President Sadat

signaled his readiness to accept a cease-fire, which was adopted by

the Security Council two days later.

Despite this turn for the worse in Arab miltary fortunes, Soviet

behavior during this phase remained as before; it included efforts to

secure a cease-fire, resupp2ying the Arab combatants with weapons, and

no significant or provocative show or use of military force. On the

( diplomatic front, the highlights of this period were Premier Kosygin's

visit to Cairo on October 16-19 to obtain Egyptian acquiescence in a

cease-fire proposal and the actual negotiation of an end to hostilities

by Brezhnev, Gromyko, and Kissinger on October 20-21 in Moscow. In

the early stages of the war, the Soviet Union had pressed for a cease-

fire in place tied to a demand for total Israeli withdrawal from terrio-

tories conquered in 1967; later, after Syrian reverses, it had privately

informed the United States that it would support an immediate unconditional

cease-fire; 103/ by the time Kissinger flew to Moscow, Israeli advances

west of the Suez Canal had forced the USSR and Egypt to accept a UN

-resolution that tied to the cease-fire a call for "immediate" negotiations

between the parties to implement U11 Resolution 242.
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The airlift and sealift of military material continued throughout

this phase and until October 23. The Syrian airlift, which totaled

3,750 tons, peaked on October 15 and remained fairly high until the 22d.

Most of the weapons airlifted to Egypt-about 6,000 tone--arrived October

17-23. Altogether, 934 flights were ade by AN-12 (loading capacity:

10 tons) and AN-22 (loading capacity: 50 tons) air transports. U.S.

C-5 and C-141 planes carrying 22,395 tons of war supplies made 566 trips

to Israel. 104/

The Soviet sealift reportedly included a total of twenty-five

ships which, after passing through the Bosporus between October 7 and 23,

headed for either Latakia or Alexandria. 105/ Some of these shipments,

particularly those of October 7-9 (on three ships), were probably

carrying peacetime merchandise and military-related products from the

Soviet Union. (In the months before the war and for most ol 1973,

an average of seven ships unloaded military equipment in Egyptian and

Syrian ports every month. 106/) A peak in the sealift was not reached

until the last days of the war; nine vessels pased through the Turkish

straits between October 2C %nd 22 (five of them on the last date). Thus

most of the equipment sent by sea was not used in the conflict.

The large resupply effort, the role it played in enabling Egypt

and Syria to wage tf.e war beyond the first week, the diverse military

measures that Soviet forces were compelled to take to protect the

operation, and the extensive, direct involvement of Soviet military

personnel in the airlift and sealift make this upisode significant. The

operation was initiated and carried out during a crisis and had an

I-..fl,- *.-
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importan. bearing on its course and outcome; it engaged large military

contingents of three services not only in the logistical transportation

effort but also in protecting it from hoptile interference by opposing

military forces; and it was a major and clearly intentional demonstration

of Soviet commitments and purposes in the crisis.

From the outset, the Politburo was certainly aware that the airlift

and sealift would assume the proportions of a full-scale military

operation, which woulc plice Soviet personnel in jeopardy. As the

relevant decisions were being made in the Kremlin, the Israeli air force

was bombing Damascus. In subsequent days, most Syrian airfields, including

those used by Soviet transports, were repeatedly attacked and damaged.

( Syrian harbors were also bombed. Several Soviet aircraft were damaged

or destroyed on the ground during the airlift, and a Soviet merchant

ship, the Ilya Mechnikov, was sunk while lying at anchor in the port

of Tartus on October 12. 107! This last incident occasioned the first

of two Soviet warnings to Israel during the war. It stated that there

must be "an immediate stop to the bombings of peaceful towns in Syria

and Egypt and the strict observance by Israel of the norms of international

law, including those regarding the freedom of navigation. The continuation

of criminal acts by Israel will lead to grave consequences for Israel

itself." 108/ To keep sea-lanes open and provide protection for Soviet

shipping, a number of units from the Mediterranean eskadra, including

upurface combatents, converged on the area bctween the eastern tip of

Cyprus and the Syrian coast, and remained on patrol there until the U.S.

I ,
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alert of October 24. 109/ To guard against Israeli air strikes, air-

defense missile batteries, reportedly under exclusive Soviet operation

and control, appeared at Latakia and Damascus. 110/ Because of the

damage to Syrian harbors, Soviet amphibious-lift ships were used to

transport equipment, which was off loaded on the beaches. In addition

to naval and air-defense personnel, Soviet tank crews participated

in the supply operation, ferrying tanks from Latakia and Tartus to

Damascus because of a shortage of Syrian personnel. i_1/

By mounting this massive operation, the Soviet Union signaled

that there were limits to its inactivity in the crisis. Not only did

it reverse ils previous dissociation from the Arab militacy gamble;

its hea'. commitment, whose dimensions were clear by October 13, .

indicated to Washington and Tel Aviv that Moscow would not tolerate

decisive Arab defeat. More specifically, the Soviet action was a

warning to Israel not to march on Damasc~zs-'-a live option o-a October
12-13 and apparently discussed by the Is'aelL laadership. :i!2 To c.

4.P.0 h

United States, the obvious message was that the USSR &sa now taking vhc"

Arab campaign under its wing and putting its prestige on the line in

a way unprecedented in previous Arab-Israeli conflicts (except for the

special case of the protracted war of attrition over the Suez Canal

rin the first half of 1970). 113/

At the same time, however, Moscow did not wish its position

misunderstood by either its friends or its adversaries. When on the

day the airlift began Dobrynin informed Kissinger of his government's

willingness to preso for -sr immediate unconditional cease-fire,

.'---4 " , - 7 .. , a, . , ;q, . . -. - ' ... . ,,.
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Kis,.npcr, a-ccurdin- tc one account, havingl : ailed to cobtair. Israeli

agreeme~Pnt to halt hostilities before the Arab armies had beer, pushed

back, had to "persuade" Dobryni~n "to delay his cease-fire c-all.".114/

Also, assuranct- were said to have been conveyed by Brezhnev to Washington

both dlractl7 and thromgh) West German Chancellor Brandt, thet "for

him therL is no question abo'ut the existence and viability of Israel"

and that the Soviet Union did not wiLsh to damage detente. 115/ It

other words, the 4'ir- a;-i sealifz did not me-an Soviet support for

unlimited Arab cbjecti-res or even for a continuation of the war, but

rather a deter'nint-Lon? to see the fighting concluded under conditions

that would not put The Arab clients at a political or psychological

disadvantage.

( ~- Parivicularly str~iig is the way the resupply effort was downplayed

to the Krebs. At no point during the war did Soviet media or c'ffiz.al

pronounct:ennt: explicitly mention the air- and sealift, even in statements

designpd to defend the Soviet record against biting Chinese and radical

Arab criticism cf Moscow's lukewarm attitude toward the Arab "liberation"

effort. M~ore important, there is some evidence that the early shipments

fell far short of Egyptian and Oyrian expectations or requests.

Althoufh the Syrians obviously were resupplied with ample quantities

of SAM-6 missiles (which they had apparently run out of by October 8)

during the firat days ,)f the airlift, President Boirzv diene of Algeria

-claimed that early shipments conpisted mostly of medical supplies and

merchandi.ae. 116/ His talks in Moscow on October 14-15 with Brezhnev,

Kosyigin, Portgoray, Gromyko, and Grechko--vhich were triggered by Arab
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dissatisfaction with the Soviet assistance--were said by TaL. to have

been conducted in a "frank and friendly atmosphere," clearly indicating

disagreements. 117/ The tempo of the air- and sealift quickened after

Boumediene's visit and reported arrangement of cash payment for the

weapons. 118/ However, Arab disenchantment was not allayed.

Astonishingly, in major speeches both during and after the war, neither

Sadat nor Assad so much as acknowledged the Soviet contribution to their

military campaigns. When the resupply operation was at its peak

during the second week of hostilities, Kosygin arrived in Cairo to

4persuade Sadat to stop the war. Thus, although forced by the heavy

Syrian losses and the character of their relations with the Arabs to

mount the airlift and sealift, the Russians were willing to pay a heavy

price in the currency of forsaken propaganda and lost political value

to ensure that it was not perceived by the Arab leaders as a green light

for continuing the fighting.

While the Soviet signals appear to have been read accurately in

Washington (and in the Arab capitals), the United States reacted by

launching a similar air and sea resupply operation in behalf of Israel

on October 13, after waiting cwo days in hopes that a cease-fire might

materialize. An airlift had been asked for by Israel beginning in the

early hours of the war, and domestic pressure on the Watergate-weakened

administration was mounting. Besides, it was advisable to take precautionary

measures in ease the Russians were being duplicitous. The principal

rationale behind the American airlift was to deny the Soviet Union the

appearance of dictating the course of events with its weaponry. "The
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main considerations . . . were convince Sadat that a prolonged war

of attrition, fueled by Soviet arms, would not succeed, and to demonstrate

to the Kremlin that the United States was capable of matching Soviet

military deliveries to the Middle East. Above all, for the sake of

the future American position globally and in the region, Soviet arms

must not be allowed to dictate the outcome of the fighting." 119/

Unlike the U.S. airlift to Israel, the Soviet resupply cffort

encountered little difficulty in eliciting third-country cooperation

for transit purposes. Soviet transport planes bound for Egypt and

Syria were readily granted permission to traverse Yugoslav, Turkish,

and Greek air space. The main routes were over Yugoslavia, where

flights originating in Hungary would cross the border over Subotica,

about 120 miles north of Belgrade, follow a line from Subotica to

Belgrade to Dubrovnik to reach the Adriatic, then fly over the Strait

of Otranto on their way to the Mediterrancan. Planes carrying supplies

from Bulgarian stores crossed the Yugoslav border over Nish, some 120

miles southeast of BeLgrade, then flew due west to reach the Adriatic

over Dubrovnik and join the Adriatic route southward. Overflights were

made mostly by day, and Soviet planes were said to carry no markings.

Pilots declared type of aircraft and regiutration number to the control

tower at Belgrade, but no information on destination or type of cargo was

given or requested. Turkey, a member of NATO, did not allow Soviet

-military aircraft to overfly its territory, but permitted Aeroflot

civilian transports to use its air space under exfsting coimercial

agreements. Greece, another NATO member, allowed Soviet overflights of
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the Cyclades Islands but refused to allow the United States to use

4I Greek bases in the military resupply of Israel. 120/

There were two other significant Soviet military measures

during this intermediate phase: the alerting of three airborne

divisions on October 11, and the gradual but continuing reinforcement

of the naval squadron. Neither caused undue disquiet in Washington.

That seven Soviet airborne divisions had been placed in an

increased state of readiness on October 8 became known in the United

States on the night of October 10-11. 121/ The further upgrading of

the alert status for three of these divisions on October 11 may have

been designed as a deterrent to an Israeli march on Damascus. If so,

it is not known whether the Soviet intent was successfully communicated

by this action or what role it played in Israeli decisiormking. The

United States did not perceive a substantial danger of Soviet intervention,

nor did news of the alert become public until several days later. 122/

Also during this period occurred the first increase in the

surface combat strength of the Soviet navy, when a cruiser and two

destroyers were moved into the Mediterranean from the Black Sea on October

10. Between October 12 and 24 another destroyer and one escort ship

apparently were added. 123/ There were no indications of an increased

alert status, even among the ships shadowing the U.S. task group nearest

the war zone, in the area southeast of Crete. 124/ As if to emphasize

the atmosphere of normality, the cruiser and one of the destroyers

that had entered the Mediterranean on October 10 headed vest and began

part visite to Italy. 125/ Unlike the disruptive behavior of Soviet
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naval units during the 1967 war, that of the squadron in 1973 was

"restrained and considerate," according to Admiral Worth H. Basley,

Commander-in-Chief of U.S. Naval Forces, Europe. "In fact, they

weren't overtly aggressive. It looked as though they were taking

some care not to cause an incident." 126/ The only abnormal activity

of the eakadra during this phase was the positioning of some units

near Syrian ports in the war zone to protect Soviet ships, and the

increase in the total number of surface combatant units from the

"'normal' strength" of seventeen on October 5 to twenty-six by October

24. 127/

October 23-26. The ceasp-f ire that went into effect the evering

of October 22 in the battlefields did not last the night. By Tuesday

S(" ( moining, October 23, the Soviet embassy in Washington was in touch

with Secretary Kissinger, accusing Israel of having "massively violated

the cease-fire," and Moscow issued its second warning to Israel. 128/

Which side was responsible for the resumption of fighting was not clear,

but it soon became apparent that Israeli forces were taking advantage

of the situation to complete their encirclement of the Egyptian Third

Army. Although a second resolution calling for a halt to the renewed

warfare was passed by the Security Council on October 23, late that day

the Egyptian naval base at Adabiyah, on the Gulf of Suez, fell to an

advancing Israeli armored column, 129/ and on October 24 an attack was

launched to occupy Suez City. Meanwhile, to the north, Israeli forces

were on the outskirts of Ismailia, threatening the rear of the Second

( Army.130/
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It was in these circumstances t-at Egyptian President Sadat,

who is said to have complained of Israeli violations almost hourly

to both superpowers during this period, requested both Moscow and

Washington to assume a direct role in enforcing the cease-fire. "You

must," the identical messages are quoted as saying, "be in force on

the ground to witness for yourselves Israeli violations of the cease-

fire." 131/ At the UN, Egyptian Foreign Minister M. H. Zayyat urged

the Security Council "to call on the Soviet Union and the United

States . . . each to send forces immediately from the forces stationed

near the area to supervise the implementation of the cease-fire." 132/

Although the United States immediately came out with a public

statement opposing the injection cf superpower forces into the conflict

area, Soviet Ambassador Anatoly Dobrynin informed Kissinger by telephone

at 7:05 p.m. that the Soviet Union would 3upport the Egyptian request

at the UN. Shortly thereafter, in a second communication, he told the

secretary of state that the Soviet delgation itself might introduce the

resolution. About two hours later, the ambassador called again and

told Kissinger he had "a very urgent" message from Brezhnev to Nixon.

The stiffly worded four-paragraph text accused Israel of continued cease-

fire violations that challenged its two architects, the Soviet Union

and the United States. It stressed the need to "compel observance of

the cease-fire without delay." To achieve this, Brezhnev wrote, "let

us together . . . urgently dispatch Soviet and American contingents to

Egypt." Then he added: "I will say it straight, that if you find it

impossible to act with us in this matter, we should be faced with the

necessity urgently to consider the question of taking appropriate steps
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unilaterally. Israel cannot be allowed to get away v4 th the violations."

The threat was followed with a closing paragraph that sought to strike

a conciliato,.y note: "I value our relationship." 133/

Believing that there was a "high probability" of some "unilateral

Soviet move," the United States alerted most of its military forces

shortly after midnight on October 25, upgrading the readiness of all

units to no less than defense condition 3 status. Althaough no large

Soviet intervention was feared, this response was reportedly to impress

upon Moscow American unwillingness to accept any unilateral Soviet

injection of military forces between the Middle East combatants. 134/

At the same time a message from Nixon to Brezhnev stated that the United

States would consider a deployment of Soviet troops to the Middle East

in violation of the June 1973 agreement between the two superpowers on

-he prevention of nuclear war. 135/

Although the full text of the Brezhnev note has not been published,

there can be little doubt from reading the available excerpts that

the Kremlin did intend to convey to the United States a clear warning

that, unless the Israeli onslaught on the west bank of the Suez Canal

was stopped at once, the USSR would intervene directly. Nor is there

any doubt that the Soviet move was successful in prodding the United

SLages into &tion. From all reports, Washington exerted heavy influence

on Israel on October 25 to make no further attempts at military advances,

to move into defensive positions, and to cease firing. During the two

following days, after the cease-fire had generally taken hold, similarly

harsh pressure was used to force Israel to allow food, water, medicines,
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and other nonmilitary supplies to reach the Egyptian Third Army, 136/

whose forcible surrender the Israelis now sought to 4nviul any possible

Arab claims to military victory and strengthen their hand in postwar

diplomacy. Immediately after the Soviet "ultimatum" and the U.S.

alert, a third UN cease-fire order did prove effective, Israeli

advances did stop, the Third Army did not fall, Suez was not taken,

and Cairo was not further threatened. By October 28 small Soviet and

American contingents of unarmed observers had joined a peacekeeping

force made up of troops from nonpermanent Security Council member-states, 137/

the U.S. alert had been called off, and the 1973 war crisis was

4 substantially over.

Whether the Israelis would have gone on to make further military

gains if there had been no Soviet threat-that is, whether the Soviet

move was superfluous-is another important but unanswerable question.

In all likelihood, the United States would have acted to prevent an

Egyptian debacle fatal to Kissinger's plans for an effective mediating

role in the postwar search for a settlement. Moreover, the threat was

issued at a time when the Israeli forward movement had run out of steam:

the second cease-fire call had been heeded in many sectors of the front,

UN teams were fanning out to supervise its implementation, Israel had

already acceded to U.S.demands that the Third Army be provided with plasma

and other humanitarian aid from Red Cross sources, and Israeli attacks

on Suez and Ismailia had been repulsed with heavy losses. In his news

conference of October 25 Secretary Kissinger stated tiat, until the

previous evening (when the Soviet push for superpower intervention

.1' materialized), the U.S. government "had every reason to believe that the
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basic direction that had been established, and to which all parties had

agreed (that is, the cease-fire resolution), would in fact be

implemented." 138/ On the other hand, in Cairo and Mosccw there

probably was great uncertainty about both Israeli intentions and U.S.

willingness or ability to restrain its client. Any further Israeli

movements closer to Cairo--even if there were no attempts to penetrate

oz surround the city--could be politically and psychologically disastrous

for the Egyptian leadership. Just as crippling, however, was the

continuing apparent intention of Israel to capture the Third Army.

By the afternoon of October 24, no medical or other urgently needed

supplies had actually been allowed to reach the encircled forces,

Israeli troops having turned back three convoys sent by the Egyptian

Red Crescent and the International Red Cross. 139/ In Tel Aviv, General

Chaim Herzog--an authoritative, semiofficial commentator on military

affairs during the war--stated on Israeli radio that the Third Army's

only option was "surrender with honor." 140/ In making his appeal for

direct joint superpower Intervention, President Sadat probably sincerely

believed that only such drastic action could 6tave off the worst.

Soviet leaders may have concurred in this assessmen. It is

likely that Brezhnev and his colleagues had by this time become

upset at Washington's failure to carry out the bargain negotiated

with Kissinger in Moscow three days earlier- Arab agreement to postwar

peace negotiations in exchange for Israeli compliance with and immediate

implementation of the cease-fire. 141/ Also, Soviet credibility and

-,!
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determination in relation rot only to the Arabs but also to the other

auperpcver were being severely tested. A forceful move was called for.

In any case, the Soviet Union must have calculated that it had

little to lose by sponsoring Sadat's request. The call was for

"Joint" superpower action; it had already gained the endorsement of

a number of Security Council members; the sending of forces would be

part of a United Nations operation to enforce a resolution introduced

by both the United States and the Soviet Union and almost unanimously

supported by the council's members (the People's Republic of China

had abstained from voting). At best, the United States would consent,

in which case the Soviet Union would have gained a legitimate direct

military role on the ground in the area. At worst, raising the issue

would convey to Washington the urgency of the need to pressure Tel

Aviv. In either case, useful credit would be earned with Sadat and

disgruntled Arab public opinion generally.

In both 1956 and 1967 Moscow had threatened to iome to the aid

of its Middle Eastern friends in the closing stages of the crises, but

in neither case had the threat been backed up with perceptible, serious

military preparations for such a contingency. On October 25-26, 1973,

although the beefed-up Mediterranean Squadron and the airlift to

resupply Axab forces showed some potential for quick intervention,

the Soviet Union continued to refrain from provocative shows of force or

low-rrofile but threatening military preparations that might have added
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significant military credibility to Brezhnev's conditional statement of

intent. Even the Soviet uilitary activities adduced at the time as

having contributed to the decision of the United States to alert its

forces--the naval buildup, the airlift stand down, the alerting of

airborne troops, communications intercepts, the arrival of nuclear

materials in Egypt--were suificently ambiguous to cast serious doubts

on their status either as deliberate signals of a will to intervene

or as bona fide preparations for impending unilateral action. As

Secretary of Defense James Schlesinger admitted in his news conference

of October 26, ::he United States and the Soviet Union "were very far

away from a confrontation." About the U.S. alert, he added: "If

the question refers to a military confrontation, under the circumstances

I think that we were taking the actions that were necessary to preclude

the development of a military confrontation." 142/

Although a major Soviet naval buildup did occur in the Mediterranean

at the end of the war, it took place after the U.S. alert was declared

and appears to have been a response to both the American show of force

and Washington's own buildup of the Sixth Fleet, which occurred on October

25, when a third U.S. aircraft carrier, the John F. Kennedy, and its

accompanying task group, and a second helicopter carrier, the Iwo Jima,

with an 1,800-man marine assault force on board, passed through the

Strait of Gibraltar and headed east to join the other two carriers near

Crete. 143/ The increase in Soviet surface combat units from seventeen

to twerity-six between October 5 and 24, while signific.nt, was not unusual
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in the circumstances. B,1 Octob,. .!, !r, tbe total of surface

combat.ants had risen to thirty-four unit,., which include6 one cruiser. 144/

Seven submarines al.o arri':cd from the Ncrr.h Sea fI.-.L. "y Octo.;c

31 t'':- Mediterrantcai Zcuadron was at its h.ihest combat Lavel ever.

its _o-,z. creng.h " J Iikcrea~ec: t' 96 vcssel., Luciudine -V4 surfoc

eombatants and 23 os: ses.i.. a first launch L 'i;blity of

88 SVis, 348 torpedoes, 46 &.'." .. 5/

Similarly, the acH-4rities .f vhe Soriet ne~vy, -Alich had heretofore

maintained d semblance of peacetime normality, cl.aied after the U.S.

alert had been declared in response to tho American concentration of its

naval forces southeast of C%'ete on October 25. According to the report

of the Sixth Fleet commander:

On 25 October a Soviet surface action group (SAG) composed
of a Kynda Icruisej and a Kashin .aestroyer joined the
Soviet units monitoring TG 6n.1 [."a ircraft carrier
Independence and its escorts). As other U.S. forces joined
in the holding area, each task group was covered by a separate
Soviet SAG which included an SSM and SAM capability. On 26
October, the Soviets begaA large-scale anti-carrier warfare
(ACW) lixtrcisesJ against TF 60 with SSG and SSGN ruided missile
auhmari-.s, diesel and nuclear participation; this activity
ws corducted con tno,.ly for the six days following 27
October.... Both £leets were obviously in a high readiness
posture foc whatever might come next, although it appeared
that neither fleet knew exactly what to expect. 146/

Previously the three U.S. task groups had been scattered the length of

the Mediterranean, with the JFK group stationed just west of Gibraltar,

to provide logistic support for the airlift to Israel. Their concentration

on!y a few hundred milts from the battle zone represented a change of

posture to one preparatory for offensive action, a move designed to

enhance the credibility of the U.S. alert. 147/ The eskad:a anticipated

A_
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this action by mane:vering into a position from which it could most

effectively engage the carriers-with their ability to direct nuclear

attacks against the Soviet heartland--in the unlikely contingency of

full-scale combat between the superpowers. More immediately, and

also more to the point, its new posture was meant to create an

effective deterrent to any attempted intervention ashore on the

Egyptian-Israeli front by Sixth Fleet forces. To this end a full

surface action group was assigned to cover the U.S. amphibious units.

According to Admiral Bagley, the Russians "deployed their ships and

submarines so that our forces were targeted for instant attack from

multiple points." 148/ In addition, several components of the eskadra,

including ships earlier positioned off the Syrian coast, were relocated

north of the Nile Delta 149/ and thus interposed between the Sixth Fleet

and the battle zone. Despite the proximity of the two navies, however,

there were no reported attempts by Soviet ships to interfere with Sixth

Fleet operations.

Although the presence of amphibious lift ships amcng the units

of the eskadra--augmented during the war from the normal one to three

to a reported maximum of nine 150/-might be construed as evidence of

Soviet plans to use the navy for intervcntion, Western intelligence

knew that these vessels carried few troops and were actually loaded

with supplies for Syria and Egypt-that is, they were used to supplementSI
merchant ships in sealift operations. Or October 24-25 two of the

troop carriers were reportedly awaiting clearance through the Dardanelles

to return to the Black Sea, and two others had already departed. 151/
r
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Furthermore, these -nine LSTs and LSMs together could have carried

no more than 2,000 men. 152/ Had the Soviet Union decided to

initiate military intervention in the Middle East around October 25,

available evidence indicates that instruments other than the

MedJtezranean Squadron would have been relied on. The squadron's

role wiould have been to deter and, failing deterrence, to complicate,

limit, and obstruct counterintervention by the Sixth Fleet.

A related and even more ambiguous development was the reported

transit on October 22 through the Dardanelles en route -o Alexandria of

a Soviet freighter that appeared to be carrying nuclear materials.

The vessel arrived in the Egyptian harbor on the 25th, and when it

departed an unspecified number of days later, it was still carrying

neutron-emitting materials on board. Although U.S. intelligence sources

are said to have ascertained the presence on Egyptian soil of equipment

related to the Soviet--supplied SCUD missiles that indicates the missiles

were armed with nuclear warheads, U.S. officials after the war denied

that there was concrete evidence of nuclear weapons of Soviet origin in

Egypt. In any case, the report on the arrival of the nuclear shipment

in Egyptian waters did not reach Kissinger and other top decisionmakers

until the morning of October 25, several hours after the alert bad been

ordered. 153/

Speculation that the detected nuclear materials were indeed

weapons and that they were probably meant for the missiles of the

eakadr. 154/ rather than Egyptian forces must, given the paucity of

verifiable information, remain at the level of conjecture. The presence



of the suspicious Wh'ipaent in Alexandria is not in dispute, however.

Regardless of the actual destination of the material, the Soviet Union

did send a freighter into Alexandria with a nuclear load in the tensa

and delicate circumstances of October 25. Three days earlier, Egypt

had deliverately fired two SCUDs at the Israeli forces in the Deersoir

area west of the Suez Canal only movents bet c~re the fizst cease-f ire

was to have gone into effect, Ihe actual firivS had beeii conductfed b~y

Soviet crews, who were manning all the SCU battprims. 155/ Sadst*

says he ordered the firing because he "wanted lsra.aI to learn that

such a weapon was indeed in our hands and that we could use it at a

later stage of the war."156/ On October 16 Sadat bad uiar%%ee Izrae.

( in his major speech of the war that surface-to-surface m~issiles wsould

be used aginst Israel if Egypt were sulb.ected to strategic boimblA&.

"Our . . . . trans-Sinai . . . rockets are now ir, their bases ready to be

launched at the first signal to the deepest deptch of Israel,.I

The Israelis shoul~d remember what I ance said and still s&y, An eye

for an eye, a tooth for a tooth and depth for depth." 15" In the

rather desperate circumstances the Egyptian Leadership faced on October

24-25, Sadat's warning might have been etretched to include an Isreeli

march on Cairo or further advances west of the canal.. It is orrobably

safe to say that a Soviet motive in allowing the nu- Ier ship.onw to

Alexandria was to warn that continued Israe"l progress on the vout

bank of the canal might precipitate a nuclearizatiort of the Arab-Inraeli

conflict. This might have been expected to put more pressure on

Washington to dissuade the Israelis from further action.
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The developments most directly linked with the heightened threat

of Soviet military intervention by U.S. spokesmen at the time of the

alert were the increase in the readiness status of a number of Soviet

airborne divisions on October 2.1 and the pTesumably related pause In

the airlift to Syria and Egyp,. '>8/ U.S. intelligence first noted that

Soviet airborne divistons had been alerted on October 11 (apparently

three days after the ".ert had gone into effect). On October 23 it

became known that the alert status had been further increased. 159/

At the same time, a diminution in airlift flights to Egypt and Syria

was noticed on October 23, and all flights ceased on October 24. Late

that afternoon, the Brezhnev note was delivered. The enhanced readiness

status of the airborne forces does not seem to have unduly worrled U.S.

decisionmakers while the airlift was in full swing, but the stand-down

suggested that transport aircraft were being freed for the eventuality

of intervention. 160/ There we.v also reports on intercepted communications

suggesting the movement of Soviet troops by air, the establishment of

an airborae command post in southern Russia, and the spotting of a

flight of some ten Antonov-22s heading toward Cairo. 161/

Yet all of these indicators were vague. The petering out of the

airlift occurred in conjunction with the cease-fire and may h,&ve

reflected a Soviet judgment that no further arms supplies were necessary.

The sealift was interrupted at the same time. Five ships went etrough

the Bosporus on October 22, but only one on the 23d, and none Gs the

24th, for the first time since October 14. 162/ Preparedness masures

detected in the Soviet Union for the transfer of troop contingess to

the Middle East do not necessarily point to unilateral intervention.
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They are easily explained by Moscow's attempt to persuade the Americans

F of the merits of sending a joint peacekeeping force on short notice

and its logistic preparations for U.S. acceptance.

Thus the possibility that the Soviet Union was contemplating

the unilateral injection of ground forces into Eypt if it became

absolutely necessary to salvage Cairo's position cannot be ruled out.

But the more reasonable inference from the scanty available evidence

is that Soviet diplomatic moves and military signals were orchestrated

on October 23-25 mainly to increase pressure on Washington to restrain

the Israelis. From Moscow's perspective the Soviet objective must have

appeared fairly limited and noncontroversial: to secure full implementation

of a ceasefire that was already partially effective, that had been

negotiated and cosponsored by the United States, and that had occurred

when Washington's protege had a clear military advantage. For Brezhnev

and his colleagues, the chance that they vould have to act upon the

threat contained in his note of October 24 must have seemed slight.

Conclusions

How influential was the Soviet Union in shaping Egyptian and

Israeli policies and behavior in the two crises and how closely did

these conform to Soviet preferences? In 1967 the USSr. played Important roles S

In both the crisis of May 15 to June 5 and the subsequent Six Day War. It was

a "loser" as a result of its Arab clients' defeat, but it was also a major

r /
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beneficiary of the uutcome. Soviet actions were crucial in sparking the

conflict i.n ndi(-May, and Soviet intervention on the last day of the war

raised for a few hours the possibility of a superpower military confrontation.

Yet of all the major participants in these events, on balance, Moscow's

behavior was the most restrained, conservative, and cautious. While the

local parties undertook nrmed hostilities that engaged all their military

forces and the United States maneuered sizable naval task forces near the

combat area, threatened to break a blockade in disputed waters, and suffered

an attack on one of its ships in which heavy casualties were inflicted,

te USSR restricted itself largely to diplomatic demarcher, political

contacts, and the signalling of intentions through statements of policy and

the media. The use of military instruments to influence events was resorted

to sparingly, and when it was invoked, the circumstances were such that

either the Soviet Union's inteut was (purposely) unclear or its comnitment

and determination were doubted. In fact, it may be said that of all the

means available to the Soviet Union to iufluencc the course of events in the

Middle East, military power was the one least used.

The primary Saviet objective was to deflect Israeli eggressive

intentions from Syria alone onto the more powerful Syrian-Egyptian

joint military capabilities. To achieve this, Moscow wanted the Egyptians

to confrout Israel with a more threatening posture without giving Israel

sufficient provocation to launch a preeptive strike and unleash war.

The Russians miscalculated their control over Egyptian behavior and

passions, however, and started a momerstum toward war that could not be

stopped.
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The Soviet Union tried to influence Israeli choices and policies

by both threats and assurances. It wanted the Israelis to be sufficiently

impressed by a united Arab front supported by Moscow and by a sense of

near-abandonment by the United States, to enable the Arabs to win a

symboli' victory while directing Israeli aggression away from the

vulnerable Syrian regime.

The outcome of this was in the short run highly undesirable

for the Soviet Union. Its own clients and the Israelis went beyond

their assigned roles, and a reversal of roles took place: the Israelis

emerged victorious and the Arobs suffered a humiliating defeat. But

in the longer run this defeat turned out to be a victory of sorts for

the Russians since it enabled them to become the badly needed protector

of Egypt and Syria as never before.

In 1973 preferences and behavior were again asymmetrical: the

Sviet Union preferred the Egyptians to pursue a political solution

•. an war to attain their territorial and security objectives.

It provided the Egyptian armed forces with large quantities of weapons,

ircluding up-to-date sophisticated systems, to increase the credibility

to Israel of their deterrence and compellevce, though making sure that

these did not significantly alter the regional balance of power or provide

its clients with a capability for launching a "war of annihilation."

Soviet expectations were therefore sanguine: Egypt and its allies were

-to be made strong enough to deter a preemptive-preventive Israeli attack,

but not strong enough to start a war. Toward Israel, the USSR seems to

4|
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have assumed in the early 1970s an attitude siailar to that of 1967-

trying to persuade Israel of the futility of the military option fur

obtaining a political settlement, thus compelling an accomodation to

Arab demands without war.

When Egypt and Syria initfated hostilities on October 6, however,

the Soviet Union, as in 1967, followed a course of action that appears

to have been primarily designed to minimize the chances of a confrontation

with the United States. While Moscow resupplied its clients with

weapons and publicly supported Arab political objectives, its general

behavior was restrained and cautious. From the first it acted to bring

about an early cessation of the fighting, and it was cooperative at

the United Nations and in bilateral efforts with Washington. Its use

of military means for demonstrative political purposes or deterrence

was limited. Even at the declaratory level, where its practice has

often been to compensate for inaction with verbal bombast, Moscow

"tempered its domestic propaganda so as not to implicate the U.S. too

seriously and presented the war effort as a pan-Arab (and totally local)

struggle; it even moderated its offical statements and warnings to

Israel ." 163/ Only when, in the final stages of the war, Egypt seemed

likely to suffer a crippling military and political defeat did the

Soviet Union show willingness to raise the stakes by thre-attning unilateral

intervention. However, as in 1967 and in the Suez crisis of 1956, the

Soviet move was made in circumstances that suggested a low probability

that the threat would have to be carried out, and it was accompanied by

signs of military readiness that wre vague and inconclusive.
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The Soviet Union did not shun the use of military power to

influence events because such use was superfluous, costly, politically

inappropriate, or operationally impractical. The remarkable restraint

exhibited both in 1967 and in 1973 when the tide of events was clearly

moving against its interests and overwhelming its clients and proteges

was mainly the product not of Soviet self-denial but of Western

deterrence. The USSR was deterred by a regional military balance that

favored the United States, by its conviction that the United States was

seriously committed to the defense of regional interests, and by its

fear of the deleterious consequences of a military confrontation in the

Middle East for a host of developing East-West political and economic

( relationships.

The risks for Soviet regional interests entailed in keeping

such a relatively low military profile while clients went down to defeat

were net appreciated by the Kremlin. Nor did the Arabs hide their

disappointment or mute their reprobation. A steep decline in influence

was averted after the June war by massive and immediate weapons resupply

and stepped-up economic assistance, and Arab-Western relations were at

such a low that Cairo Lnd Damascus had no practical alternative to

reliance on Moscow. Besides, the virtually complete destruction of

Egypt's and Syria's military machines dictated quick rearmament as a

preeminent national objective, and the Arabs possessed neither the money

bor the political leverage to obtain non-Soviet equipment; hence the 
paradox,

in the three years that followed the Six-Day War, of maximum Soviet

=.
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expansion of actual presence and political as well as ideological

influence in the Arab world on the heels of the worst defeat suffered

by Soviet arms.

In October 1973 the Soviet Union paid a heavy political price

for its lukewarm support of its Arab friends. Again, the actual

degree of military involvement or noninvolvement of Moscow in the

war bore no perceptible relation to its political fortunes in the

region during ensuing years. It is conceivable that a much more

substantial Soviet interventionist role, either to protect Damascus

in the first week of the war or to salvage the Egyptian position in

S he third week, would have produced a different result, one more

favorable to the Soviet position. On the other hand, any imaginable

Soviet military intervention would have been basically defensive and

would not have changed the military outcome of the war; the Arabs

would still have had to turn to the United States to obtain a political

settlement with Israel that yielded the requisite territorial withdrawals.

In any case, the limited Soviet military involvement in 1973,

though surpassing that of 1967, gained Moscow little credit with its

Arab friends. Despite the wartime airlift and sealift ad Moscow's

apparent willingness to risk a confrontation with the United States to

forestall the loss of Egypt's Third Army, the leaders of Egypt and

Syria discounted and pointedly ignored the role of Soviet aid in

official pronouncements made during and after the war, and Egypt moved

rapidly after the cease-fire to mend its rel&tions with Vshington and

orient its diplomacy exclusively toward the United States. The decline

a- l, • • I ' ' ' rd 1 """" -""' ' "'t ' " ' " - . .
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of Soviet inf"tence continued apace over the next three years, culminating

in 1976 with Egypt's denunciation of the 1971 Treaty of Friendship

and Cooperation and Syrian intervention in the Lebanese civil war

against Moscow's express opposition. In Arab-Israeli conflict diplomacy,

the Soviet Union found itself relegated to the sidelines, an important

witness to a resurgence of American influence in Arab states.

In all likelihood, the Soviet Union has learned two critical

lessons from the 1967 and 1973 events, which may importantly affect

its future conduct. First, neither large-scale military assistance

nor a substantial regional military presence assure much influence on

the behavior of clients on issues important to them or much control

over the course of events in crisis situations. Second, retention of

influen-e over client states, even where relationships are of long

standing and acquired at high cost in economic and military aid, may

require a commitment to military intervention on the clients' behalf

when necessary, even at the risk of nuclear confrontation.

To the extent that these lessons have been absorbed by Soviet

decisionmakers, future Soviet behavior in the Middle East should reflect

greater caution in the building stages of international crises (as

-ontrasted with behaior during crises, more selectivity in the choice

of clients and causes with which Moscow could become militarily

associated, and increased readiness to commit military power in

furtherance of preferred outcomes while supporting chosen friends.

In short, the USSR will act in ways that are both more restrained

and more dangerous than in the past. With the changing balance of

I
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military strength between the superpowers, in the Middle East as ''Rll

as globally, the Soviet leadership will no doubt feel in a future

confrontation that it commands the requisite capabilities for more

assertive behavior than in 1967 and 1973. What the ensuing clash of

wills will bring forth if the conflict is joined cannot be foreseen.

Clearly, however, the choices for the two superpowers will be even

harder, and the risks more terrible, than in any previous Middle

Eastern crisis.

'I
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Chapter 11

AIR kr*PIORT IN THE ARAB EAST

by Alvin Z. Rubinstein

Developments in the Middle East often take on a dynamic of their

own and sweep superpowers along on a course they had neither anticipated

nor desired. From 1955 to the early 1970s Arab needs and Soviet interests

and capabilities led from Soviet arms transfers and veibal support in r.rises

to deployments in defense of vulnerable clients. Soviet involvement in

the Arab East began in the early post-Stalin period as p-rt of a foreign

policy shift from a continental-based strategy to a global one. Entree

into the Middle East followed easily upon Moscow's willingness to sell arms.

Initially motivated by a desire to undermine the Western-8ponsored Baghdad

Pact and the network of bases available to the U.S. Sixth Fleet ana Strategic

Air Command for use against the Soviet Union, arms transfers paved the way

for the establishment of a presence and expanded ties. Eventually, tbough,

Moscow's clients sought much more than this.

Mosco4 was shocked by the Arab collapse in the 1967 June War. So

rapid was the Israeli advanze chat there was othing the Soviet Union

could do to provent the outcome, even had it been inclined--which it

was not--to intervene militarily on the Arab Ride. On the diplomatic

front the USSR mounted a major : ampalgn in the ,vite Nations on behalf
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of the Arabs, promised "all necessary material assistance," and broke

off relations with Israel. Militarily, it limited itself to closely

watching the Sixth Fleet aircraft carriers. The Kremlin acted quickly

once the fighting was over, however. On June 12, 1967, two days after

the UN cease-fire had gone into effect, the Soviet government sent a

squadron of TU-16 bombers to Egypt to show the flag and bolster Egyptian

morale; and a massive airlift of military equipment began, including the
1/

delivery of "200 crated fighters" within several weeks. By October, it

had sent an additional 100 MIG-21s, 50 MIG-19s, 50 to 60 SU-7s, and

20 IL-28s; and by the end of 1967, 80 percent of the aircraft, tanks, and
2/

artillery that Egypt had lost in June had been replaced.

In the Soviet leader i;.p there were undouLtedly differences over What

course to follow, though the evidence of the intraparty debate on foreign

policy is meager. One indication was the dismissal of Nikolai G. Yegorychev,

first secretar.- of the Moscow City Committee of the Communist Party of

the Soviet Union (CPSU), a week after the CPSU Central Committee Plenum

of June 21. Since November 1962 Yegorychev had held thie post, to which

he had been promoted, presumably by Khrushchev, shortly after the Cuban

miscile crisis. Yegorychev led a party delegation to Egypt (April 11-24, 1967)

after Foreign Minister Andrei A. Gromyko's sudden visit in late March, and

perhaps was implicated in Nasser's decision to precipitate the crisis

with Israel in May, supposedly to forestall a preemptive Israeli attack

against Syria. Yegorychev may have been critical of the Politburo's

4.
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handling of the June War, thus placing him at odds with the Brezhnev"

faction and exacerbating a rivalry born of disagreements over how to

implement economic reforms and how to treat the liberal intelligentsia.

Whatever the divisions in the Politburo, Soviet leaders decided to

reprovision the Arabs. This entailed a major comitment of military advisers

to ensure the effective use of the modern weapons provided and to create a

system of defense against further attacks. In early November 1967 Marshal

Matvei V. Zakharov, chief of the Soviet general staff, who had personally

supervised the strengthening .f Egypt's defenses, reported to Nasser that
4'

"Egypt can now stand up to anything Israel can deliver." Soviet advisers

began to train the Egyptian and Syrian armed forces at all levels. The

military vulnerability and dependence of Egypt and Syria made the Soviet

presence and position seem secure. Both states needed Soviet arms, expertise,

and tactical guidance to redress Israeli superiority. Soon other Arab states--

Sudan, Iraq, and the People's Democratic Republic of Yemen (PDRY)--overcame

their hesitation to place heavy reliance on Soviet military assistance and

followed suit.

Moscow quickly realized strategic dividends by obtaining sought-after

navhl facilities in Egypt. To allay U.S. uneasiness as its military buildup

of Egypt unfolded, it regularly proclaimed the defensive nature of its

assistance, whose stated aim was to secure justice for the Arabs and a

return of their territories, The Soviet naval presence not only deterred

Israeli attacks on Egyptian ports but also warned Washington that it no

longer had an unlimited range of options for intervention in the region.
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There were other reasons for the massive infusion of arms cnd the

Soviet militaTy buildup in the Mediterranean and the Indian Ocean. First,

it was essential for the Soviet Union's future in the area to maintain in

power regimes that pursued policies congenial to its interests. Wha-ever

their past differences with Nasser, Soviet leaders perceived thnt a setIof convergent goals now bound Bgypt and Syria to the USSR, and vice versa.
The strategic stakes made the cost ct arms and advice seem moderate, the

risk tolerable. Coming to the aid of "progressive" regimes in the Middle

East could also have a ripple effect of lung-range significance.

Second, having embarked on a policy of acquiring influence in the

Arab world, Moscow pressed its diplomacy on a broad front. The Arab-Israeli

conflict uas by no means the only promising pond to fish in, though it was

the largest; the prospects were bright elsewhere in the Middle East. In

the Persian Gulf, the Red Sea-Horn of Africa littoral, and North Africa,

Moscow saw situations that could weaken its global adversary and improve

its own position. Third, Moscow purveyed arms to restore its tarnished

credibility as a superpower patron, with an eye to impressing fence-sitters

and prospective suppliants as well as its heavily dependent clients.

Soon however, the Kremlin received Arab requests not only for armaments,

military advisers, and supportive naval deployments, but also for combat

support on the battlefield. Egypt at the end of 1969 was desperate for

aisistance against deep-penetration raids by Israeli aircraft; at the

same time, Sudan sought support for its counterinsurgency effort against

the Anyanya rebellion; and in 1974 Iraq called on Moscow for help in

suppressing the Kurds. To each of these requests the Kremlin responded

~)
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affirmatively by providing combat air suppo)z. These Soviet military

actions and related diplomacy are the subjects of this examination.

The Air Defense of Egypt

As early as 1955 Egypt was the focal point of Moscow's strategy

for exercising influence in the Arab world. !fferences cropping up from

time to time between Moscow and Cairo were never permitted to jeopardize

the Soviet leadership's courtship of Nasser.

To Egypt's cAushing defeat in June 1967 the Soviet Union's response

was immediate, generous, and far-reaching: it undertook to restore Egypt's

military capability ane assist in the struggle against "the aggression,"

as Israel's vintory was called. Sone 2,000 Soviet advisers, including

about 800 attached to thi air force, arrived to help in the retraining.

They counseled extensive reforms in the Egyptian military, especially in

the air force, the bastion of social privilege, and Nasser did introduce

many reforms; the Kremlin was less successful in persuading him t.1

undertake meaningful economic and social reforms.

Egypt's military recovery was rapid, leading to differences over how

to deal with Israel. Basically, Muscow wanted to keep the Arab-sraeli

front quiet, but Nasser was otherwise ivclined. In the first year after

the June debacle, he had accepted the possibility of a political solution;

lacking military capability, he had no option other than to talk about

a political solution. Also he hoped the United States would, as in 1957,
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force Israel to surrender captured Arab territory; and he believed world

public opinion would see the justness of the Arab cause. However; with

the failure of political means to effect a solution, his desire for an

alternative to stalemete led him to consider the military option. So

in the fall of 1968 he began a series of minor military engagements in

the Suez Canal area. Artillery barrages and air attacks along the canal

paralleled intensified diplomatic activity at the United Nations.

Also 13.pelling Nasser's miliLary activity were domestic restiveness

and growing criticism of his leadership in the Arab world. From early

March to late June 1969, Egyptian activity along the canal increased as

Nasser launched the "war of attrition"--his interim answer to unacceptable

stalemate. Soviet lead;.:s, confronted with a serious situs.'ion in the

Far East, where clashes with the Chinese along the Ussuri River threatened

to explode into war, sought to contain the Suez brushfire. They tried to

dissuade Nasser from his collision course with Israel, but failed, despite

his total military dependence on the Soviet Union.

By summer the war of attrition had escalated to a major conflict.

Slowly but steadily Nasser's military option turned sour. From early

September, when Israeli forces landed along the Egyptian coast south of

Suez and ranged over a thirty-mile strip destroying missile batteries and

manned outposts, to late December, when Israeli planes began to fly virtually

unchallenged over Egypt's now exposed heartland, Nasser's predicament deepened.

The Soviet-Egyptian joint communique, issued in Moscow on December 12, 1969,

suggested that Vice-President Anwar Sadat's mission to obtain additional

Soviet arms had been successful, that the Soviet leadership had promised to
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send increased quantities of weapons and advisers. Eovev-r, between

December 12, 1969, and January 22, 1970-the doy Nasser flew in secret

to Moscow to urge an expanded military invoivemen-Egypt's plight and

NASser's own situation worsened. Israeli planes dominated the skies over

Egypt, and Soviet combat zroop6 were needed to save Nasser's regime. The

Soviet zesponse set in motion a chain of momentous developments.

The Kremlin Acts to Save a Client

Soviet leaders kiiew of Egypt's dire situation in the fall of 1969

from their subordinates on the scene, so Nasser's appeal in January 1970

came as no surprise and found the Politburo favorably disposed

and ready to act. First, Nasser's political survival, which was in jeopardy,

had to be assured. Moscow was not about to abandon the man who had brought

the Soviet Union into the mainstream of the Arab wcrld; he was a known

factor with whom it could work, and his policies were for the most part.

congenial to Soviet long-term interests. Second, Nasser agreed to Soviet

conditions and provided unrestricted use of sections of six major airfields

from which Soviet planes could reconnoiter the eastern Mediterranean and

the Red Sea to the Horn of Africa; unhindered access to the Egyptian ports

of Alexandria, Port Said, and Sollum; and freedom to deploy Soviet ground

air defense personnel and combat pilotc. This enormously improved not only

the Soviet military position in Eg)pt, but also its strategic position in

the dastern Mediterranean. Third, the defense of Nasser was linked to Soviet

credibility in the Arab world. To permit a U.S.-support'.ed client tc defeat

Moscow's most important one would mean, in effect, acknowledging by default

L __



U.S. preeminence in the area and running the risk of finding Itself

without any rcle there at all. Finally, those who had favored the-

"forward policy" in the Arab world-notably Brezhnev and his closest

associates--could not shy away from thi consequences of that policy

without laying themselves open to attack on their original .decision from

opponents in the Politburo and the Central Comnittee. A careful reading

of Soviet writings at the time suggests that the decision te commit

forces, if needed was made sometime in the late summer or early fall of

1969; left open, pending political-tilitary developments in Egypt, were

the timing and type of forces required.

~In contrast to June 1967, when Podgorny's request for exclusive

control over the areas quartering Soviet advisers was rebuffed by Nasser,

the Soviet Union in 1970 was given a blank check for the deployment and

defense of its personnel. The general arrangements for the Soviet troops

were settled befo-e Nasser returned to Cairo:

we were told the number of SAM-3 batteries
they were going to give us and the positions
in which they would be placed, and the
number of men who would come with them.
Eighty Soviet aircraft were going to be
sent, preceded by four high-altitude
supersonic reconnaissance planes--X500s
the Russians called, them, though the
West now knows them as HIG-25s. About
1800 Egyptians were to come to the
Soviet Union for six months' training
Eto learn to operate the SAH-3s . 8/
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According to Mohamed Heikal, the editor of the semiofficial newspaper

l Ahr, who was a close confidant of Nasser's and had accompanied him to

Moscow, the Russians made their decision at the meeting attended by the

members of the Politburo aud all twelve Soviet marshals. However, the

precision with uhich they laid out their plan of action hardly suggests the

spur-of-the-moment decision that Heikal reports. Rather, it supports the

view that Soviet leaders had anticipated the contingency of a massive

intervention to save Nasser, prepared accordingly, and were ready with their

reply when Nasser made his request. Brezhnev asked that the results of their

discussions be kept secret as long as possible.

So-7iet operational objectives called, first, for bringing an end to

Israeli deep-penetration raids over Cairo, Port Said, and other cities;

second, for pushing the fighting back to the canal area; and third, for

restoring an approximate balance of power between the Egyptians and the

Israelis. The Soviet plan involved the assumption of responsibility for

Egypt's air defense. For the first time, Soviet combat troops in sigrificant

numbers were to be sent to fight in a non-Communist third world country.

Soviet capabilities and confidence bad reached the point where Moscow was

willing to go beyond the supply of weapons and advisers to support its

clients and pursue political-military objectives in the third world.

Soviet missile crews, estimated at about 1,500 air defense personnel,

arrived in early March and began installing SAM-3 sites around Cairo, Alexandria,

and in the Nile Valley. In addition to SAM-3s, a missile designed specifically

to counter low-flying aircraft and effective up to fifteen miles, "the first

Soviet-piloted MIG-21J interceptors (a more advanced version of the MIG-21)
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and accompanying ground support crews began arriving" soon afterward at

Egyptian air bases. Soviet aircraft operated out of six airfields

(El Mansura, Inchzs, Cairo West, Jiyanklis, Beni Suef, and Aswan; by

1971-72 small numbers of 11-38 patrol craft and AN-12 electronic surveillance

planes were also operating from an airfield at Mersa Matruh). Supplementing

these formidable defensive measures were thickened SAM-2 sites (SAM-2s are

partially effective at high altitudes but quite ineffective below 2,000 feet)

and large numbers of radar-controlled ZSU-23-4 four-barreled 23mm antia.ai..aft

guns designed for use against low-flying aircraft. By the end of March, about

4,000 Soviet military personnel were manning missile sites alone; by the end

of June, the number had risen to some 8,000; and by the end of 1970, it was

up to almost 15,000. If the estimated 3,000 to 4,000 Soviet instructors

and advisers attached to the Egyptian armed forces and the 150 to 200 Soviet

pilots flying MIG-2lJs are included, Soviet armed forces in Egypt at the

end of 1970 numbered about 20,000. The first Soviet-manned SAM-3 sites

became operational on March 15, 1970, leading Israel Minister of Defense

Moshe Dayan to observe several days later that where SAM-3s were stationed

and successfully operated "things wo-id become difficult for us." At the

beginning of April Soviet soldiers dressed in Egyptian army fatigues with

no insignia or marks of rank were observed in various parts of Egypt.

Moscow was no longer keeping its commitment secret. The growing number of

SAM sites and the reports that Soviet pilots were flying in defense of Cairo

and Alexandria prompted Dayan to announce the end of Israeli deep-penetration

raids on April 6. The first confirmation of the use of Soviet pilots came

on April 17, "when Israeli pilots overhearing exchanges in Russian in a MIG-2*.J

formation, returned to base rather than challenge the adversary." After

----------------------------------------4g-
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April 18 Israeli pilots did not venture beyond the Suez Canal region,

to avoid encountering Russian-speaking pilots who scrambled into, attack

formation to meet every potential approach to the Nile Valley by Israeli

aircraft. The presence of Soviet combat forces made the Egyptiati

heartland and, with it, Nasser's position once again secure.

In Hay and June Soviet-manned SAM units buttressed the Suez Canal

air defenses. Not only did the introduction uf the new SAM-3 installations

and the improved SAM-2 models make Israeli attacks more costly, but the

Soviet-piloted MIG-2lJs, "which, during their first weeks in Egypt, had

restricted their patrols to the Nile Valley, extended their operations

forward to areas on the flanks of the Canal front." Having denied

Israeli aircraft access to central and upper Egypt, Moscow then moved its

forces forward to the fiercely waged struggle in the canal area. Despite

heavy Israeli boz-bing and mounting Egyptian casualties, zhe Russians and

Egyptians continually pushed the network of SAM sitea closer and closer to

the canal.

The Soviet-Egyptian success in reestablishing
the SAM defenses was achieved by setting up the
SAM sites often overnight with minimum
consideration for reducing vulnerability and
making fine adjustments for accuracy. By this
technique, Israeli raiders were frequently
su-prised by new SAM ipstallations. Moreover,
nevJ weapons were introduced, such as the SAM-3
ani improved models uf the SAM-2. The new
SAM-2s possessed better computer fire control
and a capability of launching salvos of six
rockets in an integrated time sequence.
This technique of so-calle6 ripple firing
was, of course, extremely expensive, but it
did compensate for accuracy losses because
of speedy installation, and it also better
assured the iuposition -f high Israeli
losses, which was the goal of the Soviet
campaign. 18/
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The nearer Soviet crews and pilots drew to the incendiary canal area,

the more ominous became the potential for a Soviet-Israeli crisis.

In early July, this took on new meaning when Israeli Chief of Staff

Major General Haim Bar-Lev announced that three Israeli planes had been

shot down by SAM-2 missile batteries, whose crews included Soviet personnel.

Israeli air losses continued to rise.

However, on Secretary of State William Rogers' initiative and becsuse

of Nasser's readiness for a respite to strengthen his military-political

situation and give U.S. diplomacy a chance, a cease-fire was put into effect

on the evening of August 7, 1970. At that time, there were an estimated

fifteen to twenty SAM sites within the fifty-kilometer zone on either side

of the canal into which no further military installations were supposed to

be introduced; two months later, "between 40 and 50 missile batteries--

about one-third of them SAM-3s--had been set up by the Egyptian army within

the 50 km stand-still zone. Of these, 30 to 40 were within 30 kms of the

Canal, and the closest battery was about 12 kms from the waterway. Taking

Areserves into account, some 500 to 600 missiles were newly emplaced within

2I /
the stand-still zone." The Soviet-Egyptian violation of the cease-fire

"was apparently a calculated move to definitively eliminate Israel's air

supremacy over the canal," the Russians probably reasoning that this

"wov. d best guarantee the maintenance of the cease-fire and, by increasing

the insecurity of Israel's hold on the east bank of the Canal, would provide

incentive for an Israeli pullback." Also, the Soviet air defense system

in the Nile Valley made Cairo, Alexandria, and Aswan among the best protected

centers in the world.
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Throughout the crisis of January to July 1970, Soviet leaders

always spoke in broad terms, stressing the defensive nature of their

military involvement. A few days after Nasser's secret visit to Moscow,

Pravda addressed itself to the "inflamed" situation in the Middle East.

Those in the West who expected that the Arabs would find "themselves all

alone" and easy prey of the Israelis were given notice of the reaffirmation

of the strong ties between the Soviet Union and Egypt and the even greater

significalce "at the present time" of the "many-faceted Arab-Soviet co-

_22/
operation." The article noted Egypt's increasing "combat potential"

and the USSR's resolve not to abandon Egypt. On January 31 Premier Aleksei

Kosygin sent a letter to President Nixon warning of the dangerous situation

daveloping in the Middle Fast and demanding an end to Israeli air attacks.

In the letter, which was the first knowa direct message sent by Kosygin

to Nixon since the President had taken office a year earlier, the Soviet

leader vas quite direct:

We would like to tell you in all
irankness that if Isr-ael continues its
adventurism, to bomb the territory of
the U.A.R. and other Arab staes, the
Soviet Union will be forced co see to
it that the Arab states have the means
at their disposal with t-- help of
which due rebuff to the arrogant
aggressor can be made. 23/

On February 2 he communicated with British Prime Minister Harold W-lson

and French President Georges Pompidcu as well. Unsatisfactory replies

led Tass to report on February 12 that Kosygin had told the Western powers:
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"The Soviet Union is fully resolved to belp foil imperialist ventures
24/1

a~d there should be no doubt about that." Four days later, Tass

announced that the Soviet Union would provide the Arab states with

"the necessary support" to uphold their security and their just interests.

The SAM-3 crews and Soviet-piloted aircraft were dispatched with background

music of anti-Zionist denunciations in the Soviet media.

Moscow's combat intervention was undoubtedly made easier hy the attitude

of many officials in Washington that "Israel has brought on the Soviet

response by a reckless bombing campaign and irresponsible rhetoric aimed
2 6/

at the Nasser regime's existence." Moreover, when Washington did not

object to the dispatch of Soviet arms and personnel, apparently because

"the United States received advance assurance that the introduction of

Soviet fighting personnel into Egypt . . . was essential for the defense

of a hard-pressed protege," Moscow may have felt assured that no confrontation

would ensue.

On April 14 Brezhnev optimistically observed that the progressive

Arab regimes had not only stood their ground but strengthened their position

and that at the same time Israel's international isolation was growing. A

peaceful solution, he said, was possible provided Israel withdrew from

occupied Arab territories; the Arabs would never accept the occupation of

their lands, and the USSR was ready to give "all the ne.essary assistance"

to help achieve a settlement. By late April Soviet policy had achieved

the end of Israeli deep-penetration raids and the security of the Nile Valley,

a critical tactical objective. However, wit Soviet statements never dealt

with was how far the USSR was prepared to go to alter the situation: was it I
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only to effect a return to the status quo before the war of attrition,

or was Moscow willing to help Egypt cross the canal?

Israeli reporta about the expanding combat role of Soviet pilots

prompted Premier Kosygin to hold a press conference at which he confirmed

the Soviet military involvement, justifying it as being in conformance

with Egyptian wishes and in opposition to what he termed U.S.-supported

2I
Israeli aggression. Two weeks later, in an apparent effort to persuade

the United States not to provide Israel with additional aircraft, he

divulged his reply to a message sent him on May 7 by the heads of state

of Iran, Turkey, and Pakistan. In his answer Kosygin emphasized the

Soviet Union's interest in a political settlement in the Middle East in

compliance with all the provisions of UN Security Council Resolution 242

of November 22, 1967, saying Moscow's "extensive aid" was designed to help

the Arab states "successfully defend their legitimate national rights."

While heavy fighting continued, so did uncertainty about Soviet intentions,

particularly as the battle sh'.fted toward the canal. On the whole, Moscow's

statements sought to convey the "defensive" character of its involvement,

both to reassure the United States about its objectives and to keep

Washington's resupply of Israel to a minimum.

On the battlefield Soviet air defense forces were crucial: they created

new political facts that motivated the Rogers initiative of June 1970 and

Nasser's acceptance on July 22 of a cease-fire effective on August 7. The

cease-fire ended the dangerously escalating Soviet-Israeli confrontations.

*From June 30, when Soviet-manned SAMs downed two Israeli F-4s over the canal,

to July 30, wher. the Israelis ambushed scrambling Soviet planes as they
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climbed to intercept tl.- approaching F-4s and downed four MIG-2lJs, the

two engaged in an increasingly serious series of feitsts and countermoves.

Having accepted responsibility for the defense of Egypt and considering its

prestige on the line, Moscow was not prepared to settle for a situation

"that risked a compromise or defeat of Soviet arms by Israel." When

Moscow observed that Israel would not shy away from confrontation with the

USSR if its security was at stake, it decided to expand the air defense

belt along the canal, even though this required violation of the August 7

cease-fire. To induce greater prudence in the Israelis and to convey to

Washington its determination to defend Egypt, Moscow decided to construct

I"a virtually impregnable air defense wall," comparable to that of the

most heavily defended areas in the Soviet Union.

After the cease-fire of August 7, 1970, and until June 1972, the

Soviet Union continued to expand Egypt's military capability. The improvement

in Egypt's Soviet-operated air defense system was immediately evident:

By the end of October [1970], some
%00-600 surface-to-air missile launchers
covered the westein approaches to the
Canal, about 200 of them being within 19
miles of that line. Moreover, the
forward sites in the system, carefully
spaced 7 miles apart along the Canal
itself in order to give overlapping
coverage, also covered an area extending
12 miles into israel-occupied territory. 34/

i ,
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To the thickened interlocking network of SA-2s and SA-3s, the Soviet

Union introduced some SAM-4s (medium-altitude air defense weapons designed

to provide comboat troops with umbrella protection against air strikes) and,

in 1971, SAM-6s (the tracked version of the SAM-3, especially useful
35/

against low-flying aircraft). 35 In 1970-/2 it also expanded Egypt's air

force, increasing the number of Cairo's MIG-21C/Ds "from about 150 in

July 1970 to 220 two years later, and of SU-7s from 105 to 120":

On the other hand, the operation of the MIG-21Js
[about 150 of themj was never handed over to Egyptian
pilots or ground crews. Moreover in 1971, a token
number, perhaps as many as a half-dozen, of the new
but still not fully tested MIG-23s were deployed in
Egypt for reconnaissance experiments, and a squadron
or possibly two of SU-11 fighter-bombers wholly for
display. Only Soviet personnel were allowed to
handle the two classes of aircraft . . .

The helicopter fleet, nearly trebled in size
from 70 in 1970 to 180 in 1972, included an
additional 20 141-6 Hooks, each capable of lifting
a fully armed paratroop company. Finally, the
number of T-54/55 tanks had been enlarged from 950
in 1970 to 1,500 two years later, of the T-34s from
250 to 400, and of armored personnel carriers from
900 to 2,000. 36/

This sustained military buildup was hardly disturbed by the political

quarrels that increasingly troubled the Soviet-Egyptian relationship in

the period from Nasser's death on September 28, 1970, to the expulsion

of Soviet missile crews and combat pilots in July 1972. And when the



Russians left, the SAM system, which had been manned by between 12,000

and 15,000 Soviet military personnel, was kept intact. With the aid of

100 or so Soviet technicians who remained and the additional advisers

who may have returned when relations improved in early 1973, the air

defense system was maintained and its lethal effectiveness was demonstrated

371
in October 1973.

Nasser's Strateg

Nasser's secret visit to Moscow in January 1970 was born of desperation.

A greatly expanded Soviet commitment, including the use of Soviet armed

forces, was needed to restore his domestic equilibrium and international

prestige. Such a commitment accorded with his strategy of enmeshing the

Soviet Union in the military defense of Egypt, not only to strengthen

Egypt's defense capability but also to heighten tension between the superpowers

and force the internationalization of the Arab-Israeli conflict.

Though military matters took precedence, Nasser did not overlook

political and diplomatic opportunities to strengthen Egypt's position in

relation to Israel. His main target was the United States, which he hoped

to induce to withhold the twenty-five Phantoms and ene hundred Skyhawks

it planned to send to Israel. On February 2, 197U, at an international

conference of parliamentarians in Cairo, Nasser charged that the United

States bore the greatest resonsibility for the violence in the Middle East
381

because of its support of the "aggression" against Egypt and aid to Israel.

As long as U.S. arms poured into Israel, he implied, the Arabs would seek

arms from the USSR. A week later, in an interview uith two American journalista,
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Nasser said that, if the United States sold more aircraft to Israel,.
391

he would do everything he could to get Soviet help, including SAM-3s.

The theme that U.S. support for Israel was pushing Cairo to turn to the

Soviet Union for military aid was repeated by Nasser in an interview

given James Reston on February 14. Nasser used the Western press to

convey reasonableness and to justify his reliance on the Soviet Union.

The Egyptian (and presumably Soviet) strategy of dissuading President

Nixon from fulfilling Israeli requests for more aircraft, even while Egypt

was accepting the influx of Soviet arms and military personnel, was effective.

Though Nixon was disposed to supply the F-4s and A-4s, "the rest of the

bureaucracy was generally opposed. . arguing that Israeli military

superiority was still unquestioned and that Soviet arms shipments werf a

response to Israel's reckless campaign of deep-penetration bombing using the

Phantoms." Moreover, Nixonis deferral of a decision in February, March,

and April was shaped by several other factors: his "displeasure at the

way in which the American Jewish community had treated French President

Pompidou during his visit in late February"; Washington's resumption of talks

with the Soviet Union against the promising backdrop of political concessions

Soviet Ambassador Anatoly Dobrynin said Moscow had obtained from Nasser in

return for new arms shipments: and the fear that further aid to Israel might

adversely affect the already weak position of Jordan's King Hussein.

The disposition to accept Soviet assurances of the "defensive" character

of its deployment of SAMs was no doubt reinforced in the frequent talks

of Donald Bergus, head of the small unofficial U.S. mission in Cairo, with

Nasser; though formal diplomatic relations with the United States had been

broken during the June War, Nasser maintained close contact through Bergus.
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With military relief at hand, Nasser's political dilemma was clearly

expressed by his de facto spokesman, Mohamed Heikal: "The parties to the

local struggle cannot impose peace and the parties to the international

struggle cannot declrre war. Therefore, the Middle East crisis has

entered a strange state--a vacuum in which it is lost between war and

peace." Encouraged by Rogers' announcement on March 23 that the

United States had decided not to sell Israel the additional Phantoms

and Skyhawks, Nasser agreed to meet with Assistant Secretary of State

for Near Eastern and South Asian Affairs Joseph Sisco. The talks (April 10

to 14) with the first high-ranking American official to visit Cairo since

the June War, and Nasser's uneasiness over Egypt's heavy losses and military

dependence on the Soviet Union, prompted him, in a major speech on May 1,

to call for a new American initiative. It was delayed, however, by Nixon's

preoccupation with Vietnam, specifically, the U.S. invasion of Cambodia

on April 30 and the consequent domestic backlash. But on June 19, on

receiving Rogers' proposal for a three-month cease-fire and a resumption of talks

under Dr. Gunnar Jarring, the UN qecretary general's special representative,

Nasser hurriedly arrangci a trip to Moscow (June 29-July 20), where talks
43'

led to decisions of far-reaching importance and resulted in Nasser's

acceptance on July 22 of Rogers' proposals. The cease-fire effective

on the evening of August 7, was predicated on assumptions of continued Soviet

proteftion against Israeli military power and iicreased Amer4.can political

pressure on Israel for extensive concessions.

• ,, . ... . t4 .
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In the iuterim, Egypt was to be systematically built up and prepared

for the eventuality of another round of fighting. Nasser had used his

Soviet connection for the defense and promotion of Egypt's interests.

On his death in September 1970, he bequeathed his successors a Soviet

legacy that was to serve Egypt vell in the following years.
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American and Israeli Reactions

The failure of an intensive American initiative in the fall of 1969,

the essentials of which were publicly set forth by Secretary of State

Rogers on December 9, 1969, meant that the war of attrition would continue

until the situation on the battlefield made the combatants more receptive

to diplomacy. Moscow did not accept Nbcon's attempt to link patron pressure

on its warring clients in the Middle East with improvement in U.S.-Soviet

relations and progress toward a SALT agreement. The Nixon administration's

absorption with SALT, the war in Vietnam, West German Chancellor Willy

Brandt's Ostpolitik, and probings for an opening to China led Washington to

adopt a watLh-and-wait attitude toward the fighting in Egypt. The President

reacted midly to Kosygin's warning letter of January 31 and only a bit more

forcefully In his State of the World message a few weeks later. Although

he urged restraint on the Russians, he accepted their assurance of the

defensive natur . of the Soviet arms and troops dispatched to Egypt; and he

shelved Israel's request for additional aircraft, content for the moment

to let battlefield developments give new forms to political initiatives.

The Israelis, intent on forcing Nasser to comply with the 1967

cease-fire agreement, sought te sustain their devastating air war. The

"disappointment and concern" expressed by Fo-ceign Minister Abba Eban the

day after Rogers announced (on March 23, 1970) that President Nixon had

decided to hold Israel's request for additional aircraft in abeyance turned

to mounting uneasiness as the scale ,f direct Soviet military involvement

became clearer. On March 20 Dayan described the expansion of SAM sites as

"the first stage of the Sovietization of the Egyptian war machine"; on

F
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April 14 he held the manning of missile sites by Soviet personnel to 'be "a

very grave matter" and warned the Russians that if need be "we shall bomb

you"; and on April 29 the Israeli government formally charged that "for the

first time Soviet pilots are flying operational missions from military

installations under their control in Egypt." The Israeli contention that

Soviet armed forces were changing the military balance was no longer dis-

missed by Washington, and Prelduert Nixon became more receptive to Israeli

requests for aircraft replacements; hence toward the end of April the White

House took over from the State Department responsibility for the day-to-day

supervision of American policy toward the crisis.

Though Vietnam and Cambodia still absorbed most of the President's

attention, he could no longer ignore the regional and global implications

of the deepening Soviet participation in the Egyptian-Israeli war. Washington

was encouraged by Nasser's speech of May 1, calling on Nixon to understand

the Arab position and urge Israel to comply with the principles of Resolution

242, and making clear that a decisive moment in Arab-American relations had

biken reached--"either we will be estranged forever or there will be a new

serious and definite start . . . the situation is delicate and . . . the

consequences are exteemely dangerous." However, without tangible evidence

of Soviet restraint or indeed of some definitive statement from Hoscow on

where it intended to draw the line of involvement, Nixon decided to reatune

the supply of military equipment promised to Israel in the December 1968

arms agreement. Eban was so informed on May 21 and was asked only that the

Israeli government withhold publicity and show "a degree of f1lexibility on

terms of a settlement. This was forthcoming on May 26, when Prime Minister Golda

Meir formally announced that Israel continued to accept UN Resolution as the

basis for a settlement and would agree to something akin to the Rhodes formula
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44 /
for talks." Ignoring a Soviet overture in early June for a joint'

approach, Nixon authorized the Rogers proposal, which was prescnted to

Cairo and Jerusalem on June 19. Although the Israeli cabinet rejected the

proposal, Ambassador Itzhak Rabin in Washington "objected to the tone of the
45/

message to Nixon and did not communicate it to the White House." For

more than a month Washington and Jerusalem negotiated their differences,

agreeing finally on July 25 Lfter Prime Xiister Meir had received various

assurances from President Nixon. In overriding the strovg opposition in her

coalition government, Meir decided that the risks of a rejection were greater

than those of acceptance, a judgwent expressed in Dayan's comment that "Israel
46/

is not so strong that she can afford to lose allies." The Israeli

government publicly accepted the American plan on July 31.

In seeking the "expulsion" of Soviet forces from Egypt, the White House

saw the Soviet military entrenchment in Egypt as part of a more general

Soviet challenge to U.L, 4orld influence and as a 'iddle East complement

to Soviet arms aid to Hanoi. On July 1 President Nixon said: "You cannot

separate what happens in Vietnsam from the Mideast or from Europe or any

place else."

That is why, as the Soviet Union moves ii
to support the UAR, it makes it necessary for
the United States to evaluate what the Soviet
Union does, and once the balance of power is
upset, we will do what is necessary to maintain
Israel's strength vis-a-vis its neighbors, not
because we want Israe) to be in a position to
wage war--that is not it--but because that is A7i
what will deter its neighbors from attacking it.

'-9.
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Nion's determinatiou to and the fighting and xvold a confrontation wlth the

Soviet Union required thn exercise of pressure on Israel. Inevitably, the

asymmetry in American-Israeli p r:-ties created difficulties between

Washington and Jerusalem.

Outcomes

Soviet leaders had cause for satisfaction after the implementation of

the cease-fire agreement of August 7, 1970. First, owing to the Soviet

military involvement, Egypt had blunted and then reverse- the Israeli

offensive &nd reestablished an approximate military balance of power along

the Suez Canal axis. Egypt's continued viability as a credible belligerent

and Nasser's political survival, two prime Soviet objectiveshad been

realized and enhanced Soviet prestige among the courted progressive Arab

ntates. Second, in his dependence ox. 1e Soviet Union, Nasser had granted

-4litary privileges that capped a decade of Soviet diplomatic effort and well

served Soviet strategic objectives in the eastern Mediterranean and R~d Sea

areas. The Soviet navy gained access te Egyptiat ports without having to

secure permission for each visit and extensive repair and supply depots to

facilitate the forward deploynent of the Soviet Mediterr& fleet; the

range of Soviet air reconnaissance was also gkeatly extended by the use of

the Egyptian airfields under Soviet control. The Soviet military presence,

enormously expanded from the level before the war of attrition, seemed

solidly entrenched, based as it was on Nasser's complete reliance on Soviet

equipment, expertise, and protection, and an impressive Soviet performance.

Third, -olscow thought it bad a dependent client capable of resisting but not
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defeating Israel and subject to Soviet restraint; for despite its massive

aid,.Moscow sought only to protect Nasser from collapse, not to regain

Egyptian lands. Fourth, Nasser's acceptance of the cease-fire suited the

Soviet objectives of avoiding a confrontation with the United States and

returning the conflict to the conference table, where the USSR would play

a leading role in the negotiations for a political settlement. To sweeten

Nasser's return to the diplcmatic process, Moscow promised to extend and

widen the ait defense system, which, within a few months, would effectively

neutralize Israeli air supremacy over the canal and protect Egypt in the

event of a restmption of hostilities. Finally, as Brezhnev emphasized in

a speech on August 28, 1970, '.t was Soviet military power that had given

added impetus to political initiatives and had forced Israel to the conference

table, though "with clenched teeth."

that the intervention could be mcunted so expeditiously was due to the

USSR's greatly expanded capability for projecting power abroad and its

sense of confidence deriving from a nuclear arsenal matching that of the

United States. In ar era of nuclear stalemate, a superpower commanding powerful

conventional forces can engage in low-cost, low-risk, far-ranging, intensive

rivalry in the third world. The Soviet Union's response to Egypt's legitimate

request for assistance was limited, focused on air defense, and cautiously

escalatory, thereby limiting and complicating the reactions open to U.S.

policymakers.

Israel and the United States could not ignore the Soviet use of armed

forces. A tough, self-confident Israel was made to face up to the limits of

its power, the extent of its dependence on the United States, and the
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impossibility of defeating an Egypt protected by the Soviet Union--or evert

of intimidating Nasser into making concesions. The United States could

not remain a passive bystander once the Soviet Union became directly

involved in the fighting: committed to the existence of israel as a state,

though not to its post-1967 boundaries, suspicious of Soviet intentions

and policies, and eager to shore up Wastern-oriented Arab regimes ald

prevent the radicalization of Arab politics, it could not maintain a situation

of Israeli superiority without doing severe harm to its extensive economic

and strategic interests in the Arab world.

After Nas, or's death Moscow exparded its military and economic ties

with Egypt, expecting continuity to prevail with his successors, However,

some of Sadat's moves disturbed Moscow: his tentative retreat from Nasser's

policy of nationalization; his downgrading of socialism; an,. in early

February 1971--as a surprise foreign policy initiative--an offer to reopen

the Suez Canal couplea with an underlying combativeness. Moscow's uneasiness

was soon compounded by the domestic crisis in Egypt. In early May, charging

a plot to unseat him, Sadat purged most of the Nasssrist elice with whom

Moscow had begun to feel comfortable. In an attempt to preserve the privileged

Soviet position in Egypt and prevent Sadat from looking to the United States,

Moscow induced him to seal Egypt's relationship with the USSR in a treaty of

friendship and cocperation. Sadat agreed, seeing in the treaty, signed on

May 27, 1971. Soviet recognition of his legitimacy and reaffirmat.on of

promises of weapons and support in the event of ancther war.

In the following year, though, Sadat became convinced, first, that

Moscow's reluctance to provide "offensive" weapons concealed a basic opposition

- -
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to Egyptian resort to the military option to regain occupied Arab territory,

and second, that Moscow was content with the existing situation of "no war,

no peace," because it allowed the Soviet Union to pursue detente with the

United States. These conclusions led to the expulsion of Soviet military

personnel in July 1972 and a period of Soviet-Egyptian tension. Five months

later, his exploration for a Western alternative having proved unrewarding,

Sadat again turned to Moscow, which, eager to keep a military foothold,

responded by reopening the arms tap, making possible the fourth Arab-Israeli

war in October 1973.

By the summer of 1973, three years after Moscow had saved the

Egyptians from certain defeat, the Soviet position in Egypt had slipped

consider "1y, but still retained a number of advantages. In the economic

sp~-re, the Soviet Union played an important role in the industrial sector.

In the military sphere, though forced to relinquish its unlimited use of

Egyptian airfields, it was permitted the continued use of ports and

anchorages, though on less preferential terms than before. It retained

these concessLons on an increasingly constricted basis after the October

War until April 1976, one month after Sadat unilaterally abrogated the 1971

treaty and ended the once significant Soviet military presence. 48/

The Soviet-Egyptian estrangement (only partially eased by Sadat's

conciliatory moves from December 1972 on) contrasted with the Soviet-American

detente. The superpower differences of 1970 had faded in the glow from SALT I,

the Nixon-Brezhnev exchange of visits, and mushrooming economic, cultural,

and scientific agreemeaits. For the time, Moscow was content to keep its

relations with Egypt in a minor key. Despite the strain, there were

advantages. The forced removal of So e.Let troops from Egypt engendered
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improvement in Soviet-American relations by easing Washington's concern about

the Soviet challenge in the Middle East. Also, believing that Washington

would not pressure Israel into making concessions that could occasion a

major reorientation in Egyptian foreign policy, Moscow expected the Egyptians

to maintain a Soviet connection. The American relationship was of great

importance to Moscow, which looked forward then to the extensive credit and

'I trade concessions recommended to the Congress by President Nixon--at least

until the October war, which reversed Washington's sanguine outlook about

the future of the U.S.-Soviet detente.

In retrospect, it seems clear that had Moscow not used its forces to

support Egypt in 1970, the improvement in U.S.-Soviet relations that

sprouted briefly in 1972 would not have withered after October 1973:

1970 was an essential precursor to 1973. Without the Soviet intevention

to save Nasser and renerse the Arab-Israeli military imbalance, the Arab-

Israeli conflict would have remained locked in the situation of "no war,

no peace." One concomitant of this might hhve been a Soviet policy of

greater restraint in arms transfers to Egypt and Syria If so, Sadat would

not have had a feasible military option in October 1973, no superpower

confrontation would have occurred, and detente might have developed more fully.

This would have entailed tacit Soviet recognition of the limits of its

possibilities in the Arab rast and acceptance of a lesser presence. But no

vital Soviet security interest would have been jeopardLzed; indeed, the

infusion of American capital and technology into the USSR that might have

resulted from a less imperial Kremlin policy in the Arab East would probably

have resulted in a significant boost to its economy and overall position
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in Europe. But this would have meant curtailment of the ambitious "forward

policy" started by Khrushchev and ccntinued by Brezhnev.

On the other hand, -had Moscow backed an Egyptian crossing of the canal

in 1970, the result might have been a Soviet-American confrontation.

Assuming it would have stopped short of a nuclear showdown, a Soviet challenge

of such magnitude might have greatly enhanced Moscow's standing in the Arab

world. However, it would also have precluded a SALT agreement, detente in

Europe, and economic concessions; it might also have pushed the United States

closer to the People's Republic of China. In such an environment, U.S.-Soviet

relations would have been worse than they actually became after the October

War.

Soviet Relations with Sudan and the Anyanya Insurgency

When Sudan joined the other Arab states in June 1967 in breaking ties

with the United States, the USSR's interest in improving their modest

relationship was whetted. For its part, Sudan hoped to acquire modern

weapons to offset traditional reliance on Britain, with whom it had brokenl

diplomatic relations the previous year over the Rhodesian issue. A Sudanese

military mission went to Moscow in late July 1967, and an arms agreement

was announced on August 6. 49/ At the end of September a Soviet military

Adelegation visited Khartoum t.. discuss the details, which reportedly included
the establishment of Sudan's first air academy.

Implementation of the agreement languished, however, because Moscow

was already heavily committed in Vietnam, Egypt, and Syria and, the Sudanese

need not being critical, Moscow could afford to dole out small, irregular
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packages of arms in an attempt to gain better treatment for the Sudanese

Communist Party (SCP). The arrest of Moawiya Ibrahim, the secretary of

the 6CP, in late October 1967 brought a strong denunciation in Pravda.

Labeling the actions against Ibrahim and other Communists "of a clearly

provocative natiure," Pravda blamed "rightist forces" and wrote that "instead

of struggling against the accomplices of imperialism and aggression, the

Sudanese reaction plans to concentrate all its fire on the Communist

patriots"; it noted that this would "weaken the possibility of Sudan uaking

a pozitive contribution to the Arab cause against Israel." 50/ The

implication was that Soviet arms could be put to better use than s,pport for

such a regime.

Despite a number of delays, by mid-September 1968 Sudanese officials

said that "a new agreement on the reinforcement of the Sudanese Air Force

has been concluded." By the end of the year, a trickle of Soviet arms had

arrived, and Soviet advisers "were selecting officers for training in the

USSR." 51/ Arab sources placed the value of the Soviet-Sudanese arms

agreement at well above the frequently mentioned $100 million price tag.

But continued Soviet annoyance with the treatment of local Communists kept

the arms deliveries minimal, a succession of Sudanese military missions to

Moscow notwithstanding. Indeed, o,, ths eve of the May 25, 1969, coup in

Sudan, there was a mission in Moscow, seeking, as had its predecessors, a

speedup in the Soviet suppl) process.

The nine army officers leJ by Colonel (later Major-General and then

President) Gaaiar Mohammed al.-Nimeiiy, a thirty-nine-year-old graduate of

the military academy at Omdurman, who seized power on May 25, 1969, immediately

*j.V.J
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made known their leftist orientation, denouncing imperialism, calling for

close ties with the Scviet Union, and recognizing East Germany on May 28,

thus becoming the second "progressive" and antiimperialist Arab country tc

do so within a month (Iraq had taken the step on April 30). Though banning

all political parties, Nimeiry did place Communists in the cabinet and

courted the goodwill of leftists to counterbalance the might of "conservative,

traditionalist, religious, and pro-Western forces" and gain the support of

the trade unions, students, and intelligentsia. 52/ In so doing he reinforced

Moscow's belief in the progressive character of the regime. Four members

of the Revolutionary Command Council were Communists or leftists: Major

Hashim Muhammad al-Ata, Major Faruq Uthban Hamdallah, Lieutanant Colonel

Babikr an-Nur Uthman (these three were to be leading actors in the Communist-

supported abortive coup of July 1971), and Prime Minister Abubakr Awadallah,

the only civilian on the RCC. At least eight of the twenty-one cabinet

members were leftists or Communists.

The new leadership took steps to end corruption, solve the problems of

agriculture and the rebellion in the south, and strengthen the armed forces

by obtaining modern arms and improving military training and institutes.

From the very beginning, it looked to the Soviet Union for arms and

assistance in upgrading the Sudanese armed forces. Nimeiry needed Soviet

pilots and advisers, in particular, to assist in counterinsurgency operations

in the south. Not only had Sudan been without a great power patron since

the break with Britain in 1966 and with the United States after the June

War, but it faced disintegration because of the growing challenge from the

insurrectionists, who were encouraged by the aid they were receiving from
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Uganda, Zaire, and Ethiopia, traditional enemy of Sudan and staunch ally of

the United States.

IAn Opportunity Seized
The Soviet leadership was quick to recognize the new military government

of Sudan. In the Soviet press, unadorned reporting of Prime Minister

awadallah's affirmation of peaceful coexistence and opposition to colonialism

and neocolonialism gave way, within one week, to praise for the new govern-

ment's strengthening of "the front against Israeli aggression and imperialist

prying in the Middle East." 53/ The initial actions of the ruling RCC were

unquestionably congenial to Soviet interests: diplomatic recognition of the

German Democratic Republic; identification with Nasser and "progressive"

Arab and African states; sharp criticism of "Western imperialism and Zionist

intrigues"; &nd overtures for closer ties with the Soviet bloc.

Soviet leaders were aware of Sudan's difficulties: a civil war in the

south against the Anyanyas-the military arm of the amorphous coalition of

black Christian tribes and clans of the Southern Sudan--who had started

insurgency operations in 1963; 54/ a troubled economy; and powerful social

and economic gropps whose outlook was antithetical to Nimeiry's reformist

bent. But as the largest country in Africa and a strategic land mass between

Arab and Black Africa bordering on eight countries and the Red Sea, the

Sudan was a tempting political target. Soviet planners may well have argued

that securing a foothold there would help forge an anti-Western Arab

coalition and.would open up new opportunities for the Soviet Union, such as

the use of Sudanese ports to facilitate the forward deployment of the Soviet

.4
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navy, which had started calling at Aden and Hodeida the previous year,Iand a greater ability to move easily in Central Africa in the future.
Nimeiryls foreign policy orientation was commendable. Moreover, he

seemed genuinely committed to a political solution of the "southern

question." Whereas his predecessors had sought to suppress the Anyanya

movement by increasingly bloody and costly military cimpaigns, Nimeiry

impressed Soviet observers with his willingness to grant the southerners,

who were ethnically Africans, not Arabs, substantial autonomy and to bring

them into the central government. 55/ His promise of regional autonomy

assumed immediate credibility with his appointment of "a prominent

southerner (the Communist lawyer, Joseph Garang) to the newly created Ministry

of Southern Affairs in June 1969"; 56/ and his conciliatory position toward

the Anyanyas suggested that Sudanese requests for accelerated and expanded

arms assistance were intended to strengthen the regime against "reactionary"

enemies and were not likely to enmesh the Soviet Union in an unending civil

war. By late June the Soviet government's positive attitude toward Nimeiry.

was reflected in the statement Sudanese Communist Party Secretary-General

Mohammed Abdul Khalek Mahgoub made at the Moscow Conference of

*Communist and Workers Parties, calling for support of the "Sudanese

'revolution."

Nimeiry's anti-Western, pro-hiasser, Soviet-bloc-ortuted position was

essentially what motivated a favorable Kremlin reaction to requests for arms

and military advisers. Nimeiry's antifeudal, anticonservative, generally

*progressive domestic line no doubt also helped, as did u4nor events like the

ereation in Moscow in late August of the USSR-Sudan Friendship Society. 57/

Sli
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Throughout the summer the Soviet press continued its commendatory coverage

of events in Sudan.

By kate 1969 Soviet arms and advisers began to arrive in appreciable

numbers. During the buildup and modernization of the Sudanese armed forces

in the next eighteen months, the Russians divorced their interest in military

advantages from their political disappointment with Nimeiry's changing

attitude toward Sudanese Communists and his inability to find a selution

to the southern problem. Regarding Nimeiry's foreign policy orientation

and reliince on Soviet military support as the basis for future intimacy,

they accepted the disquieting aspects of his domestic policy. The 1968

arms agreement had brought a few Soviet military instructors by midsummer

and some arms by early 1969. After the May 1969 copp Moscow had stepped up

its flow of arms because it saw the Nimeiry regime as a target of opportunity;

because it expected arms and economic aid to establish a solid long-term

relationship; and because it could not afford to ignore Nimeiry's disclosures

of plots--allegedly with Ethiopian, U.S., West German, and Israeli backing--

to topple his regime.

In anticipation of a visit by Nimeiry in early November 1969, Pravda

devoted a lengthy article to the situation in Sudan and revealed the

problems faced by Soviet decisionmakers. 58/ It praised the "progressive"

regime for conducting "an active anti-imperialist foreign policy" and

taking important steps to strengthen relations with the Soviet Union.

Acknowledging that the internal problems confronting the Sudanese government

were "very complex," the Pravda article criticized "reactionary circles" who

have turr.,d "to stirring up anti-communism and downgrading the policy of the

.
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Sudanese Conmenwst Party in hopes of attracting nationalist elements," and

who, realizing that open attacks "on socialist goals" would fail, try to

pass themselves off as supporters of "socialism without couuunism." Pravda's

admonishment of Nimeiry was moderate. Whatever dioappointment Moscow felt

over the SCP's diminished status in the cabinet, it continued co praise

the regime's general domestic and foreign policies. The proppect of closer

state-to-state relations was enough to warrant the expanded military

comitments, especially since most of the arms were destined for use in the

south, where there was iinimal danger to Soviet advisers.

Monetary estimates of Soviet military assistance during the 1969

period vary; figures of $65 million and $150 million have been mentioned,

demonstrating a combination of difficulty in assigning dollar values to

Soviet equipment and uncertainty about certain magnitudes involved. 59/ The

equipment provided included tanks, armored personnel carriers, surface-to-

air missiles (SAis), and several types of aircraft--jet fIghters, transports,

and helicopters. The aircraft and helicopters included sixteen HIG-21

short--range, supersonic fighters; six AN-12 heavy cargo planes, with a 44,000-

pound payload, capable of transporting about one hundred troops; five AN-24

twin-turboprop transports, capable of carrying about fifty troops; ten MI-8

helicopters and three MI-4 utility helicopters, each capable of carrying a

small number of troops; and one battery of SAM-2s. Most of the aircraft were

delivered from mid-July 1970 on, when the fighting in the south once again

intensified. Presumably, they were useful for counterinsurgency actions.

If behavior is an indication of intent, the diverse aircraft signaled

Soviet support for the Nimeiry government's military operations against the

4'r
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Anyanyas and apparent decision to press for a victory in the field. Given

the nature of the enemy, the comitment required of Moscou would hnve

remained modest compared to those made to Egypt if Nimeiry had continued

the counterinsurgency campaign for several years; the fighting was at a

low level and vosed little danger to the Soviet pilots who accompanied the

above aircraft and who apparently flew combat missions; the battlefield was

far from the public eye and operations could be carried out with impunity

against a poorly armed foe. But political developments in Khartoum in

July 197. dramatically altered Nimeiry's approach to the rebellion. As a

result, the Russians had little, if anything, to do with the nonmilitary

solution that Nimeiry finally fashioned.

There is little izformation on the role Soviet military personnel

played in actual operations 4gainst the southern insurgents from 1970 to July

1971. Neittner the Sudanese nor the Russians write about it, and Western

accounts, even those from the field, rely heavily on rumor and inference.

I piece things together as follows.

Despite -be government's efforts at reform, which went slowly, the

fighting in the south never completely stopped. By early 1970 it had

erupted again with considerable intensity and it continued intermittently

throughout the year. The government used about two-thirds of its army of

28,000 to 35,000 men uhich had been expanded bttween 1969 and 1971, in the

south, where the terrain, unlike that in the north around Khartoum, is over-

grown and marshy. Poor roads made operations and the deploymeznt of armor

difficult, and the Sudanese army depended on Soviet aircraft for bombing

villages, flushing guerillas, ani moving troops quickly to places where

guerilla units had been sighted. Though about 525 Sudanese officers were

S4A
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being trained in Soviet bloc countries, 60/ relatively few, if any, had

finished flight training or were able to fly the MIG-21s or the helicopters.

Since the logistics ot supplying Sudanese troops in the south and the

tactics of dealing with the insurgents placed a premium on air support,

presumably some of the 500 Soviet military advisers flew both supply and

combat missions,although possibly only as copilots with Sudanese officers.

Given the isolated areas in which the insurgents operated and the absence

of trained Western observers, detection was virtually impossible, and the

Russians could freely have flown missions to track the Anyanyas. It is also

conceivable that some of the pilots were Egyptians: after the June War,

Egypt had helped Sudan establish an air academy, partly to train Egyptian,

cadets out of range of Israeli aircraft. Certainly, relations between

NimeP-y and Nasser were close.

As in Iraq in 1974-75, the Russians were prompted to help a progressive

regime suppresz s, ... ,. as a way of ensuring the survival

of a leadership deemed ccgenial to Soviet strategic and political interests.

Throughout 1970 and early 1971, Moscow, to judge from Soviet press coverage,

continued to view Nimeiry as progressive, beset by domestic intrigues of

right-wing sects and groups, and bogged down in a rebellion formented by

imperialist forces. Although Moscow was disappointed that he had turned

on pro-Moscow Communist., his anti-imperialist foreign policy and extensive

nationalization of fore.dgn enterprises tilted the balance in favor of

accelerated deliveries of weapons and such air support as was needed.

Moreover, the new challenge to Nimeiry from traditionalist, anti-Communist

Muslim sects, notably the Mahdists, strengthened Moscow's dettrmination to

support his regime.
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On March 25 and 26, 1970, Nimeiry suppressed the Ansar (Mahdist)

insurrection on Aba Island, setting off a widespread crackdown on the Mahdists

that included the killing of their leader. According to one report, as yet

unconfirmed by other sources, MIG aircraft flown by Egyptian or possibly
61/

Soviet pilots strafed the island in support of government troops. Two

weeks later, in a move apparently designed tu convince other religious groups

that the crushing of the Mahdists was not motivated by Communist tendencies in

his government, Nizeiry deported the secretary-general of the pro-Moscow wing

of the SCP. Mahgoub's deportation (he returned in late July and was placed

under house arrest) improved, to some degree, the position of the rival

Communist faction of Ahmad Sulayman and Moawiya Ibrahim, who were willing to

dissolve the party in order to remain in the government, which they thought
62/

they could influence from within. In May, to reassure his leftist

adherents, Nimeiry nationalized all banks and major trading corporations,

"Sudani'eJ" many foreign enterprises, and signed a new agreement with Moscow,

adding Soviet experts to various ministries. The factional infighting between

Nimeiry and the Communists came to a head in November 1970, not long after

the departure from Sudan of a Soviet delegation led by Politburo member

Dmitri Polyansky. Three leftist members of the RCC were purged: Major

Faruq Uthman Hardallah, Lieutenant Colonel Babikr an-Nur Uthman, and Major

Hashim Muhammad al-Ata. None of these actions interfered with the continued

supply of Soviet aircraft fci use against the Anyanyas.

In February 1971 Nimeiry saw "no room for the Communists in the Sudanese
63/

revolution." Moscow (and Sadat) tried to mediate, but without success,

as Nimeiry attacked Communist strongholds in the trade unions and youth
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organizations. Nonetheless, Moscow maintained close relations with the

Nimeiry government, receiving, for example, an RCC delegation at the

Twenty-fourth Congress of the CPSU (March 30 to April 8, 1971).

On July 19, 1971, Major Hashim al-Ata, who had been removed from the

RCC in November 1970, in turn deposed Nimeiry, imprisoning him and his

supporters. However, the failure to execute the old leaders "proved to be

a fatal tactical mistake of the new revolutionaries since, on July 22, a
64/

successful 'counter-counter-coup"' brought Nimeiry back to power. Unlike

the unsuccessful putschists, Nimeiry took a bloody revenge, executing the

officers as well as leading Communists, including Mahgoub and Joseph Garang.

His relations with Moscow deteriorated sharply because, though there was

no evidence that it had engineered the coup, tha Soviet Union, in a departure

from its characteristic treatment of coups in progressive states, had come

out immediately in support of a!-Ata's government and tried to pressure Sadat

into following suit, thereby heightening Nimeiry's suspicion of its

complicity. Nimeiry ignored Soviet appeals to spare those sentenced to

death in connection with the events of July 19 to 22. Although relations

between Moscow and Khartoum recovered, they never again approached the

closeness of the previous two years.

The coup and worsening domestic tension prompted Nimeiry to make

essential concessions to the southerners. A settlement was finally reached

in Addis Ababa on February 27, 1972, between the Sudanese government and

the Anyanya leaders, without any Soviet influence. It came about through

Nimeiry's decision to shelve Pan-Arab ambitions, offer the southern Sudanese
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a substantial measure of autonomy, include them in the political leadership

of the ruling one-party Sudanese Socialist Union, and concentrate on

internal develoDment. Changed attitudes in neighboring nations,

particularly Ethiopia, further improved the chance for a settlement.

Support from abroad was crucial in sustaining the Anyanya revolt.

Uganda and Ethiopia, and Zaire to a much lesser degree, took in refugees

and provided funds and staging grounds that made sustained rebel resistance

*possible, though victory proved elusive. Their assistance derived from

*identification with the blacks and antipathy to Arabization; it predated

Nimeiry's coup and Soviet involvement.

All three countries were anti-Soviet, anti-Communist, and basically

pro-Western (though Uganda's Milton Obote, a leading member of the non-

aligned groupings, was a frequent critic ). Their behavior was not shaped

by cold war pressure; superpower rivalry took a back seat to local animosities.

Moreover, the Soviet factor was too negligible to have any noticeable effect

on their foreign policy position, whose sharp changes were consequences of

dooastic shifts of power and perception.

In Uganda, Obote had started by 1969 to lessen his support of the

Anyanyas and his close ties with Israel, and to improve relations with

Nimeiry and the Arab countries. But he was deposed in January 1971 and his

successor, Idi Amin Dada reversed this line, ,at one point accusing the

Sudanese of abetting incursions into the country by pro-Obote groups.

However, after the 1972 agreement ending the Sudanese civil war was signed

in Aldis Ababa, Amin became friendlier with Nimeiry, broke with lorael, and

turned to Libya for subsidies. In Ethiopia, Emperor Haile Selassie played
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a major role in mediating an end to the conflict. Pleased by Nimeiry's

anti-Comnur'3.. tack after the July 1971 event, he improved relations with

Sudan, thereby weakening the Anyanyas' military option and persuading them

to settle. He welcomed Nimeiry's reconciliation with the southern Sudanese,

'1-s turn toward Central Africa and away irom the Arab world affiars

specifically, his downplaying of the cause of Muslim secessionists in the

Ethiopian province of Eritrea -- and his attempt to normalize relations

with the United States. With these changes in the diplomatic environment,

Zaire lost interest in the Anyanyas: President Yobutu's interest had

stem=.ed only from animosity toward a Sudanese leadership, no longer in power,

that had supported the rebel Simbas against him in rhe mid-1960s.

A Good Hand Squandered

Nimeiry had been pleased with Soviet air sapport in the counterinsurgency

war in the uouth. However, the alacrity with which Moscow backed Hashim

al-Ata's ctotp was its undoing. Whether through overconfidence, porr advice,

1-rcrance of the local scene, or underestimation of Arab reaction, Moscow

blundered. In its eagerness to see the SCP in a position of power, Moscow

squandered a strong position. It intensified Nimeiry's domestic anticommunism

and suspicion uf the Soviet Union (despite the resumption of a relationship

of sorts within a coupic of months) anC turned him towaid the West and closer

relations with the PeopJe's Republic of China, ithe former being far more

important than the latter as a result of Peking's inability to provide much

%Assistance. Finally, it resulted in a diminished Soviet military presence.

The oetLack in Sudan, inlike that in Egyptwas not due to Sudanese

0
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dissatisfaction with the level, quality, or performance of Soviet military

advisers; it was due to faulty Soviet political judgment in backing a

Communist dark horse that did not know how to finish the race.

The timely support that Nimeiry received from Egypt and Libya was

crucial.65/ Both Sadat and Qaddafi acted to forestall a seizure of power

by a Communist-inspired clique, irrespective of their assessments of what

the Soviet Union was or was not doing. Quite simply, they opposed any

Communist or Communist-oriented group coming to power in an Arab country on

ther borders.

Though regional developments can affect relations between superpowers,

Sudan was peripheral to the U.S.-Soviet strategic relationship, so its change

toward the Soviet Union had no notable effect. Moreover, the Soviet position

in Sudan was still in the formative stages; it was more a cese of an

unrealized potential than an actual loss. Once the dust had settled,

relations returned to a semblance of normalcy, but with a sharply reduced

flow of Soviet arms and advisers and an end to the use of Soviet pilots

in the south; this reflected Nimeiry's suspicion and his diminished need

after the 1972 Addis Ababa agreement rather than Soviet second thoughts about

the wisdom of trying to retain a foothold in the area.

Since thsn the situation has drastically changed. The political

solution Nimeiry fashioned for the southern problem has so far held up.

After July 1971, realizing that the future of his regime depended on his

solving internal problems, Nimeiry widened his political base. He suppressed

the Communists, downgraded relations with the Soviet Union, and negotiated

an end to the civil war. In 1977-78 he effected a reconciliation with the
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Mahdist leadership. Reversing his nationilization policy, he encouraged

foreign investment, especially from conservative Saudi Arabia and Kuwait.

Relations with the United States improved, though there was a tei.orary

setback when the Palestinians who had murdered the American ambassador in

Khartoum in March 1973 were turned over to the Egyptians and eventually

freed. Overall, Nimeiry's tilt has been toward the West and away from the

Soviet bloc. In May 1977 he expelled the remaining ninety Soviet military

advisers and looked to France and to a lesser extent the United States for

arms.

Although Moscow did not use it armed forces to assist al-Ata's coup,

there is continuing speculation about whether the Soviet advisers tried

indirectly through their relationship with junior officers at the military

bases outside Khartoum to interfere with the rescue of Nimeiry or the

reinforcement of his supporters in Khartoum by encouraging the Sudanese

to obey the orders of the al-Ata government only. 66/ But even if the Soviet

advisers had persuaded *Ie Sudanese troops to stay in the barracks, the

outcome in Khartoum would have been the same, because the main forces used

to bring Nimeiry back to power were the Egyptian troops based in the area

and the Sudanese flown in from the Suez Caual front.

A direct use of Soviet armed forces to affect the political outcome

was just not feasible. It would have alienated most of the Arab world.

Even had the Russians contemplated it, they had only five hundred adviser6

in the country, and these were largely isolated in a few military

installations. There was no way they could have mounted a major intervention

on their own so far from home bases. Had Moscow stayed iut of the Sudan

* f,.,.,#***~-
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altogether neither its credibility nor its position with Egypt, Syria, or

Iraq would have suffered greatly; ror would it have been tempted into

suddenly deserting a progrussive leadership in the interests of advancing

the cause of a Communist-backed one, the net effect of which was to exacerbate

Sudanese, and Arab, suspicion of Soviet ambitions and possible duplicity.

The prospective gains from pursuing a forward policy in the Sudan were not

important to the advancement of Soviet interests in the region, at least in

the short term, whereas the setback complicated, though far from nrecluded,

Moscow's policy of meddling in the Horn of Africa.

Suppressing the Kurds in Iraq

On July 17, 1968, the Baath returned to power in Iraq. Unlike its

predecessor, this regime sought to maintain, indeed to improve, relations

with the Soviet Union. Beset by internal troubles, determined to find a

solution to the Kurdish problem, committed to an anti-Western policy and

a more ambitious coursa in the Persian Gulf, the Baathists experimented with

different ways of tolerating Iraqi Communists within a Baathist government,

as part of their strategy of courting Moscow and exploiting divisions in the

Kurdish movement, a part of which was Communist. For economic and strategic

reasons, Moscow, too, was eager to strengthen the Soviet-Iraqi relationship,

and in the process downgraded the importance of the Iraqi Communist party

and the Kurdish issue in its decisions.

Underlying a substantial Soviet economic commitment was Moscow's emerging

strategic interest in ,he Persian Gulf. Initially, Moscow had seen the area

as one of incipient threat. However, the once considerable Soviet concern

over its "southern tier" had eased with Iraq'r. withdrawal from the Baghdad Pact
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in 1959 and the shah of Iran's pledge to the USSR on September 15, 1962, that

the Iranian government "will not grant any foreign nation the right of

possessing any kind of rocket bases on Iranian soil." 67/

Differences with Iraq over what should be the basis for a settlement

of the Arab-Israeli conflict never caused serious tension or interfered with

the improvement of Soviet-Iraqi relations. In the late 1960s and early 1970s

the political climate turned even more favorable. The British withdrawal

from the gulf, the emergence of independent ministates in an area of

residual Iraqi-Iraniar-Saudi Arabian tension, and the growth tf the Soviet

navy, all stimulated Soviet interest in the strategic potential of manipu-

lating the regional rivalries, quite apart from the prospects in the eastern

Mediterranean that, in any event, derived essentially from the Arab-Israeli

conflict. By the early 1970s the defensive aims that had shaped the early

postwar Soviet policy of undermining the Western position in the Arab East

had metamorphosed into a far-ranging policy of projecting Soviet influence

for the promotion of regional and global objectives.

On April 9, 1972, during a visit to Baghdad, Soviet Premier Aleksei

Kosygin and Iraqi President Ahmed Hassan al-Bakr signed a fifteen-year

treaty of friendship and cooperation. The treaty signified the continual

improvement in Soviet-Iraqi relations since the Baath had come to power in

1968. Moscow saw in the treaty the institutionalization of its expanding

military, economic, and political presence in Iraq and the basis for a

further consolidation of its overall position. Believing as it does in the

*positive role of treaties in advancing and cementing existing relationships

between governments, 68/ the Soviet leadership no doubt was highly pleased
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with this newest addition to its treaty network, others of the same model

having been concluded the previous year with Egypt in May and India in

August. The firm link to Iraq gave Moscow regular access to the Iraqi port

f of Unn Qasr and additional leverage in dealing with Iran; it also alerted

the Arab states of the Persian Gulf to the Soviet quest for influence in

the region.

The treaty brought Moscow problems as well. The Iraqis became

signatories at Last in part to enlist Soviet support in bringing the Kurds

under control and the Communists into the Baathist fold. The Kurds are

an unassimilated, fiercely nationalistic, non-Arab minority, constituting

about one-quarter of the country's population and inhabiting the northeastern

provinces, among them the oil-rich Mosul region. 69/ After the failure of

a major uprising in 1944, many Kurds, including the important tribal leader,

Mullah Mustafa al-Barzani, fled to the Soviet Union, Permitted by Brigadier

Abdul KArim Kassem to return in 1958 after the overthrow of the pro-Western

monarchy, they pressed for fundamental autonomy. Though Kassem hoped to

use the Kurdish demands to offset the pro-Nasser Iraqi nationalists who

favored a merger with the United Arab Republic (the federation of Syria and

Egypt that lasted from February 1958 to September 1961), he was unable to

control the intense desire for autonomy that motivated Barzani's adherents.

Fighting broke out in late 1961 and went on for almost nine years.

A provisional agreement of March 1970 that ended the Kurdish rebellion

broke down in late 1971, and sporadic fighting started once again. In

November 1971 the Baath published its Charter of National Action, which

held out the promise of freedom for political groups and, specifically, of

'7
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an alliance between the Baath and the Kurdish Democratic party (KDP). By

giving Moscow a stake in the stability of the Baath regime, the Iraqi

leadership expected the USSR to use its influence with the Kurds and the

Iraqi Communist Party (ICP) to help arrange a settlement. Moreover, the

Baath knew that the Kurdish ability to wage war depended on military

assistance from Iran, whose relations with the USSR wese improving, so it

hoped that a show of Soviet force on its behalf would keep Iran on the

sidelines.

The treaty of friendship and cooperation signed by the Soviet Union

and Iraq on April 9, 1972, was a landmark in their relationship: it

denoted Xoscow's full support for the Baathist regime and also Baghdad's

readiness to rely on Soviet military and economic assistance and, perhaps

more important, to use the Soviet connection to settle the Kurdish question.

The treaty's significance was soon evident in the stepped-up pace of Soviet

arms transfers (particularly tanks and aircraft) and trade, and the stream

of Soviet technicians and advisers, all of which was extremely important

to the Baathist government. Thus, for example, when Iraq nationalized

the Iraqi Petroleum Company the new treaty relationship with Moscow made

it feel more secure about any possible Western reaction.

After the October War, Baghdad resumed diplomatic relations with Iran,

which cut back its assistance to the Kurds. This Iraqi diplomatic

campaign was a prelude to concentrating on ending the Kurdish challenge

by force if necessary and on terms less lenient than those set forth in

the agreement of March 11, 1970.

* 4.)
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As Soviet relations with the Baath improved and as the ICP drew closer

to the Saath, agreeing on July 17, 1973 (after some pressure from Moscow),

to join the National Progressive Front organized and led by the Baath,

Moso'ow's impatience with the deterioration in relations between General

Barzani's KDP and the ICP grew. The Soviet leadership tried unsuccessfully

to mediate. 70/ Barzani's purge of Kurdish Communists, reluctance to join

the front and acceptance of aid from pro-Western sources angered Moscow.

His uncompromising position may have been the final straw that led Moscow

to write off the KDP and accept the inevitability of a military solution

to the Kurdish problem. Moscow had no choice, given its desire to consolidate

state-to-state relations with Iraq, but to conply with the Baath's requests

for military assistance.

Saddam Hussein Takriti, vice-president of the RRC and deputy secretary-

general of the Baath, visited the USSR on February 24-25, 1974, undoubtedly

to ensure Soviet support in the likely event that the Kurds rejected the

government's offer of autonomy. On the fourth anniversary of the 1970

agreement, the government announced a watered-down plan for Kurdish self-rule,

which, as Baghdad expected, Barzani termed inadequate. Thereafter heavy

fighting began anew. To add to the complexities cf the situation, a Zew

weeks earlier there had been border clashes between Iraqi and Iranian troops

that reversed the short-lived improvement in relations and threatened to

complicate the Kurdish campaign, as well as to trigger hostilities between

the two long-term regional rivals.

i
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Calculations in Bcghdad and Moscow

Though long a partisan of the Kurds, Moscow could not remain indifferent

to the government's needs without zisking its evolving special relation

Lwith the Iraqi 3aathists. It knew that a Kurdish revolt t'-eatened the

stability of a regime whose predecessors had fallen because of this

intractable issue and might undermine all that the Soviet-Iraqi relation-

ship had brought Moscow; namely, close ties with an important country in

the Persian Gulf area; access to the port of Umm Qas, whose significance

for Moscow was political rather than military (not only is the port poorly

equipped to repair modern vessels, but its location at the closed end of

the gulf limits its value in times of crisis); participation of the ICP in

the government; expanded economic ties and an important role in the

exploitation of Iraq's rich oil fields; a lucrative market for Soviet arms,

with payment in oil; and an opportunity to improve relations with both

Iraq and Iran, thereby creating a more favorable strategic environment for

*the advancement of Soviet objectives in the region as a whole. The demands

of Moscow were not excessive, the rewards could be significant--Etrategically,

politically, and economically--and the risks of involvement were less than

those of noninvolvement.

Baghdad exploited Moscow's dilemma, knowing the Ktemlin preferred a

political solution but would in the interests of better relations with

the Baath reluctantly go along with a military solution rather than allow the

Kurds and their "imperialist" supporters (Iran and covert U.S. assistance)

to threaten the Soviet position in the country. By increasing its arms

purchases from the Soviet Union and thereby its dependence, the Baath further

assured itself of expanded Soviet involvement.
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By supporting the Baath, Moscow hoped to prevent a war between Iraq

and Iran; it also expected that Baghdad's need to draw on Soviet support

would help increase Soviet influence on the Baathists and, at the same

time, impress upon the Kurds thL futility of fighting and the need to

compromise. The seriousness with which the Kremlin viewed the situation

may be deduced from the visit to Baghdad in late March 1974 of Defense

Ministar Andrei Grechko and Minister of the Interior Nikolai Shchelokov,

one to talk abcut military requirements, the other presumably to share

intelligence information on the Kurds and on internal security. Throughout

the spring and early summer, the Soviet media counseled the Kurdish

leadership not to isolate itself from "progressive forces in the country and

abroad" and to consider that "a bad peace was better than a good quarrel."

Reports of Bartani's quest for arms in the West and the determination

with which the Baath pushed its military preparations, even while it

left open the offer of a settlement to Barzani, meant that Moscow could

not equivocate on Baghdad's requests for assistance.

Though detailed information of Iraq's purchases and military buildup

is difficult to obtain, it is kor that Soviet arms shipments, heavy

throughout 1972 and 1973, increased in 1974. Iraqi tarnka lost in the October

War were replaced with newer models, and the Soviet Union also supplied "the

FrR surface-to-surface missile in 1974, a reflection of the growing Iranian

threat as well as the escalating post-October War rearmament among the

combatant states." 71/ In late May Soviet ships unloadcd SAMs in Umm Qasr,

possibly to protect Iraqi troops against Iranian air strikue. 72/ Moreover,

-
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as the Iraqi army prepared a major offensive, Soviet air power played, an

important part. The Kurds claimed that Soviet pilots were assuming

operational responsibilities at the Kirkuk air base, "the starting point

for Iraci Air Force bombing raids on Kurdish villages," 73/ The accusation

was plausible. Soviet TU-22 supersonic bombers had appeared in Iraq as far

back as October 1973. 74/ A year later, Western intelligence sources

reported MIG-23 fighter-bombers being used against the Yurds. 75/ British

journalists wrote of TU-16 reconnaissance flights over Pesh Merga (as

Kurdish rebels called themselves) lines, 76/ yet Iraq was not known to have

any pilots trained to fly the advanced MIGs or Tupolevs. The Russians could

have calculated that willingness to use their personnel in support of the

Iraqi offensive would appear as a commitment to the Iraqi regime and would

give the shah pause for reassessment of direct Iranian involvement on behalf

of the Kurds. The risks to Moscow were minimal, given the very limited

commitment of pilots and planes and their minor rolt in the fighting.

Compared to the attention devoted to the Egyptian-Syrian-Israeli sector

of the Middle East the Soviet press's treatment of developments in Iraq was

modest. But the message was clear; the right wing of the KDP, urged on

by imperialist forces, was to blame for the resumption of military operations

by isolating itself from progressive forces in the country and abro&d.

The nearest thing to a definitive Soviet statement was the assessment made

by Lev Tolkunov, editor-in chief of IzvestiyaIn one of a series of articles

that he wrote on he Middle East in late July and early August 1974. 77/

'Re commended the Traqi leadership for taking the road of progressive socioeconomic

!2
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transformation, expressed concern over the separatist Kurdish movement

that was being incited by external forces, and emphasized the 1972 treaty

that seved the common interests of the two countries.

At about that time the Iraqi offensive against the Kurds had advanced

farther than any had before, squeezing the Kurds into a narrowing strip along

the Iranian border. However, the Iraqis could not achieve victory because

Iranian protective artillery barrages and supplies of antitank missiles

and ammunition stiffened Kurdish resistance. With the weather worsening

and the Iranians apparently willing to escalate their involvement, the Baath

feared another indecisive campaign and pressed Moscow for additional

assistance. In late September, in closely spaced visits, Iraq's foreign

minister and its chief of staff each went to Moscow to discuss ways of

"strengthening cooperation and friendship." A month later, First Secretary

of the ICP Aziz Muhammad, a Kurd elected to his post in 1964 and strongly

identified with Moscow and ICP participation in the National Progressive

Front, met with Politburo member Boris N. Ponomarev. The report in Pravda

*indicated that Aziz Muhammad emphasized the importance of the ICP-Baath

cooperation and the front's progressive line in pressing socioeconomic reforms

and a solution to the Kuidish problem, 78/ and presumably backed Baghdad's

request for additional arms. He may also have alerted Soviet leaders that

the ICP's prospects would be endangered if the Baath position was weakened

as a result of failure against the Kurds.

SThe constant Iraqi pressure led Moscow to send Army Chief of Staff

and Deputy Minister Viktor Kulikov to Baghdad on November 27 to assess the

situation firsthand. The trip followed on the heels of a state visit to the

.5 *,*'-
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Soviet Union by the shah (November 18 to 23), durinig which the Iraqi-

Iranian situation had been discussed. Less than two months later, Beirut

newspapers reported that Iraq and the Soviet Union had concluded their

largest arms agreement to date. 79/ What decided the issue for Moscow is

not known: whether the breakdown in December of secret Iraqi-Iranian talks

in Istanbul, the downing of two Soviet aircraft by Iranian missiles supplied

by the United States, 80/ the growing strain on the capability of the Baath,

which was forced to call up reserve officers in their midthirties to

continue the campaign, or the indications that covert U.S. support was

sustaining the Kurdish revolt. 81/ However, on January 13, 1975, a few

days before the arms agreement was reported to have been signed, an article

in Pravda accused the CIA, in cooperation with Israel, of having stirred up

the Kurdish revolt, strongly implying that Moscow was disturbed by the

American attempt to undermine a Soviet client through regional proxies. 82/

Whatever the considerations that weighed most heavily with Moscow, the

buildup of Iraqi armed forces proceeded quickly and included, among other

things, improved artillery of all calibers, SCUD missiles, MIGs, and

additional Soviet advisers. 83/ Soviet shipi nts resulted in a noticeable

increase in Iraqi military capability by late spring 84/ and, combined with

*the sorties by Soviet-piloted MIG-23 aircraft, played a crucial role in

the settlement reached between Saddam Hussein and thp shah on March 5, 1975.

Apparently, the expanded Soviet involvement had made the shah uneasy about

the consequences of a protracted conflict and amenable to a settlement in

which the Kurds were the dispensable pawns.

!)
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The View from Teheran

The Iraqi-Iranian settlement, which took place at a meeting of the

Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries in Algiers, transformed

the political environment and doomed the Kurdish revolt. Although the Kurds

were not specifically mentioned in the communique issued by Saddam Hussein

and the shah on March 6, 1975, the reference to the restoration of

"security and mutual confidence along their joint borders" and the

maintenance by both sides of "strict and effective control over their

joint borders in order to put a final end to all subversive infiltration

from either side" meant that the Kurds could no longer obtain Iranian arms

or sanctuary. 85/ The shah made peace, abandoning the Kurds, because he

obtained desired border adjustments (especially of the Shatt al-Arab

River) and an end to aniti-Iranian activity on Iraqi territory, and because

he was concerned about the grcwing Soviet involvement. 86/ During his

visit c' the USSR in November 1974, he had heard Soviet President Nikolai

Podgorny declare, "We must say outright that the tension existing in

relations between Iran and Iraq is not in the interests of peace," and call

for a settlement by the parties themselves. To this the shah had replied:

"I would only observe that if in its relations with us Iraq will adopt the

same position which you, our great neighbor, observe in your relations with

us, and will refrain from following with such addiction the legacy of

British imperialism, there will be no problem between us In this matter." 87/

In the fighting in late 1974 and early 1975, Iran had provided a much-needed

boost to the Kurds and stymied the Baath offensive. But this had resulted

in stepped-up Soviet arms deliveries and involvement that were especielly
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The View from Teheran

The Iraqi-Iranian settlement, which took place at a meeting of the

Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries in Algiers, transformed

the political environment and doomed the Kurdish revolt. Although the Kurds

were not specifically mentioned in the communique issued by Saddam Hussein

and the shah on March 6, 1975, the reference to the restoration of

"security and mutual confidence along their joitt borders" and the

maintenance by both sides of "strict and effective control over their

joint borders in order to put a final end to all subversive infiltration

from either side" meant that the Kurds could no longer obtain Iranian arms

or sanctuary. 85/ The shah made peace, abandoning the Kurds, because he

obtained desired border adjustments (especially of the Shatt al-Arab

River) and an end to anti-Iranian activity on Iraqi territory, and because

he was concerned about the grcwing Soviet involvement. 86/ During his

visit cz' the USSR in November 1974, he had heard Soviet President Nikolai

Podgorny declare, "We must say outright that the tension existing in

relations between Iran and Iraq is not in the interests of peace," and call

for a settlement by the parties themselves. To this the shah had replied:

"I would only observe that if in its relations with us Iraq will adopt the

same position which you, our great neighbor, observe in your relations with

us, and will refrain from followinE with such addiction the legacy of

British imperialism, there will be no problem between us In this matter," 87/

In the fighting in late 1974 and early 1975, Iran had provided a much-needed

boost to the Kurds and stymied the Baath offensive. But this had resulted

in stepped-up Soviet arms deliveries and involvement that were especially
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worrying because the delivery of SCUD missiles and MIG-23s--both handled

ty Soviet crews--seemed to the shah more a potential threat to Iran than an

element in the campaign againec the Rurds.88/ This heightened the shah's

uneasiness, so that when the Baath agreed to settle the Iraqi-Iranian dispute

on terms favorable to Iran, he seized the opportunity.

Outcomes

Moscow was pleased by the Iraqi-Iranian agreement. A month earlier

it had noted with concern the seriousness of the border clashes and,

reminding the shah of Podgorny's comment the previous November,'had urged

a peaceful settlement. 89/ The Baath had solidified its internal position

as a result of timely Soviet support, and prospects for Soviet-Iraqi relations

seemed bright. Iraq would still require Soviet weapons, thus providing

Moscow with needed hard currency though its leverage with a less dependent

client was reduced. The far-reaching character of the agreement may have

come as something of a surprise, but without doubt it was Moscow's willingness

to back the Baath that had, in great measure, been responsible for its

advantageous outcome. The elimination of territorial and political irritants

from the Iraqi-Iranian relationship meant that Moscow, not having to take

sides with one against the other in an armed conflict, could proceed with

its policy of improving relations with both countries.

Though the superpowers have long-term interests in the Persian Gulf,

their rivalry has so far only marginally affected the policies of the

local actors. What was new for the area in the 1974-75 Kurdish affair, and

what is of possible significance for the future, was the crucial role that

the Soviet Union played in inducing the countries--each of which looked to a



different superpower for backing--to settle their differences rather than

risk an escalation that might lead them to seek intervention by superpower

patrons. Escalation of the local conflict would certainly have intensified

the superpowers' rivalry in the region, which, in turn, would have limited

the local actors independence of action and wrought major changes in the

region's political-strategic character.

Since the incident, Soviet relations with Iraq have been far from close;

indeed, since early 1978 they have deteriorated noticeably. Moscow's vital

security interests are only minimally involved in the area, and its main

political relationship is still with Iraq. It remains Iraq's principal arms

supplier (for cash) and is likely to continue to for the foreseeable

future. Nevertheless, the Baath has a policy of diversification and makes
large ams purchases from France, much to Moscow's annoyance.90/

Soviet naval vessels may call regularly at Umm Qasr but have to obtain

permission for each port visit; and although Soviet aircraft en route to

Aden (where arms were transhipped to Ethiopia) were permitted to refuel in

Baghdad, this convenience was interrupted in the spring of 1978 because of

policy differences over Eritrea--hardly a solid base for projecting power

or influence in the gulf. In short there is no Soviet military presence

in Iraq that can be described as in a privileged position. If anything, the

Baath has kept its political and military distance from Moscow and gone

its own way in the Arab-Israeli conflict, Arab world affairs, and the Horn

of Africa, where it supports the Eritrean sep~ris sts and the Somalis

against the Soviet-backed Ethiopian regime. Wscow shows the flag with its

* port visits to convey its poli:ical interest in, and capability for, helping

client states. Thus far, hcoever, these visits have been mainly symbolic;
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they have not required the United States to do anything more than maiixtain

its minor presence at the Jubair facility on Bahrain. Despite its important

! f economic ties with 1raq, Moscow is less than pleased at seeing Iraqis

enormous oil wealth being exchanged for Western technology and equipment.

Iraqi Communists, though represented in the Baath government, are carefully

circumscribed. Moscow must also be upset by the growing strain that

developed when the Soviet embassy in Baghdad was forced to relocate because

of Iraqi suspicion of Soviet electronic eavesdropping on official deliber-

ations in government buildings and when twenty-one Iraqi 'Communists were

executed for setting up party cells in the army. 91/ None of this augurs

well for future Soviet-Iraqi relations.

Had Moscow not helped the Baath, its position would probably have been

much less favorable: a weakened Baat'j might have cracked dowm on the ICP,

or worse still, it might have been deposed and replaced by a Western-

oriented regime. If Iran had been allowed to turn the tide in favor of

the Kurds, an American-supported client would have humbled a Soviet one,

which would have been galling to Moscow. As matters turned out, Moscow

has been able to pursue a political, economic, and military relationship

with Iraq and at the same time maintain an improving economic relationship

with Iran.
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Conclusion

Whien assessing the political utility of the Soviet use of

armed forces, it is important not to impute to Soviet leaders

yardsticks of success and failure that seem reasonable or compelling

to us; for in diplomacy the success of a policy inheres not only

in palpable increments but also in the value the party involved

attributes to the overall consequences of its policy. Of the latter

precious little is known. Given Moscow's far-ranging and increasingly

detertnined pursuit of a number of simultaneous objectives in the Arab

East-- from undermining pro-Western governments and the position of

the West to securing a presence for itself, promoting the noncapitalist

path of development, and aspiring to the formerly British role of

arbiter of regional conflicts--its use of military force was a

logical extension of the foreign aid that initiated P-nd sustained its

developing relations with the courted Arab countries. In each of

the cases examined, the Soviet Union expected that committing its

armed forces to an objective that was important to the client would

result in closer ties. And in the short run that is what happened.

If relations later soured or failed to live up to Soviet expectations

because of unanticipated and unforeseeable developments over which

Moscow had no control, that is not reason enough to fault the policy

it followed.

In all three cases, there appear to be a number of similarities

in the Soviet use of armed forces as a political instrument. First,

J
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cie D5Th;R supported the legitimate government of a nation-state and

acted '.n defense of national sovereignty and territorial integrity.

Each of the three governments--Egypt, Sudan, and Iraq--faced, in

varying degrees, a major crisis that threatened its stability and

prospective tenure in office and saw in Soviet military support a

means to surmount its difficulty. Second, the Soviet Union did not

initiate the offers but acted in response to requests for military

support and for the Soviet personnel needed for the effective use

of Soviet armaments. Though Moscow did not offer Soviet combat

forces, it was not reluctant to supply them, presumably anticipat-ng

additional political advantage and the influence assumed to flow

therefrom. Third, the Soviet government provided the arms and advisers

on a government-to-government basis. The arrangements were made through

regular diplomatic channels and touched on all aspects of the relation-

ship, from the signing of the agreements through the scheduling of

deliveries to the use of the assistance provided.

Fourth, notwithstanding their military character, the three

recipient governments were deemed to be "progress ive", an imprimatur

bestowed primarily because of their policy of opposing "Imperialism"

(the United States), not because of their internal reforms or platforms.

Perhaps some weight was given to their professed commitment to

"socialism," but pragmatism, not doctrine, shaped Soviet re3ationships

with them. Hotwever, to bring Ideological formulations into approximate

concordance with Soviet support of certain regimes and with evolving

political and socio-economic phenomena in the third world milieu,

-AM124
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Soviet analysts did devote considerable attention to detailed

elaborations on the character of the "class struggle" in developing

countries.

Fifth, the deployment of armed forces was necessary to maintain

Moscow's credibility as a patron. If it was marginal in the Sudan

and quite important in 3raq, it was essential in Egypt. Without it

Moscow could not have hoped to fashion a special relationship or to

receive military privileges. Refusal would have jeopardized--certainly

in the case of Egypt and possibly of Iraq--the very existence of

regimes favorably disposed toward the Soviet Union and would have

discouraged prospective clients from turning to Moscow. Whether

interpreted as a lack of capability, a reluctance to engage in protractd

and costly rivalry with the United States, or a sign of political

diffidence, refusal would undoubtedly have doomed Soviet ambitions in

the Arab East and left the field to the United States. In the case

of Egypt, Moscow demonstrated that it was prepared to go to hitherto

uncharted lengths to protect its client from defeat, including a

crisis with its global adversary. Because of Soviet actions In 1970,

the United States should not have been surprised by what Moscow did

in October 1973 in the Middle East, and later in Angola and the Horn

of Africa.

Sixth, Moscow was not lavish or indiscriminate in its largesse.

Each time, the armed forces committed by Moscow were appropriate to

the threat facing the client; they were prudently deployed to achieve

limited military-political ende without unnecessarily alarming the
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United States or precipitating a superpower confrontation; overall,

they were satisfactory to the client; and they were effective (in

Egypt and Iraq) in signaling the adversaries of Moscow's cll.ent

states to reconsider the implications of their behavior. In all

three instances, Soviet actions avoided military overkill and showed

a keen appreciation of the local situation and of the regional and

global implications of the involvement.

Seventh, in all three cases, air defense and air power were

the most effective types of military assistance rendered by the

Soviet Union.

Finally, the USSR took care, generally speaking, to send,

maintain, and use its armed forces in accordance with the client's

wishes and without making the indigenous leaders fearful of domestic

meddling. The task set was discreetly accomplished or facilitated,

with minimum publicity and internal dislocation, and with no attempt

to blackmail the client for concessions.

Comparative analysis also highlights the USSR's ability to

respond flexibly and to graduate its assistance according to the

needs and potentialities o; different situations. First, in Egypt,

where the Soviet Union showed a willingness to lend military support

to a client enmeshed in a major interstate conflict, it made a major

commitment of combat forces upwards of 20,000 men, including pilots,

missile and radar operators, and a full logistical complement. By

contrast, in Sudan and Iraq, where the Soviet Union responded to

insurgencies directed against its clients, the numbers were small, the J

equipment manned by Soviet troops was highly restricted, and the
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circumstances of their use were such that Soviet personnel were

seldom in serious danger. The great disparity in force levels

and combat participation make the Egyptian case qualitaLively

different.

Second, the inequalities in forces committed was in proportion

to the political stakes involved. Egypt, the most important target

of Soviet strategy in the Arab East, was being fiercely battered by

Israeli airpower. An immediate, large rescue operation was essential

to secure the prime Arab client and to safeguard the strategic

advantages already realized in Egypt. By contrast, the situations

in Sudan and Iraq were less alarming. Neither regime was threatened

by a pro-Western rival or apt to turn away from Moscow should

assistance be denied, but each was being internally challenged by

a fractious minority that was supported, however circuitously, by

pro-Western forces intent on weakening an anti-Western Arab state.

Moscow's response was to assist the soliciting government.

Third, only in the casc of Egypt did the Soviet-American

relationship significantly and unmistakably enter the picture. The

Soviet government committed its armed forces not only to protect a

beleaguered client, but also to signal the United States that it would

not tolerate the defeat of its client at the hands of a U.S.-backed

adversary. Undoubtedly this was intended to nudge the United States

into taking steps to restrain Israel more than it had. In Iraq, on

the other hand, the Baath "as not threatened from without nor was a
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superpower clash of interests directly at issue, though behind the

moves of the Soviet Union and the United States was a web of tangential

geostrategic considerations. In Sudan there was no superpower

competition of any consequence, and Soviet forces played a minimal

role throughout.

Fourth, the regional *ontext of each of the three cases was

quite different. In Sudan and Iraq developments unfolded without

relation to the Arab-Israeli conflict, though marginal Israeli

connections could be adduced from aid given the Anyanyas through

Uganda and Ethiopia, and from the transshipment to the Kurdish rebels

via Iran of Soviet arms captured in the June War. The crisis in

Sudan stemmed from Black African causes--racial, religious, and

cultural. Events in Iraq bore on Iraqi-Iranian relations, on the

stability of the Baath, and on incipient superpower rivalry in the

Gulf. By contrast, the crisis in Egypt was a direct outgrowth of

the Arab-Israeli conflict, which after the June War put the Soviet

Union fully on the Arab side and brought it into open military rivalry

with the United States in the Arab East. There may well be a long-

term strategy underlying Moscow's behavior, but the specific responses

of the Kremlin iv these three cases were shaped by each crisis itself

and not by any discernible linkage between them. Finally, whereas

Moscow's decision to help Sudan and Iraq may have blen made with

some consideration of the brightening prospects of local Communists,

that factor never entered into the Egyptian case.
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It has been said of Middle Eastern politics that nothing

fails like success. io paraphrase another epigram, the road to

political disaffection is paved with good deeds. In pursuit of

iegional objeztives and in support of progressive Arab governments,

Moscow usoi its military power well, showing its understanding of

the specific circumstaces of each crisis and the realities of the

Soviet-American relationship. The Soviet armed forces helped Egypt

and Iraq to achieve their desired outcomes and to frustrate the bid

of U.S. proteges for local advantage. In all three cases, they

helped pave the way for further Soviet penetration. Yet for all that,

they could not prevent abrupt political turnabouts. They could help

courted countries but not secure Soviet influence. In third world

settings, there is no safeguard against the unanticipated by-products

of complex domestic and regional interplay, short of the colonial-style

occupation that is counterproductive in today's international system.

Changes of leadership 4nd policy in developing countries can undo

overnight the most elaborately planned Soviet presence.

In the Arab East, Soviet leaders relearned what they had

*, first found out in Indonesia in 1965 and Ghana in 1966; namely,

that they could help a third .vrld country achieve certain objectives

and themselves benefit in several ways from an expanded presence in

the country and from changes in the configuration of power in the

region, but that their ability to manipulate the country's internal

or foreign policy was limited. Nor were they able to wield influence

commensurate with the amount of aid rendered or the size of their armed
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forces in the country. The scope for initiative or leverage was

proscribed because the Soviet leadership was unable to project

power directly and fully into the political system of the target

country.

Moscow has also learned that any policy depending for its

success on the exercise of direct influence is bound to meet

difficulty, frustration, and probably failure. There is a point

beyond which Soviet influence cannot consolidate without occasioning

a countervailing resistance from the United States, from the target

itself, or from the region as a whole. A strong Soviet position in

one country can adversely affect Soviet relations with that country's

rival. Thus, when the Russians seemed to be entrenching themselves

in Iraq, their relations with Iran cooled; and when relations with

Iran showed improvement, Iraq grew suspicious. The area's internal

rivalries restrict the Soviet Union's ability to develop lasting,

close relationships.

The Soviet Union showed great skill in the exercise of

influence over Middle Eastern protagonists in the Iraqi crisis.

It used a limited display of -military force to forestall a possible

regional conflict without alienating either party- each of which

it wanted to cultivate-while still facilitating the domestic

objective of its Baarhist client. This was an expression of superpower

influence in its most sophisticated form. It demonstrated that

Moscow knew how to restrain the behavior of a client state and the

otate's adversary thriough the deliberate and limited use of its

armed forces. If there is a lesson to be learned from this experince

it is that a superpower can restrain behavior mure easily than it
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can compel action. But even the ability to restrain cannot be

counted on, since the conditions of a given situation may limit

the patron's ability to bring its power to bear in an effective

way.

Strategic, militaty, and political considerations pertaining

to Soviet national ambitions in the Arab East and global rivalry

with the United States, as in the case of Egypt, may be a

sufficiently accurate explanation of the Soviet decision to

furnish armed forces. Nonetheless, Moscow's inclination to be

slightly more solicitous and responsive to the wishes of Arab

clients when their Communist parties are permitted to benefit from

the "progressive" course of internal transformation, as in the

case of Sudan and Iraq, should not be ruled out. Ideology may not

be an imperative of Soviet foreign policy, but neither is it always

an irrelevancy.

Moscow has learned to live with "failure," to accept the

limits of its influence, and to recognize that constraints and

disadvantages are concomitants of initiatives and benefits. The

period of the early establishment of a presence and accumulation

of privileged positions having passed, Moscow now finds that future

gains are costly, difficult, uncertain, and limited. The more it

becomes involved, the more it tries to exercise influence over

beneficiaries and clients, the more it arouses nationalist resentment

and resistance. Moscow knows this. Yet recent Soviet behavior

I
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indicates there is no wavering from the foivard policy adopted in

:he mid-195Cs, The leadership may ha' e realized that influence-

.'uildiig 'n the Ar- i wo Ild is ar. er.'-Jy b,.i.iness, but it continues

to give s',ipport armd to do so c . ti,'st ,ntial scvI.e, convinced that

'%t can b..nefit from tht. 4 .,, i a ,i oome Arab policies, a spin-

• ff of .hc k.ab-1sr,.'_ , pressure of Aab oil policy

-)r4 the ~~:Lz e~.onfLM the aran.

oscow per;s'v, ppe t, o i, ,hai: it perceives to be

.... '.". t .". .Nn erhfr Tatior,41 ization

or strat, gt: .!-. "-: wi l t!.aes to .ny ,tie co: and to

PlceIua.. "i ,1" ."n ,..':..- .",; lent.4 r-term pers.ictive ic

.indis!"itble, al , : i -.. -. an 9...iguois political statement.

1'. accirate, the forS'.'g hat, a r-.tbe of implications for

Jucur,. , f. i'-;l',v and defenxs:. "px-liy and behavior. First, interest

in the tfiddle Zk-s'l 't be ".;ief'wed as a permanent featuire of Sovi.et

foreign policy. Reflecting more Than Moscow's understandable ccncern

about the secu,;i ity of tJs s,)t,' ern flank, this interest encompasses

the 4ntire Arar world aud conetiti :es *iy.; ;.ension of the U.S.-

Sovi t adversary reiationship 1r, Europe and the Far East. For

reaso:is .that have proed compelli g to a generation of Soviet leaders,

the Arab 12asl is conceived of as a v qst strategic preserwe in which

the pote nt-.a, returm,. ived to warrant a sustained, intensive

pattern ot intcractlon. De.:ice *tba-ks, disappo.itntents, and

irxitatio.ns, K'.scow considers the changes in the Middle East, whose

evolition it has helped shape since its involvement in the mid-1950s, 3
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to have been generally propitious for the advancement of Soviet aims.

However limited its present position in most parts of the Arab world

and however little influence it wields in the formulation of policy

in client states, the Soviet Union is committed to a policy marked

by persistence of purpose and breadth of scope.

Second, the Soviet Union has demonstrateC its ability to

undertake military operations in the third world. What cannot

be doubted any longer is its willingness to use its armed forces

to support clients in the Arab East against external attack,

against internal opposition that is aided from outside and against

pressure from a pro-Western regional rival. Since the June War,

the USSR has poured an enormous amount of weaponry into the Middle

East, not only to help its clients defend themselves, but also to

enable them to pursue policy objectives detrimental to U.S. interests.

Much attention has been devoted by Western analysts to the impressive

buildup of the Soviet navy, yet Soviet air power, air defense systems,

armor, and artillery have overshadowed the naval dimension of

Soviet military power and posed the major threat to Western interests

in the Arab East. Any projection of Soviet force capabilities must

recognize their balanced, multipurpose character. The Soviet

Union possesses the military wherewithal to affect the outcome of

any regional conflict in which it assists its clients.

Third, the Soviet Union's use of armed forces in pursuit of

political objectives in the Arab world has been carefully managed.
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Though not reluctant to defend the security of a client state,

Moscow has been sensitive to U.S. attitudes and interests.

Each of the cases examined demonstrates its readiness to safeguard

the domestic stability of a courted regime; that is, the Soviet

Union has sought merely to preserve or consolidate the position of

the government already in power. The remaining question is whether,

and to what extent, the Soviet leadership is prepared to commit

armed forces to help bring about major changes in regional alignments

or to promote a client's objectives beyond the existing military or

territorial situation.

Fourth, there is a very limited sample for evaluating the

combat effectiveness of the Soviet forces that might be deployed

in a Middle East conflict. Judging by their performance in Egypt in

1970-- the only one of the three countries that engaged large numbers

of Soviet troops in combat conditions--Soviet equipment and personnel

acquitted themselves creditably. It is wise to expect that Soviet

military forces will carry out effectively whatever tasks are assigned

them in any future Middle East operation. An Arab client fully

assisted by the Soviet Union would be a formidable adversary.

Fifth, the Soviet-American rivalry in the Middle East is a

multifaceted struggle in which the military component is only one

variable, though an important one. No single local battle or war

is going to be decisive. Soviet power is not poised tu swoop down

on the area and incorporate large chunks of real estate into the Soviet

imperial system. Like the United States, the Soviet Union covets
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influence, not territory. The superpowers are likely to find

themselves engaged in an endless series of indeterminate mini-

conflicts of varying intensity, apt to spawn sudden upheavals and

mercurial political shifts that may give one or the other super-

power some temporary local advantages. But since their struggle in

the Arab world is not always a zero-sum situation, as events in

Iraq in 1974-75 clearly indicated, the United States need not

always react to seeming Soviet advances or exaggerate Moscow's

ability to bend a dependent client to its will. Dependency is not

synonymous with helplessness. The Soviet (and American) experience

in the third world has repeatedly shown that neither aid nor

military pririleges necessarily bring a superpower influence and

advantage when these ere most desired. A military presence that is

not institutionalized and that can be peremptorily terminated will

4! not assure the political foothold without which no imperial policy

is possible. In thinking about politics and alignments in the

Arab East, one must remember that superpower behavior and ambition

are confined by the uncertainty, the narrow range of feasible options,

and the latent fickleness of local leaders that are the salient

features of the regional landscape.

Sixth, the nuclear relationship between the superpowers operates

on an entirely different plane from their rivalry in third world

regions such as the Middle East. It imposes firm restraints and

changes very slowly, sincc no technological breakthrough affecting

the "essential equivalence" of their deterrent capability is likely.
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But it may be influenced by tension at the substrategic level.

Thus the Soviet military involvement in Egypt in 1970 complicated

efforts to limit nuclear dolivery systems and reach agreement on

a series of other issues. The reduction of tension in the Middle

East in 1972 and up to the Oc.tober War made SAL.T I and far-reaching

economic and technical agreements possible; whereas the serious

friction in the Middle East a-oct Jiack Afr,.ca since late 1973 have

made the process of n oat.-new agreements troublesome.A

Finally, -ince tvier'e s~ r'o. aritic~pating the periodicA

eruptions in the Arab world, U.S. policy must be capable of

responding promptly and effectively to specific crisis situations.I

Soviet leverage ca.e from a readirne.s to exploit: concrete

opporturtities and roi from' any prepackaged design for expansion.

It was e'xercised efectively from a position of growing military

strengvh. Any succes.-Iu1 policy toward a region so important to

the stability and unity of the Western world requires a strong

military capa-I'lity, informed assessments, consensus on policy

objectives, and a Large amount- of luck.

J
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CLapter 12

NAVAL DIPLOMACY IN WEST AFRICAN WATERS

By David K. Hall*

In February 1969 and again in December 1970, the Soviet Union deployed

warships to West African waters -- the first and second such appearances

of Soviet naval power in this region of the world. The first was in response

to Ghana's seizure of two Russian fishing trawlers in October 1968 iniits

territorial waters and subsequent refusal to release the ships and crew because

of their suspected complicity in subversive activitien designed to restore

to power Ghana's former president, Kwame Nkrumah. After four months of

unsuccessful diplomatic and economic pressure by the USSR to secure the

trawlers' release, Moscow dispatched four naval vessels from the Mediterranea'

Sea into the Gulf of Guinea near Ghana. On Marcn 3, with .he Soviet ships

in the area, the Ghanaians released the trawlers and most of the Russian

seamen. On March 4, the Soviet naval contingent left the Gulf of Guinea

for a port visit to Lagos, Nigeria, only to return again on March 1i, On

March 19, the last three Soviet seamen were released and the naval combatants

returned to their Mediterranean fleet. This little-known incident exemplified

both the expanding capability of the Soviet navy to project power into

geograrhical areas far ret.oved from tfle zraditional sphere of Russian -

influence and an increasing willingness on the Soviet Union's part to employ

coercive military threats, despite their accompanying risks, in defense of

such state interests as Russian seamen and property.

The , rc.:,nd appe:rance of Soviet naval vessels in West Africwn waters

occ; red in early December 1570, after Portugal had launched a imall

amphibious attack on Conakry, Guinea, from its African colony of Portuguese

A .
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Guinea. The objectives of this seaborne attack by some 350 soldiers were to

overthrow the government of President Sekou Toure and assassinate the leaders

of the African Party for the Independence of Guinea and Cape Verde (PAIGC),

a highly successful national liberation movement dedicated to ending Portugal's

five centuries of colonial rule in Portuguese Guinea. Since 1960 Toure had

permitted the PAIGC to openly operate its revolutionary schools and

internatioual information activities from the safety of Conakry, and had

allowed PAIGC guerrillas to use Guinea as a sanctuary from the colonial army

in neighboring Portuguese Guinea.

In response to a personal appeal from President Tours for military

defense against future Portuguese attacks, the Soviet Union dispatched a

group of nr 'al combatants to the waters of Portuguese Guinea to deter similar

invasions. From this initial mission of the West Africa Patrol, as it came

to be called in the United States, other Soviet missions in the region soon

followed. Soviet combatants were used to deter and defend against internal

unrest in Guinea, to cultivate political influence with other West African

states, to expand the military facilities made available to the USSR in

Guinea, and to watch the movement of NATO ships in the Atlantic Ocean. Not

only did th* creation of the West Africa Patrol indicate an increased Soviet

willingness to assume some military risks against a member of NATO (Portugal),

but subsequent Soviet military activities in and near Guinea demonstrated how

an initial military deploymnt could serve additional political and strategic

objectives.
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Ghana, 1968-1969

On October 10, 1968, two Russian fishing trawlers whose crews numbered

fifty-two men were forcibly taken into custody by the Ghanaian navy just

inside Ghana's twelve-mile territorial limit. While the seizure might have

been expected to be resolved quickly by the two governments, the event became

instead one of symbolic importance to both sides and precipitated a five-month

dispute.

Soviet Behavior

Although seve'ral analysts of the trawler incident have ascribed the

naval action taken by the USSR in early 1969 to the importance of protecting

Russian seamen and property, this does not fully explain the Soviet response.-
/

Mcc wire has argued that "the Soviet Union has established a fairly consistent

record of accepting the seizure of property and the explusion, and even loss

of personnel, in the interests of longer-term foreign policy objectives. '- /

Moreover, the Soviet naval response to the trawler seizure did not result

simply in the dispatch of ships to the vicinity of Ghana but included the

first Russisn port visits to any West African states -- Guinea and Nigeria.

The full scope of the Russian naval action can be satisfactorily

explained only when viewed in several contexts. The Soviet Union's reaction

to the trawler incident wss conditiaaed by the economic importance of its

fishing industry and maritime trade, tlo- role of maritime activity in its

foreign policy, the navy's growing capability and responsibility for protecting

Soviet maritime interests, and, finally, a number of its political interests

at stake in West Africa in late 1968 and early 1969.
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"In order to use the sea the way the do".," DcGwire has observed,

"Russia has to rely on maritme: stability and the freedom of the seas. ' /

Certainly the prolonged incarceration of saeian fishing trawlers by a minor

African nation could be perceived in Moscow as a challenge to the maritime

law and order on which the nation's fisbine industry and merchant marine

depended. By the late 1960s the fishing indust-:y played a major tole in

Soviet economic life. It had been greatly expanded in the 1950s to help

offset the chronic inadequacies of Soviet agriculture. In the decade follow-

ing 1957 its size was doubled, making it the largest fleet fishing in the

world. The metric tons of fish caught by the Soviet fleet quadrupled during

the 1950s and 1960s. By the beginning of the 1970s about a third of the

animal protein consumed in the USSR came from fish.4-
/

Not only did the Ghanaians' lengthy impoundment of the two trawlers

present a threat to an important sector of the Soviet economy; it also

struck at a significant instrument of Russian foreign policy. The fishing

industry was important to Soviet relations with the developing w3rld; Moscow

used gifts of fishing vessels, man-made portsand navigational training as

an effective form of foreign aid in a hungry world. Aid of this type helped

oxpand Soviet international trade with third world countries and frequently

gave the USSR access to port facilities in the nations sided. Since technical

assistance was ordinarily required for the effective transfer of new fishing

industry technology, initial gifts were often followed by Soviet administrators

and technicians. Access to foreign ports and foreign waters had national

security implications as well, for Soviet fishing fleers i&w'rkn strategic

areac of the globe were likely to include one or two trawlsr specially fitted

for intelligence work.5/

A")
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The role f .f maxitime m:1'vity .s a "state interest" affecting military

p anning was fo.etalliy ctvledged durtung te late 1960s, as the growing

godet abiLty to pprjct zliri'ry pov-4,: abroad led to the contemplation of

new missions that both neces6itatod and rAtioalized increased defense

tupendituyres. 1,1 1967, tbe cz.anrde% o the Soviet navy, Admiral S. G.

Gorshkov, publicly otated tha "I% .h thb, groY*.h of the economic power of the

Sovi,.t 'Jn. oc, its intr'es . on tl-.. i vs tind oceans are expanding to an ever

gTeater degrea, w.d ',oaseque:4!.y M jequilxeaents nre laid on the Navy to

defend them from ..mp±a.,.t Wc'a n / wo days after the Ghanaian

stizure-..a3.though apparently wl.thc,:.t reference to it--another Soviet

c,-. :atoo: observed that 'thE.. main ta.k of Soviet ships in interna,-ional

water3 . is to de'eAd the worl" of the Ooviet merchant marine, which today

is vubjocted ever~hmere t-I d!.v,:t pxov:,catlons and attacks by aircraft and

ships of . perialst .tae.'./

The Soviet navy etablistLment may well. hate beeome sensitized to the new

challenges i: facd i.z the "prawn *?ar," which occurred during July 1968 in the

Gulf of Carpent.'4ia b.tieev. the ,Sovie,. ship 3a,:n and Australian fishermen.

The Ya t alectronic. sctiorn gi .r, capable of luarvesting antire prawn

beds, vas azc.sed of , the lihmilhood of hundreds of Australian

fishermna antd To . Iteo 1:- piL-,ly ( ,aisul esfforts to block Soviet fishing

in Ausr.I).-Z W . ha Soviet navy cotld not be expected to choose

AuitralU as thrk. ftr,t taF.ol &gai%,nt which to defend the sanctity of Soviet
.property ';s id tij- fr'iodem of se.h a es, Moscow was increasingly prepared

to erert its poi.xr , le si impoosii antagonists, 8 !
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tj
The USSR's response to the trawler incident was conditioned not only by

general concern about economic, foreign policy, and military matters, but

gso by the recent history of its involvement in Africa. Soviet policy

toward Africa during the 1950s and early 1960s had been predicated on

Khrushchev's optimism about African socialist development and an African

foreign policy favoring the USSR in its competition with the Western powers.

Ghana's Kwame Nkrumah, Guinea's Sekou Toure, and Mali's Modibo Kei!-. proved

to have policy positions quite compatible with Soviet preferences on a number

of major international issues dividing the East and West, such as Algeria,

the Congo, nuclear disarmament, reorganization of the UN, and the role of

national liberation movements. As a result, these more radical West African

leaders were given special attention and support during the Khrushchev

years.-

Soviet trade credits were extended to Ghana, Guinea, and Mali; this

helped bridge the economic gap left by the discontinuation of preferential

t:reatment by Western Europe. Russian and Eastern European technicians helped

pr'ovide ecoomic planning, management of s.a-e enterpri'es, and military

trz-tning, l.indreds of West Africans were sent to the USSR for technical,

military, and ideological training. A modest number of jet fighters, military

transports, tanks, od patrol boats were transferred by Moscow to provide

the ruOLetts of a modera krmed force. In successive years, Toure, Nkrumah,

wa id 74-ita were honored rd.tb the Lenin Peace Prize.10

If the Khrushchev, yirs were marked by the optimistic search for "African

Cubas," the post-Khrushhitv vra was one of pragmatic adjustment to the internal

weaknesses of raical c-IJ.Lt: a,. a broadening definition of Soviet interests
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in sub-Saharan Africa. The ethnic kaleidescope of black Africa proved poor

material for the national mobilization requisite to rapid socialist develop-

ment. Nkrumah and Toure emerged as erratic and repressive leaders. Falling

Russian expectations helped cushion somewhat the psychological blow of

Nkrumah's overthrow in February 1966--a coup that came about despite the

efforts of numerous Soviet security advisers and a Soviet-trained presidential

guard. "Within a week of the copp d'etat," writes Legvold,

the new regime had sent all 620 Soviet techmicians
and teachers packing. Their ouster removed nearly
the entire staff of Ghana's medi,-al school (25),
one third of all the qualified secondary educators
in mathematics and science (125), 54 advisers
attached to the .inistry of Defense, 200 workers
at the Tamale airbase, 47 geologists, th. staff
of four state farms, 27 technicians completing
atomic-research facilities and technicians
aiding with a variety of other projects such as
a fish-processing complex, a concrete panel
factory, and so on. ii/

There soon followed a series of otbar Ghanaian acts that added insult to

the Russian injury. lu March 1967 Ghana charged the Soviet Union with

smuggling arms into the country on the freighter Pistna. Ghanaian medical

students returning from the USSR were denied licenses on the grounds 
that

their training was inadequate. On August 23, 1968, a Soviet plane carrying

passenger. from Conakry, Guinea, to Moscow intruded into Ghanaian airspace

and was forcew. to land. Relatious were further strained by Ghana's sharp

criticism of the USSR's invasion of Czechoslowakia. The seizure of the

Soviet trawlers on October 12 was the latest in a series of 
acts that infuriated

Soviet officials. L2_ I
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In the aftermath of the Nkrumah coup, Soviet theoreticians were quick J

to note that many of the personal weakneases that had brought down their

Ohanaian client were not fully shared by Mali's Keit*. (The absence of

similar observations regarding Toure reflected the perpetually troubled

state of Guinean politics.) Pravda's West African correspondent emphasized

that Fali's leaders had centralized power against reactionary elements,

seized the initiative in economic development, and seen the imortance of

eliminating inefficient state enterprises.-L In fact, as Legvold says, "in

the circumstances it is hard to imagine what more any African regime could

have done to satisfy Soviet expectations.'l_

It was therefore a cruel blow to the USSR when Keita's reign was cut

short by a military coup oa November 19, 1968--a month after Ghana's seizure

of the Soviet trawlers. The chief African commentator for Izvestiya sadly

observed that military coups "have become almost common-place phenomena in

Africa" and that these events "redound to the interests of the former

metropolitan country, i.e., to the interests of neocolonialism."
15/

Yvents in Mali had the effect both of heightening the symbolic importance

of the remaining "radical" leader in West Africa-Guinea's Sekou Toure--

and of shifting Soviet policy in Africa further toward a pragmatic course that

stressed the inherent importance of each nation rather than the ideological

purity of regime policy. While Soviet relations with Guinea had been

tumultuoue since that state's independence in 1958, Tourz remained the only

Vest African leader unshakably co-itted to revolutionary socialism and a

frequent supporter of Soviet positions. As a sign of the two governments'

conwln interests, Guinea had been chosen by the USSR for the first joint

meeting of Eastern Zuropew, and African trade union leaders, to be held
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in Conakry in March 1969. Yet the fragility of Toure's continued rule was

apparent to Moscow. In a January 24, 1969, broadcast to Africa, Radio

Moscow likened the current situation in Guinea to that in pre-coup Ghana

and Mali: in each instance, it argued, too much attention was given to

politics at the expense of economilc development and too much power was

concentrated in the hands of one manl
6/

The USSR's increasingly pragmatic and opportunistic approach to West

African affairs was most clearly demonstrated in its reaction to the Nigerian

civil war being waged at the time of the trawler incident. When Great

Britain and other Western powers refused in 1967 to provide the Nigerian

central government with modern weapons for its fight against the seccessionist

Ibo tribe, Moscow seized the chance for influence by agreeing to sell and

service some two dozen MIG-17 fighters and other military equipment. It

followed this sale with its usual long-term trade agreements, student exchange

programs, and cultural tours.17/

The importance of the trawlers to the Kremlin--or some bureaucratic

element thereof--because of their possible use in covert intelligence

operations must be a matter for speculation. Durii.g the months following

Nkrumah's overthrow. Moscow had officially dissociated itself from his radio

appeals from Guinea, where he was in exile, for a Ghanaian revolt against the

military. 1i8 Moscow denied "slanderous allegations" that it was providing

arms to Nkrumah's followers in Guinea. But events officially testified to

by former Nkrumah guards during the investigation of the trawler incident

cast serious doubt on Soviet denials. Several Ghanaians who had followed

Nkrumah to Guinea claimed that they had received military training zhere in

a variety of Soviet, Eastern European, Cuban, and Egyptian arms sent for the

. .. .. .. ..
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former leader's use. One guard described studying maps of Ghana's military

facilities with Cuban advisers in the presence of the Cuban ambassador to

Guinea. Another reported being told that arms and ammunition would be

taken by boat to a coastal area in Ghana close to Nkrumah's home district,

and it was near this district that the Soviet trawlers were detained.'9 /

Additional testimony offered in January 1969 suggested that the Soviet

boats had been engaged in more than fishing. Some of Nkrumah's former

associates claimed that the trawlers were two of three such vessels permanently

based at Conakry. A Ghanaian sergeant identified one of the Russian crewmen

as a Red Army major who in Nkrumah's days had lectured in Ghana on security

problems, Another "sailor" was identified as a security instructor by his

former Ghanaian driver. The captain of one of the vessels had lived in

Ghana for a year, officially working as an oceanographer. While in most

instances the Russian seamen flatly denied these identifications, the various

strands of evidence suggested that the Ghanaian government had stumbled onto

the initial phase of a covert Soviet operation designed to smuggle arms and

exiles into Nkrumah's home yrovince. If this was true, the longer the

Russians were held and interrogated, the greater the risk that sensitive

information damaging to Soviet interests in West Africa would be unearthed.

The fundamental Soviet objective during the incident was quite apparent-

the immediate release of the trawlers and eamen detained by qhana's navy on

October 10. No evidence exi3ts to suggest disagreement about this objective in

the Soviet government, but there was some controversy about the best means of

pursuing it.
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Although there is every reason to believe that the Soviet embassy in

Ghana conveyed a release request to the Ghanaian government immediately

after the impoundment of the trawlers in Takx'radi harbor, public knowledge

ol the Soviet demand did not exist until October 17, when, in the words of

Tass, the Soviet embassy in Ghana "gave a press conference. . . at which it

stated an emphatic protest against the detention of two Soviet trawlers" and

"demanded that the Ghanaian authorities release the trawlers forthwith."&2 '0  At

the press conference, a Soviet spokesman explained that the trawlers' engines

had been damaged and that they had been driven into Ghanaian waters by the

wind and currents. Since they had not been fishing, he said, they had

violated no international convention. Then the spokesman bitterly complained

that the Ghanaian authorities detained the men for six days without official

(explanation and, in violation of international law, had not permitted Soviet

21/
embassy officers to meet with the crew.-

During the following weeks, a war of words erupted between the Soviet

embassy and the Ghanaian government, with statements occasionally added by

the Soviet media for good measure. The Russian protest of October 17 gained

the embassy a single visit with the arrested seamen, but no progress was

made toward their actual release. 2 / Radio Moscow claimed on October 21 that

the incident was causing "friction" between the two countries. 3/ On

November 15 the Soviet embassy issued another public statement criticizing

the Ghanaians' Intensive investigation, accusing officials of 'acts of

violence" against the crew- and ships, and itacing that it expected the vessels

and men to be freed "in the near future.",2 /  In early December the Soviet

ambassador in Ghana again protested the illtreatment of the crews and damage

( to the boats 2 5 / As Soviet frustration at the stubborn Ghanaians mounted,
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the first and only coment on the affair from a major Soviet leader was

heard. In Moscow President Nikolai Podgorny referred on February 9 to

11possible consequences" if the trawlers were not soon released.26/

Almost imediately after the trawler dispute had gained public attention

on October 17, the Soviet Union began a gradual escalation of coercive

threats against Ghana. The first steps were economic and wire taken on

October 21, when Radio Moscow observed that the Ghanaians did not realize "the

consequences of disrespect to Soviet sovereignty." If mutual relations were

damaged, this could affect "technical cooperation." The Soviet comnentator

noted that the USSR had Just agreed to assist in the construction of a cement

factory and a canned fish factory in Ghana--two of the many Soviet aid

projects that Moscow had suspended at the time of Nkrumah's fall. 7/ More

direct Soviet economic pressure was applied in late January, when the USSR

discontinued its deliveries of fish and oil. The cancellation of Soviet

petroleum shipments left Ghana's sole refinery with extremely low stocks.

It was on this matter of actual economic coercion that the only known

instance of division in the Soviet bureaucracy came to light, when the

trade section of the Soviet embasy in Accra opposed such politically

motivated %anipulation o. trade. 28/

Events in early February precipitated Moscow's move toward military

pressure. First, in response to formal testimony given on february 3 by

Nkrumah's former security guards about Soviet, Eastern European, and Cuban

operations in Guinea, Ghanaian officials decided to fly their Russian prisoners

to Accra for an appearance before the board of inquiry. The Russians had

given Ghana little information during prior interrogations at Takoradi, and

the decision to remove all fifty-two of then to Accra surely suggested to

Moscow an increased effort to compel testimony. Second, Ghana's response to

-.L **-** *,-. **--t~~~~
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Soviet economic coercion in January quickly established the limited effective-

ness of such pressure, at least in the short run. Several major American oil

companies that had recently signed offshoce prospecting agreements with Aecra

uoi consented to supply 72,000 tons of crude oil to the Tema oil refinery if

the Ghanaian government would repay a portion of its defaulted 1.5 million-

pound debt to them.

On February 16, a week after Soviet President Podgorny's warniing of

"possible consequences," Tass announced that the Soviet "missile ships Boyki

and Neulovimyi, a submarine and a tanker, under the command of Captain V.

29/
Platonov, are paying a courtesy visit to Conakry from 14th to 20th February." -

On February 20, the Soviet naval group left Conakry and slowly proceeded

eastward around the West African bulge into the Gulf of Guinea. The

contingent's itinerary was not announced. On February 26, with the Soviet

ships approaching Ghanaian waters, the legal process in Accra seemed to

accelerate. The captains of the Soviet trawlers were allowed to plead guilty

to "navigating an unlicensed motor fishing vessel within Ghana's territorial

waters" and pay a. modest $150 fine.

Moscow apparently concluded that its pressure campaign had succeeded and

on February 27 broadcast that "the Soviet trawlers and their crew reported

to have violated Ghana's territorial wters have tteen released. i30 / But this

conclusion was premature. Radio Accra subsequenz .y announced that "the two

Captains and one member of the crew were . . . remaining behind to assist the

Amissah Comission, which is investigating charges of subversion." Throughout

the last days of February and the first tOree days of March, the Soviet

naval contingent remained in the Gulf of Guinea. Finally on March 3, the

Lo
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two trawlers and forty-nive crewmen were allowed to leave Ghana--but without

their captains and one first mate.l/

While Accra's decision to retain the three So-t sailors foi futther

interrogation cannot have pleased Moscow, other factors veighed against an

escalation of military pressure. The Soviet Union was clearly worried that

its military pre'-ence in the area would be publicly linked with the trawler

incident and that it would be accused of blatant coercion of a small African

state. This concern was evident in Radio Moscow's complaint an Febrtwry 27

that the British Broadcasting Company had been airing "fabrications produced

by its correspondent in Accra to cast a shadow ou Soviet policy in Africa

and to question Soviet loyalty to the principle oi noninterfereoce in the

affairs of African states." 32/

Soviet caution was understandable. Throughout the previous year, the

USSR had exploited the Pueblo incident, :peaklug of "the disgraceful spy

mission of this American spy" and the "blackmail" and "war hysteria' that

the United States had futilely generated in an effort to gain the ship's

release 3-3/ And as recently as January 5 Radio Moscow had criticized the

port visits of the U.S. frigate Dahlgren to West Africa as "only "Che first

stage in naval penetration in the area" in support of "neo-colonialism and

reactin.'34 / Any evide:uce now in February of Russian gunboat diplomacy

might illuminate a hypocritical gap between Soviet wcrds and deeds.

Of equal importance, the Soviet invasion of Czec1loslovakia in Augusc

1968 had already tarnished the USSF's image in Africa. Even such socialist

states as Tanzania expressed "profound shock" rt an action pe).'ceived as

"betrayal of all the principles of self-determination and natierral

sovereignty." Comparable denunciation were heard Irom the Congo Democratic

I"
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Republic, Ethiopia, 17hana, Kenya, Senegal, Sudan, Tunisia, Uganda, and
37 /

Zambia. Therefore, des'pite the only partial success of Soviet efforts

to free the trawlers and1 their crews, on March 4 Tass hastily announced

Th. Soviet missile ships Boiki and Neulovimyi,
a Pubmarinc and tanker,vill arrive in the
Nigerian port Lagos on an official visit on
Narch 5, in acenrdance with an agreement
reached by the Goveinments of the Soviet
Union # d Nigeria. T"he Soviet ioaval squadron...
will stay there Lill NIarch 10. 36i

The Soviet ships quietly steamed away from Ghanaian waters.

On March 11 the Sov;Iet nevsI. contizzgent left Lagos to take up station

once again in the Gulf of Guinea..22! Then on March 19 a spokesman for the

Ghanaisan government announced thav the Rtussian captain& and first mate held

since October vere now free to leave the coun~try. Ko~.cow did not publicly

react to this final release-perba.s becavse of t~e announcement three weeks

before indicating that it had already taken place, On March 26 the Soviet

naval group returned to the Medfterxanean, without the movements o'? the ships

ever having been linked to events in Ghana by the world press or by Soviet

upokesmern.

klaile 1. is clear that tie primary purpose of the task force had been to

increase the pressure on Ghana, it is unlikely that the mission would have

been undcrtsken if other Soviet relationships and interests in West Africa

had not permitted the disguise of zhe ships' principal purpose from the -press

and other African states. And it it als, apparent that t~he port visits to

( Guinea and N!.eria wtre something nore than window dressing, The five-day stay
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in Conakry came at a time of threat to the USSR's unpredictable client,

Toure: On January 14, the Guinean president spoke of a plot to overthrow

him similar to that recently executed in M-ali. In February Tour4 began a

pu-ge of his military and cabinet that would ultimately lead to death

senterces for twelve opponents of his regime and the arrest of more than a

thousand perions. The six-day port visit to Lagos was also wholly consistent

with the USSR's intensifying campaign to cement relations -wth Nigaria and

exploit the Western stand avd the Biaf ran war. Quite possibly the Russian

hie'archy could not have been versuaded that the first such deployment of

Soviet combatants to 'West Africa vas wise--particularly after Czuchoslovakia--

without the existence of these other Soviet interests in Guinea and Nigeria.

Ghanaian Behavior

Ghana's f.reign policy during the trawler incident was the responsibility

of eight military officers of the National Liberation Council (NLC) who had

ruled the country sinc( the exile of Nkrumah. The primary influence Vas

the NLC deputy chairman ind minister of external affairs, Policy Inspector-

General John W. Hariley. larlley's career in intelligence work and his

experiences under Nkrumri.h had made him unusually sensitive to internal

subversion and deeply 3uspicious of communism in general and the Soviet Union

in particular.38/ SevaLral 1968 events illustrate Hariley's leading role in

foreign relAtions and 'i:he NLC's concern about communist subversion. In

September Harlley describaid an illegal railway strike as a "gigantic co)nspiracy

to topple the military regime in Ghana" and as part of a plot "hatched from

outside Ghana. "39/ I-a November the NbC ordered the arrest of the commander in

chief of Ghana's armed forces. Air Marshal N. A. Otu, for alleged complicity in
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a plot to return Nkrumah to power. A-c the time of Otu's arrest, Harlley

announced that the coup had been timed for around Christmas and that the

two Ru3sian trawlers taken into custody in October were believed to have

been "on a reconnaissance mission" connected with the Otu coup. 40'

The ether major influence on Ghanaian foreign policy at the time were

the profesvional diplomats and economists of the foreign ministry vho had

been rehabilitated by the NLC after Nkrumah's fall. Generally, these

career officers were far more mindful than the security-minded NLC of the

benefits ol international nonalignment and economic exploitation of East-

West rivalry. To these foreign ministry personnel a number of difficult and

- technical problems had been delegated by the NLC, among them the necespcry

negotiations for new foreign aid and the rescheduling of foreign debt made

essential by the crushing $000 million in borrowing Nkrumah had left behind.-'

The enigma of the trawler affair in the absence of any direct evidence

that Ghanaian officials were cognizanc of the furtive military pressure

applied by the Soviet Union during the last port of Februar7. Nonetheless,

the few analysts who have studied the affairs understandably conclude that

"Ghanaian officials were almost certainly aware of the presence of the

Soviet ships during the crucial period of the negotiations.-"- /

With Tabs announcing the arrival oi four Soviet ships in Conakry and

their scheduled departure date of Fabruary 20, and with a similar annouraement

of the Nigerian port visit, it is difficult to imagine that officials in Accra

were unaware of the ships' presence in the Gulf of Guinea. At the same time, A

it is evident that the Scviet vessels were always deployed in an unprovocative

manner -apparentl7 a considerable distance from the Ghanaian coastline. None

of the international press filing stories from Acc.ra during this time ever
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referred to the presence of Soviet ships in the area; way :isual sight.ings

of the Russian naval contingent or public reference to it iu Acra would

certainly have been reported by some enterprisiug -lter,

The NLC's lack of public reaction suggests that the tlhips' presence in

the region was perceived for what it was--a discrete signal of Moscow's

strong feelings about the injury being done to its prestige, personnel, a3d

property. Yet presumably Ghanaian officials did not ftil tlreatmed by the

appearance of the ships. If they had, a simple exj edient would have been the

kind of international publicity that the Soviet Union wao trying hard to

avoid. That the NLC was well aware of tbir, Dropa ande weapon at its disposal

was implied in a statement made by Radio Akcra *'dhon the forty-nine cremen

were released an March 3:

The Government . . . reiterated Ita deL:e to
%aintein friendly relations ui th thc: Soviet
Union on the basis of equality, mutual ref;pect
for each other's sovereignty, and te.ritorial
integrity, and non-interference ir, tech other's
internal affairs. It reminded the Soviet
Union that, as a great and powerful state,
it bore a special responsibility in enjuring
that its attitude toward Ghana-Soviet relations
was guided by these principles. 43/

In general, there is no evidence that the NLG ptrceived any major risk to its

security in refusing to release the Soviet trawlers, even when word arrived

of Soviet combatants in :he Gulf of GCinea. It did perceive complianace with

the Soviet demands without first establiahing the actuaal extent of Russian

complicity with possible attempts at subversion as a greater threat to

national security and the regime's survival. This prompted the obstinate
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refusal to be So~ t~ yier n viet pres5sure. The paramount

importance of GtZi. Urlcy v4-,atpbsied by the arrest of Air Marshal

Otu in Nvezb~ ft~ poshb~e plottlng wth 'Nkuzauh supporters. Evidence

offered to the boa." oiu"t±p~ y v~i CA)Ymmuit support for tNkrumah in Guinea

strengthenekh I~auto to ovnuct a comprehensive investigation

before releesnaj the. ertup.,

Certainly there were valid grotwds for the NLC's auspicions of the

crawlers. They h-ad fjj..t. bten aPotted by a Ghanaian air force plane off the

coast of Nkrumah's home province, and the pilot had observed six dugouts of f-

loading cargo from one of the trawlers. W~hen a Ghanaian patrol boat arrived

to apprehend the two Russian ships while they were still in Ghanats territorial

waters, the trawlers headed for open sea. Only after the patrol boat had

fired six cannon shots did the trawlers halt. Not only had their cargo been

Jettisoned during the brief escape attempt, but several of their logs were

burned during the course of the chase.-± Subsequent interrogation of some

of the Ghanaians trading with the trawlers on October 10 established that this

was the third time the Soviet seamen had visited the area. On October 2 the

Russians had hailed three Ghanaian fisherruen about fifteen miles offshore and

arranged for a trade of fish for tocal fruit and animals, which was carried out

on October 4. A similar exchange had occurved on October 10, the day the

trawlers were impounded. The kNLC's theory was that the Russians had wished

to develop contacts with local fisherman so that -arms and exiles brought from

Guinea could be smuggled ash2ar._5

Ghanaian investigators, however, failed to uncover much additional

( evidence in four months of effort. Police searches of villages in Nkrwnah's

~ district uncovered no smuggled arms. Despite obvious inconsibtencies between
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actual events and the Ruaians' story about engine trouble, this explanation

i4as clung to throughoui. -u.erous interrogations. Some of the urgency of the

,ituation evaporatet wlo-ti information gathered by the inquiry board absolved

Liz, Marshal Oru af any cwpliclty in subversion or any knowledge of the
SRuss.ians' activitiev Ai Radio Accra reported on March 3 whent the Russian

crevs were released,, t ecision had been made only -*hen the .;L, was "fitlly

satisfied that the crs.p, ,vr) s security was in no way compromisec by this step.yh 6 /

As fears for Ch. ana'.s internal security waned, international economic

affairs--always imuportari to foreign ministry professionals-assumed greater

significance. Ghava's precarious economy made it vital to avoid any

unnecessary rupture la trade and aid relations with the USSR. Chana's per

capita CNP grew only I percent in 1968, after no growth at all in 1966 and

1967. The economy was passing through a difficult phase of deflation made

necessary by Nkrumah's undisciplined public spending. Although Ghata's trade

with the Communist states had fallen since 1966, it still constituted i2

percent of the country's exports and imports in 1967. Moreover, in 1964-68

Ghana had enjoyed important trade surpluses with the Soviet Union. ane in

1968 it was actually unable to meet Soviet demand for its principal export,

cocoa. The trade surpluses had helped finance large oil imports from the USSR,

and though petroleum could be obtained from Western oil companies, it had to

be paid for in hard currency made scarce by Ghana's chronic trade deficit with

the industrial democracies.i
7/

Other factors complicated the economic picture. Btcause of its own

financial problems, Great Britain had failed to provide the level of economic

aid that might have been expected in response to its former colony's swing

-,-* . 'b
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back to the West. And there was clear evidence that the Ghanaian public was

not inteTested in the one-sided economic dependency likely to result from the

complete severance of trade relations with the Soviet bloc countries. In

December 1967, for instance, the NLC had agreed to permit Abbot- Laboratories

of Chicago to assune control of the country's unprofitable stace

pharmaceutical company, but the domestic storm aroused by the terms of the

agreement compelled Abbott to withdraw from the contract.- -/ In late

February 1969 the Associated Press filed a story from Qana stating that "to

many proud young men, the sin of Mr. Nkrumah's relations with the Soviet

Union, Cummunist China and other Communist bloc lands is matched by the

Council's /NLC's/ dependence c.. thO West."49/ Such politico-economic

factors pointed toward resolution of the trawler affair unless definitive

evidence of Russian subversion could be established by the Ghanaian military

regime.

The Question of Influence

Admiral Zumwalt has written that "Ghana brought her humiliation on

herself by her refusal to angage in pre-gunboat diplomacy," implying that

the release of the Russian trawlers and crew in March 1969 was the result of

intimidation by the Soviet navy.- / A careful reading of the available

evidence, however, makes this proposition questionable, although sufficient

data to settle the matter conclusively do not currently exist. Although Ghana

eventually released the trawlers, this was done only after a five-month

detention that was aA humiliating to the Soviet .Union as was any later

intimidation to the Ghlanaians. The NLC did not treat its Russian captives with

-4-Ca,
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traditional respect. When the Sovirt crewmen initially refused to disembark

from their boats in Takoradi harbor, one Soviet seaman was bayoneted and

another knocked unconscious. During their first week in Ghana, the seamen

uere denied the right to see the Soviet ambassador. After finally being

permitted to visit the crew in mid-October, the staff of the Soviet embassy

was not allowed another visit until January 8)-i1

Although the Soviet trawlers were released while the Soviet task force

was in West African waters, this was only after the NLC's failure to confirm

any subversive actions by the Soviet trawlers and after it had demonstrated

decisively its willingness to deal firmly with those suspected of such action.

And the professional diplomats in the Ghanaian foreign ministry had felt

from the outset that there was insufficient data to substantiate any

accusations of clandestine activities.
52/

But perhaps the most telling evidence aSainst Soviet coercion is the move

the NLC was making toward release of the ships and crew.before the Soviet

naval combatants left Conakry on February 20 for Ghanaian waters a thousand

miles away. In Lagos, Vigeria, on February 18, the chairman of the NLC and

Ghana's formal head of state, Lieutenant General Joseph A. Ankrah, said that

"it won't be long" before his government released the fifty-two Soviet

fishermen and the two trawlers seized four morchs earlier.A 3/ At the very

most, awareness of the Soviet-naval group later in the week might have speeded

up a dacisionmzking process obviously well on its way. At worst, the latent

threat of Soviet military action might have aroused new resistence in the NLC

to the trawlers' release. Although the crews were formally fined on February

27 and their pending release announced in Accra on February 29, they were

not permitted to leave the country until March 3. And even then the NLC
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I "FC decided to hold the three senior officers until March 19, as if to

demonstrate its refusal to be intimidated by the Russians.

Moscow's own behavior suggests that it appreciated how little influence

the naval task force had on Accra. No official linkage was drawn between

naval movements and the trawler episode. The Soviet navy left Ghanaian water

for NigeZia on March 3 without gaining the release of the most senior Russian

seamen.

Although a small deployT nt of combatants to West Africa was an

unprecedented Ruelan act, the long-established political, economic, and

military relationship with Guinea and the growing ties vith Nigeria provided

the USSR with a situation in which it was free to operate without attracting

unwanted attention. The naval deployment itself represented a natural

( extension of Soviet worldwide operations-Moscow had steadily moved its port

visits westward along the Mediterranean littoral between 1964 and 1968,

reaching as far as Morocco in October 1968.54 /

This furtive gunboat diplomacy may have been encouraged by the complete

absence of official coment on the matter by either the American or the

British government during the four months of bickering leading up to the

actual arrival of the Sovifet ships. Certainly a deployment at this time could

be viewed as taking maximum advantage of the transition in U.S. presidential

administrations and the preoccupation of the U.S. Navy with events in Southeast

Asia. But unquestionably of greater importance, in light of the negligible

risks entailed by the mission, was the availability of Soviet naval power as

an employable complement to diplomatic and economic pressure. With the

number of Soviet ship-days in the Mediterranean reaching tan thousand by 1268,

it was only a matter of time before Russian combatants made their first voyage

into the aters of sub-Saharan Africa. Events combined in Ghana, Guinea, and

Igeria to bring this about.5 /
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The long-term impact of the trawler affair on Soviet relations with

Ghana proved to be nil, however. The KLC's suspicion of the Soviet Union

was of declining impo7:tance to Ghana's foreign policy, as political pover

was officially transferred to a newly elected civilian government in

September 1969. The existing level of trade with the USSR was maintained.

And any lingering anxiety about Cvmmunist support for Nkrumah's return was

abruptly ended in early 1972 with Nkruah's death. Furthermore, in early

1972 Ghana's military once again intervened to depose the civilians elected

in 1569, primarily because of continuing economic stagation and inflation.

The new military government, while maintaining a nonaligned status, sought

better relations with the Covnunist6,restoring diplomatic relations -with

Cuba and China and expanding trade and aid relations with the Soviet bloc.
5 6 /

Nor did the incident have any ymuediate effect on the interests of the

United States. While the American trading position with Ghana had greatly

improved in 1966-68, establishing the United States as Ghana's second largest

trading partner, no support was sought from Washington during the trawler

affair.Ei/ With negligible U.S. awareness of the event and the growing

opposition to American interventionism, the lack of White House concern did

nothing to harm the President's standing with Congress or the general public.

Only the U.S. Navy seems to have shown some rnatural interest in this

unprecedented Soviet operation off West Africa, with former Chief of Naval

Operations Zumwalt later describing it as a signal "that the USSR war ready,

willing and able to protect its interests in parts of the world hitherto

inaccessible to it." But the ad hoc and defensive nature of the action, and

the rapid return of the four Soviet ships to their Mediterranean fleet on
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Mai'ch 26, mitigated any concern the U.S. Navy might have felt abo;t the

implications of the deployment.58-

Whtle no aspect of the trawlers affair was of major importance in itself,

this first exercise of Soviet naval power for coercive effect in African

waters was conducted with a sophistication and subtlety at odds with the

popular stereotype of the heavy-handed Russian. Although the principal

objective was to secure the release of Soviet men and property, the less

urgent aims of bolstering a Soviet ally, Sekou Toure, and cultivating

political influence in Nigeria were also pursued. These ancillary objectives

were sought in a way that concealed the primary purpose of the mission.

What if the USSR had chosen not to employ naval power at all in February

1969 to signal its seriousness? Currently available evidence indicates that

the outcome of the incident would have been precisely the same. Ghana's

failure to find confirming evidence of Russian subversion and its desire to

continue, if possible, normal economic relations with the Eastern bloc would

have proved to be adequate incentive for eve-itual release of the Soviet boats.

Obviously, the NLC had not tried to exploit the affair for domestic or

international propaganda. Its overriding concern was the number of real and

imagined plots it suspected against its continued political control.

A direct resort to military force by the Soviet Union in response to

the trawler seizure would have, on the other hand, severely damaged Russian

interests in Africa. The two destroyers and the submarine ware physically

unsuited for an actual rescue of the Russian seamen. Presumably, a larger

naval force would have not only ensured the permanent loss of the crew, but

also confirmed the opinion that the crew had been engaged in operations that

Moscow desperately wanted tu conceal. African solidarity in the face of such
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Russian aggression could have been expected, and the smoldering memories

of Czechoslovakia would have been rekindled in African capitals. It is

unlikely that a military confrontation would have significantly altered

American in.volvement or perception of U.S. Interests in West Africa, given

the groundswell of public opposition. But increased West African receptivity

to security collaboration with the original colonial powers, Great Britain

and France,would undoubtedly have followed any such demonstration of Soviet

willingness to use force against a poorly armed AZrican state.

The Conakry Raid, November 1970

During the 1960s Guinea harbored not only Nkrumah and his exiled

entourage but also the adherents of several other political causes. Of these

groups, the most important was the African Party for the Independence of

Guinea and Cape Verde, the dational liberation movement dedicate? to ending

Portugal's five centuries of colonial rule in neighboring Guin'ea-Bissau,

or as Lisbon preferred to call the territory, "Portuguese Guinea." PAT.GC-

organized strikes in the capital city of Bissau during 1958-59 had ended in

the shooting deaths of some fifty dock workers by the Portuguese colonial

police and had forced a drastic revision of the PAIGC's strategy toward rural

guerrilla warfare.

With Sekou Toure's blessing, PAIGC leader Amilcar Cabral and his

secretkriat took refuge in Conakry, where they openly operated schools for

revolutionary training and solicited worldwide support for their anti-

colonial cause. Supplies for the PAIGC's guerrillas in GuiDea-Bissau had to

be transported through Guinea-Conakry. The PAICC's soldiers frequently

sought sanctuary from the Portuguese army in neighboring Guinea-Cinakry, and
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Portuguese military positions were often shelled from the safety cf Toure's

republic--apparently by Toure's soldiers as well as the PAIGC.- A second

base for the PAIGC was located in Senegal to the North. In 1969 the

Portuguese army of some 30,000 troop, began an aggressive campaign to locate

and liquidate guerrilla training camps, including those located inside the

frontiers of Guinea-Conakry and Senegal. The consequence was an escalating

series of Portuguese bombings and incursions of Guinea and Senegal, and a

number of formal protests against Portugal lodged with the UN Security Council

by these two African states.60 /

A second source of conflict in the region was the widespread resentment

of Sekou Toure'z rule among tens of thousands of Guineans who had fled their

native country for Senegal, tbe Ivory Coast, Gambia, France, and other

nations. Many had emigrated because of the harsh socialist measures Toure

had imposed after independence in 1958: state monopoly of wholesale trade,

collective farming, monopolistic stat3 enterprises, and the nationalization

of foreign investment. But despite Guinea's abundant natural resources,

*Toure's socialist planning was slow to prcduce. With a shortage of trained

* manpower, the departure of French technicians, and no modern e.conomic

infrastructure, goods disappeired from the shelves of the state stores and

soaring inflation imposed a particular hardship on urban dwellers in the

money economy. During the first half of the 1960s, real economic growth

barely kept pace with population expansion, and by the end of the decade,

per capita growth was actually negative.
611

First to move Guinea toirard socialism and then to prevent his system's

shortcomings from bringin$ him down, Toure vas forced to rely on

authoritarian mass mobilization and indzctrination. Plots against him
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increased, and frequent purges of the government and military were needed

to preclude the consolidation of orposition. Mali's coup in late 1968 was

particularly unsettling to Guinea's president and resulted in eeveral

precautionary acts: the army leadership was changed in early 1969; a people's

militia was organized to counterbalance the army's power; and political

committees were installed in army barracks. By 1970 Toure had become

obsessed with the thought that a domestic counterrevolution or foreign

invasion might sweep away the classless order to which he had devoted his

life.62/

In the early morning of November 22, 1970, Toure's worst fears se'mad

realized when there was an amphibious raid on Conakry. At 2 a.m., 350

to 400 soldiers came ashore from six unmarked troopships that had slipped

into Conakry harbor. In small squads, the invaders spread out to strategic

points in the city: Toure's summer residence, the home of PAIGC leader

Amilcar Cabral, the national radio station ("Voice of the Revolution"), the

prison holding numerous Portuguese soldiers captured by the PAIGC, the city

power station, and the airport. Several of the squads quickly proved

inadevate to their tasks. Toure's sumer home vas destroyed but the

president was not found. Cabral, it developed, was in Bulgaria. The

invaders assigned to seize the airport and neutralize Guine&'s air force

instead chose to defect to Toure's fo:ces. The Portuguese prisoners were

liberated and the city power supply knocked out, but the transmitter for the

radio station was never located. As member- of Toure's people's militia and

the PAIGC began to fight back, many of the ixivaders withdrew to their

troopships with their releasea prisoners and wounded. By early morning of

i1h '
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November 23, the insurgents had withdrawn from Conakry's streets and sailed

away, leaving behind as many as three hundred Guineans dead and nearly a

hundred of their own party taken prisoner.-
3

Interrogation of the captured raiders quickly indicatfd that the

attack had been planned by General Antonio de Spinola, the military governor

and commander in chief of Portuguese Guinea. The participaLs had included

about 150 black Portuguese soldiers from Portuguese Guinea, a like number

of Guinean exiles recruited throughout West Africa, and a small number of

white Portuguese officers. General Spinola's "Bay of Pigs" had been motivated

by his desire to strike a decisive blow in the decade-long struggle against

the PAIGC. Toure's replacement by a regime unwilling to provide sanctuary

and assistance to the rebels would have been a crushing blow to the

liberation movemetit.6/

The invaders' failure to capture or kill Toure and Amilear Cabral vitiated

Spinola's plan. A number of the attackcrs had been poorly briefed cnd

others quickly surrendered out of fear or indifference to the Portuguese

caise. Yet even then, the relative ease with which the Portuguese and exiler

had landed in Conak',, liberated prisoners, and sailed away demonstrated

the inadequacy of Guinea's natiorAl security forces. A better executtd

invasion might have achieved Spinola's objectives.65/

Toure's reaction to the v'aid was an immediate request on November 22,

delivered by Guinea's mmbassador to the UN, for an emergency meeting of :he

Security Council and an "imed:ate intervention of airborne UN troops to

assist the national army of the Republic of Guinea."' 6/ When the Security

Council chose to dispatch a factfinding commission to Conakry instead of
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peacekeeping forces, the Gutnean government was gravely disappointed. Only

a slightly more encouraging response awaited Toure's appeal on November 23

for "all brotherly African countries" to provide "concrete support" for his

regime. While several Af!rican countries pledged to send military forces if

they were needed, only Nigeria and Egypt in subsequent days actually sent

token units. Moreover, ihen the African states took up the issue of a

Pn-African military force for such emergencies at a meeting of the Organization

of African Unity on December 7, the idea was defeatad just as it had been

on previous occesions.6 71

Perhaps it was his low expectation of Pan-African support or his

reali-ation that few African states had modern forces at their disposal that

led Toure to announce on November 25 that "we are now making the samc appeal

to all countries outside the African continent" for military assistance.
68/

Guinea's president indicated that he especially wished to receive airplanes--

both fighters and bombers. It was a request presumably related to the fact

that Portuguese jets had violated and bombed Guinean territory with increasing

regularity during 1970 and that on the morning of the November 22 invasion

several unidentified aircraft had flown over tha city of Conakry.
69/

If Toure and his ministers had any lingering doubts about Guinea's lcng-

term need for external military support, they were laid to rest when word

reached Conakry on November 27 of a ground incursion by two hundred Portuguese

or exiled soldiers at Lundura--the principal military base for the PAIGC on

Guinea's northern frontier. The outbreak of this new violence while the UN

investigative mission was still in Guinea was taken by the government as

further evidence of the ineffectualness of the Internationtl bod.
70- On
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November 29, Conakry announced tiat "36 mercenaries were killed and 18

captured" and "two members of our popular Zorces were killed" in battles in
71/

the Kondura area.-

Apparently it was this secodd major incident that prompted Toure's

private appeals to the American and Soviet embassies in Conakry for some

symbolic show of military support for his regime. This request set ofZ a

series of subsequent military, diplomatic, and economic actions by the USSR

whose long-term iamifications could be only dimly foreseen al the time.

International Reaction

Because of the apparent impcrtance of third-party reactions to the

Conakry raid in dezerminng the eventual nature of the Soviet response, it

is useful to begin with a discussion of tbem. The most visirule and immediate

reaction came from other African states. Despite a history of strained

relations between Toure's radical regime and the more moderate African

states, the image of a white colonial government attacking a poor black Islamic

state was enough to rally support for Guinea in every corner of the

continent. Every African government not under white control rushed a message

to Conakry denouncing neocolcnialim, imperialism, and racion, and in several

eases the message included an offer of financial or military help to repel

the Portuguese.

In Nigeria students marched through Lagos taunting passing Europeans and

protesting in front of the Amarican embassy U.S. military assistance to

Portugal provided under the North Atlantic Treaty Organization. Irn Equatorial

Guinea Portuguese homes were sacked and burned and their occupants

72 /driven from the country.- At au emergency meeting of the Organization of

A
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African Unity (OAU) held December 9-11, forty-one foreign ministers

unanimously agreed to condemn "those states, particularly the NATO powers,

who sustain Portugal in her colonial aggression, by their continued

assistance! to her." The OAU voted to establish a special fund "to provide

financial, military and technical assistance to Guinea," ard it directed

its Liberation Committee to "substantially increase financial and material

assistance to PAIGC."7 3/

At the UN, the Conakry raid tapped the reservoirs of hostility toward

white influence in Africa. In December 1969 the UN had designated the year

1971 as "International Year for Action to Combat Racism and Racial

Discrimination" and had that same month formally condemned Portugal for its

bombing and shelling of Guinean and Senegalese territory. In March 1970 the

United States had for the first time exercised its Security Council veto on

a resolution calling for Britain to apply force against the illegal Rhodesian

regime.2-4/ In October 1970 the United States had refused to support a

General Assembly resolution outlining a program of economic, political, and

military action against the remaining colonial regimes in Africa. -5-

It was hardly surprising, thereforet that the five days of Security

Council debate over the Conakry raid quickly became an unrelenting attack by

the third world and socialist states on Portugal, NATO, and vcttiges of white

influence in Africa. Even such pro-Western states as Saudi Arabia, Ethiopia,

and Liberia called for Portugal's expulsion from NATO and castigated U.S.

opposition to proposed economic sanctiona against Lisbon. -L./ Ia Iontrast,

the Soviet Union was praised by African statee for "its dynamic role in the

struggle for the emancipation of Africa.--

%1 Z ~-
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One potential non-Arican source of military assistance for Toure

was Cuba. Ca,,tro had taken a personal interest in Amilcar Cabral

and the Portuguese Gainea liberation movement since January 1966,

when Cabral appeared at the Tricontinental Conference of African,

Asian, and Latin American leaders in Havana. As a result of his

well-received speech on "Theory as a Weapon." and his endorse-

ment of the independent rEvolutionary cmrse being pursucd by

Cuba, Cabral had emerged from the cunference as one of the third

world's reiolutionary leaders. Castro soon dispatched ' number

of Cuban instructors to assist the rAIGC. By the late 1960s

Cubans had assumed responsibility for several PAXGC tra~.inng camps

in Guinea and Senegal and were accompanying these guerrillas into

Portuguese Guinea. In January 1971, less rhan two months after the Conakry

raid, authorities in Bissau listed four Cuban soldiers killed in

the fighting of 1970. L/ Meanwhile, Cuban advisers were also

playing an important role in the training of Toure's local militia..79

While the available information is uuderstandably sketchy,

there seems to be sufficient data to argue that Castro responded

to Toure's worldwide request for help by agreeing to significantly

increase Cuba's direct support of the PAIGC guerrillas. In light

of Guinea's refusal to abandon the PAIGC cause, this was a

contribution of considerable importance to the solution of Totro' s

own security problem. On May 24, 1971, it was reported in Lisbon

rthat thirty-four Cuban "technical advisers" had arrived in Senegal
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to take charge of armaments, communications, and engineering units

for the PAIGC. Early in September 1971 General Spinola stated in

Lisbon that each guerrilla operational unit was now led by Cuban

officers, of whom there were several hundred among the 6,000 trained

guerrillas based in Guinea and Senegal. 80/ Among the socialist

countries of the world, Cuba was clearly bearing the physical burden

of the fighting.

Surprisingly, one of the external powers to whom Toure

looked after the Conakry raid was the United States. There was a

certain logic to this in view of his deliberate unpredictability in

international affairs. One of the secrets of his independence had

always been the maintenance of an uneasy equilibrium between the

great powers--particularly the Soviet Union, China, and the

United States. As a result, despite Toure's bombastic Marxist

rhetoric, the small West African nation was blessed with $103 million

in American aid during the years 1961-71.

Furthermore, during the 1960s Toure had cautiously opened

his nation to the direct private investment needed to tt.usform

Guinea's abundant mineral reserves into exports and foreign exchange,

Fifty percent of Guinea's export earnings in 1970 originated with

the Olin Matheson-controlled consortium, which operated the nation's

principal bauxite mine and refinery. An even larger an6 more

promising enterprise began in 1966 with the formation of an

American and European consortium to develop the world's richest

-- A
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bed of bauxite. With assistance from the U.S. government and

the World Bank, the consortium raised $185 million in capital

to build the new railroad, deep-water port, and mining towns

required for the project. Construction was well under way in late

1970. 81_/ Because of the growing American participation in Guinea's

economy, it was less surprising that in late November 1970 Toure

privately requested a symbolic display of American military support

to help deter future external attacks.

The probability of a positive response from the Nixon administration

to Toure's resuest was nonexistent, however. The White House had already

chosen to move away from the Kennedy-Johnson inclination to apply

pressure to Lisbon in behalf of African self-determination, and the White House's

judgment on African affairs was never seriously contested inside the government.

Working from the premise that no existing African liberation movement could

succeed in changing the policy of any of the white African regimes, Nixon and

Kissinger formally adopted In January 1970 a policy of increased "communication"

with the whites. For Portugal, the operational results were several executive

steps, such as resumed negotiations on the Azores and full Export-Import

Bank facilities for the Portuguese colonies, which were surely seen in

Lisbon as tacit support for its colonial policy. 82/

In view of the new trend in White House policy, it is hardly surprising

that the United States failed to respond to Guinea's public and private pleas

for military support. Privately, the Nixon administration sent a confidential

message to Toure aro-and December 1. On December 2 the Guinean president

-- . A..-r-, -(~-'l~r*tr ~ -- -
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publicly thanked Nixon for his "message of sympathy and support on the

occasion of the grave and criminal aggression by Portugal," probably

as a goad to the Soviet Union and a signal to Portugal. 83/

Soon the public release of the damning UN investigation and four

days of unrelenting Security Council condemnation forced the White House

intc public action. During the last day of debate on December 8,

the American ambassador to the UN offici&lly critiized the invasion

as contrary to the UN Charter and read into the record the contents of

Nixon's confidential message to Toure. Even then, the United States

abstained frcm voting on the watered down Resolution 290 that endorsed

the IN report, demanded compensation from Portugal, and threatened

san,.t*Lons in thE event of any future attack. Perhaps as a result of

White House :eaction to intelligence reports that the USSR was

responding militarily to Toure's appeal, a State Department spokesman

announced on December 11 that the U.S. government had decided to grant

Guinea $4.7 million in food aid "to contribute to the reconstruction

made necessary by the attempted invasion." 84/

Soviet Behavior

What general Soviet interests, then, were engaged by the Conakry

raid? The principal interest appears to have been the maintenance and

expansion of Russian political influence in Guinea-Conakry, Guinea-Bissau,

and Africa generally. Although the mid-1960s had been rather bleak
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years for Soviet objectives in Africa--with the loss of clients

In Ghana, Mali, and the Congo-these setbacks had accentuated the

importance of Guinea-Coaakry and Guinea-Bissau to continued Soviet

influence in West Africa. The PAIGC had emerged as Africa's most

successful liberation movement, with Amilcar Cabral and his followers

credibly claiming dominance in half of Guit-a-Bissau's countryside.

Furthermore, throughout the sixties, external support for tne

PAIGC had gradually gained an international respectability comparable

to that achieved by the National Liberation Front in South Vietnam.

In 1965 the UN General Assembly had appealed to all states tc render

moral and material support to the people of the Pcrtuguese colony

and requested that UN members sever all diplomatic, commercial, and

military relations with Portugal. Such liberal governments as

Sweden and Canada and several American church organizations were

directly aiding the PAIGC by 1970.

Not only had material assistance to the PAIGC recieved official

international sanction since 1965, but the liberation struggle in

Guinea-isau also presented the SovIet Union with an unparalleled

opportunity for expanded influence at the direct expense of NATO.

Because of Portugal's membership in NATO, its active part in the

North Atlantic trading community, and its receipt of U.S. econormic

*nd military aid, the diplomatic, commercial, and strategic costs of

compelling an end to Lisbon's colonial wars fell squarely on the

United States, Great Britain, France, and West Germany.

&---*--
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The opportunity to affiliate itself with one of the few successful

and respected national liberation movements had not escaped the

USSR's attention. Because of Khrushchev's early hope for revolution

in Africa and the USSR's growing competition with China, Mosccw had

begun low-cost assistance to the PAIGC as early as 1960. Surplus

rifles and ammunition shipped to Guinea found their way into the hands

of PAIGC guerrillrs. A small number of Pt.IGC cadres received training

in the Soviet Union as well as in Ch)-na. Czechoslovakia, and Algeria

beginning in 1960. This Russian material assistance grew steadily

throughout the 1960s, and though insignificant on a global scale,

it was crucial to the outcome in Guinea-Bissau, a poverty-stricken

country of no more than 600,C00 inhabitants. Aside from that given

by Guinea, no military aid froa the newly independent African states

was forthcoming. At an OAU meeting in 1964, PAIGC officials openly

complained of the lack of tangible support from their liberated

brethren. As late as 1970, the budget for the OAU's Liberation

Committee, which funneled assistance to black guerrilla movements,

was only $2 million fo. the entire continent. Small wonder, then,

that in July 1970, while in Havana, Amilcar Cabral complained to the

Cuban press about the "insufficient" aid of the OAU and took the

opportunity to praise the Soviet Union, "which gives us almost all

the ne-o material, the arms and amunition, we use in our struggle." 85/

By the nd of 1970 this assistance had reached truly substantial

proportions, as if to compensate for the fact that Moscow *as still
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unprepared to provide guetrills instructors and cadres as Cuba did.

9. In quality, the weaponry now included long-range mortars, artillery,

antiaircraft guns, machine guns. mines, and bazookas. In quantity,

the PAIGC had available as much as its 6,000 to 7,000 men could

use--despite the Portuguese army's capture of fifty tons of Soviet

arms in 1969 and another fifty tons in 1970.-6/

Not only did the Soviet Union use the opportunity to assist the

PAIGC at the modest cost of surplus weapons, but it also made full

use of the struggle in its propaganda war with the West. Verbal

attacks escalated beginning in early 1969, as Moscow sought to counter

its setbacks in Ghana and Guiea and moved to exploit the more

conservative policies of the new American and British governments.

In an English broadcast beamed to Africa on March 25, 1969, for instance,

Radio Moscow attacked the actions of the United States and Britain

throughout Africa, criticizing their trade with South Africa, their

indifference to the Namibia problem, and their lack of support for

Rhodesian sanctions. Tha broadcast described the "dirty war of the

Portuguese colonialists in Africa" as a "joint business undertaking

for the Americans and British, who are making fabulous profits from

the exploitation of Africans in Angola, Mozambique, and Guinea-

Bissau." 87/

On the eve of the Conakry raid, Soviet analysis had moved into

a self-congratulatory phase; Moscow seemed convinced that the efforts

of the PAIGC and its supporters were about to pay off. A Pravda
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commentator wrote on November 12, 1970, that "the Lisbon rulers

have been confronted with major successes by the patriots of Guinea

(Bissau), whose national-liberation movement is of great significance

for the cause to completely eliminate Portuguese colonialism in

Africa. . . . Despite NATO assistance and the colonial authorities'

use of every ueo-colonialist strategem and effort, the 30,000-man

Portuguese army has sustained heavier and heavier losses." 88/

Moscow's growing commitment to, and political exploitation

of, the liberation movenent in Guinea-Bissau put a new face on its

long and stormy relationship with Sekou Toure. Although Moscow no

longer saw Toure as the pro-Soviet revolutionary he was taken to be

in the 1950s, the late 1960s had brought a gradual warming of

relations between the two governments based on converging practical

intere3ts. One area of interest was a comon commitment to the

PAIGC's success. Moscow recognized that Guinea's support was

indispensable, since nearly all the PAIGC's supplies from overseas

passed through the port of Conakry. Pravda's August 1.969 commentary

on Guinea-Bissau observed that

in the South and the East the country borders on the
Republic of Guinea, and in the North on Senegal. The
friendly support of these states is very important to this
small people. Aid to the patriots comes through Guinea
and Senegal, and the severely wounded are evacuated to
these countries. Conferences and meetings of the insurgents
are frequently held on these friends' soil, and support
bases have been set up there. 89/

Another common interest was bauxite. The Soviet Union had begun
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to participate in the development of Guinea's vast reserves, despite

Moscow's pique at Guinea's deviation from the "socialist path"

through agreements with Western corporations. In September 1970 an

agreement was signed that called for a joint Soviet-Guinean mining

and smelting development sixty-five miles east of Conakry and Soviet

rights to import at least 2 million tons of Guinean bauxite for

thirty years. 90

Finally, the Soviet Union's renewed interest in Guinea during

1969-70 appears to have bee, associated with a more general cyclical

trend toward greater Soviet awareness of African affairs, a trend

created by a sudden turn of events for the better after successive

disappointme-its in the mid-sixties. A socialist coup in Sudan in

May 1969, a similar power change in Libya in September 1969, and

another shift to the left in Somalia in October 1969 led the Soviet

press to comment exuberantly on "how logical and promising this

path is becoming for many developir. countries, notably in Africa." 9i!

These broad Soviet political interests in both the PAIGC and

Toure's regime were intensified by the events of November 1970.

The fragile status of both the PAIGC and Toure became evident when

an undisciplined band of invaders vas able to wreak havoc on Guinea's

capital for twenty-four hours. At the same time. the raid heightened

the USSR's opportunity to cultivate closer relationships with

African states at the expense of Portugal's embarrassed NATO allies.

During the week following the C%,,akry invasion, the Soviet

I 'f:'
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Union joined the chorus of African states in demanding the "immediate

withdrawal of all Portuguese armed forces from Guinean territory."

While this Soviet objective was stated as early as November 22 by

the USSR's ambassador to the UN, Yakov Malik, the demand was subsequently

repeated by Tass, Pravda, and Izvestiya. 92/ Not until November 30

did the Soviet Union hint that it might assume direct responsibility

for deterring future military attacks on Toure and the PAIGC, and

that hint came in an authoritative foreign policy address by Communist

Party Secretary Leonid Brezhnev commemorating ,i.z fiftieth anniversary

of Communist rule in Armenia. Buoyed by continuing American withdrawal

from Vietnam, Brezhnev argued:

The bloody crimes committed by the imperialists and their
hirelings--whether it is the war against the people of
Vietnam, the bandit attack on democratic Guinea or the
campaigns of terror against liberation forces in other parts

of the world--are leading to a situation in which the anti-
imperialist solidarity of the masses of people the world
over is growing ever strongt.

The Soviet party chief implied that a firm Russian response would be

forthcoming in such situations:

Soviet foreign policy . . . takes an implacable stand
against any encroachments by the imperialists on the
freedom and independence of the peoples and is directed
toward administering a vigorous Pnd decisive rebuff
to such encroachments. The So,;iet Union extends
comprehensive eupport--polit~cal, economic and other
kinds of support--to countries and peoples against
which imperialist aggression is directed.

Joint actions by the freedom-loving and anti-imperialist
forces in rebuffing aggression are the best meano for
sobering the extreme hotheads and adventurists in the
imperialist camp, for preventing the unleashing of new

il
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"local" wars and their development into a war threat to
all mankind. Life convincingly proves this. 93/

Brezhuev's renarks appeared to be addressed specifically to recent

events in Guinea..

The Soviet Union's desire to arrange a "Joint" deterrence

effort against further Portuguese military action was clear in a

sratemuit una-iimously approved by the heads of state of the USSR,

Rumania, Poland, Hungary, East Germany, Czechoslovakia, and Bulgaria

at the December 2 meeting of the Warsaw Pact countries. Published

in the December 4 issues of Pravda and Izvestiya, the statement

took cognizance of Portugal's attempt to "overthrow the progressive

regime in Guinea" and "to retard the liberation struggle of the

( peoples of Guinea (Bissau), Angola, Mozambique, South Africa,

Zimbabwe and Namibia." The invasion, the WaLsaw Pact leaders argued,

proved the importance of redoub:.ing efforts toward the ultimate

objective: "The imperialist aggression against Guinea demonstrates

once again the insistent necessity of the speediest possible

and complete liquidation of the colonial and racist regimes."

And "in the struggle for their liberation, the African peoples can

continue to count on assistance from the socialist states." 94/

The central importance of the Brezhnev speech and Warsaw Pact

declaration became clear at the UN on December 5 as the Security

Council took up the issue of action in response to the recently

completed UN investigation of the invasion, Ambassador Malik asked

lrhetorically, "Wha.. must be done? What measures must be taken?"

I
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and then proceeded to quote the Soviet party leader's demand for

"combined action" to ward off "adventurist hotheads." Malik made

reference to the Warsaw Pact statement of December 2--which was

subsequently circulated for all to read--and quoted the pledge of

flassistance from the socialist States." He repeated the ultimate

Soviet objective: "It is becoming more obvious than ever that,

until there is no longer a single colonial regime c: colonial bridge-

head on the African continent and until all troops have been withdrawn

and all colonial military bases dismantled, the peaceful and

independent existence and the development of the African States

will be in danger." K/

If ait doubt existed about the Soviet Union's stand, it should

have been dispelled on December 8 with the passage of UN Security

Council Resolution 290. With the United States, the United kingdom,

France, and Spain abstaining, the resolution was approved with the

hearty support of the USSR, third world countries, and several

usually pro-Western regimes. Of the many elements in the resolution,

* the following were the most Important to Soviet interests:

"The Security Council"

4, Appeals to all States to render moral and material
assistance to the Republic of Guinea to strengthen and
defend ts independence and territorial Integrityi

5. Declares that the presence of Portuguese colonialism
on the African continent is a serious threat to the peace
and security of independent African States;

6. Urges all States to reftain from providing
the Government of Portugal with any military .nd
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material assistance enabling it to continue its
represtive actions against the peoples of the
Territories under its domination and against
independent Africaa States;

7., Calls upon the Government of Portugal to apply
without further delay to the peoples of the Territories
unrier its domination the principles of self-determination
and independence in accordance with the relevant
resolutions of the Security Council and General Assembly
resolution 1514 (XV);

8. Solemnly warns the Government of Portugal that
in the event of any repetition of armed attacks against
independent African States, the Security Council shall
immediately consider appropriate effective steps or
measures in accordance with the relevant provisions
of the United Nations Charter. 967

With formal adoption of Resolution 290, the full text was transmitted

by cablegram to the governments of Portugal and Guinea.

The debate during the December 5-8 sessions of the Security

Council gave the Soviet Union umple opportunity to clarify the nature

of its objectives in the struggle between Portugal and the PAIGC

and its supporters. However, the extent to which the Soviet Union

was willing to act alone in this matter was not carefully spelled

ont in the debates. Moscow had vigorously but unsuccessfully

advocated colLective action in the form of mandatcry economic

sanctions against Fortugal by the Security Council. And as a future

deterrent Malik had called for a formal commitment to military

"demonstrat.ions, blockade, and other operations by air, sea or land

forces of nembers of the United Nations" if economic sanctions

"do riot prod, .-e the proper results and if Portugal persists in its

ac..:, ;if aggression agkinst African states." 97/
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th It was impossible to determine during the UN aebates whether

the Soviet Union was merely playing to a gallery of sympathetic

African states, knowing full well that the NATO allies would veto

any collective punishment of Portugal. Therefore, a more credible

sign of Moscow's willingness to defend Toure and the PAIGC was

actual military action undertaken the first week of December.

Several events occurred during this period to set off a Soviet

military response. Following the November 27-28 ground battle in

northern Guinea, Toure made a private request for military support

from the Soviet Union and the United S_-*. . While this iu itself

might have sufficed to precipitate Soviet action, the Russians may

have feared that the American -overrment would unexpectedly preempt

the Soviet role of third world protector. Finally, by the

beginning of December it was well known at the UN that the recently

completed mission to Guinea was drafting a final report that would

demonstrate Portuguese culpability if, the attack. A.ll of these

factors laid the foundation for a low-risk Soviet military response

that would simultaneously signal Portigal, Guinea, and the PAIGC.

During the last week of Nlovenber, a Soviet destroyer was

detached from the Mediterranean fleet and sent around the West

African bulge. Stopping first at Dakar, Senegal, immediately north

of Guinea-Bissau, it was joined by a Soviet oiler also se3Lot to the

area. When a second Soviet destroyer arrlved, the three ships

began cruising the waters off Senegal, Guinea-Bissau, and

I
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Guinea-Conakry. On December 24 the three ships entered Conakry

harbor without publicity and berthed in a remote section of the

port. On December 30 the three ships slipped out of Conakry harbor

for the return voyage to the Mediterranean. 98k

Ifl succeeding months several s~nilar cruises off Portuguese

Guinea were made by two Soviet destroyers and an oiler. These

mnissione were apparently prompted by Toure's continuing fear of

invasion and by specific requests to the Soviet embassy for a show

of military support. The USSR's first naval patrol in December

was followed by three similar missions between February and the

end of July 1971. Each deployment started from the Soviet Mediterranean

fleet and consisted of from one to three destroyers. The locus of

( naval activity was adjacent to Portuguese Guinea--the area through

which any new seaborne invasion of Guinea-Conakry or Senegal could

be expected to travel. 99

The Soviet media were silent about these deployments,lperhaps

suggesting high-level effort to control the risks involved. The

possibility of a confrontation with Portugal could not be ruled

out, and although NATO fozces v~ould be unlikely to join, Portugal

had a sizable navy. Soviet silence may also have indicated some

am~bivalence about identification with Toure's iegime. Although

the Guinean leader had gained enormous sympathy in both the East

and West as a result of the raid, a good deal of this sentiment

began to evaparate in January--at least in the West--as the African

- $- 4' -
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nation seethed with mass arre ts, "show" trials, and public hangings.

Finally, Toure was noted for his quixotic idependence, and any

suggestion from Moscow that the Guinean leader had become dependent

on Soviet military power might quickly have produced the opposite

effect.

During the months following the Conakry raid, other steps were

taken by the USSR to enhance the ability of its clients to deter

or resist attack. In January 1971, presumably in response to Toure's

November 25 request for aerial defense, three additional MIG-17

fighters were dispatched to Guinea, bringing the number of Soviet-

donated planes of this type to eleven. However, as another Russian

risk-avoidance measure, Nigerian and Algerian pilots assumed command

of these planes, and they immediately began harassment sorties over

the Portuguese-controlled towns of Guinea-Bissau. 100/ The flow

of arms, particularly defensive arms for Toure's army, also increased

with the arrival of three more coastal patrol ships, tanks, anti-

aircraft guns, and radar equipment. One can only speculate about

whether the simultaneous arrival of additional Cuban cadres for the

PAIGC represented the active coordination of Soviet-Cuban military

policy.

As during their previous naval deployment to West Africa in

February 1969, the Russians seized low-risk opportunities both to

improve their relations with other governments and to advance the

liberation cause. Port calls by Soviet destroyers to Dakar in
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December 1970, twice in 1971, and at least six times in 1972

seem to fit this pattern. Leopold Senghor, the president of

Senegal, was a supporter of decolonization but had refused to

permit the PAIGC to operate military bases or receive arms ship-

ments in Senegal. As the Portuguese stepped up their punitive

attacks on guerrilla sanctuaries in Senegal during 1969-70,

Senghor tried to protect his countrymen by closing down PAIGC

offices and using his army to curb the PAIGC border movements

that prompted Portuguese attacks. 0._/ Thus the visit of Soviet

destroyers beginning in 1970 may have been designed to strengthen

Senghor's courage in the face of Portugal's increasingly aggressive

strategy and threatening events in Conakry.

There is evidence, in fact, that Senghor's support for the

PAIGC cause began to increase in 1971, although several competing

explanations for this policy change exist. Portuguese intelligence

saw it as Senghor's attempt to deflect attention from his nation's

deteriorating economic situation. But the surprisingly strong

reaction of Africa and the UN to the Conakry raid also encouraged

such a shift. Soviet port visits are likely to have played only

a minor role in Senghor's change of heart, given the existing

security provided by substantial French military foices in the

Dakar area and a standing French pledge to assist Senegal against

civil disorder. 102/

Beginning in September 1971, Soviet naval activity in West

V l--*"
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Africa showed signs of expansion and reorientation. The op-

erational focus of the USSR's West Africa Patrol was shifted

*1 away from Portuguese Guinea and relocated at Conakry haz-bor. A

Soviet destroyer, tank landing ship, and oiler took up permanent

stations in the area. Port calls at Conakry became frequent ane

long; Portuguese in=telligence reported that Soviet naval officers

103'
were often seen in the Guinean capital. 0

Moscow's expansion and relocation of naval activity at

Conakry represented not only an immediate response to Toure's

latest charge of impending invasion but, more important, a

growing appreciation of Guinea's long-term potential as a forward

military base. The establishment of a permanent Russian naval

base along the West African bulge would permit more efficient and

broader sea and air surveillance of the deployment areas for

U.S. submarines in the Central and South Atlantic and facilitate

wartime interdiction of the vital sea-lanes runnin, between

North America and the Mediterranean, Euzope, and the Middle East.

For the USSR's own sea-launched missiles, a base in West African

waters would largely offset the otherwise necessary transit of

the hostile Greenland-Iceland-United Kingdom gap by Russian 3ubmarines

to reach launch stations in the Central Atlantic. That the Soviet

navy was striving to obtain alternative bases beyond this gap was

apparent from, the construction of a submarine base at Cienfuegos,

Cuba, in 1970, after a series of submarine visits there beginning
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in 1969. A naval base in West Africa became more attractive xyhen

Soviet leaders abandoned the Cienfuegos base because of pressure

from the Fixon administration, and in doing so appeared to accept

the principle that no Russian strategic missile systems were to

be based in the western hemisphere. 104/

In late 1971, however, Toure rejected a Soviet request that

the USSR be permitted tc build a permanent naval facility un

Tamara Island, just off the coast near Conakry. Various sources

have reported attempts by the Soviet navy since then to gain

Toure's support for this project. One instance of this was

reported by the London Daily Mail in January 1976, prompting Tass

to hotly deny that the Soviet Union was building such a submarine

base. 105/

Also supporting the proposition of a significant expansion of

Soviet objectives in Guinea has been the use of the port of

Conakry for ac:ivities of little relevance to Toure, the PAIGC,

or even West Africa generally. Kelly, for instance, has reported

seven separate visits by Soviet submarines to Guinea between

1969 and 1973--most frequently, presumably, for replenishment and

crew rest. 206/ Submarine tenders have been deployed to the

Gulf of Guiuea since 1972, in association with annual fleet

exercises. 107/ Conakry ha3 served as a replenishment stop

for Soviet shops in transit to the Caribbean, the South Atlantic,

and the Indian Ocean. An augmented West Africa Patrol was

/
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employed in the Gulf of Guinea and off the Angolan coast during

the Angolan civil war, apparently to deter interference with arms

and troop deliveries to the. port of Luanda. 108/

Finally, the Soviet Union has used Guinean airfields in the

pursuit of its strategic and broader African objectives. Under

the direction of Cuban engineers, Conakry airport was expanded

and improved in 1972-73, and upon its completion in July 1973,

the Soviet navy immediately began using the new airfield for

long-range reconnaissance flights of the mid-Atlantic to pinpoint

the positions of U.S. ships and submarines. 109/ During the

1973 Middle Eastern war, Soviet reconnaissance aircraft operating

from Conakry helped keep track of U.S. naval movements to the

Mediterranean. Other flights have been flown in conjunction with

A. fleet exercises of the Soviet navy and, again during the Angolan

war, over shippig lanes between the Caribbean and western Africa.

On several occasions, these flights were coordinated with similar

operations flown over the western Atlantic from Cuba. i0_/ The

Angolan war enlarged the role that air facilities in Guinea could

play in support of Soviet political and military interests.

Scviet military aid airlifted to Angola during the war was staged

thrc gh Conakry, and MIG-15s based in Guinea for the training of

the Guinean air force were used by Soviet pilots for surveillance

oi the troops of the Western-backed factions in Angola. ill/

-I_
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Portugal's Response

What can be said of Portugal's reaction to the Conakry

raid and subsequent events? Lisbon immediately reacted by

denying any responsibility for the attempted coup. Statements

to this effect were primptly issued by General Spinola in Bissau,

by the Portuguese foreign minister in Brussels, and by the

Portuguese ambassador at the United Nations. L12/

Lisbon had good reasons for attempting to dissociate itself

from any responsibility for the Conakry raid, for this unsuccessful

aggression endangered Portugal's vital policical, economic, and

tilitary lin.ks to the other North Atlantic nations. Portugal's

ability to field and supply a sophisticated colonial army of

140,000 soldiers rested squarely on a continuing tide of military

imports and domestic economic growth made possible only by

American and European trade end direct investment. Seventy percent

of its trade was with Nvrth Atlantic markets, and direct investment

from the United Staces, Frantze, West Germany, and the United

Kingdom had helped foster the relative prosperity of the 1960s.

As the U14 vote on Resolutoa 290 indicated, only these NATO

allies stood between Portugal's colonial practices and ostracism

by the internatioal comunity. 113/

Events during and following the Security Council debates cf

Decewber 4-8, 1970, indicated that any repetttion of the Conakry

raid would seriously impair Port,.ugal's vital relations with the
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Western powers. At the UN, "the delegates of the United States

and Britain made it clear that they did not care to defend

Portugal against the charges made against her." 114_/ The American,

British, and French ambassadors ultimately acknowledged the

veracity of the Security Council's investigative report. Western

diplomats saw the affair "as extremely damaging to member countries

in NATO." i15/ When the presence of the West Africa Patrol was

reported in the United States in Feburary 1972, State Department

officials implied that American economic interests in Guinea were

more important than U.S. support for Portugal's African policy.

According to the Washington Post, "tne State Department is anxious

Lo avoid any complications that might lead Toure's socialist

regime to seize American aluminum companies. They have a

$150-million investment in Guinea's booming bauxite and aluminum

industry." State Department officials expressed no disapproval

of the fact that "the Soviet task force is there primarily to

protect Toure's regime from another invasicn from neighboring

Portuguese Guinea." 116/

Such lack of allied political and military support deterred

Portugal's military strategy as much as did the objective

military power interposed by Moscow after December 1970. In the

spriug of 1971 Portuguese Foreign Minister Patricio scoffed at

c "aims that NATO support enabled Lisbon to carry on its &frican

wars: "It is not true. We are complaining to our NATO allies

* 1* 5.4,1
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that they don't give us any support. They won't even give us

political support in Africa." 1L/ A Washington Post cerrespondent

touring Guinea-Bissau, Angola, and Mozambique &.ring the weeks

Ifollowing the Conaltry raid quoted Fortuguese officers as saying:
"We should go get the guerrillas. . . But if we did what the

Americans do in Cambodia and Laos, the whole world would scream

at us--including the Americans." 118,

There can be little doubt that the possibility of a military

clash with the Soviet navy was an additional reason for Lisbon's

lack of direct military action to stop Toure's considerable support

of the PAIGC. In taking this new factor into account, Lisbon

would only have been echoing the U.S. Navy's concern at the time

that Portugal, should it sponsor another attack, might wind up

119/
facing the USSR alone. - But it is essential to recognize

that Portuguese fear of possible Soviet action could not be

separated from simultan.eous fear of pressure from all points

of the globe--from NATO, from several African states, from the

United Nations, from other Communist states such as China and

Cuba. One aiiih-rankang Po:tuguese official described his govern-

ment's problem in the spring of 1971: "We can't afford to

JternationahL7e these conflicts any more than they already are.

It would be more dangerous for us in the long run. Most of cur

trouble now comes from outside involvement in Portuguese problems." 120/

I'
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Other factors reinforced Portugal's hesitancy to sponsor

another invasion of Guinea-Conakry. A major consideration was

Lisbon's belief that there was an alternative strategy to that

of eliminating the leadership of Guinea and the PAIGC. While

the invasion planned by General Spinola held out the immedia'e

possibility of "final victory" in the guerrilla war, the battle-

field situation in Portuguese Guinea was by no means as decaerate

as was claimed by Portugal's enemies. Under General Spinola's

leadership, Portugal's military position in Guinea-Bissau had

gradually improved after ?968. Control of the countryside had

stalemated in a rough parity between the government and the

guerrillas, with the Portuguese army free to move where it chose.

Meamohile, through new expenditures for roez-, agriculture,

industry, and media services, Spinola seemed Lc be making headway

in the long-term battle for the "hearts and minds" of the native

population. This apparently optimistic military picture in

1970-72 permitted Lisbon to take a less anxious view of Toure's

support of the PAIGC guerrillas. 12-1/ Only with the increasing

sophistiation of the Cuban-trained PAIGC and the USSR's introduction

of hand-held surface-to-air missiles and heavy artillery did the

milltary situation Z'Lift decisively against Portugal in late

1972. Portuguese casualties began tc rise rapidly as the PAIGC

made massed assaults on isolated outposts, bombarded previously

secuze towns, and neutralized Portuguese jets and helicopters
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with surface-to-air missiles. 122/

Other factors militated against a repetition of the Conakry

raid. For one thing, 1971 and 1972 were years when moderate

leaders in Africa spoke of a "dialogue" with the white regimes

that would avert a bloody war, and rortugal was loath to take

any action that would undercut this gesture. Then, too, the Guinean
exiles had provee to be rather incompetent soldiers. And in

Lisbon the first serious signs of an effective antiwar movement

were beginning to appear. By spring 1971, the Washington Post

could report from Portugal that "students have begun to hold mild

protest rallies, labor unions are less forthright in their support

for the wars, and the number of army deserters and draft evaders

has reached the point of being publicly mentioned by defense

officials as a national shame." 123/ Sabotage of Portuguese
military equipment and NATO installations began in the winter of

1970-71, and the terrorism had reached such proportions by

November 1971 that Prime Minister Caetano declared a "state of

subversion" and postponed several long-awaited political reforms. 12/I

Thus, while it seems likely that the presence of Soviet naval

power in Guinean w'aters from December 1970 on was of some influence

in the caution Lisbon exercised after the Conakry raid, this is a

deterrent influence that cannot be disentangled from other important

forces all pointing in the same direction: the complete lack of

allied support for any offensive activities beyond Portuguese
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Guinea, a stabilizing military situation in Guinoa-Bissau, the

] growing support of other African and communist states for the

PAIGC and Toure, the near saption of formal aanctions against

Portugal by the UN after the first raid, the growth of an anti-

war movement in Portugal, and the military ineffectiveness of the

Guinean exiles.

The Guinean Response

As described by Claude Riviere, an international authority

on Guinean affairs:

Sekou Toure's constant preoccupation with a possible
attack by the imperialists and his obsessive fear
of a domestic counterrevolution . . . could hardly
promote fraternal cooperation with other states. At
every turn, their leaders risked being accused of
helping imperialism, or tolerating neocolonialism,
or trying to -ndermine Guinea internally, either by
giving asylum to Guinean em gres or by plotting to vrreck
the Guinean revolution.

Such fear of attack and continuous alienation of potential

African allies gave the Soviet Union bargaining power that it

could use in pursuing its interests in and beyond Guinea.

There is no evidence to suggest that the Russians attempted

to exploit Toure's fears during the first nine months of

occasional naval protection. But the financial costs of their

support steadily increased as Guinea made repeated requests for

aid and evidence accumulated that the threat to Guinea's president

was as much internal as external. Toure himself told the nation
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on the first anniversary of the Conakry raid that among those

arrested after the attack were "sixteen Ministers, five former

Ministers, several provincial governors, a large number of high-

ranking officials, and most high-ranking officers of the Guinean

Army." 126/ To provide Toure with continuous protection from

external and internal avtack and to reduce the burden of frequent

operations in the region, Moscow proposed to relocate the West

Africa Patrol at Conakry and requested access to support facilities

there. because of the added security this change provided against

his foreign and domestic enemies, it is not surprising that

Toure gave his consent.

Other privileges subsequently extended to the Soviet Union

seem easily explained by Toure's dedication to African liberation

and his fear of counterrevolution. PernissLrn to expand Conakry

airport in 1972 to facilitate Soviet use jibes with Toure's fear

of Portuguese air attack on the capital. His entrustment of the

control of Guinea's planes and naval ship- to foreign advisers and

his use of Cuban bodyguards seem compatible with his deep and

perhaps justifiable suspicion of the military's loyalty. And

in light of Toure's unswerving support for African liberation move-

ments as well as his espousal of the struggle against Portuguese

colonialism, it is difficult to believe that Guinea's behavior

during the Angolan war lemonstrated undue Soviet influence.

After Toure's announcement that he had sent troops to fight beside
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the MPLA (Popular Movement for the Liberation of Angola), it is

not surprising that he permitted Soviet use of his airport and
127/

seaport in the same cause. --

Counterbalancing Toure's natural receptivity to anti-

Western and pro-socialist causes has always been his fierre

dedication to national and personal autonomy and the paiticular

economic needs of African peoples. This has influenced his leader-

ship since 1958, when Guinea alone chose independence from France

rather than membership in a Franco-African community. The result

of Toure's militant nationalism has been constant wariness of

overdependence on any single benefactor and a deliberate exploitation

of great-power rivalries for the economic gain of Guinea. Tactically,

this nationalist policy has operated in a complex web of economic

and military relationships with numerous Communist and capitalist

states, often with impulsive ruptures in Guinea's foreign relations

to counter excessive dependency and foreign indifference. Guinean

concessions to the great powers have therefore often come in

pairs, such as matching U.S. exploitation of the Boke bauxite

deposits with a comparable mining agreement with the Soviet Union.

Diplomatic rupture has been an inevitable risk of doing business

with Toure, one that even the Soviet Union has not managed to

avoid despite its bistorically close relations. In 1961 the

.'.-.. n ambassador was expelled because of his opposition to Toure's

flirtation with the Kennedy administration and the apparently
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overzealous Soviet propagandizing of Guinean youth. 
128/"

Toure's sensitivity to national dependence has been reflected

in his reaction to Soviet requests since November 1970. The most

obvious is his consistent refusal to grant Moscow the right to

construct and use a naval base on Tamara Island. One method

adopted by Toure for offsetting this Soviet pressure has been

receptivity to Chinese offers of naval assistance. In 1973

a Chinese advisory mission was accepted, and in 1973-74 China

gave Guinea four coastal attack ships. These transfers have served

to remind Moscow that other sources of aid are available. 129/

The Soviet Union, to be sure, is aware of Toure's tenacious

independence; the unpredictable cost of violating it may explain

Moscow's general refusal to take any public credit for the accom-

plishments of the West Africa Patrol. For this reason, the liber-

ation war in Guinea-Bissau was a useful facade for both Toure and

the USSR, with each hiding less idealistic interests in the West

Africa Patrol behind the veil of support for the PAIGC and threat

of external invasion. It must surely be concern for Toure's

sensitivity that has made Moscow react so petulantly to leaked

newspaper accounts of the possibility of a Soviet naval base on

Tamara Island.

The USSR's contributioni to Toure's external and internal

security have provided leverage transferable into some Russian

gains. The use of Conakry harbor for the replenishment of Soviet

21
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submarines, naval combatants, and merchant ships passing through

the region or participating in fleet exercises appears to be a

clear gain little related to Toure's interests, as was the use of

Conakry airport for Soviet navy long-range reconnaissance flights

over the mid-Atlantic. Such flights were surely of negligible

service to Guinea's interests, too.

Even these Soviet gains have proved to be fragile, however.

With the end of the war in Guinea-Bissau and a decline in the fighting

in Angola, the relative influence in Guinea of Soviet military

protection and Western economic power has gradually shifted to the

advantage of the latter. A serious disagreement emerged between

foscow and Conakry in 1976 over the low Russian prices paid for

purchases of Guinean bauxite. Toare's socialist economic strategy

and the continuing West African drought cut deeply into agricultural

output and resulted in violent hunger demonstrations in August 1977

which shook the very foundations of the Guinean government. As

a consequence, Toure commenced a fundamental reorientation of his

foreign and domestic policies which is still in progress. In .

major aignal to the WeEt, Toure ended Soviet use of Guinea for

long-range reconnaissance flights in September 1977, terminated

Cuban use of Conakry airport for transporting troops to and from

Africa, and zeduced Soviet naval operations allowed out of Conakry

.iarbor. Missions were dispatched to the Western powers in search

of economic assistance, and new liberalized terms were extended

4t
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to foreign capital investors. Guinea's highly uncertain future.

as a staging area for Soviet military activities has prompted

Moscow to look for other facilities in Mali, Sierra Leone, Benin

and Guinea-Bissau. 130/

The PAIGC Response

Although Soviet military power appeared to be most directly

aimed at deterring Portugal and exploiting Toure's internal
V

vulnerability, the PAIGC leadership was an important secondary

target of Soviet military action. Air and naval facilities at

Bissau and on the Cape Verde Islands three hundred miles west of

Dakar were of potential strategic value comparable to, if not

greater than, those in Guinea-Conakry. These bases may bave become

more important to the USSR in the 1970s because of Toure's refusal

to allow it to use Tamara. And the respect that Amilcar Cabral and

the PAIGC commanded throughout Africa and other states of the third

world and increasingly in the West made defense of his movement

a sound investment in Soviet global influenc-.

Certainly Soviet assistance to the PAIGC during the last year

of the war was important to the struggle's outcome. As noted,

Moscow provided a steady stream of increasingly sophisticated

weaponry and equipment u, tll Guinea-Bissau's official independence

from Portugal on September 10, 1974. In fact, the leadership core

of the PAIGC was saved from extinction by the West Africa Patrol

4
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on January 20, 1973, when Amilcar Cabral was acsassinated in

Conakry by a faction of PAIGC diss:.dents and Portuguese collaborators,

and many of his senior lieutenants were harded onto three boats

bound for Portuguese Guinea. Alerted by Guinear. and Cuban

authorities, the Soviet navy was able to intercept the assassins

after a chase at sea. However, in accordance with the low profile

tacitly agreed to for the West Africa Patrol, credit for this

rescue was publicly given to the "Guinean Navy" or "Conakry naval

units" by official spokesmen. 131/

Like Toure, the PAIGC leadership had legitimate security

concerns after decolonization. Approximately fifteen hundred

black commandos were demobilized by the Portuguese army ii,

Guinea-Bissau at independence and a number of these soldiers

chose, because of their past association, to go into exile in

Senegal. Defeated black elite groups and former members of the

Portuguese secret police wer3 suspected of plotting against the

new PAIGC government. And the tragic loss of Cabral resulting

from lax internal security left its mark on the thinking of the

leaders who survived the long war. Thus it is understandable that

the new government iL Bissan has welcomed foreign security assistance.

The Soviet Union has provided the start of a modern military force

with two coastal patrol ships and suveral MIG fighters. The tra-

ditional Soviet agreements to provide fishing boats, crew training,

and a fish-processing factory have also been signed. Some

"..'
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one hundred Cuban military advisers are still believed to be

working in Guinea-Bissau. East Germany helped establish a radar

station to monitor naval traffic. And the West Africa Patrol
132/

remains at Conakry, within easy distance of Bissau. 1/

-hat advantages has Moscow gained through these past and

current military transfers? The most important is the appearance

in Bissau of a new political order inherently more sympathetic

to liberation causes, which the Soviet Union also supports.

During the Angolan civil war, Guinea-Bissau dispatched soldiers

to fight beside the Cuban- and Soviet-backed MPLA. Cuba ferried

troops to Angola by way of Bissau and the Cape Verde Islands until

this route was abandoned to "4 ,void bringing harm to a defenseless

country." 133/ Such assistance was predictable in light of

Amilcar Cabral's own membership in the MPLA dating from 1956, the

MPLA's original headquarters in Conakry, and strong fraternal

bonds among all the principal Portuguese-liberation groups.

Looking toward the future, PAIGC delegates agreed at their third

party congress in December 1977 that though Guinea-Bissau would

generally remain nonaligned in foreign affairs the party would

support the southern African liberation movements, the Palestine

Liberation Organization, Fretillin of Timor, and Western Sahara's

Polisario Fr vt.

While the USSR hAs assisted into power PAIGC leaders who

tend to share some of its causes, the lure of continued Soviet

L....
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assistance seems insufficient to alter the PAIGC's own definition

of its interests. Despite much consternation in NATO that the USSR

would be granted military access to Bissau and the Cape Verae

Islands at least comparable to that received In Conakry, the

PAIGC has rigidly denied foreign military traffic any routine use

of its facilities as well as the right to establish military

bases on its soil. The new state, like Toure, is as much concerned

about economic matters as about military ones, owing in part to

the ravages of the long war and ten years of uninterrupted drought

on the Cape Verde archipelago. Possibly Moscow's failure to

provide assistance anything like that granted during the war is

a tactic designed to induce greater military and political cooperation.

But leaders in Bissau tecognize that their economic well-being

depends on enlarging the previously narrow circle of benefactors

to include the wealthier Western industrial nations. As a result

of vigorous PAIGC solicitation, the Unitea States, Sweden, the

Netherlands, Denmark, West Germany, and France have all made

important trade or aid concessionp. There is little evidence that

the Soviet Union has been able to translate its extensive military

support of the PAIGC into direct influence over the foreign policy

of Guinea-Bissat'. 135/

Significance of Outcomes

The Portuguese Guinea war hes special significance in that
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the actual deployment of Soviet naval combatants to the area for

deterrence represented a level of military involvement in third world

affairs that went beyond the Soviet Union's normal inclination to

operate through client governments and movements. The attempt to

constrain Portuguese military reaction--while at the same time

arming the PAIGC, the Cubans, and the Guineans for military action

against Portuguese Guinea--represented a quasi-offensive action and

a potential for direct combat involvement out of character with the

historic focus of the Soviet Union on its responsibilities in

Europe and Asia.

Soviet actions in the vicinity of Guinea do not suggest,

however, that Russian leaders had abandoned their traditionally

cautious management of the risks associated with the use of military

power. It is an exaggeration, foi instance, to argue, as has

Admiral Zumwalt, that after the Conakry raid "the Soviets did not

hesitate, in a part of the seas quite remote from their sources

of supply, to challengc a member of an alliance accustomed to

maritime supremacy." 136/ In reality, the USSR did hesitate for

at least ten days before committing ships to the area--until inter-

national events had clarified the risks and gains of such a deployrent.

By the time the first Soviet destroyers arrived in early December,

a numLer of events had greatly reduced the dangers of this action:

an overwhelming show of international taupport for Guinea had emerged;

even NATO members like the United States had made sympathetic
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gestures to Toure; the UN was in the process of formally accusing

and condemning Portugal; ana the Guinean president had made both

puDb -.' and private requests for military support. To these risk-

minimizing factors could be added considerations of longer standing,

such as the restriction of NATO's operational zone to an area north

of the Tropic of Cancer (that is, some eight hundred miles north

of Portuguese Guinea); increasing constraints on the U.S. commitment

of military power to third world conflicts; and formal UN General

Assembly encouragement of direct support to liberation movements

in Portuguese Africa since December 1965.

Even under such favorable circumstances, the West Africa Patrol

during its first year hardly seemed the naval "challenge" suggested

by Zumwalt. N3 Soviet announcement was made of the presence or

purpose of the ships, which provided an opportunity for face-saving

withdrawal if there was an actual Portuguese reaction or a NATO

counterdeployment. During its first phase, which lasted until

September 1971, the USSR did not provide Toure and the PAIGC with a

permanent railitary deterrent bu* deployed in the area temporarily,

in response to specific requests. And when the p,'.%trol assumed a

permanent character in September 1971, its relocation toward ConAkry

not only increased its capability for intervening i. Guinea's internal

affairs but also reduced the risk of an inadvertent clash at sea

with Portuguese ships off Guinea-Bissau.

.4
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Another element of the USSR's cautious opportunism during the

Portuguese Guinea war was its willingness to commit mobile naval

power for deterrence purposes but its consistent refusal to commit

ground forces, which Cuba had done. This pattern has been repeated

in other African states. In response to requests for military support

from friendly regimes, Toure had soldiers airlifted to Sierra Leone in March

1971 and to Benin in January 1977. At least on the first occasion, when

internal order was restored several weeks later, the Soviet Union

dispatched a naval combatant to these countries as a show of friend-

ship and support for the shaky regime and quite possibly as a sign

of approval for Guinea's peacekeeping action. Similar timing

137/
prevailed during the Angolan civil war. 

-

Finally, the composition and operation of the West Africa Patrol

suggests that the USSR, though reluctant to use its own ground forces

in third world countries, is more prepared to do so in internal

support of a threatened client regime than in transgressing an

internatioDal boundary to remove a hostile regimte. Only after the

West Africa Patrol was relocf.ted in Conakry in September 1971 was

a tank landing ship added to the Soviet combatants. The presence

of this vessel suggested a conditional willingness to intervLne

directly .n Guinean politics, which was never evident in Soviet

assistance directed against Portugal.

Soviet military actions in West Africa a'ter the Conakry raid

proved to be of marginal importance to American politics. Not only
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,.ere Americans generally predisposed against any additional overseas

commitments, but few U.S. politicians and citizens were even dimly

aware of Soviet activities in the area. A news blackout on the

topic was in force at the White House and the State Department, as

Nixon administration officials struggled to maintain working relations

with both Portugal and Guinea. Only when the Soviet navy made

extensive use of Conakry airport for long-range reconnaissance

missions during the 1973 Middle East War did the Pentagon leak word
of the USSR's military use of Guinea. 138/ Not until December 1975,

when once again Moscow effectively used Guinea's air and sea facilities

in support of its Angolan intervention, did significant discussion

of Toure's military relationsbip with the Soviet Union appear in

Sr- 139/the press. -

The Conakry raid and its aftermath marked another occasion

when the interests of black African states were vigorously defended

by the Soviet bloc and opposed by the North Atlantic states. The

lack of an overt response from the United States and its allies

allowed the Soviet Union to adopt the appearance of effectively

deterring a future attack, although my analysis suggests that many

other, probably more important factors contributed to the absence

of invasion. The Soviet Union gained access to Guinean facilities

useful to its broad interests both in Africa and at the strategic

level. For its part, the United States helped this process by

refusing to openly choose sides in the struggle, though most of

the world had concluded Portugal was in error.

21
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Conclusion

In general, the Soviet Union's use of military power in these

two cases was successful in attaining its objectives. Although

outcomes favorable to it were largely the product of political

and economic factors, Soviet military power did apparently have a

reinforcing effect and was used without incurring any significant

costs. Of even greater long-range importance, the missions gave

the illusion of decisive military influence and thus established

with such important observers as President Sekou To-ire and the

U.S. Navy the presumption of Soviet military potency and credibility.

The USSR's success was principally a function of its own eophisticated

tactics. The objectives for Soviet naval power were established

at a modest level--the return of two Russian ships and the deterrence

of an unlikely second Portuguese invasion. Also, these objectives

were pursued in an area of the world where the United States had no

vital interests at the time. The USSR's subtlety further reduced

risk. Naval power was deployed only when the passage of time had

helped clarify potential benefits and costs. In the trawlers incident,

military signals were resorted to only after the use of diplomatic

and economic instruments had failed. The mission to Portuguef'e

Guinea Was in highly attractive circumstances, which emerged following

the attempted invasion. In neither case was naval power employed in

a binding fashion. Instead, force potential was modest and inconspicuous,

public information was tightly controlled and restricted, targets
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were permitted to draw their own inferences, and port visits were

employed to obfuscate intent (Nigeria) or pursue collateral

opportunities (Senegal, Sierra Leone).

The lessons Soviet leaders learned from these deployments are

difficult to decipher because of the dearth of Soviet commentary.

It seems plausible to conclude that the lack of Western reaction to

the first Soviet deployment to the Gulf of Guinea in February and

March 1969 emphasized for Moscow the limited stakes the NATO allies

had in that region and the improbability that they would react

militarily to a more daring mission against Portugal in December

1970. A wider range of Soviet coa.usions probably reslted from

the Guinean experience. Soviet behavior after the Conakry raid

suggests a growing awareness that the survival of African clients--

notably those committed to internal or external revolution--depended

on a more substantial commitment of Soviet armed might than had been

previously made in the third world. The loss of Nkrumah and Keita

demonstrated this. It may not be coincidental that the year the

West Africa Patrol began the USSR also undertook stabilizing actions

in Sudan and Somalia. Also, the Guinean experience probably reinforced

the impirtance of avoidling a highly visible military presence in new

third world states likely to find dependency on a superpower irksome.

Tactics that mitigated this presence included the use of Cuban 2roops

in Guinea, severe restrictions on information, and the deployment of

a Soviet tank landing ship. The projected location of a Soviet
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naval facility on isolated Tamara Island may have been motivated by

concern for Guinean nationalism. Such Soviet solicitude has been

rewarded by continued access to Conakry harbor since December 1971.

Finally, Moscow may have concluded that external influence on other

governments' decisins is likely to be greatest in instances where

a brutal, histrionic, and revolutionary leader, like Toure, has little

chance of receiving substantial, support from the democratic, capitalist

Western powers. Regimes like Guinea, Ethiopia, and Uganda, with

unsavory international reputations, may well be more vulnerable to

Soviet military inducements. It is noteworthy that Guinea's requests

since the summer of 1977 for additional economic assistance have

been ignored by the Carter administration.

The Ghana and Guinea cases do not indicate that the Russian

manipulation of military inducements and threats is, in itself,

the source of considerable international influence. Only where the

political and economic interests of the targets were compatible with

those sought by Moscow was Soviet military power capable of bringing

about any identifiable change in behavior. Both Toure and the

PAIGC were more receptive to Soviet desires during the Portuguese

Guinea war, when the interests of the three parties were convergent.

The USSR's inability to obtain routine military access to Guinea-Bissau

and Cape Verde since their independence is a sign of how little

permanent influence Moscow purchased with its extensive war aid, and

how quickly the compatibility of two actors' interests can evaporate.

(Ai
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Evidence of successful Soviet coercion is not discernible in these

cases. Ghana appeared fully prepared to withstand all Soviet

external pressure, including a show of military force, until it had

completed a thorough investigation of possible Russian subversion.

And so numerous are the alternative domestic and international

explanations for Portugal's decision not to reinvade Guinea that only

access to Portuguese government files could clarify what weight, if

any, was given the implied Russian threat in Lisbon. The general

success of Soviet military inducement and coercion and their threat

to the United States turns principally on the compatibility of

Russian objectives with those of other governments.

'I
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Chapter 13

ANGOLA AND THE HORN OF AFRICA

by Colin Legum

The Soviet Union took advantage of two historic changes that

occurred on the African continent in 1974 to extend its military presence

and expand its influence along the southwest Atlantic coast and in the

Red Sea area. The first change came as the resilt of a military coup

against the Caetano regime in Lisbon in April 1974, which led to the

end of almost five centuries of Portuguese colonialism. There was little

ccnflict over the successor governments in four of Portugal's five African

territories, but in Angola three rival liberation movements contested

for power in the political vacuum left behind by the Portuguese. The

second change came in the Horn of Africa (Ethiopia, Djibouti, Somalia)

in September 1974, after Emperor Haile Selassie had finally been de-

throned. A new military regime, the Dergue, took power and committed

itself to a Marxist-Leninist revolution.

The USSR became militarily involved in Angola in 1975 and, at about

the same time, proposed to the Dergue that it replace the United States

as Ethiopia's main source of arms supplies. This proposal was finally

accepted by the Dergue in April 1976. Another new dimension of Soviet

strategy was the introduction of large numbers of Cuban combat troops to

complement the role of Russian military instructors and to handle the

more sophisticated weapons under actual battle conditiorq.
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This study of foreign intervention in two African crisis areas

focuses largely on Soviet military and political methods with the

specific aim of elucidating the putpose and nature of Moscow's strategy

and interests in the third world-the vital new factor in the contemporary

world balance of power struggle.

As the newest of the world's naval powers, the USSR nsturally has

an interest in acquiring adequate facilities around the major oceans to

enable its naval, merchant, and fishing fleets (as well as its civil

airlines and military aircraft) to operate worldwide and to free them

from the climatic constraints of their bome ports. Furthermore, for

their own defense the Russians must be able to neutralize strategic

areas to prevent Western powets from bringing their forward positions

close to the Soviet borders, as well as to deal with the possibility

that nuclear missiles will be launched from U.S. submarines in the

Mediterranean, the Red Sea, or the northern Indian Ocean. These areas

are also of vital strategic Soviet iuterest hecause the USSR needs to

cover its Far Eastern front in all seasons against the possibility of

war with China or to go to the assistance of its allies in Southeast

v Asia. Yet this aim of acquiring naval facilities is never mentioned in

Soviet political statements or in the media; on the contrary, that it

plays any part in USSR policy is vehemently denied. This attitude is

in marked cont-. 'st to the frank assertions about the Soviet navy's need

for and interest in acquiring naval and air facilities around the world

by the navy's military planners and vriters--notably by the creator of

the modern Soviet navy, Admiral of the Fleet Sergei G. Gorshkov.l/ There

can be no question that Soviet policies in the Horn of Africa were de-
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I, termined by the age-old interest in access to Red Sea ports.

The Soviet wish not to seem to be pursuing a typical superpower

interest no doubt explains the covertness of the pursuit. How to avoid

being seen by the third world as being no different from "the imperialists"

is a major USSR concern. Gorshkov's speeches and writings stress the

differences between the Soviet naval role in political crises and that of

the "imperialist navies." This concern is also reflected in discussions

among Russian strategic planners on such issues as the deployment of

ground forces in third world conflict situations, where they may be re-

garded as indispensable to ensure the effectiveness of military aid

supplied by the Wara:w Pact countries.2/ Since Moscow remains strongly

opposed to using Russian or other "white" troops from Eastern Europe as

combat troops in the third world, this missing element in Soviet strategy

has been the subject of considerable debate and controversy in Russian

military circles. When the need for such ground forces arose, first in

Angola and later in Ethiopia, the Cubans supplied the "nonwhite," or

third world, element required by Soviet strategy.

The question is whether the Cubans can always be expected to fi]l

the breach when the fulfillment of Soviet strategic interests require

it, or whether they will respond only in situations where Moscow's and

Havana's interests coincide. In other words, are the Cubans merely

Russian henchmen or are they capable of playing an independent role in

third world situations?3/ Their major role in the two conflicts described

in this chapter gives no firm answer to this question but tends to

oppose the view (as stated, for example, by the Chinese) that the Cubans

are simply "Rus3ian mercenaries." There is also the further question of
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the limits of Cuban manpower and resources.

As an ideological power, the USSR is also able to pursue its state

interests by championing causes that attract allies to its side from

aong third world anti-imperialist "progressive" elements. For example,

Soviet foreign policy assumes responsibility for contributing to the

"solidarity of the progressive forces in the internatinal working-class

movement" and supporting "genuine progressive revolutionary movements

and movements of national liberation." These commitments enable the

USSR to decide when--and how far--it should involve itself in any par-

ticular conflict in the third world.

A more recent development in Soviet policy is its acceptance of an

overt commitment to help promote and consolidate Marxist-Leninist regimes

oriented toward Moscow. Such a policy not only intensifies Sino-Soviet

rivalry, but also disturbs nationalists in the third world who, though

anti-imperialist, are usually anti-Marxist too. Moscow did not try to

defend its intervention in Angola on the ground that it was assisting to

consolidate a Marxist-Leninist regime there (although it subsequently

did just that); but this was one of the three reasons it gave to justify

its intervention in Ethiopia. Perhaps the most significant aspect of

the USSR's role in the Horn of Africa is that for the first time it openly

sought to promote and consolidate a Communist revolution outside Eastern

Europe.

The USSP loses no opportunity to try to diminish the influence of

the Western powers in the third world (especially in areas where it has

strategic interests of its own); but its policies toward the third world

show an even greater desire to undermine the -osition of the People's

4a VV t
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Republic of China than that of the West. in the case of Angola, evidence

suggests that Sino-Soviet rivalry was a crucial determinant of Soviet

policy.

ANGOLA

The new regime in Lisbon which seized power on April 25, 1974, led

by General Antonio de Spinola, fixed November 11, 1975, as the date

for independence in Angola, although the question of who was to rule

remained in contention among three rival forces. Each had received ex-

ternal backing from different sources in the period of armed struggle (1958-

74).4/

The Rival Angolan Parties

The Union for the Total National Liberation of Angola (UNITA), led

by Dr. Jonas Savimbi, had received the least foreign aid. Despite

appealc to it, Peking had withheld aid until late in 1974, and its first

coz=ignment of aras sent from Dar es Salaam (Tanzania) never arrived.

UNITA's power base was in the south, along the Namibian frontier, among

the Ovimbundu people, who are by far the most populous group in the

country.

The Front for the National Liberation of Angola (FNLA), led by

Holden Roberto, was supported by the Bakongo people along Zaire's

frontier. It received most of its support either directly from or

through Zaire. For a time at the beginning of the Kennedy administration,

some American aid was secretly channeled to the FNLA; this did not last

long, because of Portuguese pressure on its NATO ally. Nevertheless,

the CIA maintained contact with Roberto.5/ The FNLA was very much a

fr ' % t
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client of Zaire, whose President Mobutu saw it primarily as an ally

and an instrument for his foreign policy. This relationship contributed

importantly to the subsequent course of the power struggle and probably

also to the level of foreign military intervention. In 1973 the Chinese

began to supply arms and to train FNLA forces in their base camps in

Zaire. North Korea, which had a training program for Zaire, also helped

train FNLA forces.

The Popular Movement for the Liberation of Angola (MPLA), led by

a Marxist poet, Dr. Agostinho Neto, had received Chinese military aid

from 1958 to 1974, as well as economic and political support from some

Western sources, notably Sweden, and from "support groups2* in Western

Europe and North America. But its main support came from the USSR,

Cuba, and Yugoslavia. Soviet relations with the MPLA were not always

smooth, partly because of Neto's suspicious personality, and partly

because of splits within its ranks. Neto's two staunchest allies were

the clandestine Portuguese Communist party (with whose leaders he was

in prison in Lisbon for a time) and the Cubans. The MPLA's support lay

among the Mbundu people in central Angola, but especially among the urban

working classes and the intelligentsia, many of them Afro-Portuguese

(mesticos). The MPLA was the only Angolan movement with Marxists in its

leadership.

A mission sent by the Liberation Cxnmittee of the Oxganization of

African Unity (OAU) early in 1975 to determine the relative strengths of

the three moveoents reported that UNITA enjoyed the greatest popular

support, followed by the FNLA with the MPLA having the least. 6/

Despite its large popular following, UNITA was militarily the weakest
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because of its failure to attract external support. In mid-1975 it

joined the FNLA in a reluctant alliance, which assured an anti-Conunist

character because of Soviet-Cuban support of the MPLA. When they failed

to get Western military support to match that given by the Communist

nations to the M1PLA, Savimbi and Roberto sought South Africa's help.

This led to the South African-FNLA-UNITA-Zaire operation.

External Actors and Their Interests

Throughout the Angolan crisis (early 1974 to early 1976) the OAU's

policy, with little significant opposition from its members, was to

support the idea of a coalition government to be formed by all three

parties at independence. The OAU insisted that none of the DpALes was

entitled to separate recognition; and it called on all African and

foreign powers not to interfere in the country's internal affairs.

This remained OAU policy until after the South African army intervened

openly or. the side of UNITA and the FNLA in late 1975. However, this

policy was still fully operative when the Russians and Cubans first

became militarily involved in early 1975.

The OAU had two main objectives in Angola: to aver! a civil war

following the Portuguesc withdrawal and to prevent forei.gn Intervention.

This explains its consensus on the importance of recognizing all three

rival Angolan movements Ao being genuine nationalist forces, and its

insistence that all were equally entitled to share in the government at

independence. However, the OAU's attempts to discourage foreign inter-

vention failed--largely because one of its members, Zaire, had a state

interest in the future of its neighbor. Not only were Znire's armei

forces used to support the FNLA in Angola, but President Mobutu also

-k1-
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worked strenuously to persuade others in Africa and abroad (especially

the United States and China) to arm the FNLA.

Mobutu's objective was to prevent the extension of Soviet influence

on his borders because of his own experience of Russian intervention in

Zaire's affairs during Patrice Lumumba's regime in the early 1.960s

and again during the rebellion against his rule in the mid-1960s.

Mobutu sought to convfnce the Western powers and the anti-Communist states

in Africa (including South Africa) that they all had a common interest

in keeping the Soviet Union out of Africa--an argument that had appealed

to the Chinese in 1973.

Mobutu had two other interests In the Angolan conflict: continued

ae.:es :o the Benguela railway, which normally carried the bulk of the

J.neral exports from Shaba (Katanga) province to the sea; and the possi-

bility of getting direct or indirect control of the oil-rich Angolan

province of Cabinda, which forms an enclave within Zaire and the Congo.

Mobutu insisted that "Cabinda is not Angola; it is separated by Zaire."'7 /

Zambia, another of Angola's neighbors, also played a significant

role in the conflict. Although Presidenc Kenneth Kaunda supported the

OAU stand of support for all three Angolan movements, he develoled close

relations with UNITA after the MPLA had involved the Russians and the

Cubans directly in the conflict. Zambia insisted on "non-intervention

by foreign powers in any shape or form in African affairs."8/ Kaunda's

speeches contrasted China's "model relations" (with Africa) with those of

the Soviet Union; and he warned against the danger of "the tiger and his

cubs" (Russia and Cuba) stalking the continent.9/ Like Zaire, Zambia also

had a major economic-strategic Interest in the lienguela rail',y, over
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Cwhich a large part of its copper exports normally cross to the sea.

Former President Idi Amin of Uganda, a close political ally of Mobutu,

was chairman of the OAU in 1975. In this role he was able to exercise

consiaerable influence over the organization's policies. He used his

position to maintain the African consensus despite strong Soviet pressure

on him.

South Africa decided on military lxtervention in Angola for two

reasons. First, it did not wish to see the growth of Soviet influence

in the continent, especially not so close to its borders. Second, it was

concerned about the security of Namibia (South-West Africa), the inter-

national territory it contrcls on the border of Angola. The South-West

Africa People's Or ganizatin of Ngmibia (SWAPO) used Angola's territory

to make guerrilla incursions into Namibia, even durii.g the time of Port-

uguese rule. After the Portuguese withdrawal, SWAPO moved its main

training camps into southern Angola and was abl; to get direct supplies

of Russian weapons. Later it was also able to get Cuban wilitary train-

ing for its guerrilla forces.

U.S. policy toward the Angolan crisis seems to have been largely

dictated by four major interests: to avoid any new major foreign in-

volvement, reflecting the post-Vietnam mood of the country and especially

of its legislators; to deny any significant political or military gains

to the Russians in Africa--but principally through diplomatic means and

within the understood ground rules govemning detente; to support American

friends in Afzica, especially President Mobutu of Zaire; and to defend

an important Ameriean economic interest in Angola, Gulf Oil in Cabinda.

U.S. actions did not conform with all these objectives, even before

4
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the extent of Cuba's military intervention became known. Clandestine

aid to the FNA was apparently resumed as early as July 1974, within

months of the coup in Lisbon, in response to strong pressure from Mobutu.

The CIA station in the area, based in Zaire, was actively engaged in

covert action,lO0/ which the Ford administratio sought to supplement by

an emergency aid program also channeled through Zaire. The Congress did

not allow this, however.

Soon after the Forty Committee, the top-level U.S. review board

that approves covert operations abroad, voted about $300,000 for a pro-

gram of covert political support for the FNLA in January 1975, an inter-

agency National Security Council Task Force on Angola was set up by NSC

staff directive.li/ Although the task force strongly opposed military

intervention in Angola,President Ford in mid-July sanctioned a CIA

action-plan for a $14 million covert action program to buy arms for the

FNLA and UNITA.12/ Also in July, Secretary of State Henry Kissinger

requested Congress to vote a $79 million emergency aid program for Zaire.

His proposal met with considerable opposition, especially from the

Senate, which adopted an amendment introduced by Senator John Tunney in

late December 1975 opposing further covert aid to Angola. One other

significant U.S. action was a State Department instruction to Gulf Oil

on December 19, 1975, to suspend royalty payments of $125 million to the

MPLA-contro-l2d Finance Ministry.

The immediate Soviet objective in Angola was clear-cut: to ensure

the victory of the MPLA as thr auccessor government to Portugal. With

the collapse of Portuguese colonialism the Kremlin was in a strong

position to ask, "Where were the friends of the Angolan people in all

pg,
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those long years while the Angolans fought their foreign oppressors?13/

The initial Soviet position on Angola was to favor the right of all

three rival Angolan movements to participate in the transitional govern-

ment. Their position changed early in 1975. Soviet writers later

ascribed the shift to a new turn of events in Angola for which "the

blame lies with the leaders of the secessionist alignments which unleashed$I
an armed struggle with active support from outside."14/ The official

Soviet line was that there could be no talk of a civil war in Angola;

*it was a "war of intervention" forced on the country by the "splittists"

and their foreign allies.15/ Accordingly they described their policy as

assistance for "Angola's legitimate government, based on the inter-

nationalist principle of supporting the nations' struggle for freedom

and independetlce."16/

This poition brought the USSR into open conflict with the declared

policy of the OAU. Soviet policy also stirred other African reactions,

principally from Zambia's President Kaunda, who warned that "assistance

to liberation movements must not be an excuse for establishing hege-

mony in Africa. In this respect we should learn 'from the People's

Republiz of Cnina."17/

Sino-Soviet rivalry was a major feature of Moscow's approach to the

Angolan conflict. Moscow put much of the blame for what had happened

in Angela on the Chinese. A typical charge ,as that "the Maoists sent

weapons, money and military instructors to AngolI. They sent them not

to the legal government recognized by many countries in Africa, Asia

and other continents, but to those separatist elements which embarked on

|
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an armed struggle against the government .... Angolans are killed in their

own land by Chinese arms."18/ Moscow repeatedly accused the Chinese

of pursuing world hegemonistic ambitions.19/

Cuban objectives in Angola essentially reflected Fidel Castro's

view of his country's "tricontinental role"--with Cuba as the vanguard

of revolution in the third world. The extent to which this Cuban in-

terest meshes with Soviet interests will be considered presently; but

considerable evidence supports the view that the Cubans seek to pursue an

independent role in the affairs of the third world, whatever their ties

with Moscow or their dependence on Soviet economic and military support.20/

The popular view of the Cubans as "puppets of Moscow" or the Chinese view

of them as "Russian mercenaries" is not borne out by available evidence.

However, this does not contradict another view that the Cuban role in

"ioth Angola and Ethiopia helped carry out Soviet objectives, which could

not have been achieved without the active combatant role of Cuban sol-

difcs.

Cuba's explanation of its role in Angola was supplied by its for-

eign minister, Carlos Rafael Rodriguez:

Look, it's obvious that we have a close
relationship with the Russians. But when
we first sent troops to Angola we did not
rely on a possible Soviet participation in
the operation. We started it in a risky,
almost improbable fashion, with a group of
people packed in a ship and in those British
Britannia aircraft of ours. Eventually,
the operation was coordinated with the
Russians, who were beginning to send military
supplies to help President Agostinho's MPLA
government in Angola. But the thing started
off as a purely Cuban operation.21/
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Fidel Castro claimed that Cuba's cooperation with Africa was the

natural "result of our principles, our ideology, our convictions and

our blood."22/ It is therefore not without significance that the Cuban

exercise in Angola was given the code name Operation Carlotta, after

a female slave who had led a black revolt in Cuba in 1843. The "black-

ress" of many Cubans was especially useful in this operation since they

blended more easily into the African milieu. A conspicuous number of the

first Cuban troops to arrive in Angola were black.

Cuba's modern connections with Africa go back to 1959,

when Ernesto "Che" Guevara first established links with the Front for

the National Liberation of Algeria in Cairo; but the closest ties were

with the anti-Portuguese liberation movements, especially that between

Guevara and Amilcar Cabral, the charismatic hero-martyr of Guinea-

Bissau. Except for the Mozambicans, all the anti-Portuguese movements

had close links with Cuba, where they went for military training and

education.

The objective of the People's Republic of China in Angola was pri-

marily to assist the liberation movements in the struggle against colonial-

ism; this was in conformity witn its international role in the third

world. China began to support the MPLA in 1958 as the "progressive ele-

rent" in the anti-Portuguese stru~gle, and continued to supply it with

arms until 1974 even though relations were strained--partly because of

the gradual ascendancy of pro-Moscow elements in the MPLA but, more im-

portant, because of China's decision in 1973 to arm and train the FNLA.

(China, as mentioned, hed refused to supply weapons to UNITA until late

1974.)
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China's involvement with the FMA cam about in response to an

African initiative. When the struggle against the Portuguese in

Angola slackened in 1973-mainly because of troubles within the MPILA,

low morale in the FNLA, and lack of arms for UNITA--Tanzania's President

Wyarere and Zaire's Prerident Mobutu decided to ask China to train the

FNLA. The Chinese agreed to send more than a hundred military instruc-

tors and supplies to the FNLA's camps in Zaire.

Unlike Russia, China responded positively to the OAU's initial policy

declaration requesting all external forces to stay out of the Angolan

power struggle. Almost three weeks before Angola's independence--on

October 27, 1977--China withdrew all its military instructors from the

FNLA camps.23/ This move was badly received by the FNLA and Mobutu.

China saw the Angolan crisis almost exclusively in the context of

its quarrel with the USSR. It blamed the Russians for "starting the

war in Angola";24/ criticized them for having deliberately created a

split among the liberation movements and for sending large quantities

of arms to only one side; and accused them of "wantonly slandering and

attacking the other two movments--and thns single-handedly provoking

the civil war in Angola."25!

The Peking view was that the Russians' actions in Angola "fully

revealed their ferocious features as Focial imperialists." China also

accused them of engagirg in a "scramble for hegemony In Africa, the aim

being to place strat' gically-important Angola, which is rich in natural

resources, in threir neocolonialist sphere of influence."26/

The Course of Events

The .,lvor Accord for independence signed by the Portuguese gov2rn-

* V 
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sent with the FNLA, UNITA, and the MPLA on January 15, 1975, pledged

the four signatories to cooperate in a transitional government until

independence, which was set for November 11, 1975. The aim was to pro-

duce a smooth transfer of power, with Portugal acting as chairman over

two interim bodies ir, which the three ri'.al Angolan movements were

equally represented. Security was to remain the responsibility of the

Portuguese forces.

The Alvor Accord was implemented on January 31, 1975, but quickly

broke down as the mistrustful leaders of the rival parties maneuvered

for position.

Fighting broke out in the Angolan capital, Luanda, on February 13,

1975, in a clash between two wings of the MPLA--Neto's faction and the

"Eastern Revolt" faction led by Daniel CLipenda. (The latter had re-

ceived Moscow's suppc-t for a time during 1973.) When Neto's supporters

succeeded in driving Chipenda out of the capital, he decided to join the

FNLA. As Chipenda had been the only prominent Ovimbundu leader in the

MPLA, his defection critically weakened the movement's alility to win

control over southern Angola, tte territory held by UNITA. In the next

few weeks fighting broke out between the FNLuA and the MPLA, which rapidly

escalated in March and April. The fighting at this early stage did not

involve UNITA. The initiative duriug much of this first period lay with

the FMLA, and the MPLA found itself heavily on the defensive.

The military strength of the Angolan rival forces in the first half

of 1975 was roughly the following. The iiPLA had 6,000 men but armc

inferiority to the FNLA. They also had the support of 3,500-6,300 former

Li
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mnembers of the Katangese gendarmerie. The FNLA had 15,000 "0'n, assisted by reg-

ular Zaire soldiers in FNLA uniforms. They were well armed. Besides

Zaire army wapons, they had received 450 tons of Chinese weapons in

1974.27/ UNITA had at most 1,000 men, with few sophisticated weapons.

UNITA's forces at Lobito came under MPLA attack for the first time

in late May. In the first week of June, the NPLA and the FNLA 6are

engaged in heavy fighting in the northern and eastern parts of the country,

as well as in the capital and in the Cabinda enclave-the principal

oil area. Except for Cabinda, where the FHLA was defeated, no side

showed clear military superiority in the fighting in this early phase.

However, the MPLA had strengthened its position in the capital

sufficiently to turn its guns against UNITA in early June.

May and June brought the first clear evidence of external inter-

vention in Angola: the FNLA was being openly assisted by Zaire army

units, with clandestine support fron. the United States.28/ At the same

time, the MPLA's rivals claimed that it was receiving Soviet military

aid, which later evidence supported.

The OAU took a firm hand in attempting to reconcile th2 rivals.

Under President Jomo Kenyatta's chairmanship, they signed the Nakuru

agreement on June 21. But by July 9 fighting had started again and

rapidly assumed the proportions of a civil war. It resulted in Angola

being divided roughly into three arenas, each controlled by one of the

rival forces.29/

The first six months of 1975 proved crucial in the struggle for

power. The FNLA started in the strongest position--with the largest

armed forces and the strongest regional backer, Zaire. But it was unable

- -1, o-" 9.
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( J to use its apparent superiority effectively, iainly because it lacked

real popular support in its areas of operations, including the capital

and Cabinda. UNITA, on the other hand, was unable to mobilize its

substantial popular support effectively because it lacked military

supplies and sufficient trained fighting cadres.

The MPLA was rapidly able to improve military organization and to

increase its supply of weapons so that it could drive both its rivals

from the capital, establish its control over the center of the coltntry

(running east from Luanda to the Zambian border), and confine the FNLA

to the northwest corner of the country despite the latter's buildup to

17,000 troops, many of them Zairean soldiers.

By the beginning of August, the MPLA was strong enough to launch a

second front offensive against UNITA's forces, forcing them to retreat

from a string of southern cities-notably the three ports of Lobito,

Mocamedes, and Benguela. By the end of the month the NPLA controlled

twelve of the sixteen provincial capitals as well as Cabinda. During

this period the Portuguese army had virtually givea up trying to keep

the opposing forces apart, confining themselves mainly to controlling

arms being flown into Luanda.

UNITA's loss of the ports in the south and inadequate air fields

made it difficult for it to bring in supplies, especially since Zambia,

though strongly sympathetic to Savimbi, was then still complying with the

OAU's guidelines and so would not allow arms for UNITA to pass across

its territory. The route through South Africa and Namibia had not yet

been opened up. Only the MPLA had been able to attract and absorb large

* 'additional supplies of arms between March and July. It had also acquired

" I -, ,T ' : , ' .. .. . _ ,, - - ,, . . = , , -.
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the strategic and psychological advantage of substantially controlling

the capital.

The HPLA's growing military superiority forced UNITA to enter into

an unwilling alliance with the FNLA in July-much against Savimbi's

wishes, since he saw his own movement as a third force, capable of winning

a major share of the power in a coalition government. Nor did he like

the FNLA's policies, and he mistrusted those of Roberto's chief backer,

President Mobutu. But in adversity he accepted the need to coordinate

his military efforts with those of the FNLA.

Several international developments during the crucial first eight

months of 1975 explain why the local balance of power changed so com-

pletely.

When the Forty Committee decided to provide $300,000 in support for

the FNLA, it earmarked the money for political action, not for the pur-

chase of arms.30/ Neither the R,'sians nor the Cubans seemed to be

shilj.ing arms directly into Angola at this time, apparzently having-

ceased to do so after the military coup in Portugal in April 1974. They

had provided the MPLA with arms estimated at $55 million during the

period of the armed struggle (1958-74).31/

Beginning March 25, a relay of thirty Russian cargo planes arrived

in Brazzaville (Congo) with military equipment, which was later shipped

either into Cabinda or to Luanda.32/ This was the beginning of the use

of Brazzaville as a staging post for the buildup of Soviet material and

Cuban forces. According to Kissinger,33/ the USSR supplied $200 million

worth of arms between April and June.
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In April 100 tons of arms were flown directly to 11PLA-held airfields

in central Angola from Dar es Salaam. A chartered Bristol Brittania,

being flown to Serpa Pinto by a British crew, was forced to land at Luso

because of bad weather. The Portuguese at first confiscated the arms

but later released them to the MPLA. Sympathetic Portuguese soldiers

also allowed two Yugoslav vessels to unload arms for the MPLA in Luanda.

In May and June four Soviet ships unloaded arms, as did two ships from

East Germany and one from Algeria.34/ In June a Cypriot-registered

ship, Sun Rise, was prevented by Portuguese troops from unloading arms

at Luanda. It went on to Pointe-Noire (Congo), where it discharged its

cargo.

The Cubans appear to have made their decision to send military

instructors to Angola in April 1975, after a visit by an 1PLA envoy, P.

Jorge, who wac sent to Havana to report on the MPLA's difficult posi-

tion in Luanda after the FNLA attacks of March. During this visit Castro

seems to have decided on a change in Cuba's intervention, switching from

supplying military advisers and instructors only to providing ground

forces. Jorge's mission was to explain to Castro that the MPLA cadres

did not have enough time to familiarize themselves with the sophisticated

weapons supplied by the USSR and needed Cubans to man ranks and artillery

in the actual military operations. Although the Cubans were introduced

as "advisers" (according to Jorge 35/), they became involved in the

fighting at Caxito as early as the end of May, when for the f!rst time

tanks were used by the MPLA forces. A Cuban spokesman later zonfirmed

that a decision had been made in May or June to send 230 military advisers

- ." .
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to establish training camps in territory held by the MPLA at Benguela,

Cabinda. 'enrique de Carvalho, and Salazaro. 36/ This figure corres-

ponds with information gathered by the CIA. 37/

By July heavy supplies of arms and an increasing number of foreign

military instructors were reaching Angola; this coincided with the suc-

cessful military initiatives launched on July 14 by the MPLA. 38/

About a hundred Chinese and thirty North Korean instructors were

still training FNLA units in their camp at Kinkuzu inside Zaire. Another

forty to fifty Cuban advisers arrived in Angola in early July, via

Congo-Brazzaville, bringing the total number of Cubans to three hundred. 39/

FNLA sources reported the arrival of fifty Cubans in Brazzaville on

July 25 to assist in handling the Russian arms arriving there. UNITA's

commanders first saw Cubans in operation at the fighting for the port of

Lobito in mid-August 1975. 40/

Zaire sent a commando company and an armored-car squadron across the

border and into active combat in mid-July. 41/ President Ford decided

on July 17 to act on a CIA action-plan, which provided for UNITA and the

FNLA to acquire arms with funds channeled through Zaire. 42/ Meanwhile,

Holden Roberto had sent Daniel Chipenda to Namibia in July for talks with

General Hendrik van den Bergh, chief of the South African Bureau of State

Security (BOSS). Although U.S. intelligence ieports suggested that

South Africa had begun to support both the FNLA and IJNITA in July, 43/

the official report from South Africa claimed that its support had only

begun in September. 44/ W at seems likely is that South African support

of the FNLA began in July but that its collaboration with UNITA did not

begin until September. 45/
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The crucial round in the power struggle started in mid-August 1975

and ended in a major MPLA political victory on November 11, the date of

independence. This last phase saw a serious intensification of the

civil war, less disguised foreign intervention, and the beginning of

the breakup of the OAU's consensus on Angola. During this three-month

period, according to official U.S. estimates, 46/ twenty-seven shiploads

of military equipment and thirty to forty supply missions were flown in

by Soviet AN-22 military cargo planes. Most of this equipment was off-

loaded in the Congo and transshipped from there to Angola before indepen-

dence. The number of Soviet military advisers in Angola was estimated

at 170 to 200.

In mid-August larger numbers of foreign troops began to participate

in the fighting. Two additional Zaire paratroop companies were committed

to action in Angola in support of the FNLA. 47/ At the same time South

African troops--which had moved from late June to early July into southern

Angola to protect the Ruacana and Calueque pumping stations-occupied

the Cunene Dam complex, 48/ which aup-lies Namibia with electricity. One

Cuban taken prisoner by the FNLA gave details of his unit's arrival from

Brazzaville ki August 1975, at least a month after leaving Cuba. 49/

There can be no doubt that the first Cuban combat soldicrs arrived in

Brazzaville before the South Africans had sent their first small force

across the border to defend the Ruacana installations in July 1975. From

Brazzaville, they were quickly sent in batches to Cabinda and to other

points in Angola. 50/

In September U.S. miitary aid began to reach the FNLA. Soviet 122-

millimeter rockets were used for the first time in fightit'g north of
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Luanda. In the middle of the month two more Zaire battalions were sent

across the border into Angola.

Three Cuban merchant ships left '.uba for Angola in early Septem-

ber. 51/ A fortnighc later the CongoTs President Marien Ngouabi arrived

in Havana and signed a bilateral agreement whose terms were -rspecified;

but a joint comminique issued Septembir 19, at the end of his mission,

expressed Congolese-Cuban solidarity for Angola's "heroic combatants."

A Cuban delegation arrived in the Congo ii early October, coinciding with

the arrival of the fiv't Cuban troopship,the Vietnam Heroica, which

carried several hundred armed units. Most of the troops were transported

to Angola in a local coaster or overland to Cabinda. At least one of the

Cuban ships disembarked troops directly at Porto Amboim, south of Luanda,

where the Cubans had established another training camp. Some Cubans

went to the training camp at Benguela; others appear to have linked up

with PLA units moving toward Nova Lisboa from Lobito, where they made

their first contact with South African forces at Norton de Matos on

52/
October 6. The Cuban combat troops that began to arrive after September

are believed to hav largely tank troops drawn from the independent

armored division of the Cuban armed forces, sometimes referred to as the

Special Reserve of the Commander in Chief. 53/

Toward the end of the month South Africa was shipping material to the

FNLA and UNITA and had established a training base for the FNLA in south-

east Angola. 54/ According to an official account, the South African

Defence Force (SADF) sent an officer to Silva Porto on September 24, 1975,

to help plan an operation to stop the MPLA march to Nova Lisboa. Gis

assignment was to advise UNITA on the trainiug and reorganization of its
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forces and to hold Nova Listia "at all costs." A team of eighteen in-

structors, with three antitank weapons and a few machine gune, joined

the liaison officer. The MPLA march was halted on October 6. Mean-

while, according to the same report, it soon became obvious that "the

struggle, with strong Cuban support, began to take on a conventionai

colour." 55/

For a short tie in October it seemed as if the tide had begun to

turn against the MPLA when South African forces, spearheading a UNITA-

FiRA offensive, made rapid progress across south-central Angola to

within seventy miles of Luanda.

Also J:. October, the U.S. State Department asked Congress to approve

a $79 mIllion military aid program for Zaire, which had remained stalled

since early 1974, when President Mobutu had expelled the American qm-

bassador. At the end of the month, Zaire sent anothe- battalion to the

south. The number of Cuban ground troops was estimated to have increased

ito about 3,000. 56/

With. the final outcome in the balance, reinforcements of men and

materiel were rushed to both sides in the last days of October and the

first weeks of November. From late October, aircraft of Soviet Military

Transport Aviation were used in the airlift. American supplies were

being flown in via Zaire by U.S. C-130 military transport aircraft. Dr.

Netolarter confirmed that the Russians had supplied him with MIG 21s,

T-34 and T-S, tanks, APCs, antitank and SAM-7 miissiles, rocket launch-

ers, and AK-47 automatic rifles; he did not mention the 122-millimeter

rocket launchers Cthe Stalin Organs). 57/ (No Angolans cculd fly the
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MIGs, so the presumption is that they were flown by Cubans.) A mixed

Zaire-FNLA force failed in an attempt to capture Cabinda. The Cuban

airlift was increased to as many as five troop flights a week, and there

was an increase in the sealift. 58/ The big Cuban buildup started on

November 7, when 650 commando troops were flon to Angola via Barbados,

Guinea-Bissau, and Congo. The Cubans held up the South African-led

UNITA-FNLA strike force on the outer perimeter of Luanda. According to

South Africa's P. W. Botha (tnen defense minister, now prime minister),

the strike force was prevented from attempting to capture the capital by

American pressure. Further operations were temporarily stopped on

November 11 "after mediation by go-betweens," according to the official

South African report, which is silert about who the mediators were,

though Prime Minister J. B. Vorster strongly hinte6 that the United

States -oas involved. 59/ At that tite, the INITA-FNLA South African

forces held the general line north from Lobito to Santa Coimbe, and

from there east Lo Luso. The South African forces were officially said

to consist of about three hundred adviser-instructors and personnel and

a limited number of armored cars, mortars, and antitank weapons.

Two independent republics were proclaimed in Angola on November

11, 1975--tie People's Republic of Angola by the MPLA in Luanda, and

the Social Democratic Republic of Angola by UNITA and the FNLA in Huam-

bo. The MPLA government was at once recognized by a dozen African coun-

tries, the Soviet bloc, and Cuba; the republic at Huambo received no

official recognition.

Six days later, on November 17, the FNLA-UNITA-Soach African forces

undertook a three-pronged attack against Luaada, but it was easily con-

"b
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tained. By then, Cuban combat troops numbered an estimated 15,000. On

November 27 a Cuban artillery regiment and a battalion of motorized and

field troops landed on the Angolan coast after a sea crossing of twenty

days in two cargo ships, each carrying 1,000 men plus armored vehicles,

guns, and explosives. According to Garcia Marquez'account, 60/ more

troops and weapons were flown into Angola over the next few months in

"up to a hundred flights." He claims that the Cubans were flying "blind"

without mcteorological information and flying low to save fuel. The

first air route they took necessitated refueling at Bridgetown, Barbados,

but this was stopped because of U.S. representati,ns to the Barbados

i Iauthorities. An attempt tc fly via Guyana also had to be abandoned when

American oil companies refused to provide the necessary fuel. For a

time, flights were routed through Cape Verde, but, according to Marquez,

this had to be stopped to "avoid bringing harm to a defen.eless country."

The first significant sign of any naval deploymert appeared in late

November 1975 when an Alligator-class amphibious landing ship (LST)

was sent from Conakry (Guinea) to Pointe-Noire (Congo), where it stayed

from December 1 to December 6 before patrolling outside Angolan waters.

It carried a full complement of naval infantry as well as vehicles, equipped

with antitank and antiair missiles. 61/ The immediate reason for this

deployment appears to have been the FNLA attack on the Cabinda enclave

in mid-November, which also posed a threat to Russian merchant ships un-

loading arms for the MPLA less than twenty miles away at Pointe-Noire.

In 8ynchronization with the FNLA's strike, Zaire had moved three of its

naval patrol boats into the area. The largest of these, a Swift- type

patrol boat, carried 81-millimeter mortars and 40-millimeter grenade

I
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launchers, which can severely damage a merchant vessel. In early January

1976 the LST was joined in its operating area by a Kotlin-class guided

missile destroyer (DDC) and an oil tanker. They had been diverted from

routine operations in the eastern M4editerranean in December and had en-

tered the Gulf of Guinea on their way south. The destroyer was followed

out of the Mediterranean on January 4, 1976, by a Kresta Il-class

guided-missile cruiser; it too headed for Conakry--at above notmal transit

speed.

These Soviet naval movements brought several warnings from Washing-

ton, On January 6 official sources registered "grave concern" at the

Soviet naval activities. 62/ The following day a White House spokesman

announced that Soviet naval deployments to Angolan waters were "further

evidence of a continuing Soviet involvement in an P-ea where they have

no legitimate interests." These protests were met by a Tass denial that

any Soviet warships were in Angolan waters. In fact, the LST and the

destroyer did immediately move further north. The former took up a sur-

veillance position in the Gulf of Guinea, and the latter proceeded to

Conakry, where it joined the cruiser.

In Januery and February Soviet naval surveillance of U.S. warships

wac intensified, both at the outlets from the Mediterranean and in mid-

Atlantic, where the Vertikal, an intelligence collector, joined the LST.

It is also possible that a Juliett-class cruise-missile submarine was

involved in the Atlantic surveillance operation. It put into Conakry

in February. The USSR also deployed TU-95D naval reconneissance aircraft

over the Atlantic, operating from Conakry and Ha-*nna, After mid-February

thete were no significant Soviet naval operations in the area.
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) Soviet baval deployment in the Angolan crisis was probably motivated

by several considerations. First, there is little doubt that the LST

was sent to Pointe-Noire in late November in response to a potential

FNLA and Zaire land and naval threat to Russian vessels off-loading

supplies at the port, as well as to Cabinda, where the MPLA was being

assisted by Cubans and reinforced with Russian arms. A naval response

would have been appropriate to the kind of risks being run at that time

by the Soviet Union. Subsequent use of Soviet naval units seems to have

been in pursuit of three main purposes: political, intelligence gather-

ing, and support for the air bridge, especially from Cuba. 63/

The USSR appears to have had several political-strategic objectives:

to deter the small Zaire navy from interfering with the off-loading of

arms from Russian merchant ships at Pointe-Noire; to discourage South

Africa from using its navy to block access to Angolan ports; and to sig-

nal opposition to any possible use the United States might make of its

navy to impede the air bridge or the sea bridge from Cuba to the Congo

and Angola, or from the Soviet Union, via Conakry, to the Congo. A

natural consequence of these aims would be to create a more general im-

pression in Angola and elsewhere of the degree of Moscow's commitment to

support the MPLA.

In early January 1976 the USSR made two Aeroflot IL-62s available

to Cuba. These aircraft transported troops from Holquin to Luanda,

stopping at either Bissau or, more probably, Conakry for refueling. The

flights continued from January 7 to January 21, carrying troops at a

rate of 200 a day. The flights were resumed in late February, but at

a lower rate. Troops were also arriving at Pointe-Noire by ship.
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South Africa's involvtment increased substantially after Angolan

indeiendence. More battle groups were formed to bzing their strength up

to just under 2,000 (logistic element included) shortly before with-

drawal on January 22, 1976. As a countermove to the Cuban buildup--.and

especially to the 122-millia.ter rocket launchers--140-willimeter guns

were introduced into the fighting: "this caused chaos amoisg the Cuban

ranks." 64/ The FNLA-Zaire troops failed to achieve much military suc-

cess despite South African support. But UNITA managed, with South

African support, to continue the military struggle, which, despite a

sharp increase in Cuban troops to 19,000 in 1976-77, was still con-

tinuing in 1979. According to South Africa's official account: "The

allied FNLA/UNITA forces, supported by South African forces, could have

conquered the whole of Angola, but Dr. Savimbi insisted that he was only

interested in controlling his traditional area because he was determineu

to reach a settlement with the HPLA to the advantage of Angola." 65/

After South Africa's withdrawal, UNITA and the FNLA had to rely

on an army of about 1,200 foreign mercenaries, paid for with CIA funds. 66/

Meanwhile, however, opinion in the OAU had swung strongly toward the

MPLA after it became known that both UNITA .nd the. FNLA were collaborating

with the South African army. In February 1976 the OAU member states

divided equally on a proposal to recognize the MPLA regime, but before the

end of the year the great majority of African states, as well as other

states around the world, had decided to recognize the regime's legality.

Soviet Behavior

Soviet actions in Angola in the crucial period frcm the coup in

Lisbon (April 1974) to the territory's independence (November 1975) suggest:
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not a carefuily thought out strategy but rather a rapid response to

changing conditions and to new challenges, developing from a low-level

response (April 1974 to early 1975) through a medium-level responec

C arch to June and July 1975) to a high-level response (July and Aug-

ust 1975 to early 1976).

There is no lack of evidence, however, to show that the Soviet

Union was carrying out a long-term strategy (involving both Portugal and

its African territories) to create opportunities that might be exploited

as they occurred. But it would be wrong to describe such a policy as

opportunistic: a more accurate description would be pragmatic and

tactical.

The long-term planning of the Soviet Union's African strategy is

shown by its consistent support of the national liberation movements on

the continent. In the case of Angola, support for the anti-Portuguese

movements had a double purpose, since Moscow was at the same time assist-

ing Alvaro Cunhal's clandestine Communist party to overthrow the Salazar-

Caetano regimes: by supporting the anti-Portuguese liberation struggles

it could (and, as it turned out, did) contribute to the overthrow of the

Portuguese political system.

Having begun to support the MPLA in 1958, Khrushchev publicly

predctedits ucces in 67/predicted its success in 1961.-Despite the Vicissitudes of Moscow's

relations with Neto, its support throughout went to one or the other

of the factional leaders in the MPLA. Neto also enjoyed Cunhal's support

and personal friendship. Cunhewl is believed to have introduced Neto to

Moscow on his first trip there in 1964. 68/

A2
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Angola's geopolitical position was undoubtedly an important Soviet

consideration. A sympathetic regime there could be expected to assist

I-, influencing developments across its borders in neighboring Zaire--a

primary target of the Soviet Union's Africa policy, as iR shown by its

intervention there since the early 1960s. Angola's other two close

neighbors, Zambia and Namibia, are also high on the list of Soviet pol-

icy priorities in Africa. A breakthrough in Angola could extend Soviet

influence into Namibin, and so to the threshold of South Africa. South

Africa and the Horn of Africa are, perhaps, the two most important target

areas of Soviet "ocean politics."

In late 1973, after China had reestablished diplomatic ties with

Zaire and had decided to train FNLA cadres, Soviet policy also showed more

concern about the Chinese role in Angola. Sino-Soviet rivalry was undoubtedly

a major element in Moscow's decisionmaking on Angola--perhaps even the

most important element in it. 69/ This is supported by a typical Soviet

geopolitical view of China's role in Africa expressed by one of its

senior China watchers:

The Chinese are determined to expand their
influence throughout Africa. Their target
area is southern Africa. They have es-
tablished a strong hold in Tanzania on the
Indian Ocean, and are closely involved with
FRELIMO in the struggle in Mozambique.
The railway line they are helping to build
from Dar es Salaam to the copperbelt in
Zambia is an aspect of their policy. Their
clear aim is to help extend the railway from
Zambia into the copper area (Shaba) of
Zaire. Thus they will have succeeded in
establishing a major strategic railway right
across the narrow waistline of Africa, link-
ing the Indian and Atlantic oceans. 70/

-I 1_
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This background makes it easy to understand the vigorous react.!on

eof the Soviet bureaucracy to the restoration by the Chinese of diplo-

matic links with Zaire and their decision to help the FNLA in 1973. It

my also help explain their policy of increasing their military inter-

vention in support of the MPLA early in 1975. The military situation in

Luanda and northern Angola at that time strongly favored the combined

Zaire ard FNLA forces (that is, the forces backed by the Chinese as well

as by the Americans). The Russians repeatedly alleged that China's

role in Angola proved that it had again "done a deal with the most re-

actionary international elements." 71/ Hence, if the FNLA and UNITA

(the latter was regarded by the Russians as Maoist) were to succeed in

defeating the MPLA, the result from the Soviet positicn, would be a vic-

tory for the Chinese, as well as for the Americans. The Soviet Union

sees the Chinese as an even greater threat to its interests in the third

world than the Americans.

Soviet policy in Angola after the collapse of the Caetano regime

continued to be linked with its policy in Portugal, where it was closely

engaged in 1974 and early 1975 with the bid foz power by Alvaro Cunhal's

Coimnunist party and its allies. The Portuguese Communists had endorsed

the Alvor Accord of January 1975. So had the Russians, who appear to

have held that position until possibly March 1975, when the NPLA, under

heavy pressure in Luanda, sent its urgent requests to the Soviet Union

and Cuba for military aid.

For the Russians to have given such aid openly at that time would

have been seen by the OAU as hostile to its demand that no foreign
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support be given to any one of th three rival Angolan movements. It

ou .t -erefore have suited the purpose of the USSR (ebpecially that

pa-et of its bureaucracy most directly concerned jith maintaining good

relations with Africa) for the Cubans to ect as tha channel of military

support for the MPLA. (Cuba had never made a secret of its lack of regard

for the OAU.)

Thus the initial SoV'te'miaction to developments in Argola was to

adopt a low-risk policy after March 1975, when it sega: -cretl- to fly

arms into Brazzaville for shipment to the MPLA. That decision may also

have been influenced ',y evidence of covert American support. This fac-

tor was, in any case, decidely less important than the open support of

the FNLA by China and Zaire-two of Moscow's betes noires. Nor can there

be much doubt about the close coordination between Cuba and the Soviet

Union in establishing a bridgehead for military supplies to the MPLA at

Brazzaville, since Cxubans are known to have handled the shipments of

Soviet arms arriving there. 72/

It would be difficult to exaggerate t. importance of the air and

sea facilities available at Brazzaville to the success of the Soviet-

Cuban operation in makiag the MPLA's victory possible. Before July

1975 two difficulties stood in the way of the Russians and the Cubans

getting substantial military supplies directly into Angola, especially

into Luanda, where they were most urgently needed. First, the Portuguese
7

authorities in Luanda were still fairly successful in intercepting arms

shipments. Second, the OAU was being extremely vigilant about trans-

gressions cf its policy on foreign intervention.

V,
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The People's Republic of the Congo was one of the few OAU members that

did not go along with the consensus--partly because of its rivalry with

Mobutu's policies arising from its interest in the future of Cabinda

if that enclave (which abuts on the Congo's territory as well as Zaire's)

were to secede frou Angola.

Another important advantage of Brazzaville to the Soviet Union was

that it made any visible military presence in Angola unnecessary; this

could be left to the Cubans. Neto confirmed in a statement in January

1976 that, while substantial military supplies had been received from

the USSR, none of its military advisers had come to Angola. He added:

"Such advisers were only in Congo-Brazzaville, and from there they have

tried to help MPLA." 73/ The Soviet link with the MPLA in Luanda was

Igor Ivanovich Uvarov, a Tass correspondent, who is also believed to be

a leading member of Soviet military intelligence, GRU. 74/

The Russians moved into a third, high-risk phase in mid-July 1975,

at about the same time that President Ford endorsed the Forty Committee's

proposal to provide covert military aid for the FNLA-UNITA. At that

time, there was also some evidence that Chinese arms were being used by the

Zairean armed forces who were intervening in the fighting -rith the

FNLA. The Soviet media gave prominence to a report by Leslie Gelb

in the New York Times on September 25, 1975, suggesting that the United

States and China were coordinating their covert milit&r" support for the

anti -MPLA forces.

However, of greater concern to the Soviet Union in early August 1975

was the growing MPLA con-ric..±on that the South Africar army was tbout to

play a major Iil±tary role in AngoK. This feiar had beer aroused by
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relatively small South African incursions into southern Angola to

"protect" the hydroelectric project in the Cunene valley. These fears

were soon justified by South Africa's open military ittervention in late

October. The MPLA had foreseen this new danger and had obvicusly suc-

ceeded in convincing the USSR and Cuba about the gravity of any major

intervention by the South African army.

All the evidence leads to the conclusion that the decisions to

greatly increase Soviet aid and to commit large numbers of Cuban combat

troops had been made by August, primarily to check this new "imperial-

ist" threat, which the 11PLA, the Soviet Union, and Cuba naturally saw

as collusion between the United States, South Africa and China--a

view put forward by, among others, V. G. Solodovnikov, director of the

USSR Institute of African Studies. 75/

It is hard to believe that, if the Russians and the Cubans had not

made their final decision to intervene massively in late July or early

August, the South African military intervention would not have succeeded

in tipping the military balance against the MPLA. What is open to

argument is whether the South Africans would have undertaken this commit-

ment if they had been aware of the earlier substantial buildup of Cuban

combat troops.

The Soviet-Cuban military buildup did not, however, end when the

MPLA formed the government of independence in November 1975. This is

understandable for a number of reasons. While the MPLA hud won a sub-

stantial political victory, it was by no means militarily secure. A rival

government had been established by the FNLA and UNITA, whose forces con-

trolled well over half the country, and the South African armed military

i'
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V forces had not yet beeu withdrawn from Angola but stood ready to help

consolidate the forces of the FNLA and UNITA in their traditional

areas.

Thus, to ensure a to.al MPLA victory in Angola, the Russians and

the Cubans probably perceived little choice other than to increase

their level of military intervention. This they did after November

1975, when the numbers of Cuban troops rose from between 12,000 and

15,000 to about 19,000.

Tne only two constraints on Soviet decisionmaking were Cuba's own

view of its commitments and the possible damage to the cause of detente.

The Kremlin discounted the possibility of serious U.S. intervention in

Angola.

Statements by the USSR throughout 1974-75 were designed to show

* that its policy was in full accord with UN decisions on support for anti-

colonial liberation movements; that it had adopted a principled stand in

opposing "imperialist conspiracies" (a c:ncerted U.S.-China conspiracy);

that it supported the legitimate and most popular Angolan narty; and

that it served no selfish interests. Even before South Africa's military

intervention, the USSR's statements suggested that it was engaged in

fighting "South African racism" but denied that there was a civil war

in Angola and that the Soviet role was in any sense "interventionist,"

since the USSR was acting in response to, and in defense of, the "legitimate

authority." A notable feature of these statements was the emphasis they

put (especially in propaganda to third world countries) on the dangers of

the Chinese wisb for "world hegemony."
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South Africa's open intervention in late October 1975 greatly

strengthened the Soviet case. Moscow could then claim with even greater

justification what it had been saying for months: that it and Cuba

were preventing aggression by the South African "racist" regime in Pre-

toria. From then on, the Russians had much less difficulty in countering

African objections to their role in Angola. After Angola's independence,

their position was that they were supporting, as they claimed they were

fully entitled to do, a sovereign African government.

The Russians consistently and firmly rejected the idea that their

role in Angola could damage detente. This is exemplified by the views of

Georgi Arbatov, a senior Soviet adviser on U.S. affairs t) Brezhnev: "If

Dr. Kissinger saw Angola as a major issue of East-West !elations, even some

sort of confrontation, I think he was absolutely wrong. If was a counter-

productive way to deal in general with the African situation." 76/

There is little evidence that the Soviet Union at any time serious-

ly expected the United States to intervene openly or actively in

Angola, although clearly it knew that the United States was covertly

supporting the anti-UNITA forces. Moscow appears to have distinguished

between U.S. policies in support of the anti-Communist forces in Port-

ugal and what was likely to happen in Angola. Its assessment of U.S.

public and congressional opinion iL the aftermath of Vietnam was justified

in OctoLer 1975, when Congress opposed the State Department's proposal

to renew milita-y aid to Zaite, and especially in December, when the

Tumney amendment forbidding all clandestine aid to Angola and Zaire was

adopted by the Senate.

% -
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The clear conclusion is that the Soviet Union did not anticipate

any serious American military intervention in Angola that could have

brought the two superpowers into a military confrontation harmful to

detente. Equally clearly, the strong congressicnal and public con-

straints on the U.S. administration's ability to intervene on any sig-

nificant scale in Angola remoied any possible Soviet hesitation about

expanding its military intervention. After November 1975 Moscow also

felt itself completely free to act because of the "legitimization" of its

support for the new "sovereign" MPLA government in Luanda and because

of the intervention by the qouth African army.

Soviet public statements show little concern about the damage to

U.S.-Cuban relations after Castro had pointedly rejected Washingtun's

demands that he withdraw his troops from Angola as a precondition to the

resumption of normal diplomatic relations. Mowcow may in fact have wel-

comed the postponement of norlul relations between Washington and

Havana, since this could open the way for Castro to end his complete

dependence on the uSSR.

Perceptions of Soviet Policy and Actions

Soviet policies polarized Africa's political leaders. In Angola

two camps grew up--one strongly pro-Soviet, the other birterly anti-

Soviet. The HPLA behaved as a Soviet and Cuban ally throughout; its

leaders invited Soviet and Cuban intervention and defended it against

all critics. kfter independence, however, Neto showed his readiness

to move Into a less aligned position by seeking Western economic coop-

eration (Dee below).

Savimbi and other UNITA leaders were initially not anti-Soviet;

4
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they remained willing, until July 1975, tc enter into a coalition gov-

ernment with the HPLA. They finally turned for help to the major anti-

Communist country in the region, South Africa, when they failed to find

effective allies either in Africa or in tbe West. Holden Roberto, on

the other hand, was always hostile to the Russians and remained their

implacable for, along with his close ally, President Mobutu.

Mobutu's deep fears about "the spread of Russian influet.ce" were

further strengthened by Soviet behavior in Angola. He reacted by making

desperate efforts to persuade the Western powers to intervene in Angola

and to encourage the emergence of an anti-Soviet front of African states.

He succeeded in winning support for this Idea from about a dozen African

leaders--including those of Egypt, Sudan, Ivory Coast, Senegal, and Mor-

occo. But although Mobutu maintained his close alliance with Idi Amin,

the Ugandan leadezc's animosity to ward the Soviet role in Angola was

short-lived. He felt deeply humiliated by what he regarded as the

Sovi.et Union's bullying to get him to do its bidding; but while he re-

sisted it on this point, his relience on Soviet military supplies was

obviously a major factor in causing him to restore his diplomatic rcla-

tions with Moscow.

Zambia's President Kenneth Kaunda reacted particularly strongly

against the Soviet and Cuban actions in Angola, which he repeatedly

denounced as a danger to the :.ontinent. While not publicly supporting

U.S. military intervention, he expressed his understanding of the rea-

sons for which the iNLA and UNITA leaders decided to seek American mili-

tary aid.

South Africa's reaction to events in Angola was predictable since

L I AV
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( its regime has always felt threatened by ary spread of Communist in-

fluence in Africa. What was not so predictable was its decision to

commit itself to a military role in Angola.

Overall, African reactions were largely ambivalent. Most African

leaders were strongly opposed to intervention by any of the foreign

powers, but they tended to Llame both superpowers for engaging in "big

power politics." After South Africa's military intervention, the Soviet-

Cuban role was more generally accepted. However. many African leaders

have made a clear distinction between the role of the Russians and that

of the Cubar.s.

Cuba's influence in Africa was undoubtedly increased by its role in

Angela, a paradox that may be explained by admiration for a small third

world country that took on such a massive commitment and carried it

through so successfully. Positive feelings toward Cuba were undoubtedly

a major factor in diminisli~ng African hostility toward the Soviet Union.

Western European countries played a singularly low-key role in the

Angolan affair, although they strongly criticized the Russians and the

Cubans. France promised support for Zaire and possibly also gave covert

aid to the FNLA. Sweden, while opposed to the Soviet intervention, sup-

ported the MPLA.

The Ford administration took a much graver view of the Soviet-uuban

intervention than did its NATO allies. In response to the escalation

of the Soviet-Cuban military intervention in mid-1975, it began to

support the idea of playing a more activist part.

American policy on Angola was made largely by Secretary of State

Henry Kissinger, often against the advice of his own senior advisers in
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the State Department 77/ and very much against the grain of the post-

Viotnam mood of Congress. Kissinger believed that it was necessary to

"1stop this first major Soviet adventure in Africe in 15 years." His

view of the Soviet Union's action was that it was engaged in for the

first time massively introducing military equipment and starting a cycle

of upheavals similar to the impact of their first introduction of mili-

tary equipment into the Middle East, into Egypt, in 1954, which led to

over 20 years of constantly growing tension. At this poir.nL, we Sought

to stop this by assisting the Black forces that were resisting the take-

over. When we did this, the Soviets escalated yet another level by

introducing Cubans. However, he was to later state: There was no in-

tention of sending American troops to Angola under any circuLastances;

there was no possibility of anybody introducing 500,000 troops into

Angola. In fact, it was the Russians through the Cubans who were in our

pvsition, that is to say, in the position we were in in Vietnam. We were

backing the local population against foreign Invaders, or at least

against foreigners. 78/

Kissinger continued to believe that "it was relatively easy to stop

the Cubans and Soviets in Angola."7/ He attributed what he saw as the

U.S. failure to react effectively to Soviet intervention in Angola to

the fact that the country had "lost the capacity to create incentives

for responsible behavior[y the Soviet UnloJ, and the capacity to create

penalties for irresponsible behavior--both the result of the decline of

executive authority. I think thiL was the reason why the Soviets made

their attempts in Angola in 1975." 80/

American concern about the Soviet iter,,entiou and the risk of sour-

I.4
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ing detente was communicated in private discussions with top Soviet

leaders (including Brezhnev and Kosygin), through direct diplomatic ex-

changes, and by repeated public warnings from the President and the

secretary of state. As late as November 24, 1975, Kissinger was still

publicly warning Moscow that the United States could not "remain in-

different" to Soviet intervention. 81/ However, the Russians had al-

ready decided that there was little risk of American action to back up

that kind of threat. The behavior of Congress had clearly shown them

the limitations on the administration's options.

Outcomes

The Russians achieved their immediate objectives in Angola, but

their longer-term goals have not been secured and remain in some doubt.

With the Cubans' indispensable assistance, they were able to help their

local ally, the MPLA, establish itself as Angola's legal goverr'nent

against its Western-supported opponents, the FNLA and UNITA. Soviet

and Cuban military support made it possible for the MPLA to fight back

from what had appeared to be a losing position in March 1975 to achieve

a commanding position only nine months later. Moreover, the close rela-

tions that had grown up between Neto and his Communist allies in those

critical nine months played a crucial part in his decision to reverse

his earlier disavowal of the MPLA as a Marxist-Leninist organization 82/

and to establish the new Angola as a Marxist state. This fulfilled one

of Moscow's longer term politico-strategic objectives. There is no

evidence to suggest that Neto's decision was made because of Soviet

pressure, but there is every reason to suppose that he was strongly en-

cour.ged to move in that direction, especially by the Cubans.
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Nevertheless, Soviet military intervention was not completely

effective. The addition of Soviet arms and Cuban troops, althtough

essential to the MPLA's gaining political power, were yet not powerful

enough to crush the MPLA's opponents who continued to threaten the MPLA

regime.

The FNLA and, especially, UNITA remained in control of a sizable

part of the country. They could expect immediate support from ne-ighbor-

ing Zaire and South Africa, as well as from further afield, ed they

continued to present a military challenge to the MPLA and the Cuban

ground troops. Thus at the time of independence there was an insecurely

based regime, heavfly dependent for its survival on Soviet and Cuban

military aid, and faced with serious internal and external enemies.

Nevertheless, the immediate outcome of the conflict favored the

Soviet Union in a number of ways.

First, the defeat of South Africa's military intervention was sym-

bolically important. Although most of the serious fighting was done

by the Cubans--who won ?raise in Africa for "driving out" the South

Africans--it was understood that they could not have been successful

without Soviet military backup. This praise was expressed by African

leaders not previously well disposed toward the USSR--for example, Joshua

Nkomo, the leader of the Zimbabwe African People's Union (ZAPU), and

Sam Iujoma, the Namibian leader of SWAPO--as well as by some who had

been actively hostile--notably, President Yaunda of Zambia. The effec-

tive commitment of Soviet military power attracted many Africans' in-

terest in the potential value of the USSR as an effective ally in their

fight against the minority white regimes in southern Africa.
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Second, the active military presence of the Russians and the Cubans

in southeni Africa enabled them to intervene more directly in the con-

flicts on the continent. Their close ties with the MPLA regime (forti-

fied by the signing of a Treaty of Friendship and Support on October 8,

1976)&:sured them of at least a chance of acquiring access to naval, air,

and other facilities, They used their military units in Angola to be-

gin large training programs for SWAPO, the Zimbabwe Independence People's

Republican Army of Joshua Nkomo, and the African National Congress of

South Africa.

Third, the Russians were able to extend their military reach into

the south central Atlantic region. The Soviet navy's West Africa Patrol

was no longer exclusively dependent on facilities at Conakry (always

risky because of the unpredictability of Guinea's President Sekou Toure);

it could expect to extend ita operations as far south as Luanoa and

Lobito. The Soviet fishing fleet could also hope to get important facili-

ties in the area and Soviet air links (Aeroflot and military) were ex-

tended several thousand miles down the West African Atlantic coast. In

these ways the USSR's military potencial was strengthened.

Fourth, the reversal of the OAU's stand on recognizing only the

MPLA and on military intervention in Angola meant that no permanent

damage was done to Soviet relations with most African states. For this

the Russians could thank South Africa's decision to intervene mili-

tarily, as well, of course, as the success of its intervention.

Fifth, the outcome was damaging to two of Angola's neighbors,

Zaire and South Africa, both of which were Soviet target areas. Moscow

has sought the overt'irow of Mobutu since 1963. South Africa saw its

1~A.
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security position made more perilous (especially in Namibia) by the

defeat of the anti-Communist frout, which its army had unsuccessfully

supported.

Sixth, the defeat of China's allies in the conflict (Zaire and the

FNLA) was especially satisfactory to the Russians, who saw this as a

serious setback to Peking's third world role in Africa. China's fail-

ure to produce effective military support for its allies strengthened

the belief of some leaders in southern Africa that, so far as military

support went, the USSR was likely to be a more effective strategic ally.

Furthermore, the Chinese had very limited success in Africa with their

high-pitched propaganda campaign aimed at exposing the Soviet Union as

being engaged in "imperialist expansion."

Finrlly, the defeat of the pro-Western forces and the loss of political,

economic, and military influence in an area that they had dominated for

centuries represented a decided setback for the United States and the

Western European powers. This reduction of Western influence in a part

of th2 world hitherto dominated by a NATO power satisfied another Soviet

objective. The ambiguities and, in the end, the ineffectiveness of the

American response in Angola damaged U.S. interests without achieving any

worthwhile results.

Some of the other outcomes were not so satisfactory for the Soviet

Union. While, as has already been noted, a majority of African states

and leaders ended by approving the Soviet-Cuban military intervention,

this was to some extent offset by increased hostility toward the USSR

on the part of a number of African leaders because of what they felt to

be clear evidence of "Soviet expansionism." A more active anti-Communist

I
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front began to develop in Africa, supported by such countries as Egypt,

Morocco, Sudan, Ivory Coast, Scnegai., Somalia, and Zaire.

American-Soviet relations were also damaged by the events in An-

gela, particularly because of American concern about the large deployment

of Cuban combatants. The Angolan episode placed new strains on the

process of detente and contributed to the tension produced by Soviet-

Cuban intervention in the Horn of Africa soon afterward.

The Russians, having tested the responses of the United States to

the phased increase of their military intervention in Angola, were

apparently encouraged to believe that the mood of the U.S. Congress and

the American people, reflecting the Vietnam e;perience, had considerably

reduced the chances of the administration's being allowed to mount an

effective military response to Soviet intervention in situations such

as that in Angola. This evaluation of future American policy in the

third world undoubtedly influencea the USSR's decisions in the Horn of

Africa.

The U.S. position on Angola lacked credibility to Africans. The

African leaders and forces that had looked to the United States for

support felt betrayed. While this was especially true of the anti-

MPLA forces in Angola and Zaire, it was also the case for Zambia and a

number of other African states, including Ethiopia. South Africa par-

ticularly felt aggrieved at U.S. policy; its leaders publicly complained

of having been let down. On tte other hand, African leaders opposed

to intezvention by any of the major powers (notably, Nigeria) criticized

U.S. policy for having contributed to the Soviet-Cuban intervention

because of the covert (though well publicized) CIA operations. The open

(V
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debate in the United States made it certain that the administration

could not engage in effective clandestine operations. Angola was seen

by both the Russians and the Africans as a watershed in American atti-

tudes about U.S. military intervention in third world conflicts.

While Angola represented a breakthrough for USSR political and

military strategy, important questions remain undecided about the long-

term possibilities of consolidating these initial gains. More than

- three years after Angola's independence, the MPLA was still not success-

ful in consolidating its power in rescuing the country's economy from

the dangerous state into which it had fallen when the Portuguese with-

drew. Several major -vL:ts since Angola's indeper.dence must be con-

sidered in evaluating the Soviet Union's chances of exploiting its initial

advantage.

First, internal power struggles in the MPLA surfaced in 1977 when

a powerful army and political faction, led by Alvo Nites, came close to

overthrowing Neto's faction, which was saved largely by Cuban military

intervention. Although this attempted coup was not, as was reported at

the time, favored by the USSR, there is no reliable evidence to show

what the attitude of the Nitists would have been toward the Russians

and the Cubans if the coup had succeeded. A major grievance of the

Nitists was the preponderance--as they saw it--of "whites" in the MPLA

regime, that is, inesticos (Afro-Portuguese) and Portuguese Communists.

It is noc,. known whether the Nitists included the Soviet bloc asd Cuban

advisers In their grievances about "white domination." Many Angolans

make a clear distinction between the "whiteness" of Russians, East

Germans, and sc, on, and the "nonwhiteness" of Cubans--a distinction,
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incidentally, that is encouraged by the Cubans. However, after the Cuban

role in crushing the Nitist coup, there is no reason to suppose that the

surviving Nitists in the MPLA feel much affection for either the Cubans

or the Russians.

Second, the continuing failure cf the MPLA to overcome its internal

tension was shown by the dismissal of Prime Minister Lopo do Nascimento

and a number of other important ministers in 1978.

Third, i 1978 the Neto regime's policies toward Zaire and Namibia

unexpecteely changed in a way potentially harmful to long-term Soviet

objectives. As a result of OAU mediation (and with American encourage-

ment), Neto and Mobutu agreed to end hostilities. If this reconciliation

holds up (and it is in the. interest of both local parties that it should),

it could contribute importantly to stabilizing both the NPLA and the

Mobutu regimes. This would reduce the opportunities 'or the USSR to

use Angolan territory to work against Mobutu. The official Soviet line

has been to welcome this reconciliation.

Fourth, Neto unexpectedly took a leading part (as a member of the

Af7'can Front-line states) in supporting the ec5,lrts of the iive Western mew-

bers of the UN Security Council to find a peaceful settlement for Namibia.

He was largely instrumental in influencing SWAPO's leader, Sam Nujoma, to

drop his opposition to the Western proposals. The end of the guerrilla

var againat Namibia and Namibia's emergence as an independent state would

remove the risk of an escalated conflict against the South African army

by SWAPO forces using Angola as a base. An independent black state

mculd act as a buffer between Angola and South Africa, cutting off South

...
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African and other support for UNITA, facilitating the task of pacifying

southern Angola, and reducing the need for Cuban troops in the country.

The major short-term advantage of a peaceful settlement in Namibia

would be the breathing space it would give the IPLA to consolidate its

pos4 tion--an obvious Soviet interest. Another possible advantage would

be SWAPO's coming to power in Namibia; the USSR could then hope to de-

velop good relations with such a regime. The disedvantage would be the

loss of cpportunities offered by an armed struggle to exploit the atmos-

phere of violence in the region to undermine the South African regime--

a strategic Soviet interest. The Russians remained quiet about Neto's

decision to cooperate in the Western initiative, but they continued to

attack the Western moves as "imperialist maneuvers designed to help the

South African racist regime."

Fifth, the MPLA regime ias continued to show a keen interest in im-

proving its relations with the West, mainly for economic reasons. Serious

economic difficulties have produced strong popular feelings against the

regime, further contributing to its instability. Econcmic recovery has

been painfully slow. Since Angola's natural markets lie in the Western

economy, it obviously needs to improve relations with Western Europe

and North America. The MPLA has acknowledged this reality and has adopt-

ed policies to reflect it.

However, relations with the United States have been impeded by

Washington's insistence that diplomatic relations could be resumed only

after Cuban troops had left Angola. This demand was contemptuously re-

jected by Neto, who has nevertheless received U.S. ambassadors in his
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capital and continued to express an interest in establishing normal

ties with Washington.

Although the Angolan authorities took a 51 percent interest in

Gulf Oil's operations in Cabinda, they have publicly expressed a desire

that this U.S. multinational continue to exploit their oil. They have

disavowed any intention of nationalizing the oil industry.

In some ways, therefore, Angola's Marxist regime has shown evidence

of wishing to adopt pragmatic policies in pursuing its economic and

foreign policy interests.

Finally. on the other hand, Angola's military links with the

Soviet bloc and Cuba have been greatly strengthened since independence.

In early 1979 there were more Cuban soldiers (possibly 19,000) in the

country than at independence because of the threi..s to Angola's north-

ern and southern borders and the continuing challenge from the MPLA's

internal opposition. Angola relies for all its military supplies on

Warsaw Pact countries and for much of its military training on Cuba. And

East Germany has helped build up Angola's air force and a pa'atroop

division.

The Horn of Africa

The five political entities that make up the Horn of Africa 6re

Ethiopia; its dissident province, Eritrea; the Somali Republic (Somalia);

the Djibouti Republic; and the Republic of Sudan.

The Principals and Their Allies

The Amhara-dominated Christian Kingdom of Ethiopia had for cen-

turies been the dominant power in the region, except for a brief inter-
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regum (,.1936-39) of Italian occupation. During World War II Haile Selassie's

imperial regime became a Western elly; after the war it was almost entirely

dependent on the United States for its arms. It also developed close

links with Israel and maintained a suspicious hostility toward its

Arab neighbors. Its closest African ally was Kenya. Ethiopia's rela-

tions with the West changed after Haile Selassie's dethronement in

September 1974, when the successor military regime, the Provisional

Miliary Administrative Committee (PMAC)--also known as the Dergue (an

Amharic word for committee)--embarked on a 14arxist-Leninist revolution.

It ended its military ties with the United States and entered iv:to a

close alliance with the Soviet bloc and Cuba while stfil retaining its

alliance with Kenya and, antil February 1977, with Israel. Like the

Haile Selassie regime, its relations with most of the Arab world (ex-

cept Libya, South Yemen, and the Palest!nian organizations) and Somalia

w hostile. By 1978 the Dergue had also quarreled with China. 83/

At its independence in 1960, the Somali Republic flew a flag with

a five-pointed star, each point representing a territory in the Horn in-

habited mainly by Somalis to which the new republic laid claim. Two of

the points--Britl.sh Somaliland and Italian Somalia--had joinej to form

the new republic, leaving three points to be collected: the Ogaden

province of Ethiopia, Djibouti, and the northeast province of Kenya.

Although Somalia joined the Arab League, its closest political and mill-

tary ally was the USSR from 1967 until the USS,, began to replace the

United States as Ethiopia's main source of arms in 1976. After finally

severing its military ties with Moscow (as well as with Havana) in

5P | IIIEil i'' .... , .. ... ..... .. ...
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1977, Somalia was forced to rely almost entirely on its fellow-members

in the Arab League--especially Saudi Arabia, Egypt, and Sudan-and on

iran. It also sought to win allies in the West, and it drew closer co

China. Somalia has been an unwavering champion of Eritrean independence.

The tiny Djibouti Republic achieved its independence from France

in 1976, but it retained a military link through an alliaDce that pro-

vided for the continued presence of 2,150 French troops. Its 220,000

inhabitants are divided between Afars, who have close ethnic links with

clans in Ethiopia, and Issas, who are directly related to Somali clans.

Djibouti has sought to maintain a careful neutrality between its Cwo

rival neighbors.

The Sudan has traditionally controlled the back door into the Horn,

but is is also a Red Sea state. After severing its military ties with

the USSR in 1972, it developed close ties with the Arab League, par-

ticularly with Egypt with which it has a military defense alliance. Its

relations with Libya have been troubled since tbu mid-1970s. Although

Sudan attempted to maintain a neutral position in the conflict between

Ethiopia and Somalia, its relations with the former have been tueasy

for years because of its support for the Eritreans. With the rise of

the Dergue, Sudan sought more military aid from Western countries, es-

pecially from the United States and Britain. It ilso relies on China

for military supplies.

Eritrea is still formally a province of Ethiopia, but it has played

an increasingly independent and disruptive role since 1962, when it

launched an armed liberation struggle for at least a measure of independ-

ence from Ethiopia. Because the opposition originated in the Muslim

..........
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parts of Eritrea, it attracted sympathy and support from other Muslim

countries, especially in the Arab world. Another reason for this

Eritrean-Arab alliance was their shared interest in opposing Baile Selassie's

pro-Israel stand. The Soviet bloc and Cuba gave some support to two of

the three fronts making up the Eritrean liberation moveent--the Eritrean

Liberation Front (ELF) and the Eritrean Popular Liberation Front (EPLF).

The third faction is the Eritrean Liberation Front-Popular Liberation Forces

(ELF-PLF), which was the first to use the Muslim issue to appeal to the Arab

world. Despite the Marxist tendencies of the leadership in the EPLF and

the ELF, all three fronts are essentially natioualistic. Soviet and ",,ban

support for the Dergue produced serious tension with the Eritrean leaders.

The Eritreans receive no support from the West or from black Africa. The

EPLF is much the strongest of the three fronts. The ELF largely ceased

to count as a military factor after mid-1978. The ELF-PLF has increasingly

criented itself toward Saudi Arabia but is itself internally divided.

Regional Forces

The pattern of regional alliances has bcen shaped by four factors:

the Horn's strategic location at the nexus between black Africa and the

Arab world and at the crossroads of a network of international sea routes;

inter-Arab rivalries; the Arab-Israel conflict; and the rival interests

of the major world powers.

President Nasser of F-jypt was the first to propose turning the Red

Sea int, ao "Arab Sea"--an idea that has survived his time. Nasser's

rationale for controlling the Red Sea was that it was essential to tight-

ening the stranglehold on Israel. Saudi Arabia, which was-suspicious

of Nasser's designs, became attracted to the idea of creating en "Arab
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Sea" after the buildup of a Soviet naval presence in the Red Sea, par-

ticularly after the Russians had acquired naval facilities in Somali

ports. This Saudi defense interest was 3hared by the Shah's Iran.

Israel and Ethiopia both saw the Arab design for the Red Sea as a threat,

which was a major reason for their close military cooperation in the

region.

The Aral) world saw the secession of Eritrea, under Muslim leader-

ship, as a major step toward asserting effective control over the Red

Sea and at the same time weakening the historic power of Ethiopia's

"Christian Kingdom" in the region.

Libya was drawn into the region's politics because of Colonel

Qaddafi's enmity toward the Egyptian and Sudanese regimes; but though

it took the side of the Dergue against Somalia, it continued to give its

political support to the Eritreans.

The People's Democratic Republic of Yemen (PDRY, or South Yemen)

took the side of "revolutionary Ethiopia" largely because of its close

military and political ties with the USSR and Cuba; but it, too, continued

to support the Eritreans.

Kenya, while sharing the suspicions of other regional powers about

the nature of Scviet expansion in the area, nevertheless continued to

give its strong backing to Ethiopia because of its overriding concern

about the Pan-Somali threat to its territorial integrity.

These manifold and often coatradictory interests produced two

strangely assorted allian,' systems in the developing conflicts in the

Horn. Ranged alongside Ethopia were Kenya, Libya, South Yemen, Israel,

LA
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and the Palestinian organizations, as well as the Soviet bloc, Cuba,

and Yugoslavia. Support for Somalia and Eritrea came frosa Saudi Arabia,

Iraq, Syria, Iran, Sudan, and Egypt.

Global Factors

Aside from Ethiopia, the Red Sea area had traditionally been domi-

nated by Britain, France, and Italy, mainly as competitors concerned

with expanding or defending their colonial spheres of influence. Italy

faded out after its defeat in World War II. Britain largely withdrew

when it began in the 1960s to wind down as a military power east of Suez.

Only France has maintained a residual military role in Djibouti as part

of its defense network in the Indian Ocean.

The United States became the dominant Western military power in the

Red Sea area in the 19!0s, mainly through its defense agreements with

Haile Selassie's Ethiopia, its alliance wizh Saudi Arabia, and the cx-

pansion of its naval role in the area. The main American interests have

been two. In the words of a senior State Department official, Edwar '

Mulcahy, the United States "needed a strcng friend [Haile Selassie who

could be trusted." 84/ Its' orher interest was in its commtunications

relay cernter at Kagnew on the high plateau near Asmava in Eritrea-then

still vital to its naval communications. U.S. econom:c and military

aid to Ethiopia betur-n 1949 andi 3974 was in a sEnse "rent" for Kagnew.

In 1973, after it became possible to "float" the communications center

In navy ships, kagnew lost its valje, and the Ni-con administration decided

to uake a substantial reduction in its military commitments to Ethiopia.

The U.S. arms agreement was ended in April 1Y71. The Israelis, however,

continued to give some rilitary support to Ethiopia until a year later,

Ii
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when an incautious public boast by Foreign 4inister Moshe Dayan resulted

in Colonel Mengistu's ending Ethiopia's relations with Isreal.

After Somalia finally broke its military ties with the USSR in

November 1977, the United States and other NATO members were under con-

siderable pressure from Saud. Arabia, Egypt, and Sudan to help the

Somalis make up for the loss of Soviet arms. None of the Westers powers

yielded to the pressure because they did not wish to become militarily

involved in the local conflicts. By then, too, it was clear that Som-

alia had become an aggressor by sending regular army units across

Ethiopia's oorders. The Western position was that the conflict should

be mediated through the Organization of African Unity and that the

security of the area should be left to the regional powets. The United

States also refused to allow Saudi Arabia and Iran to pass American-

procured military supplies to a third party. This attitude could not be

3 expected to convince the USSR that the NATO powers were not militarily

involved; it argued that Saudi Arabia, Iran, and Egypt were simply acting

as Western surrogates in buying arms for the Somalis. The United States

was also constrained from helping to arm the Somalis by Kenya, a staunch

pro-Western country, which feared that sooner or later the Somalis would

repeat their Ogaden venture in its northeastern province.

In fact, neither the United States nor any other Western power

played a significant military part in the conflicts in the Horn after the

.I, American cut-off of military aid to Ethiopia in 1977--much to the dis-

tress of its regional allies. Although Saudi Arabia, Egypt, Iran, and

Sudan wished to see the Western powers arm the Somalis, the Israelis and

the Kenyans argued that continuing to support Ethiopia militarily would

""ki
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keep the Dergue from becoming completely dependent on the Soviet Union.

China attempted to play a neutral role, refusing to supply either

side with arms and maintaining its development projects in both Ethiopia

and Somalia. However, after the Somalis' March 1978 defeat in the Ogaden

and after Ethiopian denunciations of Peking in characteristic Moscow

language, China expressed a readiness to provide spare parts for Som-

alia's Russan-supplied tanks and aircraft.

The Russian interest in the Red Sea is of long standing. Alexis and

Peter the Great in the seventeenth century, and Paul I and Catherine the

Great in the mid-eighteenth century, all pursued the idea of establish-

ing "blue sea ports" in the Mediterranean and the R:d Sea. 85/ However,

not until the mid-1950s was this idea translated into practice, when

Khrushchev accepted the strategy of Admiral SergEi Gorshkov that the USSR

create "a modern navy capable of dealing with the latest innovations in the

enemy camp. . .in any part of the globe." 86/ The clearest public state-

ment of the Soviet interest in the region was made by V. Sofinskiy, head

of the Soviet Foreign Ministry Press Department, in a televised speech

in Moscow on February 3, 1978: "The Horn of Africa is first and foremost

of military, political and economic significance. The importance of the

area lies in its location at the link-up of the two continents of Asia

and Africa. There are a lot of good sea ports in the Persian Gulf and

the Indian Ocean. Moreover, there are sealanes which link oil-producing

countries with America and Europe." 87/

Although the Somalis had begun to receive a small amount of Soviet

military aid in 1963, the Russians had to wait until 1969 to get the

right to use naval facilities at Berbera. But the meager naval facilities

1.
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that the Somalis could offer and their unreliability as a lotg-tem

ally never r,-:.y satisfied the Russians, who had sustained the hope

1 that in the post-Hlaile Selassie era they might be able to satisfy theix

military strategic needs through Ethiopia.

In the meantime, with Haile Selassie on the throne, the Russians

took a close interest in the development of the Eritrean liberation

movement, to which they gave only cautious public support and minor

military and economic aid. Military training was provided by the Cubans.

But Moscov actively began to encourage and support the creation of Marxist

cells n both the ELF and EPLF in 1968. 88/

The Soviet Union's patient wait for its opportunity in Ethiopia

finally came in July 1976, when its military alliance with the De.gue

began to take shape. However, the Russians hoped that, with the rise

of a Marxist-Leninist state in Ethiopia to complement the Marxist-

Leninist state in Somalia, they would be able to establish a foot in

both camps. "With peace, everything will become possible," they promised

both the Somalis and the Ethiopians. 89/ What Moscow offered both sides

was, in fact, a Pax Sovietica in the Horn, with the USSR as the sole

supplier of arms to both Somalia and Ethiopia and the guarantor of their

redrawn borders within a federal system.

When this plan was angrily rejected by Somalis because it ignored

basic Pan-Somali interests, the Russians were faced with a choice between

Somalia and Ethiopia. Moscow seems to have had little difficulty choos-

ing the latter, even though the revolutionary process in Ethiopia was,

to say the least, hazardous and uncertain. However, once it became

clear, at the end of 1977, that Somalia was using its Russian-trained
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army and equipment in the Ogaden, the USSR threw its full military

weight behind the revolution in Ethiopia.

Weeks after Moscow conferred its official approval on Mengistu's

revolutionary program in March 1977, 89/ Fidel Castro hailed the Ethio-

pian revolution as "Africa's first genuine Marxist revolution." The

Cubans had previously maintained cordial relations with the "Somali

revolution"; but their only active role in the region was through their

military training support for the Eritrean liberation movement aud a

relatively strong military training program in South Yeman. On March

14, 1977, Castro arrived in Addis Ababa with the express purpose of

helping to promote a "progressive alliance" on the Red Sea, which was to

include Djibouti, Eritrea, and South Yemen as well as Ethiopia and Som-

alia. He envisaged it as a bloc capable of opposing the Red Sea alliance

between Sudan, Egypt, and Saudi Arabia. Having won Colonel Mengistu's

approval for the plan, he made a secret trip to Aden where he met with

the Ethiopian and Somali leaders to urge on them the possibility of two

"scientific socialist" regimes merging their revolutions. But Somalia's

President Siad Barre reacted angrily to Castro's proposals. With the

failure of this enterprise, Cuba followed the Russians in giving its

full support to the Ethiopians.

The Cubans did not fully accept all the aspects of either the Der-

gue's or the Kremlin's policies. Th. major differences were over tac-

tics to ensure the success of the Ethiopian revolution and over the

approach to Eritrea. On the first of these issues, Castro insisted even

more strongly than the Russians that Mengistu transform his military

regime into a full revolutionary-mass movement with a properly constituted
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Comunist party. More serious, though, was Cuba's refusal to commit

its combat troops to the battlefields of Eritrea after the 1978 defeat

of the Somalis in the Ogaden. Having strongly supported the Eritrean

liberation movement for many years, the Cubans insisted that the proble-m

in Eritrea was political and should not be settled by force. 90/ The

absence of Cuba's ground forces was acutely felt in Erirea where, despite

the overwhelming superiority of Soviet-supplied armor and military air-

craft, the resistance, though temporarily weakened, was not crushed.

The Course of Events

Ethiopia was wrenched out of its 2,000-year-o!d feudal system and

set on a new revolutinary course in March 1975--thirteen months after the

beginning of the mutiny in the Ethiopian army and six months after Haile

Selassie's dethronement. The committee of military officers, who had

fought their way to the top of the leadership in the Dergue through a

series of violent purges, abolished the monarchy, proclaimed a "SocialA

ist Ethiopia" as a one-party stite (but without creating the one party),

abolished the feudal land system, nationalized all land including urban

propeity, nationalized all industries, and curbed the medieval influence

of the Orthodox Church. This lurch into revolution came at a time when

virtually the whole country was engulfed in violent conflict; adminis-

tration had collapsed; the Ethiopian army was divided in its political

allegiances and stretched beyond its capacity; just about every experienced

army officer above the rank of captain had been liquidated or dismissed;

military equipment was outdated, especially compared to the Soviet weapons

in tbr hands of the Somalis, who stood as a threat along the Ogaden borde:.
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Opposition to the military rulers was extremely diverse. Regional

and nationalist forces in most of the th~rteen provinces had rallied

behind local leaders. Although their motives were comple, and they

were also in conflict with each other, all were agreed on demanding a

fairer elstribution of power in any postimperial constitution. The

strongest of these nationalist forces were situated as follows:

In Tigre in the north, where the traditionalists rallied behind Ras Seyyoum

Mengesha and the younb behind the Marxist-led Tigre People's Liberation

Front (TPLF). In the Oromo (Galla) southern provinces of Bale and

Sidamo, where the charismatic leader "General" Waagu Guta had long en-

gaged in an armed conflict against the old emperor, with the back-door

support of the Somali Republic. In Begemder, on the western btrder

with Sudan, where the local leader, Bitwoded Adane, supported a modern

nationalist and anti-Communist movement, the Ethiopian Democratic Union

(EDU), which was joined by disaffected soldiers from the Ethiopian army.

The movement received torer military support from Sudan. In the Afar

country, running alongside Eritrea, where the nomads on the Danakil

plains took up arms under their prestigious sultan, Ali Mirreh. They

were linked with the Afars in Djibouti and had financial and other sup-

pert from Saudi Arabia Lnd Somalia. In Gojjam and Wollega, two areas

tradit.ionally resistant to rule by Addis Ababa, where a number of dissident

movements arose. In the Hararge province (Ogaden), where the West

Somali Liberation Front (WSLF) led -n insurrection movement closely sup-

ported by Somalia. In Eritrea, where the Dergue faced its most serious

military threat. In Addis Ababa and other large towns, whore violent

opposition came from the political intelligentFia in the trade unions
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and teachers' and students' organizations, led by the Marxist Ethiopian

People's Revolutionary Party (EPRP).

Faced with these multifarious internal challenges as yell as the

threat of a military attack by the Somali Republic and Arab support for

all its opponents, the Dergue needed strong external allies if its own

power was to be maintained and the country was to survive within its old

borders. Not only were normal American supplies inadequate for the

Dergue's purposes, but they were actually shrinking at the time since

Congress had refused to increase the military aid program beyond a limit

of $16 milliou. It included about a dozen F-5Es and the Maverick and

Sidewinder missiles to go with them. Ethiopia was also allowed to pur-

chase a squadron of second-hand F-5A Freedom Fighters from Iran with

U.S. approval. During 1976 Washington still saw the limited supply of

arms to Ethiopia as serving thr-e purposes: a means of checking a fur-

ther Soviet arms buildup in Somalia; a discouragement to the Dergue from

looking to Moscow for &ubstantial military aid; and support for pro-Western

elements in the Dergue who were engaged in resisting the Communists.

This aspect of U.S. policy was strongly encouraged by Israel and Kenya

but discouraged by Saudi Arabia and Egypt.

As early as September 1974, the Dergue had turned down a tentative

proposal from the USSR tl.At it replace the United States as Ethiopia's

source of arms supplies because the Dergue felt it could not count on a

power that was still showing no sign of withholding its military aid from

Ethiopia's principal enemy, Somalia.

Ethiopia's internal security problems continued to mount throughout

1976. These were further complicated by rivelries with' he army and the
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Dergue--especially by a bitter struggle in the capital between the EPRP

and Me'ison (an Amharic acronym for All Ethiopian Socialist Movement).

The EPRP had emerged from its clandestine existence under the emperor's

rule when the mutiny started biut had soon quarreled with the Dergue be-

cause of its own Simon-pure Marxist doctrine that there could be no

shortcuts to revolutions; it argued strongly for the installation of a

parliamen'ary system of government to facilitatc the growth of a class

struggle. zhen the Dergue turned down these ideas, the Marxists

split, and Me'ison, led by Fida Tedla, rallied to Colonel Mengistu's

side, arguing that a mass revolutionary party could be created in the

ranks of the military regime. Me'ison was Moscow-oriented; it was large-

ly instrumental in promoting the idea in the Dergue that the USSR be

chosen as Ethiopia's "strategic ally." Throughout most of 1976 the

Dergue and its Me'ison allies maintained what they called a "Red Terror"

against the RPP's "White Terror" of selective assassination and "knee-

capping." Thousands died in the capital and the main towns, and many

thousnds of the intelligentsia were imprisoned.

A Soviet delegation visiting Ethiopia in March 1976 praised the

Dergue's "correct progressive stand." Thereafter the Soviet media began

to praise Ethiopia's national democratic revolution program, which was

drafted by Me'ison and formally adopted by the Dergue in April 1976.

In May the Dergue published its Nine-Point Peace Plan for Eritrea: it re-

ject-ed independence for the province and proposed a federal solution in-

stead. Moscow at once endorsed the plan for Eritrea as a policy deserving

the rupport of all progressives. This endorsement marked the beginning

of the USSR's rift with Somalia and Eritrea.
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The Dergue issued a proclamation on the last day of 1976 restruc-

turing its organization according to Marxist-Leninist privciples. Its

program, though notional rather than actual, poinced to the course the

revolution was to take. Following a series of purges in the Dergue,

Colonel Mengistu Haile Mariam emerged as the dominant leader on February

3, 1977. The Ethiopian press published pictures of Mengistu receiving

the congratulations of the Soviet, Hurgarian, and Chinese ambassadors in

Addis Ababa. He also received a message of congratulation from Fidel

Castro. Nevectheless, Ethiopia's sense of isolation was expressed by

Mengistu on February 4, the day after his triumph, when he said in a

broadcast: "In our region, Mother Ethiopia does not have any revolution-

ary friend, except the PDRY. The broad wasses of Ethiopia should con-

stantly ponder this fact." He followed this up by announcing that in

the future Ethiopia would seek its military aid from the "socialist Coun-

tries."

A few weeks later, on February 25, the Carter administration announced

further reductions of its foreign aid to Ethiopia (as well as to Argentina

and Uruguay) because of their consistent violation of humn rights. The

previously agreed upon military aid grants of $6 million were stopped,

though not the $10 million in military sales credits.

As a result, Soviet approval of the Dergue's policies became more

vocal. On March 9, 1977, Radio Mos.cow declared that "the present changes

in Ethiopia have created the necessary prerequisites for a just settle-

ment o, the dispute in Eritrea." Fidel Castro hailed the "Ethiopian

revolution" as Africa's "first genuine Marxist revolution." When Men-

gistu paid his first visit to Moscow in early April, be was toasted as a

' ,
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"genuine revolutionary leader." In the 4ame month the Dergue expelled

all American advisers from Ethiopia; the United States then cut off all

military a'.d to Ethiopia.Soviet-Somali relations began to decline rapidly

and visibly after Mengistu went to Moscow for official talks in May.

P. soon became clear that a decision to ship Soviet arms had been

made even before Mengistu's May visit--possibly in December i976, when

am iifluential Dergue delegation had first gone to Moscow to negotiate

mutual agreements (these were apparently ratified by Mengistu during his

May visit). The evideucz. for this came from French intelligence sources

in Djibouti, 91/ which reported that at the beginning of May consign-

ments of outdated Soviet T-34s and more modern T-54s as well as armored

cars had arrived at the port and had been transshipped on the Djibouti-

Addis Ababa railway line. They had been shipped across thp Gulf of Aden

from South Yemen, where the Russians and the Cubans have teams of mili-

tary advisers. Some of the tanks were off-loaded at Diredawa, the main

railhead in eastern Ethiopia, .close to where the fighting had begun in the

Ogaden. In subsequent weeks more arms shipments were reported to have

arrived by the same route. Also, Western intelligence agencies reported

that by July five planeloads of arms shipments a week were arriving at

the Addis Ababa airport. Arab intelligence sources reorted that the

Soviet Union had agreed to supply Ethioia with $385 million worth of

materiel, as well as 48 MIGs of various types and up to 300 T-54 and

T-55 tanks. 92/

However, the arms buildup did not show any significant increase over

the next few months. One possible explanation for this is that handling

and asce,.bling the equipmrent after delivery we~s a pro~lem. The only
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international airport-at Addis Ababa-was reported to be overstrained

by the shipments that came in during July. In late September, knocked-

down MIG-21s were flown by Soviet transport aircraft into Addis Ababa air-

port, ubere they wers assembled with the help of Soviet and Cuban tech-

nicians. Accor.ing to Wrtsern diplomnatic sources in Addis Ababa, Eastern

European pilots aid flight crews were used to make test flights, but

there is no supportt1ve evidence to show whether they were also being used

on the battlefronts. From September on, armored vehicles, amphibious

aircraft, and other eqLipment were ferried across the Red Sea from Aden

. Assab on the Eritrean coast. Some supplies also were brought by Soviet

and other Eastern European naval vessels to Massawa, where they were

easily observed by Israeli vessels, which were at that time still ac-

tively helping the Ethiopian side. The supplies sent by the Soviet bloc

to these two ports seem to have been used mainly on the Eritrean front.

The first Cuban presence in Ethiopia was reported by the U.S. State

Department on May 25, 1977. 93/ A spokesman for the State Department

said the apparent intention was thoat the Cubans help train Ethiopian

forces in the use of Soviet military equipment. He added that this

could be "a serious development," which might jeopardize U.S. efforts

to normalize relations with Cuba.

Reacting to these Soviet and Cubaa developments, President Barre

said that Somalia would make "a histozic decision" if the Soviet Union

continued to arm Ethiopia. "We would not," he said, "be able to remain

idle in the face of the danger of the Soviet Union's arming of Ethiopia." 94/

He sent Defense Minister Mohammed Ali Samatdr to Moscow on May 25--soon

after Mengistu's visit--to seek assurance from the Soviet leaders that
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they were not planning to arm Ethiopia. In July there were reports

that Soviet military personnel were leaving Somalia. 95/

In the end it was Moscow that made the first move to end its alliance

with Somalia. The fighting in the Ogaden province had escalated rapid-

ly in May, when between 3,000 and 6,000 troops of the West Somali Libera-

tion Front (WSLF) captured one important town after the other. The

Somali Republic was still insisting at the time that none of its own

regular soldiers were involved in the fighting. It stated that the

fighting was being done entirely by the Ogadeni Somalis, despite evidence

of a considerable backup for the WSLF operations by Russian-type tanks

and artillery.

Izvestiya on August 16 referred to the fighting in the Ogaden as

an "armed invasion of Ethiopian territory" by "regular units of the Somali

army." It added: "Even the plausible excuse of implementing the principle

of self-determination did not justify such an act." President Barre flew

to Moscow at the end of August in a last attempt to avoid a rupture with

the Soviet Union, but although he go, no satisfaction from his talks with

Brezhnev, he took no immediate steps to end his treaty with the Russians.

He explained to Arab diplomats in his capital that pushing the Russians

out roughly would result only in their intensifying their support of the

Ethiopians and, as had happened with Sadat, would encourage them to try

to undermine his own regime.

By early September the Somalis were predicting a triumphant end to

their campaign in the Ogaden. Plans were made to proclaim the liberation

of "West Somalia" and its accession to the "rest cf the Somali nation"

before the end of that month. But the Somalis began to feel the strain

I'
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of their long lines of communication and the weight of thE Soviet

armor brought in to sustain the rapidly expanded Ethiopian army, which

was engaged in defending the last two strategic points in the Ogader-

Harar and Diredawa. By October the Somali campaign was stalled. With

the arrival of more sophisticated Soviet weapons and technicians the

initiative began to pass into the hands of the Ethiopians and their

supporters. The critical month was October.

On October 15, Ethiopia's foreign minister, Colonel Felleke Girgis,

flew to Cuba to report on the Somali "aggression against Ethiopia"--

and no doubt to seek Cuban support urgently. A few days later, Presi-

dent Barre claimed that there were 15,000 Cuban troops fighting in the

Ogaden, an allegation strongly denied by the Cuban Foreign Ministry,

which insisted that "there is not a single Cuban combat unit there." 96/

Western intelligence sources confirmed that there were no Cuban "combat

units" but reported the presence of Cuban military instructors fighting

with Ethiopians in Russian tanks and operating heavy artillery. They

also reported the presence of Soviet military advisers and of several

hundred Scuth Yemenis serving as drivers of military vehicles. The situa-

tion changed in November when U.S. reconnaissance satellites produced

photographic evidence of a Cuban military presence.

The Soviet ambassador in Addis Ababa, Anatoly Ratanov, announced

on October 19 that his country had "officially and formally" ended its

arms supplies to Somalia. On November 13 Somalia abrogated the 1974

Treaty of Friendship and Cooperation with the USSR, ordered all Soviet

experts and military technicians out of the country within seven lays,

and abolished the use of a'.] air, sea, and land facilities in Somalia by
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the USSR. Relations with Cuba also were ended.

Somalia followed up its break with the Soviet Union and Cuba by

addressing an urgent appeal for help to its fellow members in the Arab

League as well as to the West and China.

According to official Somali sources, the United States had hinted

at the possibility of military aid once the treaty with Moscow had been

broken. The precise evidence for this claim is contradictory. Never-

theless, on July 26--two months after the Somali campaig;n had begun in the

Ogaden--the United States, Britain, and France announced their prepared-

ness, "in principle," to supply defensive weapons to help Somalia protect

itE "present territory." The fear at that time was that the Ethiopians

might invade Somalia. A State Department spokesman said: "We think it

desirable that Somalia does not have to depend on the Soviet Union."

At the same time, the United States was in touch with its NATO allies, as

well as with Egypt, Sudan, Saudi Arabia, Iran, and Pakistan, to arrange

a consortium of nations willing to guarantee Somalia's security. How-

ever, Washington's position changed almost immediately. In early Aug-

ust a State Department official announced that President Carter had

changed his mind because of the "extreme nature" of Somali backing for

the insurrection in the Ogaden, adding: "We have decided that providing

arms at this time would add fuel to a fire we are more interested in

putting out." 97/ This reversal of policy, which was supported by Brit-

ain and Ftance, was the result of two factors. First, the extent of the

Somali army's actual involvement in the fighting in the Ogaden was not

fully estabilshed until late July. Second, Kenya's pio-Western govern-

ment strongly opposed the provision ol any arms to Somalia since it feared
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for Its own Somali-inbabited province.

The Soralis were understandably angry at this volteface, claiming

that an unofficial U.S. envoy had carried specific assurances of U.S.

aid if Mogadiscio broke with Moscow. 98/ 'America's friends in the region

of much longer standing than the Somalis were no less upset. Saudi

Arabia, Egypt, Sudan, and Iran all exerted considerable pressure on the

United States and other NATO countries to facilitate the supply of

weapons to the Somalis--if only through third parties. The United States

refused to grant such permission to Saudi Arabia and Iran. Both Presi-

dent Sadat and President Nimeiry (Sudan) made personal representations to

President Carter during their visits to Washington.

Although leading members of the Arab League had sought to persuade

the United States to intervene in the Horn to replace the Soviet Union

as Somalia's arms supplier, their own military role was fairly minimal.

At their meeting in September 1977 the Arab League foreign ministers ex-

pressed deep concern about the situation in the Ogaden and urged all

foreign powers to stay out; but it withheld support for Somalia's stand.

Arms support of any significance did not begin until January 1978, after

the Somalis' defeat in the Ogaden.

Fast Israeli naval units operated openly around Massawa and Assab,

bringing special equipment for the Ethiopian army and serving the pur-

poses of Israeli intelligence. About a dozen Israeli military instruc-

tors had helped in 1975-76 to train a new battalion of Ethiopian para-

troopers, the Nebalbal (the Flame), which was especially active in

fighting the urban guerrillas of the '"hite Terror." But the Israeli

instructors had left before the end of 1976, Between twenty and thirty
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Israeli specialists arrived early in 1977 to assist in antiguerrilla

training and counterinsurgency techniques; their presence was always

vigorously denied by the Dergue but not by Israel.

The Libyans increased their presence in Addis Abab3 during 1976-77

but played no military role. They reportedly pledged a total of E425

million of aid through bilateral economic and aid agreements, and they

helped to guarantee Ethiopia's oil supplies.

The Organization of African Unity also failed to take a stand on

the conflicts in the Horn, although it did attempt to play a mediatory

role in August 1977, when a special committee was established to help

produce a peace.ful settlement. But its efforts petered out when Somalia

walked out because of the committee's refusal to admit a delegation from

the WSLF.

Just before the massive buildup of Soviet and Cuban military aid

at the end of November 1977, the military picture looked like this:

The eastern front (Ogaden) was stalemated, with the Somalis prevented

from consolidating their hold on Harar and pinnee down on the perimeter

o0 Diredawa by perhaps i20,000 Ethiopian soldiers (most of whom had

been hastilv recruited), supported by Soviet tanks, artillery, and l4IGs,

with fewer than a hundred Cubans, several hundred South Yemeni driver-

technicians, and a group of Warsaw Pact senior officers. The Cuban unit

was under the command of General Arnaldo Ochoa, who had fought in An-

gola. On the periphery, the Ethiopian forces were pinned down to defen-

sive operations in the main areas of Bale, Sidamo, and Arssi. On the

northern front about 40,000 Eritrean liberation forces had further

strengthened their position so that the Ethiopian forces were largely

SI
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pinned down in the capital, Asmara, the two Red Sea ports of Massawa

and Assab, and the second main city, Keren. The vital road from Assab

to Asmara was cut. In the adjacent Tigre province, the TPLF was harass-

Ing the movement of troops and supplies across the mountain roads rein-

forcing the Ethiopian army in Eritrea. On the western front, the forces

of the Ethiopian Democratic Union (EDU) in Begemder and Semien had begun

to lose their earlier initiative.

The main point that emerges from this picture of the fighting is

that, despite its huge advantage in maipower and despite having sub-

stantially more armament than had been provided by the United States,

the Ethiopian army was unable to defeat its challengers by force of

numbers.

Western intelligence estimated that there were 100 Soviet-b]oc

military advisers and 400 Cuban military instructors in Ethiopia when the

big military buildup began in late November, although some Western and

African diplomatic sources in Addis Ababa put the figure at about 1,000

Soviet-bloc and Cuban military personnel and 300 doctors and civilian

technicians.

The signal for the start of the: Soviet-Cuban airlift and sealift

was the launching of a Russian military reconnaissance satellite, Cosmos

624, on November 26, 1977. Over the next few weeks U.S. "spy" satellites,

naval scanners, and radar stations in Israel, Turkey, and Iran monitored

extensive Russian air and naval movements. In the first stage of the

airlift, U.S. intelligence monitored 5o transport flights from Georgievsk,

near the Black Sea, and Tashkent. They flew to Aden, where they refueled

before continuing to Addis Ababa. Soon afterward, the United States learned
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that flighi: clearances had been requested from a number of countries,

including Pakistan, Afghanistan, and Iraq. The requests had given various

destinations, including Maputo in Mozambique, Aden, and Tripoli. Wash-

ington at once protested, charging that the airspace of a number of

countries was being used without permission.

Pakistan briefly detained three military transport planes, camou-

flaged as civilian aircraft, at Karachi after forcing them to land. Iraq

officially protested its airspace being used for flights to Ethiopia via

Aden. Its president, Saddam Hussein, said that after its protests to

Moscow, Iraq got a formal undertaking that Soviet planes would go only

to Aden, not to Ethiopia. 99/ He added that because relations with both

the USSR and South Yeman were "so good . . . it's not reasonable to expect

that we could tell a friend what it could or could not do, once they got

to the Yemen. We told the Soviets, however, that if their attitude

towards the Eritrean conflict didn't change, we coulo not allow their

transport aircraft to use our facilities."

The usual route taken by aircraft flying supplies to Ethiopia before

December was from Black Sea bases, west across Bulgaria and Yugoslavia,

then south over the Adriatic and Mediterranean to Tripoli, end from there

across Sudan airspace (without permission) te Addis Ababa. 100/ The

pattern changed during December 1977 and early January 1978 when, at the

height of the airlift operation, 225 Antonov-22s and Ilyushin-76s-about

15 percent of the Soviet military air transport fleet-simultaneously

used widely different routes. Some took the regular route over Bulgaria

and Yugoslavia to Tripoli; others flew from near the Caspian Sea over
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Iran and Iraq to Aden; others took off from Tashkent and flew across

Afghanistan an3 Pakistan; and still others flew along the Persian Gulf

from Georgievsk, across Iraq and Aden. For three weeks in early Decem-

ber, Antonovs were leaving Soviet airfields at Georgievsk at intervals

of fifteen to twenty minutes.

A sizable sealift of arms was undertaken concurrently with the air-

lift. Turkish, Egyptian, and U.S. monitoring agencies recorded the

passage of between thirty and fifty Russian and Bulgarian warships and

freighters through the Bosporus and the Suez Canal. They off-loaded

their supplies at Massawa and Assab, where Israeli and other intelligence

sources (including those of Eritrea) reported the arrival of T-54 and

T-55 tanks, crated aircraft, 122-millimeter artillery, and undetermined

missiles. Amphibious landing craft were used in thie operation-mostly,

probably, the two 1,000-ton Polnocny-class ships supplied to South Yemen

in 1973--the first time the Soviet Union had provided these to any state

except Nasser's Egypt, India, and the Warsaw Pact countries. 101/ Two

Alligator-class Soviet warships operated continuously off Massawa, and

the EPLF claimed that missiles were fired from them at EPLF positions

around the port. 102/

The intensified Soviet airlift and sealift ended suddenly in mid-

January 1978. In addition to war materiel, the lift brought in a con-

siderable number of Soviet-bloc and Cuban technicLans to handle the equip-

ment, as well as other military elements. U.S. intelligence reports es-

timated in mid-January 1978 that an additional 200 Soviec, Cuban, and

East German military personnel had arrived in Ethiopia, bringing the

total to 3,000. 103/ However, the Ethiopians insisted that there were
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still only 450 Russians and Cubans in the whole country, none in a combat

role. 104/ At the height of the airlift Cuba's defense minister, Raul

Castro, arrived secretly in Addis Ababa on a mission undoubtedly connect-

ed with the buildup of Cuban combat troops. U.S. intelligence agency re-

ports spoke Df the arrival of two Cuban battalions, each of 650 men. 105/

Washington reported that Cuban forces were arriving by air from Aden at

the rate of 200 a day from late November on. 106/

Reacting to the Soviet-Cuban operations, the Somali government began

a frantic round of diplowacy among Arab League and NATO countries as well

as China. The U.S. administration was reportedly surprised and shaken by

the size of the Soviet operation. .07/ The situation was handled dir-

ectly by the president and a few top advisers, and an attempt was made

to hamper tate airlift by stimulating other nations to protest illegal

Soviet use of airspace. 108/ The United States warned the Soviet Union

about the risk of expanding the Ogaden war across Somalia'e international

border.

NATO strategists were concerned about the implications of the demon-

stration of Soviet airlift capacity. "We used to console ourselves with

the thought that the Soviets were not very good at this kind of thing,"

one NATO official comented. "Now they have shown first in the Middle

East, then in angola and now in Ethiopia that they can organize things very

effectively when they want to. They are getting better all the time." 109/

The West German defense minister, George Leber, said that Soviet trans-

port capability had become "a new strategic element" in the East-West

balance. 110/
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In early February 1978 the Somalis claimed that ?0,000 Cubans had

arrived in Ethiopia; Western intelligence sources gave the much lower

figure of 3,000 Cubans and 1,000 Russians. 111/ However, thousands of

Cubans were arriving by sea from Aden and were assembled in a military

camp at Assab, which was established during February. 112/ By February

24 U.S. intelligence had raised its estimates of Cuban arrivals to the

much higher figure ef between 10,000 and 11,000. 113/ According to Brzezin-

ski, they were organized into two infantry brigades and one mechanized

brigade. 114/ Somalia claimed that military personnel from other Warsaw

Pact countries such as East Germany, Czechoslovakia, Poland, and Hungary

were also involved in what it alleged was a plan for an Ethiopian army

invasion of Somalia. 115/ Moscow denied that there was any intention of

attacking Somalia itself and that any Warsaw Pact soldiers were engaged

in the fighting. 116/ Their denial was directed especially to a Somali

allegation that Marshal Dmitri Ustinov, the Soviet minister of defense,

had arrived in Addis Ababa to oversee military strategy in Ethiopia. 117/

What was more clearly established, though, was that two Soviet Fenerals

had arrived in Harar in the Ogaden--General Vasily Ivanovich Petrov,

listed in July 1976 as first deputy commander-in-chief of Soviet ground

forces, 118/ and General Grigory Baxisov, who had previously been in

charge of Sov:iet military aid to Somalia. 119/ Brzezinski claimed that

Petrov was in "direct command" of military operations in the Harar

region. 120/ Somalia's minister of information, Abdul Kassam Salad

Hassan, also claimed, while on a visit to Peking, that an unidentified

East German general had bean seen in Harar. According to him, the East

Germans were in charge of communications, becurity, and intelligence in
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the Ogaden; the Bulgarians were in charge of food supplies; and the

Hungarians and Czechoslovaks were involved in other operations. 121/

The NATO powers first began to show serious concern about Soviet

military intervention in the Horn during the major airlift and sealift

started at the end of November 1977. The U.S. ambassador made official

representations to the USSR prctesting the arms buildup. 122/ In

January 1978 the United States rook the initiative in convening a con-

ference in Washington of a number of NATO powers with special interests

in the Red Sea area to discuss developments there. Those invited were

Britain, France, West Germany, and Italy. Their conclusion was that no

solution could be found by "force of arms," and they called for a negoti-

ated settlement of the dispute. 123/

When the major counteroffensive in the Ogaden, with full Soviet

and Cuban backing, started in the first week of February, concern grew

in the West that the war would spill over into Somalia. Cyrus Vance

warned on February 10, 1978, that if Somalia's border were crossed it

"would present a new and different situation," and President Carter re-

vealed on February 17 that he had warned Ethiopia that the United States

would consider an invasion of Somalia ", very serious breach of peace,

endangering even worldwide peace." A fortnight later, on March 2,

he accused the Soviet Union of "overarming" the Ethiopians, which produced

"a threat to peace in the Horn of Africa." 124/

President Carter moved late in February 1978 to limit the conflict

by ensuring that the war did not spread into Somalian territory. As a

first step he sent a delegation to warn Colonel Mengistu of th. danger

of Ethiopian troops crossing Somalla's border. Mengis~u promisee that

-*A
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this would not happen :if two conditions were met: withdrawal of Somali

troops fiom the Ogaden, and no American arms for Somalia. But he ruled

out a cease-fire "while Somali troops were still on Ethiopian soil." 126/

At the same time, Carter approached the USSR and the OAU, asking them to

cooperate on the basis of three principles governing U.S. policy in the

Horn: Somali withdrawal from the OgadeP; removal of Cuban and Soviet

troops from Ethiopia; and lessening of the tension between Somalia and

Ethiopia by honoring international boundaries in Africa, even though

these were sometimes arbitrarily drawn. While Moscow was ready to pro-

vide assurance that Ethiopian forces would not attack Somalia, it re-

jected the U.S. secretary of state's request that Russian and Cuban

troops be withdrawni from the conflict, on the ground that they were en-

titled to assist the Ethiopians to repel aggression. 127/

Armed with Soviet and Ethiopian promises about Somalia's borders,

the United States next asked President Barre to disengage from the Oga-

den. On March 9 he announced that he was withdrawing Somalia's "reg-

ular forces" from the Ogaden. This was the first time it had even been

admitted that the Somali army was fighting in the area. Barre's ex-

planation for his decision was that he had received guarantees from the

"big powers" that the Ethiopian forces .oule not cross Somalia's bor-

der and that other foreign forces would be withdrawn from the area.

However, although the major powers had guaranteed that Somalia's borders

would not be crossed if it withdrew its army, no assurances were obtained

by the United States in its negotiations with the USSR about the withdrawal

of Soviet and Cuban forces from Ethiopia. On the contrary, even before

they had completed their immediate objective in the Ogaden, the Russians
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had turned their attention to the second major battlefit-ld, Eritrea.

By February 1978, when Ethiopia's allies were beginning to build

up their military presence in Eritrea, the EPLF and the ELF had a vir-

tual stranglehold on the territory. Asmara was tightly surrounded;

Massawa was cut off on the inland side, making it impossible for traffic

to move out of the port; the road between the only other port, Assab,

and Asmara had been cut; and Keren had been taken. The railway line

from Djibouti to Addis Ababa was no longer usable. As in the Ogaden,

despite its huge manpower superiority in Eritrea, the Ethiopian army was

no match for the guerrillas. A senior Ethiopian government official at

Asmara, Mengesha Gessesa, said when he defected early in 1978: "It

is becoming clear that Eritrea will be a free country in a few months." 128/

The Russians built stockpiles of weapons, tanks, and artillery from

ships unloaded in Massawa and Assab, and they flew quantities of arms to

Asmara's airport, which was still open to traffic. Two MIG-21 squad-

rons (twenty four planes) and one MIG-23 squadion (twelve planes) were

located at Asmara. It is undertain who was flying them; the EPLF

claimed that they were piloted by South Yemenis. Mil-4 and Mil-8 heli-

copters, armed with antitank missiles and flown by Russian pilots, were

used in Eritrea, as well as in the Ogadei,. 129/ (In December 1978 the

EPLF shot down one of the helicopters, killing its Russian pilot. 130/

The EPLF reported that Russian crews were seen operating BM-21 multiple-

rocket launchers at Massawa. 131/ There were 3,000 Cubans in Asmara,

but they stayed in the city and the airport. After the first Ogaden

campaign was over in mid-March, General Vassily Petrov arrived in Asmara,

presumably to direct the strategy as he had done in the Ogaden campaign.
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A Russian general (whose identity was never established) took charge of

the Ethiopian air force base at Asmara. Eleven Russian officers of

lieutenant-colonel rank commanded field units once the new campaign

against the Eritreans developed momentum. Lower ranking officers com-

manded smaller combat units, with between 50 and 250 officers deployed

on each main front. 132/

An unsuccessful attempt was made in March to break out of Asmara

and Massawa. After the main campaign in the Ogaden ended, about 120,000

Ethiopian forces were deployed against the Eritreans in an offensive

thav got under way in May. It achieved a number of initial successes,

especially agiInst the ELF on the Sudan border; the siege was broken at

Massawa, Keren was retaken, aad the road reopened frow Assab to Asmara.

Despite Ethiopian claims of victory, however, the main opposition force.

the EPLF, still held out--and was continuing to do so almost a year later--

even taking the initiative as late as April 1979. The only significant

change was that the RFLF had been forced to return to its earlier phase of

guerrilla tactics and was no longer able, or trying, to defend the towns.

The big difference between the campaigns in the Ogaden and Eritrea

4as that no foreign ground troops were engaged in fighting the Eritreans.

The Cubans and the South Yemenis had both announced that their military

units would not become involved in fighting the Eritreans, since they

had supported them in the past. Nevertheless, the Cubans did not with-

draw their troops from Asmara ov% Assab, Cuba officially declared that

the problem of Eritrea was a political one, which should not be solved

by military means. 133/ Although the USSR also favored a political

settlement of the Eritrean problem, it lent its support to the Ethiopian
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military effort to "crush the counter-revolution" in Eritrea while seek-

ing to promote mediation between the two sides. 134/

Although the Russians ended their big airlift operation in mid-

January 1978, a regular supply of arms continued to arrive by sea and

air throughout the rest of 1978. U.S. intelligence reported that over

61,000 tons of military equipment had been unloaded in the first five

months of 1978 from thirty-six freighters and fifty-nine transport

planes. 135/ NATO intelligence sources reported that Soviet and East

German technicians were engaged in constructing airfields. 136/ The

Tigre People's Liberation Front said it could observe Cubans building a

new strategic road and airfield in north Tigre. 137/ The number of Cuban

combat troops in Ethiopia was estimated at between 16,000 and 17,000.

In August 1978 twice as many Soviet warships as usual were being regularly

deployed in the Red Sea: one destroyer, two frigates, one LST, and

possibly, one LSM.

Soviet Behavior

Although apparently firmly allied by its Treaty of Friendship and

Cooperation w-ith the Somali Republic, the USSR showed early signs of

having seen the possibilities opening up for it by developments in

Ethiopia. Even before the Dergue dethroned Haile Selassie in September

1974 and steered the country in a revolutionary direction in 1975, Soviet

diplomats in Addis Ababa told the Dergue that Russian arms were avail-

able to them if they chose to end their military ties with the United

States.

Soviet policy-with which Cuba was closely aligned except on the

Eritrean question-moved through two distinct phases. The first phase

N'
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4 opened in April 1976 when Moscow signaled its readiness to shift its

support to the Addis Ababa regime by endorsing its program of "realistic

documents," which, it said, were based on "the feasibility of the

immediate tasks of the Ethiopian revolution, whose progress puzzles the

uninitiated, maddens its enemies and is a source of satisfaction for the

true friends of the new Ethiopia." 138/ Moscow's attitude disturbed

its Somali ally--especially when, two months later, it endorsed the

Dergue's proposals for settling the Eritrean problem along federal

lines. However, the Russians were still careful in their handling of the

Somalis, possibly because they were not yet completely sure that the

Dergue would suspend its arms arrangements with the United States. Dur-

ing this first phase the Russians, with Cuban support, began to sound

out the Somalis about a Pax Sovietica in the Horn of Africa. Their

argument was that, once the United States had been eliminated from the

area as a military factor, it would become possible for them to help

mediate border and other agreements between the So-alis, the Ethiopians,

and the Eritreans, 139/ since there would be no "imperialists" left

in the area to divide Somalia and Ethiopia. The Somalis immediately

rejected this idea, arguing that the Dergue, far from being Marxist,

was fascist. The Russians nevertheless continued to press their argu-

ments, while keeping up their side of the treaty obligations with the

Somalis. The first phase ended in May 1977 after the United States had

scaled down its arms supplies to Ethiopia, and Colonel Mengistu oigned

a multifaceted agreemeat with the USSR. Although the agreement did not

specify military supplies, Soviet arms began to flow into Ethiopia from

that time. Also in May Somalia's President Barre quarreled with Fidel

4. ~ s.
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Castro over his attempt at mediation along the lines proposed by the

Soviet Union.

May 1977 was important because it was the month in which regulars

of the Somali army began to cross into the Ogaden. Since the Soviet

military advisers were still in Somalia at the time, it was impossible for

them not to have known what was happening, yet relations with Xogadiscio

were not brcken until six months later, when Moscow gave as its official

reason for the break: "Somalia had launched an armed aggression against

Ethiopia, choosing as its target the Ogaden province. The Soviet Union

had repeatedly emphasized tnat it had been, and always would be, on the

side of independent African states in the event of an attack. The Sov-

iet Union's principled policy was expressed by the fact that despite its

Treaty with Somalia, it came to the aid of the victim of aggression and

did not support the Somali leaders' territorial expansion." 140/

The second phase of Soviet policy began in mid-1977 when-while

still apparently hoping that the Somalis would in the end come round to

accepting its Pax Sovietica plan--Moscow showed that, if faced with a

choice between Somalia and Ethiopia, it would choose the latter. This

was a bold policy in view of the kind of commitments the Soviet Union

would have to make--first, to help Mengistu establish his ascendancy

within the Dergue; second, tc help his regime establish its control over

a country engulfed by military insurrections; and finally, to consolidate

the nascent Marxist-Leninist revolution.

Why did the Soviet Union decide to exchange its established foot-

hold in Somalia for all the uncertaintits of revolutionary Ethiopia?

Ethiopia obviously offered far greater advantages to Soviet interests than

<1
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Somalia. Not only did it have two ports (Nassawa and Assab), wnich are

far superior to Berbera and Mogadiscio; but there was also the reasonable

chance that a strong Ethiopia would someday dominate the important port

of Djibouti. Another advantage of Ethiopia over Somalia was that it is

potentially a rich country, holding a strategically important position in

the African continent and in the Red Sea region. The Russians also

probably took into account two other factors that militated against their

continued alliance with the Somalis. They knew as well as anyone that

Pan-Somalism is the dominant aspect of Somalia's foreign policy and that

the army that they had helped to build would, at an opportune momenLt

attempt to wrest the Ogaden province away from Ethiopia. If they re-

mained in Somalia, they would inevitably be a party to the transgression

of Ethiopia's border, which would seriously jeopardize their relations

with the Organization of African Unity. The Russians' second concern

was that they could never be sure when the Somalis would exercise their

option of accepting Saudi Arabian support in exchange for expelling the

Soviet presence from the Red Sea-an option that the Somalis have toyed

with for some time. Seen in this perspective, the Soviet decision to

shift its allegiance is not as surprising as it appeared at the cime.

The Soviet Union advanced three reasons for its shifting allegiance:

1.ause Ethiopia was a victim of Somali aggression, supported by

the "imperialists" and their "proxies" in the area--the "reactionary Arab

States" of Saudi Arabia, Egypt, and Sudan; because they vere responding

to an appeal for military support from a sov:reign government, which was

entitled to choose its allies; because of their "international duty to

assist progressive revolutionary movements." 141/ In the words of one

Soviet authority on Africa, Vladisir Kudryavtsev: "The USSR supported

"I"A
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Ethiopia because its people had started to implemen their national and

democratic Revolution, the struggle to liquidate feudalism and oppose

foreign domination of the country." 142/

The Soviet Union chose to emphasize the first two aims rather than

the third--that of supporting a revolution in Africa. This enabled it to

score a number of political successes: it could align itself with the OAU

principle of resisting forcible changes of borders; it could claim to be

acting in conformity with the international right to assist a sovereign

state faced with foreign aggression; an it could escape some of the

responsibility for its coitribution to making the "Somali aggression"

possible in the first place by the Soviet role in trairing and arming the

modern Somali army of 20,000 men.

The official reason given by the Soviet Union for its military

intervention in the Ogaden fell away in March 1978 when the Somali army

withdrew all its units to its own side of the border. Yet the level of

Soviet and Cuban militery support actually rose after the fighting had

shifted to Eritrea and after the Somali withdrawal. Unlike Somalia, the

Eritreans could not be aceused or 'aggression against Ethiopia's bor-

ders." The Russians justified their support of the Dergue against the

Eritreans on the ground that they were "secessionists" and that they hae

the support of "counter-revolutionary elements" abroad. They did not

favor crushing the Eritreans by military force; like the Cubans, they saw

Eritrea as a political problem. To judge both from their own statements

and from independent information, the Russians and the Cubans appear to

have done their best to dissuade Mengistu from mounting a major military

i offensive in Eritrea. They could point to the last sentence in Article 1

WTj
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of the SovSit-Ethiopian Declaration on the Foundations of Friendly Rela-

tions and Cooperation, signed on May 6, 1977, in which "the two sides

declare that inter-government relations must be based specifically on

such principles as . . . non-interference in internal affairs and the

settlement of disputed issues by peaceful means."

Moscow saw its role not just as helping Ethiopia defend its bor-

ders against foreign aggression but as helping it by all means possible

to safeguard and consolidate the revolution--an objective, according to

both Moscow and Havana, that could be achieved only through a Marxist-

Leninist proletariat party in Ethiopia. The Russians are known to have

been concerned about Mengistu's refusal to convert his military regime

into a mass popular organization, as he had apparently agreed to do as

one of the conditions for Soviet support. 143/ Although Mengistu con-

tinued to promise that he would create such a party, he showed great

caution in establishing his proposed "Ethiopian Popular Organization of

the Masses." The reason he gave for bis caution was that previous efforts

(when he was still supported by Me'ison) ha6 proved "impractical." 144/

He had therefore established a center to recruit "genuine communists"

as a first step toward creating a proletariat party. The center to

which he referred was a pla.ining committee, whose members also included

Marxist-Leninist advisers from the USSR, East Germany, and Cuba. 145/

This is probably the first time that the Soviet bloc countries have ac-

tively helped to plan a local Communist movement to sustain a regime in

a third world country.

At no time did the Russians show the least concern about the possi-

bility that their role in the Horn might invite counteraction by the Western

powers. They consistently accused the NATO powers (especially the United
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States)and China of military intervention through "third parties"--

Saudi Arabia, Iran, Sudan, and Egypt. The aim of such an alliance, Mos-

cow claimed, was to oppose countries "'taking up a progressive path of

development and to establish control. over the Rad Sea. The Soviet Union

is against such a dangerous development of events." 146/

Toward the end of the campaign in the Ogaden, in mid-March 1978,

the Soviet Union insisted that the Ethiopians had no intention of cross-

ing Somalia's border and that all the prerequisites for peace had been

established. What would help restore peace to the Horn was a pledge by

other countries--"first of all by the United States and its NATO partners

and also China"--that they would not interfere in the future. The Som-

alis must withdraw their troops completely from Ethiopia and uncondi-

tionally give up their claims to parts of the territory of Ethiopia,

Kenya, and Djibouti.

With a breathtaking display of cynicism, the Soviet media insisted

that it was the NATO powers and China that "supplied veapons to the

aggressor"--the Somali army. Furthermore, it was "the Western nations

that encouraged Somalia to carry out an act of aggression against Ethiop-

la." 147/ After Somalia had completed its withdrawal of troops to its

side of the border, the Russians took a new tack. They said the United

States was planning to supply Somalia with arms in order to establish

itself firmly in Somalia, hoping to undermine relations of countries

in the region with the USSR and to bar its access to the Red Sea. 148/

Perceptions of Soviet Policy and Actions

Only Kenya among the black African states declared itself an active

ally of the Addis Ababa regime, but the great majority of OAU member

• 9t
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4 states supported the Soviet-Cuban role insofar as it was held to be a

response to a sovereign African state that had asked for help to repel

a transgressor stat:e, Somalia. The majority of African states were

opposed to Eritrea's struggle for secession--an Aim held to be incompat-

ible with thq preservation of the integrity of African states. OAU

member states did not comment when the Russians justified their inter-

vention as an effort to consolidate a Marxist-Leninist revolution in an

African country.

Egypt and Sudan suspected that the USSR planned to use Ethiopia as

a springboard from which to threaten them once the Marxist-Leninist

regime was established in Ethiopia. President Sadat told the U.S. Con-

gress in February 1977 that he envisioned the Russians and their Ethio-

pian allies as threatening Egypt's Red Sea trade route, as well as one of

the sources of the Nile, Lake Tana: "Naturally, I am concerned at the

Soviets controlling half my water." President Nimeiry of Sudan warned

the OAU summit meeting in Gabon in July 1977, as he had before, against

"the new socialist imperialism" of the Soviet Union, which was "threat-

ening to turn the continent into a vast area of conflict." Saudi Arabia

saw the Russians' objectives as being to promote Communist regimes in the

region and to acquire bases in the Red Sea, both of which were inimical

to Saudi Arabia's security. Iran, under the shah, expressed similar

concern. These four countries took the lead in trying to achieve two

aims: to help utrengtben Somalia after its break with the Soviet Union and

to persuade the Western nations to stand against expanding Soviet in-

fluence in the region, which, in the words of Nimeiry, was "a spreading

cancer." The Arab League foreign ministers, meeting in Cairo on March

29, 1979, characterized Soviet-Cuban intervention in the Horn as "aggress-

rl,.
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ive" and called for the immediate withdrawal of both countries' forces.

Until the end of 1977, the Western consensus was that the Soviet

Union posed no serious threat in the Red Sea area. This view rested

on two assumptions. The first was that a country known to be independent-

minded and antagonistic t. any form of foreign control, as Ethiopia was,

was unlikely to allow itself to come under Soviet domination, even if

its regime found it expedient to enter into temporary military agree-

ments with the Soviet bloc. The second assumption was closely linked to

the first: that even if the Soviet Union did succeed in temporarily

establishing a position of influence in Ethiopia, it would in time be

extruded, as hed happened in Egypt and Sudan. It was therefore believed

wise to avoid any military intervention in the Horn and not to adopt a

hostile attitude toward any of the parties in the conflict.

Western perceptions about Soviet policy in the orn, however,

changed considerably as a result of the major airlift and sealift opera-

tions in late 1977 and early 1978. Cyrus Vance warned at his press con--

ference on February 10, 1978, that the involvement of the Soviet Union and

Cuba in the Horn was affecting the political atmosphere between those twc

countries and the United States--"a matter which we will obviously keep

in mind as we proceed with the talks in the Indian Ocean because what is

happening there is inconsistent with a limitation of forces in the area

which is what we are seeking insofar as the Indian Ocean talks are con-

cerned." The fourth round of Soviet-U.S. negotiations on the limits-

tion and subsequent reduction of military activity in the Indian Ocean

ended soon after Vance's statement. They had not been resumed at the

time this was written, despite several efforts by the USSR to start
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V them up again.

There was immediate concern that the conflict might expand across

the border into Somalia, which, as Vance said, would "present a new and

different situation" calling for possible intervention by the Western

powers and their regional allies. Of greater concern was Soviet strategy

in the Red Sea, the Indian Ocean, and the African continent.

Soviet policy in the Horn and in other parts of Africa was also

seen by Western leaders as likely to jeopardize negotiations for a SALT

II agreement. President Carter warned on March 2, 1978, that Soviet pol-

icies could sway American public opinion against approval of a new SALT

accord. He explained: "It is Soviet actions in Africa, and not U.S.

government policy, which has created a linkage between arms accords and

developments in the Ethiopia-Somalia area." Only a day earlier, Carter's

national security adviser, Zbigniew Brzezinski, had said that, while the

adwiristratin was Pot itself "expressing any linkage" between Soviet

actions in Africa and SALT, it was a matter of "realistic Judgment" to

conclude that "unwarranted intrusion of Soviet power into a purely local

conflict would inevitably complicate the context not only of the ne-

gotiating process itself, but of any ratification process that would

follow."

The clearest summation of the U.S. response to Soviet policy in the

Horn was provided by Marshal D. Shulman, special adviser to the secretary

of state on Soviet affairs. 149/ He said that it sbculd come as no

surprise that the Russians had moved into an area where they felt they

had an opportunity to expand their influence; this is characteristic of

Soviet behavior. The Soviet Union was able to be on the side of .egitimacy
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of the issue-the defense of territorial integrity--which is the side

most African states wer a on. "The problem from our point of view arose

from the fact that they did so with such obvious lack of restraint. The

scale of the wu~pons they put ,.ito tlh area and the large number of Cuban

soldiers they tranzported e e~ceded any reasonable definition of

restraint . . . . The,, were : .. ,e not to appreciate what impact their

&ctic.ns would have. . . . Ar., !,r tac cuse of Angola they seriously mis-

calculatea what Lhe American r:.action w',4'. be." The only reasonable U.S.

response was to work trt the dip~omati: fiwed. Shulman said he was skeptical

about links,. "'-om'.c relyrtin . are nct a f!.az.ble instrument because we

don't have..n, trrdc agy reemer.ts .n fo,,:.e an6 \: arert' t a Le to put, say,

lim.its c . b-.cause hese simpl; are ' being granted. . . . SALT is

not a deiLrahle Ans:xr'Jeev to use o-.-.;se the agreement, if and when we

get it, would ve in our own security inte,-ect.. . What the Administration

has been saying to the Rus.'.ns is that lack of restraint in Africa would

affect the general cl.Amate i this co-uarry, and that may have -ts effect

in many ways."

Although the Western European nations were in close egreement with

American pezceptionr of the US.R's ro7? in the Horn, their leaders, with

the exception of Britain, said little in public. The comminique issued

at the end of the NATO sunmmit meeting in Washington on May 29-30, 1978,

referred tu the "repeated instances in which the Soviet Union and some of

" ,) Rl11es have e2%'olt~d situations of instability and re.gional con-

flict in th-. developing world." It warned that "disregard for the in-

divisibility of detente cannot but jeopardize the further improvement of
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East-West relations." But while the summit agreed on a long-term defense

program, no specific proposals were advanced for responding to the immediate

situation in the Horn.

Typically, China saw the Soviet intervention as part of Moscow's de-

sign for world hegemony. When the Russians failed to withdraw from Ethio-

pia after the Somalis had done so, in Peking Review on April 7, 1978,

the following appeared: "One lesson that can be drawn from this is:

Once the Soviet mercenary troops step on the soil of an African region

or country, they will not quit easily. That is because the military

intervention is not directed merely against one region or one country,

but is closely connected with the social-imperialist bid for world

domination, and its increasingly intense rivalry with the other super-

power. The Soviet 'foreign legion', to wit, the Cuban troops, is nothing

but a tool of the Kremlin for world hegemony."

Outcomes

fhe USSR and Cuba have emerged as the main strategic allies of

Ethiopia. They have replaced the Western powers, especially the United

States, as the dominant military factor in Ethiopia and increased their

ability to influence political developments in the Horn of Africa and

the wider Red Sea area.

However, the Russians have not yet succeeded in their avowed aim of

assisting the Ethiopian military regime to consolidate its Marxist-

Leninist revolution. Nor have they succeeded in making Sovalia part of

their proclaimed design of creating a federation of Marxist-Leninist

*, states in the Horn.

I e
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The principal, though by no means the only, obstacle delaying the

consolidation of the Ethiopian revolution is the Eritrean resistance to

Ethiopian and Soviet policies. Despite the considerable Soviet military

support of the Ethiopian army in Eritrea, the secessionist forces still

remain firmly lodged in the province. Unless the Eritrean liberation

movement can either be defeated militarily or be persuaded or coerced

into making a political settlement, the future of the Ethiopian revolu-

tion remains in doubt. Although the Somali army was defeated in the Oga-

den, the forces of insurrection in the province remain active despite

continuing Cuban ground support cf the Ethiopian forces. Other centers

of resistance, especially in the Oromo (Galla) areas in the south, have

not yet been overcome. Opposition also still comes from a number of

Marxist movements.

From being a state tied militarily to the USSR, Somalia has joined

the regional allianc ' of anti-Soviet states, which includes Sudan, Saudi

Arabia, and Egypt. Although deeply shaken by the defeat in the Ogaden,

the Somuli political system appears to have survived intact. Pro-Soviet

elements in Somalia have apparently been unable to change the country's

attitude toward the Soviet bloc to a friendlier one. Somalia has been

left with a strong sense of grievance against the Western powers because

of their refusal to replace the USSR as a source of military supplies.

The Red Sea regional powers--especially Saudi Arabia and Sudan--

feel badly let down by the unwillingness of the Western powers to inter-

veve actively in opposing the expansion of Soviet influence in the area.

Their confidence in the likelihood that the Western powers would be able

to intervene effectively if any of them should be subjected to Soviet

'-4
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pressure has been visibly affected. Their leaders complain about what

they feel to be ambiguities in the policies of the Western powers as

well as a lack of political will, especially on the part of the United

States, to offer their military support in resisting any further expansion

of Soviet influence and to enlarge their military presence in the Red

Sea region. Because these Red Sea countries perceive Soviet strategy in

their area as a serious threat to their own security, they are puzzled

and concerned by the failure of their Western friends to see things

their way. This has set up tension between the NATO powers and their

natural allies in the region.

As in Angola, the Western powers have been' left thrashing about to

find means of deterring the USSR and Cuba from intervening militarily

in the areas where the NATO powers are reluctant to become militarily

involved themselves, even though they perceive the extension of Soviet

influence in those areas as liable to upset the balance of power in

strategically sensitive parts of the third world.

China has also failed to have any effective influence on develop-

ments in the Horn. Like the regional powers, the Chinese leaders blame

the Western powers for not intervening actively against the USSR and

Cuba. China lost its position in Ethiopia but somewhat improved its

position in Somalia, though it is still reluctant to assume a significant

military role In Somalia's support.

The final outcome of the conflicts in the Horn of Africa still re-

mains in doubt. While the Soviet Union has gained an important advantage,

it has not yet been able to demonstrate its ability to achieve its ob-

jectives. While the regional powers still look to the United States and
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other Western nations for the necessay support to thwart Soviet ob-

jectives, Western policy still appears to rely almost exclusively on

local forces to accomplish this aim, though without active military

intervention by the NATO countries or any substantial increase in arms

to the region.
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ij Chapter 14

THE UTILITY OF FORCE

Doubtless Soviet leaders will again utilize armed forces to

reinforce their foreign policy. In some instances they may feel

compelled to take this course, perceiving a grave threat to the

security of the USSR cr its global interests. The military also

may be used to take advantage of favuiable political developments;

and, in the knowledge of tl:is instrument, the Kremlin may occasion

opportunities for intervention. It would be mistaken to attempt to

forecast behavior on the basis of military capabilities; ye.t. consequent

to the USSR's ha,irog become more secure by its achievement of strategic

parity with the United States and less constrained by the reach of its

conventional military units than in the past, the use of Soviet armed

forces as a political instrument in world affairs is increasingly a

function of decisionaking calculations in the Kremlin rather than of

the USSR's ability to intervene militarily.

In reaching decisions about whether or not to mount discrete

political-military operations, Soviet leaders and their staffs may be

expected to engage in careful &nalyses of what might be achieved and

what must be put at risk. Although propositions offered in argurent

may be formulated in terms of matters at hand, there is no reason to

suppose that this discusslcn will not be Impcrtantly conditioned by,

or referenced to, prior experiences bearing similarity to iLsues of

current contention. If Soviet loaders wight consciously ponder past
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experiences or have internalized certain lessons, foreign observers,

interested to obtain clues to future Soviet behavior, also might sensibly

give important attention to this record.

An examinaticn of how Soviet interests abroad ard foreign andI]
-defense policy objectives fared in the wake of past, but not very distant,

political-military operations allows a better understanding and elaboration

upon those circumstances in the future when Soviet decisionmakers might

call upon the military to help achieve goals abroad, the kinds of armed

forces they might turn to, and what these units might be asked to do.

Looking back upon previous instances of Soviet political-military
A

diplomacy, it is of value to coLasider the extent to which antagonists

acted in conformity with Soviet objectives following the coercive use

of force by Moscow. Also, were favorable relations with actors beneficiary

to Soviet military support maintained or further reinforced? Were

previously or otherwise sought objectives thereafter satisfied by these

recipients? What other important outcomes, favorable and unfavorable,

immediately and over a longer term, appeared to result? Considered then

might be the significance to these outcomes of the particular character

and size of Soviet armed forcea that were utilized in earlier incidents

as well as their deployment and special activities. To be examined finally

in this chapter is the past significance of the strategic balance and

specific U.S. military operations to the use of Soviet armed forces as a

political instrument.

For inferences and as a basis for generalization, the case study

analyses presented in chapters six through thirteen are drawn upon most

--
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C) essentially. Chapter fifteen, which concludes this study, consi-ders the

implications of Soviet coercive diplomacy for U.S. foreign and defense

policies, the circumstances that might beckon Soviet political-military

operations in the future, and the character of that bebavior.

Betore reaching conclusions about the utility of Soviet political-

military diplomacy, the approach taken toward this matter deserves

elaboration.

The Establishment of Standards for Assessment l/

What is an effective use of armed forces as a foreign policy

instrument? The focus of the following analysis is on situational out-

comes and the performance by foreign actors of behavior desired by Soviet

authorities, not the satisfaction of values held by Soviet leaders.

Deciphering the motivation of individuals is an extremely difficult, when

not impossible, task in any instance. It is as impossible as might be

imagined when the subjects are Soviet policymakers. What was on Leonid

Brezhnev's mind after the clash between Chinese and Soviet soldiers on

the ice-ridden Damansky Island in early March 1969? A responsible

leader's concern to insure the security of his nation's people and territory?

A visceral desire for revenge or to insure Soviet prestige and dignity?

The integrity of his political pcoition, within the USSR? His image in

the minds of Soviet citizens or loved ozes? All of the above; some of the

above; one of the above; or none of the above? Serious memoirs, biographies,

accounts by journalists and other personality and decisionmaking reports

about the policymaking behavior of Western leaders are typically disputed;

........
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similar materials about Soviet leaders have only the barest existence.

But what is even more to the point: Generally speaking, at least at the

public level, a confident understranding of the constellation of Soviet

decisiormaking authority during foreign policy crises does not exist.

It would be a matter of question whose motivation should be examined

if this path was to be pursued with reference to the 1967 Middle East

war, for example; and although Leonid Brezhnev seemed dominant in the

1970s, who the relevant and essential policymekers were during the Angolan

civil war and African Horn conflict remain matters of dissonance.

Less contentious is the immediate behavior desired of foreign actors

and the situational outcomes that were sought by the leadership in Moscow.

About these iatters there is greater uniformity in the interpretation of

verbal and written communications by Xremlin authorities, Soviet media

statements and Moscow's manipulation of military and other instruments of

diplomacy. The identity and lines of authority of the elite that directed

Soviet actions after Ghana seized two Russian fishing trawlers in 1969 are

difficult to determine; to gain knowledge about the forces driving these

individuals in their actions and whether or not those concerns were

satisfied are probably impossible tasks. Much more agreed upon, by contrast,

are the foreign behavior and outcomes sought most immediately in this

incident by the Soviet leadership; these being the release by Ghanaian

authorities of the seized tiawlers and crews, and the avoidance of damage

to the USSR's image In sub-Saharan Africa. Similarly, following the initial

Ussuri River fighting in 1969, Moscow sought to persuade Peking to give up

its belief in the utility of violence and its attempt to create a climate
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of uncertainty over the future of formerly Chinese territory obtained by

Ciarist Russia in the nineteenth century, and to enter into negotiations

on at least this issue of dispute. Whatever the motivation and further

objectives of Soviet policymakers, the achievement of these immediate

objectives was the focus of their attention and, we may presume, was

necessary to the satisfaction of whatever further goals and concerns

they may have had.

Because operational objectives may be achieved in the immediate

sense, but yet be lost soon thereafter, it is useful to assess the achieve-

ment of outcomes both from a short-term perspective (defined arbitrarily

as the period up to six months after the initial use of military means by

the USSR): and over a longer term (three years). Thus, durable positive

denouments may be distinguished from ones that were only epheme-zal. The

achievement of operational goals, of course, need not imply the satisfaction

of decisionmakers. Goals immediately in mind may be the only ones that can

obtain a necessary degree of consensus or appear feasible. Just as armed

forces usage usually is tapered to sme extent to customized goals, short-

term objectives are formulated within a framework of available means,

perceptions of foreign attitudes, and acceptable risk.

Yet, to focus exclusively on the Imediate behavior desired of

actors aud situational results would leave open to question more general

or strategic considerations that Soviet leaders may have had in mind

during incidents, considerations more enduring and fundamental in

importance as compared with operational objectives. In airlifting Cuban

soldiers and armaments to the MPLA during the Angolan civil war and to
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Ethiopia iu its conflict ou the Horn oi Africa, the Kremlin was presumably

attempting to do more than sway the outcome of two conflicts. Also in mind,

it might be suggested, were the USSR's global competitions with the

United States and China, the achievement of standing with new regimes

in Angola and Ethiopia, and, with this, the ability to exert greater

influence on further developments in Africa and the Middle East. While

the demonstration of the global reach of Soviet conventional forces may

have been a goal in itself, the future acquisition of facilities for the

forward basing of Soviet aircraft a-id warships also may have been in mind.

Notwithstanding the plausibility of these and other interests,

strategic objectives, insofar as they hark back to the question of

motivation, are not as clearly demonstrable as immediate operational

objectives. Hence while attention is given in this analysis to further

outcomes of importance to presumed Soviet interests, we hesitate to say

that these outcomes, whether satisfactory or unsatisfactory, were the

oves of great,st concern in Moscow during incidents. Thus, for example.,

in responditig to President Nasser's plea in late 1969 for air defense

assistance. to halt deep penetration raids by Israeli aircraft, Moscow's

principal operational objectives were to compel Israel to stop these

attacks, to insure Nasser's political position in Egypt, and to reinforce

the USSR's relationship with Cairo (including in this case, the Soviet

acquisition of military bases in Egypt). Also at stake, but much more

difficult to certify as playing an important role in. Kremlin decision-

making, were the USSR's credibility and position in the Arab world and,

more broadly, in the third world, and the otherwise unchallenged supremacy

of a U.S. ally and American military technol-gy over a Moscow ally equipped

-. i
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(with Soviet arms.

Developments related to these broader matters, while taken account

of in this analysis, are examined in terms of a balance sheet that may

include both calculated and unexpected gains and losses--for example,

the rapid dissatisfaction of President Sadat (after he succeeded Nasser

in September 1970) with the demeanor and political activities of Soviet

military men and diplomats in Egypt and Moscow's attempt to use its

expanded presence to constrain Egyptian policy, and Sadat's openness to

US. overtures for a positive relationship with Egypt and assistance to

help reduce Egyptian dependency upon the USSR. In short, broader out-

comes are importantly considered, but from the perspective of their being

sequelae related to presumed interests of the Soviet state, not as related

to "known goals" of its leaders. These developments may be more

momentous and lasting than outcomes related to the immediate objectives

of decisionmakers.

In addition to examining the short and longer term satisfaction of

Soviet operational objectives and further important outcomes, what is

also of concern is an understanding of the utility of different modes

in which Soviet armed forces have been used. All of the case studies

consider the political use of Soviet armed forces in situations of conflict

or hostility between actors: In some instances, fighting was ongoing and

heavy; in others, violence was sporadic or a serious possibility; and, at

the lea3t, the political climate included antagonism and tension. The

ezsential role of Soviet armed forces in all but one of the incidents in

which they were utilized was a coercive one; the exception being the largely

cooperative action taken by Soviet warships after North Korea shot down a

l t 3

,1- -
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U.S. Navy EC-121 aircraft in 1969. As a coercive instrument, Soviet

military units were used to compel a foreign actor to do something or

to stop doing somathing, or to deter a target against either taking an

undesired action or stopping an activity that was appreciated. Thus,

Soviet warships acted in 1970 to deter a new attack by Portugal upon

Guinea and late in the 1973 Middle East war to compel Israel to abide

the cease-fire it had accepted. In many iustances, a coercive use of

force apparently was meant, at a minimum, to deter behavior, but hope-

fully to also compel an action. Thus for example, Warsaw Treaty maneuvers

and exercises in late spring and early mer 1968 were intended to compel

Prague to turn back the clock on liberalization and, at the least, to

deter the Czechs from going further in thie direction. Similarly, the

political-military approach taken toward China in 1969 was to deter the

Chinese from violent action on the Sino-Soviet border and to compel Peking

to negotiate border issues.

In some incidents the essential antagonism was between a foreign

actor and the USSR directly and Soviet military power was orchestrated

only on behalf of the Soviet Union; so armed forces were used on the

Sino-Soviet border vis--vis China and in West African waters after the

seizure of two Soviet trawlers by Ghana. In other incidents the mili-

tary were used to secure Soviet interests by coercing one foreign actor

on behalf of another. Examples here include the support given Iraq

against the Kurds and Sudan against the Anyanya insurgents. In the third

world the actors beneficiary to this assistance were usually independent

governments of nation-states. The MPLA during the Angolan civil war
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and China and North Korea also were not Soviet "puppets". The same did

not appear true, however, of the intended beneficiaries of Soviet

military support in Poland and Hungary in 1956 and Czechoslovakia in 1968.

Having little public support, these groups, which welcomed or accommodated

themselves to Soviet military intervention, did not engage with Moscow as

entities of independent standing, but were used as vehicles to legitimize

the USSR's coercive use of force against sovereign nations.

Frequently when Soviet military power was used to support a

foreign actor, that recipient's further conduct was probably of more

basic and direct significance to the USSR than the behavior by the target

at which coercion was directed. The coercion of the second was the

necessary step to obtaining the honors sought from the first. For

example, although coercing Portugal in West Africa in 1970 may have

had its own reward, the reinforcement of relations with guinea was almost

certainly the driving and more important goal of Moscow. In some instances

the USSR would appear not to have appreciated the necessary role of acting

coercively at all. Consider, for example, the casualty of Soviet-Somalian

relations as a result of Moscow's support of Ethiopia in the 1977-78

conflict on the Horn of Africa.

Just as coercive political-military diplomacy may aim at deterrence

or compulsion, armed forces, as an instrument of support, also may be

used in two different modes: (1) to assure an ally's continuing to do

something or not doing something; (2) to induce such a target to do

something or to stop doing something. And,too, military force may be

orchestrated to both assure and induce behavior at the same time, as

( Mosccw sought to assure Sekou Toure's maintenance of good relations with
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the USSR and to induce the Guinean President to grant lodging for Soviet

reconnaissance aircraft and warships.

By comparing uses of the armed forces to support--that is, assure

or induce behavior--with uses to coerce-that i3, deter or compel

behavior, the utility of using the armed forces as a "reward" may be

contrasted with the utility of their use as "puniahment." The comparison

of uses of the armed forces to insure the continued performance of exist-

ing behavior--that is, to assure or deter--with uses to obtain changed

behavior--that is, to induce or compel--permits examination of the

relative value of using armed forces for the purposes of betLavior

reinforcement and modification.

Another dimension of ucility that is explored relates tc the

directness of Soviet coercive diplomacy. At the save time that military

force is used to threaten one actor directly, it may also be intended,

sometimes even more importantly, to achieve this goal indirectly--for

example, by raising the stakeb to an ally or patron of an actor,

thereby leading that benefactor to discipline its client. Thus Soviet

t-iilitary power was aimed at the Kurds in Iraq not only directly, but

also indirectly insofar as it led Iran to reduce its assistance to the

Kurds. A similar story unfolded during the 1973 Middle East war. The

Soviet military measures and ultimatum that prompted the U.S. Defcon 3

alert also motivated the Nixon Administration to exert strong pressure upon

Israel to finally accept the earlier agreed upon cease-fire.
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"Success" and "Failure"

It is of further importance to be clear about what is implied

by the view that a political use of the military was effective or had

utility. Such "success" in using armed forces in order, for example,

to reinforce the performance of a desired behavior would imply a

determination that the actor was othervise unresolved as to whether

to continue to perform the desired action, and that the use of armed

forces by the Soviet Union was perceived and did indeed persuade the

actor not to change the behavior in question. If the desired behavior

was going to be performed in an, case, the use of force would be of no

consequence, even if the actor did perceive and consider it, "Failure"

would imply that the actor did not perceive the use of force or did per-

ceive it but was not influenced by it, Thus, failure can be determined

with greater confidence: all that is necessary is to observe the

nonperformance of a desired behavior.

Alternatively, success could imply that a use of the Armed

forces influenced the views and confidence of others around an

individual actor, and thereby caused the actor to perform the desired

behavior in a more circuitous fashion. Insofar as few have ruled with

absolute authority, the influence exerted upon factions and individuals,

as well as upon formal or informal policy debates in general, may have

been the most frequently effective &venue to a satisfactory outcome.

Even totalitarians presumably consider the arguments of others.
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The conclusion that aruid forces were used successfully where

the objective was to modify the actor's behavior, or to cause an

actor to do something different, would imply a similar finding--that

the actor behaved desirably to at least some degree in consequence

of a Soviet use of the military, and that in the absence of this action

the desired behavior would not have been performed.

Notwithstanding the achievement of desired objectives in an

incident and their continued retention and, too, satisfaction with

further related developments, the relationship between the use of force

and any outcome may be tenuous or even nonexistent. Favorable foreign

behavior may have been occasioned by the political use of the military,

but it may have occurred in any event--or in spite of a particular

political-military operation.

The political use of the military may be accompanied by policy

statements, diplomatic comnnunicatioits, thr: manipulation of economic

assistance and arms transfers, and covert activities. These other

instruments may be more or less important for achieving objectives

than the use of the armed forces. Such behavior may also clarify

or reinforce the meaning of the use of the military, or, alternatively,

confuse and undermine its meaning.

Of further nignificance to the choices made by foreign decision-

makers whom Soviet policymakers are attempting to influenze are their

own domestic and foreign pressures and constraints. As intervening

variables, the perceptions, sources of motivation, and strength of

comitment of a target are surely of great significance. Although

the Soviet Union might clearly signal a threat of the use of force,

4 .4
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a foreign leader may perceive only a weak Soviet commitment; domestic

considerations may make a target act against its own better judgment;

and nothing at all may avail when an actor identifies an objective with

its own sense of destiny. As discussed elsewhere, the "confident usia

of a strategy cf coercive diplomacy" will include a consideration of all

these factors. 2/

The sum--clearly a complex one--of the variables influencing a

target's decisions is a screen through which the armed forces used as a

political instrument, and other Soviet policy instruments, must usually

penetrate in order to achieve a desired outcome. Different screens will

present differing degrees of difficulty.

The Subjects of the Analysis

The case studies, it will be recalled, do not ex.mine a random

sample of discrete Soviet political-military operations but consider

situations thought to be especially significant and representative of

important classes of incidents. The USSR's confrontation with China and

related Soviet military actions examined by Thomas Robinson is of unique

and continuing importance. If at experience can yield an understanding

of future Soviet-Chinese interac-i ins, no more need be asked to make it

worth studying. Nevertheless, the Sino-Soviet border conflict shares in

common with those incidents analyzed by Michel Tatu, William Zimmerman, and

Donald and Janet Zagoria, the subject of Soviet relationz vith communist

nations bordering the USSR (the Vietnam War is the exeption).

{wa
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While China has presented P direct threat to the ter-itorial security

of the USSR as well as to political re.ationshlps of the Soviet Union

globally, the incidents examined by Tatu, the Zagorips and Zimmerman

also included serious threats to the security of the USSR from the per-

spective of the Kremlin. 4oscow goes in Eastern Europa a buffer with the

West and critical sphere of influence, the retention of which ir dependent

upon the maintenance of communist regimes dominated by the USSR. The

United States did not play an important role in the Eastern European

crises studies by Michel Tatu, but U.S. military power was brought

to bear in reaction to No-th Korean aggression and prcvcLdtions in close

proximity to the USSR. Notwithstanding broader perspectives of Soviet

relations with communist regimes and direct security considerations that

might be pursued, like the relevance of the Sino-Soviet border conflict,

it is of eaough importance that previous incidents in Eastern Europe might

be germane to the question of future Soviet intervention in Eastern Europa,

and that past crises and conflict on the Korean Peninsula might be pertinent

to situations that might arise again in Northeast Asia.

What is particularly important about Soviet behavior during the

Korean and Vietnam awars is an understanding of the forces acting upon the

USSR and subsequent Soviet behavior in response to the United States'

making war against Soviet allied communist regimes. Although the United

States will probably not soon again engage in a Vietnam-like confli:t, it

is conceivable that U.S. policymakers would seriously consieer violence

against a communist regime supported by the Sovle.: Union i - response to

provocations such as those by Notth Korea in 1968-69 anL .976.
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C)By von~rast with these four sets of case studies including tbreats

to USbA territory, Soviet emapire, &nd the security of allied comminict

regimes--all close to home in Europe and Asia--the other four sets of

inclients sLLJected to case study analysis took Flace on the chessboard

of th. third world. In these actions, in the Middle East and Africa,

Soviet armed forces were ,ed to maintain, reinforce, or achieve new

positions of standing with friends, Es well as to disrcourage their

oppositiot.. The 167 and 1973 Middle East confrontations and the Canal

War between Egypt and Israel in the interim embodied the presentation of

aerious military dangers to long-standing allies of the USSR by a long-time

ally of the United States. In Sudan ana Iraq intractable Arsurgencies

admitted serious threat to the continued rule of Soviet cl'ents. So, too,

ccnfronted were Presiden?- Narser, by Israel's deep penetration bombing of

Egypt in 1969-1970; President Sekou Toure, by Portugal's 1970 raid into

Guinea; and Ethiopia's Haile M3xiam Mengistu, a very new Soviet ally, by

Somaliati military entry into the Ogaden region of Ethiopia and by the

Eritrean insurgency in 1977-1978. These five other incidents, in addition

to the two general wars in the Middle East, found apprehensive globally

recognized governments calling upon their premier ally, the USSR, for

support against threats to their nation's sovereignty or territorial

integrity. Soviet-Cuba, assistance to the MPLA in Angola also went to

a long-time ally, but one contending for power in a civil war exhibiting

no globally recognized government. Finally, Ghana's seizure of two

Soviet trawlers in 1968 hazarded Soviet dignity and prestige in sub-Sabaran

Africa. Only in the two Middle East wars did the United States become

militarily involved, however.

'7
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Soviet armed forces usage in there incidents may be summarily

cataloged in the following terms: Vis-a-vis China and to meet rebellion

in Eastern Europe ulti-divisional and complementary tactical air units

were redeployed and seriou3 combat was prepared for or undertaken. In

reaction to the U.S. drive across the 38th parallel arA northward on the

Korean Peninsula in 1950 large ground deployments also were made on behalf

of China, although not North Korei. Only after the front in Korea was

stabilized and U.S. war aims were limited did Stalin render Pyongyang air

assistance and the comfort of Red Army units. No Soviet air or ground

units ever assisted Worth Vietnam during the war in Southeast Asia, and

in neither the Korean nor the Vietnam wars did Soviet naval vessels

support Moscow's allies. Warships flying the Red Star staged a small

prssence after the United States initiated heavy air attacks against

Hanoi and Haiphong in 1972, but this was only to protest the bombing of

Soviet merchantmen in port.

Although a large Soviet naval presence iu zhe Sea of Japan wes

mounted in response to a U.S. naval and air buildup in the Far East

after the Pueblo was seized, Its timing and Soviet naval air

activity indicated considerable delay on the part of the USSR. When,

a year later, North Korean fighter planes shot d3wn a U.S, Navy EC-121

aircraft ind the United States deployed more powerful forces yet, Moscow's

response was a very mall Soviet navel presence aimed at monitoring the

U.S. military buildup and the U.S. search and rescue effort which was

assisted. No Soviet ailitary support was aiven to Pyongyang in the
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$tace of the U.S. show of force following the 1976 murder of two U.S.

army officers by North Korean soldiers in the Korean Demilitarized Zone.

In contrast to a minimal %se of unly naval forces In the 1967

Middle East war, when Arabs and Israelis again went to war in 1973 the

Kremlin ordered not only nnval activities to counter the Sixth Fleet, but

also a major resupply of Egyptian and Syrian armed forces by military

transport aircraft (as well as by merchant vessels) and the alert of

a.rborne divisions for possbile deployment to the Middle East. To halt

Israel's unbridled air activity cver Egypt during the intervening Canal War,

Soviet ground-based and fighter plane air defense units were deployed to

Egypt and the USSR accepted this responsibiliey as its owr. Small

tactical aircraft units also aided Sudan and Iraq against the Anyanya

and Kurdish rebellions, respectively. Soviet naval units were deployed

to the scene on the occasion of each nf the f'L.ar African incidents

examined (excluding the insurgency in Sudan). In ti.e two instances

of on-going violence--that is, the Angolan civil war and Ethiopian-Somalian

conflict--Moscow also utilized Soviet transport aircraft to support its

clients.

The Satisfaction of Operational Objectives

Soviet armed forces, when used as a political instrument in the rast,

were an uncertin means for achieving specific objectives abroad. The

occurrence of positive outcomes in incidents and their ,etention for at

least a few years varied greatly with contextual circumstances and with

how Soviet military power was utilized. The realization of favorable

outcomes of a broader quality important to Soviet interests also was
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problematic. The analogy of a hammer is useful: Having a large hammer

may be helpful in some instances; in others a small one may accomplish

what a larger cne cannot; and very different results may be obtained

if the type of hammer ised is of a carpenter's. ewelei's, or auto-body

repair type. En still other instances, though, a hammer simply is not

appropriate to the job and, if used, may cause seriouq damage rather

than be an aid to construction or repair, this being noticeable sometimes

immediately, but in other instances, only after some greater length of

time has elapsed. In short, as an instrument that might be drawn on

indiscriminately to obtain objectives abroad, Soviet political-military

operations were an unreliable handle for obtaining lasting favorable

outcomes.

China and Eastern Europe

The two most serious challenges to the USSR, in reaction to which

very large discrete political-military operations were mounted, were

China's heightened hostility toward the Soviet Union in the late 1960's

ard periodic rebellions in Eastern Europe. As a discrete politicrl

instrument, Soviet military power was little short of a flop when it

was used to intimidate regimes not to the Kremlin's liking in Eastern

Europe; and although Moscow did achieve its operational objectives

vis-a-vis Peking, many months of military activity elapsed first and

the K-emlin finally had to go so far as to raise the possibility of

waging nuclear war against China.

CiC
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The Soviet military buildup east of the Urals and in Mongolia in

the several years prior to the clash on March 15, 1969, was not followed

by more conciliatory Chinese behavior, but by Peking evidencing hostility

to Moscow with increased boldness. The series of border actions and further

Soviet military buildup after the March 2, 1969 violence, as a campaign

of intimidation, did not provoke new Chinese border provocations and

may indeed have been an effective deterrent, but it was only after Soviet

envoys and other representatives unsheathed the threat of a nuclear

strike against China that Peking felt compelled to enter negotiations

with the USSR. Yet, even then, Peking was not compelled to accept Soviet

positions in these negotiations, but used the talks as a hedge against

preemptive Soviet military action and to buy time to structure a more

favorable global political environment for confrontation with the USSR

and to build up its own military capabilities. Thus the USSR obtained

a barr minimum after exerting maximum force short of war. By going to

that extreme to purchase a secure border in the short term, a dynamic

extremely prejudicial to Soviet security and global interests in the long

term was set in motion.

As Thomas Robinson argues, thp fear generated by this coercive

diplomacy, which compelled an isolated China in 1969 to negotiations,

also led Peking to mortgage its economic, foreign and defense policy

in order to create a greater military and global political base--that

is, an anti-Soviet global entente--that would make the USSR more wary

of threatening China and give Peking the greater wherewithal to resist
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coercion. A decade after the Ussuri River clashes China was in political

and economic alliance with the United States, Europe and Japan against the

USSR. Attempts to intim'.ate China and the expanded Soviet: air and naval

presence in the Far East and Sea of Japan, which may be related in pa-t to

the Sino-Soviet conflict, as a by-product kindled serious Japanese anxiety

about Soviet intentiors and reinforced Tokyo's interest in closer relations

with Peking and the acquisition of acre capable Self Defense Forces; wlhile

the United States and Europe were made doubly suspicious of the USSR when

Moscow elected to dramatically increase the-tapabiTftes of its conventional

forces in the Far East at the same time Soviet fortes in Europe were being

reinforced. Improved relations between China and the United States, NATO/

Europe and Japan then became a source of considerable friction between the

West and the USSR; the West welcoming a strouger China as a counterbalance

to increased Soviet power and the USSR perceiving in this an encircling

anti-Soviet global alliance.

In Eastern Europe military power was orchestrated to insure subservience

to the USSR and socialist orthodoxy. But the Poles stood up to Khrushchev

and his cohorts in October 1956 and were not compelled to reform their

leadership or to hand power over tothe Coviet-allied Natolinist faction.

Movements by the Red Army in and around Poland and of warships in the

Baltic may have assured the loyalty and cohesiveness of the Natolinists,

but this muscle flexing was to no avail; for this faction could not

command the armed forces and remained a party minority with little popular

standing. Nor is there a case for arguing that Moscow's show of force

deterred a radical assertion of independence by Warsaw. Gomulka was

I
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himself a stern communist, opposed to liberalization and disposed strongly

to a firm alliance with the USSR. More accurately, having deterred

military intervention with courage, a united people, and a credible threat

of violent and determined resistance, Gomulka assured further Soviet

restraint by following a course acceptable to the USSR but one which he

himself favored. What paid off was Khrushchev's gamble to back away

militarily and give the Poles time to pursue their promised course. The

i political use of force was a failure; which is not to say that the Poles

thereafter were able to ignore their environment ani the demands of their

great neighbor to the east. They could not. But what Warsaw feared was

the reality of military suppression; the Poles were not impressed by

the mere demonstrative use of force, Moreover, once Moscow backed off

and Gomulka moved to gain full control of the Polish armed forces, the

Kremlin's ability to intimida p Warsaw by exercises or maneuvers declined

even further; although the suppression of the rebellion in Hungary which,

in the ends was more than a demonstration, no doubt reinforced Gomulka

in following his chosen path. Yet, if Michel Tatu is correct, Gomulka

feared West Germany and the prospect of a united Germany at least as

much as he did the USSR.

Nor did the deployment of Soviet units in Budapest during the first

phase of that crisis (October 23-31) or the slow-motion buildup of

forces and actions early-on in the second phase (beginning November 1)

compel dissident workers and students to terminate their rebellious be-

havior and be contented with a promise of reforms. Hence the new team

- *
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led by lure Nagy and Janos Kadar who replaced Erno Gero were not able to

channel the rebellion politically. Had the dissidence been quelled in

the first phase, at the end of which Soviet military forces backed out

of Budapest, Nagy, like Kadar, assuredly would have been satisfied with

mld reforms within a continued satellite framework. The persistence of

the insurrection and new Soviet military moves were followed by Nagy's

turning away from Moscow completely; and rather than intimidate the

armed populace, this action by Moscow enflamed it. Moreover, Kadar,

who was more loyal to the USSR and impressed by the Red Army, was not

made bold to rally Hungarians against the rebels and Nagy. Insofar as

this prospect appeared out of the question, Kadar took a back seat to

the reimposition of Soviet authority and socialist orthodoxy by force

of arms.

Soviet military demonstrations also did not induce effective bold

behavior by Czech leaders loyal to the USSR in 1968, either before or

after the August intervention by Warsaw Treaty Organization forces.

Prior to this definitive Pction, Prague perceived the various movements

and activities of Soviet and other Eastern European armed forces as

theater. Dubcek and his associates might have allowed the liberalization

to proceed more rapidly in the absence of surrounding Soviet military

power, but Moscow's political use of armed forces in spring and early

ummer did not compel the reversal of abhorrent developments or deter

actions newly disquieting. The invasion and physical seizure of control,

which the Czechs did not attempt to deter or resist violently, bought the

i
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Krml:Ln time, but more than seven months went by before the Prague

leaders were compelled to accept Moscow's political diktat, and this

end was brought about not by a demonstrative show of force, but by a

verbal ultimatum delivered by Marshal Grechko.

Moscow's experience in orchestrating political-military operations

against these three Eastern European nations is not dissimilar from those

operations directed at other times at East Germany, Rumania and Yugoslavia.

The East German riots in 1953 were not ended by shows of force or by

bolstering the will of the East German authorities, but finally, as
in Hungary, by violent suppression. Nor was Tito coerced by Stalin's

direction of military pressure against Yugoslavia or Nicolae Ceausescu

by demonstrative actions ordered by the Brezhnev team. Like Gomulka and

Dubcek, both Tito and Ceausescu appear to have limited the-

variance of their independent behavior in consideration of the danger

of full-scale Soviet military interventon; but this behavior appears to

have been little related to discrete uses of the military by the Kremlin.

What relationship does exist is one of impact by the specific upon the

general--that is, discrete military operations, although failing to achieve

specific operational objectives, nevertheless influenced the limits of

independence able to be perceived; in their absence, the USSR may have

been viewed as helpless and anxiety about triggering violent intervention

might have dissipated,

The restoration of loyalty and order in Poland, Hungary and

Czechoslovakia was not followed in the next several years or even decade

-,
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by the unraveling of those new regimes. Gomulka remained a stalwart

defender of the conservative, if not orthodox, persuasion of Marxism-

Leninism, In Poland, decollectivization of agriculture, a less hostile

church-state relationship, acceptance of economic assistance from the

United States and other accommodations, accompanied by a slow but sure

tightening and then reversal of liberalization, proved a sound strategy

for placing communism in Poland on a firmer footing, thereby providing

the USSR a more stable and reliable ally. Still, Moscow could not but

consider that its acceptance of failure in using the Red Army to coerce

the Poles and willingness to gamble on Gomulka was taken as a sign of

weakness in Eastera Europe and opened the way to the insurrection in

Budapest.

Like Goulka, Janos Kadar restored Hungary as a loyal Soviet ally

and placed communism on a stronger, national foundation. An important

difference between them, however, was that whereas Comulka followed an

increasingly conservative course, Kadar gradually introduced into Hungary

the most liberal regime in Eastern Europe, surpassed only by the Prague

Spring. The brutal suppression of insurgency in Hungary, no dclbt, was

a powerful deterrent to further eruptions of independence elsewhere in

Eastern Europe in the short term, which was plausible if not only Poland,

but Hungary, in a more pugnacious and hostile form, had appeared to stand

Moscow down. Definitive Soviet action in Budapest lent credibility to

the meaningfulness of the concurrent reinforcement of the Red Army

elsewhere in Eastern Europe in November 1956.

--------------------------------------------------------------
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The extirpation in Hungary assuredly undermined the prospect of

detente That developed after Stalin's death. Yet if Moscow was other-

vise prepared to enter into vigorous competition with the West over the

then emerging third world acd to provoke confrontation over Berlin and

the future of West Germany, the cold war probably would have gained r.newed

vigor in the absence of the events in Hungary. The restoration of

control in Hungary and its maintenance elsewhere in Eastern Europe

was of fundamental importance to Khrushchev's forward diplomacy in the

west as well as to the USSR's strategy for dealing with Peking's demands

in the late 1950's and early 1960's.

Hungary, though, was a dark stair on the image of the USSR almost

globally aud strongly undermined propaganda about principled Soviet

behavior and Kremlin pretensions co moral leadership. If protaganists

in the West were reaffirmed in their hostility to the Soviet Union, those

who would speak in support of the Kremlin, including western communists,

became less willing to do so. Thereafter Raymond Aron could not have

written an article entitled "Fascinated by the Soviet Union" and relate

that, for French intellectuals, "when the master is Russian, the words

change their meaning and enslavement becomes liberation." 3/

The blow to the image of the USSR and its allies was greater still

as a result of the 1968 intervention in Czechoslovakia. Earlier, many

outside of the USSR believed the Kremlin had become more benevolent; and

in the third world and even in the West, Moscow had capitalized upon U.S.

interventions in Southeast Asia and the Dominican Republic. The August

intervention impelled Eurocommunism and the further fragmentation of

..4
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- the communist wrrld, and any illusions that Soviet leaders had allowed

thimaelves or perpetrated within the bloc about Eastern Europe having

become favorably disposed to the USSR and Marxism-Leninism or about

Soviet forces being forward deployed at the bequest of the host peoplesii wwre dashed. Onze again Moscow reinforced the perspective that west of

the Bug the Red Army presence was an Imperial one, at least as much to

control behavior within lands neighboring the USSR as to afford a line

of defense distant from the Soviet Union. Although dissidence in

Eastern Europe was doubtfully resporasible for the further buildup of

Soviet military power in Eastern Europe, Moscow nevertheless had greater

reason to doubt the steadfastness of its allies in a European crisis

or conflict it might wish to provoke that turned against the USSR.

It was clear that despite the web of economic and social tie. tiat the

USSR had created in the preceding quarter century, its positic z in the

west remained exceedingly fragile. This recognitior was no boon to

Soviet confidence.

Finally, while Albania formally withdrew from the Warsaw Treaty

Organization, the invasicn and announcement of the Brezhnev doctrine

frightened China into reassessing its relations with the United States

and adopting a firm p.osture on the Sino-Soviet border. To the extent

that the March 2, 1969 incident on Damansky Island may be related to

this stiffer attitude in Peking--aimed at telling Moscow that China

was not a pushover--the intervention in Czechoslovakia may have sc ̂

in motion a major rearrangement in global relations ultimately unfavorable

to the USSR.

J5I
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Still, to not intervene forcefully in Czechoslovakia required

the acceptance of 4 rcEsonable cnance of Soviet authority over Eastern

Europe disintegrating. Had Czechoslovakia been allowed to establish a

-new socialist democracy and distance its foreign policy from Soviet

aegis, the repercussions uight have included an even more serious

situation in Poland in 1970, an emboldened Rumania, a yet more liberal

Hungary, and growing dissidence in East Germany. Meanwhile, with no

Soviet armed fo7ces units in Czechoslovakia, both the USSR and NATO

would have perceived the Soviet security system in the west and Moscow's

ability to intimidate Western nations significantly weaker. While

avoiding this dissipation, the intervention into Czechoslovekia led

in the end to the establishment in Prague of one of the tightest regimes

in haztern Europe, albeit a regime with little domestic foundation and

one requiring a iar;t permanent garrison--unlike in Poland or Hungary;

although from another perspective, the establishment of Group Soviet

Forces Czechoslovakia reinforced the USSR's military posture vis-A-vis

NATO, which vas not responsively reinforced. Nor was detente very much

delayed.

The Korean Peninsula and Vietnam War

Moscow's cautivu- and subtle coercive diplomacy in response to

conflict -,n the Korean Perninsala and in the Vietnam War did not fall.

In these affairs, in which the United States either went to war or

was directly provoked, U.S. behavior did conform to the objectives of

t.,
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Moscow's political-military diplomacy. U.S. forces aid not attack

K.achuria after Chinese forces entered the Korean War or again invade

North Korea after recovering in 1951; nor did U.S. forces direct violece

at North Korea after the Pueblo was seized. Moreover, with the U.S.

decision to not retaliate in 1968 made, the arrival of a sizable number

of Soviet warships around the Enterprise and its escorts in the Sea of

Japan and Soviet harassment may even have played a role in compelling

the task force's withdrawal. Finally the 1972 presence of Soviet warships

in the South China Sea was not followed by further U.S. bombing of

Soriet merchantmen in Haiphong Harbor.

To recall the limits of the Soviet Union's willingness to engage the

United States coercively, however: Stalin did not attempt to deter U.S.

entry into the Korean War or the U.S,-led drive across the 38th Parallel

to the Yalu. Had Chinese forces failed to rout U.S. ground units in

North Korea in the fall of 1950, Stalin might even have accepted a Western

reunified peninsula. After all, the United States had already obtained

strong positions in Iran and Turkey, which, too, border the.USSR. Nor did

Moscow attempt to militarily deter the United States from beginning the

air war against North Vietnam in 1965 or to compel U.S. withdrawal

thereafter. The 1972 Soviet naval presence was doubtfully meant as

pressure upon the United States to terminate the LINEBACKER 1 campaign

against North Vietnam in response to Hqanoi's Easter Offensive; and

no Soviet military response accompanied the LINEBACKER II attacks in

December 1972 aimed at ending the war. The limit to which the Kremlin

At
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went in using Soviet military men on behalf of Hanoi %as to dispatch

advisers whose skills quietly raised the cost of the war totbe United

States, as did Soviet fighter pilots during thp Korean War. Soviet

dvisers in North Vietnam, in the role of hostages, also constrained

U.S. bombirtg decisions, while the basic decisions by the Johnson

administration to not Invade North Vietnam or inaugurate strategic

bombing of Hanoi and Haiphong turned on U.S. concern about procpective

Soviet and Chinese reactions.

The stance taken toward thL United States by Moscow after North

Korean airmen shot down a U.S. Navy EC-121 in 1969 also was nct followed

i by retaliation against North Korea, and after a brief interval the large

U.S. task force that had been deployed into the Sea of Japan was

withdrawn. In this instance, however, unlike after the Pueblo was

seized, the Soviet stance was immediately conciliatory and Soviet warships

acted cooperatively to support the search and rescue effort. Soviet military

units were not used to deter a U.S. attack upon North Korea or even to

compel U.S. withdrawal from the Sea of Japan, but instead to induce the

Nixon Administratiun to be satisfied with a military demonstration and

to recall its armada shortly; which is precisely what occurred, even if

Moscow's diplomacy probably only affirmed this U.S. behavior.

The Kremlin's care to delimit sharply its objectives and use of force

to coerce the United States in these conflicts in Northeast and Southeast

Asia, if successful in meeting restricted goals, seems to have been

received poorly by the fraternal communist nations threatened by the
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United States, whose allegiance Moscow was concerned to retain. Intent

to avoid confrontation with the United States and in the late 1960's and

1970's to not undermine the prospezt for detente, the Kremlin's dissatis-

faction of allies was the unavoidable consequence of prudence born out of

concern to insure more paramount security and foreign policy interests.

Had it not been for their continuing dependence upon the USSR for material

assistance, which Moscow was willing to give, these "fraternal" nations

might have openly denounced the Soviet Union.

Doubtfully was Peking satisfied by the deployment of Soviet ground

and air units in northern China in late 1950 after Pyongyang's advanture

went sour &nd U.S. troops drew up to the Manchurian border. If, as

appears to be the case, Moscow pressed Peking to realize the utility

of North Korea's invasion of the South and assured Mao and his

colleagues that a quick victory could be obtained at little cost, it

is likely that the Chinese expected the Red Arry and Soviet air units

to accept the burden, or at least fight alongside Chinese forces, when

things did not go according to plan and disaster loomed. At best,

Peking may have viewed Soviet behavior with resignation, believing

Soviet-U.S. fighting in Korea would escalate to include U.S. nuclear

s.rikes against China. Kim Il-sung wanted f"r greater support from

the USSR; for while Soviet forces were deployed into China it vas

apparent that Stalin was not rilling to wage war against U.S. forces

on behalf of North Korea. In the wake of Moscow's military withdrawal

from the North befo-.e June 1950 and then failure to use military means

to avert the occupation of North Korea in the fall, Klm and his

is~~~ v.4~~
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associates could not have been overly impressed by the Soviet deploy-

ment to North Korea of easily withdrawn aircraft or even of Red Army

units after the front was stabilized and U.S. objectives were sharply

-limited.

The Kremlin's delayed militar response of substance to the

U.S. buildup after the Pueblo was seized also was not reessuring to

Pyongyang, while Moscow's behavior in the EC-121 affair and following

the murder cf two U.S. officers in the DMZ in 1976 seemed to leave

Kim disgusted. Only North Vietnam may have expected little from the

USSR in the way of Soviet political-military support and been relatively

content to obtain only military advisers and materiel; although Hanoi

might well haye sought Soviet shows of force in 1972 to limit, if

not deter, the LINEBACKER I and II campaigns. If the North Vietnamese

did not call upon the Kremlin to act coercively to derail the escalating

air war against the North in 1965, or did with scant hope of obtaining

such support, this may have owed much to their witaess of Soviet support

given China during the 1958 offshore islands crisis and to Cuba during

the missile crisis, when Peking and Havana were greatly disappointed.

These allies' aispleasure over the limited military support

they were able to obtain very probably did not come as a shock to Moscow.

It would have been hard to imagine these friends, in their exposed

condition, being gratified by the husbanding of Soviet power lest

the USSR should become endangered. At best, Moscow could have hoped

only to persuade its allies of the limics of Soviet military power

.-
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and the futility of stronger action; although Stalin also might have

attempted to legitimate Soviet caution on the basis of a need to protect

the USSR as the wellhead of international communism.

As to the longer term, while Soviet deployments in China

drring the Korean War reinforced the credibility of the 1950 Sino-

Soviet mutual defense treaty, the absence of vibrant coercive diplomacy

on behalf of North Korea allowed the West more than a hint of Soviet

prudence and, with this, a sense of optimism and confidence in

increased Western military capabilities. This more positive outlook,

as compared with the mood d'iring most of the first year of the Korean

War was, of course, also founded upon the absence of Soviet aggression

or even a serious probe of Western Europe during the war, notwithstanding

Soviet hostility to both NATO rearmament and movement toward the rearmament

of West Germny. And if the United States was possibly made more circum-

spect in its thinking about China in the 1958 quemoy crisis as a result

of Soviet deployments in Manchuria durin;, the Korean War, the Eisenhower

administeation may have acted more boldly in the Middle East in the late

1950's and the Johnson administration likewise in attacking North Vietnam

beginning in 1964 out of consideration of Moscow's rinimal support of

North Korea in 1950. The limited Soviet support given Hanoi may similarly

have afforded U.S. policymakers grestpr zonfidence in their actions during

the 1967 Middle East war.

Soviet caution in Eoutheast Asia was essential, though, to the

Improvement of U.S.-Soviet relations that was finally made possible when

44. 4
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the air war against North Vietnam was ended in early 1968. Soviet military

intervention on behalf of Hanoi also might have unified American public

opinion, galvanized NATO and allowed the United States to escape the

.international stigma bought by its unilateral military intervention in

Southeast Asia. Moscow's restraint in reacting to the U.S. military

buildup following the Pueblo seizure and Soviet cooperation after the

EC-121 was shot down also allowed detente to go forward, as did Soviet

reticence in reaction to the renewed U.S. air attacks upon North Vietnam

in 1972. The Nuclear Nonproliferation and SALT I treaties, agreements

on Berlin and West Germany, the development of East-West trade and Soviet

economic relations with Japan all were prospective hostages to serious

U.S.-Soviet confrontation. The complication of U.S.-Soviet and Soviet-

Japanese relations, brought on by Soviet military activity and accompanying

statements during the Pueblo affair, delayed and restricted as they were,

afford insight into the effects of a potentially larger and pointed Soviet

show of force in these incidents. A superpower face-off in 1976, in which

the USSR reacted strongly to the U.S. deployments following the DMZ murders

in July, might have severely threatened U.S.-Soviet global relations,

battered as detente was then.

Although Moscow's allies in these incidents remained dependent

upon the USSR for military and economic assistance, their recognition

of ihe fragility of Soviet support in the face of U.S. military

power and of the preeminence of Moscow's; global interests discouraged

trust in the USSR and belief in international communism as it was

interpreted in Moscow. Soviet behavior was an endorsement of self-

. _1
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interest and self-reliance. Whether or not a show of force in support

of North Vietnam would have induced Hanoi to openly side with t.he

USSR in the Sino-Soviet conflict during the period of U.S. military

engagement in Southeast Asia is arguable; clearly, though,

Soviet conciliation of the United States in the instance of the EC-121

helped undermine relations between Moscow and Pyongyang and

pressed the latter toward improved relations with Peking.

What Moscow did obtain was no new provocation by North Korea against

the United States that might have threatened superpower accord again.

After all, the limited support given Pyongyang in the Pueblo case,

rather than serving as a restraint, was followed only months after

the Pueblo crew was released by the attack on the EC-121. Also

purchased was a perspective that Soviet military power could not be

manipulated and made hostage. Moscow's distance from Pyongyang in

the 1969 affair was a bulletin announcing the lapse of insurance to

allies who might get into trouble with the United States on their own

account.

The Third World

Failures were not unknown in the third world and the USSR did not

obtain, as a result of coercive diplomacy on behalf of allies there, z

positions of standing able to withstand serious differences of interest.

And too, the ramifications of incidents to which the United States, China

and European NATO nations were attentive included serious debits.

m m~m~~mm /
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Nevertheless, outcomes related to Soviet operational objectives in the

third world wereo by and large positive in the short term and wereI.,
retained over the next several yeats. Soviet military units served

particularly well in coercing antagonists of Moscow's third world allies.

Moscow did not attempt to use its warships in the Mediterranean

to deter an Israeli attack upon Egypt and Syria in June 1967,

although the squadron probably was thought of as a caution to the

United States against using the Sixth Fleet against the Arabs after

hostilities ensued. The Sixth Fleet was not used militarily and

when, on the last day of the war, Soviet naval unita were deployed

closer to the Syrian coast ard paratroops in the USSR were alerted

after Israeli units moved toward Damascus, the United States was

motivated to press Israel hard against further movement in this direction.

In brief, although the United States had no intention of acting against

the Arabs (at least when they were on the defensive) and Israel did not

intend to assault the Syrian capital, coercive Soviet behavior preceded

these favorable outcomes.

After the 1967 war, when Soviet warships entered Egyptian ports to

deter new Israeli attacks, these further actions appeared to be inhibited;

a case in point was the aftermath to the Egyptian sinking of the

destroyer Eilat. Moscow's deployment of missile crews and fighter

aircraft to the Middle East in 1970 compelled Israel to terminate

Sdeep penetration raids upon central and upper Egypt and finally attacks

in the Suez Canal area. While Israel was made to face up to Soviet

military resistance directly, the United States again was made to
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pressure Israel, this including the delay of new F-4 and A-4 aircraft

sales and a refusal to issue a declaration of caution to Moscow.

:n the 1973 conflagration, neither the United States, nor Israel

after several non-consequential attacks on Soviet merchant vessels

and aircraft in Syria, took any action to interfere with the Soviet

airlifts and sealifts to Egypt and Syria; Israel did not move against

Damascus; U.S. military forces played no role in the fighting; and,

after Secretary Brezhnev coupled a threat of i-!lateral military

intervention with demonstrative actions by Soviet airborne and air-

craft units implying that possibility, the Nixon administration leaned

on Israel strongly to recognize the cease-fire on the west bank, which

Israel did. It would be a mistake to see Israeli's crossing the canal

to the west bank and attempt to encircle the Egyptian Third Army as

a frilure in Soviet deterrence. The opportunity for this brilliantly

executed strategem was otherwise unrecognized until after Israeli troops

were on the other side of the Suez Canal.

Coercion also did not fall short in the other two essentially

interstate conflicts examined in the case studies (the support given

Guinea and Ethiopia) or in the one case of direct confrontation

between the USSR and a third world nation (Ghana): Portugal did not

again attack Guinea after Soviet naval vessels were deployed to

West African waters. Quite possibly, the global condemnation

suffered by Portugal as a result of the attack on Conakry and

Lisbon's fear of further isolation from the West were sufficient to

deter new violence against Sekou Toure's regime; it is also plausible,

... . , -
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though, that Soviet gunboat diplomacy was a necessary condition of

Portuguese restraint, particularly oier the longer term.

Somalia was clearly disheartened by Moscow's political-military

support of Ethiopia in the struggle over the Ogaden region and Somali

troops were forced to withdraw from Ethiopian territory. However, Mogadiscio

was not coerced by a threat of Soviet military action, but was driven

from the battlefield by Cuban and Ethiopian military men armed with

Soviet equipment. The same may be said of Ethiopia's regaining of

authority in Eritrea, where three years of insurgent gains were lost on

the battlefield to the Ethiopian Army with its foreign support. And

following the deployment of naval vessels to the Gulf of Guinea in 1969

Ghana released the two Soviet trawlers and their crews that previously

had been held in custody for five months. Although Accra probably would

have released the vessels and crews soon thereafter in any case,

there is reason to believe that Moscow's naval diplomacy

influenced the timing of this action and that the Ghanaian

authorities felt a degree of compulsion in their behavior.

If the Kremlin was, moreover, worried about harm being done to crew

members in order to extract information from them, and meant to deter

the Ghanaians from this qpurse, no such injury was suffered.

Less satisfaction could be taken with the behavior of insurgent

groups threatening Soviet friends, although no ally given military

support by Moscow was thereafter placed in a more perilous position

by domestic opponents; indeed, each found its position at least

substantially improved if not wholly triumphant. The Soviet air support
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apparently lent the Niiry government in Sudan did not compel the

Anyanya rebels to terminate their struggle or Ethiopia, Uganda or

Zaire to halt assistance to the insurgents. Those outcomes were

obtained approximately two years later, after Mosca.:'s relations with

Nimeiry had weakened considerably, and in consequence to a political

settlement including substantial accommodation to the Anyanya objectives.

Yet, the decision to conciliate the rebels, taken in a climate of poor

relations with the USSR, might indicate that continued Soviet military

support, which may have been cunsidered uncertain by Khartoum, was

essential to the cntainment of the secessionists.

More effective was the air support given to Iraq to help suppress

the Kurdish rebellion. Although it was roughly a year after this

assistance was initiated, Iran not only did not increase its level of

military backing to the Kards, but the Shah curtailed what support

was being afforded their struggle. The Kurds, who had already been

forced to retreat, were thereby made to withdraw and end their

rebellion completely. That the Shah reversed his position so seemed

related not only to Baghdad's agreement to a favorable border

adjustment and cessation of anti-Iranian activities in Iraq, but

also to Moscow's expanded-that is, military--presence in Iraq and Teheran's

fear of further escalation that might have included additional Soviet

deployments and clashes between Iranian and Soviet mi.litary men.

Angola was still a different story. With the aid of Soviet

and Cuban military support FNLA and UNITA forces were driven from

AV
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the battlefield; moreover, neither Zaire, South Africa, nor the United

States attempted to interfere with the Soviet airlift or sealift of Cubans

and Lilitary material to southern Africa. It was of no small importance,

though, that the FNLA and UNITA were not crushed completely or compelled

to reach a political accomodation with the MPLA, as may be said of the

Anyanya insurgents in Sudan and the Etitrean and Ogaden rebels in Ethiopia.

Moscow's use of military means was disastrous for their objectives, but

nei.ther these domestic movements nor their allies were intimidated enough

to give up their cause or to desist in their struggle. Hence they

remained a continuing threat requiring, in Sudan, substantial governmental

concessions, and in Angola and Somalia, the continued presence of a large

Cuban garrison and commensurate Soviet military assistance. Only the

Kurds were beaten decisively, this beir% the result Gf changed behavior

by Iran. However, in each of the other cases, no antagonist was able to

I improve its position following Soviet intervention, let alone triumph

over a Soviet ally; rather, each suffered significautly and had to limit

its objective in the direction of avoiding annihilation.

Moreover, with the partial exception of the 1973 Middle East

war, no Soviet ally in the third world cases ex'amined occurring after

the 1967 Middle East war was made to suffer defeat at the hands of

a Chinese or Western ally or other actors supported by a Western

proxy; nor was any regime beneficiary to Soviet political-military

support overturned. ID the October War, althoigh Syria lost some

additional territory, Egypt achieved at least a political victory by

crossing the Suez Canal and holding a position in Sinai.

rV
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But if antagonists of Soviet allies in the third world generally

did what was desired of them, the benaficiaries of Soviet military

diplomacy did not react favorably so often. To the extent Moscow

intended its naval presence during the June War to infuse the Arabs

on the battlefield with confidence the outcome was failure. President

Nasser was greatly disappointed even if, having experienced Soviet

behavior in the Suez and Lebanon crises, he was not terribly 
surprised.

Massive Soviet arms transfers and the show of force aimed at Israel

in the aftermath of the war were critical to the USSR's retention 
of

strong relations with Egypt and the usage of Egyptian bases by 
Soviet

warships and naval aircraft. Such was true also of the Kremlin's

provisiou of air defense to Egypt in 1970. Moscow's relationship

with Cairo was reaffirmed and the USSR obtained further access to

military facilities in Egypt, and, in 1971, a Treaty of Friendship

and Cooperation. These gains were not lasting, however. The

creation of a powerful air defense wall, increasingly manned by

Egyptian military men, and Israel's respect for the August 1970

cease-fire reduced Egypt's dependence upon the USSR while, at the

sam time, Moscow refused to deliver the armaments perceived by Cairo

as necepsary to end the increasingly unacceptable "no war - no peace" ,

status quo. Exposure of the Ali Sabry plot and Soviet applause of

the failed coup in Sudan made Sadat positively suspicious of Moscow's

intentions. Consequently President Sadat, in 1972, terminated the

large Soviet military presence in Egypt, took over the military

equipment manned by Russian units and facilities being developed for

the Soviet navy, and denied Soviet naval aircraft the use of Egyptian

airfields.
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Soviet military diplomacy during the 1973 war did not prevent

the conflict from ending with Syria having lost more territory still

tnd Egyptian forces, while gaining a foothold on the other side of the

-canal of enormous political significance, suffering n offsetting military

disaster on the west bank. Sadat and President Assad of Syria were

not at all pleased by Soviet political-military behavior and the level

of military materiel they received during the conflict. Moscow went as

far as it did in order to associate the USSR with the limited Arab

gains obtained early in the conflict and to avoid blame for the success

of Israel's counterattacks and further thrusts. But rather than

secure the image of a dependable patron supportive of the Arab

cause, Soviet behavior was perceived in Egypt and in other Arab

capitals as calculated to limit Egyptian-Syrian military capabilities

so as to keep the Arabs dependent upon the USSR, and hence, responsible

for their losses. Arms deliveries and threats on behalf of first

Syria and then Egypt were not publicly acknowledged by Sadar or

Assad during or after the war. Soviet relations with Egypt, in fact,

deteriorated thereafter urtil finally, in early 1976, the use of

Egyptian facilities by Soviet n.aval vessels was denied completely

and President Sadat abrogated the 1971 Treaty of Friendship and

Cooperation with the USSR. Soviet naval support in clearing the Suez

Canal did nothing to slow this progression. Cairo's disdain toward

this effort, which was made to supplement the work of U.F.
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and British teams, symbolized Egypt's declin.ng interest in ties with

the USSR,

Why the difference In reactions to the USSR betwecn Egypt and

even Syria on the one hand after the 1973 conflict and India following

its 1971 tussle zith Pakistan? After all, in the wake of the latter

violence, New Delhi maintained firm relatioas with the USSR until the

Gandhi government was defeated at the polls in 1977. Most ijportantly,

perhaps, 1ndia. unlike the Arabs, won a decisive militory victory against

Pakistan, leaving no need for a scapegoat. Secr'7ly, the USSR appears

either to have dope everything that it was asked by New Delhi to deter

hostile ttavior by China and the United States or offered this

assistance preemptively. And thirdly, india appears not to have

considered itself or its victory dependent upon the Soviet Union;

its self-respect therefore remained intact and a strong need to

counterbalance relations with the USSR vas not perceived.

between the June %nd October Wars Syria suffered a major

military failure when it was foized to withdraw from Jorian in 1970 as

a result of powerful threats by Israel and tne United States to intervene

on behalf of King Hussein. Moscow lent Damascus very questionable military

backing on that occasion--unlike its response on behalf of Egypt six months

earlier and India a year later--and Inst conveyed a prognosis of loom

to Damascus. If the new leadership in Damascus represented by President

Assad was willing to forgive or understand this earlier Soviet behavior,

which came on top of the 1967 war experience, the loss of further territory

in 1973 represented new confirmation of the limited utility of fiim

alliance with the USSR. Hence, notwithstanding Soviet replenishment of Syrian
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arsenals and diplomatic support given following the October War, Moscow

found its relationship with President Assad thereafter rocky. Syria

did not offer increased use of military facilities to the USSR to

-compensate for the loss of those in Egypt; Assad refused to sign a

treaty of friendship and cooperation with the USSR; and Damascus took

positions seriously astray Lrom the USSR on a number of important issues.

To the extent the Kremlin measured its relationship in terms of Syrian

distance from the United States, after the 1973 war it witnessed strong

improvement in relations between Washington and Damascus.

Parallel to Moscow's experience with President Nasser in 1967-1970,

President Nimeiry in Sudan was gratified by the USSR's counterinsurgency

support in the early 1970's. Yet even before the USSR supported an ultimately

unsuccessful coup in 1971, Nimeiry responded to this support by following

a policy of socialism without communism and was increasingly wary in his

relations with the USSR. And, as was to occur soon in Egypt, when Moscow

then overreached itself in Sudanese affairs in 1971, Soviet relations with

Sudan deteriorated precipitately. The access Soviet naval vessels and

reconnaissance aircraft obtaine.d to Guinean facilities did appear

directly related to Moscow's political-military support of Guinea. Horeover,

the PAIGC retained strong backing from Guinea in its struggle to achieve

independence for Portuguese Guinea (and the Cape Verde islands). But in

accepting Moscow's protection, President Toure, like Presidents Sadat and

Nimeiry, became concerned about increased dependence upon the USSR.
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Similarly, President Bandaranaike of Sri Lanka, after accepting

Soviet military support in 1971, reacted to the demonstraticn of Soviet and

Indian military power in the Indo-Pakistani War by ending criticism of a

U.S. naval presence in the Indian Ocean and welcoming U.S. navy port

visits and Amerlcan military and economic assistance. In short, with his

regime more secure locally, balance was sought iegionally; for Sri Lanka's

fundamental interest lay in its freedom of action. In the Guinean

case, the Kremlin was not allowed to construct a naval base on Tamara Island

and naval assistance was accepted from Peking. That th! USSR was able

to maintain close relations with Conakry may have been importantly

related to Moscow's willingness to not draw attenticn to its political-

military support of Guinea and the PAIOC. So too the Kremlin did not

overplay its hand with Iraq; the benefits in this instance also included

access to air and naval bases and a reinforced political relationship.

Moscow appeared to obtain firmer relations with the MPLA in Angola

and with President Mengistu's regime in Ethiopia. In their times of

crisis, the MPLA and Ethiopian forces had their morale bolstered significantly

by Soviet support and afterwards especially close relations were maintained

with the USSR and Cuba by these large and importantly placed African

nations, formerly influenced by NATO members. Both regimes continued to be

especially dependent, however, and may find this proximity less palatable

insofar as they become more secure. In the late 1970's President Neto was

already open to substantial economic exchange with the West and improved

relations with Zaire and took a pragmatic view of the insurgency in Namibia.
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The Kremlin therefore might be skeptical about the durability of cosy

relations with Angola and Ethiopia. Ztill, Moscow secured in Angola andI; . Ethiopia, as it did in Guinea, Guinea-Bissau, and Iraq, socialist oriented

regimes distrustful of the West and offrring the USSR special entree. The

identity of these regimes with Soviet values should not be overlooked:

President Neto declared the MPLA a Marxist-Leninist organization, Addis

Ababa accepted considerable tutelage from Soviet and Cuban advisers, and

both regimes signed treaties of friendship and cooperation with the USSR.

Their greater sympathy to the cause of liberation in southern Africa

as compared with opponents or predecessors must also be reckoned by

Moscow as a plus. If, in the future, relations with Luanda and Addis

Ababa were to sour over differences in policy and military access

previously obtained was lost--as in the case of Somalia, which was

the recipient of much Soviet political-military and other support--

these regimes, like that of Siad Barre, might still represent a gain

from the perspective in the Kremlin insofar as the West found it difficult

to deal with them.

A broad conclusion about the utility of Soviet political-military

diplomacy for the reinforcement of relations with allies is that this

support is appreciated and can obtain access to military facilities and

closer political relations; but these gains rest on a continued identity

of interests and harmony of strategies for the achievement of mutual

obJectives. The %lue between Moscow and third world capitals does not

run deep; close relations and Soviet acquisitions are conditional and
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provisional. 'Wh.t have you done for me lately?," is more relevant than

"what did you do for me in the pcst?," once a third world leader has perceived

the USSR as overbearing or unsupportive. A decline in dependence upon the

USSR fcr national or regime security in this context is a prescription for

a serious reversal .n relations. Moscow thus was able to preserve good

relations best where governments were especially insecure and isolated

from other sources of support; when the USER was able to content itself

with helping D regime retain power rather than roused to undermine tt cr

redirect its policies; and when the demands made upon the USSR were

continuously palatable. In short, the status of the Soviet Union typically

was not one of imper!al overlord, but of guestworker. An important caveat,

though: Nations, or at least regimes, sometimes find their needs met and

perceive no option except dcpendency for considerable periods of time.

"Put all your energy into remaining independent," Charles DeGaulle may

have advised a young monarch a long time ago' hut at least fo a while,

national leaders often are willing to compromise their self-assertiveness

in order to retain the fruits of alli.ance.4/

The general point made just above is especially well illustrated

by longer term developments in relations between the USSR and allies

benefitJng from Soviet political-military diplomacy. In the late 1970's

President Sadat allied himself firmly with the United States and the

West and sought from the NATO bloc armaments, economic assistancc- and

foreign investment as well as support for his bold strategy for obtaining

peace with Israel and, with it, the Arabs' lost territories. Unwilling

to provide Egypt the armaments Sadat considered necessary to bring aboat
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a military victory and opposed to Sadat's independent stance in the

Arab-Israeli conflict and conciliation of the United States, the USSR

became wholly estranged from Egypt. Likewise, President Nimeiry, after

obtaining a peaceful settlement of the Anyanya insurgency in 1972, which

lessened his dependence upon Soviet military support, drew closer to the

Wesc and China. As a part of this realignment, which probably would have

accelerated in the absence of the murder of the U.S. ambassador in Khartoum

by Palestinian terrorists in 1973, Soviet advisors were expelled from

Sudan in 1977. In :lose entente, Egypt and Sudan vigorously opposed the

Kremlin's political-military support of Ethiopia in the conflict on the

Horn of Africa.

Although President Assad did not reject the USSR, as did President

Sadat, Moscow remained unable to consolidate relations with Damascus

formally or informally and did not obtain expanded access to military

facilities in Syria. Relations with the USSR were rocked hard by

Syrian conflict with the Palestine Liberation Organization in Lebanon.

Differences with Moscow also arose over Syrian openness to'U.S. initiatives

to achieve an Arab-Israeli settlement. Indexing President Assad's

independence and flexibility were increased U.S. economic assistance to

Syria, Syrian arms purchases in Western Europe, and dips and turns in

Soviet arms transfers and the number of Soviet military advisers n Syria.

Closer accord between Moscow and Damascus after the 1978 Camp David

summit pointed up President Assad's continued pursuit of a strategy dif-

ferent from the one followed by President Sadat and accepted by the United

States, not a new found identity with long-term Soviet interests or ob-

jectives abroad.
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After the Kurdish insurgency was dealt with successfully, Soviet re-

lations with the Ba'ath in Iraq also became le3s steady. Aside from ex-

changing oil for Western technology and circumscribing and executing local

comnists, Baghdad adopted a stance Independent from Moscow In the Arab-

Israeli dispute, forced the Soviet embassy to move as a result of suspicions

about eavesdropping, and opposed Soviet oupport of Ethiopia directed
4. 4

against fellow Moslems--the last leading to the foreclosure of aircraft re-

fueling in Iraq and expressions of anger over unauthorized overflights.

Both Iraq and Syria were also made uneasy by Soviet machinations in

Afghanistan and South Yemen.

It is too early to talk about longer-term outcomes with reference to

Angola and Ethiopa. President Toure did allow the USSR use of Guinean

facilities for naval reconnaissance and refueling transport aircraft en

route from Cuba and the Soviet Union during the Angolan civil war; but

when economic assistance was sought from the West and the USSR did not

provide the desired volume of military assistance, relations weakened

and use by Soviet reconnaissance aircraft of facilities in Conakry was

restricted. A further cause of irritation to President Toure may also have

been Soviet d(1ving into Guinean domestic affairs, as occurred in Egypt,

Sudan, and perhaps too in Iraq. Newly independent (in 1974) Guinea-Bissau

afforded the USSR a regime sharing a similar perspective on national libera-

tion in Africa and having considerable reason to be appreciative of the

USSR. During the long years of struggle Moscow had provided arms, training,

and the West African Patrol which, while serving as a deterrent to Portugal,

was also responsible for capturing the assassins of slain PAIGC leader,

LI
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Amilcar Cabral. But the new government in Bissau did not allowl the USSR

to direct its decisionmaking; nor was Moscow accorded military bases or

even routine access to local air or naval facilities. China, in fact,

-was a larger aid donor than the USSR and when, in the late 1970s, Soviet

advisers became unpopular, dispute arose over Soviet fishing practices,

and increased Western aid was obtained, Bissau's ties with Moscow slipped

considerably.

On the other hand, but further to the point about short memories,

Soviet relations with Ghana did not suffer long term damage as a result

of Moscow's coercive diplomacy in the 1968-69 trawlers incident. Ghanaian

authorities never publicized the Soviet naval presence--nor did the USSR;

alid the coming to office of the Busia government less than a year later

and the 1972 coup led by Colonel I.K. Acheampong may well have erased Accra's

official memory of Moscow's earlier gunboat diplomacy. Moreover, al-

though relations with the USSR remained cool in the early 1970s, the new

military government adopted a position of strong support for the cause of

liberation movements in Africa and precipitated a period of difficult eco-

nomic relations with the West. In 1975-76 Accra gave support to the MPLA

in Angola, Soviet-Ghanaian economic relations were improved, and military

attaches were exchanged for the first time in a decade.

Nor did Soviet relations with Iran suffer as a result cf increased

overflights of Iran in 1973 following large arms purchases by the Shah

from the United States or Moscow's coercing Teheran to with'kaw its support

of the Kurds in 1974. Thus, for example, when Iran and Iraq came to terms

in early 1975, the Shah was prepared to buy arms from the USSR as a partial
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counterbalance to the weapons purchases from the United States, which were

in some doubt as a result of anger in the United States about OPEC policies.

What were the wider ramifications of these efforts in the third

world? Firstly, although U.S. policymakers awarded a substantial degree of

legitimacy to Soviet actions that were taken in defense of an existing status

quo and which were supportive of international norms valued by the West, the

larger the Soviet military effort, the more damage was done to Soviet-Ameri-

can relations directly and the greater the effort that was made by U S.

policymakers to follow policies harmful to important Soviet interests.

The minimal Soviet military support lent Syria and Egypt during the June

War and in its immediate aftermath provoked no serious U.S. countermeasures

Sand proved no hindrance to further imroved superpower relations in 1967-69.

Those efforts on behalf of Guinea, Sudan and Iraq as well as the bully-

ing of Ghana attracted only the barest attention and no noticeable U.S.

counteractions. In brief, the United States was willing to accept small

doses of Suviet political-military diplomacy aimed at insuring the terri-

torial integrity of nations, preserving recognized regimes, and securing

Soviet assets (Ghana). Sympathy was evoked,,too, by Egypt's suffering of

deep penetration raids by Israel in 1969-70, the encirclement of the Egypt-

ian T.ird Army during the October War, and Ethiopia's disintegration in

I 1977.

Nevertheless, the large Soviet deployment to Egypt and Cairo's

greater dependence upcn the USSR in 1970 led the United States to take a

more balanccd position in the Arab-Israeli conflict, a posture which both
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Nasser and then Sadat sought not ouly as a means to satisfy Arab objectives

in the confrontation with Israel, but also to reduce Egyptian dependence

upon the USSR. Soviet military support of the Arabs in the 1973 war rein-

-forced this dynamic by leading to further U.S. inducments to the Arabs

while strengthening President Sadat's perspective that reliance and depend-

ency upon the USSR was a mistaken strategy for regaining Sinai, Gaza and

the West Bank. President Assadtoo,was drawn somewhat closer to the United

States. Moreover, the Soviet airlifts to Egypt and Syria, the Brezhnev

threat and related military activities in the USSR, and the consequent

euperpower naval confrontation in the Mediterranean during the 1973 War

raised serious question about detente in the United States for the first

time; although the U.S. support shown Israel also led to serious discord

within NATO and to the Arab oil embargo, the latter being disastrous to

Western economies and a boon to Soviet oil export revenues.

Doubts in the United States as well as elsewhere in the West about

Soviet intentions were strongly reinforced by Soviet military support

of the MPLA in Aztgola in late 1975-early 1976 and of Ethiopia in 1977-78.

These African interventions importantly reinforced U.S. willingness to

spend mere on defenre and to strengthen relations with China, and

prompted greater caution in negotiations with the USSR on strategic arms

limitation and a host of other mattere. European NATO nations were also

drawn in these directions, and in Africa a number of nations entered

irto somewhat overt alliance against the Soviet presence on the continent.

U.S. unwillingness to counter Soviet and Cuban activities in Angola
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played a significant role in stimulating French military intervention in

conflicts in Chad, the Western Sahara and Zaire, a result that my have

led Soviet allies in Africa such as Algeria and Libya to think more care-

fully about the indirect disutility to their interests of Soviet military

Intervention.

The other side to this Western and partial regional alarm in Africa,

though, was that Soviet military projection capabilities were accorded

an increased measure of credibility and respect. Just as the USSR suffered

perceptually a- a result of its limited support of the Arabs in the 1967

Middle East war, in the id and late 1970s doubts were raised about American

will and military capability in view of U.S. restraint during the Angolan

civil war aid conflict on the Horn of Africa. China too appeared impotent

and a less worthy patron. Strengthened broadly was a climate ior improved

relations with the USSR, although not necessarily Soviet influence. Leaders

like Joshua Nkomo of the Zimbabwe Aftican Peoples Union (ZAPU) and Sam NuJoia

of the South West African Peoples Organizatoa were given reason to rely

more heavily upon the USSR for support in their insurRencies in Rhodesia

and Namibia. The apparent ability of the USSR to enable its allies to

emerge triumphant and to insure their role may have. led these revolution-

ary groups and perhaps others to discounit the value of maintaining closer

relations with the West. Further to this point, although the USSR lost

its military facilities in Somalia in 197 , some suggested in 1979 tuat.

President Siad Barre sought reconciliation with the Soviet Union.
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A product of the joint appearances by U.S. and Soviet naval vessels

in response to the seizure of the Pueblo, the Indo-Pakistani war, the

October War, and the civil war in Lebanon was the impression that the

-Soviet Union could render the political utility of U.S. military power

impotent. Uncontested Soviet political-military diplomacy in support of

the MPLA, leading toffe defeat of U.S. and Chinese clients (FNLA and UNITA),

and of Ethiopia reinforced an impression of burgeoning Soviet military

power and decreasing U.S. ability to affect the course of third world

crises.

Moreover, although a certain number of African nations with close

relations to the West took strong exception to Soviet interventionary

activities in Angola and Ethiopia, at least as many African capitals were

not upset. Going back foi a moment, though, the USSR did not suffer in

African eyes as a result of its intimidation of Ghana in 1969, an outcome

evidently made possible by the absence of publicity linking the deployment

of Scviet warships to the release of the trawlers and their crews; nor

certainly did the USSR offend African sensibilities by its naval support

of Guinea and the PAIGC against Portugal, whir.h too was not played up.

In the case of Angola, the considerable Soviet and Cuban effort mounted in

1975-76 was perceptually offset by the assistance given to the UNITA and

FNLA by South Africa, the United States, China and even Zaire (perceived

by many as a U.S. client and even stooge), limited as this support was

as compared with that given to the MPLA. Still others found Agostinho

Neto's social values and attitudes toward economic development and national

liberation in southern Africa congenial and were therefore willing to ignore

I
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foreign intervention on behalf of the MPLA. A large number of African and

other third world nations were highly sympathetic to Soviet-Cuban support

insuring Ethiopian sovereignty and territorial integrity. in this, Moscow's

claim of principled behavior was reinforced by its abandonment of Somalia,

a long-time friend, and the USSR's consequent loss of access to Somalian

air and naval fLcilities.

The Tailoring of So,:iet Political-Military Operations

Did the Kremlin use military power prudently or provocatively? Was

sensitivity shown to the wider ramifications of the use of force as a

political instrument? Was the use of Soviet armed forces appropriate

and well tailored to Soviet operational objectives and larger interests

of the USSR? What difference did it -make that some and not other types

or levels of armed forces units were called upon? And how significant were

particular military movements and activities? Answers to these questions

are an important part of an explanation of outcomes.

Deliberation and Prudence

Invariably Moscow used military power with great deliberation. In

Eastern Europe shots were fired by Soviet troops only in East Germany in

1953, and in Hungary in Noveber 1956 after an earlier incervention and

withdrawal. Coercive (as opposed to suppressive) military behavior was not

coupled with limited violent action, while warnings and threats were coupled

with attempts at discussion and negotiation. Violence was countenanced

periodically along the Sino-Soviet border, but Chinese territory was not seized

and held, deep penetrations were not made, and engagements were carefully
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limited. Like the interv.ntion in Czechoslovakia in August 1968 and Marshal

Grechko's ultimatum to Prague in April 1969, the threat to use nuclear

weapons against China was preceded by a full half-year of lesser zoercion

and attempt at more traditional diplomacy.

Particular circumspection was exhibited when the United States was

an, actor. Prior to the outbreak of hostilities on the Korean Peninsula

in 1950 virtually all Sojiet military men were withdraim from North Korea;

Lhe later deployments of combat forces into Manchuria and North Korea

were unannouaced; and air operations were entered into surreptitiously

and only over comunist held territory. U.S, naval operations were never

interfered with. The suppcrtive role played by Soviet military men was

again minimal and deniaale during the Vietnam War. Ye:, the role of

Soviet personnel In northern China and Vietnam as hostage during these

two conflicts was well placed as a practical support to Peking and Hanoi

and as a deterrent to U.S. air attacks.

Notwithstanding the joint appearance of U.S. and Soviet naval forces

in the Sea of Japan after the Pueblo was seized, the timing of the major

Soviet reinforcement insured against an appearance of superpower crisis;

and while the harrassment of U.S. ships wac unexpected, Washington re-

cognized these activities as an expression of displeasure over the prox-

imity to the USSR of a U.S. task force, not as a threat related to the

issue at hand. In place of this ambigious Soviet military posture allow-

ing the USSR diplomatic flexibility, Moscow could have shown solidarity

with Pyongyang by deploying ground or air units to North Korea, a step it
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certainly did not want to take. Moscow's use of only intelligence

gathering vessels and several destroyers, the absence of harrassment,

and cooperative behavior following the EC-121 shootdown clearly portrayed

a desire to avoid superpower confrontation a year later.

In the third world, where in contrast to Europe and northern Asia 3

Soviet security has not been so directly at stake, Moscow used military

power effectively and with subtlety, demonstrating an ability to minimize

damage to its interests abroad while applying its capabilities incisively.

Soviet leaders usuually were adept at coupling the use of force to some

standard of legitimacy; they timed their introduction of military means

well and showed good sense in the cypes of forces called upon; and they

were z:reful not to gloat over successes. They preferred naval presence,

covert tactical air assistance, logistical support and the use of Cuban

combat formations over the open deployment of theic owr) -ilitary units in

third world nations; and they recognized the virtue of creating new

political facts as compared with the risks inherent in the issuance of

utimata. In the Middle East, Africa and southern Asia, Kremlin directors

used Siviet aimed forces not recklessly and not clumsily but with prudence

and skill, and to considerable advantage.

When Soviet armed forces were used unilaterally in the third world,

at least one eye wa. carefully turned to the risk of inducing U.S.

military .ntervention. '"he air defense of Egypt, provision of naval

support to Guinea, air support of Sudan and Iraq, the threat after

Trael failed Lo cbserve the cease-fire during the October War and aid

to Ethiopia included either a circumstance of strong U.S. opposition to

Iie-
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the behav!or of the target of Moscow's coercion or were founded on the

principle cf defending national sovereignty which Washington was loath

to oppose. The support given Sudan and Iraq, moreover, was kept at a

level that remained deniable, while considerable observation of the U.S.

political scene occurred between precipitating circumstances and Moscow's

actions on behalf of Egypt and Guinea in 1970, Angola in 1975-76 and

Ethiopia in 1977-78. Not inforeseeably were Presidents Nixon, Ford,

and Carter ill-dispcsed tc counter-military action in these instances

on behalf of Israel, Portugal and Somalia.

The arrangement of visits to Guinea and Nigeria, ranging the

passage through Chanaian waters In 1969 and kbsence of any verbal or

written linlkage of this naval presence to the trawlers' captivity was

a performance of classic subtlety and illustration of Kremlin understand-

ing of local sensibilities. Had the transit through the Gulf of Guinea

been denounced by Accra as gunboat diplomacy, the Kremlin would have been much

discomforted; yet, as long as Conakry and Lagos were prepared to receive

the ships, Moscow had a fig leaf. Warships were not sent to West African

waters after Conakry was assaulted in 1970 until it was clear that Portugal

was internationally isolated, even from the United States. Even then,

Moscow only gave Guinea military support at sea. Nigerian and Algerian

pilots, not Soviet airmen, flew Guinea's Soviet supplied HIGs; and Cuban

soldiers rather than Red Army men bolstered Guinean ground security.

Soviet military men were neither made hostages to the security of

Sekou Toure's regime nor allowed to participate in direct violence

A'
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against Portuguese Guinea. Moreover, by not announcing the role of the

newly deployed warships, Moscow avoided agitating its client and minimized

the risk of attracting a countervailing U.S. response that might have

weakened the impact of the Soviet presence. Nor was the United States

pushed back to a position of supporting Portugal. Although the latter

might not have been undesirable to the Kremlin, recognition of this linkage

by African leaders would not have redounded to Moscow's advantage.

The Use of Nuclear Weapons

Raising the specter of nuclear war had a demonstrable effect in the

one instance when the USSR reached this threshold. China then quickly

did c%'mpromise its position and seek negotiations with Moscow. This unique

instance of Soviet nuclear diplomacy--not to be compared with the rocket

rattling of the Khrushchev era--finds support for generalization in

U.S. experience: Historically, when the United States raised the pros-

pect of nuclear attack in incidents, outcomes were invariably positive

in the short term. 5/ Like the United States vis-a-vis the USSR in earlier

years, the practice of nuclear diplomacy by the Soviet Union might be

particularly effective against actors over whom the Kremlin held a position

of massive nuclear superiority.

4
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On the other hand, the longer-term outcome of Moscow's nuclear threat

against China in the summer of 1969 and major reinforcement of S, viet

conventional forces in the Far East, implying Soviet preppredness for

tactical nuclear war, drove Peking into a larger nuclear weapons program

of its own and alliance with the West. NATO and Japan also were seriously

alarmed. To the extent that the Soviet nuclear weapons program was

galvanized by the disastrous outcome of the Cuban missile crisis, Moscow

should not have been surprised in the 1970s by reking's desire to achieve

a credible nuclear arsenal.

Almost certainly Moscow went beyond what was required to coerce

Peking into toning down its border activities, both in the size of the

Soviet conventional buildup and the threat to use nuclear weapons. These

moves served well as insurance in the short term, but so massive a

response was doubtfully necessary. A modest buildup and a few bashings

of Chinese troops in border areas very likely would have achieved the

desired objectives of punishment and deterrence, if the latter was indeed

in question. The pruspect of a large-scale Chinese attack upon the USSR

should have been recognized as extremely remote.

Major Ground Operations

The use of large conventional forces alone to compel Peking to enter

negotiations and to chow contrition did not achieve the desired results

in the spring and early summer of 1969; nor were Eastern Europeans

intimidated by the manipulation of large Soviet formations. Warsaw,

Budapest, Prague, Bucharest and Belgrade were each faced with active

I ,a m ,. .,,. . ..
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close-by multi-divisional forces; and in every iastance Moscow's threat

was stood up to oras in the Czech case, ignored. That the Kremlin

was seriously concerned and might finally order violent intervention was

understood. Exercises by lessez forces would have been adequate to re-

inforce this message. Rather than coerce Eastern European nations,

large-scale deployments and maneuvers in this most critical foreign

arena enflamed nationalist sentiments or galvanized sorieties .more

closely to their national leaders.

Massive forces were necessary to the interventions in Hungary and

Czechosloakia and surely would have been against Poland if Khrushchev

had not decided to gamble on Gomulka, No one could say in November 1956

that Soviet authority in Eastern Europe was not about to crumble and

that the Hungarian army would not fight; or, in 1968, that Prague would

assuredly choose nonviolent resistance. Although the violence practiced

in Budapest, particularly the use of terror tactics, stood Moscow poorly

in international affairs thereafter, the restoration of authority ane.

absence of further outbreaks of dissidence in the region may have im-

pressed upon the Kremlin their utility. This violence may have done much

to deter the threat of resistance by Czechoslovakia twelve years later.

Soviet deception and execution of its interventions in Hungary in November

1956 and Czechoslovakia in August 1968 were well thought out in comparison

to Soviet deployments in Poland and Hungary in October 1956 and Czechc-

slovakia in July 1968. Thesie latter actions illustrated Soviet indecisive-

b=sb and willingness to negotiate, riot compelling resolution. But if the

4 "
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Kremlin did secure a certain physical control of events in Czechoslovakia

in August 1968, its desire to nevertheless avoid violence and other harsh

measures in the next six months pointed up the limits of military power

&s a political instrument when an aversion to force is recognized. The

-occupation of Czechoslovakia, like the U.S. interventions in Lebanon in

1958, in Southeast Asia in 1962 and in the Dominican Republic in 1965

bought time to achieve a solution, not the solution itself.

Projecting Power into the Third Wurld

When Soviet naval units moved toward the Syrian coast on June 10, 1967,

Washington did not take this to imply the possibility of military inter-

vention by the Soviet navy, but as a serious expression of concern by

Moscow. The military move that caused the Johnson Administration real

anxiety that day was the alert of paratroopers, implying the possible

deployment of Soviet airborne troops to the Middle East. Preparations

appatent for this action six years later helped stimulate the Nixon admin-

istration to not only declare a Defcon 3 alert, but also to press Israel

to accept the cease-fire. This prospect implied a much greater degree

of commitment to Egypt and involvement than could any nonviolent naval

activity, excluding the movement toward Egypt of ships carrying naval

infantry. With the latter not quickly available and Moscow having no

desire to actually send forces to Egypt unilaterally while the conflict

I went on, the Kremlin's orchestration of airborne units and transport aircraft

was especially effective. Tactical aircraft in the USSR, which covld have

been deployed to the Middle East, could not have been so wordlessly

'I .4A
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manipulated to only raise that prospect.

The earlier development of a large-scale strategic transport capa-

bility must have been particularly pleasing to Moscow during the 1973

Middle East war. Although President Sadat wanted more military materiel

than the USSR was willing to deliver, the Kremlin's ability to quickly

replenish distant allies in the midst of conflict was impressive and

boosted Soviet standing globally. An important consequence, however,

was the U.S. airlift to Israel of an even larger volume of cargo, which

may have taught the lesson that this instrument should be used only as

a counterbalance or when the United States appears unwilling to use

strategic transport aircraft to support an antagonist of a Soviet ally.

Taking place in the latter context, the airlifts in support of the

MPLA in late 1975-early 1976 and Ethiopia in 1977-78 were particularly

telling. These two later actions also proved the utility of marrying

the rapid transfer of armaments abroad to the forward deployment of

non-Soviet military personnel trained in Soviet weaponry and prepared

to fight on behalf of a mutual ally. Politically prudent,as compared

with any thought that might have been given to the injection of Soviet

ground units, the Cubans were probably no less militarily effective.

Of great importance, the USSR was not significantly hindered in

these supply efforts by the need to overfly numerous countries and to

refuel enroute, During the 1973 conflict U.S. C-5 and C-141 aircraft

were unable to land in or overfly European countries. The airlift to

Israel was dependent upon overflight of the Atlantic and the Mediterranean

and refueling in the Azores and by tankers operating surreptitiously out of
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Spain. Soviet aircraft, by contrast. overflew Yugoslavia, Greece and

Turkey. Supporting the Soviet airlifts from the USSR and Cuba during

the Angolan conflict were stops apparently in Somalia, Algeria and

Guinea, the terminal points being Brazzaville (Congo) and Luanda. A

sizable number of African, European and Middle Eastern countries were

ovcrflown in this operation. The airlift to Ethiopa, which included

a number of routes, included overflights of countries as widespread as

Yugoslavia, Niger, and Pakistan. Although many of those countries over-

flown were displeased, most sought to ignore the affair. None, except

perhaps Pakistan, were prepared to seriously interfere with the airlift.

Only Israel, during the 1973 war, ever threatened Soviet transport planes--

by attacking aircraft on the ground in Syria. No nation has dared to fire

upon a Soviet transport plane in the air as a result of a violation of

its national sovereignty.

While airlifts during the October War, the Angolan civil war and

the Ethiopian-Somalian conflict quickly provided Soviet allies the means

to fight, the provision of tactical air support to Egypt, Sudan and Iraq

filled a critical military gap quickly and effectively. The Anyanya and

the Kurds had no good means of defending against the Soviet aircraft,

and their external supporters would not back them to this extent. The

United States certainly did not welcome the Israeli-Soviet conflict in

1970, and aside from skirmishing, Israel too was unwilling to militarily

engage a superpower on a sustained basis. Like the United States during

the Vietnam War, Israel was loath to cause the deaths of Soviet military

50
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men, be it in air-to-air combat or attacks upon ground based air

defense units. Militarily effective and perceived as representing a

deep political commitment, these Soviet actions also included the ad-

vantage of operations only on or over the sovereign territcry of an ally.

Hence, like the air support lent North Korea and China during the Korean

War and air defense assistance to North Vietnam, these actions In the

third world were a) so not imprudent. Particularly instructive was the

air defense of Egypt: Soviet units took up the task cautious!,,, gradually

working from the Egyptian heartland forward to the Canal area and thick-

ening out positions earlier established on a skeleton basis. Soviet

fighter aircraft did not overfly Israel or Sinai. Soviet piloted air-

craft in Sudan and Iraq appear to have been similarly restricted. By

using tactical aircraft only to defend the sovereignty and territorial

integrity of an ally, Moscow minimized the likelihood of further widening

the conflict while it was itself able to insert a particularly valuable

* .military instrument.

As a result of its gunboat diplomacy in West African waters of more

than a decade ago, Hoscow could reasonably infer that the usage of small

task groups to achieve very limited objectives had considerable utility.

Soviet operational objectives were satisfied, these deployments did not

lead to a matching presen.ce by U.S. naval units, and condemnation by

third world nations was not suffered. Further support of these inferences

was provided by outcomes related to the Angolan conflict in which naval

vessels were again deployed for limited ends. Aside from just showiug the

4'i
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flag after it became apparent that the United States would not inter-

vane in any major way, these actions were probably meant to caution

7.aire a-ainrc interfering with the airlift or sealift being carried out

in support of the MPILA. Zaire attempted no such action and African

nations did not find fault with this naval activity. Hence, again a third

world nation was able to be threatened with enough subtlety to avoid a

charge of coercion. Further, as compared with the supply of armaments

to the MPLA, the airlift and the engagement of Cuban troops in combat and

the concurrent deployment south of the West African Patrol and of a

cruiser from the Mediterranean tc Guinean waters were of only very

secondary significance to the West. Detente did not falter because of

this small na-al activity.

It, of course, was possible--indeed, it may even be said that it was

probable--that, in the absence of these appearances by Soviet warships,

Ghana would have soon released the interned trnwiers and their crews,

Portugal would have refrained from further attacks upon Guinea, and

Zaire would not have interfered with the Soviet airlift or sealift in

support of the MPLA. These results were nonetheless uncertain; and

that being so, the association of smc-1l naval operations with satisfactory

outcomes and absence of directly related untoward ramifications was a

good recomendatilot.

The special utility of naval forces for expressing concern while

affording flexibility was made full use of during the 1967 and 1973

Middle East wars as well as in the intervening Jordanian crisis and Indo-
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Pakistani war. During the course of all three Middle East conflicts

Israeli officials did not perceive Soviet naval activities to be pro-

vocative to their military forces, while U.S. policymakers viewed these

movements as cautious and symbolic of restraint. (The dangerous facing-

off of U.S. and Soviet naval units in 1973 took place after hostilities

had ceased.)

By responding in kind to large U.S. naval displays the USSR rein-

forced its global image as a superpower and cut short t:he political shadow

cast by task forces flying the stars and stripes. Such was the result

of the Pueblo crisis, the indo-Pakistani war, and the 1973 Middle East con-

flict. Yet, because of the inability of Soviet naval forces to project

power ashore and the desire by both superpowers not to fire a first shot

at he other, the importance of Soviet naval forces to the achievement of

operational objectives in a crisis was not demonstrated. When Soviet

allies did badly in a conflict (the 1967Mit3dle East war) or were seriously

threarened by U.S. military power when they were doing well (Syria in

the 1970 Jordanian crisis), the meaningfulness of a Red Star naval pres-

ence was sorely imputed.

Wisely, Moscow did not respond to U.S. naval operations during the

Korean and Vietnam Wars. Being intent on avoiding conflict with the

United States, large deployments of Soviet warships alongside American

task forces launching carrier-based aircraft were much more likely to

be exposed as bluffs than they were to compel the termination of U.S.

AkI
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operations. By contrast, the small deployment in response to the 1972

II LINEBACKER I operations, placed as it was in the South China Sea, made

sense insofar as its goal was to caution the United States against fur-

ther attacks upon Soviet merchantmen in Haiphong harbor.

As an early and easy victor in the 1971 Indo-Pakistani War, New

Delhi had no reason to doubt Moscow. That the Kremlin ordered Soviet

warships to follow British and U.S. carrier task groups into the Indian

Ocean was appreciated by Indian leaders, notwithstanding expectations

in both the USSR and India that the United States intended no military

entry into that conflict. In this instance, it was plausible that the

extra insurance provided by the Soviet navy allowed New Delhi more con-

fident behavior in the completion of its task in the former East Pakistan.

Much less certainty about outcomes and U.S. behavior existed during the

Pueblo Crisis and October War, however. The timing of Soviet actions and

use of the flexibility afforded by warship deployments in these instances

earned little gratitude in Pyongyang, Cairo or Damascus, which recognized

that U.S. restraint had little to do with Soviet naval diplomacy.

Israel clearly did not restrain itself in 1973 because of the Fifth

Eskadra, as it did not during the Canal War or during the June War. Un-

able to project power ashore, Soviet warships could not be made relevant

(to hostilities on land, unlike the air defense forces sent in 1970 and

airborne units that might have been deployed in 1973 and perhaps in

1967. The closest the navy could come to land affairs in which its ally

was on the defensive was to make itself a hostage in Egyptian ports, as
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it did after the Rilat was sunk in late 1967. Yloreover, while a small

naval force may deter a nation politically isolated from the United

States against certain violence, a large task group is doubtfully ade-

quate to compel a state suffering this position to cease hostilities.

Somalia was not impressed at all by the large Soviet flotilla marshalled

in East Afxican waters in 1977-78. These vessels could have had effect

only insofar as the USSR was prepared to mount some form of blockade

against Somalia, a gambit entertaining greater risk to Soviet standing in

the third world.

The Relevance of American Military Power

U.S. armed forces were more likely to be called upon and were better

able to deter and counter Soviet political-military operations when a

status quo wes threatened by change adverse to U.S. interests -- that is,

when the United States was on the defensive and consequently enjoyed an

asymmtry of motivation in facing the USSR; when Soviet forces were not

already embroiled in combat activities and U.S. forces were engaged in

conflict; when Soviet leaders were less confident about the ability of

their strategic forces to deter U.S. nuclear attack upon the USSR; and

when U.S. conventional forces ere rv)re clearly superior in the theater

of local disturbance or were substantially able to negate the support

provided by Soviet military units.

No American President has ever perceived the United States militarily

so strong or the USSR so weak that he reckoned war anything but a calamity

for the Ilest and acted incautiously when U.S.-Soviet conflict appeared
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plausible. U.S. ability to bring death and destruction upon the Soviet

" Union always was outweighed in importance in the mLnds of Amezican political

leaders by concern to avoid violence against American allies and the

United States. Thus U.S. strategic forces were never used to coerce the

USSR to withdraw from a position of influence--that is, to revise the

status quo. President Kennedy's message to the USSR in the Cuban missile

crisis was that a Soviet nuclear attack would be responded to in kind,

not that U.S. nuclear weapons would be used against the Soviet Union if

the missiles were not withdrawn. First use of a nuclear weapon by the

United States was threatened only in response t.o a massive Soviet offensive

by conventional means against U.S. allies in Europe and Japan.

American combat forces have never been deployed into an environment

including the use of firepower by Soviet armed forces. Despite the

rhetoric of "rollback" by Secretary of State John Foster Dulles, the

Eisenhower administration kept its distance from Moscow's suppression

of revolt in East Germany in 1953 and Hungary in 1956. President Johnson

acted no differently when battle-ready Soviet troops marched into

Czechoslovakia in 1968.

Serious American military action might have been threatened or

even taken in response to Soviet intervention in Hungary and Czechoslovakia

if PresIdent Eisenhower or President Johnson had believed the United States to

be so powerful that it could restrict hostilities to Eastern Europe

and triumph conventionally in short order. Not only was the latter

out of the qu:stion, but by 1956 the USSR could devastate Europe and

the United States with ruclear weapons, notwithstanding the even
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greater strategic capabilities of the United States. By 1968 the Soviet

strategic arsenal was greater yet. While President Eisenhower might

have lacked confidence about the possibility of a disarming first strike,

President Johnson had in mind only "assured destruction." Both Presidents

conceived U.S. intervention as leading to world war and the death of

millions, not the liberation of anything.

Nor did the Nixon administration act to counter the Soviet air

defense of Egypt or tactical air support lent Sudan and Iraq, let alone

Soviet assaults against China in 1969. China, of course, was a bitter

antagonist of the United States in 1969 and Soviet military actions then

as well as later in support of Arab allies were perceived under-

standable insofar as they were accepted as having been

taken in defense of the territorial integrity of the

USSR or Soviet allies. In Eastern Europe, the Kremlin was considered

to be acting only to preserve the status quo, this region having been

conceded to the USSR as a sphere of influence at the end of the Second

World War. When a crisis arose there, the United States always perceived

a substantial asymmetry of motivation favorable to the USSR. In these

situations, in which the USSR sought to preserve previously made gains,

the Kremlin not only held conventional superiority, but was considered

willing to go to war; while having learned to live peacefully, if dis-

tastefully, with Soviet dominance in Eastern Europe, the United States

was Pot so prepared.

For its part, Moscow also did not intervene violently'.to change

the status quo, not even in Yugoslavia and Rumania after things were

N
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allowed to slip too far. Soviet relations with Yugoslavia by 1951 and

Rumania by 1968 had evolved so substantially that, notwithstanding the

demonstrative use of Soviet armed forces, actual intervention against

these nations might have been taken as actions to change the status quo.

This revised background was critical to the possibility ambiguously

raised by the Truman and Johnson administrations of U.S. military support

for Belgrade and Bucharest, respectively. Even if Moscow was not put

off at all militarily in these instances by Washington's verbal warnings

and small displays of the flag, U.S. military power might yet have

influenced Soviet decisions insofar as the Kremlin contemplated drawn

out bloody battles in Yugoslavia and Rumania. A quickly accomplished

change of affairs could be counted upon to not provoke the United States;

but the prospect of a relatively long campaign of suppression was cause

for uncertainty about U.S. behavior.

Moscow also did hesitate in Hungary in 1956. After firsc hitervening,

Red Army units were withdrawn; and but for the British-French-,,raeli T1

attack on Egypt and President Eisenhower's statement renouncing U.S.

military action in Ea3tern Europe, the second intervention might not

have taken place. Although it was fairly clear that Prague would not

issue a Lall to battle in 1968, an important reason for this may have

been the certainty of Dubcek and his colleagues that NATO would stand

aside and Czechoslovakia would stand alone. U.S. behavior in Hungary

t.welve years earlier and U.S. diplomac) and the strategic balance in

1968 all pointed in this direction. By contrast, Bucharest and Belgrade

did not count upon an ability to defeat the Red Army, but upon anxiety

A

(- in Moscow about where the violence might end. ;
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Moscow was extremely cautious about using armed forces when U.S.

military units were already engaged in violence, no matter that the
U.S. target was a Soviet ally. North Korea was allowed to be blockaded

and its troops thrown out of South Korea by U.S. forces in 1950, and

-North Vietnam was bombed without provoking Soviet intervention in 1965-

68 and again in 1972. In both Instances it was the United States that

was defer-ding the status quo. In 1950, while the West agonized about

a prospective Soviet thrust into Western Europe, Stalin remained anxious

not to occasion conflict between the United States and USSR. General

MacArthur's drive north of the thirty-eighth parallel and the threat

to Manchuria and the Soviet Far East in 1950 presented a

dangerous situation, however. Moscow might even have worried about an

Inchon-type landing on Soviet territory. Battle between Americans and

Russians was almost certain if U.S. forces had entered into Manchuria

and Chinese forces had faltered. Yet this conflict need not necessarily

have spread to Europe, for Soviet interest to limit the occurrence of

circumstances seriously chancing a U.S. nuclear strike against the USSR

was considerable. Rather than widen the conflict further, Stalin might

have been content with a holding action in northern China and have been

prepared to concede the Korean Peninsula to the West.

The Vietnam War never presented the same risk of superpower conflict

as the Korean War because both Washington and Moscow quickly perceived

the necessity for tacit limits on their military activity-. Although

the United States did not consider Hanoi'a actions to be part of a

Soviet plan leading to aggression against major U.S. allies elsewhere,

--------------------------------- *g&?
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care was taken not to invade North Vietnam or engage in all-out

conventional bombing of the North; at least until 1972, by which time

I U.S. ground forces had been withdrawn from South Vietnam and it was

obvious that the United States had only limited political objectives.

Nor was the use of nuclear weapons ever seriously considered. The

Kremlin restricted its assistance to Hanoi to military materiel and

some air defense support. While Moscow remained relatively silent

about the latter, U.S. policymakers built up to the air war against

North Vietnam slowly and remained concerned not to kill Russians.

Besides U.S. interest in not provoking China, these self-limitations

by Washington and Moscow were related implicitly to a mutual fear of

conflict with each other. Possibly, Moscow would have restrained

itself If early in the war the United States had threatened North

Vietnam's future as an independent state or secured some North Vietnamese

territory just north of the border dividing the two Vietnars. Between

1965 and 1972, though, U.S. political leaders were wholly unwilling to

sanction ground intervention north of the seventeenth parallel and

probably would have remained of this mind no matter what defeats were

suffered in the South. Presented with imminent disaster, the more likely

choice was bombing of the North as was ordered in 1972. As during the

Korean War, each side exercised a considerable military deterrent upon

the other.

In the late 1940s Moscow was put on notice that conventional Soviet

aggression in Europe or against Japan might lead to a first use of nuclear

weapons by the United States. With the USSR's deployment of Intercontintal

strategic forces beginning in the mid-1950s this option increasingly

_? l... ... .P ... i P'- .. .. +"+' +" +++' '+++ "++ :+" :" ... .. :"+++,++ -++ :" +;....... ... .. +-+ ""+" +' ... .... .. .. .. + -= . ..'+'"++ :+
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lost credibility, however. When the USSR finally acquired the capability

to deploy aonventional forces beyond a narrow peripheral belt

around the Soviet Union beginning in the late 1960s, the United States

was already beginning to think in terms of rough equivalence or varity

in superpower strategic forces. No American President could seriously

consider a first strike against the USSR in a non-NATO/Japan crisis;

rather, great care was to be taken not to set dominoes falling that

might end in a launch of nuclear weapons by either superpower. Likewise

did the USSR appear to worry about this prospect.

In a context of nuclear standoff which, in practical political

terms during crises might be dated back as far as the 1956 Suez conflict,

forward and otherwise quickly deployable conventional forces have been

important determinants of conflict resolution. In the postwar era the

United States has never maintained forces able to contest Soviet land

and air power aimed at maintaining authority in Eastern Europe. Similarly,

U.S. conventional power able to be directed at Cuba during the missile

crisis presented the USSR with such poor options as 1) a suicidal nuclear

attack and 2) threats to seize West Berlin or attack Western Dirope at

a time when the United States was more willing to resort to first use

of nuclear weapons.

The achievement of strategic parity with the United

States gave the Kremlin more confidence in making forward deployments

and threatening ilitary Intervention in crises. When Soviet military
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units were deployed abroad or a threat to do so was made, U.S.

policymakers found further escalation unacceptable or were willing

to do so only as a screen behind which diplomacy was worked at

furiously. A brief glimpse of this U.S. predicament was first ob-

tamned at the tail end of the '1one War; it was displayed sharply

in response to the Soviet air defense of Egypt and even more so

following the Brezhnev threat to intervene at the end of the

October War. Sixth Fleet movements in 1967 and the DEFCON 3 alert in

1973 may have inhibited Moscow from airlifting troops to the Middle East*,

but if this had occurred, the United States was not prepared to

endanger their safe arrival in Syria and Egypt, respectively, or to

threaten to join Israel in conflict on Arab soil. Had the 1967 war

occurred in 1973, it is plausible that Moscow would have

threatened a serious interventionary act before Israel seized all

of Gaza, Sinai, the Golan Heights, and the West Bank; which is to

say that in 1967 U.S. military power, both strategic and conventional,

was a greater deterrent to Soviet behavior than it was in 1973.

In 1970 the United States had small ability to coerce Moscow to

reverse its decision to provide Egypt air defense and withdraw its air-

craft and missile crews. The circumstances,of course, were radically

different from the missile crisis, the only previous occasion when such

a large number of Soviet ground and air combnt personnel were deployed

any distance from the USSR. Eight years after the missile crisis the

1i
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USSR had a powerfal second strike strategic capability and a credible

counterpart to the Sixth Fleet in the Mediterranean. Endangered was

Egypt, not the United States or even Israel. Conceivably, the Nixon

Administration could have preempted President Nasser's call for

Soviet support or, before Moscow responded, placed some extreme

pressure upon Israel to end its deep penetration raids. Had the Nixon

administration placed a premium on disallowing unilateral Soviet

military involvement in the Arab-Israeli conflict in 1970, its principal

option, beyond ship visits, was the temporary emplacement of tactical

aircraft in Israel, accompanied by a statement that the deployment was

to insure the security of Israel. This policy choice was out of the

question, though, insofar as Egypt and not Israel was under attack, the

USSR proclaimed its purpose as defensive, and the United States sought

to curb Tel Aviv and gain favor with the Arabs.

Punishing attacks by Soviet piloted aircraft upon Ethiopia,

Zaire or Iran to compel their termination of support for the insurgencies

in Sudan and Iraq could have been responded to by U.S. ship visits, the

dispatch of Marine or airborne troops :or engagement in joint exercises,

or the visit of fighter aircraft in the hope of warning Moscow off.

Such a course would have required a considerable risk of exposure how-

ever, in that the Congress ard American public would doubtfully have

supported more than this and the Executive itself was unwilling

to engage U.S. forces seriously in these theaters except perhaps to

insure Western access to Persian Gulf oil.
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U.S. military transport aviation did prove a powerful counter-

part to Moscow's use of this Instrument during the October War, re-

stocking Israel's inventories to an extent that Egypt and Syria

did not obtain an advantage as a result of Soviet shipments. Notwith-

standing those later Soviet airlifts in support of the MPLA and

Ethiopia, this experience may ha.le cautioned Moscow to. the extent of

holding off from such support as long as it appeared likely that the

Uvited States would act to natch Soviet efforts of this type.

In response to a direct provocation or third world conflict of

importance, U.S. policymakers typically turned first to the navy and

ordered to the scene a task force usually including at least one

aircraft carrier. Rather than escalate, the Kremlin's typical reaction

was to order the appearance of a countering naval force, usually in the

form of an anti-carrier group, to preclude the political impact of a

singular U.S. show of the flag. Moscow's timing of deployments, their

location, and the activities of Soviet naval vessels generally reflected

considerable caution and concern to insure that these demonstrations

constituted only a joint appearance and did not imply preparedness for

superpower conflict. With almost no probability of U.S. military

intervention in the Indo-Pakistani War of 1971,Soviet warships toodled

along with the Enterprise task force; the major Soviet reinforement

in the Sea of Japan after the Pueblo was seized followed developments

making a U.S. air strike against North Korea exceedingly unlikely; and

when, in the 1970 Jordanian crisis, the United States made clear its1 _Z
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readiness to militarily back up Israeli entry into the fighting,

which was narrowly ave ttd, Soviet warships seemed not to figure politically

.at all.

Doubtfully did Soviet naval operations ever deter contemplated

violent actions by U.S. warships in these instances, although they

may have reinforced U.S. caution. Almost certainly Moscow would

have steered clear if U.S. fighter aircraft had arrived on the

scene while the Pueblo was being taken into custody and fought off

the intelligence vessel's Nortl Korean captors. Probably the Kremlin

would not have reacted militarily t quick, limited U.S. retaliation

against North Korea then, or in 1969 after the EC-121 shootdown, or

after th. 1976 DMZ murders. In fact, though, once North Korea had done

its deeds, U.S. policymakers recognized them as faits accomplis and

rejected military retaliation as complicating a broad range of U.S.

objectives and interests, including distancing Moscow from Pyongyang.

For their part, U.S. policymakers did not worry about provocation

by Soviet warships but about setting in. motion a series of events

leading to any form of superpower conflict. Hence in the past decade

the United States was willing to come closest to engagement in new

hostilities in support of Jordan, a close longtime U.S. ally and object

of Sixth Fleet support on a number of occasionc earlier,when it was

in imminent danger of being overrun by Syrian military power in 1970.
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In this instance, the USSR recognized its adveraary's strong moti-

vation, sense of urgencyand yet limited objective, and was prepared

to stand clear. The United States, as a patron intent on defending

the status quo, enjoyed a considerable psychological advantage.

6
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Chapter 15

PROSPECTS FOR THE FUTURE

Defending the USSR and strategic deterrence remain the most important
missions of the Soviet armed forces. Soviet political authorities, though,

do not appear worried about an unprovoked U.S. strategic attack on the USSR,

U.S. led NATO aggression in Europe, or invasion by China. Although Soviet

military leaders are more cautious, if only by training and interest, they

are increasingly confidert about their abilities. They should be: The

USSR has achieved strategic parity, and neither NATO nor China has the

ability to carry off a successful invasion.

Besides having massive military power in Eastern Europe and Soviet

Asia, Moscow now has at its disposal conventional military forces

allowing a near global reach. Routine naval deployments in the Atlantic,

western Pacific and Indian Oceans and the Mediterranean can be orchestrated

and powerfully reinforced; fighter planes, helicopters and armored

vehicles as well as Soviet and allied uniformed personnel can be quickly

sent to support foreign friends via strategic transport aircraft; and

ground and air units can be sent abroad by cargo vessels when an airlift

is unneces!.ary or infeasible.

These forces are not invulnerable, of course. After all, many

nations, particularly the United States, possess warships, aircraft and

ground forces able to inflict heavy damage upon Soviet forces forward

deployed or in transit. To do this, though, risks not only the Kremlin's

application of further ground, air, and naval forces locally and, as

may be relevant, elsewhere in the world, but Soviet resort to nuclear

7)
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weopons. Only the United States, China, France and the Urited Kingdom

azo known to be able to direct nuclear weapons at the USSR, and doubtfully

would these nations ever use strategic weapons against the Soviet Union

exc. t in retaliation for an attack upor~ their own territories.

If Moscow does inrt use armed 'li:t to iittack foreign nations

OL..rightly, either to gain domoalc~n evior toe or to emplace friends in

power, it does have 1:\ie cspa- .i t .,trt an'i will to threaten the

use o S military powPT t'l .nfluence untable situktinr .n order to

acl leve it-s objectives. The Y~remlin ha3 rot acts~d Tasly, but the

aLq.isitiOn of vo;e-.ul :.-.id mob-Ile corvertionafl forc-- nnd of strategic

na-C:ar ;crcez: cqi%0L o those uf Lhx! '-Jrited Sta3te ,: a eig

dipl~omatic int-~~ tc Soviet 4eL2L:ionFqkers. The Pri.,.fiac of these

cli~uges and the -recoz.k :. Moscow' p ast upze c" arme foices as a

political instrument !.)r fut.'ve Soviet political-illtary operations are

numerable and powerful.

hai.pH-ations for U.S. Diplomacy

II42

From time to time Soviet allies hostile to the United States or

to nations having close relations with the West may be threatened by

domestic adversity or become engaged in a tense situation or violent

conflict with a neighbor. Directly or indirectly, U.S. policymakers

may prefer Moscow's ally to be weakened or even driven from power;

-ink4 c-.-.esidftring iocal poll-cal and =tlitary fornes exclusively,

-this might be the p-ognosis. However, Soviet military capabilitites

afford deczisiurmak.3rs in the Kremlin a means to prevent

that potential outcome, by violent action on behalf of a friend or by

threatening, that intervent~ion and thereby making its ally more resolute

and vaakafiiug the will ff its antagonist. The target of M*.1cov' *
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coercive effort may be a close friend of the United States or other

nation In which the West has an important military, economic or

political interest.

But even if no such interest is perceivable, the United States

cannot appreciate an association between outcomes conforming to Soviet

objectives with the use of Soviet armed forces. For besides any

prospect of direct adverse impact upon U.S. interests in

the immediate controversy, the successful demonstration of Soviet military

power can be a precedent, if not a gateway, to Moscow's reliance upon

armea might to secure positions or achieve new objectives abroad.

Allowed by the United States a clear field for intervention, the

threshold of toleration of Soviet policymakers might decline, thereby

making the Kremlin more prone to intervene on behalf of clients or

likely to do so at an earlier stage in response to local developments.

Watchful third parties also may be discouraged in their resistance to

the accommodation of Soviet objectives in their relations with both

the USSR and local Soviet allies. Taking another tack, third world

nations made more fearful of a Soviet ally or the USSRI directly may

increase their defense spending and seek an increased supply of armaments

from the United States, whereas the United States might have strong

reason not to supply the desired weapons and foresee the result of this

budgetary change to be economically dangerous, The latter argument, in

turn, might lead to pressure for U.S. grant aid or concessionary credits.

The United States and its industrial allies may too be driven to spend

more on defense and deprive their peoples of a higher standard of living

or more stable economy.

, ,*1
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In times past, the United States, wisely or not, reacted to local

crises by alerting or deploying projection forces with considerable

confidence that the USSR could not respond militarily in any relevant

way. Almost always the occasion was one of threat to a regime in power

or nation having close relations with the United States, thereby affording

U.S. decisionmakers a powerful asymmetry in motivation in additon to

unchallenged U.S. military capability locally and a strategic imbalance

favorable to the United States. Even during its period of greatest

relative strength, U.S. military ihnits were rarely used to coerce the

un.seating of a Kremlin ally or to deny the sovereignty of a Soviet

friend. U.S. military activities against Syria in 1957 re7resented the

exception, not the rule. Such U.S. political-military operations now

are far more dangerous in that the USSR has since gained the wherewithal

to bring credible military forces to bear locally and is likely to be

strongly motivated to secure an ally and insure that U.S. military power

is not responsible for the downfall of a friend. A related and very

relevant implication is that the United States will suffer strong pressure

to stand by and watch helplessly when a U.S. friend, having gone too far

in attacking a Kremlin ally, finds itself coerced and even subjected to

violence by Soviet military power. Although the United States may have

little sympathy for its ally's position in this circumstance, it neverthe-

less stands to lose credibility and to see develop a perception of

greater Soviet power. At the same time, Moscow's ally may come to feel

particularly dependent upon the USSR.
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Using U.S. military units to screen a political misfortune in

circumstances wherk U.S. policymakers are unwilling to resort to

violence makes little sense when it means giving Moscow an opportunity

to order a joint military appearance perceivable as a deterrent to

U.S. military action. In response to an attack by a Soviet friend upon

a U.S. military unit or group of civilians (for example, an airliner),

cr against a U.S. ally, American policymakers may feel impelled to

respond militarily, but yet not wish to retaliate ith violence. Their

inclination almost certainly will be to call upon naval units to

establish a threatening presence or show of force. A naval task group,

after all, can be easily withdrawn, its movements are not dependent

upon the permission of third parties, and it can draw reasonably

close to the territory of a vast number of nations. However, to

sound a warning these drys, a naval force must be quite powerful and

not merely symbolic.

To the extent that a naval operation is symbolic and incapable

of both defending itself and projecting power ashore in the face of

opposition, it is likely to be perceived at; an expression of uncertainty

and weakness rather than as a warning by a great power that the repetition

of such behavior brooks near-certain violent retribution. When the

opposition is a Soviet &aval force, the itapression gained may be not

only that the United States is divided or unwilling to become embroiled

In a local conflict, even when provoked, but that the United States is

more fearful of its global adversary than is the USSR. Iv practical terms,

to appear powerful at sea in the face of Soviet warships will usually require

the utilization of multiple aircraft carier task groups and no less.

* - 6,-~ -~-,-, i
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The dispatch of one carrier task group in response to a serious crisis

constitutes in today's world only a gesture, indicative of interest and

concern, but not of a commitment to use force, if necessary, to achieve

a particular outcome. Coupling strong language with the deployment of a

single carrier group, if it does not raise the risk of the naval presence

being ignored, may only insure widespread attention to that resuit.

Carrier task groups are bpF^'" j,-sj to ;.aow off U.S. military power

and commitment in non-crisis s'.-"'ins and, at the other end of the

continuum, when the prospect of U.S. military action (including use of

firepower) is very real. In the latter circumstance U.S. policymakers

can couple a large naval presence with language strong enough to caution

Moscow to stand back and avoid L superpower confrontation at sea. U.S.

warships might also put in a joint appearar:ce with Soviet vessels

when it might appear clear that Moscow intends no violence in a crisis

in which a Kremlin friend is suffering, thereby reversing the pattern

that has developed. A prudently timed U.S. ap-pearance of this sort,

disallowing a unilateral presence of the Red 'Star, might point up to a

Soviet client the limited utility of alliance with the USSR.

When a U.S. ally is subjected to a brief burst of violence or fait

accompli and a U.S. military response is desired, the airlift of armaments

or forward deployment of tactical aircraft might be sensible, assuming

the U.S. objective is to insure a status quo. What recommends these

discrete political-military moves is the lesser likelihood of their

being responded to in kind by the USSR insofar as Moscow wishes to avoid
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making a strong commitment to an aggressor when the United States appears

seriously willing to become militarily involved. Of course, It does not

make a great deal of sense to use land-based aircraft in the face of

opposition by Intermediary nations upon which their overflight or landing

is dependent, particularly when U.S. policymakers are unable to ignore

or override this antagonism--as occurred, for example, during the Iranian

crisis in early 1979: When the Carter administration deemed inappropriate

the deployment of a carrier task group into the Persian Gulf as a means

to demonstrate U.S. support for Saudi Arabia and chose instead to deploy

a squadron of unarmed F-15 Air Force aircraft that also were subjected

to a hmiliating flight schedule, the net demcostration effect was no

less than questionable--the very opposite of the goal intended.

Large-scale U.S. military intervention including the use of

firepower has been contemplated most seriously when an important friend

has been subjected to external attack by a Soviet ally or severe domestic

violence traced to Hoscow or a nation with close ties to the USSR.

Recognizing U.S. policynakers to be committed and -iewing its own

local interest primarily as one of possible gain rather than prospectiye

loss, the Kremlin has been unwilling to engage in a superpower confron-

tation in these instances. Although Soviet leaders may be willing to

probe, the prospect of achieving a new a vantage has not been a power-

"ful recommendation to them for escalaticn to a level of crisis including

the risk of war with the United States. Moscow may be particularly

responsive to the early political use of force and clear verbal signals
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privately given by the United States insofar as these actions are

able to reinforce Soviet expocttons before the Kremlin or its

ally goes further and can preempt an otherwise later need for Soviet
f4ce saving.

Past Soviet behavior has Indicated a willingness to stand by

vhile an ally is "punished" for a transgression against another nation,

including the United Scates, at least if the punishment is limited

in scope and duration and the intent is not to seize the ally's

territory or overthrow that regime. Clearly the security of the USSR

counts for a great deal more in the Kremlin than does any principle

of frate~ial solidarity or the particular interests of its friends.

Attempts by friends to manipulate Soviet behavior have not sat well at

all. Hence North Korea was given only untimely support after the Puebio

was seized; solidarity was even less after the EC-121 was downed; and

Pyongyang was left fully exposed in the aftermath of the murder of two

U.S. officers in the demilitarized zQne in 1976, Moreoyer, in early

1979 China was able to invade North. Vietnam without provoking violent

Soviet military action. The Kremlin could easily fathom that Peking

was aware of the USSR's close relationship with. ietnam; but at least

as long as China's leaders intended only to teach Hanoi a "lesson" in

response to the Vietnamese invasion of Cambodia and other provocations of

Peking, Moscow chose against conflict with China. Doubtfully would

Soviet leaders choose violence with the United States as their course
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if Washington retaliated with firepower in a limited way against

a Soviet ally that had cttacked a U.S. military unit or civilian

airliner or vessel at sea behaving in accordance with international

convention.

Many situations of conflict in the third world will not include

the context of an important nation longtime allied with one superpower

being placed in severe danger by an ally of the other superpower. Crises

also may erupt among nonaligned actors, unimportant or tenuous super-

power friends, or actors of which only one is closely identified with

the United States or the USSR. As a result, many Americans often may

consider local circumstances to not warrant the political use of U.S.

armed forces, let alone violent intervention. If the President never-

theless sees merit in the political use of the military or in making it

clear that military intervention might be appropriate in particular

contingencies, a majority or important minority in Congress might be-

lieve - "erW -i and want to insure against the Executive's use of armed

forces.

Although the President remains conmnander-in-chief, politically and

legally the climate of American foreign policy has changed radically

from that of the two decades follwing the collapse of the great wartime

alliance between the United States and Soviet Union. Cold War, the extended

thesis of containment and tight bipolarity have given way to multi-

polarism, detente and the salience of nationalism, and the legacy of

Vietnam has been powerful: Military activity, except as directed at
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defending NATO nations and a small number of other allies, is suspect;

the Congress and the public are unwilling to assume good judgment on

the part of the Executivs; and scrutiny of Presidential decis~onmaking

runs broad and deep. The Executive must now contend with the War Powers

Act, smalI. contingency funds, the Arms Export Control Act, and congression-

al preparedness to consider and even pass resolutions and legislation

undercutting its policies.

No President will relish the alert or deployment of U.S. armed

forces or the issuance of a verbal threat cf military intervention

when the Congress Is considering or has passed a resolution that the

United States should properly remain neutral or legislation disallowing

covert or military assistince to an actor the Executive prefers to support.

Of no small significance either as a deterrent to U.S. pclitical-military

operations is Executive fear of a stroag negative reaction to activism

by the Congress if not th public. The existenze of consensus or dis-

cord in the United States importantly influences perceptions abroad of

American steadfastness and comitment; and. rightly or wrongly, a

President may be prepared to resort to the military only if he perceives

the nation supportive of, or at least not opposed to, his prescription.

Whether it is termed opportunism or a pragmatic disposition

keyed to Marxist-Leninist ideology and the dictate of being a great

power unconstrained by a pluralist political system, the rccord of

past Soviet political-military behavior indicates a keen sensitivity

to U.S. discord, uncertainty and temerity about coercive diplomacy.
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American restraint has not been taken as an example to be followed

when the cause has related to a fulsome lack of U.S. willfngness to

becone militarily involved rather than interest to avoid provoking a

confrontation with the USSR. When the United States might hesitate to

militarily support an ally endangered by a Soviec ally, Moscow still

may refrain from any military activity itself. The prudent course,

after all, would be to have a U.S. ally defeated by a Soviet ally

without any risk of provoking a superpower milizary confrcr-tation.

However, the Kremlin also has an interest in being on the scene and

appearing at least partly responsible for the triumph of its friends.

If the United States is perceived wholly unwilling to countenance

violent conflict, Soviet military support of an ally on the offensive

is quite conceivable.

Although there is sensibility in wanting to stay out uf foreign

conflict in which important U.S. interests are not directly at stake,

clear signals to this effect including the nuance that U.S. military

intervention will not be provoked by Soviet military !nvolvement

would seem to give greater confidence and force to orgument by those

in the Kremlin who would resort to military means and undercut or

dissuade those who might think otherwise. Moreover, a favorable

experience including, as an important element, U.S. reticence may be

expected to provide further tupport to Soviet interventionists at a

later date when U.S. policymakers appeared similarly inhibited.
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If it could be concluded that the unilateral use of force by

Moscow has been associated with outcomes not unfavorable to U.S.

interests, the United States might do well to stand aside and relax

on these occasions. American interests, though, have not been made

better off as a result of Soviet political-military operations.

Sometimes U.S. interests have not suffered very mich, if at all, but

on other occasions damage was done--for example, by Moscow's gaining

access to foreign military facilities, the doubt cast upon American

readiness to give firm support to allies end other friends, and

restricted economic and cultural relations between the United States

and nations made par:icularly dependent upon the USSR and its allies.

The absence of restraint by the USSR also 'has vented greater argument

for increased U.S. defense spending, led to shows of force to reassure

anxious allies, and importantly influenced a broad spectrum of

relationships between the United States and the Soviet Union.

"Linkage" may or may not be preferred as a foreign policy

strategy, but to a considerable extent it is a political reality

in that the distrust occasioned by Soviet military interventions

affects the conduct of varied negotiations with the USSR, votes in

the Congress on foreign policy and defense issues to whic Soviet

behavior may be related, and relationships between the United States

and third nations of interest to the USSR. If it is difficult to be

more precise about these effects and easy to say that other developments

and elements of Soviet behavior also have been important, it is not

difficult to be persuaded that the Soviet use of force in the 1973
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Middle East war, Angolar civil war, and Ethiopian-Somalian conflict

as well as smaller and less noticed Soviet political-military operations,

individually and by their cumulation, importantly effected AmericanI

statecraft directed at the Soviet Union in the late 1970's. The

Kremlix, is not unaware of the souring impact of their political--mil-

itary behavior upon Soviet relations 'Ath the West and particularly

the United States. Certainly Moscow does not wish to unnecessarily

endanger the broad framework of cooperation and negotiations entered

into with the West beginning in the late 1960's or drive the United

States and its NATO allies into taking military decisions ard diplo-

macy adverse to the secuiity of the LSSR.

When major U.S. interests do not appear immediately at risk, the

political use ,f the military, to oe effective, requires the guidance

of a firm hand, and, to be wise, must be based upon a clearly articu-

lated global strategy dictating that action to be nonetheless essential.

Potential criticism at home must be preempted by persuasive explanation

and advercaries must be convinced about the Ftrength of American

motivation. Even then, and in addition to the danger of military

confrontation with the USSR, the use of armed forces still may be

mistaken; for though Moscow might be locally deterred, U.S. political-

military action might occasion adverse impacts upon American interests,

equal to or greater than the unilateral use of force by the USSR.

iii
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The political use of U.S. armed forces is not necessarily preferable

to the unilateral pursuit of this behavior by the USSR. Aside from

the calculated practice of linkage, other diplomatic approaches might

better recommend themselves as rewards and penalties to which the

USSR might be responsive. These other actions are taken up later in

this chapter in conjunction with discussion of the circumstances of

possible Soviet political-military operations in the future.

Some Constraints on U.S. Force Usage

Sizable U.S. military forces, of course, still can be brought

to bear on virtually any crisis on the globe. A single air-

craft carrier includes a full wing of the most advanced tactical

aircraft in the world; a Marine amphibious unit consists of a

battalion landing team and supporting helicopter squadron; and in

only a few days a fully equipped Army infantry or Marine brigade

could be deployed by strategic transport planes along with supporting

tactical aircraft. Yet cheap precision-guided anti-ship, surface-to-air

and anti-armor missiles and other munitions, and the acquisition of

Impressive numbers of advanced aircraft, armored vehicles and even

naval vessels by a host of otherwise less developed countries have

denied U.S. projection forces their invulnerability. Thereby, the



overwhelming psychological advantage these forces once enjoyed

has been stripped away. The threat able to be presented by Soviet

naval forces to U.S. task groups is greater yet; in the course of

the Defcon 3 alert during the 1973 Middle East war, U.S. navy men

became extremely anxious about the security of the Sixth Fleet,

notwithstanding its inclusion of three attack aircraft carriers.

A Marine amphibious force engaged in a crisis without air cover

is now particularly vulnerable.

Within a belt of about 1200 miles around the USSR, Soviet

ground and air fDrces can be rushed more rapidly than can similar

U.S. military units. Only to more considerable distances fror

the Soviet Union can Washington still deploy large forces faster

than can Moscow. The U.S. Air Force, though, has been incre.tsingly

hampered by foreign opposition to overflights and the use oY U.S.

military bases during third area crises. First felt durin the June War,

this hostility was acute during the October War. No long.i is this

hesitancy singularly related tc U.S. support of Israel se reover. In 1979,

for example, Spain objected to a stopover by U.S. F-15 aircraft on their

way to show the flag in Saudi Arabia and Turkey refused to permit the

entry of a small complement of Marines who were to stand by for

deployment to Iran to protect American citizens and the U.S. embassy

in Teheran if that Decame necessary. Overflight and stopover rights

can be counted upon only to the extent that those foreign nations share

~* -
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U.S. interests or are extremely dependent upon the United States, and,

eveu ther, exceedingly skillful diplomacy is requisite if that nation.

is not to be alienated. Meanwhile, Moscow has ignored the anger of

those who would deny overflight by Soviet aircraft and gained good

relations with an increased number of nations that would more willingly

grant this permission and allow landing and refueling by aircraft

in transit.

Besides issues about the political wisdom of any particular

intervention and the inherent dangers of military confrontation with

*,:e 1 3, U.S. pclicymakers also must confront questions about the risk

of stretching U.S. resources too thinly. On active service are about
400 warships, one million soldiers and Marines, and about 5,500 combat

aircraft (Air Force, Navy and Marine). However, discount U.S. strategic

forces, units committed to Europe and Northeast Asia, and non-combatant

ard unready elements of the armed forces,aDd those units available for

quick combat deployment elsewhere are found to be of a much

smaller magnitude. Typically, policymakers think of the U.S. third

world interventionary capability as including aircraft carrier task

groups, Marine amphibious units, and land-based Marine and Army airborne

formations (and their air transport). These forces are closely husbanded,

especially insofar as prudent military pJanners calculate the logistics

of extended operations and the possible need for further forces In the
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event a crisis escalates. When the USSR is militarily involved and the

United States is strongly committed to a particular outcome, both

politically and militarily it is all but requisite to send no less than

two carrier groups when the Navy is the chosen instrument. Yet to

deploy two carriers distant from their normal operating areas means

stretching the fleet terribly taut. What must also be kept .in mind,

moreover, when the USSR becomes militarily involved, is the ability

to otherwise fulfill major alliance obligations and demands that might

arise in the midst of, or as a re,-ult of, a new commitment of military

resources. The contingency of military intervention in the Persian Gulf

raises these questions acutely.

The Issue of Soviet Strategic MdL;at-Cage'

Some have argued that in the 1980's as a result of current

Soviet and U.S. strategic weapons procurement programs: 1) a Soviet

first launch of ICBMs can be calculated to destroy an extremely large

portion of the U.S. land-based ICBM force while U.S. forces will have

no such ability; and that 2) in consequence to a Soviet first strike,

U.S. deciaionmakers would be paralyzed because the possible targets of

U.S. non-ICBM strategic nuclear forces would include only civilian

centers, an attack upon which would be expected to lead to an even larger

Soviet attack upon U.S. population centers in consideration of much

larger emalng Soviet iulear forces.
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A memorandum prepared by Paul Nitze of the Committee on the Present

Danger argues:

When their [Soviet accuracy approxivates a tenth
of a mile, around 90 percent of our silos will
1ecome vulnerable to an attack by a single RV
Ere-entry vehicle-that is, warhead] against
each silo, provided that additional KVs are programmed
to substitute for missiles that fail during their
launch phase...If we were to use all our MINUTEMEN III,
taking account of their improved accuracy aud the
substitution of MARK-12A for MARK-12RVs, it is

unlikely we could destroy more than 65 percent of
the Soviet ICBM silos. 1/

About the decisionmaker's calculus, the words of the Committee on

the Present Danger are as follows:

We do not have to assume that the Soviet Union
will actually attack U.S. strategic forces. The
point is that they will have the capability to
increase their advantage with a counterforce first
strike. After suzh a first strike, the United
States would still have a capability for a second-
strike retaliation against Soviet economic and
political targets - in plain words, against their
"hostage" cities and industrial centers. If Soviet
civil defense failed, we could do "unacceptable damage"
to them, but their forces held in reserve would still
be greater than ours, and we have no effective civil
(or air) defense. Their third-strike potential
would leave the U.S. with a dangerously inadequate
deterrent. 2,
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This, it has been suggested, consl:itutes a strategic imbalance

favorable to the USSR and of value in a crisis insofar as Soviet

leaders would be more confident that the United States would not

launch nuclear weapons first and could be faced down by a Soviet threat

to use nuclear weapons. One might thus wonder about the proclivity

and success of Soviet political-military operations in this strategic

environment. Notwithstanding the accuracy of the above forecast of

strategic force structures, strong argument has been made against

the meaningfulness of the a'ove calculus to responsible Soviet military

planners, let alone Kremlin political leaders who would have to be

convinced that U.S. policy.makers would be so paralyzed that the USSR

could confidently ignore U.S. warnings about rerort to nuclear

weapons and could itself practice coercive nuclear diplomacy aggressively.

For one thing, it has been said that:

...the Soviet ICDM force Is not optimized for an

attack on U.S. land-based missile silos. Certsirily
one of the primary concerns of the Strategic Missii
Troops is effective counter battery fire--aimed at the
Minuteman and Titan force. But if the force were
optimized for their destruction, one might instead see
a larger number of mid-megaton range single warhead missile
launchers rather than the force that is in being t-day.
Nevertheless, where some sixty percent of the ICBM force
in the early 1970s could have been targeted on the U.S.
land-based force only some thirty percent, due to MIRVing,
are likely to be, in the early 1980s. The rest of the
force has other responsibilities, chat if properly met,
would figure as heavily in the svocuzity of the Soviet Union
as counter silo attacks.
...the targeting priorities of the S.i..T. have never, nor
are they likely to be, centered singularly on counter sllo
kills. The total force value of the Soviet ICBM force against
an extreme target set, either 90 percent hard targets or
90 percent soft targets, shows a greater potential against
soft targets than hard targets. When a balanced and changing
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target set is presented Soviet ICBM effectiveness
still leans heavily toward softer, more numerous
aim points. Total Soviet ICBM force value thus
seems more in line with producing flexible targeting
assignments...By striking only at missile silos, the

Soviet planner creates constraints in using the ICBM

force to its maximum value.
In a denial posture, as the Soviets have developed

it, the more drawn out these operations are, the
less effective the G.M.T. becomes. If, for instance,
the S.M.T. would either mirror U.S. punishment doctrine
by threatening or executing limited nuclear options
(LNOs) against the U.S. in a crisis, or attempt to
strike only the Minuteman/Titan force and withhold the
remainder of its force for intra-war bargaining, then
much of the "denial essence" of the S.M.T. would be
offset by the wide range of counter actions available
to the U.S. The reason the S.M.T. is not optimized
for counter silo attack or LNOs is because that approach
where ICBM attrition and exchange rates come into play,
creates the great.-st insecurity for the Soviet state.
It allows the U.S. to bring to bear its nuclear forces.
By this, "denial" begins to fade as an operative
doctrine. 3/

And too, there is the following perspective:

For all the sophisticated technology involved, this
is still a world of human beings and of military I
organizations with all the complication and imperfection
that entails. The attack envisaged in the standard
calculations requires at least 2,000 individual warheads
and at least 200 missile launchers, under the currently
projected configuration of the Soviet forces. If the
attacking weapons are to avoid destroying each other
instead of their intended targets, their timing must be
very closely coordinated and the accuracies planned
must be achieved to a very close approximation. This must
be done, moreover, not under the special conditions which,
for safety's sake, apply to missile test ranges, but under
the heat of crisis or even in the midst of a lesser war.
A large number of missiles which would have been sitting in
silos for extended periods of time and which would be
operated by frightened and confused people would have to
fire within seconds of their set plans. They would have to

.... I
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fly accurately to targets over routes that had not
bean flown before; their warheads must actually
explode at the end of the flight though that also
would never have been done before. The entire
intricate sequence must work to near perfection the
first time it is attempted, and, if it should not,
the attack ..ould fall well short of its objectives
with disaster for the attacker as the probable
consequence.

In the practical woclJ there are a great many things
that can go wrong with such a scheme, most of them

peculiar, detailed, unsystematic things that canot be
precisely anticipated or calculated. It is the great
profusion of these small, practical things - the
skeptical, reluctant missile launch officer; the
comunications link which fails; the thunderstorm
over a missile base; the unforseen re-entry effect on
live warheads, etc., etc,, etc. - which invalidate
positive inferences drawn solely from the standard
calculations.

Even cursory examinition is enough to plant serious

doubt that militar- planners on tL- Soviet side would actually
attempt the attack implied. 4./

Insofar as these questions are ones of technical uncertainty, a

new generation of more technocratically oriented Soviet political leaders

may be more, not less, cautious about eebracing a firet strike threat

scenario put forward by enthusiastic military men. They may be more

comfortable with mathematial and statistical argument, but their questions

may be more penetrating. Still, if they do receive answers uhich appear

credible to them, they might indeed be emboldened in their statecraft,

particularly if U.S. policymakers appear to perceive these arguments

as accurate and consider the United States at a disadvantage--that is,

if the perspettive and "rationality" of a strategic imbalance favorable to

the USSR are internalized by U.S. decisionmakers.
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Not implausible as a result of a shift in perceptions according

the USSR some degree of strategic advantage is a greater general

willingness of Soviet leaders to utilize conventional armedl forces

to defend friendly regimes and nations threatened by domestic or external

opposition. In thi3 strategic environment the psychological barrier

to deploying ground or tactical air units probably would be lower and

the Kremlin might airlift armaments in response to allied alarms

sooner than it might otherwise. If the United States is not likely, in

any case, to militarily respond to Soviet coercive activity aimed at

preserving an existing order and advertising no new adversity for

U.S. interests, it nevertheless is not in the interest of the United States

tbt Soviet military units should unilaterally decide the outcome

to unstable situations.

Much less reason exists to believe that the USSR would react

militarily if U.S. policymakers ordered military action against a Soviet

ally that was guilty of a violent or even political provocatiou directed

at the United States or an American friend. The Soviet nuclear advantage

over China in 1979 was enormous; yet Peking was allowed to enter and

beat up on Vietnam for weeks without Moscow ordering anything more than

a militarily weak naval presence, a small airlift and perhaps a partial alert

of forces in Asia. Although China was careful to proscribe its action as

limited and to be meant only as a "lesson" to Hanoi, the Kremlin doubtfuiy

appreciated the invasion of an ally which only recently had signed a

treaty of friendship and cooperation with the USSR. Possibly

I . _ __
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Moscow stood back as far as it did in order not to frighten the

West, thereby threatening U.S. rejection of a SALT II agreement,

higher Western defense expenditures and even closer relations

between the West and China. Whatever the relative importance of

these matters, it is difficult to believe the USSR was not concerned

that strong action tasen against China would risk major conventional

conflict and, possibly, even a limited nuclear exchange. To go this

far on behalf of an independent minded nation like Vietnam was almost

certainly unacceptable in Moscow.

Would the Kremlin be more willing to militarily support incursions

by allies into foreign territories or attempts to replace regimes

unfriendly to the USSR? Here too the barrier probably would be lower

to the extent the United States made clear an aversion to political-

military diplomacy. However, if this posture was not struck and

powerful U.S. conventional forces were able to be marshalled in a local

theater of confli%.t, it is extremely likely tlat the Kremlin would hold

back, both out of short and longer term considerations. For the utility

of the forecast imbalance does not lie in the military option of attacking

the U.S. land-based ICBM force, even with 90 percent ceztainty that the

United States would not retaliate in kind against high-value Soviet

targets, but in its prior deterrence of adverse U.S. behavior--that is,

powerful U.S. conventional operations during crises. Very doubtfully

would the Kremlin perceive an interest in escalating a third world crisis

which promised only local change to a point when it might have to decide in

4
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a conventional confrontation whether to back down ot fire nuclear

warheads At the United Scates.

As long as the matter of strategic ir'jalance remained in question

in terms either of the technical plausil,,ility of a successful first-

strike or its political implications, Soviet leaders would be taking

an extreme risk were they to attempt to coerce the United States explicitly,

let alone order an actual nuclear attack. That they would do so on behalf

of anything less than a security interest critical to the USSR does not seem

plausible. The Soviet Union has not made territorial claims on European

or Asian nations (besides a dispute over territorial waters with Norway)

: and the Soviet ethos does not suggest aggression--that is, unprovoked

military action-to destroy nations, to seize territory, or to capture

bodies for indoctrination. Irrespective of whether or not communist

religion sanctions offensive war, communism In the Soviet Union is

increasingly an ecclesiastic expericace. Soviet leaders do want the USSR

to be recognized as a great--and not just military-power and look forward

to greater glory for their nation; but, even if it is argued that they are

disposed to aggression, they do not laud the Soviet state enough spiritually

or have so little regard for their society and historical achievements

that they would risk without provocation a major attack upon, if not the

utter destruction of, their country. In the longer term, to the extent

the USSR explicitly attempted to capitalize on a perceived strategic

advantage, out did not launch a first strike, it could probably look

forward to a substantial U.S. strategic weapons buildup in response.

~~ !
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Elsewhere it has been argued that "in the Berlin crisis of 1961

our theater position was clearly unfavorable; we relied entirely on our

strategic superiority to face down Chairman Khrushchev's ultimatum.

In the 1973 Middle East crisis the theatcr and the strategic nuclear

balances were more balanced; both sides compromised." 5 / This is

misleading. What compromise in 19737 The U.S. pressure upon Israel

to finally observe the cease-fire? While this was the U.S. objective

in any case, to the extent it was reinforced by Soviet military pressure,

the concern was to ward off the emplacement into Egypt of Soviet ground

forces. U.S. behavior was not taken in reaction to or in anticipation

of a Soviet nuclear threat. The significance of Moscow's achievement

of strategic parity was that the Kremlin was made more willing to threaten

the use of its conventional capability on behalf of a severely endangered

regime in longtime alliance with the USSR, whose homeland was invaded

by a U.S. ally which possibly night have moved in the direction of Cairo.

As to Berlin, it is doubtful that Khrushchev would have grone much

further than he did in 1961 in a climate of strategic parity or even

the one of "disadvantage" forecast for the 1980's. If the U.S. nuclear

umbrella had been unilaterally withdrawm, a more threatening ultimati=

might well have been delivered or stronger conventional demonstrations

night have been orchestrated. Such political use of force by the USSR

is also conceivable had the United States not retrenched from its

declaratory policy of responding to a Soviet conventional attack in Europe

7, ------------
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with nuclear weapons i.f NATO conventional arms proved inadequate in combat.

Thus, the Kremlin might have been more likely to draw closer to the

brink of conflict. However, to resort to even limited violence, particu-

larly as long as U.S. declaratory policy remained unchanged, would have

required the acceptance of an enormous risk. The key to Soviet probing

and risk-taking then, now, and in the future would seem to be Moscow's

perception of the perspective held by U.S. decionrmakers. Rational

U.S. policymakers will not stick their heade in the sand and simply

refuse to accept what everyone else in the world believes with strong

reason, but they also may not accept the validity of a highly contentious

thesis and acknowledge U.S. weakness. Perceiving U.S governmental

rejection of this view, prudent and uncertain Soviet leaders are not

likely to precipitate a crisis on this basis, In the circumstance of

parity nr uncertain Soviet strategic edge, Khrushchev prCbably would have

followed a strategy similar to the one pursued by his successors a

decade and two decades later: that is, attempt to weaken ties between

the Federal Republic and United States and achieve West German accomodation

by a combination of intimidation based on a posture of military strength and

the inducement of good cooperative relations including the provision of

some hope about the future relations between the two Germanys. To provoke

a crisis in which West Germany &nd its allies were very seriously threatened

with nuclear attack or a conventional conflict that could escalate to tne

nuclear level in order to force a change in Bonn's overall foreign and
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defense policy posture required the acceptance of an exceedingly

dangerous and questionable course.

Conditions and Places of Future Activity

The political use of Soviet military units in the future is

unlikely to come as a sudden surprise. If Moscow's past behavior

is any guide, the United States need not fear the appearance of

Soviet armed forces in an otherwise quiescent setting and, thereupon,

Moscow's use of heavy military pressure to obtain an advantage on

behalf of an aly or itself directly. Soviet political-military 14

operations have not occurred as a bolt out of the blue, but have

been mounted in response to instabilities well-known to Western foreign

policy directors and certainly their intelligence services. Soviet

military interventions in the past usually were expected or were

plausible,as based on the observation of an endangered Soviet ally or

other interest or the recogn-.:ion of an opportunity for easy entry

into a situation of on-going violence. Rather than an exclamation

of surprise--as in, "they what?", analysts and policymakers need to

separate from the larger number of possibilities the relatively few

instances when the USSR is most likely to resort to tho military

and to determine the specific character of those prospective interventions.

Serious coercive military operations orchestrated by the Kremlin may be

forecast to occur only in response to major interstate and civil conflicts--

that is, situations to which the United States will ordinarily be greatly
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attentive. In these incidents, the real issue will be not how to avert

shock or even surprise, but how to either preclude Soviet intervention

or respond to it most sensibly.

The following is not a forecast of discrete Soviet poliical-military

operations in the future, but a summary of political developments in

response to which the USSR would be especially likely to engage in coercive

diplomacy. Those more doubtful circumstances are considered from a perspec-

tive that they would be of vast global significance if they did occur, they

are not inconceivable, and they would seem to be matters of cci.tinuing

concern to Soviet leaders.

Soviet Security in the West

Perhaps the most conceivable-if still, unlikely--manifestation

of Soviet military power en masse in the west is a drive against West

Germany following a development of extreme nationalism in the GFR or a

breakdown in democracy where factions favored by the USSR were not the

beneficiary. Sufferings of the Great Patriotic War are still remembered

in the USSR and Soviet citizens are attentive to reports of neo-Nazi

activities, West German rocket testing in Zaire, and any sign of

militarism in the Fede:cal Republic. The occurrence of a radical shift

to the right in the GFR would create enormous anxiety among Soviet

citizens as well as among Eastern and also Western Europeans.
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Three and a half decades after the demise of Adolph Hitler,

Europeans are hopeful about the strength of West Germanyc socio-politi-

cal fabric. "Objective" measures of economic performance and partici-

patory democracy and, too, the quality of parliamentary government in

Bonn lead to a conclusion that the prospect is great for continued regime

stability in West Germany. Still, the non-developyoental establishment

of German democracy mid the absence of national social roots cause

Germans and their neighbors cution and suspicion that the Federal

Republic's institutions are thin-shelled.6/ The Pxperiences of the first

half of thF Lwentieth century have -.de the threshold for strong confi-

dence exceptionally high, while adverse developments tend to take on

heightened meaning. If West Germans were forced to face economic

difficulties or seriously doubted U.S. leadership on major global

issues or NATO's ability to deter Soviet military attack and hostile

politic-' initiatives directed against the GFR, many worry that Bonn

would elect or be pressured to adopt an independent political course.

One possibility :s that the Federal Republic might seek the

neutralization of Central Europe including the GFR and GDR. Another

direction, and one thaL could be taken in the wake of a fail-are to

persuade the USSR to lessen its presence in East Germany, might be to

adpt an increas4ngly less conciliatory posture over Issues of difference

with Western and Blo- nations and to seek an independent role in inter-

national affairs. This, increased budgetary emphasis on defensE, and any

development of doubt about Bonn's willingness to abide by the Nuclear

ilil,-_ I:
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Nonproliferation Treaty, to which the Federal Republic is a signatory,

would kindle substantial fear among Europeans who might quickly

draw out of their closet of memories recollections of the First and

Second World Wars. In the current European military environment

ccnfident Soviet military commanders might obtain an aud4 ...ice among

concerned political leaders receptive to a plan calling, for example,

for the rapid occupation of some portion of northern West Germany,,

perh.ps the Duisberg-Dortimlnd-Bonn triangle, in a time span and by

means sensitive to avoiding NATO's use of tactical nuclear wedpons

and even major involvement by U.S. ground fcrces.7/ In a cli:-ate

of growing general concern about the future behavior o West Germany,

Bonn's NATO allies might be less prepared to risk their own territorial

security by quickly joining in the defense of the Federal Republic,

while GFR forces alone were inadequate to the task. Achieving its

limited military objectives, Moscow might then, or even earlier, call

for a cease-fire and negotiations aimed at the restructuring of the

Federal Republic's pol-i cal system to exclude unacceptable groups

and the demilitarizat .. and neutralization of West Germany.

Prior to any military action and, indeed, to dvoid it, Moscow

would probably attempt to obtain its objectives by c'he demonstrative use

of Soviet armed forces--that is, by deploying more forces into East

.Germany and having those units mass or e,:ercise near the West

German border. Soviet behavior in this instance might be some ",!*t

analogous to that in response to deve~opments in Czechosova !'i

prior to the actua3 intervention in 1968. Not in control of West

A
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Germany, Soviet-leaders might beepece to sekngotain

with Dloan to dissuade the Federal Republic against particular actions

and to seek guarantees that certain behavior would not be pursued.

F~ailure of discussion and cautious verbal warnings might give way to

stronger statement3 and shows of force of increased magnitude insofar

aMoscow probably would vish to u.,,. the least amount )f coercion

necessary t~o achieve minimal goals rather than engage, at any early

stage, W1en the degree of change in store was lass apparent, in a

massive and fearsome di.monstration ol Soviet military power, let alone

invasion of veat Famny ather then occur suddenly, very threatenin,;

actions~ and finally, perhap3, invasi.on would be nore likel.y to follow

the failure of negotiation ad lesser 6cmonstrations.

The precluston of Soviet and other European insecurity about

West Germany is perhaps best assured by 1) a Soviet posture not'

threatening to the Federal Republfc and all owing communications between

the two Gernanys; 2) sustained W'stern interest to insure an economically I
strong GFR: and 3) continued reinforcement of the institutions of West

C2rman demrocracy. The triumph of German deisocrarcy nay include, at same

point, tcderation of a poJliticr'l viewpoint particuzldrly hateful of %:he USSR

commanJing a worrisoyte popular follow'.Ag, Insofar as this does not

!cad to aggressive governmental behavior by Bonn, the United States

fnust appear especially prepared to honor its W.TO commitments so as

to cause Soviet policymakers pause to hasty and probably counterproductive

coercive diplomacy.
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Not so momentous in significance, but more likely in occurrence

and, too, a prospective cause of Soviet political-military opera-

tions, are certain paths that might be taken by Finland, Norway,

and Yugoslavia.

Sharing a border less than one hundred miles from Leningrad,

and again with the experience of the Second World War in mind, the

Kremlin has insisted that Finland maintain considerable distance

from the West and be particularly accommodating to Soviet interests.

Soviet security concerns would almost certainly dictate some demon-

stration, if not intervention, against FJnland in the event that

anti-Russian sentiments were manifested overtly by Helsinki and

neutrality and "Finlandization" were explicitly rejected. In the

postwar period, Ehc1sinki has cautiously attempted to "de-Finlandize"

its relationship with the USSR; not to align itself with the West,

but to reduce Moscow's expectations and to obtain a situation of

substantively recognized and respected neutrality. Finland hosts

a vibrant democratic political system, an economy based on free

enterprise and including firm trade ties with the West, and is also

a member of the Nordic Council and an often leading member in the

United Nations.

For the USSR, the problem has been to delimmit Finnish in-

dependence and to insure a critical attentiveness in Helsinki to

Soviet interests and predispositions. Thus during a visit to

.Helsinki in 1978 Soviet Defense Minister Ustinov raised for con-

sideration the subject of joint Soviet-Finnish military maneuvers,

and shortly before Finland's elections in .979 Moscow attempted

to coerce Finnish voters and the composition of a new government.8/
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Hence one Pravda story told readers that "many prominent political

and public figures are returning again and again to the significanceU
for Finland of fruitful cooperation with the neighboring Soviet

state"; and another article, after demanding that "the Finnish

Government should be friendly toward the Soviet Union," Went on to

say that "it is no accident therefore thet the local progressive

public is bewilder6d by reports that have appeared in the Finnish press

to the effect tlbat certain circles in the current government coalition

parties are beginning to talk about the possibility of post-election co-

operation vitn the National Coalition Party" (the conservatives). 9/

Me call for jcint exercises was denied politely but firaly, while

Soviet pre-election statements may have been important to the victory

of a record number of conservatives--that is, a substantial number

of Finn s may have voted as they did in protest to Soviet pressurc.1O._/

(Doubtfully did a smaller number of Finns vote for conservatives

in positive response to the Soviet commentary.) There is a point in

this type of behavior beyond which the Kremlin would probably conclude

that some special flexing of Soviet military muscle was necessary to remind
Finland that its mighty neighbor's tolerance is limited and that the

USSR can not be toyed ,with.
Further north, the USSR retains a strong interest in assuring

its Northern Fleet clear access into and through the Barents Sea and in

gaining continental shelf resources, To obtain greater confidence and

control over their interests in the north in the 1970s, the Kremlin

resorted to a nurber of politically aggressive strategems. Powerful

military forces were deployed and otherwise earmarked for the northern

theater, direct challenges were posed to Oslo's authority in Svalbard and

'5
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in waters off the north coast of Norway, norms of "innocent passage" in

Norwegian waters were violated, and aggressive surveillance activities

were conducted by both Soviet aircraft and ships. In 1978 a TU-126 AWACS

(airborne warning and control system) aircraft crashed near an island of

the Spitzbergen group, leading to a massive Soviet air and sea search

effort that was joined by U.S., British, and Norwegian military search

actions. One writer has argued that "the stage was set for a... mini-

crisis." 11/ Norway, for its part, has sought to steer a middle course

of maintaining strong relations with NATO, while not allowing its allies

a presence in those areas about which the Kremlin has been exceptionally

sensitive; and if sometimes Oslo has responded firmly to Soviet initiatives,

it has attempted to persuade Moscow of its geographic and economic claims

and often looked the other way in the face of subtle Soviet tactics.

Moscow will probably see continued merit in efforts aimed at weakening

Norwegian sovereignty over the Svalbard archipelago and pressuring Oslo

to accommrdate Soviet economic objectives. At the same time, the Kremlin

will undoubtedly expect Norway to continue to keep its NATO allies out

of certain sensitive geographic areas economically and militarily. Quite

conceivably the lengths to which Oslo is prepared to go will not be

enough for Soviet leaders; and, at some point, the latter will resort to

discrete political-military operations to either deter or compel some

Norwegian action. Or, continued Soviet pressures or behavior insensitive

to Norwegian sovereignty and claims m~ght cause Oslo to draw closer to

NATO militarily and, to warn Moscow off, allow some foreign presence into

an area hitherto put off limits. In short, the possibility exists for

both aggressive Soviet tactics taken as part of a calculated diplomatic

.....................----. .*..*-.
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offensive or a cycle of deterioration in Soviet-Norwegian relations in-

cluding Soviet military demonstrations taken defensively; the first, of

course, being a potential catalyst to the second. Perceiving signs of a

toughening Norwegian position in 1979, Moscow issued the following warning

to Oslo:

The operation of the AWACS system in
Norwegian airspace, the use of Norwegian
airfields to service NATO air force planes
and the siting of foreign electronic
reconnaissance stations on Norwegian
territory cannot be regarded other than
as a buildup of U.S. and NATO activities
in that region-a buildup which may have
serious consequences. . ..

All this cannot fail to cause the
Soviet side legitimate concern. One
cannot help wondering: Do these plans and
actions accord with the proclaimed official
Norwegian policy of not siting foreign
bases on national territory in peace-
time. 12/

The USSR retains a powerful interest in Yugoslavia for

numerous reasons, including:concern that Belgrade might at some

time slip from nonalignment into closer political nnd even security

cooperation with the West, the example of national communism to

Eastern European nations, the continued sense of "loss" that a

nonaligned Yugoslavia represents, and Yugoslavia's geostrategic

position as a bridge to the central Mediterranean. Although President

Tito has steered a careful middle course between East and West, he has

at different times also leaned more closely toward or away from the USSR,

leading in the latter instances to a deterioration in relations with

Mo-cow and an increased disposition in the Kremlin to exert pressure upon

Belgrade both to bound Yugoslav independence and to cause Tito to

become more sensitive to Soviet interests and positions.

za.5
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As in the past, drawing closer to the United States or into apparent

alliance with China and the United States as a result of symbolic

actior.s or agreement on a range of issues will raise the prospect of

Soviet political-military coercion in the form of new Soviet deployments

I- into Hungary and special redeployments and exercises there. Hostile

naval activities in the Adriatic also are possible, but less likvly

insofar as the Soviet navy would probably want to avoid prejudicing its

usage of Yugoslav facilities. Such naval actions would also risk attract-

ing a countervailing Sixth Fleet presence. A larger questicn, though,

is how the USSR will react to the loss of President Tito and worrisome

developments in Yugoslavia thereafter.

Surely if Tito's successors seek to ab.ndon Marxism-Leninism or

take an anti-Soviet stance, the Kremlin will react vigorously and at least

contemplate militarl pressures, even if the maintenance of political

unity in Belgrade and Yugoslavia's continued readine3s to simultaneously

engage in drawn out regular and irregular warfare--that is, people's

defense--proved a pcwerful deterrent to actual military intervention.

Almost as certain is the unlikelihood of Moscow's responding to Pres-

ident Tito's passing by mechanically engaging in coercive activities

designed to bring Yugoslavia back into the bloc. Probably the Kremlin

will watch to see if those who assume leadership in Belgrade shaw signs

of changing course by their policies and if stability is being main-

tained. As long as Soviet leaders lack certainty that the poat-Tito

political constellation in Belgrade will be weak, noncommunist, or

depart from neutrality, and believe Yugoslavia will be defended resolutely,

they are likely to wait upoz developments. If those Yugoslav institutions
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() established earlier to provide a new basis for stability prove too weak

and the nation's political system and uncertain social unity begin

to crumble, Moscc,, no doubt, will become uneasy, while, as Adam

Roberts has remarked, "if those foundations fail, the idea of General

People's Defence might be quickly foigotten; or, worse, it might be

perversely misused for civil war."13/ Add to severe instability and a

defense uystem in disrepair a call by a major aomestic faction in

Yugoslavia for Soviet support and the threshold to Soviet coercive

diplomacy and at least limited military intervention appears markedly

lower. In this sense the question is not so much how the USSR will

behave toward Yugoslavia after Tito, but how Yugoslavs will behave

toward each other.

Authority and Security in Eastern Europe

Past behavior, continuing Soviet security interests and inter-

nalization of the Brezhnev doctrine suggest military diplomacy to be

an essential form of reaction to political change in a Warsaw Pact

nation threatening an end to Marxism-Leninism or its solidarity with

the USSR. Perhaps the most prospective candidates for hard glances by

Moscow are Poland and Rumania.

Devotedly authoritarian, the Ceausescu regime nevertheless has

gradually staked out a substantAally independent foreign policy posture.

Bucherest also has disallowed multinational-WTO combat exercises on

Rumanian soil, refused Red Army formations passage through Rumania to

Bulgaria and gone its own way in determining the size of its defense

budget. Moscow has not responded nonchalantly to this heterodoxy. The

Rumsnians have been pushed hard politically and on a number of occasions
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have bee. subjected to military coercion. The latter is not an improbable

response to new free-spirited actions by Bucharest as it attempts to

wend its way to a position of substantive, if not formal, neutrality.

Soviet political-military diplomacy is even more likely if

Bucharest adopts liberalization measures soon (an unlikely prospect) or

if the nuance of its foreign policy shifts from respectful independence

to anti-Sovietism. Soviet attitudes toward Rumania also may be impor-

tantly influenced by the course of developments in Yugoslavia. Concern

that intervention in Rumania might end in conflict with Yugoslavia and

fighting with the West is perhaps anessential deterrent to the first;

indeed, Rumanian security may be based not so much on Bucharest's

avowed intent to bitterly resist Intervention and to do so at length,

but by its feared role of detonator. If this is true, then, unlike the

posture of the West toward Soviet domain in other Eastern European

nations, coercive U.S. military diplomacy may t.e quite appropriate as a

means to counter thre3tened Soviet intervention in Rumania; not by

threatening to support Rumanian resistance, but by standing firmly by

Yugoslavia--a neutral nation-to which Moscow might fear the conflict

would spread. On the other hand, accommodation by Yugoslavia to the

USSR or a period of weak leadership in Belgrade might be profoundly

dangerous for Rumania.

If the Kremlin does entertain the idea of intervention in Rumania

more seriously, it probably will be more disposed also to the demonstrative

use of force. For if serious military action against Rumania is con-

sidered a potentially necessary response to intransigence by Bucharest,

Moscow probably would be attitudinally more open to the coercive use of

Pa W
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the military as a cheaper means of achieving its objectives; although

if the Kremlin was to consider how often its political-military diplomacy

in Eastern Europe has failed, it might determine that what was most

sensible was to skip this phase as one of wishful thinking and warning

and act with sudden violence; its real choice, in effect, being all or

nothing. This is not an easy lesson to accept, however. In any new

crisis, Soviet leaders are likely to feel strongly that lesser

measures should be tried first. With this in mind, the means of avoiding

Soviet coercive diplomacy as well as intervention are to alert the USSR

to the futility of these exercises and present a serious set of deter-

rents to aggression. Some might think of Soviet political-military

demonstrations as a healthy way for Moscow to be able tc let off some

* steam. To a degree this may be correct; but there also is the risk

that the Kremlin could go down this road too far and not see its way to

withdrawal from that course.

The degree of openness in Hungary is now of long standing and

Czechoslovakia a:d East Germany are under the firm control of regimes

that seem to give no serious thought to an independent course. Internal

developments in recent years in Poland, however, suggest an important

change in the character of regime authority. To a large private

agricultural system, a thriving Catholic Church and free practice of

• religion, and substantial toleration of local strikes and other forms

of economic protest, further important dimensions of freedom are now

apparent: While the regime-run presa and cultural productions have

become entraordinarily frank in their political statements, parellel

' :4
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structures-for example, self-published (samizdat) presses, private

performances and lectures, and "flying universities"'-have begun

to flourish openly in the sense that the individuals involved and

their places of activity are not secret to the state. And too, there are

the formation of peasant self-defense committees and a new out- .

spokeness by the Church which has sought with vigor not just to end

censorship of its own activities, but also for media coverage of mass

and sermons.

Meanw.hile, whev the regime in Warsaw has met putlic resistance to new

initiatives, its response has been to back off quickly and to be

conciliatory--for example, the re!scinding of meat price increases

and backing down on a call.-up of seminarists for military duty

immediately after the election of a Polish cardinal as Pope; while

to cbtain balance-of-payments support from Western tanks, Warsaw

consented to their monitoring the Polish economy. In short, rather

than appearing to exercise tight Marxist-Leninist rule over Poland,

to the extent this was restored by Wladyslaw Gomulka after 1956,

Sdward Gierek's government has seemed immobile and drifting toward

a Kadar-like end-point--that is, to one of liberty without majoritarian3sm,

where the state is responsive to the USSR in foreign affairs but

otheivise acts as an intermediary between Polish society and the Kremlin.

*To the videly recognized potential for civil unrest in response to

food shortages and price increases is now added a growing possibility

of stiff resistance to an attempt to turn back the clock politically,

insofa as independent groups have become more institutionalized and

larger numbers of people have entered into their activities and become

used to a new normality.



kJ Without question would the USSR act to back up Polish governmental

action taken in response to revolt over economic matters or large-

scale public protest seeking political change. Yet, it is also possible

that the regime in Poland will be subjected to strong pressures by

Moscow to reverse the political *.harge that has taken place and return

to socialist orthodoxy, or at least to not allow furthrc developments

that might be in store. For although Soviet leaders might perceive

the change going on as delimited and the existence of a continued basis

* for strong relations with Poland, they might fear developuents in Poland

as an example to other Eastern European countries, particularly East

Germany atid Czechoslovakia. Moscow also might want to see screws

tightened politically and lessened Polish economic relations with the

West in the event of any return to cold war-like hostility and related

new ideological evangelism.

If Moscow was to become sharply intolerant and be resisted firmly

by Warsaw, the stage would be set for a crisis that could include Soviet

military demonstrations and Brezhnev doctrine-based threats of intervention.

A united Poland prepared to fight would present a formidable deterrent in

terms of the clear consequences and dangers of conflict, notwithstanding a

prospect of USSR "victory." However, what is more likely is

that the factionalized but internally balanced Polish United Worker-,

t Party and its leader would seek to establish that current point in

Poland's progression as a middle ground, which should be accepted by

Poles and the Kremlin; the thought being that to go back--or at least

to go back very far--would risk revolt, while to go further would mean

serious confrontation with the USSR. Suffice it to say that the Red

7
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Army would be made alert and probably redeployed in response to any

uncontrolled public revolt; although interventiorn might be deterred by

governmentRl and armed forces unity behind the cause of that protest

coupled with the tfrmination of its manifestation in the streets.

A threat by the United States to intervene in an Eastern

European crisis in response to possible military action by the USSR

would risk large-scale conventional, if not nuclear, conflict between

the superpowers-in effect, World War III. Serious readiness neasures

by NATO meant only as a bluff risk preemptive Warsaw Pact action.

Taken on behalf of changing the status quo in Europe, this danger

remains unacceptable to American policymakers. Moreover, U.S. "'1
diplomatic behavior supportive of dissidence in Eastern Europe only

incLeases Moscow's anxiety about such political change and probably

disposes Soviet leaders more favorably toward the use of force. On

the other hand, to the extent Soviet leaders are at all concerned about

Red Army intervention in Eastern Europe prompting a Western military

response, clear signals of noninvolvement by NATO may eliminate a

coun~erargument to intervention in che Kremlin. What might be done with

least risk and to possibly good effect by the West during an Eastern

European crisis in which MoRcow is undecided about intervention is to

show signs--but not give clear signals--of responding by some

substantial reinforcement of NATO forces in Western Europe, increased

defense spending generally, strengthened relations with China, and a

hardening line in negotiations --all of which would not come to pass if

the USSR continued to act in a restrained manner. Clear signals not
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only might be exposed later as hiaving been a bluff, but might lead

Soviet leaders feeling their backs against a wall to overreact.

A potential ?ath toward loosening Soviet dominion over Eastern

Europe, either to be set out upon consciousl,, or realized upon its

completion, is one that is ataged and directed by a united leadership

commanding popular support in a domestic environment including in-

hibition against disorder and overt anti-sovietism. Evolution over

years, not days, i-eeks or even months would seem not merely prudent,

but essential to keeping t7h Kremlin off balance and at bay. In the

first stage firm Mar.ist-Leninlst theocracy and retention of alliance

with the USSR might be coupied with domestic economic or foreign policy

deviation. Entering a second dimension, independence in the other side

of affairs, be it economic or foreign policy, might become the ordef of

the day. And thirdly, by deliberate, slow-paced salami tactics a

liberation in defense orientation might be sought in terms of gaining

freedom in national defense spending, imposing constrictions upon joint

military activities and constraining the freedom of in-country Soviet

garrison forces. Unlike in Rumania and B'ilgaria, Red Army divisions

continue to be deployed in Poland.(two), Hungary (four), Czechoslovakia

(five), and East Germany (thirry-ona). Mutual force reductions of U.S.

and Soviet military units in gestern and Eastern Europe, respectively,

.could prove of immense value to this third d'wension as well as lubricate

progress toward policy em,nclpation and substantive nonalignment of -he

sort enjoyed by Fin3and, Yugoslavia, and increasingly by Rumania.

At some point a new status quo might be appreciated whereupon a new

leadership orientation dispozed toward ckutious liberalization might be
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IIi afforded. Such authorities might succeed that generation currently in

nl power in Rumania--assuming that Mr. Ceabsescu himself does not eventually

take steps in this direction. In any case, liberalizatica probably

will not include the creation of Finnish-,style multiparty democracy,

but only the increased toleration of dissent and wedging of democratic

processes into state institutions and communist party organization and

decisionmaking. Orderly change in one nation-easpecially a key country

such as Poland-.nul;d create a foundation for positive developments in

neighboring nations.

Doubtless, this odyssey by any Warsaw Pact state would include

, times of Kremlin consideration of coercive diplomacy and perhaps even

outrighL intervention. To gradualism and the avoidance of shocks to

Mcscow and Soviet conceL. about the negative international repercussions

of intervention, the Eastern European capital !n question must add a

sincere intent to defend national sovereignty and honor. Thtuz who

favor policies desired by the Kremlin must be isolated and not

tolerated as a fifth column; and at some point Soviet decisionmakers

must be put on notice that intervention will be resisted violently, at

length, conventionally and theu unconventionally (including massive

civil disobedience). Practical preparations to make resubjugation

hostage to war and the necessity of occupation, undertaken slowly and

methodically, can credibly supplement rhetoric. The object is not to

make a Soviet victory pyrrhiL, but to keep Soviet leaders calculating

that the slow change occurring is containable and, in any case, not

dzngerous enough to warrant the cost of resurting to the military.

if the progression is carried out with foreknowledge, then, as In "The
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Sting," the script vast insure against thl Kremlin perceiving that it

has been had. Rather Soviet leaders must be kept believing that their

restrained behavior represents a sensible adaptation to changing times

and offers the best longterm protection of Soviet interests, as indeed

it might.

Southwest Asia

In southwestern Asia the security position of the USSR is

improved as compared with that in earlier years: The regime of Nur

Mohammed Taraki currently in power in Afghanistan appears dependent

upon the USSR and heavily influEnced by Moscow. in contrast to the more

neutral posture of the preceding Mohanmed Daud autocracy; the Shah

has been overthrowo and replaced by a deeply nationalist leadership

that has ended Iran's special relation3hip with the United States and

adopted a position of nonalignment in international affairs: and, in

Turkey, the issue of Cyprus and enotdceus economic difficulties have

caused successive governments in Arkara to make Turkish defense and

foreign policy hostage to support obtained from its NATO allies, par-

ticularly the United States. Each of these developments has included

the prospect of continued domestic instability.

In 1979 Soviet military advisers end perhaps pilots PlayeA =n 'L-

portant role in the %.ivil war in Afghanistan. Continued participation

* and an even mor2 substantial role for Soviet armed forces as a political

and military instrument is not unforseeable. If its initial military

investment was to fail, the Kremlin might elect to eud or shar'ly d -

limit this form of support out of concern to avoid a political morass.

=- -
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On the other hand, having gained a very special position in Kabul and Y_)

strongly identified itself with one side in the conflict, Moscow might

not wish to entertain the possibi'ity of a hostile regime gainirg power

in this neighboring nation. Moreover, if U.S. relations with Pakistan

were to remain poor and the United States was counted upon to not es-

calate its interest in the rebel forces operating against the regime in

Kabul, the Kremlin might go quite far in bolstering the Taraki govern-

ment, including tactical air support and perhaps even garrisoning

Red Army units in Afghanistan to free a greater number of government

troops for fighting.

Questions about the stability of the current regime in Iran and its

policies will probably exist for some time. The muddle of Iranian

polltics and foreign policy direction in the 1940s and early 1950s may

be repeated. Soviet leaders will remain concerned to insure that Mos-

lems in neighboring Soviet republics are not badly influenced, that Iran

does not again align itself with the United States, and that U.S. armed

forces are not used to influence devc.lopments in Iran. Toward these

ends in 1978 General Secretary Brezhnev warned that U.S. "interference,

especially mil.tary, in the affairs of Iran--a state directly bordering

on the Soviet Union would be regarded by the USSR a3 a matter affecting

4ts security interests."14/ As occurred three decades ago, Moscow might

.respond to newly hostile political developments in Iran or fear of new

U.S. political penetration of Teheran by strengthening its forces in

bordering sreas, mounting military exercises, ordering violations of

Iranian airspace and so forth. A potential catalyst to this behavior

is the drawing of sharp lines and confrontaticn between domestic groups

of varying political persuasions in Iran in circumstances in which the
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Kremlin feared the demise of forces favorable to the USSR. The possi-

bility also can not be discounted, though, of some Soviet political-

military operation in support of an attempt to seize power by factions

favorably disposed to Moscow.

Somewhat analogous to the Soviet geographic situation vis-1-vis

Norway, the USSR is also interested to erode Ankara's control over

passage between the Black Sea and the Mediterranean and certain Turkish

airspace. Here too the tactics include faits accomplis and ambiguous

military behavior. Ankara's poor relations with its Western allies

as combinee with substantial Soviet economic and political support with

the JSSR in the 19705 were enough to ward off Turkish interest in

confrontation. Indeed, these other developments have afferded Moscow

considerable hope of weaning Turkey from NATO and of avoiding any

ne.cessity to confront Ankara with military threats. The deployment of

Red Army un.ts into the Georgian and Armenian Republics in the event of

instability in eastern Turkey would likely be to insure Soviet domestic

security, not to intimidate Ankara.

If Turkey becomes further isolated from the United States and

Europe while Greece enters the European Economic Community, and a

new crisis then erupts between Greece and Turkey, Moscow could support

Ankara by redeploying warships in the Mediterranean, by having Bulgarian

ground units demonstrate near the Greek border, or even by alerting air-

borne units. A decision by Moscow not to support Turkey militarily

in a new Greek-Turkish crisis would probably result from a calculus
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that this action would drive Greece back toward NATO and cause unwanted

suspicion and hostility in Europe and the United Sta-ces. If the USSR

stood aside, Soviet leaders might calculate, both Turkey and Greece might

be dissatisfied by their allies' behavior in the crisis and NATO would

become wea7,er still, while blame was not placed on the USSR. Given the

non-risk--"it will fall in our lap"--strength of this argument, it

would seem the one most likely to prevail.

China and Japan

A partial rapprochement between the UFSR and China is not

implausible and Soviet-Japanese relations probably will run a

course of ups and downs during the next decade. On the whole,

however, Soviet security concerns in the Far East are likely to

heighten further as these two great neighbors become more competent

militarily and particularly if they pursue closer relations with one

another.

The multiple origins of Sino-Soviet discord that were vented

in the late nineteen fifties, the harsh polemics in the early and

mid-nineteen sixties, and the serious border clashes and consequent

buildup of opposing forces in the following decade have led, three

decades after Stalin and Mao signed a treaty of friendship and mutual

defense, to a climate of pervasive mutual fear and hostility between

the USSR and China. Unwilling to deal with Moscow from a position of

military inferiority, Peking grasped a strategy including the gradual

acquisition of more capable armed forces and formation of reinforcing
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alliances agairst the USSR. China's unyielding hostility, coupled with

its unwillingness to accept the legitimacy of treaties establishing

Sino-Soviet borders, the growth of its military capabilities, and its

stupendous population, in turn, have generated in the Soviet Union a

grave and pervasive sense of long-term danger. While Peking has feared

Soviet military capabilities and inaisted on at least a partial Soviet

military uithdrawal from border areas, Moscow has perceived its increased

nuclear and conventional military power justified on the basis of past

Sino-Soviet violence and confrontation, and as a critical deterrent to

newly antagonistic behavior by China.

China has not been increasing the proportion of its gross

national product spent on defense, but that percentage is running

at about ten percent. To this, moreover, deserves to be added the

following comment:

The National Defence, Scientific and Technological
Ccmmission of China would like to see the defence
budget increased, principally for the development
and deployment of moder. weapons, and there has been
much talk of buying technologically advanced weapons
in Europe and Japan. This suggests tha defence
expenditure will be significantlv increased, but
probably not before the 1980s. 15,

Gradual qualitative improvement in Chinese conventional forces and

acquisition of increased numbers of strategic ruclear weapons will not

provide Peking a means for successful aggression against the USSR,

but Chinese military forces are capable of being strengthened enough

relative to Soviet armed forces in not too great a time for Peki.ig to

soon command a substantially reinforced deter'ent to Soviet attack.

Hypothetically, Mosccvw could order a preemptive action to tenninate

bA
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the expanding Chinese nuclear threat to the USSR; yet the risks

and repercussions of this are so great that it is unimaginable as

long as Peking does not seriously threaten a military attack upon

the Soviet Union. If strategic and conventional war against China

declines as a credible option in consequence to increased Chinese

military capabilities, a decline also might be perceived in the

utility and hence sensibility of Moscow's resorting to the demonstrative

use of force--including territorial incursions and limited violence

directed at Chinese military units; which is not to say that these

activities may not be turned to as a means of obtaining domestic or

international cover in place of an effective option for coercing

Chinese behavior.

Soviet military restraint and absence of serious coercive

activities in response to China's 1979 intervention in Vietnam may be

explained by a number of factors. Not insignificant among them,

perhaps, was China's already improved strategic capability and the

increased military risk that Moscow would have had to accept in

resorting to serious action against Peking. Strong demonstrative

action, meanwhile, risked political failure as well as Sino-Soviet

military conflict. In addition to their finding Chinese armed forces

increasingly credible and the coercion of China simply more difficult

as well as dangerous, Soviet leaders also might conclude that political-

military operations directed at China have worked to reinforce

Peking's defense efforts and intent to form alliances directed at I
the USSR and have not deterred these activities or made their success

less likely.

" I
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Still, for a long time to come, the Kremlin may be expected to

give intermittent consideration to coercive diplomacy against China

in response to the accentuation of hostile verbal behavior by Peking,

imp:oved Chinese military capabilities, symbolic and substantive

actions to form alliances against the USSR, and flash points of

rivalry in the third world. Probably in mind most usually in !oscow

will be the establishment of a naval presence or exercises by elements

of the Soviet Pacific Fleet and Red Army and air deployments and

maneuvers in the Soviet far East. Up zhe ladder, on the -ccasion of

more serious differences, are overflights and territorial infringe-

mrnts by ground units and attacks upon small Chinese military units.

Serious crises may be expected to briug forth options including Lhe

decimation of a somewhat larger Chinese force, the seizure of some

territory, and preemptive strategic attack. Although Soviet leaders

may be increasingly expected to discount thoughts 6bout preemptive

strategic attack and nuclear threats as a result of increased Chineze

strategic capabilities, and begin to think less about territorial

intrusions as Chinese conventional capabilities improve, at least in

the next half decade, Peking w:ill have to temper a posture of bellieose

anti-Sovietism with exceptionally careful tactics.

In the absence of a massive defense effort that would reduce

the military imbalance more quickly, Chinese military leaders might

call for at least a partial improvement in relations with the Soviet

Union. The more likely prospect, though, is that Chinese political

leaders will warm to this thought only upon their gradual acquisition

iA
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of rallitayZ strength. Until then, they will probably be concerned to

politically conpensate for their military weakness by diplomacy and

by making Soviet leaders believe that attempts to push (hina around

risk escalation to a level which the Kremlin finds unacceptable-as

coupled with z great deal of prudence by Peking. Hence it will

remain difficult for Moscow to conciliate Peking and to

avoid thoughts of political-milltary diplomacy. Decline in this

Soviet orientation will probably result from a cumulation of increased

Chinese military capability, decreased Chinese hostilitv to the USSR,

and reorientation in Peking towird plying the space between the Soviet

Union and the United States as a means of inducing more favorable

behavior from both superpowers.

It is debatable whether or not heatedly conflictive relations

between the USSR and China benefit U.S. interests. Whatever the case,

though, the Uniied States can do little to avert discrete Soviet

political-military operations aimed at China, barring a course that

would wr a! severe damage upon Soviet-American relations and endanger

the securly of the United States. A path of cautioning Moscow,

which means alliance with China and arms sales to Peking, may be

justified as part of a reaction to Soviet behavior but does not recommend

itself as a preemptive tactic to Soviet coercive diplomacy directed

at Peking per se. U.S. policymakers will want to be extremely wary

against giving Peking reason for new incautious behavior directed at

the USSR and aimed indirectly at further reinforcing O.S. support

for China. A single brief naval visit to a Chinese port can symbolize

friendship; but repeated warship appearances, let alone joint
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maneuvers or visits by U.S. combat aircraft, might well reinforce

conflictive dynamics between the USSR and both China and the United

States.

Japan too has been made anxious by the increased military

power of the USSR. At the same time, Tokyo has suffered doubt about

U.S. willingness and ability to insure Japanese security and has been

concerned to establish good relations with China. Strengthened

Japanese relations with Peking, a born-again appreciation of a strong

security relationship with the United States, a new assertiveness

in defense policy and international relations, and an emboldened

disposition in dealings with the Soviet Union have markedly enlarged

prospects for future confrontation between the USSR and Japan.

The buildup of Soviet armed forces in the Far East would seem to

be explained by Moscow's desire for status as a global power, strength-

ened defenses against U.S. armed forces in the Paci2ic area, and con-

flict with China, not Soviet concern over Japan, which in earlier

years sought to accommodate Moscow and strongly rejected an active

role in international affairs. The intimidation of Japan is likely to

have been behind Soviet military expansion in the Far East only insofar

as this buildup was meant to obtain increased deference froa nations in

the region generally. Tokyo could not but be made anxious, however; for

implicit in the deployment of more capable Soviet forces in the east is

a much broadened threat of air attack upon Japan and interdiction of its

sepborne commerce, upon which this resource-scarce trading nation is

especially dependent. Soviet political-military operations, maritime

Lit
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t connaissance, naval exercises, enlarged deployments of ground

units upon islands in the Kurile chain contested by Tokyo and close

to Hokkaido, and Soviet interest to obtain regular access to naval

and air facilities in Vietnam have given pointed meaning to the changed

military climate in the region. Regular usage of Cam Ranh Bay by

Soviet warships and of Vietnamese airfields by land-based naval aircraft

could increase substantially the threat posed at a distance to shipping

between Japan and the Middle East, Southeast Asia, Africa and Europe.

Increased Soviet military strength -:' the Far East has not been tempered

by reassuring U.S. behavior in the region; for in the past decade the

United States has reduced th, number of aircraft carriers based in the

Western Pacific from three to two, withdrawn one division and announced

the withdrawal of the remaining U.S. division in South Korea, pulled all

of its forces out of Taiwan and Thailand, and encountered difficult

relations with the Philippines which is repository to those remaining

U.S. air and naval installations in Southeast Asia.

Largely as a result of these changes, but also reinforced by

the expanded military capabilities of a number of nations in South

and Southeast Asia, shocks caused by rapidly changed U.S. policies,

and increased sensitivity to various situations of instability

affecting Japan, Japanese attitudes toward arms and defense matters

have changed. For one thing, the Self Defense Forces and Mutual

Security Treaty with the United States bave become substantially more

popular; for another, much discussion has taken place about boosting

the defense budget significantly. Other signs of change have included
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the purchase of F-15 fighters having a potential for power projection

and longer range antisubmarine patrol aircraft, a general blurring

of the distinction between offensive and defensive forces, and a

greater asserti.veness by civilian officials and uilitary professionals

about what is requisite for defense, the role of the SDF, and

conditions that would justify rearmament. In 1979 Prime Minister

Masayoshi Ohira said he was disturbed by the USSR's 'energetic

buildup of strength in the Far East', a comment echoing numerous

other official statements to this effect; and aid to Vietnam was said to

be conditional upon Hanoi's not allowing the Soviet Union base

rights.16/ These developments, backgrounded by Tokyo's unwillingness

to go it alone with thp USSR in developing Siberia after the United

States decided not to go for -d in this endeavor, and taken together

with Japan's substantially improved relations with Chir- (acutely

symbolized by their 1978 treaty of friendship) have alarmed Soviet

leaders, who now wort, about U.S.-China-Japan alliance against the

USSR in the east and not only about increased Chinese military

capabilities, but also Japanese rearmament, not,' 'standing Lae

doubts of many Western observers that Japan is truly embarked on

a course of gradual but significant expansion of the SDF's capabilities.

For even if Tokyo does not fur the moment intend this, as Henry

Kissinger has argued, 'everyone knows that Japan could be a great

military power very quickly'.17/

A curb by Moscow on the expansion of its military capabilities
in the Far East does not appear likely as a strategem to obviate

SI
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Japanese interest in stronger defenses, reinforced security relations

with the United States, and closer alignment with China. Inst'ad the

USSR has given signs of acting with a heavy hand and without

sensitivity toward Japan, and overreacting--witness the 1978 naval

exercises prior to the signing of the Sino-Japanese treaty of friend-

ship, the Soviet deployment of airborne units and airfield construction

on the disputed Kurile islands close to Hokkaido, and Moscow's

bellicose thinking out loud--"Just you try"--about any Japanese attempt

to seize the disputed islands by force. 18 / If this is so, then

the USSR and Japan may be in the midst of a period of prolonged

estrangement; the potential, but not necessarily prospective circuit-

breakers of which are a disposition in Peking to improve relations

with Moscow, a leveling off of Soviet deployrents in the Far East, and

a new found Soviet sensitivity tnward Japan. New Soviet political-

military operations to caution Tokyo in its behavior mnght be expected

in the meantime.

Adventures by Communist Allies

Moscow has afforded Cuba, Vietnam and North Korea slibstantial

diplomatic, economic and armaments support and feels a special

responsibility for the maintenance of communist rule in these nations

and their well-being. A Treaty of Friendship, Cooperation and

Mutual Assistance is in force with North Korea and in 1978 Moscow

signed with VieLnam a Treaty of Friendship and Cooperation. As to

Cuba, Soviet leaders regard it as a matter of record that in return

for the Soviet withdrawal of strategic missiles and nuclear bombers
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ending the Cuban missile crisis in 1962, President Kennedy pledged

the United States not 1o take military action against the Castro

regime. An unprovoked attack or other threat presented to any one

of these nations would place great pressure upon the

USSR co provide them support including the aemonstrative use oi

Soviet armed forces. Soviet policymakers hdve demonctrated repeatedly,

however, that they will not seriously risk important USSR security

interests for allies that have acted unilaterally and provocatively.

The Kremlin has acted on the basis of self-interest, not out of ioya3ty,

although some show of loyalty sowietimes has been accorded in the service

of important interests. Nor does Moscow compete with PeKing in these

matters: Sino-Vietnamese relations have been conflictive, Cuba is

materially dependent upon the USSR, and Soviet le" rs have shown tbem-

selves exceedingly wary of North Korean designs and willing to accept

uneven relations with Pyongyang.

There is every reason to believe that the USSR would sit

by militarily if North Korean armed forces attacked a U.S. military

unit as occurred in 1968, 1969, and 1976 and the United States

responded with limited military force, notwithstanding substantial Soviet

intelligence monitoring of a U.S. naval force dcployed into the Sea

of Japan. Nor is the USSR likely to respoad militarily to a U.S.

threat to North Korea that followed a provocation by Pyongyang

-directed at South Korea. If Kim l1-sung allied Norti Korea with

China against the USSR, Pyongyang mighc even bc the target of

Soviet military diplomacy. Still, the Kremlin probably would find
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it difficult to avo'id political-military action directed at the

United States if Pyungyang initiated a major conflict with the South

that led 'o a substantial threat being posed to the continuation of

communist rule in North Korea; for a noncommunist regime in Pyongyang

imposed by and dependent upon the United States would appear to

threaten the security of the Soviet Far East and would constitute a

huge ideological disaster. Chinese intervention averted these

outcomes in 1950; conceivably in a new conflict, Chinese ground forces

again might be deployed onto the Peninsula for the purpose of dcterring

invasion of North Korea, again making strong Soviet political-military

behavior less necessary.

Aside from the reinforcement of capabilities in the Far Fast

and possibly a call-up of reserves, the USSR probably would not

respond militarily to retaliatory U.S. air attacks upon North Korea

at a distance from the Soviet--North Korean border. Also

doubtful i" .oviet military support of a sudden drive south

by North Korear forces to seize Seoul in 48-72 hours followed by a

call by Pyongyang for a cease-fire and negotiations leading to

reunification. To the extent Moscow sensed that the United States

was prepared to accept this North Korean fait accompli it might

perceive a certain value in appearing to have deterred American

military action. The shrewder tactic--as in 1969 and in 1976--would

be to avoid this role, however. For to become militarily involved

in this way would gain few points with North Korea which, acutely

sensitive to Moscow's timing, would recognize the Kremlin's essential

oS
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-' caution, while if this hesitancy va- not perc'ived, Pyongyang

might be encouraged to take even greater risks and envelop the USSR

in a yet more dangerous situation. Soviet coercive diplomacy in

this circumstance also would risk catalyzing a powerful Japanese

rearmament effort as well as a reinforced U.S. military effort globally

and serious damage to cooperative Soviet-P.S. behavior valued by

the Kremlin. Moscow's interests would be served better by allowing

Pyongyang to itself weaken the U.S. military presence in Northeast Asia

and global image of the United States.

The form of a new U.S. military response following further sub-

stantial withdrawal from South Korea might be expected to be heavily

naval to avoid a new emplacement of U.S. forces on the Peninsula that

afterwards might be difficult to disband. This would afford flexibility,

but it would not only be less likely to reassure South Korea and Japan,

it also would be more likely to audience a Soviet political-military

reaction unless that naval presence was very small or remuined far from

Soviet home waters. To avoid these pitfalls-of deploying forces anew to

South Korea and staging a flypaper or pitiful naval presence---ground

or air forces might instead be deployed to Japan and Guam, and

naval forces based in Hawaii and Southeast Asian waters might be

deployed to the northwestern Pacific, but yet not into the Sea of

Japan, while Northeast Asian stationed warships were sent into the

Yellow Sea.

Between Vietnam and China exist a wide range of deeply felt

differences. In the wake of their conflict in 1979, no agreements

___4
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were reached promising an aversion of future violence between them.

Vietnam retained its hold on Laos and Cambodia, continued its

maltreatment of ethnic Chinese, and appeared even more dependent

upcn the USSR than it had been previously. China, meanwhile, made

it clear that further "lessons" migbt have to be administered to

Hanoi. Poor relations and exchanges of harsh words were the best

that were expected by those favoring conciliation.

Moscow perceives China to be highly motivated in its

hostility toward Vietnam and probably recognizes as daxngers of any

military embroilment, not only the risk of escalation and conflict

with China, but also seriously complicated relations with the United

States, Japan and Western Europe, and the encouragement of further

provocative actions by Vietnam and other Soviet allies. Insofar as

Peking has demonstrated a willingness to engage in large-scale

violence against Vietnam, future threats and military deployments

that it might make cannot be discounted easily as idle bluffing or a

cloak to disguise weakness. Possibly Moscow would even allow China

to overthrow the regime in Hanoi, considering the danger of escalation

inherent in any substantial Sino-Soviet land conflict. Unlike North

Korea, which butts the USSR, and fighting with the United States over

the future of that land which might be restricted to a very limited

area in Northeast Asia, ietnam is distant from the USSR and military

action able to prevent a Chinese march into Hanoi would l.kely have

to include attacks upon targets in China. If the Kremlin

was unwilling to go to war with China on behalf of Vietnam, it

41
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nevertheless might feel compelled to orchestratc a multi-

fold show of force aimed at deterring Peking from effecting this

result; although the further down this road Moscow went, the more it

would risk either being embarrassed as a result of the exposure of

its bluff or becoming a committed party to the conflict because of

its attempt at coercive diplomacy.

Prudently, China has made no claims against Vietnam implying

subjugation. Instead, Peking has projected itself as responding in

a delimited fashion to provocations by Hanoi, with the aim of

causing the Vietnamese to curtail their pursuit of certain pol-

icies threatening or obnoxious to China. The actual use of

force in response to apparently time-limited Chinese military action

requires the Kremlin to accept large risks on behalf of an ally

that is not seriously in danger without a substantial prospect of

major gain.

While engagement in violent conflict with China over Vietnam

would be difficult for the Kremlin to accept whatever the level of

Sino-Vietnamese hostilities, the political use of Soviet armed forces

recommends itself strongly in the event of limited conflict becween

China and Vietnam. Without taking very great risk, as in 1979, certain

forces in the Soviet Far East can be made more ready as a caution to

Peking against enlarging upon its objectives, and warships and

reconnaissance aircraft can be deployed to the scene to afford Hanoi

intelligence and a sense ; larger support. Air transport of armaments

also can provide political svpport, even if the distances that

must be flown from Soviet Russia to Vietnam did not allow an
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airlift immediately able to make up for Vietnamese losses in any

serious conflict with China. Again, as in 1979, Moscow could presume

that Peking would not lead the USSR to face a choice between embarrass-

ment and war against China by intentionally relating its objectives to

be limited and then attempting the overthrow of the Hanoi regime. If

Peking was intent on the latter, it would be more sensible to allow the

USSR as much room as possible to extract itself from its alliance with

Vietnam.

Hanoi, after having fought wars of national liberation with France

and the United Statescannot appreciate any arrangement allowing a

permanent foreign military presence on its territory or in its waters;

but, in a crisis, fear might impel an offer to Moscow of a degree of

access that otherwise would not be proffered. Conceivably, something

along this line occurred prior to or during the 1979 Sino-Vietnamese

conflict and lay behind those limited Soviet political-military

actions that took place then. For afterwards, Soviet naval aircraft

were deployed to Vietnam and Soviet warships entered Vietnamese

ports for the first time.

Regular unrestricted access %y Soviet warships and aircraft to naval

and air installations in Vietnam surely would be valuable to Moscov,

and if the Kremlin may not consider these facilities worth war with

China, but instead prefer to pay for this only with military and econ-

omic assistance, th- promise of a long-term base arrangement or fear of

its loss might occasion a special willingness to engage in coercive

diplomacy, particularly if the Kremlin assessed Peking's behvaior as

W
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limited and highly attendant i:o Soviet actions.

Like North Korea and Vietnam, Moscow considers Cuba to be a

permanent gain to the socialist movement and has made itself appear $

responsible for Cuban security, at least insofar as Havana refrains

from unfavored actions provocative to the United States. The Kremlin

is unlikely to become engaged in the Central America-Caribbean area as

it has in Africa and Southwest Asia and probably would distance itself

from Havana if Castro engaged in new revolutionary activity in this

arena of the sort promoted in the early afid mid-1960s. Like North

Korea's seizure of the Pueblo, however, an unexpected initial provo-

cation leading to a U.S. political-military response could nevertheless

entrap the USSR which retains air defense units in Cuba (Soviet pilots

flying Cuban-marked aircraft) and periodically deploys warships into

the Caribbean.

Beyond verbal warnings the USSR also is unlikely to respond directly

to an obviously demonstrative U.S. show of force directed at Cubi. In

1978 twenty-two U.S. and eleven British warships including the aircraft

carrier Eisenhower carried out major exercises near Cuba while, at the

same time, high altitude reconnaissance flights of the island were

conducted. The latter may have been prompted only by the recent intro-

duction into Cuba of nuclear capable MIG-23 aircraft, but the GULF

EX-79 naval maneuvers seemed clearly related to Cuban activities in

Africa. Implicitly the Carter administration meant to caution Havana

against new military activities in Africa as well as perhaps the Middle

East and Central America, and to pressure Cuban military withdrawal
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from Africa. No Soviet political-.; ry activity ttk place in

response to this operation. o limited itself to moderate

reproval in Pravda, ao i will succeed in intimidating
"@;

the patriots who are waging a just struggle against reaction and for

social progress."19/ Rather Soviet political-military support for

Cuba is most likely to take the form of preemptive deployments, as for

example of pilots to assist Cuban air defense, together with arms

transfers and periodic warship visits. Moscow understands well its

conventional inferiority in the western Atlantic and the improbability

of violent U.S. military action against Cuba. Hence its inclination

is to downplay the significance of demonstrative U.S. action while

acting in ways aimed at assurivg Cuban confidence in the pursuit of joint

actions faivored by the USSR.

The Third World

Soviet leaders have not engaged in overreaching and otherwise

rash public rhetoric about intervention in the third world. Instead,

Mosaow's course has been to relate, more simply, that Soviet military

power helps keep the peace and to offer expressions of general solidarity

and support for third world favorites. Leaders in the former colonial

lands and of insurgencies have not been led to expect either real or

even symbolic help from Soviet fighting men.

Like the United States, the Kremlin too muse increasingly worry

about the military capabilities of third world antagonists which, in

certain cirzumstances (including failure in a chain of command), might

be prepared to violently engage Soviet military units. Soviet transpor't

aircraft and even warsbipa are not difficult targets for missiles and
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precision-guided munitions, and the abilIty "oet military units

to avoid detection in an age of el) inte ligence is near zero.

For a Kara-class cruiser to be disabled, for example, would be a political

disaster for the USSR, particularly insofar as Moscow counted on a heap political

triumph and was unwilling or unable to militarily respond. Even if the

Kremlin s willing to act cynically and ruthlessly it may not appreciate

the risk of embroilment in a military quagmire and its attendant oolitical

damage, and may lack the will and even the capability to deal decisively

with its opposition.

Concerned to influence rather than subjugate, the USSR is highly

sensitive to charges of neocolonialism and imperialism by third world

nations. Concepts of sovereignty, territorial integrity, and regime

legitimacy as well as a number of other norms at stake in interstate

and domestic crises may not of themselves be the basis of Soviet be-

havior, but they are important to a large number of third world nations

whose favor is important to the USSR. Hence, in addition to assessing

Western interest and the risk of confrontation with the United States,

the Kremlin is concerned to determine the attitudes of Afro-Asian nations

hose perspective on intervention by outside powers may or may not share

much in common with the West.

Sovereign third world nations with recognized regimes that do

not act aggressively toward nations friendly with the USSR are

very unlikely to be the target of Soviet political-military diplomacy.

To act otherwise admits serious daisger to Soviet standing regionally

and among the nonaligned movement generally. Condemnation by the

Organization of African Unity, the Arab League, the Association of

-. .
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South tast Asian Nations, let alone the U.N. General Assembly, is

a disaster the Kremlin would not countenance for only a very local

gain. far from wanting to antagonize these memberships, the USSR

contests strongly for their favor. With regional support a non-

aligned nation probably also can act aggressively against at least

an uncertain Soviet ally without stirring a military response by

Moscow. Despite periodic divergence in policy, Moscow lent much

support to the regime of Idi Amin in Uganda; and far armaments, the

murderous Amin was dependent upon the USSR. Yet, when Tanzanian

forces and Ugandan exiles invaded Uganda in 1979 with the uneasy

blessing of a large number of OAU nations, the Kremlin watched quietly.

Nations allied with the West, in possession of valuable natural

resources or suffering internal political weakness, may be subjected

to covert action by the USSR, but unless they act militarily against

a neighbor, it is doubtful Moscow would attempt coercive diplomacy

against them. For this would threaten to reinforce their alliance

with the West and induce a patron military response. Thus, for

example, as long as the United States remains strongly interested

in raw material rich Saudi Arabia and Zaire and France is willing

to assist such internally weak nations as Djibouti, Chad, and the

Central African Empire, these nations will need to concern themselves

only with the weaknes. of their political institutions, the intentions

of their neighbors, and perhaps Soviet guided covert action. Not-

withstanding the USSR's strategic interest in Persian Gulf oil

transit and the revolutionary fervor of South Yemen, Moscow will

g *'4 .,4
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doubtfully support a new Dhofaz rebellion in Oman as overtly as it

did in the early 1970s. Although Iran is not now able to act

decisively, as it did in thic earlier instance, heightened opposition

by Saudi Arabia and Iraq as well as a very possibly strong U.S.

reaction must be viewed as a powerful caution to the Kremlin if not

to the PDRY.

In brief, Soviet leaders may have strong and varied reasons not

to resort to coercive diplomacy in many situations of instability, Care-

ful cost-benefit analyses are likely to be the source of decisions, not

a "Can we do it? Then let's do it!" mentality. While other instru-

mentalities rather than Soviet armed forces units are likely to be pre-

ferred, many situations beckoning a Soviet political-military card

are likely to be foregone.

Yet, considering the large number of external and internal con-

flicts and crises possible and continuing in sub-Saharan Africa, the

Middle East and southern Asia, policymakers in the Kremlin may he ex-

pected to encounter numerous requests for Soviet political-military

support and perceive in other instances advantages that might he de-

rived from discrete operations. The USSR surely is interested in

increasing, not to say maintaining, its number of friends and supporters,

Besides positive objectives, it is also cngaged tn a bitter rivalry

with China and seeks to minimize the number of nations friendly toward

the United States. Consequent to Soviet political--military support,

Moscow might calculate, third world governments and movements engaged in

conflict or crisis might be made more likely to favor Soviet positions

%t
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internationally, facilitate forward USSR military deployments, increase

their trade with WTO nations, and see the USSR as a model to be emulated.

The Kremlin also will be concerned to protect its personnel and property

abroad. Looking at their past record, Soviet leaders can find enough

success to justify new political-military operations in a number of

circumstances.

Regularly abroad in third world nations and their claimed

waters are large numbers of Soviet economic and military advisers,

naval and commercial vessels and their seamen, Aeroflot planes and

their crews, and Soviet personnel attached to diplomatic missions.

All are potential hostages and targets of both sovereign nations and

insurgent groups. Attacks, seizures or other threats to Soviet

personnel or property overseas will include a serious prospect of

generating a political-military response, particularly by warships

as occurred following Ghana's seizure of two Soviet trawlers in 1969.

Although the USSR does not want to be accused of gunboat diplomacy,

it also is concerned to insure the f,,ture security of its citizens

and property abroad and respect for itself as a great power. To the

extent that nonaligned nations perceive the Kremlin innocent of causal

wrongdoing and Moscow's attagonist thereby lacks a foundation for

grievance, Soviet policymakers may be pnrticularly inclined to coercive

diplomacy. What is a more likely prospect, though, is that there would

be a degree of ambiguity about Soviet innocence. Although this probably

would cause the USSR some hesitation, it is doubtful that Moscow could

refrain from some show of force if a Soviet vessel akin to the Pueblo

J1
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was seized or an intelligence gathering aircraft was shot down while

exercising a right of "innocent" transit,

A general circumstance stimulating discrete Soviet operations in

the third world, and one to be expected more frequently than hostility

directed at Soviet personnel and property abroad, is domestic instability

threatening the future of a regime friendly to the USSR. While those

regimes in Angola and Ethiopia, for example, face continuing insurgencies

other Soviet allies can probably expect to experience attempts by dis-

gruntled military men to seize power, ethnic insurgency and general

social unrest. A related stimulus is political change that brings into

power a regime which looks to the USSR for support. Moscow may not

attempt to terminate a regime by political-military diplomacy and would

have little option than to accept a fait accompli ending the rule of

an ally. Lending support to an anxious friend or one which has just

dealt with a threatened coup or recently seized power is quite diffarent,

however, for this Soviet action comes at the request of a recognized gov-

ernment of a sovereign nation that is seeking to insure a status quo.

Special ship visits are most likely, but also possible are the military

air transport of arwaments and the visit, where logistics are possible,

of a small number of Soviet combat aircraft. These actions plus the

combat deployment of small numbers of tactical aircraft, helicopters,

and light transport planes are conceivable in response to a serious

insurgent threat to an important third world friend, notwithstanding

Moscow's preference to merely supply aircraft and helicopters and have

them piloted by recipient personnel, other third world citi ;, Cubans,
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or other allied military men. Also mitigiting against the need for

Soviet political-military support are the increased number of mutual

security agreements between third world nations which allow new nations

to call upon regional allies in crises, as Guinea helped Liberia main-

tain order in response to rioting in 1979.20 /

Soviet armed forces also might be used to support nations suffering

aggression at the hands of Western or Chinese allies or essentially

outcast nations (for example, South Africa). Two different types of

countries are to be distinguished here: long-time regional allies with

noncommutnist "socialist" regimes, such as Syria, Iraq, India and

Guinea, which, desite important differences with Moscuw, can probably

count upon strong Kremlin interest in averting their drewing away from the

USSR and closer to the West; and nations that more recently have become

dependent upon the USSR--for example, Angola, Ethiopia and South Yemen--

whose regimes exude fresh revolutionary rhetoric and at least the

trappings of Marxist-Leninist organization. Potential antagonists of

A the first group are at least as long-standing as the latters' ties with

the USSR. Despite current quiescence in their hostility, heightened

antagonism or renewed conflict is plausible, for example, between

Syria and Israel, india and Pakistan, and Iraq and Saudi Arabia.

Moscow's newer allies have been involved in serious interstate conflict

more recently yet. Notwithstanding their modus vivendi, Angola and

Zaire maintain uneasy relations with each other. South African dominated

Namibia also remains a threat to Luanda. And if Somalia does not invade

Ethiopia so soon again, hateful relations between Addis Ababa and Sudan
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persist; while on the other side of the Red Sea, South Yemen could, by

pushing the other Yemen or Oman too far. cause a Sauud or U.S. supported

reaction endangering the regime in Aden.

While the protection of the status quo will motivate the defensive

support given to allies, Moscow also retains interest in acquiring new

situations of relative advantage. States having close relations with

the West or nonaligned nations also may turn to the USSR out of despera-

tion if their Western friends and neighbors appear immobilized in re-

sponse to requests by them for support. A very large number of nonaligned

and non-Soviet allied nations may prospectively dispute bordering lands

in the pursuit of raw materials, better transit routes, ethnic unity,

or old-fashioned empire. If a nation on the defensive concludes that

all is lost otherwise-that is, neither its allies, the relevant regional

authority or the United Nations are prepared to effectively defend its

interests--turning to the USSR for succor may appear a necessity. Offered

the opportunity to defend a nation's territorial integrity, what Moscow

would be interested in are the prospective gains and the level of

effort necessary to compel an end to the aggression being directed at

that prospective client. Here, as with an ongoing insurgency, it would

be important whether the recipient armed forces needed only armaments,

logistics support and morale reinforcement, or the assist:nce of foreign

firepower. Although the latter may be neccessary and considered de-

sirable by Moscow, the Kremlin probably will remain concerned not to

deploy Red Army men or any large number of Frontal Aviation pilots in

the third world; hence Soviet dependence upon the availability of Cuban
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or other acceptable military men for combat chores. Havana and other

Soviet allies may be in agreement with Moscow in some instances, but

in others their differing interests and objectives may make them unwill-

ing to become engaged militarily on behalf of a prospective Soviet

ally.

Southern Africa presents a special case of insurgencies aimed

at ending white domination. In the absence of peaceful accommodations

between SWAPO and South Africa and its clients over Namibia, and between

the current Zimbabwe-Rhodesia authorities, the Patriotic Front, and the

Frontline states, the possibility will continue to exist of an expanded

Soviet political-military role in these affairs. Despite the desire of

neighboring African nations to limit the role of the USSR in determining

the future course of southern Africa, and forboding in Havana and among

other allies of the USSR about engaging South African armed forces in

susta.ned combat, prospective circumstances may usher coercive opera-

tions by Soviet military units. A noncompromising attitude or wtolly

cynical behavior by Pretoria over political change in Namibia, new

attacks by South African military units upon Angola or their entry

i.ato the Zirmbabwe conflict, the unwillingness of the new regime in

Salisbury :o go further in reconstituting the political system of

Zimbabwe or, alternatively, to offer concessions to the Patriotic

Front, or an escalation of attacks by Salisbury forces upon their neigh-

bors' territory and Western support 'or South Africa or an outcast Zimbabwe

all increase the piospect of the Frontlina staLes becoming more open to a

heigh.en-d Soviet role for two general reasons: first, to insure their

sovereignty and the security of their citizens and property, and to deter

attack; and, second, to reiniorce t1be pressure upon their antagonists to1I
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compromise.

Doubtfully would the Frontline nations quickly welcome Soviet

helicopter or tActical transport aircraft support, let alone ground-

based air defense units, fighter aircraft, or Red Army troops. But

faced with strong adveisity,one or more of those states might appreciate

an expanded number of ship visits, a naval presence or the military air

transport from the USSR of armaments as warning to their regional ad-

versaries and supporters of the latter in the West. The development of

serious interstate conflict between a Frontline nation and Zimbabwe or

South Africa might well open the way to a Soviet ground or air combat

presence, insofar as this support was considered essential to national

security and was unable to be obtained from Cuba or another nation with

noraligued credentials. Words like the following taken from a 1978 gov-

ernment statement on Africa may be expected to justify Societ activism

generally:

One cannot fail to see the principal difference
between the assistance given by socialist coun-
tries to the states and peoples of Africa and
the armed interference in the internal affairs
of Africa practiced in reality by Western
countries in their narrow, selfish interests.
The assistance given by socialist countries
serves the just cause of the liberation of the
peoples from racist-colonialist slavery and the
cause of protecting the sovereignty and territorial
integrity of states from outside encroachments.
The Soviet people is rightly proud of its
assistanre to these lofty aims.

Detente by no means implies an artificial
restriction of objective processes of his-
torical development. It is not a charter of
immunity for anti-popular, corrupt and venal
regimes, for any whatsoever special rights and
privileges inherited from the colonial past or
obtained under unequal deals and agreements 21/
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Threats of U.S. military diplomacy, arms transfers, and covert *

action are obvious potential instruments that might be utilized to pre-

clude discrete Soviet political-military operations in the third world;

and in some instances they may command the support of U.S. national

authorities and seem sensible. On other occasions, however, they may

appear politically infeasible or counterproductive to U.S. interests.

And even when these tools may seem necessary, they nevertheless may

not be sufficient. Moreover, while it does not make sense to a.low the

USSR and its allies confidence that the United States will refrain from

forceful intervention and that they can engage in political-military

diplomacy un.ilaterally, it also is wise to make use of other means

that are available to bar and constrain Kremlin resort to the military

as its means of obtaining objectives. Other avenues open if a crisis

begins to loom are: 1) to support regional political solutions and

peacekeeping actions; 2) to offer verbal commitments of non-U.S. mili-

tary intervention contingent upon similar Soviet restraint, and declara-

tions to withhoid support from extra-regional U.S. allies that might

intervene if extra-regional Soviet allies do not become involved; 3)

to make clear to u.j. allies and others who might turn to the United

States that they should not be confident of U.S. support if they engage

in aggression; and 4) to draw attention to potential violations of

sovereignty and other international norms by the USSR if it was necessary

for the Kremlin to make use of certain air and even sea routes.

If actions such as these might be seized upon in the instance of

an imminent crisis, their utility might be greatly enhanced by seriously

k~e%
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attending to them as part of a longer-term strategy. In this the

United States could embark upon a campaign offering the third world a

choice between the security of their territorial integrity and orienta- I
tion of nonalignment on the one hand, and superpower intervention and

trampling upon their affairs or ones close to them on the other. To

support regional political solutions and peacekeeping, delimitations

upon alliance support, declarations of conditional nonintervention,

and the building of mutual interest in respect for the novereignty of

airspace and innocent passage at sea, the United States also can attempt

to reduce the dependency of Soviet allies upon the USSR and caution

Moscow against the conclusion that Soviet military behavior in the third

world does not influence U.S. global alliance policy and defense spending,

and the climate of varied negotiations and other cooperative superpower

behavior. Finally, advantage might be seen in the negotiation of mutual

withdrawal or restraint in deployments of U.S. and Soviet naval and per-

haps other forces in selected regions that might come to include the

Mediterranean, south Atlantic, Indian Ocean, sub-Saharan Africa, the

southern ring of Asia and South America. American policymakers and some

foreign nations appreciate a great deal the forward presence of U.S.

forces or sometime ease with which they can be inserted into a region.

However, if the United States wishes to avoid intervention and confronta-

tion and yet does not want to witness Soviet political-military diplomacy,

the course of wisdom may be to pursue a path of at least selective mutual

restraint that would raise the threshold to Moscow's use of armed forces

at a political instrument.
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LIST OF INCIDENTS

Month/Year

USSR Forces
Case Number and Political Context First Used Brookings File Number

i. Accession of parts of Finland

to USSR June 1944 16

2. Accession of eastern Poland

to USSR June 1944 15

3. Political future of Poland July 1944 2

4. Accession of northern Bukovina

and Bessarabia to USSR August 1944 17

5. Political future of Rumania August 1944 3

6. Political future of Bulgaria September 1944 1

7. Political future of Hungary October 1944 4

8. Accession of Sub-Carpathian
Ruthenia to USSR October 1944 18

9. Political future of Czechoslovakia January 1945 9

I0. Accession of East Prussia to
USSR January 1945 21

11. Political future of Germany January 1945 6

12. Political future of Austria March 1945 7

13. Accession of southern Sakhalin
and Kurile Islands to USSR August 1945 20

14. Political future of China August 1945 22

15. Acquisition of special rights

in Port Arthur and Dairen August 1945 19

16. Political future of Korea August 1945 5

17. Economic influence in Manchuria November 1945 23

18. Political future of Bornholm Is. November 1945 174

19. Communist regime established in
northern Iran December 1945 26

20. Withdrawal from Czechoslovakia December 1945 8
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Month/Year
USSR Forces

Case Number and Political Context First Used Brookings File Number

21. Security of Port Arthur and
Dairen February 1946 25

22. Dispute over Turkish provinces
and Dardanelles March 1946 27

23. Withdrawal from China March 1946 14

24. Withdrawal from Bornholm Is. March 1946 175

25. Sovietization of North Korea July 1946 13

26. Occupation of Haiyang Island March 1947 29

27. Relations with Iran August 194/ 28

28. Sovietization of Hungary September 1947 12

29. Sovietization of Poland September 1947 10

30. Sovietization of Rumania September 1947 11

31. Future of West Germany and Berlin January 1948 i39

32. Communist coup in Czechoslovakia February 1948 30

33. Future of West Germany and Berlin March 1948 115

34. Future of West Germany and Berlin June 1948 116

35. Relations with Denmark Septembet 1948 165

36. Withdrawal from North Korea October 1948 154

37. Civil war in China October 1948 24

38. Relations with Iran October 1948 31

39. Security of North Korea Early? 1949 33

40. Relations with Iran May 1949 147

41. Relations with Yugoslavia August 1949 32

42. Rearmament of West Germany January 1950 117

43. Seizure of West Berlin territory September 1950 173
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MoathfYear
USSR Forces

Case Number and Political Context First Used Brookings File Number

44. Security of China October 1950 34

45. Security of North Korea ? 1951 179

46. Seizure of West Berlin territory January "931 118t47. Security ot regime in
Czechoslovakia Tebruary 1951 138

48. Security of regime in Albania March 1951 38

49. Political crisis in Iran Jtue 1951 40

50. Rearmament of West Germany August 1951 144

51. Tugoslavia's relations with West September 1951 86

52. Rearmament of West Germany January 1952 119

53. Japan - U.S. relationship June 1952 39

54. Relations with Sweden June 1952 164

55. Yugoslavia's relations with West July 1952 137

56. Rearmament of West Germany October 1952 105

57. Rearmament of West Germany March ]953 148

58. USSR relaxation of controls
in Austria June 1953 171

59. Peace offensive-Great Britain June 1953 129

60. Demonstrations in East Berlin June 1953 120

61. Security of Bulgaria October 1953 35

62. Relations with Albania May 1954 142

63, Restoration of controls in
Austria June 1954 172

64. Relations with Sweden July 1954 141

65. Austria State Treaty Hay 1955 151

66. Withdrawal from Port Arthur
end Dairen May 1955 153

67. Withdrawal from Porkkala
(?inlnd) October 1955 152
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Month/Year
USSR Forces

Case Number and Political Context First Used Brookings File Number

68. Relations w4,th Great Britain October 1955 145

69. Security of regime in East
Germany December 1955 36

70. Relations with Japan January 1956 135

71. Relations with Yugoslavia May 1956 155

72. Relations with China June 1956 156

73. Political demonstrations
in Poland June 1956 43

74. Government change in Poland October 1956 44

75. Crisis in Hungary October 1956 46

76. Security of regime In Rumania October 1956 45

77. Security of regime In East
Germany October 1956 42

78, Crisis in Hungary November 1956 47

79. Security of regime in Poland November 1956 41
80. Security of regime in Bulgaria November 1956 37

81. Western presence in Berlin November 1956 146

82. Security of regime in Hungary March 1957 50

83. Security of regime in Syria Septemcer 1957 48

84. Security of regime in Syria October 1957 49

85. Western presence in Berlin October 1957 121
86. Westera presence in Berlin January 1958 149

87. Relations with Poland May 1958 93

38. Withdrawal from Rumania May 1958 161

89. U.S. intervention in Lebanon july 1958 51

90. W4estern presence in Berlin November 1958 122
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Month/Year

USSR Forces
Case Number and Political Context First Used Brookings File Number

91. Western presence in Berlin February 1959 123

92. Relaticns with Iran March 1959 56

93. Insurgency in Indonesia November 1959 163

94. Crisis in Congo July 1960 52

95. Crisis in Congo September 1960 53

96. Western presence in Berlin September 1960 150

97. Crisis in Laos December 1960 54

98. Western presence in Berlin July 1961 124

99. Indonesia - Netherlands conflict
over West Irian ? 1962 167

100. Crisis in Laos January 1962 55

101. Western presence in Berlin February 1962 125

102. Emplacement of missiles in Cuba July 1962 57

103. Cuban missile crisis October 1962 58

104, Relations with Laos December 1962 177

105. Western presence in Berlin April 1963 126

106. Western presence in Berlin October 1963 127

107. Cyprus crisis June 1964 133

108. Insurgency in Congo December 1964 59

109. Border dispute with China 1965 61

110. Buneestag meets in West Berlin April 1965 128

111. Relations with France October 1966 162

112. Border dispute with China February 1967 62

113. Egypt-Israel political crisis May 1967 64

114. Arab-Israe-li war June 1967 65

115. Post Arab-Israeli war hostilities June 1967 66
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Month/Year
USSR Forces

Case Number and Political Context first Used Brookings File Number

116. Relations with Sweden August 1967 166

117. Relations with Spain October 1967 159

118. Israeli ship Eilat sunk October 1967 67

119. Insurgency in North Yemen November 1967 60

120, Seizure of U.S.S. Pueblo by
North Korea January 1968 68

121. Relations with Czechoslovakia March 1968 69

122. Relations with Czechoslovakia May 1968 70

123. Insurgency in South Yemen June 1968 160
124. Relations with Czechoslovakia July 1968 71

125. Relations with Czechoslovakia-
invasion August 1968 72 I

126. Felations with Rumania August 1968 76

127. Security of regime in
Czechoslovakia October 1968 73

128. Seizure of Soviet trawlers

by Ghana February 1969 78

129. West Germany federal election
in West Berlin March 969 130

130. Border dispute with China March 1969 63

131. Relations with Czechoslovakia March 1969 74

132. U.S. EC-121 aircraft downed by
North Korea April 1969 75

133. Security of Cuba July 1969 112

134. Relations with Cambodia December 1969 158

135. Security of regime in Somalia December 1969 77

136. Insurgency in Sudan ? 1970 85

137. Security of Egypt February 1970 80
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Month/Year
USSR Foi-ces

Csse Number and Political Context First Used Brookings File Number

138. Security of regime in Somalia April 1970 81

139. Relations with France May 1970 136

140. Cease-fire in Misdle East Auzumn 1970 113

141. Jordan-PLO-Syria conflict September 1970 79

142. U.S. reaction to USSR Pub-
marine tender in Cuba September 1970 ill

143. Relations witLh Yugoslavia October 1970 143

144. West Germany-JSSR treaty Octcber 1970 131

145. Demonstrations in Poland December 1970 178

146. Security of Guinea December 1970 82

147. West German political visits
to Berlin Jsnuary 1971 140

148. Insurgency in Sri Lanka April 1971 87

149. Security of regime in Sierra
Leone May 1971 83

150. Relations with France June 1971 157

35]. Relations with Rumania June 1971 132

152. India-Pakistan war December 1971 84

153. '!,curity of regime in Somalia January 1972 89

154. Relations with Bangladesh April 1972 88

155. Relations with Egypt May 1972 17I

156. U.S. response to N. Vietnamn
Easter offensive May 1972 90

157. Dhofar rebellion in Oman ? 1973 li

158. Relations wiLh Iran Jaruary, 1,3 92

159. Assassination of PAIGC

(Port.-Guinea !nsurgents)
leader Jan- • ." 973 100
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t USSR Forces

Case Number and Political Context First Used Brookings File Number

160. Arab-Israeli conflict Apr1l 1973 96

161. Iraq-Kuwait dispute April 1973 91

162. Cod War between Great
Britain and Iceland May 1973 95

163. Arab-Israeli war 1 October 1973 103

164. Arab-Israeli war - 2 October 1973 104

165. Relations with Italy October 1973 168

166. Kurdish problem in Iraq ? 1974 94

167. Cyprus conflict July 1974 98

168. Clearing of Suez Canal July 1974 99

169. Relations with Yugoslavia September 1974 97

17Q. Syria-Israel conflict November 1974 134

171. Border dispute with China November 1974 114

172. Conflict in Angola March 1975 106

173, Relations with United States May 1975 110

174. Barents Sea dispute with
Norway September 1975 180

175, Conflict In Angola November 1975 107

176. Algeria - Morocco - Polisario
dispute January 19)6 181

177. Conflict in Lebanon-U.S.
evacuation June 1976 176

178. Relations with Italy September 1976 169

179. Ethiopia-Somalia war November 1977 108

180. Western presence in Berlin January 1978 102

181. Security of Cuba February 1978 109
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USSR Forces
Case Number and Political Context First Used Brookings File Number

182. Relathions with China April 1978 182

183. Relations with China May 1978 183

184. China-Vietnam conflict J one 1978 184

185. Relations wit,. Japan June 1978 185

186. China-Vietnam conflict August 1978 186

187. China-Vietnam war February 1979 187
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